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Preface 

There are hundreds of books on baking for food 
service operators, culinary arts instructors, and con- 
sumers, including specialty books on baking bread, 
cookies, crackers, pastry, and so on. Beyond these 
“how to” books, there are in general two groups of 
professional reference books on the science and 
technology of baking or bakery products: product 
specific books devoted to one topic or area (e.g., 
breadmaking, &t bread, cookies and crackers, cake 
making, biscuits, additives, sensory attributes, quali- 
ty control, or problems and solutions) and general 
reference texts addressing all aspects of the science, 
technology, and engineering of baking. 

This book belongs to the second category. Our 
goal is to augment rather than compete with similar 
books in the marketplace. Each professional refer- 
ence treatise has unique features and the users deter- 
mine which one best suits their purpose. This book 
presents the following: 

An overview of the science and technology of 
baking, 
The biology, chemistry, and application of 
several types of kur, 
The major ingredients used in baking, 
The basics of making yeast bread, 
The processes of baking, and 
Selected bakery products. 

The introductory chapter covers an overview of 
every aspect of baking including the selection and 
function of ingredients and materials, production, 
and quality control. Later chapters provide details 
on wheat, rye, and rice kurs with a discussion of 
gluten. Major baking ingredients are discussed in- 

cluding sweeteners, eggs, yeast, fat replacers, water, 
and functional additives. The principles of baking 
include-among other topics-mixing, dough mak- 
ing and dough makeup, fermentation, baking, and 
the sensory evaluation of bakery products. Bread is 
discussed from the perspectives of manufacturing, 
including the use of enzymes, production of frozen 
dough for the consumer, and quality control. The 
last part of the book presents a discussion of the fol- 
lowing bakery products: cakes, cookies, crackers, 
biscuits, dietetic products, muffins, bagels, pretzels, 
and Italian and other world specialties. 

Although major topics in the discipline are in- 
cluded, there is no claim that the coverage is com- 
prehensive. This reference text is the result of the 
combined effort of nearly 50 professionals from in- 
dustry, government, and academia. The authors are 
from more than 15 countries and possess diverse 
expertises and backgrounds in the discipline of bak- 
ing science and technology. These experts were led 
by an international editorial team of five members 
from three countries. All these individuals, authors 
and editors, are responsible for assembling scientific 
topics of immense complexity. In sum, the end prod- 
uct is unique, both in depth and breadth, and will 
serve as an essential reference on baking for profes- 
sionals in government, industry, and academia. 

The editorial team thanks all the contributors for 
sharing their experience in their fields of expertise. 
The individual contributors are the people who make 
this book possible. We hope you enjoy and benefit 
from the fruits of their labor. 

We know how hard it is to develop the content of 
a book. However, we believe that the production of a 

xi 



xii Preface 

professional book of this nature is even more diffi- 
cult. We thank the editorial and production teams at 
Blackwell, Inc. for their time, effort, advice, and 

expertise. You, the readers, are the best judge of the 
quality of this book. 

Y. H. Hui 
Harold Corke 
Nanna Cross 

Ingrid De Leyn 
Wai-Kit Nip 
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INTRODUCTION 
Baking is a millennia old process, and bakery prod- 
ucts range in complexity from the simple ingredi- 
ents of a plain pastry to the numerous components 
of a cake. The term baking applies not only to the 
production of bread, but to all food products in 
which ku r  is the basic material and to which heat is 
applied directly by radiation from the walls and/or 
top and bottom of an oven or heating appliance. 
More particularly, baking includes the production of 
such items as bread, cake, pastry, biscuits, crackers, 
cookies, and pies where k u r  is the essential and 
principal ingredient for the base product; baking 
also includes the toppings, frostings, fillings, and so 
on that finish the baked product. Although many dif- 
ferences exist between bakery products, they share 
two important issues of baking technology, baking 

materialdingredients and baking techniques, which 
will be introduced in this chapter. 

MATERIALS OF BAKING 
INGREDIENTS FROM WHEAT 

Wheat is one of the world’s most important grains, 
with annual world production of 540-580 million 
tons. Wheat is the most valuable of all food grains 
and is widely used in all its stages, from whole to 
finely milled and sifted. In the bakery, wheat k u r  is 
the most important ingredient; it provides bulk and 
structure to most of the bakery products, including 
breads, cakes, cookies, and pastries. Wheat is unique 
among the cereals in that its ku r  possesses the abil- 
ity to form dough when mixed with water (Cotton 
and Ponte 1973). The gluten in wheat dough has the 
ability to retain the gas produced during fermenta- 
tion or by chemical leavening, thus yielding a leav- 
ened product (Hoseney 1994a). 

All wheats belong to the genus Triticum of the 
Gramineae family, the “grass” family. Common 
wheat (Triticum aestivum) and durum wheat (7: 
durum) are the two major wheat groups currently 
planted for food use. For commercial purposes, 
common wheat is generally classified as hard or 
soft, red or white, spring or winter. Of these, hard 
and soft wheat kurs are used in the baked goods 
that make up so many bakery products. Table 1.1 
lists the top five wheat exporters (the United States, 
Canada, Australia, Eastern Europe, and Argentina) 
in the world trade, with the wheat classes produced 
in these areas. Hard wheat normally has high protein 
content, and its ku r  is used primarily for yeast- 
leavened products such as breads, bagels, croissants, 
English muffins, Danish sweet rolls, cinnamon rolls, 
and bread-type doughnuts (Matz 1989). Soft wheat 
normally has low protein content, and its ku r  is 
most suitable for making biscuits, muffins, pastries 
and cakes, and breakfast cereals (Hoseney 1994b,c). 
The protein content of soft wheat kurs ranges from 
8 to 10%. The lower protein level produces a cell 
structure that provides good mouthfeel and a less 
chewy texture in chemically leavened baked goods. 

Numerous bakery products are produced by using 
specific characteristics of flour that depend on the 
variety of wheat from which it is milled, the location 
in which the wheat was grown, and growing condi- 
tions. Both the quantity and the strength of the pro- 
tein in the flour are important indicators of the flour’s 
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Table 1.1. Top Five Major Wheat Exporting Countries (Marketing Year 2001-2002)” and Wheat 
Exports by Classb 

2 Canada 16,758 

3 Australia 16,494 

Top Exporter 1000 Tons Wheat Exports by Class 

1 United States 26,139 Hard red spring (HRS)-21% 
Hard red winter (HRW)-44% 
Soft red winter (SRW)-17% 
White (hard and soft)-l5% 
Durum-3% 
Canada western red spring (CWRS) 
Canada western amber durum (CWAD) 
Canada western extra strong (CWES) 
Canada prairie spring red (CPSR) 
Canada western red winter (CWRW) 
Canada prairie spring white (CPSW) 
Canada western soft white spring (CWSWS) 
AWB prime hard 
AWB hard wheat 
AWB premium white 
AWB standard white 
AWB noodle wheat 
AWB soft wheat 
AWB durum 
Australian general purpose 

4 Eastern Europe 11,494 Winter wheat 
Spring wheat 

5 Argentina 11,477 
World Total 109,751 

Sources: ”World Grain 2002; bU.S. Wheat Associates 2002. 

suitability for various baking applications. The 
“strength” of flour is generally defined as the capaci- 
ty of the flour to make a tough, elastic dough and a 
low-density loaf of bread has a fine, uniform crumb 
structure (Matz 1989). Flour contains two proteins of 
importance to yeast-leavened doughs-glutenin and 
gliadin. When these are mixed with water, gluten 
forms and contributes to dough strength. Formation 
of gluten creates an elastic, extensible matrix; high 
quality gluten entraps large amounts of the carbon di- 
oxide produced by yeast fermentation. The strength 
of a flour is dependent primarily, but not entirely, on 
the amount and type of protein present in the flour. 
Therefore, the high protein content of bread flours 
does not guarantee high quality bread flour. 

Wheat Flour Milling 

The production of ku r  from wheat is derived from 
an ancient process used throughout the Middle Ages 
in which the kernels were first separated from the 

husks (“chaff”) by making use of the wind (which 
removed the lower density husk), and then ground 
between two stone surfaces (Perrogon 1994). Since 
those days, the milling process has developed con- 
siderably to enable it to cope with the demands of 
large industries, many of which require specialized 
flours. These needs are met by a sophisticated mill- 
ing process from which various types of kurs and 
by-products are obtained by the use of different 
types of rollers, sieves, and air classification sys- 
tems. The separation of wheat components during 
the milling process relies on knowledge of the distri- 
bution of the various components within the wheat 
kernel and of their physical properties, including 
their size and shape. To produce kurs that meet the 
requirements of the various applications, ku r  prop- 
erties must be correlated with the requirements of 
each of the end products. With progress of cereal 
chemistry, millers can benefit more and more from 
carefully choosing the proper, recommended wheat, 
accompanied by an adequate milling operation. 
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The wheat kernel consists of three main parts: 
bran, germ, and endosperm. Depending on its source, 
the wheat endosperm contains about 63-73% starch 
and 7-20% protein (Finney and Barmore 1948, 
Faridi and Finley 1989, Eliasson and Larsson 1993). 
Flour milling is a complex process by which the 
interior endosperm of the wheat kernel (kur) is 
separated from the exterior shell (bran and shorts). 
In preparation for milling, the grain is thoroughly 
cleaned, then put through a tempering process in 
which it is moistened and softened. Nowadays, vari- 
ous types of rollers and shaker sieves (e.g., plan 
sifters) are used to effect the separation. Roller 
milling is divided into two main categories, namely, 
“breaking” and “reduction.” The breaking rollers are 
set to fike off the bran layers and germ and crack 
the endosperm into coarse pieces. The coarse pieces 
of endosperm are then broken into smaller pieces by 
repeatedly shifting and roller reducing. Flour pro- 
duced throughout the milling process is removed to 
storage bins for final processing, where it is enriched 
(thiamine, ribofivin, niacin, folic acid, and iron), 
graded, and either packaged or shipped in bulk; the 
remaining bran and germ are used for cereals, bak- 
ing, and animal feed. Figure 1.1 is the simplified 
scheme of wheat ku r  milling. Different grades or 
specific characteristics of ku r  can be extracted 
from one type of wheat or created from various k u r  
streams derived from one type of wheat milling or 
blended wheat milling. For example, k u r  of medi- 
um strength can be achieved by milling and blend- 
ing hard and soft wheat or by blending hard wheat 
flour and soft wheat kur. 

Flour extraction rates are usually used to express 
the portion of the endosperm that is separated into a 
particular grade of kur. Figure 1.2 shows the yields 
of wheat k u r  and its by-products. Extraction rates 
are calculated as the percentage of ku r  obtained 
from clean, dry wheat. Table 1.2 lists the definitions 
of milling products terms commonly used by millers 
and bakers. Ash content varies with the grade of 
flour, which depends on when the k u r  is obtained 
during milling. Patent k u r  is the “cut” of k u r  from 
the front of the mill and is considered very high 
quality. Clear k u r  is the portion of ku r  remaining 
after the patent k u r  has been removed. Clear k u r  
is further categorized as “first clear” and “second 
clear.” Straight k u r  is all of the ku r  extracted from 
a blend of wheat. The differences in ku r  from 
patent to straight grade to clear kurs are related to 

the level of bran and protein quantity or quality in 
the kur. Patent k u r  has the least bran and protein 
content, while second clear ku r  has the greatest 
bran and protein content. Commercially, many spe- 
cialty flours for specific bakery products are blended, 
using various k u r  streams from one or more than 
one variety of wheat milling. For example, high- 
gluten ku r  is used in hard-crusted breads and in 
such specialty products as pizza dough and bagels. 

Cake and pastry kurs are made of soft wheat. 
Cake ku r  is a weak or low-gluten kur,  with a low- 
er ash content and smaller particle size, and some- 
times it is treated with chlorine to lower pH, which 
improves cake properties. Pastry ku r  is also a weak 
flour, but it is slightly stronger than cake kur,  with 
the same creamy white color as bread kur. Pastry 
flour is used for pie doughs and for cookies, biscuits, 
and muffins. 

Freshly milled ku r  is not very suitable for bread- 
making because the gluten formed is somewhat weak 
and inelastic, and the color may be yellowish. After 
milling, ku r  usually undergoes additional treat- 
ments, including bleaching and maturing, that can 
affect performance. Flour will whiten and mature 
naturally due to oxidation, which changes its ap- 
pearance and handling properties. However, aging 
of k u r  in this way is time-consuming. To speed it 
up, bleaching (maturing) is often done with chemi- 
cals. The U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 
21, Part 137, Cereal Flours and Related Products, 
sets a number of requirements for products offered 
as “fiur,” in which ku r  may contain not more than 
200 parts per million (ppm) of ascorbic acid as a 
dough conditioner. Chlorine, nitrosyl chloride, chlo- 
rine dioxide, acetone peroxides, benzoyl peroxide 
mixed with certain specific diluents, or oxides of ni- 
trogen may be used for bleaching or artificial aging, 
in quantities not more than sufficient for such effects 
(CFR 2000a). In contrast to benzoyl peroxide, 
which only whitens the k u r  and has little effect on 
its baking performance, bleaching with chlorine gas 
not only whitens ku r  but also functions as a matur- 
ing agent. Chlorine modifies the starch and protein, 
permitting increased starch swelling and hydration 
while also weakening the gluten structure. Cake 
flour is usually treated with chlorine to pH values of 
4.5-5.2, and cake flour treated with 1.75 oz. chlorine/ 
100 lb. k u r  is recommended for optimum baking 
results (Faridi et al. 2000). All varieties of refined 
wheat flour can be enriched with nutrients lost during 
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Straight flour (72--75%) 

Short patent flour (40%) 

I .ong patent flour (60%) 

Whole wheal flour (1 00%) 

I 1 1 I I 
20 40 60 80 100% 

Extraction rate 

Figure 1.2. Milling flour stream of hard wheat and its 
by-products. 

milling off of the bran (i.e., thiamine: 2.9 mg/lb. flour, 
ribofivin: 1.8 mg/lb. flour, niacin: 24 mg/lb. flour, fo- 
licacid: 0.7 mg/lb. flour, and iron: 20 mg/lb. flour) and 
it may contain added calcium in such quantity that 
the total calcium content is 960 mg/lb. k u r  (CFR 
2OOOa). 

Commercially, many types of k u r  are designed 
for various applications, such as all-purpose k u r  
(also called household kur),  which is used for a 
wide range of applications. All-purpose k u r  is for- 
mulated to be slightly weaker than bread ku r  so 
that it can be used for pastries as well as bread. Self- 
rising k u r  is white k u r  to which baking powder 
(and sometimes salt) has been added. Whole-wheat 
flour is made by grinding the entire wheat kernel, 
including bran and germ. It is usually used for mak- 
ing wheat bread (i.e., part of the white wheat ku r  is 
replaced by whole wheat kur) or whole-wheat 
bread (i.e., all whole-wheat k u r  is used). The bran 
and germ are high in fat, which can cause whole- 
wheat ku r  to oxidize quickly. The bran and germ 
also dilute gluten, so whole-wheat ku r  produces a 
denser loaf than bread made from wheat kur. In 
fact, using all whole-wheat ku r  results in a very 
heavy, whole-wheat bread loaf; it is best to blend 

whole-wheat k u r  with regular wheat ku r  (50:50 to 
20230, whole wheat:wheat) to make a lighter tex- 
tured wheat bread loaf. Bran k u r  is ku r  to which 
bran fikes have been added. The bran may be 
coarse or fine, depending on specifications. 

Other Wheat Products 

Various types of wheat products beside wheat flour 
are also available for the making of bakery products. 
Wheat berries (whole-wheat grains) or cracked 
wheat grains are often used for multigrain bread or 
for topping variety breads. Sold as individual ingre- 
dients, wheat bran and germ can boost the fiber and 
nutrient content of bakery and cereal products. Vital 
wheat gluten isolated from wheat has application in a 
variety of bakery items to modify the dough proper- 
ties, resulting in improvement of the baked goods. 
Other wheat protein isolates, such as gliadin, can pro- 
vide excellent freezekhaw stability in some frozen 
dough products and can reduce the crust toughening 
brought on by microwave cooking. Germinating or 
sprouting of the wheat kernel improves digestibility 
and increases bioavailability of protein, carbohy- 
drates, and vitamins. Sprouted wheat is subsequently 
toasted and used in breads to moisten the crumb and 
to lend a rich, malted flavor. 

INGREDIENTS FROM OTHER GRAINS 

Products milled from other grains are occasionally 
used to add variety to baked goods. These include 
rye flour, corn meal, rice flour, soy flour, potato flour, 
oat flour, and barley flour. In addition to flours, 
grains can be added in many shapes, including whole 
grain, grit, flake, or coarse meal. The term meal is 
used for products that are not as fine as finely ground 
flour. All of these products are normally used in 
combination with wheat ku r  because they do not 
form gluten. Table 1.3 shows the proximate compo- 
sition of wheat and rye grain and milled products 
commonly used in bakery products. 

Rye 

Next to wheat and wheat kur,  rye is the most popu- 
lar ku r  for breadmaking. Although rye is the only 
other cereal grain with storage proteins capable of 
forming gluten, rye gluten is weak and inferior com- 
pared with wheat gluten. Therefore, bread made 
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Table 1.2. Definition of Milling Product Terms Commonly Used by Millers and Bakers 

Milling Products Definition 

Bleached k u r  
Bran 

Composite ku r  

Dusting k u r  

Farina 

1st clear k u r  

2nd clear kur 

Germ 

Hard k u r  

Patent kur 

Red dog 

Shorts 

Short patent k u r  

Soft k u r  

Straight k u r  

Strong ku r  

Treated kur  

Weak k u r  

Flour is chemically treated to improve baking quality and color. 
The broken seed coat of wheat, separated from the ku r  or meal by sifting or bolting, 

A kur  made by blending varying amounts of nonwheat k u r  with wheat ku r  and used 

Flour used on the bench and on machinery to prevent dough from sticking to 

A very pure wheat endosperm, about the granulation of medium sizings; endosperm 

The portion of k u r  remaining after a “patent” cut of ku r  has been taken off; clear 

exclusive of any germ or most of endosperm. 

for the production of baked goods that are traditionally made from wheat kur. 

equipment. 

particles from hard wheat in general can be used for breakfast cereal. 

flour is normally higher in ash and protein than patent and marketwise is secondary 
in value. 

The lower grade portion or division of “clear ku r”  from the tail-end reductions of the 
milling system having a higher ash and poorer color than those included in first clear. 

The most viable portion of the wheat berry, i.e., the embryo extracted from the grain 
kernels. 

The ku r  is strong in character requiring prolonged fermentation to ripen and has 
considerable fermentation tolerance and stability. Hard ku r  is produced from hard 
red winter, hard red spring, or hard white wheat. 

The most highly refined ku r  that is cut off k u r  (combination of ku r  streams) from 
the front of the mill, lower in ash and protein with good dress and color and market- 
wise is considered highest in value. Short patent ku r  (SPF) is more highly refined 
than long patent ku r  (LPF), but SPF and LPF are relative terms and are not constant 
from mill to mill. 

A low grade of kur,  actually a mixture of endosperm and bran powder taken from the 
tail of the mill, which has high ash, high protein, and poor dress and is dark in color. 

An inseparable mixture of bran, endosperm, and germ, which remains after k u r  
extraction (milling) has been completed; usually used for animal feed. 

Top-grade k u r  of any strength. The degree of extraction may vary from mill to mill, 
but is somewhere in the region of 40% of the total weight of the wheat from which it 
is milled. 

The ku r  with a low percentage of weak gluten, milled from soft red winter or soft 
white wheat. 

A kur  milled from the entire contents of the endosperm available for milling without 
division or addition of ku r  from other runs, excluding only the bran and germ; it is 
usually 72-75% of the wheat berry. 

A kur  that takes up a relatively large quantity of water and produces a dough that 
requires a relatively long mixing for proper development. Usually a k u r  of high 
quality for breadmaking. 

Flour to which some supplement has been added such as vitamins, calcium, iron, self- 
rising ingredients, etc. 

That which (a) may contain an adequate quantity of gluten but of inferior quality, 
(b) contains inadequate amount of good quality gluten, or (c) contains gluten that has 
been affected by proteolysis. 

Source: Zelch and Ross 1989. 
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Table 1.3. Proximate Composition of Milled Products of Wheat and Rye Commonly Used in 
Bakery Products’ 

Carbohydrate 

Nonstarch 
Polysaccharide 

Water Protein Fat Starch NW Ash 

Grain or Milled Products g/lOO g 

Wheat 
Wheat k u r  Patent 12.8 11.8 1.8 65.2 

White for breadmaking 13.3 11.7 1.4 75.8 

White, 78% extraction rate 13.0 11.5 1.3 71.6 
Wholemeal for breadmaking 13.2 12.7 2.0 65.8 
Wholemeal, 100% extraction rate 13.1 12.6 2.3 65.0 

Wheat bran 10.6 14.6 5.4 22.4 
Wheat germ 9.3 22.0 7.4 25.1 
Rye 
Rye ku r  Whole 15.0 8.2 2.0 75.9 

White for biscuitmaking 12.8 8.5 1.4 77.5 

22.1 
3.5 
3.1 
3.1 

11.8 
12.1 
35.4 
16.0 

11.7 

1.6 
0.6 
0.5 
0.6 
1.4 
1.4 
5.7 
3.6 

~ 

Source: Williams and Burlingame 1994. 

with 100% rye kur,  such as pumpernickel and 
black bread, will be heavy and dense. 

Rye k u r  is milled much like wheat kur. Light 
rye extracted from the inner part of the kernel, with 
a very fine texture and a high starch percentage but 
little protein, corresponds to patent kur. Medium 
rye is straight kur,  milled from the whole rye grain 
after the bran has been removed. Dark rye is like 
clear kur,  which is milled from the part of the rye 
grain closest to the bran. Rye meal, or pumpernickel 
flour, is a dark coarse meal made from the entire rye 
grain. Rye blend is a mixture of rye k u r  (generally 
about 2540%) and strong wheat kur,  such as clear 
flour, for making a lighter rye bread. 

Corn 

Corn kur,  corn masa, cornmeal, and corn grits are 
just a few of the many specialty ingredients that can 
be obtained from corn, mainly from two varieties of 
yellow and white dent corn (Johnson 2000). Corn- 
meal and corn grits that come from coarse and medi- 
um grinds are commonly used for numerous baked 
goods, including coatings for deep-fried foods; as 
an ingredient in bread doughs; or as a sprinkle on 
bagels, bread sticks, and pizza crust. Cornmeal is 
also a popular ingredient in batter, baking, and stuff- 
ing mixes. Corn kur,  a finer form of corn meal 

found in pancakes, waffles, and some baked goods, 
or for breading foods, may be yellow or white. 

Corn masa, the traditional ingredient of Mexican 
tortillas, can be substituted for the more popular in- 
dustrial corn kur,  due to the ease of use, a lower 
water requirement, and improved consistency in con- 
tinuous processing. Masa is dough made from 
ground white corn or hominy (an old American 
Indian term for hulled and dried corn kernels 
stripped of their bran and germ and soaked in lime- 
water) (CFR 2000a). There are two kinds of masa, 
(1) softer masa molida for tortillas and (2) coarser, 
thicker masa preparada for tamales. Masa dough 
can be made using three parts masa ku r  to one part 
lard and two parts water, with some salt. 

Oats 

Much like corn, most oats are used for animal feed. 
This nutritious cereal grain is a source of both high 
quality protein and a soluble fiber, p-(1+3,1+4)- 
glucan; the P-glucan soluble fiber in whole oats was 
approved by the FDA in January 1997 as being 
responsible for lowering total and LDL blood cho- 
lesterol while maintaining HDL (good) cholesterol 
(Faridi et a1.2000). To qualify for this health claim, a 
whole-oat-containing food must provide at least 
0.75 g soluble fiber per serving. The amount of solu- 
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ble fiber needed for a lowering effect on cholesterol 
levels is about 3 g/day. Food products eligible to 
bear the health claim include oat bran and rolled 
oats, such as oatmeal, and whole-oat kur. 

Oat ingredients come in a variety of forms. The 
oat kernel, commonly called a groat, is surrounded 
by an inedible husk, or hull, whose high adherence 
to the groat makes processing a bit more difficult 
than with other grains. Whole-oat groats are the 
whole grain with the tough outer hull removed. Steel- 
cut oats are groats cut into several smaller pieces. 
Steel-cut oats are used in thick soups and stews and 
to add bulk to sausages. Rolled oats, synonymous 
with oatmeal, are dehulled oats that have been 
steamed and fittened between rollers, a process that 
allows them to be cooked quickly, or require no 
cooking at all, prior to consumption. Rolled oats can 
be cooked up as hot oatmeal cereal or added to cold 
cereal, bread, cookies, muffins, and even pancake 
mixes for fivor, texture, and nutrition. Rolled oats 
combine very well with other grains in these appli- 
cations, but also can be used as the only grain ingre- 
dient in baked and unbaked cookies to produce a 
chewy texture. In many baked-good formulas, rolled 
oats can replace up to one-third of the k u r  at an 
exchange of one part ku r  for four parts rolled oats. 
For a more direct substitution, whole-oat groats can 
be ground to make whole-oat k u r  or oatmeal kur,  
but oats do not contain gluten and will not rise if 
used alone in bakery applications. 

Barley 

Barley was a staple in the ancient city of Jericho as 
long ago as 8000 BC, and the Babylonians brewed 
with it in 2500 BC (Zohary and Hopf 1988). Though 
primarily used as an animal feed and in the beer and 
whiskey-brewing industries, some food formula- 
tions also use barley. Many varieties of barley are 
grown, including naked, waxy, and nonwaxy. Waxy 
hull-less barley may have 6-9% soluble fiber, while 
barley that is hulled has only 2-4% soluble fiber 
(Fastnaught 2001). Most forms of whole barley are 
good source of protein, vitamin B, and dietary fiber. 
Whole barley k u r  contains 13.5% dietary fiber, 
compared to whole wheat’s 9% (Table 1.4). The ker- 
nels possess a pleasant, nutty taste and include a 
protective husk that requires removal for human 
consumption. Hulled or whole-grain barley is sim- 
ply the whole grain minus the outer hull. Barley 

flour, ground pearl barley, can be used in breadmak- 
ing. 

For brewing, barley is converted to malt through 
controlled sprouting of the barley grain followed by 
drying. Malt is a source of the enzyme a-amylase, 
which hydrolyzes starch to fermentable sugars, such 
as dextrin and maltose. Malt can supplement k u r  
for baked goods, increasing the a-amylase content 
and the dough’s fermentation rate and improving 
baking properties. The lack of gluten restricts malt 
use in leavened bread to lo%, or the loaf volume is 
affected. Extract and syrup forms of barley malt add 
flavor and color to various applications. Baked 
goods, such as rolls and bagels, often contain malt 
syrup at 1-3% of the k u r  weight. Barley k u r  has 
a 2.5-fold water-holding capacity compared with 
wheat, making it an ideal food thickener, binder, or 
ingredient in oriental noodles. Quick breads can 
contain up to 30% barley kur. Cakes, cookies, 
doughnuts, muffins, and pancakes can be made from 
100% barley kur. 

Rice 

Rice is an ancient grain that has been a staple for 
centuries, and it provides ingredients with unique 
functional characteristics and health benefits. There 
are numerous varieties of rice, and each possesses 
distinct fivor and texture characteristics. But over- 
all, most rice grains are quite bland and soft, which 
is why rice tends to be the first solid food served to 
babies. 

Parboiled rice is steam-treated, long-grain white 
rice. It is more nutritious than long-grain white rice 
because it is processed prior to hulling, so the grain 
has a chance to absorb the bran’s nutrients before 
the bran is discarded (Bhattacharya 1985). Brown 
rice, on the other hand, is hulled (short-, medium-, 
and long-grain) rice with its bran intact. As a result, 
it requires longer cooking times than polished rice. 

Some rice components are sold as food ingredi- 
ents, such as rice kur,  pregelatinized rice kur,  and 
rice bran. Beneficial health effects of rice bran are 
capturing the attention of food industry (Saunders 
1990). High in dietary fiber, rice bran boosts nutri- 
tion and adds texture to cookies or bread doughs. 
Besides, rice bran is a good source of oil, protein 
concentrates, protein isolates, and antioxidants 
(Gnanasambandam and Hettiarachchy 1995). Rice 
flour is polished white rice, finely ground to a silky 
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Table 1.4. Dietary Fiber Content of Grains and Milled Products Commonly Used in Bakery 
Products 

Dietary Fiber ($100 g 
edible portion) Moisture ($100 g 

Grain or Milled Product edible portion) Total Insoluble Soluble 

Barley 9.4 17.3 ~ ~ 

Barley, bran 3.5 70.0 67.0 3.0 
Barley, pearled 10.1 15.6 ~ ~ 

Corn, bran 6.5 82.4 80.4 2.0 
Corn, kur,  whole grain 10.9 13.4 ~ ~ 

Cornmeal: whole grain 11.0 11.0 ~ ~ 

Cornmeal: degermed 10.3 5.3 ~ ~ 

Corn starch 12.0 0.9 ~ ~ 

Oat, bran 10.0 22.2 11.7 10.5 
Oat, k u r  7.8 9.6 ~ ~ 

Oats, rolled, or oatmeal, dry 8.8 10.3 6.5 3.8 

Rice: brown, long-grain (Cooked) 73.1 1.7 ~ ~ 

Rice: white, long-grain (dry) 8.7 1.3 1.0 0.3 

Rice: brown, long-grain (Raw) 11.7 3.9 ~ ~ 

Rice: white, long-grain (cooked) 77.5 0.7 0.7 0.0 
Parboiled rice: dry 10.4 2.2 ~ ~ 

Parboiled rice: cooked 77.0 0.5 ~ ~ 

Rice bran 6.1 21.7 ~ ~ 

Rice kur:  brown 12.0 4.6 ~ ~ 

Rice kur:  white 11.9 2.4 ~ ~ 

Rye, dark 11.1 32.0 ~ ~ 

Rye, medium 8.8 14.7 ~ ~ 

Rye, light 10.6 14.6 ~ ~ 

Wheat, bran 11.6 42.4 40.3 2.1 
Wheat kur:  white, all-purpose 11.2 2.7 1.7 1.0 
Wheat kur:  whole-grain 11.5 12.6 10.2 2.3 
Wheat germ 2.9 14.0 12.9 1.1 

Source: Dreher 2001. 

consistency, and it often substitutes for wheat k u r  
in wheat-free applications designed for consumers 
on gluten-free diets. 

SOY 

Soybeans have been utilized for centuries in Asia; 
however, worldwide consumption of soybeans has 
increased. Although soybeans are classified as le- 
gumes, their utilization is similar to that of grains. 
Human consumption of the whole bean remains low, 
but components of soybeans show great promise in 
the coming decade, particularly those derived from 
soy protein. Soy contains a class of phytochemicals, 
i s  o h o n e s ,  that support prostate function, cardio- 

vascular function, bone structure, and breast and skin 
appearance and relieve menopausal/postmenopausal 
symptoms (Suthar et al. 2001). Defatted soy flour, 
generally obtained by hexane extraction, is one of 
the richest isofivone sources, with levels as high as 
2.0 mg/g of soy protein. Soy concentrate that is 
water-washed rather than alcohol-washed is another 
good source at 1.5 mg/g. In comparison, soymilk can 
contain as little as 0.1 mg/g. 

Soy proteins are available in three major forms, all 
of which are derived from defatted soybean flakes: 
soy kurs and grits, soy protein concentrate, and soy 
protein isolates. Defatted kurs and grits contain 
40-54% protein, 30-32% carbohydrate, 2.5-3.5% 
fiber, and up to 1% fat (Fukutake et al. 1996). The 
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functionality of soy kurs and grits is related to their 
capacity to bind water and absorb fat. These charac- 
teristics vary according to the particle size and the 
degree of heat treatment that the k u r  and grits 
undergo, resulting in protein denaturation. In gener- 
al, lower heat treatment and smaller particle size 
means more functionality. As a general rule, up to 
3% of wheat ku r  can be replaced by soy ku r  with- 
out any adjustments other than water addition, 
approximately a 1:l to 1:1.5 ratio based on the 
weight of the soy kur. 

YEAST AND CHEMICAL LEAVENING 

Leavening is the production or incorporation of gases 
in a baked product to increase volume and to produce 
shape and crumb texture. Leavening agents is a term 
used to indicate a source of gas that causes a dough or 
batter to rise or spring. These gases must be retained 

in the product until the structure is set enough by the 
coagulation of gluten and egg proteins and the gela- 
tinization of starch to hold its shape. Unleavened 
medium- to high-moisture baked goods are dense 
and heavy, with virtually no cell structure. Three 
types of leavening agents, water, yeast, and chemi- 
cals, can be used in bakery products (Table 1.5). 

Hard wheat kur,  like that used in bread, is usual- 
ly leavened with yeast because of the protein content 
and gluten formation. However, soft wheat kurs, 
used in products like cakes, is usually leavened with 
chemical leavens because it does not contain the 
same level of gluten and cannot retain the gases gen- 
erated by yeast. Most often, yeast and chemical 
leavening systems are used independently, but occa- 
sionally a combined system provides the desired 
result. For example, saltine crackers and pretzels 
undergo yeast fermentation, but the primary reason 
is to generate fivor and dough conditioning. The 

Table 1.5. Major Leavening Gases Used in Leavening of Bakery Products 

Leavening Gas Source Comments Examples of Use 

Air 

Water vapor 
(HZO) 

ow) 
Ammonia 

Carbon dioxide 
(COZ) 

Mechanical 
mixing 
process 

Water as an 
ingredient 

Ammonium 
bicarbonate 

Ammonium 
carbonate 

Sodium 
bicarbonate 
(major) 

Potassium 
bicarbonate 

Sodium 
carbonate 

Yeast 
fermentation 

Nitrogen solubility in water is 
low. Forms nucleation sites 
during mixing. 

Because of high boiling point 
has a limited effect. 

Decomposes completely at about 

No residual salts. 
Used in products that are baked 

60°C. 

to near dryness such as 
cookies and crackers. 

Needs acids for appropriate 
leavening activity. 

COz is produced faster, thus the 
products may be baked imme- 
diately after dough or batter 
preparation. 

COz is produced slower during 
dough fermentation, thus a 
reasonable fermentation time 
is rewired. 

Whipped egg whites entrap the 

Beaten whole or fortified eggs 
air in angel food cakes. 

incorporate the air into sponge 
cakes. 

Creaming of the shortening and 
sugar leaven the pound cakes. 

Moisture evaporation between 
the folded fat and dough 
layers leavens the puff pastry. 

Cookies and crackers. 

Most cakes and cookies 
Cake doughnuts. 

Breads, Chinese steamed breads, 
bread doughnuts. 
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subsequent sheeting action removes much of the gas 
that is generated, and chemical leavens are required 
to provide lift during the bake. Most formulations 
contain water, which when heated, forms steam and 
expands. However, water does not contribute signif- 
icant amounts of leavening in most baked goods, 
except cream puffs and popovers, and most products 
require additional leavening, either with yeast or 
chemical leavens. In general, chemical leavening is 
a faster, more convenient, and often more consistent 
method than yeast. In some frozen or refrigerated 
doughs, yeast and chemical leavenings complement 
each other. 

Yeast 

Yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisae) is the leavening 
agent in bread, dinner rolls, and similar products. 
Fermentation is the process by which yeast acts on 
sugars, which can be added sugar or sugar produced 
by enzymatic hydrolysis of wheat starch, and 
changes them into carbon dioxide gas and alcohol. 
This release of gas produces the leavening action in 
yeast products. The alcohol evaporates completely 

during and immediately after baking. Because yeast 
is a living organism, it is sensitive to temperatures 
(Fig. 1.3). Yeast in dough is active between 0 and 
55°C. At temperatures less than 20°C and over 
4 0 T ,  the rate of growth is significantly reduced. 
Yeast can survive for a few weeks at temperatures as 
low as -2O"C, but it gradually loses its fermentation 
capacity. The most favorable temperature for yeast 
to multiply is between 20 and 27°C; optimum multi- 
plication of yeast is achieved at around 26°C. The 
optimum temperature for fermentation lies between 
27 and 38°C; yeast ferments best at 35°C (Schune- 
mann and Treu 1984). 

For the baking industry, yeast is available in two 
forms, fresh and dried. Depending on the process, 
cost, and desired effect in the finished product, vari- 
ous forms of yeast may be used- fresh compressed 
yeast in cake or crumbled form, liquid cream yeast, 
or active dry yeast. The forms and properties of bak- 
er's yeast are summarized in Table 1.6. 

Determining the correct yeast level is difficult 
because of variations in yeast activity and in the 
process. The conversion factors between the fresh 
yeasts and the dry yeasts in Table 1.6 are only guide- 

f 

122 i 

Figure 1.3. Effect of temperature on yeast. 
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Table 1.6. Types of Baker's Yeast 

Yeast Tvue 

Fresh Fresh Dry Dry Instant 
Characters Compressed Yeast Cream Yeast Active Yeast Active Yeast 

Form Cake crumbled Liquid 
Storage temperature 2-7°C /36-45"F 1-4°C /35-39"F 
Shelf life 3-4 weeks 10- 14 days 

Moisture content ("9) 67-72 80-82 
Gas power (g glucose fermented/g yeast solid/hr) 

Straight dough 2.2-2.3 - 

Lean dough 2.4-2.6 - 

Conversion factora 1 1.5- 1.8 
Handling Weigh and add Meter and add 

requirements with other with other 
ingredients or ingredients. 
disperse in water 
before mixing. 

Sweet dough 1.0-1.1 - 

Granule 
Room temperature 

2-12 months 

6-8 

1.4- 1.5 
1.2-1.3 
0.8-0.9 
0.4-0.5 

Must hydrate at 
40-43°C 
(105-1 10°F) 
for 10-15 min 
before use. 

Granule 
Room temperature 

1 year plus 
(depending on 

packaging) 
4-6 

1.6-1.8 
1.8-2.0 
0.8-0.9 

0.33-0.40 
Blend dry with 

other dry 
ingredients or 
delay addition 
in mixer. 

Source: Anonymous 1995. 
aConversion factor relates the amount of other forms of yeast to fresh compressed yeast 

lines based on the dry matter of the yeast. During 
processing, doughs are traditionally proofed, or 
allowed to ferment twice. This not only results in an 
increase in dough volume, but also develops charac- 
teristic fermented-yeast fivors. No-time doughs are 
only proofed once. The finished products of no-time 
dough are similar in quality to those of traditional 
doughs, but increased levels of dough conditioners 
and yeast are required. Frozen doughs require yeast 
that retains its activity through extended frozen stor- 
age conditions. Ice crystals formed in the frozen 
dough will disrupt yeast cell walls. Also, as the 
dough freezes, the amount of available water de- 
creases and the concentration of the solutes increases. 
The increase in osmotic pressure can destroy yeast 
cells. Therefore, yeast with a high osmotic tolerance 
is required for frozen dough. 

Using yeast in bakery products is somewhat chal- 
lenging, but it creates two main advantages, a dis- 
tinctive fivor and dough conditioning. As yeast fer- 
ments, it forms a number of compounds including 
organic acids, alcohols, aldehydes, esters, and ke- 
tones. Some of these are volatilized during baking, 
some undergo further reaction, and most contribute 
to the fivor and odor of the product. Some of the 

compounds generated during fermentation act as 
dough conditioners and increase dough extensibility 
by relaxing the gluten. This is a function of time and 
pH: the longer the ferment, the more pronounced the 
effect. 

Using certain ingredients in excess-such as the 
salt that is added for fivor-may limit yeast growth. 
Extra nitrogen, as part of a dough improver, can be 
added to ensure optimum yeast growth. This pro- 
duces the necessary carbon dioxide to yield oven 
spring, which is the sudden expansion of dough by 
about one-third its original volume during the early 
baking stages. 

Chemical Leavens 

Chemical leavening systems produce C 0 2  by one of 
two means: (1) chemical decomposition through the 
application of heat or (2) a reaction of an acid with a 
base. Sodium bicarbonate (called baking soda) and 
ammonium bicarbonate are two major gas carriers 
in chemical leavening systems. For low-sodium ap- 
plications, potassium bicarbonate may be used, but 
about 19% more potassium bicarbonate is needed to 
gain the same effect as with baking soda because 
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potassium bicarbonate has a greater molecular 
weight than sodium bicarbonate. 

Sodium bicarbonate can be heat decomposed into 
CO,, water, and washing soda (NazC03) as shown in 
Figure 1.4. Excess washing soda will react with 
shortening, giving a dark color and an undesirable 
taste to the cake. Therefore, various acids are com- 
bined with sodium bicarbonate to accelerate the 
reaction for gas production at a lower temperature. 
Sodium bicarbonate is available in several grades, 
differentiated by particle size, which affects the sol- 
ubility of soda and therefore, the reaction rate of gas 
production. Generally, Grade 1 is the standard pow- 
der grade. Use of the coarser Grades, 2 through 4, 
can reduce the tendency for prereaction and increase 
the system stability. Sodium bicarbonate also can be 
encapsulated with fat-based coatings to increase sta- 
bility, particularly for refrigerated doughs. If the level 
of soda is too high in the finished product, it creates 
soapy off-notes. If the level is too low, it will allow 
the acidic fivors to come through. Excess levels of 
soda also result in overbrowning. 

Ammonium bicarbonate decomposes into ammo- 
nia and carbon dioxide when exposed to tempera- 

tures above 40°C (104°F) and heat decomposition is 
complete at about 60°C (140°F) (Fig. 1.4). Some 
gases (CO, and NH3) are released at room tempera- 
ture, but most are generated during baking. Acidic 
conditions accelerate the reaction at lower tempera- 
tures. The release of gases is rapid, resulting in fairly 
large cells. Ammonium bicarbonate not only in- 
creases the volume or height, but also tends to in- 
crease the spread in cookies. After decomposition, 
ammonium bicarbonate forms ammonia gas, water, 
and carbon dioxide without any residual salt. As am- 
monium bicarbonate decomposes, it generates basic 
substances, so it does go through a temporary pH 
spike. Ammonium bicarbonate dissipates in low- 
moisture products that have a porous structure, such 
as cookies and crackers. In higher moisture prod- 
ucts, water retains the ammonia, giving the product 
an undesirable fivor and odor. Ammonium bicar- 
bonate can only be used in low-moisture applica- 
tions since the ammonia fivor persists at high mois- 
tures. 

Acids A number of leavening acids can be incor- 
porated into the leavening system (Table 1.7). Natural 

(P)  Reaction of baking soda and haking arid’; 

b ?4allCO1 i Na>SO;Al:(SOq)j -3 OCO1 - h 1110 --- 4 Na:SOr I 2 At[Ol I)\ 
SAS 

Figure 1.4. Chemical equations for the reaction of baker’s ammonia, baker’s soda, and baking soda and baking 
acids. 
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acids such as lemon juice or sour milk can be used, 
but typically in a commercial operation, chemical 
leavening acids are added to provide consistent, con- 
trolled C 0 2  production. Acids commonly used in- 
clude monocalcium phosphate (MCP), sodium acid 
pyrophosphate (SAPP), sodium aluminum phos- 
phate (SALP) and dicalcium phosphate (DCP). 
Anhydrous monocalcium phosphate (AMCP) is sold 
with a coating that slows its rate of reaction. Other 
common leavening acids are sodium aluminum sul- 
fate (SAS), monopotassium tartrate (cream of tar- 
tar), and glucono-delta-lactone (GDL). 

The choice of the right acidulant(s) depends on 
desired effect on the finished product and on two 
other major characteristics, the reaction rate and the 
neutralizing value. The reaction rate is the rate at 
which the carbon dioxide is released in response to 
moisture or heat. This can be measured in several 
ways. The dough rate of reaction (DRR) measures 
the rate of gas released during mixing and holding. 
The dough is held at a constant temperature, and the 
amount of gas is measured, converted to the percent- 
age of sodium bicarbonate, and plotted against time. 
The reactivity of the acids, or DRR, is mainly a 
function of solubility in water at different tempera- 
tures. Solubility is infienced not only by chemical 
composition, but also by factors such as particle size 
and any coatings or encapsulation techniques used. 
Dough temperature and rate of temperature change 
also affect solubility. Reaction rate may also be in- 
fluenced by the addition of other ingredients, such as 
sugar and milk (due to calcium), that can slow the 
rate. Reaction rate affects the finished product’s 
grain, volume, and texture. The goal of the product 
developer is to balance the system so that none of 
the acid or base remains in the baked good. Residual 
soda causes a soapy fivor and yellowing of light- 
colored products. Excess phosphate causes metallic 
off fivors and an unusual squeaky-teeth feeling. 

The neutralizing value (NV) is the amount of 
sodium bicarbonate needed to completely neutralize 
100 pounds of that acid. In most applications, the 
goal is to retain little or no sodium bicarbonate or 
leavening acid in the finished product. However, an 
excess is sometimes required to provide a specific 
pH-related effect, such as color or fivor modifica- 
tion in chocolate cakes. 

Other ingredients also affect the pH of a product, 
so adding neutral proportions of leavening acids and 
bases does not guarantee a neutral pH in the finished 

product. Changing the pH can affect the speed and 
reactivity of the leavening system. The degree of 
flour bleaching can cause the dough to become puffy. 
Adding ingredients like fruit, buttermilk, high fruc- 
tose corn syrup, and cocoa powder can significantly 
change the pH of the finished product and reduce its 
volume. Many ingredients contain organic acids, 
which will react very quickly with the bicarbonates. 

Besides reacting with baking soda, leavening acids 
affect the structure, color, flavor, and pH of the fin- 
ished product. Each acid produces a slightly different 
texture. Ions making up the acid salts infience the 
crumb structure and texture. Calcium and aluminum 
ions contribute to a fine grain and also strengthen the 
structure of the batter and produce a spongy texture. 

Baking Powder Baking powders consist of one or 
more acids in combination with baking soda and a 
carrier such as starch. Three major types of baking 
powders are listed in Table 1.8. The starch physical- 
ly separates the acid and base and prevents them 
from reacting during storage. The leavening reaction 
typically occurs over a period of time rather than all 
at once, but acids that react mostly at the batter or 
dough stage are generally categorized as “fast act- 
ing,” while those that react during baking, frying, or 
griddle cooking are “slow acting.” Gas cell nucle- 
ation also can occur by incorporating air during 
mixing. The better the dispersion of these nucleating 
cells, the finer the grain in the finished product. 
Often, leavens are used in combination (or called 
double acting) to achieve a specific effect. The ini- 
tial gas release provides small gas cells that promote 
uniform expansion during baking. For example, 
cake doughnuts usually have a combination of a 
fast-acting SAPP and a slower leaven such as SALP 
or GDL to permit rapid expansion when the batter 
hits the hot fryer oil. 

FATS AND OILS 

Nearly all baked products contain lipids (mainly 
fats, often in significant quantities [ 10-50%, baker’s 
percentage]). Fat’s functionality is very versatile in 
baked products (Table 1.9). The major functions of 
fats in baked items are (1) imparting shortening, 
richness, and tenderness to improve fivor and eat- 
ing characteristics; (2) enhancing aeration for leav- 
ening and volume; (3) promoting desirable grain 
and texture qualities; (4) providing fikiness in pie 
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Table 1.8. Types of Baking Powder 
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Type Definition Example Comments Applications 

Single acting 

Fast acting 

Slow acting 

Double acting 

Contains only one acid 
ingredient, either fast or 
slow. 

Contains fast acting acids 
that release a large 
amount of the gas in a 
relatively short time dur- 
ing mixing or while the 
batter is on the bench. 

Contains moderately slow 
acting acids that release 
a major proportion of the 
gas in the oven. 

Contains two or more acid 
ingredients, a minimum 
of one fast and one slow 
acting, so that some of 
the COz is released dur- 
ing mixing and on the 
bench with the remaining 
gas being released in the 
oven starting at about 
40-43°C (104-110°F). 

Cream of 
tartar 

Tartaric acid 
MCP 

SAPP 
SALP 
SAS 

MCP + SAS 
MCP+SAPP 
MCP+SAPP 

+SALP 

Increased batter aer- 
ation; greater vol- 
ume; improved 
texture; most 
COz released in 
mixer. 

Slow acting; used in 
combination with 
others; improves 
tenderness and 
moistness of 
baked products. 

Nucleation; late 
bake reserve; fast 
oven action; alu- 
minum and calci- 
um ions for batter 
viscosity and 
crumb resiliency. 

Pancake mixes, 
cookie mixes, 
angel food 
cakes, double 
acting baking 
powder. 

Various types of 
doughnut 
mixes, refrig- 
erated canned 
biscuits. 

Layer cakes, 
muffins, pan- 
cakes, refrig- 
erated biscuits. 

Note: SAPP = sodium acid pyrophosphate; SALP = sodium aluminum phosphate; SAS = sodium aluminum sulfate; 
MCP = monocalcium phosphate. 

crusts, Danish, and puff pastry; (5) providing lubri- 
cation to prevent the wheat gluten particles from 
adhering together to retard staling; (6) affecting 
moisture retention for shelf life improvement; and 
(7) providing structure for cakes, icing, and fillings 
(Baldwin et al. 1972). 

The functional performance and textural quality 
of fats and fat-containing products are mainly deter- 
mined by the balance between the solid and liquid 
phases (solid fat index, SFI) and the crystal struc- 
ture of the solid fats. Table 1.10 presents the SFI of 
fats commonly used in bakery products. The SFI 

Table 1.9. Functions of Fats in the Bakery Products 

Function 

Bakery Product Shortening Whipping Emulsifying Crisping Stabilizing 

Bread, roll ++ + ~ ~ 

Danish bread ++ + + 
Cake + ++ ++ ~ ~ 

Cookie + ++ ++ 
Pie crust + ++ + 

~ 

~ ~ 

~ ~ 

~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ Doughnut + ++ 
Note: + + = highly required function; + = required function; ~ = function not required. 
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i n  fiences how well the fats incorporate air, as well 
as their rheology and the mouthfeel, shelf life, and 
other qualities of many bakery products. The SFI 
depends on a number of factors, including the de- 
gree of hydrogenation and the type of fat. As the fat 
solidifies, it takes on one of three main crystal 
forms: alpha (a), beta prime (p’), and beta (p). Each 
affects hardness, texture, mouthfeel, and stability. 
The p form is the most stable, but p’ is generally 
preferred due to its smoothness and superior cream- 
ing properties. The factors that affect the formation 
of p’ crystals include the amount of palmitic acid, 
the distribution and position of palmitic and stearic 
acids, the degree of hydrogenation, and the random- 
ization of the fatty acids. Hydrogenation can in- 
crease p formation, while randomization of the fatty 
acids promotes p’ formation. During storage, there 
is a tendency for the fat to be transformed into the 
most stable crystal form, which may or may not be 
desirable. Generally, fats in the a form are charac- 
terized as waxy; fats in the p’ form are characterized 
as fine grained with smooth texture; the p-form 
crystals are termed coarse and grainy (Wang 2000). 

Fat and Oil Processing 

Food fats and oils come from a number of different 
sources, either animals or vegetables. They can orig- 
inate from one source or consist of a blend that cre- 
ates a functional or cost benefit. Most food fats 
begin as refinedlbleacheddeodorized (RBD) oil. 
Figure 1.5 shows the k w  sequence of typical fat 
and oil processing. To achieve improved function- 
ality for bakery applications attention should be 
focused on solid fat index, melting curves, and the 
crystal structure of fats. Altering a fat’s functionality 
to meet specific needs requires further processing. 
Fractionation, hydrogenation, and/or interesterifica- 
tion are the processes most often used, but some spe- 
cialty fats may require other modifications (0 ’Brien 
1998a). 

To increase stability and raise the melting point to 
accommodate most cookie and cracker applications, 
many RBD fats must undergo hydrogenation. Hy- 
drogen atoms are added to the unsaturated fatty acid 
double bonds under high temperatures in the pres- 
ence of a catalyst. Saturated, or single bonds, resist 
chemical reactions, including oxidation. As the chain 
length and the number of single bonds increase, so 
does the melting point. Hydrogenation may shift the 

location of the double bond, which slightly affects 
the melting point. It also, unfortunately, promotes 
the formation of trans isomers through isomeriza- 
tion. These configurations also affect the melting 
point (Hastert 2000). Trans fatty acid formation dur- 
ing deodorization is infienced only by time and 
temperature. Generally, trans formation is negligi- 
ble below 220°C; it becomes significant between 
220 and 240”C, and nearly exponential above 240°C 
(Kellens and De Greyt 2000). 

Producing fats and oils either without or with low 
trans fatty acids for bakery products will be an 
important issue in the following years. Scientific 
evidence shows that consumption of saturated fat, 
trans fat, and dietary cholesterol raises low-density 
lipoprotein (LDL or “bad”) cholesterol levels that 
increase the risk of coronary heart disease (CHD). 
FDA now requires food manufacturers to list trans 
fat (i.e., trans fatty acids) on Nutrition Facts and 
some Supplement Facts panels, effective by January 
1, 2006, in addition to the labeling for saturated fat 
and dietary cholesterol required on the food label 
since 1993 (http://www.cfsan.fda.gov/-dmdtransfat 
.html). 

Manufacturers can also use interesterification to 
alter fat’s properties. This process rearranges the fat- 
ty acids on the triglyceride backbone with a catalyst 
or enzyme to change the fat’s properties (Lampert 
2000). The lower cost and broad functionalities pro- 
duced with hydrogenation make this method less 
desirable, but since it doesn’t create trans isomers, 
commercial interest in interesterification has in- 
creased significantly in the past several decades. The 
other processes essential for making oil-based ingre- 
dients for baked goods transform them into a plastic 
shortening or margarine. These processes include 
the use of scraped-surface heat transfer to mix, cool- 
ing and controlling crystallization, and incorporat- 
ing air, making a pliable fat suitable for bakery prod- 
ucts (O’Brien 2000). 

Types of Fat and Oil for Bakery Products 

Many different fats and oils are available to the bak- 
er. These fats and oils have different properties that 
make them suitable for different purposes. Among 
the functional properties a baker must consider 
when selecting a fat for a specific use are its melting 
point, SFI (i.e., softness or hardness at different tem- 
peratures), fivor, and ability to form emulsions. In 
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Figure 1.5. Flow sequence of fat and oil processing 

addition, bakers should take into consideration the 
cost, stability, and health effects of fats and oils used 
in their products. 

Butter Butter (milk fat) is legally defined as a 
food product made exclusively from milk or cream 
or both, with or without common salt and with or 
without additional coloring matter, that contains not 
less than 80% by weight of milk fat. The nonfat por- 

tion of butter is composed of approximately 16% 
water, 2.5% salt, and 1.5% milk solids. The soluble 
components in the fat or triglyceride portion are 
sterols, pigments, fat-soluble vitamins, and phos- 
phatides or lecithin at approximately 0.2% (O’Brien 
1998b). Butter has traditionally been used for its fi- 
vor contribution, but it usually is not the only source 
of fat in a product due to the expense. Butter is avail- 
able salted and unsalted. Unsalted butter is more 
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perishable, but it has a fresher, sweeter taste and is 
thus preferred in baking. While it can be replaced 
with margarine or straight vegetable shortening, but- 
ter offers an edge in mouthfeel and fivor that helps 
define a premium dessert. Butter also tends to pro- 
vide a different end result than margarine, particu- 
larly when it is used in pastries and crusts. Both con- 
tain the same amount of fat or oil, but the vegetable 
fat used in margarine tends to form in small globules 
or spheres, while the animal fat found in butter 
forms crystals. This crystal structure is layered fit, 
almost like shingles. Because of the physical shape 
of the fat crystals, butter tends to spread and layer 
more easily and uniformly than margarine, forming 
nice fiky layers with richer fivor notes. Butter is 
hard and brittle when cold and very soft at room 
temperature, and it melts easily. Consequently, 
dough made with butter is much harder to handle 
than those made with shortenings. 

Margarine Margarine is manufactured from vari- 
ous hydrogenated animal and vegetable fats, plus fla- 
voring ingredients, emulsifiers, coloring agents, and 
other ingredients. It contains 80-85% fat, 10-15% 
moisture, and about 5% salt, milk solids, and other 
components (Bumbalough 2000). Thus, it may be 
considered a sort of imitation butter consisting of 
shortening, water, and fivoring. There are two 
major categories of margarines for bakers, cake mar- 
garines (or baker’s margarines) and pastry mar- 
garines. Cake margarines are soft and have good 
creaming ability. Pastry margarines are tougher and 
more elastic and have a waxy texture; they are espe- 
cially formulated for dough that forms layers, such 
as Danish dough and puff pastry. Puff pastry mar- 
garine, the toughest of margarines, is sometimes call 
puff pastry shortening. However, it has significant 
water content, which helps to give leavening power 
to the dough when it forms steam. 

Shortening Shortening was originally a baking 
term that described the function of a solid fat to give 
a “short” or tenderizing effect to baked products. 
Later, the word shortening came to mean any of a 
group of solid fats, usually white and tasteless, that 
has been especially formulated for baking. Today, 
the term shortening has become virtually synony- 
mous with fat and includes many other edible fat or 
oil products designed for all prepared foods, not 
simply baking (O’Brien 2000). Shortenings (or plas- 
tic fats) generally consist of nearly 100% fat; how- 

ever, there are exceptions, such as roll-in shorten- 
ing, which may contains moisture. Shortenings may 
be made from vegetable oils, animal fats, or both. 
During manufacturing, the fats are hydrogenated. 
Because shortenings are used for many purposes, 
manufacturers have formulated different kinds of fats 
with different properties. There are usually two main 
types used in bakery products, regular shortenings 
and emulsified shortenings. 

Regular shortenings have a fairly tough, waxy 
texture, and small particles of the fat tend to hold 
their shape in a dough or batter. They can be manu- 
factured to be of varying degrees of hardness. Reg- 
ular shortenings have a good creaming ability but 
melt only at a high temperature. They are usually 
used for fiky products such as piecrusts and bis- 
cuits. They are also used in many other pastries, 
breads, and products mixed by creaming, such as 
pound cakes, cookies, and quick breads. 

Emulsified shortenings are soft shortenings that 
spread easily throughout a batter and quickly coat 
the particles of sugar and kur. Because they contain 
added emulsifying agents, they can hold a larger 
quantity of liquid and sugar than regular shortenings 
can. They are often used when the weight of sugar in 
a cake batter is greater than the weight of kur ;  their 
use results in a smoother and finer texture of cake 
and also a moister cake. Such cakes are referred to 
as high-ratio cakes, and emulsified shortenings are 
sometimes called high-ratio shortenings. In addi- 
tion, emulsified shortenings are often used in icings 
because they can hold more sugar and liquid without 
curdling. 

Other types of shortening are also used in bakery 
products. Roll-in shortening is a harder fat than mar- 
garine, and is used in sweet doughs. Puff pastry mar- 
garine is harder and is used to produce croissants 
and Danish doughs. Shortening for puff pastries is 
added to dough by a process called booking. A layer 
of semisoft margarine is spread across the center of 
a piece of sweet dough. Each side is folded to the 
center, forming a book. The dough is retarded 
(refrigerated) to firm up the fat. After cooling, the 
dough is rolled out and the process is repeated sever- 
al more times. The finished dough has between 45 
and 60 layers. 

Fluid shortenings have some characteristics of 
plastic shortenings, but are pumpable. Fluid shorten- 
ings that produce finished products identical to those 
made with plastic shortenings have been developed. 
Fluid shortenings are much more economical to 
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transport and reduce plant labor. In some applica- 
tions with lower levels of fats, k id  shortenings can 
be used. 

Vegetable Oils Vegetable oils used in baking come 
from a number of sources: canola, cocoa beans, co- 
conuts, corn, cottonseed, palm, palm kernels, pea- 
nuts, safflower seeds, soybeans, and sunkwer  seeds. 
In many cases the primary considerations are price 
and availability, so soybean or a blend based on soy- 
bean typically has an edge. 

Despite their notoriety, palm oil and the other 
tropical oils provide a number of positive functional 
attributes. They can be used as a source for solids to 
avoid hydrogenation of liquid oils. Palm oil pro- 
motes beta prime (p’) crystallization. The high 
palmitic acid content increases the aeration of fat 
and sugar mixes. The absence of linolenic acid pre- 
vents fivor reversion, or the development of the 
characteristic, often undesirable, fivor notes that 
develop in most oils with time. 

Fat’s Role in Bakery Products 

How fat’s role varies in different products is made 
clearer by dividing bakery products into the follow- 
ing general categories: yeast-raised products, in- 
cluding breads and rolls; laminated products, such 
as croissants and pastry; cakes; and cookies and 
crackers. 

Yeast-Raised Products Breads and rolls typically 
don’t have much oil in their formulation, but fat is 
important both for processing and sensory quality. 
Although fat isn’t required to aerate in yeast-raised 
products, it still is directly related to how well the 
dough rises. The small amount of fat in the bread or 
roll dough will lubricate the cells so they can slide. 
This is important for machining and for lubricity, 
which directly affects product quality. When a 
dough is proofing, the cells must be able to slide eas- 
ily to allow even distribution of the fermentation 
gasses. If the cells cannot move, the loaf will have 
an irregular shape and bulge in the areas where the 
gasses have concentrated. The lubricating qualities 
of the fat also work in the finished yeast-raised prod- 
uct to give a desirable, soft texture and grain. If mak- 
ing a product without shortening, such as French 
bread, a hard crust will result. If making bread with 
shortening, the softer crumb associated with longer 

shelf life will be obtained. As far as lubrication goes, 
most types of fat will work in yeast-raised products 
because the usage levels are so low. In the Chinese 
National Standard, the fat content (on the baker’s 
percentage, i.e., based on 100 g of wheat kur) of 
different types of breads is less than 4% for hearth 
bread and rolls, 4-10% for soft bread and rolls, and 
more than 10% for sweet rolls, based on CNS 3899 
Bread Standard (CNS 1996). 

If a solid shortening is used in a bread or roll, it 
can make the product firmer than one made with oil. 
Following distribution during winter, or in cooler 
storage conditions, consumers may feel such a prod- 
uct and think it’s stale. Sweet rolls or buns are a lit- 
tle different because they have higher levels of both 
fat and sugar. Here, instead of oil, an emulsified 
plastic shortening may be better. Oil doesn’t have 
anything that will solidify, so the bread stays soft. 
Because many breads and rolls are delicately fi- 
vored, the fat or oil selected also must possess and 
maintain as neutral a fivor as possible so it doesn’t 
contribute off fivors to the finished product. 

Laminated Products Laminated products, for 
examples croissants, Danish and pastry, require two 
types of fat: (1) in-dough fats that provide lubricity 
and enhance eating quality and (2) roll-in fats that 
create the fiky layers of the products. Table 1.11 
shows the typical formula of croissant, Danish, and 
puff pastry. The roll-in fat further enriches the dough 
to provide fikiness, tenderness, and fivor. The fat’s 
flavor, in particular, is critical because of the high fat 
content in these products. Between the in-dough and 
roll-in fats, for example, laminated products can 
have a fat content that ranges from 10 to 40%, based 
on dough weight. A good quality Danish, for exam- 
ple, will have at least 25% fat for the roll-in alone. 
At this high use level, many roll-in fats are mar- 
garines or other specially formulated fats incorpo- 
rating rich, butterlike fivors. 

The roll-in fat must be able to be machined and 
keep its integrity through the machining process. 
The plasticity of a roll-in fat must be compatible 
with the dough. If the dough is soft and the roll-in 
fat is firm, machining will tear up the dough. On the 
other hand, if the fat is too soft, it will squeeze into 
the dough, and layer integrity will be lost. If it mixes 
in, it won’t create a distinct layer. To both be mach- 
inable and maintain integrity, a roll-in fat must have 
a wide plastic range. It should be smooth and work- 
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Table 1 .I 1. Typical Formula of Croissant, 
Danish, and Puff Pastry 

firmer than croissants, with a slightly firmer texture. 
To satisfy the differences in both makeup and fin- 
ished product, the roll-in fat for Danish will have a 
higher level of solids and a higher melting point than Danish Puff 

Ingredient 

Strong ku r  
Weak k u r  
Milk solid 
Sugar 
Salt 
Water 

Yeast (dry 
instant) 

v ineear 

Egg 

Croissant Bread Pastrv 

% (baker's percentage) 

70 75 100 
30 25 - 

4 6 
8 15 3 
1 1.5 

50 45 50 
10 15 7 

- 

- 

1.5 2 - 

2 " 
- Butter (dough 12 - 

fat) 

(dough fat) 
- Shortening 5 15 

Roll-in fat 45 50 85 

able over a wide range of temperatures and with- 
stand make-up stresses. Such qualities are controlled 
by the SFI and by processing procedures. Basically, 
the solid fat profile, votation processing, and subse- 
quent tempering of the product give the desired 
characteristics to the fat. Votated fats, produced by 
emulsifying fats with milk, enzyme products, and 
color with a Votator@, are soft and pliable over a 
broad temperature range. 

Croissant dough is softer, requiring a soft roll-in 
fat. Finished croissants are also a softer eating prod- 
uct, requiring fat with low solids. To maintain the 
desired softness, croissant roll-in fat usually also has 
an emulsifier to enhance the shelf life of the finished 
product. Croissants are not as chewy as Danish and 
are not as firm and do not have as waxy a mouthfeel 
as puff pastry. Generally, the fat going into a crois- 
sant will be almost like a table-grade refrigerated 
margarine with about a 383°C (100°F) melting 
point. These margarines have low solids-they build 
just enough structure to give croissants their fike. If 
a shortening with higher solids is used, a very waxy 
mouthfeel similar to that of puff pastry will be 
obtained. 

Danish dough is not as fragile as croissant dough, 
so the plastic texture of the roll-in fat should be 
slightly firmer. The finished rolls also are somewhat 

- - -. 

those used for croissants. Another noticeable differ- 
ence between roll-in fats for the two products is that 
croissant fats are refrigerated margarines requiring 
the entire roll-in procedure to be conducted under 
cool conditions. Danish uses roll-in fats that don't 
require refrigeration, so temperature will not be as 
critical during makeup. 

Puff pastry is very different from both croissants 
and Danish. Here, the flake is very distinct and very 
crisp. This is achieved by using very little fat in the 
dough itself, and the fat is typically not emulsified, 
to avoid softening the flake . Puff pastry has little or 
no fat in the dough. Normally, they will have 0.5% 
fat, just to aid in sheeting. Some large operations use 
no fat in the dough, making it tough to sheet. With 
little in-dough fat, the structure of the finished puff 
will be largely dependent on the roll-in fat. Puff pas- 
try roll-in fats are traditionally higher in melting 
point, thereby giving the product its distinct flakes 
and traditional waxy mouthfeel. While the tough 
puff pastry doughs can withstand machining with 
such higher solids fats, these fats still must be pliable 
so they can spread evenly and machine smoothly. 

Cakes Cakes are highly dependent on fat for prop- 
er aeration. Although the fat will contribute to crumb 
texture, mouthfeel, and lubricity as it does with oth- 
er products, a cake simply would not be a cake if the 
fat did not have the right aeration qualities. Many fat 
characteristics contribute to good aeration. This al- 
lows for even distribution of leavening gases (CO, 
and NH3) and water vapor released during baking. 
The finished results include increased volume, lower 
specific gravity, and a more desirable texture in the 
finished product. Proper aeration is a function of the 
solid fat crystals in the fats and requires that they be 
of the right type, size, and shape. Many types of 
crystals exist, and the ones that form will depend on 
the temperature and rate of cooling when melted fat 
is plasticized. The most desirable crystal type for 
aeration is the beta form because of its small size, 
uniformity, and stability. The shortening having the 
correct amount of solids at the right melting range is 
more critical for cake making. 

An oil is not going to trap air in the same way as a 
solid shortening. Still, a shortening with too high a 
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solids level can go to the other extreme and create a 
finished cake that is too firm. For some cakes, a liq- 
uid shortening with a level of emulsifier two to three 
times that of a solid cake shortening can be used. 
Because the k id  shortening has an oil base, a much 
more tender, moist product with about 20% more 
volume will result. 

Cookies and Crackers Cookies and crackers 
have slightly altered priorities to the basic fat func- 
tions, partly because they have lower moisture levels 
and depend more on the fat for tenderness and 
mouthfeel. Other than the fact that both have lower 
moisture levels, cookies and crackers are different 
products, and fat selection and application differ 
greatly for these products (Manley 1991). For exam- 
ple, cookies have relatively high levels of in-dough 
fat, while crackers do not. Nevertheless, crackers 
frequently have oil sprayed on top after coming out 
of the oven to make up the difference. Lower mois- 
ture products like cookies also tend to have a longer 
shelf life than other bakery foods. With longer stor- 
age times comes the need for the fat itself to resist 
oxidative degradation. 

Most crackers don’t have much in-dough fat. 
Some do have in-dough fat levels as high as 20% 
based on ku r  weight, but for the most part, the fat 
in a cracker dough is at a low level and serves more 
of a functional purpose, much as it does in yeast- 
raised products. It smoothens and softens the dough 
to improve sheeting and cutting. On the other hand, 
most crackers with higher fat levels have that fat 
added after the bake as top spray oil. This enhances 
the eating characteristics or can be used to add to the 
concept when fivorings are added to the spray oil. 
But the advantages are not exclusively organoleptic. 
The oil, for example, protects the cracker from pick- 
ing up too much moisture. Not all oils are suitable 
for spraying crackers. With many liquid oils, the fin- 
ished product may appear too glossy and have an 
oily taste. Many liquid oils also do not possess the 
required oxidative stability. As a result, most cracker 
spray oils typically have a certain level of solids- 
either naturally occurring, or the result of partial 
hydrogenation. Some spray oils, such as coconut oil, 
are solids that are melted prior to spraying. In gener- 
al, the solids content, the stability, the taste imparted 
to the product, and the economics are the major con- 
cerns for selecting spray oil. 

Shortenings have four primary functions in cook- 
ies: lubrication, aeration, spread, and eating quality. 

Lubrication is a function of the liquid oil fraction in 
the shortening. By coating sugar and ku r  particles, 
the oil reduces mixing time, reduces the energy re- 
quired for mixing, and smoothes the dough. The oils 
also help reduce gluten development so that the fin- 
ished product is tender. By coating the k u r  parti- 
cles, liquid oil helps to increase mixing tolerance. 
Last, liquid oil’s lubrication properties help prevent 
the dough from sticking to the baking surface. Oil 
can be used in place of shortening if lubrication is 
the only function desired from the fat. 

Aeration is the second major function of fats in 
cookie doughs and occurs primarily during cream- 
ing-usually the first stage of a multistage mixing 
profile. The entrapped air serves much as it does in a 
cake, providing a framework for the leavening gases 
and water vapor released during baking. The result 
is increased volume, uniform and fine grain, and ten- 
der crumb. Uniform aeration from batch to batch is 
critical because of its effect on dough density and 
weight control during forming or depositing. 

The third functional property of fats and oils is the 
effect on spread. Increasing shortening levels in- 
creases spread and can do so quite significantly 
when a partially hydrogenated vegetable oil is used. 
This is not necessarily the case with lard, but lard 
does give a greater spread than vegetable shortening. 
Like cakes, cookies can be formulated with either a 
solid or a liquid fat. Solid shortenings are more fre- 
quently used, but a liquid shortening may help ten- 
derize a product in a situation where adjusting other 
tenderizing ingredients is not desirable. While this 
replacement can be one-to-one in cakes, this is not 
usually the case with cookies. Because of lubricity, 
one must reduce the fat by 1 5 2 0 %  when going 
from a solid shortening to an oil in cookies. 

Eating quality is the fourth function fats provide 
to cookies. Wide ranges in eating quality are possi- 
ble, depending on the selection of the shortening. 
Consequently, the target eating quality (i.e., whether 
the product should be hard, soft, brittle, chewy or 
tender) must be clearly defined before product for- 
mulation and ingredient selection occur. Process 
requirements affected by texture, such as packaging 
or sandwiching, also should be established. Distri- 
bution also is a concern since tenderness may have 
to give way to delivering cookies to consumers in 
one piece. In general, higher percentages of fat pro- 
duce more tender cookies. 

When combining fats, especially in a filling or 
coating application, it’s important to consider two 
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issues, fat mobility and fat compatibility. When fat 
is in a liquid state, it travels, seeking equilibrium as 
long as there is physical contact with an interface. 
So, liquid fat can go from the filling into the cookie 
(or vice versa). If a filling has too high a liquid fat 
content, the surface of the cookie may become 
greasy. Combining incompatible fats may result in 
softening, changes in the crystal structure, and/or fat 
bloom; a phenomenon known as the eutectic effect, 
in which the fats form a eutectic mixture in which 
the solid-fat content of the combined fats is lower 
than that of any of the constituent fats independently, 
occurs. 

Fats and oils play a number of widely different 
roles in cookies and crackers, and based on their 
applications, they can be divided into dough fats for 
both cookies and crackers, filling fats, spray oils, 
and coating or confectionery fats. 

Dough Fat Dough fat is added to cookie dough for 
its effect on both the process and the finished prod- 
uct. Fat acts as a lubricant. It keeps the dough from 
sticking to the feeding and forming equipment. It 
facilitates mixing by lubricating the other ingredi- 
ents. And it helps the cookies release from the bak- 
ing surface without sticking. Depending on the 
product, the fat content of a full-fat product ranges 
from 20 to 70% (on the baker’s percentage) (Manley 
1991). Fat helps control the texture of the finished 
product, its spread, and its appearance. In most 
cookies containing fat, a plastic (solid or semisolid) 
shortening is first combined with the sugar in a 
creaming stage. This helps to entrap air and con- 
tributes to the structure or grain of the finished prod- 
uct. It also infiences the density of the dough. 
During creaming, the shortening coats the individual 
sugar particles. The critical point of this procedure is 
to be able to coat the sugar without any clumping of 
the shortening or the sugar. If sugar is not coated, 
then the melted sugar will recrystallize into little 
chunks. 

Normally an all-purpose shortening for cookies 
has a 44°C (112°F) melt point, but a range of about 
3546°C (95-1 15°F) is also suitable, depending on 
the practical limitations. For example, if there were 
a high shortening level, a 39°C (102°F) shortening 
might be suitable to reduce the waxy mouthfeel. As 
a general rule, the more shortening, the more tender 
the mouthfeel of the finished product. A higher fat 
cookie will still be crispy without being hard. How- 
ever, excess fat, particularly liquid fat, can result in a 

greasy, soggy cookie. The more fat there is in a 
cookie, the more the cookie will spread. 

Fat is particularly important in the texture of a 
low-moisture cookie. Most of these are baked to 2- 
3% (as is) moisture, and without the shortening 
effect the result is rather hard. Certain production 
techniques or the addition of emulsifiers such as 
mono- and diglycerides can improve the texture. 
Emulsifiers affect the dough and the finished prod- 
uct differently depending on the system and the type 
of emulsifier used. The choice of emulsifier depends 
primarily on the effect required, in addition to prod- 
uct characteristics such as moisture level. In a full- 
fat system, a distilled monoglyceride increases the 
tenderness of a cracker or cookie while keeping it 
crisp. In a low-fat application the same general ef- 
fect is obtained, but the emulsifier plays a much more 
important role. Emulsifiers, principally DATEM 
(diacetyl tartaric acid esters of mono- and diglyc- 
erides) will give a fat-sparing effect. They break the 
fat up into very fine particles. As with cookies, the 
purpose of fat in cracker dough is lubrication and 
texture modification. Traditionally the level of fat 
used has been lower than in cookies (less than 10%). 
Because of the low fat levels and the lack of aera- 
tion, fairly good results can occur with the use of 
liquid shortenings as well as solid ones. 

Filling Fat Approximately two-thirds of a crhme 
filling consists of fat. The other third is mainly sugar 
in a typical sweet filling. Savory versions also can be 
formulated using ingredients such as peanut butter 
and cheese powders. The key is to have sufficient fat 
to coat the dry material completely. The fat used 
must enhance eating quality, serve as an adhesive for 
the two halves of the sandwich, and function proper- 
ly in the sandwiching operation. All of these func- 
tions depend on the solid fat index. Either liquid or 
plastic fat can be used for the crhme, depending on 
the result required. The crhme must remain plastic 
during the sandwiching operation. If the percent of 
solid fat is too high, the crhme becomes brittle and 
dry, and it will not stick to the base cake. If the per- 
cent of solid fat is too low, the crhme will be too soft, 
causing a number of problems; for example, the 
crhme will smear, and it will not hold the base cakes 
together. From an eating quality perspective, nearly 
all of the fat must be liquid above 33°C (92°F) or the 
filling will taste waxy rather than creamy. A fairly 
steep SFI also enhances mouthfeel by giving a clean- 
er, cooler melt. For both mouthfeel and processing, 
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the standard SFI for filling fats is similar to that 
exhibited for coconut oil at 33°C (92°F). 

Some crhmes are aerated. The fat must have a 
fairly high level of solid fat during the mixing and 
processing step to incorporate air and maintain it 
during processing. Liquid fat does not retain air. Fats 
for crhmes also require a melt point and profile that 
give a rapid melt-away in the mouth. The most 
effective way to aerate filling crhmes is by running 
them through a continuous scraped-surface heat 
exchanger prior to sandwiching. Aeration creates a 
softer crhme, and that may affect the process. 
Because an aerated cream has increased exposure to 
air, the fat must have a high degree of oxidative sta- 
bility. 

Spray Oil A coating of oil after baking improves 
the appearance of crackers. It also reduces the pasty 
mouthfeel generated by a product that consists 
mainly of kur. The level of spray oil depends on the 
equipment capabilities and the geometry of the 
cracker, as well as the desired organoleptic target. 
Products with a higher surface-to-volume ratio tend 
to require a higher level of spray oil. SFI plays a role 
in the fat selection, but of less importance than that 
for a filling fat. The oil must be liquid during the 
spray operation, which isn’t too difficult since this 
takes place at elevated temperatures. 

Stability is important in spray oils. Because the 
oils are held and used at elevated temperatures, any 
reactions, including oxidative rancidity, occur more 
quickly. Spraying increases the exposure to air. The 
cracker will have a fairly high level of oil on the sur- 
face of the finished product, and this also increases 
the exposure to air. Traditionally coconut oil was 
used as the preferred spray oil, but health concerns 
have changed this. Soybean and cottonseed oil have 
taken the place of the coconut oil. Coconut oil has a 
unique melting characteristic, and it quickly goes 
from a solid to a liquid, giving it very good eating 
qualities. It’s very stable, but the downside is that it 
contains mostly saturated fat (71-89%). Coconut oil 
is very bland. It has higher solids, so it offers a little 
dryness on the cracker. It has excellent stability 
because of the level of saturates. 

Coating Fat Coating fats for cookies closely 
resemble those for confectionery, especially those 
used for chocolate or chocolate-like products. The 
model for coating fats in terms of the SFI is generally 

cocoa butter, that is, a steep curve with a melt tem- 
perature below 36.6”C (98°F). Cocoa butter is used 
in some high-end products and real chocolate chips, 
but in many cases, coatings and chips contain fats 
other than cocoa butter. Traditionally these were 
known as hard butters, but the fats and oils industry 
now uses a number of different terms to classify the 
types of fats used in coating and confectionery 
applications (Kellens and De Greyt 2000). Cocoa 
butter alternatives (CBAs) are fats designed to 
replace some or all of the cocoa butter. The terms 
cocoa butter equivalents and cocoa butter extenders 
(CBEs) describes two different categories. The 
cocoa butter equivalents are completely compatible 
with cocoa butter and do not change the melting, 
processing, and rheological properties of the cocoa 
butter. The extenders can only be combined with 
cocoa butter to a limited extent or they will change 
its properties. Cocoa butter replacers (CBRs) have 
been engineered to replace or extend cocoa butter, 
and these are often labeled as “partial” or “com- 
plete” replacers depending on the level of compati- 
bility. Often this term refers to only nonlauric fats or 
to those triglycerides that are low in lauric acid. 
Cocoa butter substitutes (CBSs) are fats engineered 
to replace or extend cocoa butter. Some divide CBSs 
into lauric and nonlauric classifications and then 
subdivide the categories into hydrogenated, frac- 
tionated, andor interesterified fats. 

SWEETENERS 

Sweeteners are one of the major ingredients in bak- 
ery products because very few bakery products are 
made without some added sweetener. Besides pro- 
viding sweet taste, sweeteners are also used as food 
for yeast and develop crust color, enhance fivor, 
softness and extend shelf life in breads. In cakes, 
cookies, and other soft wheat products, sugar helps 
cream air into the fat, maintain moisture, and con- 
tribute to the spread of cookies. Granulation of sug- 
ars affects creaming, spreading of the cookies dur- 
ing baking, and the surface texture of the cookies; as 
cookies are baked, undissolved sugar melts, and the 
dough spreads on the cookie’s baking surface. 
Coarse forms of granulated sugar dissolve less read- 
ily than fine granulations. A coarser granulation of 
sugar results in less spreading of the dough and 
more surface cracking of the baked cookie. Surface 
cracking results from the recrystallization of the 
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sugar at the surface of the cookie. During the initial 
creaming mixing stage, sucrose particles are coated 
with a layer of fat. When the cookie dough piece 

shows the sweetness intensity of sweeteners com- 
monly used for baking. 

- -  
warms in the oven, the fat layer melts away, allow- 
ing the water to migrate to the sugar and go into 

Nutritive Sweeteners 
- - - - 

solution. As the sugar changes from solid to liquid, 
it causes the cookie to k w  or spread. Table 1.12 

Nutritive sweeteners are based on carbohydrates. 
How a particular carbohydrate affects a formula is 

Table 1.12. The Sweetness Intensity of Sweeteners 

Sweetness Sweetness 
Type Sweetener Intensitya Type Sweetener Intensitya 

Solid sugar Dextrose 

Fructose 

Galactose 

Sucrose 
Maltose 
Lactose 

Trehalose 

(glucose) 

(laevulose) 

(cerebose) 

(milk sugar) 

Molasses 
Solid starch 

hydrolysates 

Liquid sugar Liquid sucrose 

Invert sugar 
Liquid starch 

hydrolysates 
Glucose syrup, 

42DE 
HFCS 42% 
HFCS 55% 
HFCS 90% 
Honey 

0.75 Sugar alcohol 

1.8 

0.3-0.6 

1.0 
0.3-0.6 

0.25 

0.45 

~ High-intensity 
sweeteners- 
Synthetic 

0.9-1.1 
0.45-0.75 

0.5b 

0.92b 

1.6 
1.Ob 

1-1.2 High-intensity 
sweeteners- 

natural 

Sorbitol 0.5-0.7 

Mannitol 0.5-0.7 

Xylitol 1.0 

Maltitol 0.8-0.9 
Lactitol 0.3-0.4 
Isomalt 0.45-0.65 

Hydrogenated 0.25-0.75 
starch 
hydrolysates 

Saccharin 

Cyclamate 
Aspartame 

Alitame 

Acesulfame K 
Sucralose 

Gly cyrrhizin 

Thaumatin 
Stevioside 

300-600 

30 
160-220 

2000 

200 
400-800 

50-100 

2000-3000 
200-300 

Source: Nelson 2000 and Alexander 1998. 
"These values are relative to sucrose with a value of 1. The sweetness intensity values are only approximate, and will 

vary depending on the individual tasting the sweeteners, concentration, temperature and the product in which the ingredi- 
ent is added. 

bBased on solids. 
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directly related to its chemical composition, physico- 
chemical properties, and physical form. Chemically, 
nutritive sweeteners can be mono- or disaccharides 
or complex carbohydrates such as oligosaccha- 
rides or dextrins. Physicochemical properties include 
sweetness, texture, solubility, mouthfeel, humec- 
tancy, and fivor. Physically, sweeteners can be sol- 
ids, in various granulations, or liquids. 

From brown and white to liquid, granulated, or 
powdered, there are many choices of sugars or 
sweeteners. The type of sweetener chosen depends 
on the degree of sweetness that is needed, the func- 
tion of sugars in dough or batter being mixed, and the 
desired appearance or texture of the baked product. 
Sugars supply varying levels of sweetness, color- 
ing/browning, moisture retention, and body/bulking, 
and they assist in the creaming and aeration process 
of batters. 

Sucrose (Regular Refined Sugars) Sucrose (com- 
monly called sugar), a nonreducing disaccharide 
@-D-fructofuranosyl-a-D-glucopyranoside) refined 
from sugar cane or beets, provides a clean sweetness 
in baked goods with no off fivors. It is used either 
alone or in combination with other complementary 
sweetening ingredients, and it is still the most com- 
mon sweetener in baked goods. Refined sugars in 
bakery are commonly classified by the size of the 
grains. The most commonly used are regular granu- 
lated sugar, also called fine granulated or table 
sugar, and confectioners or powdered sugars. Gran- 
ulated sugars are further classified into ultra fine, 
very fine, and sanding sugars, depending on the size 
of the grains. In general, finer granulations are better 
for mixing into doughs and batters because they dis- 
solve more quickly. Coarse sugars are likely to leave 
undissolved grains, even after long mixing. These 
show up after baking as dark spots on crusts, irregu- 
lar texture, and syrup spots. Also, fine sugars are 
better for creaming with fats because they create 
a finer, more uniform air cell structure and better 
volume. Coarse sugar, on the other hand, can be 
used in syrups, where its mixing properties are not a 
factor. 

Confectioner’s or powdered sugars are ground to 
a fine powder and mixed with a small amount of 
starch (about 3%) to prevent caking. They are also 
classified by coarseness or fineness. 1OX is the finest 
sugar. It gives the smoothest textures in icings. 6X is 
the standard confectioner’s sugar. It is used in 

icings, toppings, and cream fillings. Coarser types 
(XXXX and XX) are used for dusting. 

Invert Sugar Liquid sucrose is available and is 
used primarily for yeast-leavened doughs. Invert 
sugar, made by boiling sucrose with a dilute acid to 
break the sucrose into its constituent monomers, glu- 
cose and fructose, is still popular in bakery goods. At 
75% solids, the invert syrup is as sweet as sucrose. 
Invert syrup is hydroscopic and resists crystalliza- 
tion; it is used where moisture absorption and reten- 
tion are important, as in fillings and icings. It is also 
brushed on Danish pastries after baking to help seal 
in moisture. 

Fondant Fondant is sugar syrup that is crystal- 
lized to a smooth, creamy, white mass. When ap- 
plied as icing, it sets up into a shiny, nonsticky coat- 
ing. Because it is difficult to make in the bakery, 
fondant is almost always purchased already pre- 
pared, either in the ready-to-use moist form or in the 
dry form, which requires only the addition of water. 
During the manufacture of fondant, part of the 
sucrose is changed to invert sugar to get the right 
amount of crystallization. This helps keep the sugar 
crystals very tiny, which makes a very smooth 
creamy icing with a good shine. 

Brown Sugar Brown sugar is mostly sucrose 
(about 85-92%), but it also contains varying amounts 
of caramel, molasses, and other impurities, which 
give it its characteristic fivor. Basically, brown sug- 
ar is regular cane sugar that has not been completely 
refined. However, it can also be made by adding 
measured amounts of these impurities to refined 
white sugar. Its effects on crust and crumb color are 
related to the darkness of the sugar-the more 
molasses, the darker the color. It also has softening 
capabilities due to its solubility and the presence of 
the molasses, which contains reducing sugars. 

Molasses Molasses is concentrated sugar cane 
juice, containing large amounts of sucrose and other 
sugars (including invert sugar). It also contains 
acids, moisture, and other constituents that give it its 
characteristic fivor and color. Darker grades are 
stronger in fivor and contain less sugar than lighter 
grades. Its main function in cookies is fivor, but 
molasses also adds humectancy due to the presence 
of the reducing sugars glucose and fructose. Its nat- 
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ural acids may react with the leavening system when 
combined with sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) 
and also affect the spread of cookies. 

Fructose Crystalline fructose @-D-fructofura- 
nose) is another sweetener that may be used. It has 
sweetness synergy with other sweeteners, including 
sucrose, which may allow cost savings. Because it is 
a reducing sugar it can contribute too much color 
development if not used wisely. Fructose is sweeter 
than sucrose, on a weight basis, and lowers water 
activity (a,) more effectively. It is more expensive 
than sucrose and is normally used only in bar fillings 
where low a, is critical. 

Starch Hydrolysates Starch hydrolysates, liquid 
or dried, are also becoming popular because their 
diverse properties and reasonable price. Glucose 
syrup (also known as corn syrup and high fructose 
corn syrup, HFCS) is the most common product 
used by bakers. The syrups are made from starch via 
either acid or enzyme hydrolysis. Corn starch is the 
most common starting material for syrup produc- 
tion; it can be completely hydrolyzed to glucose, but 
typical hydrolysis forms a mixture of maltodextrins, 
polysaccharides, maltose, dextrins, and dextrose 
(i.e., glucose). The degree of hydrolysis is measured 
in dextrose equivalents, or DE. Starch hydrolysates 
generally come in 24,  36, and 42 DE. The lower the 
DE, the less sweet and more starchlike, and the 
higher the DE, the sweeter and thinner the syrup. 
Enzyme-converted syrups tend to have a cleaner fi- 
vor, are sweeter, and remain free %wing slightly 
above ambient temperature as compared with acid- 
hydrolyzed syrups. Corn syrup, especially the lower 
DE forms, can help control crystallization, an im- 
portant formulation consideration for icings and 
glazes. All corn syrups are hydroscopic and there- 
fore help retain moisture, thus extend shelf life. 

HFCS is produced from glucose syrup, in which 
some of glucose is isomerized to fructose by the 
enzyme glucose isomerase. HFCS varies in fructose 
content from 42 to 90%. The 42% product is the 
most often used because the balance of fructose/glu- 
cose is closest to sucrose. Different types of corn 
syrup and other sweeteners have different sweetness 
values, viscosity, and ability to lower a,. Blending 
sweeteners-in particular, corn syrup and HFCS- 
will not exceed the solubility limits of the sweeten- 
ers and helps prevent sugar crystallization. 

Corn sweeteners with a high level of monosac- 
charides depress the freezing point of products. This 
makes it possible to maintain a soft, chewable tex- 
ture for fruit pieces in fillings used in products that 
are consumed in the frozen state. Corn syrup also 
will infience dough viscosity, cookie texture, and 
finished color. It is possible to obtain excessive %bur 
starch gelatinization by the addition of corn sweet- 
eners because sucrose will increase the starch gela- 
tinization temperature more than glucose or fructose 
will. If that is the case, where cookie height increases, 
spread decreases, and the internal texture changes, 
the water level should be decreased to rebalance the 
formula. 

The effects of corn syrup will vary based on the 
type of syrup used; however, the DE alone cannot be 
used as a selection criterion due to the different sug- 
ar profiles of syrups produced by varied processing 
techniques. A high maltose corn syrup, for example, 
may have a DE of 48, but will have a functional per- 
formance that is very different from that of a 48 DE 
acid-converted corn syrup. 

Corn syrup is available as a solid (produced by 
evaporating the moisture in syrup), but this is not the 
best form to use for baked goods, especially for 
water-limited products, that is, cookies. Replacing 
solid sweeteners with an equivalent amount of liquid 
sweeteners, even on a dry solids basis, may not pro- 
duce the right dough characteristics. Besides, water 
is limited in cookie systems, and as a result, dissolv- 
ing the sweetener solids in water will extend the 
amount of liquids in the system, making doughs 
stickier. 

Adding corn sweeteners adds fructose and dex- 
trose (both reducing sugars) to the formula, which 
will contribute to browning. Fructose, maltose, and 
dextrose (glucose) are all reducing sugars, so they 
react with amino acids when heated, forming Mail- 
lard reaction compounds that give a brown color and 
characteristic baked fivors and aromas. 

Honey Honey is a natural sugar syrup consisting 
largely of the simple sugars glucose and fructose, in 
addition to other compounds that give it its fivor. It 
contains 41% fructose, 34% dextrose, 2% sucrose, 
and 18% moisture. Honey varies widely in fivor 
and color based on the nectar source. Honey has 
some great functional properties as a sweetener, but 
due to its high cost it is primarily used for fivoring. 
Composed mostly of invert sugars, it acts as a 
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humectant. Its reducing sugars promote browning 
and increase spread. To lower cost, it is often found 
in blends with HFCS and invert sugar syrups, which 
can be used as replacements when combined with 
honey flavors. Honey also is available in free-%wing 
powders, fikes, granules, and crystals. 

Sometimes honey is used as the sweetening agent 
in cakes. Actually, the use of honey i n  fiences more 
than simply the sweetness of the cake because of its 
liquid content and acidity. Because honey is a liquid, 
it does not provide crystals to aid in formation of 
a foam during creaming of the fat; thus, honey- 
containing cakes tend to be a bit coarser than those 
made with only granular sugar. The acidity is quite 
variable in different honeys; between 1/12 and 1/2 
teaspoon of soda may be needed to neutralize a cup of 
honey, but the batter is permitted to remain more 
acidic in most cases. Honey promotes rapid browning 
because of the abundance of reducing sugars it adds 
to the batter. Reducing sugars are very susceptible to 
Maillard browning reactions. The high fructose con- 
tent of honey is noteworthy in its effect on browning. 

Malt Syrup Malt syrup, also called malt extract, 
is used primarily in yeast breads. It serves as food 
for the yeast and adds fivor and crust color to the 
breads. Malt is extracted from barley that has been 
sprouted (malted) and then dried and ground. There 
are two basic types of malt syrup, diastatic and non- 
diastatic. Diastatic malt is produced with high, me- 
dium, or low diastase content. It is used when dough 
fermentation times are short because diastase in 
malt breaks down starch into sugars that can be a 
powerful food for yeast. It should not be used when 
fermentation times are long because too much starch 
will be broken down by the enzyme, resulting in a 
sticky dough and crumb. 

Nondiastatic malt is processed at high tempera- 
tures, which destroy the enzymes and give the syrup 
a darker color and stronger fivor. It is used because 
it contains fermentable sugar and contributes fivor, 
crust color, and keeping qualities to breads. 

Alternative Sweeteners 

Sugar Alcohols Sugar alcohols or polyols, such as 
sorbitol, maltitol, and isomalt, are produced by hy- 
drogenation of selected sugars whereby the reducing 
aldehyde or ketone chemical function is converted 
into a nonreducing alcohol group. These products 
can be added to replace solids lost when sugar is 

removed and used to sweeten calorie-reduced or 
sugar-free baked goods. Because many of these 
products have humectant properties, they will soften 
the texture and hold moisture in baked products 
(Nelson 2000). The sugar alcohols most often con- 
sidered when designing sugar-free compound coat- 
ings are maltitol, mannitol, xylitol, lactitol, isomalt, 
and erythritol because of their desirable characteris- 
tics, availability, and cost. 

Maltitol is the most commonly used polyol in 
cookies. With 3.0 cal/g, the sensory and technical 
properties of crystalline maltitol are similar to those 
of sucrose, making it effective in baked cookies or 
crhme fillings. Maltitol is noncariogenic and has 0.9 
times the sweetness of sucrose and good water solu- 
bility (175 g/lOO g HzO). Maltitol has worked ex- 
tremely well in chocolate and compound-coating ap- 
plications, both in chocolate confection applications 
and in enrobed products, such as nutritional bars. 

Mannitol was used in most of the original formu- 
lations 10 to 20 years ago, but was eliminated from 
most general use due to its high cooling effect and 
very low heat of solution (-28.9 cal/g) and laxative 
potential (i.e., low laxation threshold, 20 g/day). 
Mannitol is permitted by FDA at 2-5% levels in 
most foods. 

Sorbitol syrup, with 0.6 times the sweetness of 
sucrose and 2.6 cal/g, also can be used in both liquid 
and crystalline forms in baked foods (e.g., cookies) 
at a maximum of 30%. Sorbitol causes a small rise 
in blood sugar and is widely used as a sweetening 
agent for diabetics. Sorbitol has high solubility 
(235 g/100 g HzO at 25°C) and a low heat of solu- 
tion (-26.5 cal/g). 

FDA permits the use of xylitol in baked foods 
according to Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP). 
Xylitol is noncariogenic and has equal sweetness to 
sucrose. Although xylitol causes a small rise in 
blood sugar, it is also widely used as sweetening 
agent for diabetics. Xylitol has high solubility of 
200 g/lOO g HzO at 25°C and a very low heat of 
solution (- 36.6 cal/g). 

Lactitol monohydrate is a sugar alcohol derived 
from lactose that is 30-40% as sweet as sucrose. 
Lactitol has a solubility of 140 g/100 g HzO at 2 5 T ,  
a heat of solution of - 13.9 cal/g, and a low degree 
of hygroscopicity. 

Erythritol is produced from glucose by a fermen- 
tation process. With a calorie value very close to 
zero, it is approximately 70% as sweet as sucrose 
and is an excellent ingredient for sweetening crhme 
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fillings. In some cases, sugar alcohols, such as sor- 
bitol and manitol, take the place of sugar or corn 
syrup. These are not metabolized the same way as 
other sugars, and therefore, provide fewer calories 
than the sweeteners they replace. However, because 
they pass through the gut, they can cause digestive 
problems (diarrhea) if consumed at a high level. 
Erythritol has solubility of 61 g/100 g H 2 0  at 25°C 
and a very low heat of solution (-42.9 cal/g). 

High Intensity Sweeteners High intensity sweet- 
eners can also be used to formulate lower calorie or 
sugar-free bakery products. However, the formula 
must be adjusted. Using artificial or high intensity 
sweeteners in place of traditional nutritive sweeten- 
ers presents two major problems in preservation and 
a, control. Details of scientific information, techni- 
cal applications, and regulatory ratings of alternative 
sweeteners can be found in several books (Nelson 
2000, Nabors 2001) 

Acesulfame potassium, or acesulfame K, was dis- 
covered in 1967 and approved by the FDA in 1989 
for use in tabletop sweeteners, chewing gum, dry 
mixes, and potential baking applications. It is a high 
intensity, noncaloric sweetener approximately 200 
times sweeter than sugar that remains stable in the 
baking process. It has good stability in aqueous me- 
dia, but with some bitter aftertaste. 

Another heat-stable sweetener is sucralose, 
trichloro-galactosucrose. It has good stability and is 
600 times sweeter than sucrose. It was approved by 
Canada in 1991 and by the United States in 1998 for 
use in baked goods and baking mixes. 

Aspartame, a synthetic (nutritive) sweetener that 
combines the amino acids aspartic acid and phenyl- 
alanine, was discovered in 1965. It is 200 times 
sweeter than sucrose and imparts 4 kcal/g. It de- 
grades with the heat of baking (Ripper et al.1986). 
Encapsulated aspartame is relatively heat stable and 
is an option for baking, but it can still change during 
storage of the baked goods, when the aspartame is 
no longer protected. Aspartame could be used to 
make crhmes and fruit purees for filled cookies. 

Cyclamate is discovered in 1937 and approved for 
food use in Canada, but it is not currently approved 
in the United States. It is a nonnutritive sweetener 
that is 30-60 times sweeter than sucrose. It has good 
heat stability. 

Saccharin was discovered in 1879. It is a nonnu- 
tritive sweetener that is 300-400 times sweeter than 
sucrose. Saccharin has good heat and pH stability 

and can be used as a tabletop sweetener and in dry 
beverage blends, soft drinks, canned fruits, gelatin 
desserts, cooked and instant puddings, jams, jellies, 
and baked foods. 

DAIRY PRODUCTS 

Next to water, milk is the most important liquid in 
the bakery. Fresh milk, containing 88-91% water, 
contributes to gluten development. In addition, milk 
contributes to the texture, fivor, crust color, keeping 
quality, and nutritional value of baked products. It is 
probable that bakers use more nonfat dry milk than 
any other milk-based product. Table 1.13 shows the 
composition of milk and milk derivatives, and the 
functional characteristics of milk proteins are sum- 
marized in Table 1.14. 

Fresh Liquid Milk 

Whole milk is fresh milk as it comes from the cow, 
with nothing removed and nothing added (except 
when fortified with vitamin D, calcium, folate, or 
other micronutrients). It contains 3.5% fat (known 
as milk fat or butterfat), 8.5% nonfat milk solids, 
and 88% water. Skim or nonfat milk has had most or 
all of the fat removed. Its fat content is 0.5% or less. 

Cream 

Various types of fresh cream, differing primarily in 
fat content, are available. Whipping cream has a fat 
content of 30-40%, as light whipping cream (30- 
35%) or heavy whipping cream (36-40%). Ultrapas- 
teurized cream will keep longer than regular pas- 
teurized cream, but it will not whip as well. It often 
contains vegetable gums or other stabilizers to par- 
tially compensate for this decreased whipping abili- 
ty. Light cream, also called table cream or coffee 
cream, contains 16-22% fat, usually about 18%. 
Half-and-half has a fat content of 10-20%, too low 
for it to be called cream. 

Fermented Milk Products 

Buttermilk, sour cream, and yogurt are fermented 
milk products. Buttermilk is fresh, liquid milk, usu- 
ally skim milk that has been cultured or soured by 
bacteria. It is usually called cultured buttermilk to 
distinguish it from the original buttermilk, which 
was the liquid left after buttermaking. Buttermilk is 
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Table 1.14. Functional Characteristics of Milk Proteins 

35 

Function Casein or Caseinate Whey Protein 

Hydration, water binding 

Solubility Insoluble at pH 4.6. 

Viscosity 

Gelation 

Very high, minimum at pH 4.6. 

High at or above pH 6. 

No thermal gelation except in the 
presence of Ca“. Micelles gel with 
rennin. 

Emulsifying ability 

Foam formation 

Excellent at neutral and basic pH. 

Good overrun, K-casein best, followed 

Poor foam stability. 
by p- and y-caseins. 

Flavor binding Good. 

Water-binding capacity increases 
with denaturation of the protein. 

Soluble at all pH levels. If dena- 
tured, insoluble at pH 5. 

Low for native protein. Higher if 
denatured. 

Heat gelation at 70°C or higher, 
i n  fienced by pH and salts. 

Good except at pH 4-5, if heat 
denatured. 

Good overrun, P-lactoglobulin 
better than a-lactalbumin. 

Retention varies with degree of 
denaturation. 

generally used in recipes calling for sour milk. When 
buttermilk is used to replace regular milk in baked 
goods, such as cakes or muffins, the acidity must be 
neutralized by adding baking soda to the formula. 
Then, because the soda and acid together release 
carbon dioxide, this extra leavening power must be 
compensated for by reducing the baking powder as 
follows: add 15 g baking soda and subtract 30 g bak- 
ing powder for each liter (1 kg) of buttermilk. 

Sour cream has been cultured or fermented by 
adding lactic acid bacteria. This makes it thick and 
slightly tangy in fivor. It has about 18% fat. 

Yogurt is milk (whole or low fat) cultured by spe- 
cial bacteria. It has a custard-like consistency. Most 
yogurt has an additional milk solids added, and 
some of it is fivored and sweetened. 

Evaporated and Condensed Milk 

Evaporated milk is milk, either whole or skimmed, 
with about 60% of the water removed. After the 
water is removed, the milk is sterilized and canned. 
Evaporated milk has a somewhat “cooked” fivor. 

Condensed milk is whole milk that has about 60% 
of the water removed and is heavily sweetened with 
sugar. It is available canned and in bulk. 

Dried Milk Products 

Dried milk is often used because of its convenience 
and low cost. Dried whole milk is whole milk that 

has been dried to powder. It has poor keeping quali- 
ties because it still contains the original butterfat, 
which can become rancid. It should therefore be 
purchased in small quantities and always stored in a 
cool place. Nonfat dry milk (NFDM), also known as 
nonfat milk solids, is skim milk that has been dried 
to a powder. It is available in regular form and in 
instant form, which dissolves in water more easily. 
Milk solids, typically used at a level of 5 1 2 %  in 
bread, also add fivor and tenderness and contribute 
to crust color. 

NFDM contains about 52% lactose, which is a 
reducing sugar, and contributes to Maillard brown- 
ing. Bakers use high-heat NFDM almost exclusively 
because of its effect on loaf volume. High-heat 
NFDM has typically been heat treated at 87.7”C 
(190°F) for 30 minutes to denature the milk pro- 
teins. This increases their water-binding capacity 
and gives a finished loaf with good volume. Low- 
heat NFDM, on the other hand, has less heat treat- 
ment and produces a slack dough with low volume. 

Whey Products 

Whey ingredients are often substituted for milk 
solids, primarily for cost savings. Dry sweet whey is 
very economical and contains a lower level of pro- 
tein and a higher level of lactose than NFDM. A 
whey protein concentrate of 34% has roughly the 
same levels of protein and lactose as NFDM and 
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thus can be substituted for NFDM on a 1:l basis in 
most bakery formulations. Products with higher lev- 
els of whey protein concentrate, which add increased 
nutrition and functionality, such as dough softening, 
are also available. Major physical and chemical dif- 
ferences in milk proteins are summarized in Table 
1.15. 

Cheese 

Two types of cheese are used in the bakery, primari- 
ly for the production of cheese fillings and cheese- 
cakes. Baker’s cheese is a soft, unaged cheese with a 
very low fat content. It is dry and pliable and can be 
kneaded somewhat like a dough. Cream cheese is 
also soft, unaged cheese, but it has a higher fat con- 
tent, about 35%. It is used mainly in rich cheese- 
cakes and in a few specialty products. Cream is more 
important in the production of fillings, toppings, 
dessert sauces, and cold desserts such as mousses 
and Bavarian creams. 

EGGS 

Eggs should be well understood by the baker be- 
cause they are used in large quantities in bakery 
products and are more expensive than many of the 
other high-volume ingredients (e.g., k u r  and sug- 
ar). For example, half or more of the ingredient cost 
of the average cake batter is for the eggs. 

A whole egg consists primarily of a yolk, a white, 
and a shell. In addition, it contains a membrane that 
lines the shell and forms an air cell at the large end, 
and two white strands called chalazae that hold the 
yolk centered. The yolk is composed primarily of 
lipids, in the form of phospholipids, triglycerides, 
and cholesterol. The white, or albumen, portion 
makes up 60% of the egg’s weight and contains ap- 

proximately 15% protein. Egg white is mostly water 
and protein, plus a small amount of sugar and inor- 
ganic ions. As eggs age, the thickness of the white 
decreases. The decreasing viscosity correlates with a 
reduced ability to coagulate and form strong protein 
networks. Table 1.16 shows the average composition 
of fresh liquid eggs. 

Market forms of eggs include fresh eggs or shell 
eggs, frozen eggs (whole eggs, whole eggs with ex- 
tra yolks, whites, yolks), and dried eggs (whole, 
yolks, whites). Frozen eggs are usually made from 
high quality fresh eggs and pasteurized, and they are 
excellent for use in baking. To thaw, place them 
unopened in refrigerator and hold for 2 days or place 
them in a defrosting tank containing running water 
at 10-15°C for about 6 hours. Stir well before using. 
Frozen yolks may contain a small amount of sugar 
(usually about 10%) to keep the components from 
separating while frozen. Dried eggs are sometimes 
used in the bakery, though less often than frozen 
eggs. The whites are frequently used for making 
meringue powders. Dried egg products are also used 
in commercial cake mixes. Dried eggs are incorpo- 
rated in baked goods in two ways, (1) by reconstitut- 
ing them with water to make liquid eggs or (2) by 
mixing them with the dry ingredients and adding the 
extra water to the liquid portion of the formula. 

Most wholesale bakeries use frozen whole eggs to 
facilitate handling and extend ingredient shelf life. 
Egg whites aid in air entrapment, and yolks emulsi- 
fy and tenderize. Yolks also add a desirable golden 
color, which gives a rich appearance. Powdered eggs 
may also be used, but generally do not give the same 
volume to baked goods as fresh or frozen eggs. A 
starting level might be to add eggs at the same level 
as sugar in a sweet dough formulation. The func- 
tions of eggs in baking are summarized in Table 
1.17. 

Table 1.15. Major Physical and Chemical Differences in Milk Proteins 

Caseins Whey Proteins 

Strong hydrophobic regions 
Little cysteine content 
Random coil structure 
Heat stable 
Precipitate in acidic conditions and insoluble at pH 4.6 
Precipitated by di- and polyvalent ions 

Both hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions 
Both cysteine and cystine present 
Globular structure with helical contents 
Easily heat denatured and insolubilized 
Stable in mild acidic environment 
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Table 1.16. Average Composition of Fresh 
Liquid Eggs 

Whole 
Eggs Whites Yolks 

Composition % 

Water 73 86 49 
Protein 13 12 17 
Fat 12 32 
Minerals and 2 2 2 

~ 

other components 

FRUITS AND NUTS 

Fruits 

Nearly any kind of fresh fruit can be used in the pro- 
duction of desserts. In addition, a wide variety of 
dried, frozen, canned, and processed fruit products 
are important ingredients in bakery products. Table 
1.18 shows the most important fruit products used in 
bakery products. Each form of fruit offers its own 
advantages; fresh and frozen fruits undergo minimal 
processing, syrup-packed fruits can be used immedi- 
ately or stored at ambient conditions, and dehydrat- 
ed fruits can be shipped economically. 

Nuts 

Most nuts are available in shell, whole, halved, 
chopped or ground, raw, roasted, or further pro- 

Table 1.17. Functions of Eggs in Bakery Products 

cessed into nut butters. They add both fivor and tex- 
ture to a finished bakery product. Table 1.19 shows 
the nut products commonly used in bakery products 
and their properties. 

Nuts supply protein, vitamins, and minerals; in 
their natural states, they are low in sugar and sodi- 
um. They are usually low in unsaturated fats and 
high in fiber. They should be stored under cool, dry 
conditions. Temperatures just above freezing are 
recommended to keep the nuts' unsaturated fats 
from oxidizing and becoming rancid. Low humidity 
limits water activity, thus slowing oxidation as well 
as microbial growth. 

Almonds, coconut, walnuts, peanuts, and pecans 
are the most important nuts in bakery products. 
Other nuts, such as hazelnuts, Brazil nuts, cashews, 
macadamia nuts, and chestnuts, can also be used. In 
addition, nut products such as almond paste, marzi- 
pan, kernel paste, macaroon paste, and praline paste 
are usually used in a variety of cakes, pastries, cook- 
ies, and fillings. 

CHOCOLATE AND COCOA 

Cacao originated in Mexico, but the Spanish found 
that the cacao tree (Theobroma cacao) would grow in 
any tropical region within about 20" of the equator. 
Cacao trees are cultivated today throughout South 
and Central America, the West and East Indies, and 
West Africa. West Africa produces nearly 70% of the 
world's output, pooling the resources of the Ivory 

Function Comments 

Providing structure 

Emulsifying of fats 

Leavening 
and liquids 

Shortening action 

Moisture 

Flavor 
Nutritional value 
Color 

Egg protein, like gluten protein, coagulates to give structure to baked product (e.g., 

Egg yolks contain natural emulsifiers, which help produce smooth batters and 

Beaten eggs incorporate air in tiny cells or bubbles, which cause expanding when 

The fat in egg yolks acts as a shortening, an important function in products that are 

Eggs are mostly water, and this moisture must be calculated as part of the total liquid 

Eggs brown easily and contribute to fivor. 
Eggs are nutritious with high biological value of protein. 
Yolks impart a yellow color to dough and batters; eggs brown easily and contribute 

high ratio cakes). 

contribute to volume and texture. 

heated and aid in leavening. 

low in other fats. 

in a formula. 

to crust color. 
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Table 1.18. Fruits Commonly Used in Bakery Products 

Fresh 
Candied and Other 

Canned and Frozen Dried Glac6 Processed Fruits 

Apples 
Apricots 
Bananas 
Berries 
Grapes 
Kiwis 
Lemons 
Limes 
Mangoes 
Nectarines 
Oranges 
Papayas 
Passion fruit 
Peaches 
Pears 
Pineapple 
Plums 
Rhubarb (actually 

not a fruit, but 
a stem) 

Apples (sliced) Apricots Cherries Apricot glaze or 
Apricots (halves) Currants Citron coating 
Blueberries Dates Figs Jams, jellies, and 
Cherries (both sour and Figs Fruitcake mix preserves 

sweet) Raisins (light Lemon peel Prepared pie 
Pineapple (rings, chunks, and dark) Orange peel fillings 

nibs, crushed, juice) Pineapple 
Strawberries 

Table 1.19. Nut Products Used in Bakery Products 

Nut Products Composition Applications 

Almond paste Two parts finely ground almonds and one Cakes, pastries, cookies, and 
part sugar, plus enough moisture to bring 
it to the proper consistency. 

A sweetened almond paste; coarse sugar 
crystals and freshly blanched almonds 
ground together until perfectly smooth. 

A mass of ground apricot kernels and sugar; 
it has a strong almond-like fivor. 

A mixture of almonds (or marzipan), sugar, 
egg whites, and sometimes, ground rice, 
or other coarsely ground cereal, such as 
maize cones, blended together. 

It is made from almonds and/or hazelnuts 
and caramelized sugar, all ground 
to a paste. 

fillings. 

Marzipan Cake decoration and confectionery 
work. 

Kernel paste 

Macaroon paste 

Used as almond paste but less 

Used as almond paste. 
expensive. 

Praline paste A fivoring for icings, fillings, 
pastries, and creams. 

Coast (by far the largest producer of cocoa today), 
Ghana, Nigeria, and Cameroon. Other sources in- 
clude Indonesia, Brazil, Malaysia, and Ecuador. 
These trees grow about 20 feet in height and are sus- 
ceptible to many diseases, as well as damage from 

the sun and wind. The average cacao tree produces 
20-30 pods per year, each yielding only about 2 
ounces of dried beans. The pods are cut open on the 
ground, and the beans are immediately fermented, 
then dried in the sun. 
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Chocolate and cocoa are derived from cocoa or 
cacao beans. When the beans are fermented, roasted, 
and ground, the resulting product, which contains 
a white or yellowish fat (cocoa butter), is called 
chocolate liquor. The most common chocolate prod- 
ucts used in bakery are cocoa, bitter chocolate, 
sweet chocolate, milk chocolate, cocoa butter, and 
white chocolate. Pure chocolate and its blends can 
be used to top or coat bakery products, or they may 
become an integral part of the product formula (as in 
chocolate-chip cookies). Bitter chocolate has a low- 
er cocoa butter content and higher chocolate liquor 
content than all other varieties, giving it a more 
intense fivor. Baking chocolate does not include 
any sugar, but may be fivored with vanilla. 

The color of chocolate cake depends on the color 
of the cocoa or chocolate used as well as on certain 
other variables. The color of cocoa and chocolate is 
infienced by the variety of the cacao beans from 
which they are produced, including the extent of 
roasting of the beans, the addition of alkali, and oxi- 
dation. As would be anticipated, the deeper the 
roast, the darker the color of the resulting chocolate 
or cocoa. On the basis of processing, naturally pro- 
cessed cocoas and chocolates range between pH 5.1 
and 6.2, but Dutch-processed products range be- 
tween pH 6.0 and 7.8. Using cocoa powder in baked- 
product applications can also impart chocolate fi- 
vor. Cocoa powder is the powder remaining after 
most of the cocoa butter is removed from chocolate 
liquor, but it can have a wide range (0-24%) of 
cocoa butter content. 

Oxidation of a cacao polyphenol to form a 
phlobaphene is another factor determining the color 
of cocoa and chocolate. The phlobaphene is respon- 
sible for the reddish color seen in cocoa and choco- 
late to varying degrees, depending on the extent of 
oxidation (Minifie 1989). The darker the chocolate 
is, the higher the level of fivonols such as procyani- 
dins, catechins, and epicatechins. The presence of 
oxygen also infiences the shelf life of cocoa and 
chocolate because of the potential for oxidative ran- 
cidity of the fat in these products. The major fatty 
acids in cocoa butter are stearic acid (35%), oleic 
acid (35%), palmitic acid (25%), and linoleic acid 
(3%). Cocoa powder ranks highest in antioxidant 
content, followed by dark chocolate and milk choco- 
late. 

The pH of chocolate or cocoa-containing cakes 
differs as a result of the cocoa or chocolate as well 

as the presence of leavening ingredients. For a desir- 
able fivor, the pH of the batter should be no higher 
than pH 7.9. Chocolate-containing cakes range in 
color from a definite brown at a pH between 6.0 and 
7.0 to mahogany between pH 7.0 and 7.5, with 
increasing redness above pH 7.5. 

Chocolate coatings offer product designers a 
more economical and &xible option. Chocolate 
coatings contain added vegetable fat, either in the 
form of lauric hard butters (from oils such as co- 
conut and palm seed) or nonlauric (domestic) hard 
butters (from sources such as soybean and cotton- 
seed oils). The type of fat used will have a direct 
effect on fivor stability, tempering requirements, 
cocoa butter content, and the total amount of fat 
contained in the product. Rather than using choco- 
late, many coated baked products and nutritional bars 
opt for a compound coating, which is less expensive 
and, sometimes, easier to use. Compound coatings 
use hard vegetable or “tropical” fats in place of 
cocoa butter. 

Chocolate and compound coatings differ greatly 
in preparation for application to the final product. 
Chocolate contains cocoa butter, which is polymor- 
phic in nature. Cocoa butter requires tempering to 
obtain the stable form V (or beta) crystal form to 
maintain the proper gloss and snap of a good coat- 
ing. To properly temper it, the chocolate mass must 
be cooled below its setting point, then rewarmed to a 
temperature higher than the melting point of the 
unstable beta-prime crystals, but lower than the 
melting point of the stable beta crystals. This is 31- 
32°C for milk chocolate (because of the milk pro- 
tein) and 32-33°C for semisweet chocolate. The sta- 
ble seed crystals are allowed to grow and mature, 
producing a more stable, compact structure that 
gives the best gloss and shelf life. Compound coat- 
ings, on the other hand, are simply cooled to 3-6°C 
above the melting point of the coating. 

Title 21 of the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR), part 163, states the industry has “specified re- 
quirements for specific standardized cacao products” 
(CFR 2000b). Standards are defined for cacao nibs, 
chocolate liquor, breakfast cocoa, cocoa, low-fat co- 
coa, cocoa with diacetyl sodium sulfosuccinate for 
manufacturing, sweet chocolate, milk chocolate, but- 
termilk chocolate, skim milk chocolate, mixed dairy 
product chocolates, sweet cocoa and vegetable-fat 
coating, sweet chocolate and vegetable-fat coating, 
and mild chocolate and vegetable-fat coating. These 
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definitions include specific required ingredients, 
optional ingredients, and labeling requirements for 
certain exceptions. 

Milk chocolate must contain at least 12% milk 
solids and not less than 10% chocolate liquor. As 
stated in the standard of identity, a sweet, or dark, 
chocolate must contain at least 15% chocolate liquor 
and less than 12% milk solids. German chocolate 
(not a standardized name) is a sweet chocolate often 
used in baking that originated with an English immi- 
grant, Samuel German, who marketed the product in 
Massachusetts. Bittersweet, or semisweet, chocolate 
is the darkest eating variety and must contain at least 
35% chocolate liquor. In January 2003, the FDA 
published the final rule (21 CFR, section 163.124) 
for white chocolate, which contains no chocolate 
solids other than cocoa butter. It must contain at 
least 20% cocoa butter, at least 14% total milk 
solids, and no more than 55% nutritive carbohydrate 
sweetener. 

SALT, SPICES, AND FLAVORINGS 

Salt 

Salt plays a very important role in baking. It is more 
than just a seasoning or fivor enhancer. It functions 
to (1) strengthen gluten structure and make it more 
stretchable and (2) inhibit yeast growth for control- 
ling fermentation in bread dough. For these reasons, 
the quantity of salt in a bread formula must be very 
carefully controlled. If too much salt is used, fer- 
mentation and proofing are slowed down. If not 
enough salt is used, fermentation and proofing are 
too rapid. 

Spices 

Spices are plant or vegetable substances used to fi- 
vor foods. Plant parts used as spices include seeds, 
flower buds (such as cloves), roots (such as ginger), 
and bark (such as cinnamon). The most important 
spices in the bakery products are allspice, anise, car- 
away, cardamom, cinnamon, cloves, ginger, mace, 
nutmeg, poppy seeds, sesame seeds, and zest of 
lemon and orange. 

Flavorings 

Flavorings in general may be divided into two cate- 
gories, natural and artificial. Natural fivorings are 

usually more expensive but have a superior fivor. 
Because fivorings and spices are used in small 
quantities, it is not much more expensive to use the 
best quality. 

Extracts are fivorful oils and other substances 
dissolved in alcohol. These include vanilla, lemon, 
and bitter almond. Emulsions are fivorful oils 
mixed with water with the aid of emulsifiers such as 
vegetable gums. Lemon and orange are the most fre- 
quently used emulsions, and their fivor is strong. 

Vanilla is one of the most important overall fi- 
vors used in both bakery products and ice cream. It 
also serves as a fivor enhancer, especially in premi- 
um and super-premium products, where it is com- 
monly used in conjunction with cocoa or chocolate 
liquor in ice cream to provide a richer, fuller taste. 
Pure bourbon vanilla from Madagascar, if made 
properly, is considered the finest vanilla available. It 
projects a very clean fivor, and it won’t over fivor, 
as artificial fivors can. 

PRODUCTION OF BREADS 
AND YEAST-LEAVENED BAKERY 
FOODS 
Bread is the most important article of food, and it 
has been used for thousands of years, since Egyp- 
tians used yeast to produce risen loaves in 3000 BC. 
Many revolutions in breadmaking processes, ac- 
companied by improvements in baking ingredients, 
have been employed in making and baking; as a 
result, from the first fit cake has come the perfect 
loaf. 

Although the minimal ingredients of the bread 
formula are kur,  water, yeast, and salt, many other 
ingredients and additives are usually included in a 
typical bread formula for getting desirable bread 
products (Hoseney and Seib 1978). These include 
sugar, shortening, nonfat dried milk (or a substitute), 
malt, dough strengtheners, crumb softeners, mold 
inhibitors (e.g., sodium propionate), and oxidants. 
Table 1.20 shows the functions of the ingredients 
and additives usually used in breads. 

Wheat k u r  contains primarily gluten and starch, 
with smaller amounts of pentosans (primarily arabi- 
noxylans) and k u r  lipids ; all of these components 
are important contributors to the characteristics of 
the process and the final product. After mixing, 
hydrated gluten is the continuous phase of wheat 
flour dough (Ponte and Faubion 1985, Davies 1986). 
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Table 1.20. Functions of Major Ingredients Used in Breads 
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Ingredient Function Descriptions 

Flour Structure 

Water Hydration 

Yeast Leavening 

Salt Flavor enhancer 

Mineral Controls 
yeast fermentation 
food 

Sugar Energy source 
for yeast 

Shortening Lubrication 

Dairy Nutrition and 
products crust color 

enhancement 

1. 

2. 

3. 
1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 

3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Protein (gliadin and glutenin) + water form viscoelastic material 
(gluten) to retain gas, which formed by sugar fermentation and con- 
tributes to structure of dough and bread. 
Starch + water + heat form a viscous paste that sets gel after baking. 
During storage the starch crystallizes (retrogrades) and contributes to 
firming (major part of staling) of breads. 
Protein content for bread kur:11-13% (on 14% moisture basis). 
Hydrates protein to form gluten. 
Hydrates k u r  nonstarch cell wall polysaccharides (pentosans) and 
mill-damaged starch granules. 
Solvent, dispersing agent, and medium for chemical and biochemical 
reactions. 
Aids dough mobility. 
Produces CO,, ethanol by fermentation of fermentable sugars. 
Conditions dough biochemically. 
Forms fivor precursors. 
Rate of fermentation is controlled by temperature, nutrient supply, 
water level, pH, sugar concentration, salt, and level and type of yeast. 
Helps control fermentation. 
Toughens dough by interaction with gluten. 
Extends required dough development (delayed addition in dough mix- 
ing decreases mixing time by 10-20%). 
Water conditioners-calcium salts. 
Yeast conditioners-ammonium salts. 
Dough conditioners-4oxidizing agents. 
Fermentable carbohydrates. 
Flavor-residual sugars, fermentation by-products, Maillard-type com- 
pounds during baking. 
Crust color-results of caramelization (sugars + heat) and nonenzy- 
matic browning (reducing sugar + amino group of proteins, amino 
acids, etc.). 
Ease of gas cell expansion in doughs. 
Lubricates slicing blades during bread slicing. 
Extends shelf life. 
Tenderizes crust. 
Protein (high in lysine) and calcium. 
Flavor enhancement. 
Crust color (browning reaction and caramelization) . 
Buffering effect in doughs and liquid ferments. 

Source: Doerry 1995. 

During baking, gluten is denatured, and protein Physical and mechanical mixing, chemical reac- 
cross-linking occurs via formation of disulfide tions (including enzyme-catalyzed reactions), and 
bonds. The resulting network, combined with par- thermal effects (baking time and temperature) are 
tially gelatinized starch granules, is most certainly factors that infience the nature and properties of 
responsible for the semi-rigid structure of baked breads. The effects of the ingredients and mixing on 
products (Blanshard 1988, Hoseney 1989). the rheological properties of dough result in changes 
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in bread quality and storage stability in a very com- 
plex process that it is still not well understood at the 
molecular level. 

TYPES OF YEAST PRODUCTS 

Although all yeast doughs are made according to 
essentially the same basic principles (using yeast to 
produce a soft and light bread made from the ku r  of 
wheat or other cereals by the addition of water and 
salt), it is useful to divide yeast products, on the 
basis of their formulations, into following cate- 
gories: lean dough products, rich dough products, 
rolled-in yeast dough products, and specialty dough 
products. 

Lean Dough Products 

A lean dough is one that is low in fat and sugar. Lean 
doughs can be subdivided into three types based on 
their fat and sugar content or the inclusion of other 
grains. 

Hard-crusted breads and rolls, including French 
and Italian breads, Kaiser rolls and other hard 
rolls, and pizza. These are the leanest of all bread 
products. 
Soft breads and rolls, including white and whole- 
wheat breads and dinner rolls. These have a 
higher fat and sugar content and sometimes also 
contain eggs and milk solids. Because they are 
slightly richer, they generally have a soft crust. 
Bread made with other grains, including rye 
breads. Many varieties of rye breads are 
produced, with light or dark kurs or with 
pumpernicke 1 kur,  and with various fivorings, 
especially molasses and caraway seeds. 

Rich Dough Products 

There is no exact dividing line between rich and lean 
doughs, but in general rich doughs are those that 
contain higher proportions of fat, sugar, and some- 
times eggs. 

and sugar content and usually contain eggs. They 
generally have a sweet filling or topping. 

Rolled-in Yeast Dough Products 

Rolled-in doughs are those into which a fat is incor- 
porated in many layers by using a rolling and fold- 
ing procedure. The alternating layers of fat and 
dough give the baked product a fiky texture. Two 
major types of breads are nonsweet rolled-in dough 
(e.g., croissants) and sweet rolled-in dough (e.g., 
Danish pastry). 

Special Dough Products 

There are also numerous yeast-leavened breads 
available in bakeries, such as fried bread (e.g., bread 
doughnuts), and steamed bread. The difference be- 
tween these types is the heating method used. 

STEPS IN YEAST DOUGH PRODUCTION 

There are nine basic steps in the production of yeast 
breads. These steps are generally applied to all yeast 
products, with some variations depending on the 
particular product. 

1. 
2 .  
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Scaling ingredients 
Mixing 
Fermentation 
Punching 
Makeup [dividing (scaling), rounding, bench- 
ing (bench proofing, or intermediate proofing), 
sheeting, molding, and panning] 
Proofing 
Baking 
Cooling 
Packaging and storing 

First, all ingredients must be weighed accurately. 
Special care must be taken when measuring spices 
and other ingredients used in very small quantities. 
This is particularly important with salt, which af- 
fects the rate of fermentation. The mixing of yeast 
doughs serves three main purposes: (1) to combine 

~~ 

Nonsweet breads and rolls, including rich dinner 
rolls and brioches. These have a high fat content, 
but their sugar content is low enough to allow 
them to be served as dinner breads. 
Sweet rolls or buns, including coffee cakes and 
many breakfast and tea rolls. These have high fat 

all ingredients into a uniform, smooth dough, (2) to 
distribute the yeast evenly throughout the dough, 
and (3) to develop the gluten. 

Three principal mixing methods are used for 
yeast doughs: (1) the straight dough method, (2) the 
modified straight dough method, and (3) the sponge- 
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and-dough method (also called the sponge method). 
The processes used and a comparison of these meth- 
ods will be discussed later. 

The first two purposes of mixing, combing the 
ingredients into dough and distributing the yeast, are 
accomplished during the first part of mixing. The 
remaining time is necessary to develop the gluten. 
For gluten development, the k u r  proteins must first 
absorb water; then the gluten forms long, elastic 
strands after the dough is mixed or kneaded. Proper 
dough development results in the desirable vis- 
coelastic properties. As the dough is leavened, the 
gluten strands capture the gases produced by the 
yeast in cells, which causes the dough to rise. Rich 
doughs are generally undermixed slightly, because a 
greater tenderness is desired for these products. 
Overmixing is a common error in breadmaking. 
Gluten that is developed too long has stretched near- 
ly as far as it can and loses its elasticity. Then, it 
tears instead of stretching, and molding is more dif- 
ficult. Overmixed and undermixed doughs have poor 
texture and volume. 

Fermentation is the process by which yeast acts 
on the sugars and starches in the dough to produce 
carbon dioxide (CO,) and alcohol. Gluten becomes 
smoother and more elastic during fermentation, so 
that it can stretch farther and hold more gas. An 
underfermented dough (young dough) will not de- 
velop proper volume, and the texture will be coarse. 
A dough that ferments too long or at too high a tem- 
perature will become sticky, hard to work, and 
slightly sour. An overfermented dough is called an 
old dough. Dough with weak gluten, such as rye 
doughs and rich doughs, are usually underferment- 
ed, or “taken to the bench young.” Doughs that are 
to be made into rolls and loaves requiring a great 
deal of makeup time should be slightly underfer- 
mented to prevent the dough from being too old by 
the time makeup is completed. 

Punching is the procedure of defiting the dough 
by pulling up the dough on all sides, folding it over 
the center, and pressing it down. The dough is then 
turned upside down in the container. The purposes 
of punching are to (1) expel carbon dioxide, (2) 
redistribute the yeast for further growth, (3) relax the 
gluten, and (4) equalize the temperature throughout 
the dough. 

In general, the procedure of dough makeup in- 
cludes dividing (scaling), rounding, intermediate 
proofing, sheeting, molding, and panning. During 

dividing or scaling, the dough is divided into pieces 
of the same weight, according to the product being 
made. The approximately 10-13% weight loss due 
to evaporation of moisture from the dough in the 
oven (i.e., baking loss) should be considered when 
scaling the dough. Actual baking loss depends on 
the baking time, the size of the unit, and whether the 
unit is baked in a pan or is free standing. Dividing 
and scaling should be done rapidly and efficiently to 
avoid overfermenting the dough. 

After dividing and scaling, dough pieces are 
shaped into smooth round balls by stretching the 
gluten on the outside of the dough. This procedure, 
called rounding, can be done by hand or machine. 
Rounding simplifies the later shaping of the dough 
and also helps retain gases produced by the yeast. 

Rounded dough pieces are usually allowed to rest 
for 10-20 minutes to relax the gluten. The relaxed 
gluten makes shaping the dough easier. This proce- 
dure is called benching, bench proofing, or interme- 
diate proofing. The dough is shaped into the desired 
shapes (e.g., loaves or rolls) and then placed in pans 
or on baking sheets. The procedures of sheeting, 
molding, and panning can be done by hand in a 
small operation or by machine in large commercial 
bakeries. 

Proper makeup is of critical importance to the fin- 
ished, baked product. All gas bubbles should be 
expelled during molding. Numerous and even distri- 
bution of gas cells’ nuclei should be created for good 
texture of baked breads. For both pan breads and 
hearth breads, the seam must be centered on the bot- 
tom to avoid splitting during baking. For units baked 
in pans, the pan size must be matched to the weight 
of the dough. Too little or too much dough will 
result in a poorly shaped loaf. 

Proofing (also called final proofing) is a continua- 
tion of the process of yeast fermentation, which 
increases the volume of the shaped dough. Proofing 
temperature is generally higher than fermentation 
temperature. Underproofing results in poor volume 
and dense texture. Overproofing results in coarse 
texture and some loss of fivor. French bread is gen- 
erally given a long proof to create its characteristic 
open texture. Its strong gluten withstands the extra 
stretching of a long proof. Rich doughs are slightly 
underproofed, because their weaker gluten structure 
does not withstand too much stretching. 

Many changes take place in the dough during 
baking. The most important changes are (1) oven 
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spring-rapid rising in the oven due to the produc- 
tion and expansion of trapped gases as a result of the 
oven heat, (2) coagulation of proteins and gela- 
tinization of starches-resulting in a firm and 
shaped product, and (3) formation and browning of 
the crust. 

For baking breads properly, the oven temperature 
and baking time must be carefully controlled. 
Following are the general rules for the baking, but 
time and temperature should be adjusted depending 
on the actual operation conditions. 

Large units are baked at a lower temperature and 
for a longer time than small rolls spaced apart. 
Rich doughs and sweet doughs are baked at a 
lower temperature because their fat, sugar, and 
milk content make them brown faster. 

French breads made with no added sugar and a 
long fermentation require very high temperatures to 
achieve the desired crust color. For example, lean 
breads are baked at 205-220°C (400-425°F). Some 
French breads are baked at 220-245°C (425- 
475°F). Rich breads are baked at 175205°C (350- 
400°F). 

Many yeast products are brushed with a liquid, 
called a wash, just before baking. The most common 
washes are water, starch paste, and egg wash. Water 
wash is used primarily for hard-crusted products, 
such as French bread. Like steam in the oven, the 
water helps keep the crust from drying too quickly 
and thus becoming too thick. Starch paste is used 
primarily for rye breads. In addition to keeping the 
crust from drying too quickly, the starch paste helps 
give a shine to the crust. Egg wash is used to give a 
shiny brown crust to soft breads and rolls and to rich 
doughs and Danish. 

TYPES OF DOUGHMAKING PROCESSES 

Straight Dough Method 

The straight dough method is the simplest mixing 
method and consists of only one step. All ingredi- 
ents are mixed in one operation and then given a 
bulk fermentation time (i.e., up until molding and 
proofing) of 1 to 2 1/2 hours. This is called short fer- 
mentation straight dough. For rich sweet doughs, the 
straight dough method is modified to ensure even 
distribution of the fat and sugar. First, the fat, sugar, 
salt, milk solids, and fivorings are mixed until well 

combined. Then the k u r  and yeast are added, and 
the combination is mixed to form a smooth dough. 

A no-time straight dough is made with a large 
quantity of yeast, taken from the mixer at a higher 
temperature, up to 32°C (SOOF), and given only a 
few minutes rest before being scaled and made up. 
The dough is generally transferred to the dough 
divider within 10-20 minutes after mixing. All fur- 
ther processing is the same as for other doughs. 
Since no-time doughs are not subjected to bulk fer- 
mentation, they do not require degassing prior to 
dividing. However, since the fermentation process 
does not condition no-time doughs, conditioning 
must be done through the addition of extra maturing 
(oxidizing) agents, such as 60-120 ppm ascorbic 
acid. Although shortening the dough processing 
time by eliminating the bulk fermentation period is a 
significant advantage to the baker, the lack of fer- 
mentation has an adverse effect on the fivor and 
shelf life of the baked product. This process is usual- 
ly used only in emergencies. 

Long-fermentation doughs are fermented for 5 or 
6 hours or longer, sometimes overnight, at a temper- 
ature of 24°C (75°F) or lower (retarded fermenta- 
tion). Retarding means slowing down the fermenta- 
tion or proof of yeast doughs by refrigeration. This 
may be done in regular refrigerators or in special 
retarders that maintain a high humidity. For good 
control of fermentation, the amount of yeast should 
be adjusted depending on the fermentation tempera- 
ture and time used. The advantage of this method is 
that the long, slow fermentation greatly enhances 
the fivor of the product. 

The major disadvantage of the straight dough 
method is that the fermentation is hard to control 
because of fictuations in temperature and other fac- 
tors. Doughs often become overfermented. There- 
fore, the straight dough method is usually used in 
small-scale productions. 

Sponge-and-Dough Method 

The sponge-and-dough method involves a two-stage 
mixing method. First, a sponge is made of water, 
flour, and yeast and is allowed to ferment. Then the 
remaining ingredients are mixed in to form the 
dough. The finished dough may be given a short fer- 
mentation, or if the sponge has had a long fermenta- 
tion, it may be scaled immediately, like a no-time 
dough. Table 1.21 lists the advantages and disadvan- 
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Table 1.21. Advantages and Disadvantages of Sponge-and-Dough and Straight Dough Methods 

Sponge-and- Straight 
Ingredients Dough Method Dough Method 

Yeast level Less More 
Processing 

Processing time (fermentation time) 
Labor, power, and equipment cost 
Fermentation losses 
Scheduling &xibility 
Correction of overfermented dough 

Products 
Flavor 
Staling 

Longer Shorter 
Higher 

Increased 
I n &xibile 

Yes 

Stronger 
Slower 

Lower 
Reduced 
Flexible 

No 

Weaker 
Faster 

tages of the sponge-and-dough and straight dough 
methods. 

Chorleywood Bread Process 

The Chorleywood bread process (CBP) was intro- 
duced in 1961 by British Baking Industries Research 
Association (now part of the Flour Milling and 
Baking Research Association). It was discovered 
that the amount of mechanical work expended on the 
dough during mixing and development had an 
important effect on bread quality. The amount of 
work that gave the best results was independent of 
mixer design, as long as the work took place rapidly. 
The best results are obtained when a work input of 
11 W-h (watt-hours)/kg (40 J/g) is applied during a 
mixing period of 2-4 minutes. The optimal level of 
work input, 11 W-h/kg, is five to eight times the 
amount of work expended during mixing in the 
straight dough method. The high-speed mixing pro- 
vides optimal development of the dough (mechani- 
cal dough development). The CBP creates cells by 
trapping air in the dough during mixing and dividing 
that air into gas bubbles by the mechanical mixing 
action. Molding the dough after fermentation does 
not create the bubble structure. Intensive mixing 
causes a dough temperature rise of 14-15”C, and a 
water-chilling unit is needed to cool the dough tem- 
perature down to 28-30°C. The CBP needs more 
yeast (double that used in the straight dough method) 
to give the same dough volume increase in the final 
proof as in the straight dough method. More water is 
also needed to make a dough because of the better 
flour hydration that occurs during intensive mixing. 

Sourdoughs 

Before commercially prepared yeast was widely 
available, breadmaking was often started by mixing 
flour and water and letting this mixture stand until 
wild airborne yeasts settled on it and began to fer- 
ment it. This “starter” was then used to leaven bread. 
A portion of the starter was saved, mixed with more 
flour and water, and set aside to leaven the next 
batch of bread. This process is still used today, 
although the sours are generally started with com- 
mercial yeast. 

The sour is actually a kind of sponge, except that 
it is allowed to ferment until it becomes strongly 
acidic. It may be used in two ways: (1) as a sponge 
in the production of the bread dough (except that a 
portion is saved for the next bread production) or (2) 
as an addition to a straight dough as fivoring (e.g., 
light sour or rye sour). 

Microorganisms in sourdoughs consist of two dif- 
ferent types, bacteria and yeast. The end products of 
bacterial fermentation are primarily organic acids, 
and yeasts produce mainly alcohol and carbon diox- 
ide. The fivor comes from the various organic acids 
produced by bacteria, which may or may not react 
with each other or with the alcohol from yeast fer- 
mentation to form fivorful esters during the baking 
process. The most desirable organic acids are pro- 
duced by heterofermentative lactic acid bacteria. 
The kind of acid produced depends on the type and 
temperature of the material fermented. Generally, 
lower fermentation temperatures favor the formation 
of desirable organic acids, such as acetic, citric, lac- 
tic, fumaric, malic, and others. Higher fermentation 
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temperatures seem to favor the formation of butyric 
and slightly longer chain fatty acids, which tend 
to result in undesirable fivors. The famous San 
Francisco sourdough contained a specific lactic acid 
bacterium (L. sanfrancisco) and a unique yeast 
strain that thrives under high acid (low pH) condi- 
tions and is unable to ferment maltose. 

PRODUCTION OF SOFT WHEAT 
PRODUCTS 
The number and types of bakery products made 
from soft wheat are greater than those made from 
hard wheat. Flour milled from soft wheat normally 
has a low protein content and is most suitable for 
making crackers, cakes, cookies, and pastries. 

CRACKERS 

In general, crackers contain little or no sugar and 
moderate levels of fat (10-20%) (Manley 1983, 
Matz and Matz 1992). Cracker dough, a hard dough, 
generally contains low levels of water (20-30%), so 
baking proceeds quickly. Both yeast-fermented and 
chemically leavened varieties are common. Usually, 
oils are sprayed and salts are dusted on the surface 
of baked crackers to improve their appearance and 
eating characteristics. There are three major types of 
crackers: saltines (fermented), snack crackers (chem- 
ically leavened), and savory crackers. 

Saltine crackers are produced from fermented 
dough, and the sponge is fermented up to 19 hours. 
During sponge fermentation, both yeast and benefi- 
cial bacteria grow, causing the consistency of the 
sponge to change drastically. After fermentation, the 
sponge is mixed with other dough ingredients, and 
sodium bicarbonate is added to bring the acidic 
dough back to pH 7.0. The dough is allowed to relax 
for 4-6 hours. After relaxationhesting, the dough is 
laminated by multiple pairs of heavy steel sheeting 
rolls. The purposes of laminating the sheeted dough 
(six to eight layers) are (1) to repair a dough sheet 
with holes or tears, (2) to turn the folded dough 
through 90” for more uniform stress in two direc- 
tions, (3) to accomplish a significant amount of work 
on the gluten development to obtain the characteris- 
tic texture of saltine crackers-a delicate and lay- 
ered structure, and (4) to introduce other materials, 
like fat, between layers of dough to create a charac- 
teristic flaky structure after baking (Manley 1983). 

Chemically leavened crackers (also called snack 
crackers) are not fermented but are leavened by 
chemical leavens and have a final pH of about 6.5. 
After mixing and a 2-4 hour rest period, the dough 
is sheeted to form a continuous ribbon that is lami- 
nated, with a light application of dusting k u r  be- 
tween the layers. The remaining processes are the 
same for both fermented and chemically leavened 
crackers. Before baking, the dough sheet is continu- 
ously cut into crackers and rolled with docking pins. 
The docking pins press the dough together to facili- 
tate steam release from the crackers and help keep 
the layers from separating. The high-temperature, 
short-time bake puffs the thin dough sheets into 
crackers by vaporizing internal water. Salting is 
done prior to baking. If oil is sprayed or seasoning 
applied to the crackers, this occurs after baking. 
Low moisture content in the finished product is im- 
portant for preserving the crisp and brittle, but ten- 
der, cracker texture. Most crackers contain approxi- 
mately 2% moisture. 

Flavored or savory crackers are well accepted in 
the worldwide market. The appropriate fivoring 
agents are added directly to the dough or to the sur- 
face of the crackers after baking. The formulation 
and process are basically similar to those of soda 
crackers, with adjustments to compensate for the fat 
and moisture content of the cheese for cheese crack- 
ers. 

Table 1.22 shows a comparison of parameter and 
property changes as the recipe becomes enriched 
with fat and sugar for crackers and cookies. 

COOKIES 

The word cookie is defined as a “small cake,” and 
that’s more or less what a cookie is. In fact, some 
cookies are made from cake batter. Some products, 
such as certain kinds of brownies, are difficult to 
classify as cakes or cookies. Most cookie formulas, 
however, call for less liquid than cake formulas do. 
Cookie doughs range from soft to very stiff, unlike 
the thinner batters used for cakes. This difference in 
moisture content means some differences in mixing 
methods, although the basic procedures are much 
like those for cakes. 

Generally, cookies are produced using soft wheat 
flour that has relatively weak gluten strength (e.g., 
pastry kur,  a blend of soft red and soft white 
wheat). The cookies usually have high fat and sugar 
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Table 1.22. Comparison of Parameter and Property Changes as the Recipe Becomes Enriched 
with Fat and Sugar for Crackers and Cookies 

Short 

Parameter/Property Crackers Semisweet High Fat High Sugar Soft 

Moisture in dough 30% 22% 9% 15% 11% 

Temperature of dough 30-38°C 40-42°C 20°C 21°C 21°C 
Moisture in biscuit 1-2% 1-2% 2-3% 2-3% 3+% 

Critical ingredient Flour Flour Fat Fat and sugar Fat and sugar 
Baking time 3 min 5.5 min 15-25 min 7 min 12+ min 
Oven band type Wire Wire Steel Steel Steel 

contents and a low moisture content. Mixing weak 
gluten ku r  in two or even three stages can help in 
achieving minimal gluten development, usually a 
desired property of cookie dough. The weak gluten 
and the relatively high quantities of fat and sugar in 
the dough allow plasticity and cohesiveness without 
the formation of a strong gluten network. Water lev- 
el and sugar concentration play a role in restricting 
gelatinization and irreversible swelling of the starch 
in the kur,  although internal baking temperatures 
do not reach a level at which this change could 
occur. Shortening in cookies coats the ku r  particles 
and renders them less available to water. 

In general, cookies are formulated with high lev- 
els of sugar and vegetable shortening, or butter, and 
low levels of water. Sugar or other sweeteners deter- 
mine dough and product properties. Sucrose con- 
tributes sweetness and fivor, as well as surface col- 
or, via caramelization. Granulated sugar has several 
effects on finished cookies. As sucrose content 
increases, it acts as a hardening agent, creating a 
crisp, firm texture. Granulation affects creaming, the 
spreading of the cookies during baking, and the sur- 
face texture of the cookies. As cookies are baked, 
undissolved sugar melts, and the dough spreads on 
the cookie’s baking surface. Coarse forms of granu- 
lated sugar dissolve less readily than fine granula- 
tions; a coarser granulation of sugar results in less 
spreading of the dough and more surface cracking of 
the baked cookie. Surface cracking results from the 
recrystallization of the sugar at the surface of the 
cookie. Chemical leavens such as sodium bicarbon- 
ate and ammonium bicarbonate are the most com- 
mon agents used to leaven cookies. Carbon dioxide 
generated during heating enhances the leavening 
action of steam and entrapped air. Leavening in 
cookies produces an increase in the total volume of 

the cookie and an alteration of the width of the cook- 
ie in relation to its height, which is referred to as the 
spread ratio. Spread can also be infienced by k u r  
chlorination, by addition of emulsifiers to the dough, 
or by addition of certain enzymes. 

Besides, the moisture content, granulation, and 
ash content of k u r  are also important for cookie 
making. The moisture content of the k u r  should be 
between 12 and 14% in order to provide proper 
water absorption. The amount of water used for 
making cookie dough affects how the gluten devel- 
ops in the dough, cookie spread during baking, 
moisture retention, and the eating quality of the fin- 
ished products. High ash content k u r  contains high 
percentages of pentosans (the components of cell 
wall material) and has high water absorbing quality. 
The soluble pentosan content is usually higher in 
soft white wheat than in soft red wheat. When k u r  
with a high pentosan content is used, extra water 
will be added to achieve a desirable consistency for 
cookie dough. 

Cookies come in an infinite variety of shapes, 
sizes, fivors, and textures. Flour, sugar, shortening, 
and chemical leavens are the primary functional 
ingredients of cookies. Varying the types and quanti- 
ties of these ingredients yields different dough rhe- 
ologies and finished eating qualities. Table 1.23 lists 
the factors that contribute to the characteristics of 
cookie doughs and finished products. Cookies are 
crisp if they are very low in moisture; cookies with a 
high moisture content in the dough and baked prod- 
ucts are soft. Moisture is necessary for chewiness, 
but other factors are also important. In other words, 
all chewy cookies are soft, but not all soft cookies 
are chewy. Spread is desirable in some cookies, 
while others must hold their shape. Table 1.24 lists 
the factors affecting dough spread. 
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Table 1.23. Factors Contribute to the Crispness, Softness, and Chewiness of Cookies 

Crispness Softness Chewiness 

Fat 
Egg 

Ingredients 
Proportion of liquid Low-a stiff High-a soft dough High 

Sugar High Low High 
in the mix dough 

Hygroscopic sweetener 
(i.e., honey, molasses, 
or corn syrup) usually 
used 

Low High Low 
High 

Processing 
Gluten 
development 

Dough piece 

Bakng 

Minimum Minimum 

Small size or thin Large size or thick 
shape shape to retain 

more moisture. 
Long enough to Underbaking 

evaporate most of 
the moisture. 

Strong ku r  or gluten 
developed during 
mixing. 

Storage 
Tightly packed to Tightly covered or 

prevent moisture wrapped to prevent 
from absorption. from drying. 

Commercially Made Cookies 

Commercially made cookies are commonly classi- 
fied into three categories, rotarymolded, wire-cut, 
and cutting machine cookies, based on the way the 
dough is placed on the baking band. 

Rotary-molded cookies are produced by forcing 
dough into molds on a rotating roll. As the roll com- 
pletes a half turn, the dough is extracted from the 
cavity and positioned on the baking oven band. The 
doughs are often high in sugar and shortening, but 
low in moisture (up to 15% on a k u r  basis). The 
typical dough is crumbly, lumpy, and stiff, with vir- 
tually no elasticity. During baking, dough spread 
and rise are minimized. For a rotarymolded cookie, 
such as a sandwich-cookie base, dough is forced 
into molds on a rotating roll. As the roll turns, the 
baking band extracts the formed dough piece from 
the molds. To maintain the molded design of the 
cookie, rotary doughs contain low levels of shorten- 
ing and sugar to prevent excessive spread. Oils do 

not function well in these doughs because they lack 
shortening’s ability to hold the dough together dur- 
ing the molding process. 

Wire-cut cookies are produced by extruding rela- 
tive soft dough through an orifice, then cutting them 
to size with a reciprocating wire. These doughs are 
relatively high in fat, sugar, and water (up to 40% on 
a k u r  basis) so that the dough spreads during bak- 
ing. The spread is desirable, but it must be closely 
controlled to obtain the desired geometry after bak- 
ing. Wire-cut cookies have more sugar and short- 
ening than rotarymolded cookies. Relatively high 
amounts of water and eggs are used, so that the 
dough will hold together during the cutting process. 
Higher water content means that excessive mixing 
or handling of the dough can lead to overdevelop- 
ment of gluten and decreased tenderness. A tender 
product is produced by incorporating shortening 
with the ku r  into the dough or batter, prior to 
adding water. Any fat retards the adsorption of for- 
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Table 1.24. Factors Affecting Dough Spread in Cookies 

Increase Spread Reduce Spread 

Flour in the formulation 
Weak kur  
Coarse k u r  particles 

Sugar in the formulation 
Coarse granulated sugar 
High sugar content 

Strong k u r  
Fine k u r  particles 
High ku r  water-absorption value 

Fine sugar or confectioners’ sugar 
Low level of sugar 

Leavening in the formulation 
High dough pH 
More ammonium or sodium bicarbonate 

Low dough pH 
Less ammonium or sodium bicarbonate 

Fat in the formula tion 
Soft doughs due to higher temperature Cold doughs 

Aeration in the formulation 
Minimum mixing prior to dough standing 
Creaming together with fat and sugar until light 

A slack batter with a high liquid content 
Very fresh dough Old dough 
High dough piece weight 

Overmixing of dough 
Blending fat and sugar just to a paste 

A stiff dough with a low liquid content 

Low dough piece weight 

Dough age and dough piece weight 

Oven conditions 
Heavily greased pans or oven band 
Cold oven band at time of deposition of 

Low oven temperature in first zone 
dough pieces 

Flouring of pans or oven band 
Warm or hot oven band at time of deposition of 

High oven temperature in first zone 
dough pieces 

mula water by the kur,  and thereby limits gluten 
protein development. Examples of wire-cut cookies 
are the chocolate chip type and fig bars. 

Cutting machine dough contains slightly less fat 
and sugar but more water (up to 25% on a k u r  
basis) than rotary-molded dough. The dough is sent 
through multiple sheeting rolls and made into a con- 
tinuous sheet. This method for cookie production is 
slowly being discontinued. 

Handmade Cookies 

Dough Mixing Methods The cookie mixing 
methods for handmade or homemade cookies are 
very much like cake mixing methods. The major dif- 
ference is that less liquid is usually incorporated, so 
that mixing is somewhat easier. Less liquid means 
that gluten will become less developed by the mix- 
ing. Also, it is a little easier to gel a smooth, uniform 
mix. There are three basic cookie mixing methods: 
one stage, creaming, and sponge. These methods are 

subject to many variations, due to differences in for- 
mulas. The general procedures are as follows. 

The one-stage method is the counterpart of the 
two-stage cake mixing method. There is more liquid 
in cake batters, so it must be added in two or more 
stages in order to blend uniformly. Low-moisture 
cookies, on the other hand, can be mixed all in one 
stage. Because all the ingredients are mixed at once, 
the baker has less control over the mixing with this 
method than with other methods. Therefore, the one- 
stage method is not frequently used. When over- 
mixing is not a great problem, as with some chewy 
cookies, it can be used. 

The creaming method is nearly identical to the 
creaming method for cakes. Because cookies require 
less liquid, it is not necessary to add the liquid alter- 
nately with the kur. It can be added all at once. The 
amount of creaming during the creaming stage af- 
fects the texture of the cookie, the leavening, and the 
spread. Only a small amount of creaming is desired 
when the cookie must retain its shape and not spread 
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too much. Also, if the cookie is very short (high in 
fat and low in gluten development), or if it is thin 
and delicate, too much creaming will make the 
cookie too crumbly. 

The sponge method is similar to the egg-foam 
methods for cakes. The procedure varies consider- 
ably, depending on the ingredients. Batches should 
be kept small because the batter is delicate. 

Types and Make-up Methods Cookies can be 
classified by make-up methods and grouped into 
pressed (or bagged), dropped, rolled, molded, ice- 
box, bar, and sheet types. 

Pressed or bagged cookies are made from soft 
doughs. The dough must be soft enough to be forced 
through a pastry bag, but stiff enough to hold its 
shape. Like pressed cookies, dropped cookies are 
made from soft dough. Actually, this method can be 
considered the same as the pressed method, and 
many bakers use the term “drop” for both bagging 
out cookies and depositing dough with a spoon or 
scoop. Usually, a pastry bag is faster, and it gives 
better control over the shape and size of the cookies. 
However, using a scoop to drop cookies may be pre- 
ferred when the dough contains pieces of fruit, nuts, 
or chocolate that would clog the pastry tube. 

Cookies rolled and cut from stiff doughs are not 
made as often in bakeshops and food service opera- 
tions as they are in homes because they require 
excessive labor. Also, there are always scraps left 
over after cutting. The advantage of this method is 
that it allows the making of cookies in a great vari- 
ety of shapes for different occasions. 

Refrigerated dough can be molded into the de- 
sired shape. For some traditional cookies, special 
molds are used to fitten the dough and at the same 
time stamp a design onto the cookie. The pieces may 
also be shaped by hand into crescents, fingers, or 
other shapes. 

The icebox, or refrigerator, method is ideal for 
operations that wish to have freshly baked cookies 
on hand at all times. The rolls of dough may be 
made up in advance and stored. Cookies can be eas- 
ily cut and baked as needed. This method is also 
used to make multicolored cookies in various 
designs, such as checkerboard and pinwheel cook- 
ies. This procedure is called the bar method because 
the dough is baked in long, narrow strips, which are 
then cut crosswise into bars. Sheet cookies vary so 
much that it is nearly impossible to give a single 

procedure for all of them. Some of them are almost 
like sheet cakes, only denser and richer; they may 
even be iced like sheet cakes. Others consist of two 
or three layers added and baked in separate stages. 

CAKES 

Cakes owe their popularity not only to their richness 
and sweetness, but also to their versatility. Cakes 
can be presented in many forms, from simple sheet 
cakes in cafeterias to elaborately decorated works of 
art for weddings and other important occasions. 

Producing cakes requires as much precision as 
producing breads, but for completely opposite rea- 
sons. Breads are lean products that require strong 
gluten development and careful control of yeast 
action during the long fermentation and proofing 
periods. Cakes, on the other hand, are high in both 
fat and sugar. The most important consideration is to 
create a structure that supports these ingredients and 
yet keep it as light and delicate as possible. There- 
fore, good and well-balanced formulas and a good 
understanding of the basic mixing methods are es- 
sential for making good cakes. 

Types of Cakes 

Many types of cakes are made by hand at home or 
on a commercial scale (e.g., sponge goods, Swiss 
roll, fruitcakes, and cup cakes). Cakes are often clas- 
sified into three categories, batter type, foam type, 
and chiffon type, based on their formulations and 
mixing methods. Table 1.25 shows the classification 
of cakes. Foam cake, featuring a large quantity of 
foam, results from a light, airy batter that produces a 
baked cake with a somewhat coarse texture with 
moderately large cells. Chiffon cake is a combina- 
tion of batter and foam types; it includes oil and egg 
yolk as liquid ingredients, an egg white foam, bak- 
ing powder, sugar, and cake kur. Cakes can also be 
classified based on the ratio of sugar and liquid to 
the k u r  weight. For example, high-ratio cakes, one 
kind of shortened cake, generally have a sugar to 
flour ratio of 1 : 1 or greater, and the ratio of total liq- 
uid (water + egg, or milk + egg) to k u r  is 1.1:l or 
greater. 

All egg-foam cakes (e.g., sponge cakes, angel 
food cakes, and chiffon cakes) are similar in that 
they contain little or no shortening and depend on 
the air trapped in beaten eggs for most or all of their 
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Table 1.25. Types of Cakes 

Types Major Ingredients Mixing Method Examples 

Batter type Flour, sugar, egg, 
(high-fa t milk; usually 
cakes) containing high fat; if 

fat < 0.6 ku r  (w/w), 
baking soda or 
baking powder is 
needed for leavening 

High-ratio Sugar 2 flour Creaming method; Yellow layer cake; white 
type two-stage method; layer; devil cake; 

flour-batter method butter cake; pound 
cake; marble cake 

Foam type (low- Egg, kur,  sugar; no 
fat cake) solid fat 
Meringue Using egg white for 

Sponge type 
type leavening 

Using whole egg or the 
mixture of yolk and 
whole egg for leavening 

type and foam type 
Chiffon type The combination of batter Chiffon method Chiffon cakes 

Angel food method Angel food cakes 

Sponge method Sponge cakes 

leavening. Egg-foam cakes have a springy texture 
and are tougher than shortened cakes. This makes 
them valuable for many kinds of desserts that 
require much handling to assemble (e.g., many 
European-style cakes or tortes that are made by cut- 
ting sponge cake layers horizontally into thinner 
layers and then stacking them with a variety of rich 
fillings, creams, icings, and fruits). In addition, 
sponge layers in this kind of cake are usually mois- 
tened with fivored sugar syrup(s) to compensate for 
their lack of moisture. Sponge sheets for jelly rolls 
and other rolled cakes are often made without any 
shortening so that they do not crack when rolled. 
Flour for egg-foam cakes must be very weak in 
order to avoid making the cake tougher than neces- 
sary. Cornstarch is sometimes added to cake k u r  
for these cakes to weaken the k u r  further. 

Cake Formula Balancing 

It is possible to change cake formulas, either to 
improve them or to reduce costs. However, ingredi- 
ents and quantities can be changed only within cer- 
tain limits. A cake formula in which the ingredients 
fall within these limits is said to be in balance, 
knowing these limits helps you not only to modify 

recipes but also to judge untested recipes and to cor- 
rect faults. 

For the purpose of balancing cake formulas, cake 
ingredients have been classified according to their 
function into four groups, tougheners, tenderizers, 
driers, and moisteners (Table 1.26). The idea of for- 
mula balancing is that tougheners should balance 
tenderizers, and driers should balance moisteners. In 
other words, if the amount of tougheners in a formu- 
la increases, the amount of tenderizers must be 
increased to compensate for the toughener increase. 

Many ingredients have more than one function, 
sometimes even opposite functions. For example, 
egg yolks contain protein, which is a toughener, but 
they also contain fat, which is a tenderizer. The gen- 
eral rules for balancing cake formula are listed in 
Table 1.27. A common practice in balancing a for- 
mula is to decide upon the sugar- k u r  ratio, then 
balance the rest of the ingredients against this ratio 
(Table 1.28). 

Methods of Mixing 

Cakes are made on all scales from the small-scale 
craft baker to the large-scale, highly automated cake 
bakery. The need to incorporate air into the batter 
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Table 1.26. Four Groups of Cake Ingredients according to Their Function 

Group Function Ingredients 

Tougheners Provide structure Flour 

Tenderizers Provide softness or shortening of protein Sugar 
Eggs (whites and yolks) 

Fats (including butter, shortening, and network 
cocoa butter) 

Moisteners 

Driers 

Provide moisture or water 

Absorb moisture 

Chemical leaveners 
Water 
Liquid milk 
Syrups 
Liquid sugars 

Flours 
Starches 
Cocoa 
Milk solids 

Eggs 

Table 1.27. General Rules for Balancing Cake Formula 

Cake type Original Formula Balancing Rules 

Creaming method cakes Made with butter or regular Sugar 5 flour 

Eggs + liquids (milk and water) = Flour 

Eggs > shortening 
Liquid (water + water in milk and 

eggs) > Sugar 

shortening Fat = eggs 

High-ratio cakes Using emulsified shortening Sugar > flour (110-160%) 

Table 1.28. Guidelines for Balancing the Cake Formula 

Change Made Balanced By 

Increasing liquid (water or milk). 
Increasing eggs. Increasing shortening. 
Adding extra milk solids as an enrichment. 
Adding cocoa. 
Adding cocoa or bitter chocolate. 

Reducing eggs and shortening. 

Adding an equal weight of water. 
Adding equal or 75-100% of cocoa (w/w). 
Increasing sugar (up to 180% of the ku r  [w/w]) 

in high-ratio cakes. 
Increasing sugar (up to 100% of the ku r  [w/w]) 

in creaming-method cakes. 
Adding less liquid because less water will 

evaporate during baking. 
Reducing other liquids slightly. 
Reducing the liquid. 

Increasing ku r  and eggs. 
Using less baking powder than two-stage batters. 

Baking very large units of cakes. 

Adding liquid sugar (honey, corn syrup, etc.). 
Using large quantities of moist ingredients, such as 

Using extra-large additions of moist ingredients. 
Using creamed batters. 

applesauce or mashed bananas. 
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means that most small-scale batch cake mixers have 
a beater or whisk, and the mixing tool follows a 
planetary motion during beating. For large-scale 
production, a continuous mixer (batch fed with slur- 
ries) will be used, with air being metered into the 
batter during mixing. 

Besides the selection of high quality ingredients, 
both a thorough understanding of mixing procedures 
and precision (in measuring the ingredients and in 
following the specific instructions for mixing and 
baking) are essential for making a good quality 
cake. There are many mixing methods available for 
cake making, but each of these methods is used for a 
particular type of formula, as indicated in Table 
1.25. Three main goals of mixing cake batters are 
(1) to combine all ingredients into a smooth, uni- 
form batter, (2) to form and incorporate air cells into 
the batter, and (3) to develop the proper texture in 
the finished product. These three goals are closely 
related. 

Two of the major ingredients in cakes, fat and 
water (including the water in milk and eggs), are by 
naturally unmixable. The first purpose of cake mix- 
ing is to form a water-in-fat emulsion, in which the 
water is held in tiny droplets surrounded by fat and 
other ingredients. Curdling occurs when the fat can 
no longer hold the water in emulsion. The mixture 
then changes to a fat-in-water mixture. To avoid 
causing curdling during mixing, the following rules 
should be followed: (1) use high-ratio shortening 
with emulsifiers; (2) keep temperature of ingredients 
and batter about 21°C (70°F) for stable emulsion 
formation; (3) to form a good cell structure to hold 
the water, avoid mixing the first stage too quickly, 
and (4) add the liquids gradually or in stages (that is, 
a little a time). The secondary purpose of mixing is 
to create numerous air cells in cake batters, which is 
important for cake texture and for leavening. A fine, 
smooth texture is the result of small, uniform air 
cells. Large or irregular air cells result in a coarse 
texture. Air trapped in a mix helps to leaven a cake 
when the heat of the oven causes the air to expand. 
When no chemical leaven is used, this trapped air, in 
addition to steam, provides nearly all the leavening. 
Even when baking powder or soda is used, these air 
cells provide places to hold the gases released by the 
chemical leaven. 

Correct ingredient temperature and mixing speed 
are necessary for good air cell formation. Cold fat 
(below 16W60"F) is too hard to form good air 

cells, and fat that is too warm (above 24W75"F) is 
too soft. Mixing speed should be moderate (medium 
speed). If mixing is done on high speed, friction 
warms the ingredients too much. Not as many air 
cells are formed, and those that do form tend to be 
more coarse and irregular. In the case of egg-foam 
cakes (sponge, angel food, chiffon), air cells are 
formed by whipping eggs and sugar. For the best 
foaming, the egg and sugar mixture should be slight- 
ly warm (about 38W100"F). Whipping may be 
done at high speed at first, but the final stages of 
whipping should be at medium speed in order to 
retain air cells. Table 1.29 shows the guidelines for 
making meringues. 

Both the uniform mixing of ingredients and the 
formation of air cells are important to a cake's tex- 
ture. Another factor in mixing that affects texture is 
gluten development. For the most part, little gluten 
development is desirable in cakes when cake kur,  
which is low in gluten, is used. Some sponge cake 
formulas call for cornstarch to replace part of the 
flour so that there is even less gluten (the high per- 
centage of eggs in sponge cakes provides much of 
the structure). On the other hand, some pound cake 
and fruitcake formulas need more gluten than other 
cakes, in order to give extra structure and support to 
the weight of the fruit. Thus, some cake formulas 
call for part cake k u r  and part bread kur. 

The large number of ingredients in cakes makes it 
possible to make cakes by a tremendous number of 
methods, including the creaming, sponge, and chif- 
fon methods. The creaming method, also called the 
conventional method, was a traditional and standard 
method for mixing high-fat cakes. Although the 
development of emulsified (high-ratio) shortenings 
has led to the development of simpler mixing meth- 
ods for shortened cakes containing greater amounts 
of sugar and liquid, the creaming method is still 
used for many types of butter cakes. Fat and sugar 
are first creamed together to produce a light fiffy 
foam. Creaming should stop before the appearance 
of the fat foam changes toward a frothy or runny 
consistency. Eggs are thoroughly beaten into the 
creamed fat-sugar foam. Ideally, the air bubbles are 
uniform, small, and surrounded by fat. Sifted dry 
ingredients are usually divided into thirds; the first 
third is stirred into the egg-fat-sugar mixture, then 
the first half of the liquid is added. The sifted dry 
ingredients are stirred in alternately with the liquid. 
The amount of beating that is needed during these 
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Table 1.29. Guidelines for Making Meringues 

1. Fats prevent whites from foaming properly. 

2. Egg whites foam better if they are at room 

3. Do not overbeat. 

All equipment is free of any trace of fat or grease. 
Egg whites have no trace of yolks in them. 
Remove egg whites from the cooler an hour before 

Overbeaten meringues look dry and curdled. 
Overbeaten meringues are difficult to fold into other 

ingredients and have lost much of their ability to 
leaven cakes. 

Egg whites can hold only a limited amount of 
sugar (no more than an equal of egg whites) 
without sacrificing some volume. 

A small amount of cream of tartar (15 g/kg) or lemon 
juice is sometimes added to egg whites for whipping, 
in order to give them more volume and stability 

temperature than if they are cold. whipping. 

5. Mild acids help foaming. 

4. Sugar makes egg white foams more stable. 

alternating additions varies, depending on the ratio 
of ingredients in the formula. Rich batters that are 
high in fat and sugar require more mixing than do 
leaner formulas. 

In the creaming method, ku r  is added at or near 
the end of the mixing procedure, so that there is very 
little gluten development in properly mixed batters. 
If the batter is mixed too long after the ku r  is 
added, the cakes are likely to be tough. In the two- 
stage method, the k u r  is added in the first step. But 
it is mixed with high-ratio shortening, which spreads 
well and coats the particles of k u r  with fat. This 
coating action limits gluten development. It is im- 
portant to mix the k u r  and fat thoroughly for the 
best results. Also, high-ratio cakes contain a high 
percentage of sugar, which is also a tenderizer. 

The modified conventional method is similar to 
the conventional method except that the egg white is 
added as a foam at the end of mixing. The yolks, dry 
ingredients, and liquids are mixed as in the conven- 
tional method. The whites are beaten into a foam in 
which the peaks just bend over, and this foam is then 
folded gently and efficiently into the batter just prior 
to baking. The modified conventional method pro- 
duces a cake very similar to that made by the con- 
ventional method, although the egg white foam has 
the potential to produce a cake of very slightly larger 
volume. 

The two-stage method was developed for use with 
modern high-ratio shortenings. High-ratio cakes 
contain a large percentage of sugar, more than 100% 
based on the weight of the kur. Also, they are made 
with more liquid than creaming method cakes, and 

the batter pours freely. The mixing method is a little 
simpler than the creaming method, and it produces a 
smooth batter that bakes up into a fine-grained, 
moist cake. It is called the two-stage method be- 
cause the liquids are added in two stages. The first 
step is blending the k u r  and other dry ingredients 
with the shortening. When this mixture is smooth, 
the liquids (including eggs) are added in stage. 
Throughout this procedure, it is important to follow 
two rules: (1) mix at a low speed and observe correct 
mixing times to develop proper texture, and (2) stop 
the machine and scrap down the sides of the bowl 
frequently during mixing to develop a smooth, well- 
mixed batter. 

Although there are many types of sponge cakes, 
they all have one characteristic in common. They 
start with an egg foam that contains yolks. These are 
usually whole-egg foams, but in some cases the base 
foam is yolk foam, and egg white foam is folded in 
at the end of procedure. In its simplest form, sponge 
cake batter is made in two basic steps: (1) eggs and 
sugar are whipped to a thick foam, and (2) sifted 
flour is folded in. Additional ingredients, such as 
butter or liquid, complicate the procedure slightly. 

Angelfood cakes are based on egg white foams 
and contain no fat. For success in beating egg 
whites, guidelines in Table 1.29 should be followed. 
Chiffon cakes and angelfood cakes are both based 
on egg white foams, but there are some differences 
in the mixing methods. In angelfood cakes, a dry 
flour-sugar mixture is folded into the egg whites. In 
chiffon cakes, a batter containing kur,  egg yolks, 
vegetable oil, and water is folded into the whites. 
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Egg whites for chiffon cakes should be whipped 
until they are a little firmer than those for angel food 
cakes, but do not overwhip them until they are dry. 
Chiffon cakes contain baking powder, so they do not 
depend on the egg foam for all their leavening. 

For the muffin method, the liquid ingredients 
(including oil or melted fat) are combined, the dry 
ingredients are sifted together, and then the two mix- 
tures are stirred together until blended sufficiently to 
develop the necessary gluten. This method produces 
a cake with a coarse texture and limited keeping 
qualities. 

In the pastry-blend method, the k u r  and fat are 
creamed (first step); sugar, baking powder, salt, and 
half the liquid are then added (second step); and 
finally the last half of the liquid and the egg are 
added (third step). 

The single-stage method is a rapid mixing method 
in which all of the ingredients, with the possible 
exception of part of the liquid and the egg, are 
placed in a bowl and mixed together vigorously to 
disperse all of the ingredients and develop the glu- 
ten. Then the egg and any remaining liquid are 
added and the total batter is beaten. Shortenings 
containing mono- and diglycerides are important 
when this mixing method is used because these 
emulsifiers help to trap air in the mixture and pro- 
mote a finer texture. Even then, the single-stage 
method (sometimes called the quick-mix method) is 
very likely to produce a cake with a somewhat 
coarse texture and limited keeping qualities. 

Baking 

Cakes undergo remarkable changes during baking. 
Oven temperatures cause expansion of the air and 
carbon dioxide already in the batter and generate 
steam from the liquid. The heat also generates car- 
bon dioxide production and expansion. Pressures 
from these leavening agents expand the cells and 
hold them stretched while the proteins are denatur- 
ing and coagulating and the starch is gelatinizing. In 
addition, some moisture is evaporated. The amount 
of pressure changes during baking, as the gases seek 
to expand with increased heat and as steam is gener- 
ated. Sufficient pressure must be maintained in the 
cells to keep them stretched, without breaking, until 
the structure of cell walls is set by permanent 
changes in the proteins (coagulation) and carbohy- 
drates (gelatinization). 

Oven temperature has an infience on the quality 
of cakes. At too low a temperature, the volume is 
poor because some of the cells collapse while others 
become quite large with rather thick walls. As the 
temperature increases, both the volume and the tex- 
ture improve. However, if the oven temperature is 
too high, the crust sets while the interior is still kid. 
The pressure generated within the fiid mass presses 
against the crust, causing it to begin to hump or even 
to peak, depending on the temperature. A higher 
temperature can be used for a cake that is high in fat 
and sugar because these ingredients elevate the tem- 
perature at which the proteins in the crust coagulate. 
This allows a little more time for the crust to remain 
somewhat &xible and accommodate the pressures 
produced within the batter. 

Using the right pan for baking is also important 
for making a good cake. The depth of batter in bak- 
ing pans infiences the final outcome. Shallow pans 
enable the heat to penetrate to the center of the bat- 
ter more quickly, resulting in a cake of optimal vol- 
ume. The surface is flatter and lighter in color than 
is produced when the batter is baked in a deeper 
pan. A cake baked in a deep pan also has a greater 
tendency to crack in the center than one baked in a 
shallow pan. Regardless of the depth of the pan, 
sufficient batter should be used to almost fill the 
pan when baking is completed. This usually means 
filling the pans about half full with the batter. Even 
the material of the baking pans infiences the qual- 
ity of cakes. Heat penetration is the best if the bak- 
ing pan is dark and/or dull so that the heat is ab- 
sorbed efficiently to promote rapid heating of the 
batter (Peart 1980). However, this rapid heating 
causes the sides of the cake to set quickly before 
the interior has had time to generate much of its po- 
tential gas. Humping and cracking, because of the 
lack of uniform heating within the batter, can be a 
problem despite the fact that the total volume is 
increased. Shiny pans absorb heat more slowly be- 
cause they r e  &ct the heat, so that there is time for 
the heat to spread into the interior of the cake 
before the sides of the cake are set. This leads to a 
cake that has a gently rounded or flat surface rather 
than one that is humped, and browning is more del- 
icate and uniform as a consequence of the slower 
rate of baking. However, volume is reduced a little, 
the cells are a bit coarser, and the walls a little 
thicker. Table 1.30 details the different pan prepara- 
tions for cake baking. 
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Table 1.30. Pan Preparation for Cake Making 

Cake type Preferred Pan Type Pan Preparation 

High-fat cakes Layer pans Grease with a commercial pan greasing. 
Dust the greased pans with ku r  and tap 

out the excess. 
Sheet cakes Sheet pans Line the pans with greased parchment. 
Angelfood cakes, Chiffon cakes 
Sponge cake 

Tube pans Do not grease the pan. 
Layer with little or no fat, grease the bottoms 

but not the sides of the pans. 

PASTRIES 

The term pastry comes from the word paste, mean- 
ing, in this case, a mixture of kur,  liquid, and fat. In 
the bakeshop, pastry refers both to various pastes or 
doughs and to the many products made from these 
doughs. Pastry, whether it is in the form of pie crust 
or puff pastry, is a simple baked product that con- 
tains few ingredients, yet requires some skill for 
successful results. 

Pies are pastries that consist of two distinct com- 
ponents, (1) a relatively thin crust portion, which 
serves to contain the second component, and (2) the 
filling (Pyler 1988). Piecrust is a very simple prod- 
uct in terms of its ingredients: kur,  fat, salt, and 
water. These are the same ingredients used for pre- 
paring multilayered puff pastry. The difference be- 
tween these two forms of pastry is the fat. The fat 
differs in kind, amount, and method of incorporation 
into the dough. The fat usually selected for making 
puff pastry is butter; it is used in a kur-to-fat ratio 
(on a volume basis) of 2:l (i.e., twice as much k u r  
as fat is used), which results in a very rich dough. 
Pastry for pies usually is made with shortening, but 
sometimes oil, lard, or butter is selected. Although 
the ratio of k u r  to pure fat may vary from one pie 
dough recipe to another, a volume ratio commonly 
used is 3:l.  Skilled workers can make a satisfactory 
pastry with the leaner ratio of 4:l. 

A good piecrust is both fiky and tender. Yet suc- 
cess or failure depends on how the shortening and 
flour are mixed and how the gluten is developed. 
Ideally, the ratio of ingredients, together with the 
method of preparation prevents the formation of a 
gluten network and results in a baked crust that has a 
friable texture and fiky structure. That texture and 
structure are largely a function of the critical mixing 

step during which fat is incorporated as small, but 
discrete particles. 

There are two basic types of pie dough, fiky and 
mealy. The difference between the two is how the fat 
is blended with the kur. For fiky dough, the fat is 
cut or rubbed into ku r  until the shortening particles 
are about the size of peas. When water is added, the 
flour absorbs it and develops some gluten. When the 
dough is rolled out, the lumps of fat and moistened 
flour are fittened and become fikes of dough sepa- 
rated by layers of fat. For mealy dough, the fat is 
blended into the ku r  more thoroughly, until the 
mixture looks like coarse corn meal. Compared to 
the fiky pie dough, the more complete coating of 
the k u r  with fat has several results. The crust is 
very “short” and tender because less gluten can 
develop. Less water is needed in the mix because the 
flour won’t absorb as much as in fiky dough. The 
baked dough is less likely to absorb moisture from 
the filling and become soggy. Mealy dough is used 
for bottom crusts, especially in baked fruit pies and 
soft or custard-type pies, because it resists soggi- 
ness. Flaky doughs are used for top crusts and some- 
times for prebaked shells. 

Puff pastry is one of the most remarkable prod- 
ucts to come from the bakery. Although it includes 
no added leavening agent, it can rise to eight times 
its original thickness when baked. Puff pastry is a 
rolled-in dough, like Danish and croissant doughs. 
This means that it is made up of many layers of fat 
sandwiched between layers of dough. Unlike Danish 
dough, however, puff pastry contains no yeast. 
Steam is created when the moisture in the dough is 
heated and is responsible for the spectacular rising 
power of puff pastry. Puff pastry, or puff dough, is 
one of the most difficult bakery products to make. 
Because it consists of over 1000 layers, many more 
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than in Danish dough, the rolling-in procedure re- 
quires a great deal of time and care. 

Butter is the preferred fat for rolling in because of 
i ts  fivor and melt-in-the-mouth quality. Special puff 
pastry shortening is also available. This shortening 
is easier to work because it is not as hard when 
refrigerated and because it doesn't soften and melt at 
warm temperatures as easily as butter does. It is also 
less expensive than butter. However, it can be un- 
pleasant to eat because it tends to congeal and coat 
the inside of the mouth. The quantity of roll-in fat 
varies from 50 to 100% of the weight of the kur. If 
the lower quantity of fat is used, the dough should be 
left slightly thicker when rolled out. Puff pastry that 
is low in fat will not rise as high and may rise 
unevenly. This is because there is less fat between 
the dough layers, so that the layers are more likely to 
stick together. 

SHELF LIFE OF BAKERY 
PRODUCTS 
Bread begins to undergo deteriorative changes com- 
mencing with removal from the oven. One of the 
first changes is thought to be retrogradation (in- 
creasing crystallinity caused by cross-linkage of 
starch molecules) of amylose released from starch 
granules during gelatinization in the oven. The 
rather crystalline and firm character of the crumb 
that develops as bread is stored for a day or more 
may be the result of retrogradation within the starch 
granules and probably involves changes in the phys- 
ical configuration of amylopectin (perhaps some 
folding of the branches). This retrogradation is re- 
versible upon reheating of the bread, but recurs 
when the warmed bread cools once again. 

Moisture levels also are involved in the staling 
process. There is a reversal in the location of water: 
some of the water that migrated to starch from 
gluten during baking returns to the gluten proteins. 
Water also migrates from the center of the loaf to- 
ward the crust, causing the crust to gradually in- 
crease in leatheriness, while remaining rather soft. 
This migration occurs even when evaporation from 
the crust is prevented. 

Storage temperature has an effect on staling. Re- 
frigerator storage accelerates firming of the crumb 
compared with storage at a warm room temperature, 
the firmness after a day at 8°C being about the same 

as that after 6 days at 30°C. The advantage of refrig- 
erator storage is only the inhibition of mold growth 
in breads made without preservatives. Freezer stor- 
age is effective in inhibiting the firming of the crumb. 

THE MECHANISM OF STALING 

Bread staling has been a problem for thousands 
of years, and it is responsible for huge economic 
losses to both the baking industry and the consumer. 
In a market of approximately 20 billion pounds of 
bread produced annually, about 3% (600 million 
pounds) were returned as unsalable because of stal- 
ing (Zobel and Kulp 1996). Staling has been defined 
as a term that indicates decreasing consumer accept- 
ance of bakery products caused by changes in crumb 
other than those resulting from the action of 
spoilage organisms (Bechtel 1961). The most wide- 
ly used indicator of staling is measurement of the 
increase in crumb firmness, which is the attribute 
most commonly recognized by consumers. How- 
ever, bread staling is a very complex process, and 
neither the bread system nor the staling process is 
understood well at the molecular level (Hoseney et 
al. 1978, Hebeda and Zobel 1996, Chinachoti and 
Vodovotz 2000, Gray and BeMiller 2003). To date, 
water migration and transitions in the starch frac- 
tions, and the transformation of starch structure 
from amorphous to partially crystalline (Hebeda and 
Zobel 1996) are the two most important factors con- 
trolling the changes in the texture of breads during 
storage. 

During the baking of bread dough, the starch 
granules are generally gelatinized, but little else oth- 
er than restricted swelling followed by collapse hap- 
pens to them because of the limited amount of water 
present in the dough system (Chinachoti and Vod- 
ovotz 2000), so deformed wheat starch granules can 
be isolated from the crumb (Gray and BeMiller 
2003). The small amount of amylose that leaches 
from granules during baking in the limited moisture 
system of bread dough retrogrades upon cooling and 
rapidly becomes unextractable (Kim and D 'Appo- 
lonia 1977a,b). Even if amylose does leach from 
granules, by the time bread has completely cooled, 
any interstitial amylose will have retrograded and is 
therefore unlikely to play a major role in subsequent 
staling events. Therefore, freshly baked and cooled 
bread is an elastic system containing swollen wheat 
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starch granules that are still largely intact, but may 
be deformed. 

Bread staling falls into two categories, crust stal- 
ing and crumb staling (Schiraldi and Fessas 2001). 
Crust staling is generally caused by moisture trans- 
fer from the crumb to the crust (Lin and Lineback 
1990), resulting in a soft, leathery texture and is gen- 
erally less objectionable than is crumb staling (Stear 
199Oa). Crumb staling is more complex, more im- 

portant, and less understood. The firmness of bread 
varies with position within a loaf, with maximum 
firmness occurring in the central portion of the 
crumb (Short and Roberts 1971). 

The current major theories on the staling mecha- 
nism are reviewed in Table 1.31. It summarizes the 
factors affecting bread staling during storage. Starch 
retrogradation, especially amylopectin retrograda- 
tion plays an important role, but amylopectin ret- 

Table 1.31. Factors Affecting the Staling Rate of Bread during Storage 

Factors Findings References 

Storage temperature The rate of staling has a negative temperature 

Bread staling is correlated with starch 
coefficient. 

recrystallization at storage temperature 
with the maximal rate at 4°C. 

staling, but may accelerate reactions leading 
to staling. 

bread begins to cool, and moisture migrates 

Moisture migration Drying out of the bread does not explain 

Moisture redistribution 
between crumb and 
crust from crumb to crust. 

Moisture redistribution 
among components during aging. 

Moisture gradient forms in the loaf as baked 

Transfer of moisture from starch to gluten 

Transfer of moisture from gluten to starch as 
the starch crystallizes. The decrease in water 
mobility in bread upon staling was due to 
incorporation of water molecules released 
from gluten into crystalline structure of 
starch that developed upon staling. 

Gluten undergoes a 1st-order transformation 
resulting in the release of water from gluten 
and absorption of this water by retrograding 
starch. 

Amylopectin crystallization in bread requires 
both microscopic and macroscopic redis- 
tribution of water so that there is sufficient 
moisture present at the locus where 
crystallization takes place to plasticize 
polymer chains so that they are mobile 
enough for crystallization to occur and for 
incorporation into B-type crystal lattices 
(36 water molecules in the unit cell, 
compared with the A-type, which has only 
8 water molecules in the unit cell). 

Colwell et al. 1969 

Slade and Levine 1987 

MacMasters and Hilbert 
1944 

Piazza and Masi 1995; 
Stear 199Ob 

Katz 1928; Cluskey et al. 
1959 

Alsberg and Griffing 1927; 
Cluskey et al. 1959; 
Senti and Dimler 1960; 
Leung 1981; Leung et al. 
1983; Wynne-Jones and 
et al. 1983; Blanshard 
1988; Slade and Levine 
1991; Chen et al. 1997 

Breaden and Willhoft 1971; 
Willhoft 1971; Kay 
and Willhoft 1972 

Slade and Levine 1989; 
Levine and Slade 1990; 
Slade and Levine 1991 
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rogradation alone is not responsible for bread staling; 
gluten proteins and gluten-starch interaction also 
play an important role, and moisture migration is also 
involved in staling. Overall, it is probable that several 
factors play a role in the bread firming process, but a 

large volume of data implicates amylopectin ret- 
rogradation as a key factor, and the information that 
gluten is also involved cannot be ignored. Table 1.32 
shows hypotheses concerning flour components and 
their relation to the staling mechanism. 

Table 1.32. Hypotheses Concerning Flour Components and Their Relation to the Staling 
Mechanism 

Component Hypothesis References 

Starch Gradual change in the starch components from 
amorphous to crystalline forms is important 
to the staling process 

Degree of crystallinity of breadcrumb was inversely 
related to its firmness so that starch crystallization 
and bread firming were separate processes. 

Amylopectin was the fraction of starch responsible 
for staling because heating stale bread above 
50°C can restore the loaf to its original freshness. 

Katz 1928; Hellman et 
al. 1954 

Dragsdor and Varriano- 
Marston 1980 

Alsberg 1927, 1928; Amylopectin 
Noznick et al. 1946; 
Schoch and French 1947; 
Knightly 1977 

Adding 5% retrograded waxy corn starch to the 
bread formula decreased gelatinization and 
reduced the firming rate. 

Retrogradation of amylopecitn cannot be the only 
factor affecting firming. 

Amylose fraction was involved in staling of bread 
through 1 day only, and the role of amylose in 
bread staling may be merely one of diluting 
amylopectin 

Reorganization of intragranular amylose enhances 
the rigidity of starch granules during staling. 

Amylopectin retrogradation is part of the staling 
process, but is not solely responsible for the 
observed changes in texture. 

for the changes that occur during aging of 

Hibi 2001 

Hoseney and Miller 1998 

Inagaki and Seib 1992 Amylose 

Hug-Iten et al. 2001 

Erlander and Erlander 1968 

Amylose-amylopectin aggregation was responsible Morgan et al. 1997 

Protein 
breadcrumb. 

Starch-gluten interactions are somehow involved in 
the firming process. 

The differences in molecular mobility in an aged 
bread is attributed to the role of gluten and/or 
redistribution of water in the amorphous 
regions of the bread. 

Martin et al. 1991; 

Vodovotz et al. 2002 
Gerrard et al. 1997 

Pentosans Water-soluble and -insoluble pentosans retard staling 
and have no effect on the staling rate. 

Arabinoxylan-fortified breads exhibited a greater 
rate of starch retrogradation, because of their 
higher moisture content, while having softer 
crumbs than did controls. 

Kim and D’ Appolonia 

Biliaderis and Izydorczyk 
1977a, b 

1995; Rogers et al. 
1988 

Lipid Flour lipids have an effect on the antifirming action. Rogers et al. 1988 
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Bread staling is unquestionably a complex pro- 
cess. In addition to the effects of k u r  components, 
formulation, and processing conditions (Kulp and 
Ponte 1981), many other factors affect the staling 
rate of bread during storage. These factors include 
storage temperature, moisture migration, moisture 
redistribution between crumb and crust, and mois- 
ture redistribution among components (Table 1.3 1). 

ANTI-STALING ADDITIVES 

Although the mechanism of bread staling is not well 
understood, baking industries throughout the world 
have tried to inhibit staling through the addition of 
ingredients such as enzymes, lipids, emulsifiers, 
sweeteners, and other chemicals. The addition of 
sweeteners to provide fermentable solids, infience 
crust color, improve crumb texture and softness, and 
increase shelf life is well documented. For over 20 
years fructose/glucose syrups and corn syrups have 
shown the ability to retard staling through their 
ability to bind moisture. a-amylases from malted 
cereal, fungi, and bacteria are the most commonly 
used enzymes for the retardation of bread staling. A 
great deal of research has been conducted to under- 
stand the mechanisms of the anti-staling effects of 

a-amylases (Table 1.33). Although the mechanism 
of the anti-staling effect has been debated, it appears 
that starch hydrolysis products are involved. How- 
ever, the hydrolysis products must be of a unique 
type, perhaps either maltotriose and maltotetraose, 
or products larger than those present in traditional 
maltodextrin preparations. 

In addition to a-amylase, lipases (specifically 1,3- 
specific lipases), lipoxygenases (Daniels et al. 1971, 
Frazier et al. 1973), nonstarch polysaccharide-modi- 
fying enzymes (such as endoxylanase, p-xylosidase, 
and a-L-arabinosidase) (Rodionova et al. 1995), and 
protease are also reported to have a crumb softening 
effect when enzymes are added. The major purpose 
of adding proteases to breads is to improve fivor 
profiles, k w  characteristics, machining properties, 
gas retention, and mixing time (Barrett 1975, Math- 
ewson 2000). However, given evidence that protein 
has a significant role in the bread staling mechanism 
(Martin 1989, Martin and Hoseney 1991, Martin et 
al. 1991), it is likely that modification of the gluten 
network structure via enzyme-catalyzed proteolysis 
would have an effect on bread staling. It is also pos- 
sible that liberation of water molecules concurrent 
with protein hydrolysis could enhance amylase 
activity (Schwimmer 1981). 

Table 1.33. Effects of a-Amylase on the Bread Staling 

Mechanism References 

a-amylases produce a partially degraded amylopectin that is less 
prone to crystallize; its ability to produce partially degraded 
amylose is responsible for rapid formation of a partially crystalline 
polymer network that resists later rearrangements. 

interfered with the retrogradation of starch. 

Miller et al. 1953; Martin and 
Hoseney 1991; Hug-Iten 
et al. 2001 

a-amylases produce low molecular weight dextrins (DP 19-24) that Zohary and Hopf 1988; Lin and 
Lineback 1990; Akers and 
Hoseney 1994; Bowles 1996 

Biliaderis and Prokopowich 1994; 
Duran et al. 2001 

a-amylases produce maltooligosaccharides (DP 3- 11) that disturb 
water structure, promoted ordering and aggregation of starch 
molecules. 

Maltotriose and maltotetraose were directly responsible for retarding 
retrogradation in bread, suggesting that these oligomers were of 
the right size to interfere with starch-gluten interactions. 

Maltotriose and maltotetraose might hold water around starch 
molecules and inhibit starch-starch interactions. 

Maltooligosaccharides (DP 3-8) produced by a-amylases are not 
themselves responsible for anti-staling; their presence is simply 
correlated with a key modification of starch granules that is related 
to reduced staling, possibly by reducing gluten-starch interactions. 

Min et al. 1998 

Gerrard et al. 1997 
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Table 1.34. Commonly Used Emulsifiers in Bakery’ 

Function 

Emulsifier 
Dough Dough Aeration 

Strengthener Softener Aid 

Lecithin (LC) or hydroxlyated lecithin (HLC) 
Mono- and diglyceride (MDG) 
Acetylated MG (AMG) 
Glycerol-lacto ester of fatty acid (LMG) 
Diacetyl tartaric acid esters of MG and DG 

Succinylated MG (SMG) 
Ethoxylated MGIDG (EMG) 
Stearoyl monoglycerde citrate (SMGC) 
Propylene glycol mono- and diester (PGMS) 
Polyglycerol ester (PGE) 
Sucrose ester (SUE) 
Sorbitan monostearate (SMS) 
Polyoxyethylene sorbitan monostearate 

(Polysorbate 60, PS 60) 
Polysorbate 65 (PS 65) 
Lactylic ester of fatty acid (SLA) 
Ca-stearoyl lactate (CSL) 
Na-stearoyl lactate (SSL) 
Sodium stearoyl fumarate (SSF) 

(DATEM) 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

Source: Kame1 1993. 

Emulsifiers of various types are widely employed 
in the baking industry as dough strengtheners and/or 
crumb softeners (Kulp and Ponte 1981). Table 1.34 
lists the emulsifiers that can be used in bakery prod- 
ucts, based on their function. Monoglycerides (MG) 
are the emulsifiers most commonly used in bakery 
to delay staling. The mechanism of the anti-staling 
effect of MG is still unknown, but it was concluded 
that reduction in crumb firmness was probably the 
result of interactions of MG with amylose. The 
physical state of MG is an important factor in the 
amylose-MG complexation ability, which decreased 
in the descending order of MG physical states from 
a-type crystalline gel to P-type crystalline hydrate 
to nonhydrated powder (Krog 1981). Diacetyl tartar- 
ic acid esters of monoglycerides (DATEM) were 
reported to be as effective as anti-staling agents in 
bread as sodium stearoyl lactylate (SSL) or ethoxy- 
lated monoacylglycerols (EMG) over 5 days of stor- 
age (Schuster and Adams 1984). 

In addition to enzymes and emulsifiers, ingredi- 
ents including shortening, hydrocolloids (gums), and 

damaged or modified starches are also reported to 
have the ability to retard staling in bakery products 
(Davidou et al. 1996, Schiraldi and Fessas 2001). 
The uses of hydrocolloids and modified starches are 
attributed to their great water-holding ability, which 
will inhibit the movement of moisture because mois- 
ture redistribution is a requirement for staling to 
occur (Stauffer 1990). 
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INTRODUCTION 
Wheat is a self-pollinating member of the grass fam- 
ily that is grown in spring and winter habit forms for 
the edible seed portion of the plant or grain. It is the 

tReviewers: Noel D. G. White, Cereal Research Centre, 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
Canada; Peter B. E. McVetty, Department of Plant Sci- 
ence, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
Canada. 

most important cereal in the world in terms of pro- 
duction and value for human food and animal feed. 
The worldwide importance of wheat as a food can 
be linked to a number of traits. Wheat is well adapt- 
ed to the environmental and soil conditions that 
occur throughout the temperate regions of the world. 
It is a hardy crop that is tolerant to widely varying 
climatic conditions. The plant is relatively easy to 
cultivate and is high yielding. The harvested grain 
has high nutritional food value and can be stored for 
long time periods without degradation. Wheat has 
many advantages as a food. It is nutritious, concen- 
trated, readily stored and transported, and easily 
processed to produce highly refined foods. Some 
wheats can be milled into k u r  that is characterized 
by unique proteins that confer the ability to bake 
yeast-raised bread, a principal food of the developed 
world. 

All wheats belong to the genus Triticum of the 
family Gramineae (Poehlman and Sleper 1995). The 
majority of the wheat grown in the world for food 
belongs to two botanical species, Triticum aestivum 
and Triticum durum. A third species, Triticum com- 
pactum, includes the club wheats and is a relatively 
minor group. Triticum aestivum, also known as 
common or bread wheat, is hexaploid. Hexaploid 
wheats have six copies of seven chromosome sets 
(42 chromosomes) belonging to three genomes, A, 
B, and D. Triticum durum is tetraploid; it does not 
contain the D genome and has four copies of seven 
chromosome sets (28 chromosomes). New wheat 
varieties originate through introduction, selection, 
or hybridization. Plant breeders are constantly 
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developing new, improved varieties of wheat by 
breeding for higher yield, better agronomic charac- 
teristics, better quality, and more resistance to dis- 
ease and insect pests. New wheat varieties are desig- 
nated by names chosen by the breeder and often can 
be r e k t i v e  of a person, place, or description or 
even a number. There are thousands of known vari- 
eties of wheat worldwide. 

Wheat is a staple food of many developed coun- 
tries; it is the raw material that makes the largest sin- 
gle contribution to food energy in the human diet. 
Wheat is used primarily as a food in bread products, 
pasta, noodles, pastry, breakfast cereals, and baby 
foods and for animal feed. Small quantities (< 5%) 
of wheat are also used for other applications (glues, 
alcohol, and gluten) and for planting seed. Wheat is 
used both as a whole unadulterated grain and, more 
commonly, after processing into milled kur. Dis- 
cussion on the specific uses of the various wheat 
classes is provided later in this chapter. 

WORLD WHEAT PRODUCTION 
OVERVIEW 

On average over the past 10 years, the world has 
produced nearly 576.3 million metric tons (Mt) of 
wheat annually from 218.2 million hectares (ha) of 
land (FA0 2004). The world production of wheat 
has remained fairly constant; the top production 
year was 1997, with 613.3 million Mt of wheat pro- 
duced (Table 2.1). The top 10 wheat producing 
countries of the world (based on averages of past 10 
years), in order of magnitude, were China (104.9 
million Mt), India (67.0 million Mt), the United 
States (U.S.) (60.7 million Mt), the Russian 
Federation (37.5 million Mt), France (34.5 million 
Mt), Canada (24.3 million Mt), Germany (19.4 mil- 
lion Mt), Turkey (19.2 million Mt), Australia (18.9 
million Mt), and Pakistan (17.7 million Mt) (Table 
2.1). These 10 countries represent approximately 
70% of world wheat production. The 10-year aver- 
age yield of wheat worldwide was 2.6 Mtlha, with 
considerable variation among countries. 

DISPOSITION AND CONSUMPTION OF WHEAT 

The top five wheat exporting countries over the past 
10 years were the United States (28.9 million Mt), 
Canada (17.4 million Mt), France (15.6 million Mt), 

Australia (14.4 million Mt), and Argentina (8.0 mil- 
lion Mt) (Table 2.2). Together, these top five major 
exporters account for approximately 77% of world 
wheat exports. Countries such as the Russian Fed- 
eration, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan have increased 
their exports significantly in recent years. In 2002, 
the Russian Federation, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan 
exported 10.3, 8.3, and 5.1 million Mt of wheat, 
respectively. The top five importing countries in 
terms of wheat quantity are Brazil (6.5 million Mt), 
Italy (6.3 million Mt), Japan (5.9 million Mt), Egypt 
(5.3 million Mt), and Iran (4.5 million Mt) (Table 
2.3). Together these top five major importers ac- 
count for approximately 26% of world wheat im- 
ports. 

Of the 1992-2001 average 575.3 million Mt of 
wheat produced in the world and the 125.6 million 
Mt imported, 567.4 million Mt were used domes- 
tically and 128.2 million Mt were exported. Over 
70% of the wheat used domestically was used in 
food, and 17% of the wheat was used for animal 
feed. These percentages have remained relatively 
constant for the past 40 years, although the absolute 
amounts of wheat produced, the domestic supply, 
and the amount used for food have risen dramatic- 
ally by approximately 165%. Most wheat used for 
human consumption in developed countries is milled 
to produce white flour. The by-products, including 
bran and wheat germ, are used mainly for animal 
feed. 

World ku r  trade has shown a downward trend 
from a peak of 10.7 million Mt of wheat k u r  ex- 
ports in 1996 to 8.4 million Mt in 2002 (FA0 2004). 
The declining exports to Yemen, Algeria, Indonesia, 
Brazil, and Bolivia account for some of this de- 
crease. The continued expansion of domestic milling 
operations in importing countries will likely de- 
crease international trade of flour in the future. The 
U.S. share of global flour exports was approximately 
7% in 2002, compared to a high of 29% in 1983. 

WHEAT CLASSIFICATION 
SYSTEMS 
OVERVIEW 

Numerous classifications of wheat have been used in 
the past, based on physical, agronomic, and end-use 
characteristics. The most common general classifi- 
cation uses three categories (Atwell 2001). The first 
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Table 2.2. World Wheat Exports (million metric tons) 

Country 

Year World U.S. Canada France Australia Argentina 

1993 107.5 35.7 18.2 18.3 9.5 5.8 
1994 103.7 30.6 21.4 12.6 12.7 5.2 
1995 101.7 32.4 17.0 16.3 7.8 6.9 
1996 98.8 31.1 16.5 14.5 14.6 3.5 
1997 107.0 25.8 18.9 14.6 19.4 8.8 
1998 109.4 27.0 17.7 13.7 15.2 10.4 
1999 114.4 28.4 16.2 18.3 16.5 8.8 
2000 117.2 27.8 18.8 18.0 17.7 11.0 
2001 113.7 25.8 17.7 15.6 15.5 10.8 
2002 121.4 24.2 12.2 13.7 14.7 9.1 
10 year Mean 109.5 28.9 17.4 15.6 14.4 8.0 

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 2004 (FAOSTAT data). 

Table 2.3. World Wheat Imports (million metric tons) 

Country 

Year World Brazil Italy Japan EWPt Iran 

1993 106.0 5.6 5.0 5.8 4.1 2.4 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 

99.3 
01.1 
03.4 
04.5 
05.6 
12.1 
16.3 
11.3 

6.1 4.9 
6.1 5.1 
7.7 6.3 
4.8 7.0 
6.4 6.9 
6.9 6.0 
7.5 6.9 
7.0 7.5 

6.4 
6.0 
5.9 
6.3 
5.8 
6.0 
5.9 
5.5 

6.6 
5.1 
6.0 
6.9 
5.4 
4.2 
4.9 
4.4 

2.3 
3.1 
3.9 
5.9 
3.5 
6.2 
6.6 
6.4 

2002 119.5 6.6 7.7 5.9 5.6 4.1 
10 year Mean 108.0 6.5 6.3 5.9 5.3 4.5 

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 2004 (FAOSTAT data). 

category is based on the physical hardness of the 
kernel. Whether wheat is hard or soft refers to the 
mechanical strength of the kernel and its resistance 
to crushing. Hard wheats require more energy to 
mill them into k u r  than do soft wheats. 

The second category is based on the color of the 
seed coat or pericarp. Wheat can be either red or 
white, depending on the presence or absence of a 
gene coding for a red pigment on each of the group 
3 chromosomes. While it is often easy to visually 
distinguish kernel color, situations may occasionally 
arise that make it difficult to determine color, for ex- 
ample, in mixtures of wheat classes or when grow- 
ing conditions have affected the expression of kernel 

color. In these cases, chemical tests can identify 
whether the wheat is genetically red or white. 

The third category is based on whether the wheat 
has a spring or winter growth habit. In cold climates, 
spring wheat is seeded in the spring, grown through- 
out the summer, and harvested in the fall before 
frost. In moderate climates, winter wheat is seeded 
in the fall, growth is initiated, and then the plant 
remains dormant over winter. Winter wheat requires 
a period of vernalization to create seed. For winter 
wheat, major plant growth occurs the following 
spring, with harvest following in the summer. Win- 
ter wheat typically has greater yield potential than 
spring wheat. 
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Common wheat is typically classified into combi- 
nations of these three categories. Durum wheat is an 
amber-colored spring wheat. Club wheats, although 
they can have either a spring or a winter habit and be 
either red or white, are always soft. The major class- 
es of wheat in North America are hard red spring 
(HRS), hard red winter (HRW), soft red winter 
(SRW), hard white (HW), soft white (SW) and dur- 
um. Each category of wheat is characterized by a 
specific kernel composition and defined food appli- 
cations. The United States and Canada classify 
wheat similarly based on these main attributes. 
Examples from both countries, the major exporters 
of wheat in the world, will be discussed to illustrate 
the wheat standards and grades that are used for the 
international marketing of wheat. 

WHEAT STANDARDS AND GRADING 

Standards have been established in major wheat pro- 
ducing countries for two main reasons, (1) for pro- 
ducing grades in agricultural marketing and for (2) 
the protection of consumers (Proctor 1994). Market- 
based standards tend to grade grain into one of many 
classes, usually based on the quality of the grain and 
the expected market value. Consumer-oriented stan- 
dards tend to specify the characteristics of a grain on 
a pass or fail basis, particularly in relation to nutri- 
tional value for human food. 

There are three types of standards: (1) a standard 
specification that defines and specifies a subject, (2) 
a standard test method by which a specification is 
tested, and (3) a grading standard that allows a sub- 
ject to be classified into more than one category. 
Most countries have national organizations that issue 
specifications for wheat as well as methods of test- 
ing that are often internationally recognized. Tests 
are grain, end product, or consumer specific (Proctor 
1994). 

Grading is the separation of grain into discrete 
units of quality. These discrete units or “grades,” fa- 
cilitate price determination and the overall market- 
ing of grain. The numerical system of grain grading 
is the most commonly used system in the world. It 
separates grain into divisions of quality defined by 
grading factors, and grain is traded based on these 
grades. Grain grading is important for a number of 
reasons (CGC 1993b). It simplifies trading by estab- 
lishing a method for relating price to defined grain 
quality. It assures that producers will receive an 

equitable price relative to grain quality and that end 
users can purchase grains of consistent quality. 
Grading facilitates grain handling and storage by 
enabling the use of a bulk binning system in trade, 
which lowers handling costs and maximizes profits. 
And finally, grading gives buyers choice of quality 
and price. Grain grades must (1) be built on qualities 
customers want (i.e., test weight), (2) be easily ap- 
plied during handling and transporting through the 
system, (3) be built around characteristics that can 
be accurately and uniformly measured and interpret- 
ed, (4) identify a quality level of grain available in 
sufficient quantity to market, and (5) provide more 
benefits than costs (CGC 2004). 

Current methods of grain grading emphasize the 
visually discernable characteristics of the kernel. 
Biochemical methods for varietal identification of 
wheat are being explored for use in future grain 
grading systems. Methods that potentially can be 
used to identify varieties involve separating proteins 
(by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and high 
performance liquid chromatography) or DNA (by 
single nucleotide polymorphism). 

United States 

Standards and grading for wheat and other grains 
are established in the United States under the U.S. 
Grain Standards Act. Created in 1976, the Federal 
Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) of the United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Grain 
Inspection, Packers, and Stockyards Administration 
(GIPSA), is the agency responsible for developing 
uniform standards, inspection, weighing procedures, 
and grading of U.S. grain. Official weighing and 
inspection services are provided by a coordinated 
and authorized group of FGIS field offices (West- 
dahl 2003). Inspection for grade involves analyzing 
the official sample according to the quality factors 
listed in the Official U.S. Standards for Grain and 
issuing an official certificate for the applicable 
numerical grade designation. In addition, quality 
factors responsible for the grade assignment and any 
quality factor determined during analysis are report- 
ed. All wheat export cargoes are required by law to 
be officially inspected by FGIS officials (Westdahl 
2003). The wheat grades (U.S. No. 1-5) are based 
on the purity of the grain, that is, percent contamina- 
tion by other wheat or grains, percent of damaged or 
defective kernels, and foreign material (Table 2.4). 
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There is no formal control of wheat varieties in the 
U.S. grading system. 

The U.S. Standards for Wheat (USDA 1993) 
characterizes the properties that all wheat must con- 
form to. Wheat is defined as grain that, before the 
removal of dockage, consists of 50% or more com- 
mon wheat (Triticum aestivum), club wheat (7: com- 
pactum), and durum wheat (7: durum) and not more 
than 10% of other grains for which standards have 
been established under the United States Grain 
Standards Act and that, after removal of the dock- 
age, consists of 50% or more of whole kernels of 
one or more of these wheats. 

There are hundreds of wheat varieties produced in 
the United States, and all of them can be classified 
into one of eight classes. Table 2.5 describes the 
eight U.S. wheat classes: durum, hard red spring 
(HRS), hard red winter (HRW), soft red winter 
(SRW), hard white (HW), soft white (SW), un- 
classed, and mixed wheat. The durum, HRS, and SW 
wheat classes are further divided into three subclass- 
es, respectively. There are five grades (No. 1-5) for 
every wheat class or subclass. Although provision is 
made for red durum wheat in the U.S. statutes, it is 
no longer grown in significant quantities. 

Wheat is grown in most of the 50 states of the 
United States. The kind of wheat grown and the 

Table 2.5. U.S. Wheat Classes 

quantity vary widely from one region to another. 
HRW is the dominant class in U.S. exports and the 
largest class produced each year. The United States 
produces more HRW wheat than wheat of any other 
class, estimated at 29 million Mt in 2003, more than 
double the amount of HRS wheat, the next closest 
competitor (USDA 2004). HRW wheat is grown on 
the Great Plains of the United States, which extend 
from the Mississippi River west to the Rocky 
Mountains and from the Dakotas and Montana south 
to Texas, and in California. HRS and durum wheat 
are grown in the north central United States, com- 
prising North and South Dakota, Minnesota, and 
Montana, and additionally in the southwest regions 
(desert durum). SRW wheat is found in the south- 
eastern third of the United States. HW wheats are 
grown mainly in California, Idaho, Kansas, and 
Montana, whereas SW wheats are grown in the 
Pacific Northwest of the United States. 

Canada 

The Canada Grain Act, first established in 1912 and 
modified a number of times since then, defines the 
Canadian grading system for grains and authorizes 
the federal government agency, the Canadian Grain 
Commission (CGC), to administer the Act and to 

Class Subclass Properties 

Durum 

Hard red spring 

Hard red winter 
Soft red winter 
Hard white 
Soft white 

Unclassed 

Mixed 

1. Hard amber durum 
2. Amber durum 
3. Durum 
1. Dark northern spring 
2. Northern spring 
3. Red spring 
None 
None 
None 
1. Soft white 

2. White club 

3. Western white 

None 

None 

75% or more hard and vitreous kernels 
60-75% hard and vitreous kernels 
Less than 60% hard and vitreous kernels 
75% or more dark, hard and vitreous kernels 
2 5 7 5 %  dark, hard and vitreous kernels 
Less than 25% dark, hard, and vitreous kernels 

Soft endosperm white wheat with 10% or less white 
club wheat 

Soft endosperm white club wheat with 10% or less 
other soft white 

Less than 10% white club wheat and more than 10% 
other soft white wheat 

Any variety of wheat that is not classifiable, includes 
any wheat which is other than red or white in color 

Less than 90% of one class and more than 10% of 
another class or combination of classes 

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture 1993. 
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establish and maintain Canada’s grain quality stan- 
dards (CGC 1993a). The system separates grain into 
groups, each defined by standards of quality. Re- 
gulations to the Canada Grain Act establish statutory 
grades for most grain sold domestically and for 
export. The CGC recommends and sets grain grades 
and standards and operates a fair and impartial grad- 
ing and inspection system for Canadian grain. The 
Canada Grain Act states how grades can be changed 
or eliminated, how new ones are added, and who is 
responsible for investigating, reviewing, and ap- 
proving grade changes (CGC 1993a). 

Two committees were established by the Canada 
Grain Act to periodically review the grade defini- 
tions and specifications and make recommendations 
for change to the CGC: the Western Grain Standards 
Committee (representing western Canada) and the 
Eastern Grain Standards Committee (representing 
eastern Canada). Grade changes are usually intro- 
duced at the beginning of the new crop year and may 
involve the introduction of new grades, the removal 
of grades, or changes in tolerances and specifica- 
tions within the grades. While change in grade sel- 
dom occurs, standard samples may change slightly 
each year to r e k t  the effect of environmental 
growing conditions on the harvested grain. A stan- 
dard sample visually represents the minimum quali- 
ty for each grade of grain that will reach the market- 
place in a given year (CGC 1993a). 

In Canada, there are two types of standards, pri- 
mary and export, both of which are physical samples 
of grain (CGC 1993a,b). Primary standards are the 
minimum quality of each grade of grain, and they 
are used for grading when the grain moves from pro- 
ducer to primary elevators and then to terminal ele- 
vators. Grade definitions are tables of specification, 
and they form the basis for wheat grading (CGC 
2003a). The primary grade determinants for Canada 
Western Red Spring (CWRS) wheat are given in 
Table 2.6. The five key grading factors that are con- 
sidered when grading wheat are test weight, varietal 
purity, vitreousness, soundness, and maximum lim- 
its of foreign material. Three other important con- 
siderations are dockage, moisture content, and pro- 
tein content. Export standards represent average 
grade quality and are generated only for those wheat 
classes and grades that are exported in significant 
quantities, for example, CWRS and Canada Western 
Amber Durum (CWAD). The export grade determi- 
nants for CWRS wheat are shown in Table 2.7. All 

exported wheat must be at least equal in quality to 
the port standard sample for the grade. The “Certi- 
ficate Final” issued for each export shipment of 
grain is internationally recognized. 

The Canadian grading system relies on a very 
tight policy for registering new varieties of wheat. 
Wheat classes are based upon specific kernel size 
and shape, called kernel visual distinguishability 
(KVD), which ensures that classes can be easily 
determined and separated from one another. Classes 
and grades are based upon functional end use quali- 
ty. New wheat varieties must have the same or better 
quality than other varieties in the same class, and 
they must look like other varieties within the same 
class. Similarly, grades within each class are visual- 
ly distinguishable (CGC 2004). For the CWRS and 
CWAD wheat classes, there are legislated reference 
varietal standards, which means that all new vari- 
eties must meet or exceed set quality, agronomic, 
and disease resistance characteristics before being 
approved for registration. All wheat varieties regis- 
tered in the class will then conform to a defined 
quality profile, thus ensuring that variation in quali- 
ty between shipments will be minimal. 

Protein is a key determinant of wheat quality, and 
protein content can become a critical factor, particu- 
larly for buyers of hard wheat. To meet market 
demand, in 1971, Canada became the first wheat- 
exporting country in the world to sell a major export 
class of wheat, CWRS, on the basis of guaranteed 
minimum protein levels. The top two grades, No. 1 
and No. 2 CWRS, are segregated by protein level, 
with guaranteed minimum protein contents. 

Currently there are 14 official Canadian wheat 
classes and grades including No. 1, 2,  3, or feed 
within each class, used by the CGC to segregate 
wheat (Tables 2.8 and 2.9). One recent addition is 
the Canada Western Hard White (CWHW) wheat 
class, a class of wheat that is in the developmental 
stage. Quality characteristics for CWHW are similar 
to CWRS, kernel color being the main difference 
between the two classes. Wheat classes designated 
Canada Western are those grown in western Canada, 
and they represent the major wheat of commerce for 
Canada. The relatively small number of wheat vari- 
eties that make up most of the crop of a specific 
wheat class is one reason for the high uniformity of 
Canadian wheats in shipments. 

Most Canadian wheat (94% of total Canadian 
production) is grown in the three Prairie Provinces 
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Table 2.8. Canadian Wheat Classes (Western Canada) 

Class Name Grades Variety (from the Regulations) 

Canada Western Red Nos. 1, 2,  and 3 CWRS 

CW Feed 

Nos. 1, 2,  3, and 4 CWAD 

No. 5 CWAD 
Nos. 1 and 2 CWRW 

CW Feed 

Nos. 1 ,2 ,  and 3 CWSWS 

CW Feed 

Nos. 1 and 2 CWES 

CW Feed 

Nos. 1 and 2 CPSW 

CW Feed 

Nos. 1 and 2 CPSR 

CW Feed 

Any variety of red spring wheat equal to or 

Any type or variety of wheat excluding 

Any variety of amber durum wheat equal 

Any variety of amber durum wheat 
Any variety of red winter wheat equal to 

Any type or variety of wheat excluding 
amber durum 

Any variety of soft white spring wheat equal 
to acceptable reference varieties 

Any type or variety of wheat excluding 
amber durum 

Any variety of extra strong red spring wheat 
equal to or better than Glenlea 

Any type or variety of wheat excluding 
amber durum 

Any variety of Canada Prairie Spring White 
equal to acceptable reference varieties 

Any type or variety of wheat excluding 

Any variety of Canada Prairie Spring Red 
equal to acceptable reference varieties 

Any type or variety of wheat excluding 
amber durum 

Spring better than Neepawa 

amber durum 

to or better than Hercules 
Canada Western 

Amber Durum 

Canada Western 
Red Winter acceptable reference varieties 

Canada Western Soft 
White Spring 

Canada Western 
Extra Strong 

Canada Prairie Spring 
White 

amber durum 
Canada Prairie 

Spring Red 

Source: Canadian Grain Commission 2003a, pp. 3-4. 

of western Canada (Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Al- 
berta). Growing areas are concentrated in south- 
western Manitoba, southern Saskatchewan, and 
southern Alberta east of the Rocky Mountains and in 
the Peace River area of Alberta, and they comprise 
about 492,000 km2 (Berry 1993). The majority of 
wheat is produced in Saskatchewan. Lesser amounts 
of wheat, mainly for domestic needs, are grown in 
the provinces of British Columbia (western Canada) 
and in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec, New 
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island 
(eastern Canada). Most of the wheat grown in Ca- 
nada is spring wheat. Spring wheat production in 
2003 was almost six-fold greater than winter wheat 
production (16.4 million Mt vs. 2.8 million Mt, 
respectively) (STATCAN 2003). Both spring wheat 
and winter wheat are grown in eastern and western 
Canada. Durum wheat is grown exclusively in west- 

ern Canada, specifically in the southern areas of 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. The largest 
class of wheat produced in western Canada is hard 
red spring at 13.9 million Mt, followed distantly by 
durum at 4.3 million Mt for 2003 (STATCAN 2003). 
Canada is the largest exporter of hard red spring 
wheat in the world. 

WHEAT QUALITY 
OVERVIEW 

Quality is a difficult word to define since the mean- 
ing of the quality of wheat depends on the context 
of its use. Quality to a farmer growing wheat may 
mean that the grain he sows has good germinability 
and that the grain he harvests is undamaged and 
sound, that is, free of sprout damage, disease, and 
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Table 2.9. Canadian Wheat Classes (Eastern Canada) 

Class Name Grades Variety (from the Regulations) 

Canada Eastern Red 

Canada Eastern Red 
Spring 

Canada Eastern Hard 
Red Winter 

Canada Eastern Soft 
Red Winter 

Canada Eastern 
Amber Durum 

Canada Eastern White 
Winter 

Canada Eastern Soft 
White Spring 

Nos. 1, 2,  and 3 CER 
CE Feed 

Nos. 1, 2,  and 3 CERS 

CE Feed 

Nos. 1, 2,  and 3 CEHRW 

CE Feed 

Nos. 1, 2,  and 3 CESRW 

CE Feed 

Nos. 1, 2,  and 3 CEAD 

CE Feed 
Nos. 1, 2,  and 3 CEWW 

CE Feed 

Nos. 1, 2,  and 3 CESWS 

CE Feed 

Any variety of red wheat 
Any type or variety of wheat excluding 

Any variety of red spring 
amber durum 

Any type or variety of wheat excluding 

Any type of hard red winter wheat 
amber durum 

Any type or variety of wheat excluding 

Any type of soft red winter 
amber durum 

Any type or variety of wheat excluding 

Any variety of amber durum equal to 

Any variety of amber durum 
Any variety of white winter wheat equal to 

Any type or variety of wheat excluding 

Any variety of soft white spring wheat equal to 

Any type or variety of wheat excluding 

amber durum 

Hercules 

acceptable reference 

amber durum 

acceptable reference varieties 

amber durum 

Source: Canadian Grain Commission 2003a, pp. 3-4. 

insect pests. For harvested wheat exhibiting these 
latter characteristics the farmer is paid more money. 
For the milling and processing industries, undam- 
aged wheat with little or no physical defects and 
functionality for a particular end use is of primary 
concern, and together they constitute quality. End 
use quality is dependent on the wheat variety charac- 
teristics (genotype effect) and the environmental con- 
ditions (soil type, climate conditions) under which 
the wheat variety was grown. Together, the genotype 
and environment produce variations in wheat end 
use quality from year to year. 

The three major factors that infience the end use 
quality of wheat are kernel hardness, protein con- 
tent, and dough strength. The effects of kernel hard- 
ness are seen largely in milling, where hard kernels 
are more resistant to reduction in size than soft ker- 
nels and require more energy to crush. Starch gran- 
ules, found in the endosperm, undergo mechanical 

damage during milling, more so with hard wheat 
than with soft wheat. This results in damaged starch, 
which is more susceptible to amylolytic enzymes 
and exhibits a higher degree of water absorption 
than undamaged starch. Hence, hard wheats have 
a greater proportion of damaged starch than soft 
wheats and therefore have higher gassing power and 
water absorption, two important properties in bread- 
making. Kernel hardness varies considerably among 
the wheat classes. Kernel hardness, as measured by 
particle size index (PSI), ranges from 35-40 for dur- 
um wheats, which are considered extra hard, to 70- 
75 for the softest SRW, SWW, SWS, and White Club 
wheats (Williams 1993). HRS and HRW wheats are 
typically in the 45-60 PSI range. 

The contribution of protein to wheat end use qual- 
ity, primarily in breadmaking, is re&cted in both 
quantitative and qualitative aspects. The quantitative 
factor, that is, protein content, is a critical factor of 
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wheat quality. Depending on the variety of wheat 
and the environment in which it has been grown, 
wheat protein content can range from 6 to 20%. The 
major wheat classes traded internationally generally 
have protein contents in the range of 9-15%. Protein 
content is a good indicator of the type of food appli- 
cations for a wheat variety. Generally, low-protein 
wheats are used for pastry, cakes, cookies, and 
crackers, and high-protein wheats are used for bread 
and blending purposes. 

Qualitative aspects, or protein quality, are re&ct- 
ed in such characteristics as dough strength. Even 
though two wheat samples may have similar protein 
contents, their functionality may be very different. 
The protein quality of wheat is determined by the 
presence or absence of specific protein subunits, 
gliadins and glutenins, that interact selectively to 
form a gluten matrix of varying strength. In many 
cases (between varieties and between wheat classes), 
dough strength increases positively with protein con- 
tent. However, there are many instances where 
wheats have identical protein content, but different 
dough strength. For example, in the Canadian hard 
red spring wheat classes, Canada Western Extra 
Strong (CWES) wheat has a protein content similar 
to or lower than that of CWRS but considerably 
greater dough strength. For this reason, CWES 
wheats are often used in blends with weaker wheats 
for bread baking. In general, wheats with weak 
dough strength are used in the manufacture of cakes, 
pastry, and cookies; those with strong dough strength 
are used for pan breads, hearth breads, flat breads, 
noodles, and pasta; and those with very strong dough 
strength are used for blending with local weaker 
wheats to produce bread and noodles. 

USES OF WHEAT 

Wheat is used worldwide as a human food, an ani- 
mal feed and as an industrial feedstock. The specific 
use of wheat varieties in food and nonfood applica- 
tions is dependent on functional characteristics of 
the wheat. For human food, wheat is used most often 
in some form of bread, whether it is pan bread com- 
monly consumed in North America, fit bread like 
tortillas for Hispanic consumers, or specialty breads 
like pita bread and bagels. Wheat is used in other 
baked products such as cakes, cookies, pastry, crack- 
ers and doughnuts. In Asia, substantial amounts of 
wheat are used in noodles and steamed bread. In 

North America and Europe, wheat is used for pasta 
production. Wheat or wheat by-products of milling 
such as bran are often used as part of the ration in 
feed for cattle, hogs and poultry. Industrial uses of 
wheat include the production of starch and gluten 
through selective fractionation procedures and the 
fermentation into alcohol. Starch is used in paper 
industries and for producing adhesives. Gluten, the 
functional protein of wheat, is used as a supplement 
to low protein kurs in bread making, in breakfast 
cereals and in fish food. Alcohol is used as a bever- 
age, in medicine preparation and as a fuel. 

QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAJOR 
WHEAT CLASSES 

Hard Red Spring Wheat 

Hard red spring wheat is characterized by hard red 
kernels, high protein content (1 2- 15%), high water 
absorption, and strong gluten properties. Superior 
milling properties include high flour yield with mini- 
mal protein loss and flour with low ash content. High 
volume baking properties make HRS wheat an excel- 
lent bread wheat. A comparison of hard red spring 
wheat from the United States and Canada is given in 
Table 2.10. Both countries produce top quality HRS 
wheats that command premiums in the marketplace. 
Hard red spring wheat is used in pan breads, hearth 
breads, rolls, croissants, bagels, hamburger buns, and 
pizza crust and for blending. Table 2.11 summarizes 
the many wheat-based food products available to 
consumers, the type of wheat used, and the charac- 
teristics required for food manufacture. 

Durum Wheat 

Durum wheat is the hardest of all commercially 
grown wheats. It is characterized by vitreous amber- 
colored kernels with high protein content (1 1-15%), 
very strong gluten properties, and yellow endo- 
sperm. It is the yellow pigment color and strong, 
elastic gluten properties that make durum suitable 
for pasta production. Durum is also used to make 
high quality couscous, a staple food in North Africa, 
and some Mediterranean breads. 

Hard Red Winter Wheat 

Hard red winter wheat has a wide range of protein 
content at levels generally considered medium to 
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Table 2.10. Quality Parameters of U.S. and Canadian Hard Red Spring Wheat 

Quality Parameter 

U.S. Hard Canada Western 
Red Spring Red Spring 

1998-2003 mean 1993-2002 meana 

Wheat 
Test weight, kg/hL 
1000 kernel weight, g 
Protein content, % (dry matter basis) 
Falling number, s 

Flour 
Flour extraction, % 
Ash, % (14% moisture basis) 
Protein content, % (14% moisture basis) 
Wet gluten, % 
Amylograph peak viscosity, BU 

Physical dough properties 
Farinograph 
Absorption, % 
Development time, min 
Stability, min. 

Extensigraph 
Extensibility, cm 
Resistance, BU 
Area, cm 2 

78.5 
30.3 
16.6 

368 

69.3 

13.3 
35.5 

0.45 

588 

64.4 
12.1 
19.1 

23.0 
475 
137 

81.4 
31.9 
15.9 

385 

75.5 
0.48 

13.1 
36.gb 

675 

65.7 
5.25 
9.5 

22.0 
540 
156 

A1 veograph 
P, mm 92 111 
L, mm 111 120 
W, Joules x 360 438 

Absorption, % 62.9" 70.0d 
Loaf volume, cc 1038 1087 
Source: Canadian Grain Commission 2003b, North Dakota Wheat Commission 2003. 
aComposite sample grade No. 1 CWRS 13.5% protein. 
bMean of data generated starting in 1996. 
"Modified American Association of Cereal Chemists Method 10-09. 
dCanadian Short Process bake method. 

Baking 

Soft Wheat high (9.5-13.5%) that rank slightly below those of 
hard red spring wheat. It is characterized by medium 
hard kernel characteristics and medium strong, mel- 
low gluten properties that produce good milling and 
baking performance over a wide range of applica- 
tions. The versatility of hard red winter wheats is 
shown in their use in pan bread, hearth bread, rolls, 
all-purpose kur,  and pastry products. 

Whether they are spring or winter in habit, red or 
white in color, soft wheats have similar quality char- 
acteristics. Soft wheats all have low protein content 
(8-11%), soft endosperm, and weak gluten proper- 
ties. They are used for bakery products other than 
pan bread including fit breads, cakes, pastries and 
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Table 2.1 1. Quality Characteristics of Wheat-based Food Products 

Grain Dough 
Hardness Strength 
(particle Grain (farinograph 

Food Product size index) Protein, % stabilitv, min.) Classesa 

Leavened breads 
Pan-type, buns 50-60 12-15 6-13 HRS, HRW 
French 50-60 10-14 6-13 HRW, HWW, HWS 

breads SRW 
Unleavened (fit) 55-65 10-13 4-8 HRW, HWW, HWS, SWW, 

Noodles 50-70 8-14 4-13 HRS, HRW, HWS, HWW, 

Cookies 65-75 8-10 1-2 SWW, SRW 
Cakes, pastry 65-75 6-8 1-2 SWW, SRW, Club, SWS 
Pasta, couscous 35-45 11-15 2-7 Durum 

SWS, SWW, SRW 

Source: Adapted from Williams 1993. 
"HRS = Hard red spring; HRW = Hard red winter; HWS = Hard white spring; HWW = Hard white winter; SRW = 

Soft red winter; SWW = Soft white winter; SWS = Soft white spring. 

crackers, pretzels, cookies, quick breads, muffins, 
noodles, and snack foods. 

Hard White Wheat 

Hard white wheats are very similar to hard red 
wheats in milling and baking properties. Character- 
ized by hard kernels that mill to high ku r  extrac- 
tions, medium high protein content (10-15%), and 
strong gluten properties, hard white wheats are used 
primarily in pan breads, rolls, tortillas, and Asian 
noodles. They have additional uses in whole wheat 
or high extraction ku r  applications because of their 
white kernel color. 

ABBREVIATIONS 
CGC---Canadian Grain Commission. 
CWAD---Canada Western Amber Durum. 
CWES---Canada Western Extra Strong. 
CWRS---Canada Western Red Spring. 
CWHW---Canada Western Hard White. 
FAO---Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations. 
FGIS---Federal Grain Inspection Service. 
GIPSA---Grain Inspection, Packers and 
Stockyards Administration. 
ha---hectares. 

HRS---hard red spring. 
HRW---hard red winter. 
HW---hard white. 
HWS---hard white spring. 
HWW---hard white winter. 
Mt---metric tonnes. 
KVD---kernel visual distinguishability. 
PSI---particle size index. 
SRW---soft red winter. 
SW---soft white. 
SWS---soft white spring. 
SWW---soft white winter. 
US---United States of America 
USDA---United States Department of 
Agriculture. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As the preparation and technological analysis of 
wheat k u r  have been intensively reviewed recently 
in academic publications, this chapter will concen- 
trate on the industry and consumer safety require- 
ments that have emerged throughout the 1990s with 
the development for quality norms as published in 
Official Directives of the European Union and by 
the International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO). 

At least in Western Europe, IS0 quality norms 
and procedures now form the fundamental basis for 
producing and specifying wheat k u r  in the third 
millennium. Most importantly, they also form the 
backbone of Commercial agreements and quality 
contracts between millers and bakers, while respec- 
tively selling and purchasing wheat kurs, and are 
also considered as standards in judicial court cases. 
Thus, what is presented here is one real-world view 
of today’s fundamental science as conducted and 
practiced daily on real food factory and sales kors. 

Readers interested in academic views can refer to 
publications of the ICC, the worldwide international 
and intergovernmental organization overseeing good 
faith between partners during their exchange and to 
(A/I)ACC International, its academic and corporate 
complement (Posner and Hibbs 1997, Atwell 2001). 
[The (A/I) between in parentheses indicates the de- 
sire of members paying dues to see the “A” replaced 
by “I,” refbcting the evolution from an originally 
American national association to a truly interna- 
tional one.] 

WHAT IS WHEAT FLOUR? 
Wheat flour is the product resulting exclusively from 
the grinding of wheat grains, that is, Triticum aes- 
tivum. It is a sane, loyal, and commercial product, 
cleaned of impurities prior to grinding and in line 
with local and national regulations in the country 
where it is used. It must be free of all additives, most 
notably k u r  from legumes; oxidoreducing agents 
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88 Part I: Flours 

such as ascorbic acid; enzymes such as proteases, 
amylases, and pentosanases; emulsifiers; coloring 
agents; antibiotics; preserving agents; and so on. It 
must also be free from all treatments, such as heat- 
treatment, chlorination, and so on. 

OBJECTIVE 
CHARACTERIZATION 
SENSORY PROPERTIES 

The color can be described as homogeneous, from 
white to yellow; the touch is as a soft powder, and 
the odor and taste has neither off odor nor off taste. 

Defects and/or adulteration can sometimes be ob- 
served. Examples include musty odor due to im- 
proper storage conditions; green taste, often from 
legume proteins (not good for gluten) added to reach 
protein level specifications with a cheap kur ;  burnt 
or roasted taste, from overheating during grain dry- 
ing or from overdrying; vital gluten used as an addi- 
tive or so-called ku r  improver, and so on. Many 
things can go wrong. Storage stability for grains has 
been extensively reviewed, whereas grain adulter- 
ation has not. Often, musty off odors are an indicator 
of the potential presence of mycotoxins. In a biolog- 
ical sense, this is how fungi inform rival grain eaters 
that this is now their food, thus sending off an excel- 
lent warning or “keep-off ” signal. 

FOOD SAFETY 

Microbial and Animal Contaminants 

Food safety regulations are highly important. Spe- 
cifications for microbial k r a  and animal contami- 
nants (filth test) are represented in Table 3.1. 

Poisonous Contaminants 

Methods to trace heavy metals and mycotoxins 
come mostly from standardized AOAC (Association 
of Analytical Chemists) methods (Table 3.2). This 
probably re&cts the early advances that were made 
in the peanut industry. Poisonous contaminants can 
be from natural but undesirable sources, or they can 
be made and/or caused by man. Such sources in- 
clude 

Heavy metals in some soils. 
Mycotoxins from plant diseases or improper 
storage conditions. 
Pesticide residues, which are controversial in 
many aspects. Scientifically, the safety of such 
chemical residues in food is assessed by whether 
a user complies with the legal labeling on the 
container of the pesticides. Noncompliance can 
result in the residues being labeled as 
contaminants. Also, it is important to distinguish 
between food additives which are considered 
economic additives by some, and pesticides. 
Pollution, such as radioactivity or oils from 
polluted soils where the grain was grown, or 
from foreign materials. 

Mycotoxins It may be worth noting that, at the 
moment, mycotoxin levels in Europe are counted in 
parts per billion, whereas in North America, they are 
counted in parts per million. This is probably an un- 
fortunate result of the intensive agriculture in North 
America paired with the monovariety of wheat culti- 
vation in very large fields. In Europe, the parcella- 
tion of fields, the combined wider genetic diversity 
of sowed wheat, and the resulting higher disease 

Table 3.1. Quality Assurance for Microbial and Animal 
Contaminants in Wheat Flour 

Quality Assurance Item 

Total k r a  
Total coliforms 
Fecal coliforms 
Yeast 
Fungi 
Salmonella 
Staphylococcus aureus 
Insects, dead or alive 
Insect parts 
Rodent hair 

Specifications 

< 5o,ooo/g 
< lOOO/g 
< 1o/g 
< 10Olg 
< 5OOlg 

none125 g 
nonelg 

NoneI100 g 
Max 75/50 g, twice 
Max 1/50 g, 6 times 

Methods 

IS0 7698 
IS0 4832 

IS0 7698 
IS0 7698 
IS0 6574 
IS0 6888 
IS0 11050 
IS0 11050 
IS0 11050 
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Table 3.2. Tolerance Levels for Heavy Metals and Mycotoxins in Wheat Flour 

Heavy MetaUMycotoxin Normal Levels Method 

Lead 
Cadmium 
Aluminium 
Mercury 
Arsenic 
A fitoxine B1 
A fitoxines Bl+B2+Gl+G2 
Ochratoxine 
Vomitoxine 

Max. 200 ppb 
Max. 100 ppb 
Max. 60 ppm 
Max. 10 ppb 
Max. 1 ppm 
Max. 2 ppb 
Max. 4 ppb 
Max. 4 ppb 

Max. 100 ppb 

AOAC 972-25 atomic absorption 
AOAC 973-34 atomic absorption 
AOAC 973-34 atomic absorption 
AOAC 973-34 atomic absorption 
AOAC 973-34 atomic absorption 

AOAC 991-31 
AOAC 991-31 

UICPA-AOAC 1990,973/37 
JAOAC 69 ( 5 ), 1986 

resistance make it more difficult for mycotoxin- 
producing fungi to spread across an environment. 

Radioactivity The level of radioactivity in k u r  
may be no higher than the maximum levels accepted 
for foods and food ingredients, as stated in the 
Official Journal of the European Communities No. 
L211/3, 22  July 1989. 

Foreign Bodies The presence of foreign bodies in 
flour is not acceptable, whatever their nature. Before 
loading in bulk or in sacks, the flour is submitted to a 
sieving operation (sieves of 1 mm maximum) and 
goes through an electromagnet to detect metals. 
Cleaning and inspection, respectively, must be done 
daily for the filter and weekly for the magnet. In- 
spection must be reported and recorded in accordance 
with IS0 quality procedures. To prevent potential ad- 
ditional contamination, this equipment must be lo- 
cated as close as possible to the loading platform. 

All sorts of things have been found in k u r  sup- 
plies. For instance, brushes for cleaning kors, hair 
brushes, bits of plastics, bits of electrical wiring, 
screwdrivers and other tools, metal pieces, teeth, 
chicken bones, lemonade cans (perhaps fallen from 
the lunch of a nearby worker), and so on. All this 
foreign matter does not make a good impression in 
the finished bread or pastry, and it costs bakers time 
and money to remove them. 

Pesticides Pesticides residues are not allowed at 
levels above the maximum imposed by the 86/362/ 
CEE Directive and its successive revisions and 
updates. Target levels are 20 ppb; the accepted limit 
is 30 ppb (sum of detected residues), and rejection 
levels are individually defined (see Table 3.3) for 
each detected residue. 

Other Agricultural Residues Other residues 
from agricultural treatments, growth regulators, her- 
bicides, and/or fungicides may not be present either. 
The target levels are “not detectable,” the accepted 
limit is 20 ppb (sum of detected residues), and the 
rejection level is individually defined (see Table 3.3) 
for each detected residue. 

PHYSICOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The major purpose of physicochemical parameters 
is to optimize the consistency of ku r  for baking 
purposes. Today, in North America, it is known that 
a bushel of wheat yields about 70 pounds of bread. 
In Europe, the oldest written reference is the land- 
mark book Number XVIII about agriculture by 
Pliny The Elder (27-79 AD). It has provided a sound 
base in baking and deserves the credit. It was the 
very first publication about the effects of wheat 
diversity and variability in baking applications. For 
example, in verses 63-67, Pliny The Elder says, 
“When I bake one modius of ku r  from Cyprus, I 
get 20 pounds of bread; when I bake one modius of 
flour from Alexandria, Egypt, I also get 20 pounds 
of bread: but when I mix the two origins, with one 
modius of the blend, I get 25 pounds of bread.” 

Pliny The Elder perished in the eruption of the 
Vesuvius at Pompeii in the Roman Empire. The 
original location of the mill and bakery still exists 
and can be visited. Visitors to the bakery might pon- 
der that for some 2000 years now, better ways to 
improve ku r  consistency have kept challenging 
cereal scientists. 

Physicochemical characteristics are dependent on 
the end uses of the bakery ku r  and are specific to 
each baker and bakery plant. They are based on clas- 
sical chemistry parameters from the end of the 19th 
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Table 3.3. Maximum Levels of Residues in Cereal Grains 

Vernacular Name Cereal Grains, ppb Whole Wheat, ppb White Flour, ppb 

Chlorpyriphos methyl 2000 500 ~ 

DDT 50 ~ ~ 

Deltamethrine 1000 100 ~ 

Dichlorvos 2000 ~ ~ 

Endosulfan 100 ~ ~ 

Malathion 8000 2000 ~ 

Permethrine 2000 ~ ~ 

Pyrimiphos methyl 5000 2000 1000 

century (e.g., protein and ash content) and on rheo- 
logical parameters from around the second half of 
the 20th century, most notably the series of XYZ 
graphs. More recent tools, such as the NIR instru- 
ments, enzymatic dosage kits, and ku r  improvers, 
are undergoing standardization. 

Classical Chemical Parameters 

The most classical parameters, that is, moisture and 
protein, are the original forces driving the price of 
flour, and they date back to the end of the 19th cen- 
tury, when chemical methods were developed. 

Moisture that is too high may be advantageous to 
the miller (less dry solids for the agreed price), but it 
nevertheless increases microbiological risks while 
lowering the value for the baker. Moisture that is too 
low is an advantageous increase in dry solids for the 
baker, but it lowers revenues of the miller, while in- 
creasing starch damage during milling, hence im- 
pacting bread consistency. At an ideal water activity 
of 0.65, moisture varies between 14.5 and 15.5%. 

Ash is an old parameter. The prevalent idea has 
been and still is that high ash content would be an 
indicator of milling yield. The higher the ash, the 
higher the yield, and the higher the profit is for the 
miller, but the lower the quality is for the baker. This 
is an unproven fact, suggesting that it may rather be 
a preconceived idea. It could perhaps be a parameter 
dating to the end of the 19th century and relevant to 
stone milling. Indeed, stone mills around the world 
have almost all been progressively replaced by roller 
mill technology, which originated in Hungary and 
France at that time (Fig. 3.1). With stone milling, 
one can reasonably assume that the more you mill, 
the more you erode the stones, hence the more ash. 
At the beginning of the 20th century and just after 

World War I, for devastated Europe, each increase in 
milling yield was a way of contributing to emer- 
gence from a near-famine state (Fig. 3.2). Therefore, 
many research projects were driven by milling yield 
(Perkins 1997). At that time, on the market, there 

Song of thc ICollcr Mill. 

Figure 3.1. Song of the Roller Mill, as appeared in the 
February 4th, 1884, edition of the The Northwestern 
Miller, at Minneapolis, Minnesota. Observe that the 
shape of the verses of the whole song is reminiscent 
of the shape of a now obsolete stone mill. [Picture from 
the author's personal collection.] 
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Figure 3.2. Near the end of World War I (WWI), famine was menacing war-devastated Europe. On the left-hand side 
is a U.S. poster encouraging the U.S. people to decrease their demand on wheat flour, so that more flour could be 
shipped over the ocean to feed Europeans and U S .  troops properly. This need catalyzed many projects on milling 
yield. On the right-hand side is a bag of wheat flour that was sent as relief to Belgium after the end of WWI. Once the 
bag was emptied, the text on the bag was embroidered with the national colors of Belgium and presented during a 
ceremony of gratitude to the Minneapolis Milling Company, around 1922. That embroidered bag is now on display at 
the new Mill Museum at Minneapolis, Minnesota (www.millcitymuseum.org/). [Pictures from the author.] 

were wheat kurs from both stone mills and roller 
mills. The ash specification may have been an indi- 
cator of what kind of mill the wheat ku r  was from, 
and hence what price and premium to pay. 

Nitrogen fertilizers were first invented at the end 
of the 19th century. Due to their expensive nature, it 
was necessary to develop a method (determination 
of protein content) to pay farmers according to their 
relevant input. Kjeldahl published his protein do- 
sage method, based on successive mineralization 
and dosage of nitrogen content, back in 1883. Since 
then, in the 199Os, fully automated pyrolysis has 
simplified the dosage, while at the same time replac- 
ing pollution hazards of the Kjeldahl method. (See 
ISO, ICC, and AACC methods.) 

Flour with low protein content is mostly used for 
unfermented products. Flour with average protein 
content, -t 12% in Continental Europe and -t 14% in 
North America, is for fermented products, most 
notably bread. Flour with high protein content is for 
pasta and gluten applications. An exception to that is 
the British, who learned in the late 20th century to 
bake bread with kurs from increased local produc- 
tion of grain containing only 8-9% protein. 

Rheological Parameters 

After World War 11, a number of rheological param- 
eters were added to ku r  specifications. The aim 
was to increase k u r  consistency, and hence bakery 
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product quality. Most of these parameters are in 
what is called the xyz-graphs, most notably the 
farinograph, the extensigraph, the alveograph, the 
amylograph, and the mixograph. Interestingly, they 
are culture related. 

The farinograph yields a water absorption value 
and is used more or less around the world. Water 
absorption is a rheological parameter and must not 
be confused with water adsorption and water de- 
sorption, which are two thermodynamic parameters. 
At the moment, the thermodynamic parameters are 
mostly used for storage stability purposes in both 
grain and bakery product issues. Their usefulness in 
flour and dough is being investigated (De Bry et al. 
2003). 

The extensigraph, alveograph, and amylograph 
are more culture related and, to some extent, r e k t  
gluten strength and starch damage from average 
local grains. They are primarily and respectively 
used in Germany, France, and the British Isles, and 
their respective former colonies. 

The mixograph is a tool for plant breeders. Due 
to the nature of plant breeding and the very small 
amounts of grains available at the beginning of the 
wheat selection process, it allows the preparation of 
tiny doughs whose rheological properties can be 
measured, hence contributing to the breeder’s evalu- 
ation of the bakery quality of the seeds under selec- 
tion. 

Flour Formulation 

During transport to the rollers, grains from different 
origins are blended with the aim of leveling off nat- 
ural grain variability and thereby improving k u r  
consistency. As a result, today’s kurs are often 
composed of grains from up to 12 different origins. 

In the early 1980s, k u r  blenders were widely 
introduced into the European market, and all Euro- 
pean millers now have invested in this equipment. 
This progress also improved ku r  consistency. For 
instance, the variation coefficient of total protein has 
been reduced to less than 1%, and it also improves 
water absorption consistency, especially with respect 
to the starch being damaged by the roller mills. So 
millers obtain protein consistency by blending grains, 
and further down the production line, they obtain 
starch damage consistency by blending flours. 

Furthermore, k u r  blenders allowed the develop- 
ment of new k u r  products. Millers can now formu- 

late kurs for end users; for example, they can 
enrich ku r  to respond to nutritional requirements, 
most notably calcium enrichment for bone growth 
of young children (compulsory by law in the United 
Kingdom since World War 11) and folic acid for pre- 
venting neural tube defects in fetuses. This latter 
nutritional and technological advance is now diffus- 
ing to the rest of the world. 

In addition, k u r  blenders are used for adding 
ingredients or so-called processing aids. Ancillary 
additives are oxidoreducing agents for modifying 
gluten strength, ascorbic acid (E-300) to increase it, 
and sodium metabisulphite and related sulphites 
(E221, E222, E223, and E224) to reduce it. More 
recently, hydrolytic enzymes, for instance amylases, 
proteases, and pentosanases also have become tools 
for formulating kurs to achieve particular levels of 
rheological properties. Most of these processing 
aids belong to the list of food additives and are regu- 
lated by food laws. 

One drawback of this process is occasional k u r  
adulteration. This can occur when a baker specifies 
that he does not want any additives, but the miller 
knows how to combine protease additives with 
cheap grains to reach a specified xyz-graph target 
for the kur,  hence increasing his own gross margins 
at the expense of the baker. Indeed, ICC and AACC 
methods are now so standardized that they are rather 
easy to bypass. At quality control time, when the 
flour passes the tests, it is delivered to the bakery. 
The miller gets paid more for kurs made from 
cheaper grains. However, once the ku r  is in the 
bakery processing, the baker is faced with k u r  
inconsistencies and unexpected costs. This kind of 
malpractice can prevent a bakery plant from operat- 
ing, and it can be very expensive for the bakers to fix 
the problem. For instance, see the effect of added 
proteases in Figure 3.3. 

Fighting back, the analytical industry is now 
developing new analytical kits to determine if these 
additives are present. New analytical methods are 
also being developed to improve grain blending 
without the need for expensive additives, thus reduc- 
ing costs while improving the quality of the prod- 
ucts for both millers and bakers (De Bry et al. 2003). 

More Recent Parameters 

All the above-cited parameters have recently been 
correlated to fast NIR measurements (Burns and 
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Figure 3.3. SDS-PAGE electrophoresis of wheat cultivars as controls (C), real world industrial flours (F), and real 
world flour adulteration (A). The water soluble wheat proteins, i.e., the globulin and albumin fraction, were extracted 
using a tris buffer at ph 7.5 and left to incubate at room temperature for 30 minutes, before being submitted to elec- 
trophoresis (courtesy of www.clermont.inra.fr). pH 7.5 is optimal for protease activity and was used for the cracker 
dough for which this flour was delivered. Wheat cultivars used as controls were from wheat harvested that year and 
used by millers in their flour blends: hence, the higher density of protein bands for flours than for cultivars. By con- 
trast with honest flours, adulterated flours have lost many bands, especially in the middle of the gel, and their elec- 
trophoregrams are almost white. Indeed, due to protease effects, many protein bands have undergone hydrolysis 
and disappeared. Note that bakers now need new analytical methods for preventing flour adulteration. 

Ciurczak 200 1, Williams and Norris 200 1). Correla- 
tions obtained depend on how good and how rele- 
vant the reference method is. During scientific pre- 
sentations at congresses to evaluate the need for 
processing efficiency and quality, the following ob- 
servations were made: 

Academic scientists are interested in squared 
correlation coefficients greater than 0.70. 
Industrial scientists are interested in squared 
correlation coefficients above 0.80. 

With respect to financial matters and potential 
disputes and litigation between parties along the 
cereal supply chain, squared correlation coefficients 
greater than 0.90 have become mandatory. Interest- 
ingly, for both moisture and total protein, NIR 
squared correlation coefficients are greater than 0.98. 

A number of more recent and composition-related 
parameters are based on test kits and/or automated 

measurements specifically developed for the cereal, 
food, and beverage industries. For instance, there are 
two new ways to measure starch damage: (1) an 
enzymic test kit and (2) automated wet-chemistry 
analysis. In the past, the wet-chemistry and enzymic 
methods have been well correlated. Further develop- 
ments in test kits now use molecular biology for pro- 
ducing relevant enzymes. There is also a range of test 
kits for additives, for example, ascorbic acid (E300), 
mannitol, sorbitol, artificial sweeteners (E95 1, etc.), 
and so on. 

STORAGE, PACKAGING, AND DELIVERY 

Requirements for storage, packaging, and delivery 
are as follows: 

Storage in dry silos. A water activity of 0.65 -t 
0.04 is being investigated as a new kur  storage 
specification. 
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Packaging either in sacks or bulk. 
Tanks for bulk delivery. The tank on the lorry for 
transporting ku r  can only be used for wheat 
flour. Otherwise, the transporter must present a 
certificate of cleaning before unloading the fbur 
at the bakery plant. 
Each delivery must be accompanied by both a 
delivery certificate stating the amount delivered 
and the name of the product, and an analytical 
certificate reporting the requested controls (see 
Table 3.4). A control plan must be implemented 
by the k u r  supplier. 

CONCLUSION 
Over the last century, three major breakthroughs 
have occurred in the world of wheat kurs: 

1. An increase in milling yield that resulted from 
replacing the obsolescent stone mills with 
roller mills. This offered the added and spec- 

Table 3.4. Control Plan for Wheat Flour 

tacular advantage of preventing famine while 
feeding troops and people in war-devastated 
Europe in the 1920s (see Figs. 3.1 and 3.2). 
With milling and baking industrialization, two 
positive scientific advancements have resulted: 
(1) development of xyz-graphs with the aim 
of improving ku r  consistency and bakery 
performance, followed by (2) the calibration of 
the standard parameters to NIR measurements. 
Of course, unfortunately, this also resulted 
in new ways of adulterating ku r  (Fig. 3.3). 
With international trade, better, faster, and 
cheaper transport has made possible world 
globalization. There is an increased emphasis 
on food safety issues and traceability in rela- 
tion to k u r  handling, which has increased the 
importance of IS0 quality certification. 

2. 

3. 

The development of these improvements over 
time followed a sigmoidal growth curve over some 
30 to 50 years each, each one slightly overlap- 
ping the previous one, just as described in textbooks 

Results 
Flour Characteristics Frequency Laboratory Communication 

Filth test Trimonthly External and IS0 Copy of results 
certified 

Microbiology 
Total fbra 
Total Coliforms 
Fecal Coliforms 
Yeast 
Fungi 
Salmonella 
Staphylococcus aureus 

Trimonthly 

Contaminants Trimonthly 
My cot oxins At harvest 
Heavy metals Trimonthly 
Pesticide Residue At harvest 
(Multicontaminants analysis) 
-Radioactivity 

External and IS0 Copy of results 
certified 

External and IS0 
certified 

Copy of results 

Physico-chemical Upon each delivery Internal Analysis report 
characteristics upon each 
According to each delivery 

bakery specifications 
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Figure 3.4. Over the last century, the development of improvements in cereal issues followed sigmoidal growth 
curves, each one spread over some 30 to 50 years, and slightly overlapping the previous one, just as described in 
textbooks dealing with business trends and economy. 

dealing with business trends and the economy 
(Fig.3.4). - 

What will come next? Research points to 

The pursuit of the concentration and automation 
of the milling and baking industries and 
New analytical methods to overcome k u r  
adulteration and improve manufacturing 
efficiencies, while turning natural wheat 
variability into a benefit for factories, the 
environment, and consumers. 

This perspective is presently emerging with to- 
day's industrial development in predicting agronom- 
ic values, process performances, and product prop- 
erties (De Bry et al. 2003). 
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METHODS 

www.iso.ch/-IS0 is the International Organization 
for Standardization. A network of national standard 
institutes from 148 countries, with more than 14,000 
International Standards for business, governments, 
and society working in partnership with international 
organizations, governments, industry, business, and 
consumer representatives. A bridge between public 
and private sectors. 

www.icc.or.at/-ICC is the original abbreviation for to- 
day's International Association for Cereal Science 
and Technology. Started in Europe, it is an association 
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sponsored by Governments of Our World, represent- 
ing voters and consumers while controlling and 
counterbalancing industry-driven associations. The 
list of publications and standard methods is available 
on the website. 

www.aoac.org/-The AOAC International is the As- 
sociation of Analytical Communities, which is com- 
mitted to be a proactive, worldwide provider and 
facilitator in the development, use, and harmoniza- 
tion of validated analytical methods and laboratory 
quality assurance programs and services. AOAC also 
serves as the primary resource for timely knowledge 
exchange, networking, and high-quality laboratory 
information for its members. An electronic compila- 
tion of analytical methods is available too. 

www.aaccnet.org/-AACC is the original abbreviation 
for American Association of Cereal Chemists. Due 
to its internationalization the name of this industry- 
driven association is due to be adapted soon. It is 
sponsored essentially by corporate memberships, 
hence representing the interest of the milling and 
baking industry and by individual memberships. 
AACC approved methods are also available online. 

www.aocs.org/-AOCS is the abbreviation for the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society. It has interests sim- 

ilar to those of AACC, but from the oil industry 
approach for all the fats that interact with cereals in 
almost all bakery recipes. Official Methods and Re- 
commended Practices are also available on the web- 
site. 

The Food Laws and Regulation Division of the 
Institute of Food Technologists (IFT) is composed of 
food scientists and technologists, research managers, 
government regulators, and educators dealing with 
all aspects of federal, state, and international laws 
and regulations that have relevance to food andor  
food components. Allowed doses of fbur improvers 
and compulsory by law nutritional requirements, 
from the North American view, can be obtained from 
the website. 

.htm#FOODSAFETY-Similar to the above, but 
with a more European view; the two complement 
themselves. 

www.faia.org.uk/enumbers.php-Useful and practical 
link. All the “E” numbers associated to permitted 
food additives, including so-called fiur improvers. 

www.ift.org/divisions/foodplaw/index.html- 

http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/en/cig/g400Of 
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INTRODUCTION 
Wheat contains a complex mixture of proteins that 
have the unique property of being able to form a vis- 
coelastic dough when kur  is mixed with water. The 
dough formed is composed of a network of very 
large protein molecules that surround the starch 
granules and other k u r  components. When the 
starch and the water-soluble proteins (albumins and 
globulins) are washed out of a dough, the water- 
insoluble protein fractions (the gliadin and glutenin 
proteins) remain in the viscoelastic mass called 
gluten. Gluten may be dried, ground, and marketed 
as a cream-colored powder that can be used to aug- 
ment the protein content of k u r  or as an ingredient 
in other foods. When gluten is processed gently (i.e., 
using mild washing conditions and low-temperature 
drying) so as to prevent denaturation of the proteins, 
the dry product, called Vital Wheat Gluten (VWG), 
will regain its viscoelasticity when rehydrated. 

Wheats have been developed for particular grow- 
ing environments, with particular end uses in mind. 
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Different types of wheats are often used in making 
various foodstuffs-for example, hard wheats are 
used for breads, durum wheats for pasta, and soft 
wheats for cookies, crackers, and cakes. Gluten may 
be isolated from any type of wheat, but the strength 
and functionality of the gluten will vary depending 
on the ku r  type used. Strong wheats with a high 
protein content would be expected to give the 
strongest gluten. 

Gluten composition varies with wheat type, be- 
tween varieties, and due to changes in growing con- 
ditions. As a result, flour varies not only in its protein 
content, but also in the functionality and chemical 
composition of the proteins. Some kurs are there- 
fore blended by the miller from a mixture of wheats 
in order to yield kurs with a specific protein con- 
tent or baking performance. The blending may also 
include addition of dry gluten to increase the protein 
content or strength of the kur. 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
OF GLUTEN 
The two major components of wheat on a dry basis 
are protein (8-15%) and starch (62-75%), the 
ranges being dependent on the wheat class and the 
variety. Bran, lipids, and ash make up the remainder 
of the kernel. The bran layer is removed when wheat 
is milled to give white k u r  with a composition of 
10-15% protein and 72-80% starch, with lesser per- 
centages of dietary fiber, lipid, and ash. Flour mixed 
with water forms the viscoelastic dough from which 
most of the starch can be washed to obtain the 
gluten. After drying, the gluten contains 70-85% 
protein, 5 1 5 %  carbohydrate (starch + other fiber), 
3-10% lipids, and 1-2% ash (Hoseney 1994, 197; 
Pyler 1988, 113; Wrigley and Bietz 1988, 163). 

The proteins in cereal grains have a good overall 
amino acid composition (AA profile) except for 
lysine, which is the limiting essential amino acid in 
wheat (Wrigley and Bietz 1988, 240). In order to 
ensure a nutritionally balanced diet, therefore, peo- 
ple also need to eat protein from other sources that 
are rich in lysine, such as meat, fish, dairy products, 
and legumes. 

The amino acid composition of gluten shows 
some unique features (Tkachuk 1969; Wrigley and 
Bietz 1988, 229-241). For example, gluten contains 
a high amount of glutamic acid, which exists as glu- 
tamine in the wheat kernel. This high content of glu- 

tamine (having an extra amino group) results in 
hydrogen bonding in the development of the dough 
system during the mixing process and assists in film 
formation. Gluten also contains a high content of 
proline, which because of its ring structure, disrupts 
the regular alpha-helix folding of polypeptide chains 
and therefore promotes beta-structure formation in 
the gluten proteins. Gluten also contains relatively 
high amounts of the hydrophobic amino acids leu- 
cine and isoleucine, which can promote hydrophobic 
interactions between the polypeptide chains. Gluten 
also contains very low levels of the charged amino 
acids and therefore has low charge densities at acid or 
alkaline pH and low repulsive forces. Wheat gluten 
has a relatively high amount of sulfur amino acids, 
which participate in both intra- and interpolypeptide 
disulfide bonding. As a result of all these unique fea- 
tures of its composition, gluten can readily be 
formed into a continuous film when enough energy is 
applied during mixing in an aqueous environment. 

The viscoelastic behavior of wheat gluten sets it 
apart from other grain or vegetable proteins (for 
review, see Belton 1999). The formation of gluten is 
a result of the interaction of the two major classes of 
wheat proteins, the gliadins and the glutenins, which 
interact when k u r  is mixed with water to form the 
viscoelastic mass. It should be clearly noted that 
gluten is an artifact of processing ku r  and does not 
exist as such in the wheat kernel. It is formed from 
the interaction of the two protein classes, gliadins 
and glutenins (which are synthesized separately in 
the wheat kernel), when k u r  is hydrated and mixed 
to form a dough. 

The gliadin proteins of gluten are a group of mon- 
omeric proteins that consist of single-chain poly- 
peptides that contain intrapolypeptide disulfide bonds 
(for review, see Tatham et al. 1990). Using elec- 
trophoresis on starch gels (Woychik et al. 1961) and 
polyacrylamide gels (Bushuk and Zillman 1978), 
gliadins have been conveniently classified and dis- 
tinguished into four groups as alpha-, beta-, gamma-, 
and omega-gliadins, based on their mobility on the 
gels. The alpha-gliadins are the fastest, and the 
omega-gliadins are the slowest migrating of the 
species. The molecular weights of the majority of 
these polypeptides, as determined by sodium dodecyl 
sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS- 
PAGE), range from 30,000 to 50,000 (Shewry 
2003). Gliadins are somewhat sticky and contribute 
the viscous properties to the gluten complex. 
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The glutenin proteins of gluten are a mixture of 
polypeptides (containing both intra- and intermolec- 
ular disulfide bonds) that are joined via the inter- 
polypeptide disulfide bonds to form large polymers 
with molecular weights in the millions (Tatham et al. 
1990, Khan and Huckle 1992, Shewry et al. 1992, 
MacRitchie and Lafiandra 1997, Shewry 2003). 
When these polymers are treated with a reducing 
agent, they are broken down into subunits that range 
in molecular weight by SDS-PAGE from approxi- 
mately 12,000 to 134,000 (Bietz and Wall 1972, 
Khan and Bushuk 1976). Because of their polymer- 
ic nature and large molecular sizes, the glutenin pro- 
teins contribute the elastic properties to the gluten 
complex. The subunits of glutenin in the 90,000- 
134,000 MW range are called the high molecular 
weight glutenin subunits (HMWGS). Payne et al. 
(1979) have shown that the presence or absence of 
certain of these HMWGS correlates with differences 
in breadmaking quality, indicating that the composi- 
tion of the glutenin proteins can affect the functional 
properties of a particular wheat variety. The subunits 
of glutenin whose molecular weight is smaller than 
90,000 are called the low molecular weight glutenin 
subunits (LMWGS). 

It is now widely accepted that gluten proteins are 
responsible for the variations in the baking qual- 
ity of wheats, and in particular, it is the insoluble 
fraction of the glutenin polymer which is most 
closely related to differences in dough strength and 
baking quality amongst different wheat varieties 
[MacRitchie et al. 1990 (review article), MacRitchie 
and Lafiandra 1997, Weegels et al. 19961. The exact 
molecular mechanisms responsible for these varia- 
tions still remain unclear (Dobraszczyk and Mor- 
genstern 2003), but the physical relationship be- 
tween the various protein molecules (e.g., polymer 
entanglement and the cross-linking of large protein 
molecules) as well as their broad molecular weight 
distribution are involved. Wheat type and source 
(environmental effects during growth) lead to the 
differing functionality of glutens and the differing 
rheological properties that make them most suitable 
for different uses. Gluten quality, however, refers to 
the protein composition in terms of the different 
combinations (Payne 1987, Payne et al. 1979) and 
relative quantities (Zhu and Khan 2002) of glutenin 
subunits that are typically found in different classes 
of wheat and are correlated to gluten strength and, 
subsequently, to product quality. 

For more detailed discussion of dough formation, 
the structure of dough and gluten, and molecular 
weight distribution, the reader is referred to Cauvain 
and Young (1998), Southan and MacRitchie (1999), 
Gianibelli et al. (2001), Dobraszczyk and Morgen- 
stern (2003), and MacRitchie (2003). A general dis- 
cussion of gluten proteins can also be found in the 
text of Hoseney’s (1994) Principles of Cereal 
Science and Technology 

SYNTHESIS OF GLUTEN 
PROTEINS 
As mentioned above, the gluten proteins consist of 
the gliadin and glutenin groups of proteins. The bio- 
logical role of these proteins is to provide a source 
of energy for the germinating seed during propaga- 
tion of a new plant. The complete pathway for the 
synthesis of these proteins is not known, but the 
sequence of events is similar to that for other biolog- 
ical proteins (Wrigley and Bietz 1988, 181; Shewry 
1999). Synthesis of proteins begins on ribosomes 
bound to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). It is be- 
lieved that the proteins are folded, disulfide-bonded, 
and assembled into polymers in the lumen of the 
ER. The proteins are then transported in vesicles to 
the Golgi apparatus, where it is believed that post- 
translational modification of the proteins, such as 
glycosylation, may take place. The proteins are fin- 
ally deposited into the developing endosperm cells 
in discrete protein bodies (Shewry 1999). For more 
details, see Shewry (1999) and references cited 
within his article. 

GENETICS OF GLUTEN 
PROTEINS 
It should be obvious by now that wheat gluten is a 
complex mixture of proteins. Research has shown 
that the gluten proteins are controlled by gene loci 
on the A, B, and D genomes of hexaploid (AA, BB, 
DD) wheats (Shewry 2003). For example, the 
HMWGS are coded by the Glu-1 loci on the long 
arm of the group 1 chromosomes (lA, l B ,  lD),  and 
the alpha-type gliadins are coded by the Gli-2 loci 
located on the short arm of the group 6 chromo- 
somes. The gamma- and omega-type gliadins and 
the LMWGS are encoded by the Gli-1, Gli-3, and 
Glu-3 loci, respectively, on the short arms of the 
group 1 chromosomes (for more details please see 
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reviews of Payne 1987, Shepherd 1996, Shewry 
2003, Shewry et al. 1999). 

PREPARATION OF GLUTEN 
LABORATORY-SCALE ISOLATION OF GLUTEN 

Gluten may be isolated from kur  by washing the 
starch from dough either mechanically or by hand. 
The amount of wet (or dried) gluten obtained from a 
sample of k u r  is an indicator of the protein content 
and strength of the kur. In hand washing (AACC 
2000, Method 38-10), a dough is made by com- 
bining 25 g k u r  with approximately 15 mL water, 
the dough is allowed to stand in water to fully hy- 
drate the kur,  and then the dough is kneaded gently 
while rinsing the starch out under a stream of water. 
The resultant mass is gluten. 

Gluten may also be isolated in the laboratory 
using a small mechanical washing apparatus called a 
Glutomatic System (Perten Instruments, Huddinge, 
Sweden; AACC 2000, Method 38-12A; ICC 2001, 
Standard Methods 137/1 and 155). The instrument is 
designed to automatically dispense washing solvent 
(usually a buffer or salt solution), mix the dough, 
and wash the starch from a 10 g sample of k u r  
while forming a gluten ball. 

INDUSTRIAL-SCALE ISOLATION OF GLUTEN 

Most of the industrial scale facilities for the produc- 
tion of dry gluten use one of three general methods 
that were designed to isolate starch as well as gluten. 
These methods are commonly referred to as the 
Martin process, the batter process, and the hydrocy- 
clone process (Maningat et al. 1994). In the Martin 
process, k u r  is mixed with an appropriate amount 
of water to form a dough, the developed gluten mass 
is washed to separate the starch, and then the gluten 
is concentrated by a combination of centrifugation 
and screening steps. In the batter process, water is 
added to ku r  to hydrate the protein with a mini- 
mum of mixing, and then small curds of gluten are 
collected on screens as starch is washed away. The 
third industrial method, the hydrocyclone process, is 
actually a modification of the other two processes in 
which the starch is washed out using intense k id  
sheer in a multistage centrifugation and countercur- 
rent washing system. The hydrocyclone system pro- 
vides the advantage of reduced water usage and 

reduced effluent volume (Maningat et al. 1994, 
Maningat and Bassi 1999). For all of these pro- 
cesses, the gluten must be dried under carefully con- 
trolled conditions (i.e., at low temperature) in order 
to maintain the functionality or vitality of the pro- 
teins. Devitalized (nonviscoelastic) gluten will be 
formed if high temperatures or other harsh condi- 
tions are used in the isolation or drying processes. 

SPECIALIZED METHODS FOR ISOLATION 
OF GLUTEN AND RELATED PRODUCTS 

The use of cold (- 13°C) ethanol as the washing sol- 
vent for the isolation of gluten from k u r  is a new 
method proposed for industrial use. This method has 
been patented (Robertson and Cao 1998) but is not 
yet being used on a commercial scale. The method 
has been reported to have advantages over current 
industrial methods in that the process promotes for- 
mation of very fine particles of gluten, requires less 
energy for drying of alcohol than that required for 
water, and has a reduced need for grinding of the dry 
product. It has the disadvantage, however, of higher 
costs for specialized equipment required to handle 
organic solvents and to avoid the potential fire and 
environmental hazards of solvent use. The authors 
of the patent claim that the isolated gluten is of high- 
er quality than other VWG and imparts improved 
mixing properties (increased water absorption, mix- 
ing tolerance, and stability) when used for fortifica- 
tion of weak kurs (Robertson and Cao 2001). 

Modified industrial methods are also used to pro- 
duce gluten-related products. For example, MGP 
Ingredients (Atchison, Kansas) has developed a 
method for isolating the glutenin and gliadin frac- 
tions from gluten after starch is washed out. The 
process uses reducing agents, to break down glu- 
ten into its smaller protein components, and pH- 
controlled precipitation of the gluten proteins (Bassi 
et al. 1997). MGP markets the glutenin and gliadin 
fractions as dough improvers and for use in other 
food applications (Ahmedna et al. 1999). 

Devitalized gluten is prepared in such a way that 
the native properties of the proteins are changed or 
modified so that the functional properties described 
below (water holding capacity, elasticity, etc.) are 
not retained. Heat, chemical treatment, or enzymes 
may be used in the preparation of devitalized gluten 
(Maningat and Bassi 1997). There are many com- 
mercial suppliers of vital and devitalized wheat 
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gluten and related products. The manufacturers or 
their agents should be contacted to obtain specific 
information about the products and for help in 
choosing the product that will match customer needs 
and applications (McDermott 1985). 

PROPERTIES AND USES 
OF GLUTEN 
MEASUREMENT OF RHEOLOGICAL 
PROPERTIES/PHYSICAL DOUGH TESTING 

Many important dough and baked product charac- 
teristics depend on gluten, and these properties are 
affected by both the quantity and the quality of the 
gluten. The quantity of protein in a ku r  has only a 
rough correlation with the quality of the gluten, and 
in a practical sense, it is generally recognized that 
quality depends on the intended use of the k u r  in 
the food system, and that different attributes may be 
better for different uses. Therefore, in addition to 
protein quantity, other tests of k u r  as a dough (and/ 
or as a finished product) are needed. These tests 
include those for water absorption, rheological 
behavior, gluten index, and bread volume. Several 
instruments, including the farinograph, mixograph, 
extensigraph, and alveograph, are used routinely in 
cereal science to measure the rheological properties 
of doughs. The data from these measurements can 
then be used to help the baker better utilize the test- 
ed kur. For example, the farinograph measures the 
water absorption of kurs, and that property has 
implications for hydration of starch and protein, sta- 
bility of dough, and adaptability of the dough to 
machine processing. Please refer to Bloksma and 
Bushuk (1988, “Rheology and Chemistry of Dough”) 
for useful information in this area. 

It is important to note that the measurements tak- 
en by most traditional rheological testing instru- 
ments give data only for a particular set of ingredi- 
ents under a certain set of conditions. The many 
different proteins that make up gluten each con- 
tribute to rheological properties in different ways, as 
do the other dough ingredients (starch, lipid, water, 
etc.). The instruments do not test for many of these 
properties and ingredient interactions since the par- 
ticular set of conditions chosen for testing may not 
represent what is happening in the dough at a given 
stage of the dough development or the baking pro- 
cess. As a result, the testing may not be adequate for 

predicting the best end use for a k u r  or dough 
(Cauvain and Young 1998, 282, 326; Dobraszczyk 
and Morgenstern 2003). 

FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF GLUTEN IN 
FOODS 

Because of the unique nature of its viscoelastic prop- 
erties, gluten offers a number of functional proper- 
ties to be utilized in food systems. Most of the infor- 
mation that follows in this section was taken from 
the handbook “Wheat Gluten,” published by the 
International Wheat Gluten Association and from 
the IWGA website at www.iwga.net. 

Viscoelasticity 

The ability of gluten to form a viscoelastic mass 
is the property that allows bread dough to expand by 
trapping and holding the gas bubbles emitted by 
yeast during fermentation. The result is the light, por- 
ous structure for both doughs and baked products. 

Film Forming 

The film-forming property of gluten is a direct out- 
come of its viscoelasticity. Film formation is one of 
the properties that provides the ability for the dough 
to hold solid particles (e.g., fruit or nut pieces, fiber 
from whole grains) in suspension in the dough, and 
to form thin coatings and glazes around other food 
products (e.g., candies) that help to protect them 
during storage and extend their shelf life. Film for- 
mation is also important for the trapping of gas bub- 
bles from fermentation that results in desirable 
crumb texture (uniformity) and loaf volume expan- 
sion of bread. The stability of the gas bubbles de- 
pends on the elasticity and strength of the gluten 
film that formed the walls of the bubbles. Collapse 
of individual gas bubbles may lead to formation of 
large holes in the dough or result in a small loaf vol- 
ume. Gluten’s film-forming property and strength 
also allow for dough to be made into the thin sheets 
that are needed for the preparation of multilayered 
baked products such as croissants and puff pastries. 

Thermosetting 

Protein is denatured by heat and transformed into a 
firm mass upon baking or steaming. This property 
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contributes texture to foods and helps keep the shape 
of baked goods. Thermosetting may also be part of 
the film-forming process, when film coatings are 
used to protect food in storage. 

Water Absorption and Water-Holding 
Capacity (WHC) 

Gluten has excellent water absorption properties and 
can be used to bind water during food processing. 
Retention of moisture in dough and in the crust lay- 
er during baking is important in allowing for dough 
and loaf volume expansion. WHC is also important 
for a moist crumb texture in baked products. The 
WHC of gluten is equivalent to approximately 150- 
200% of its dry weight (Pyler 1988, 393). 

Lipid Binding 

Fats are partially bound to proteins in dough, so 
the lipid-binding characteristics of a dough can be 
changed by adjusting the gluten content of the 
dough. Changes in lipid binding will change the tex- 
ture of baked products and change the fat absorption 
characteristics of fried foods. 

USES OF VITAL WHEAT GLUTEN 
IN THE BAKING INDUSTRY 

Wheat gluten properties useful in bakery products 
are viscoelastic properties for dough strength, film- 
forming ability for gas and moisture retention, ther- 
mosetting properties for structural rigidity, water ab- 
sorption and retention capacity for product softness, 
and natural fivor (Maningat et al. 1994). Other uses 
of gluten in baking include meeting protein require- 
ments for dietary or label claims; imparting greater 
stability to dough during fermentation, makeup, and 
proof; increasing loaf volume; improving grain, tex- 
ture, and softness of crumb; increasing shelf life 
(Pyler 1988, 394-395); and providing an advantage 
to the baker of keeping only one ku r  in inventory 
and then varying the k u r  characteristics by the 
addition of gluten (Magnuson 1985). There is a need 
for balance between gluten elasticity and strength to 
obtain optimum loaf volume or other baking charac- 
teristics. It is the baker’s responsibility to make suit- 
able choices of ingredients and processing condi- 
tions to accomplish this. 

Vital wheat gluten is approved by the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) as a GRAS (gener- 

ally recognized as safe) substance. It also complies 
with the stipulations of the WHO/FAO Expert Com- 
mittee on Food Additives on requirements for purity 
and identity. Wheat gluten is covered by a Codex 
standard and is approved for use by most countries 
throughout the world (www.iwga.net). 

Milling and Flour Fortification 

The most common use of VWG is in the adjustment 
of the k u r  protein level at the k u r  mill or bakery. 
The addition of dry gluten allows bakers to supple- 
ment lower protein (weaker) kurs so that they can 
be used for the production of a wider variety of baked 
goods, including products that require a strong glu- 
ten to obtain certain special product characteristics 
or to withstand the stress of machine processing of 
the dough (Pyler 1988, 394). Since gluten is a natu- 
ral food additive (i.e., wheat protein concentrate), 
there are no special issues concerning ingredient 
labeling when VWG gluten is added to achieve 
product quality objectives. 

Bakery Products 

Addition of VWG (typically 2-10%) (Maningat et 
al. 1994) allows the baker a high degree of flexibility 
in the inclusion of extra ingredients, in mixing toler- 
ance and handling properties, in product texture, in 
obtaining adequate loaf volume or oven spring, and 
in increasing dough strength (such as is needed to 
form a hinge for hamburger and hotdog buns). Be- 
cause of the adjustment to protein content, the baker 
must, of course, be aware of the need to adjust the 
quantities of other ingredients (kur, water, starch, 
sugar, salt, lipid, yeast, fiber, dough conditioners and 
improvers, etc.) or to adjust mixing conditions (i.e., 
increase energy input or mechanical mixing) and 
dough processing times in order to maintain the de- 
sired product quality (Stenvert et al. 1981, Mannie 
1997). If too much gluten is added and the other 
ingredients and conditions are not adjusted, the re- 
sult may be deleterious to the product, either causing 
it to be undermixed or making it tough, rubbery, 
nonelastic, and of small volume (Cauvain andYoung 
1998, 26f, 314; Cauvain and Young 2001, 23, 27). 
VWG may also be added to baked goods to compen- 
sate for the presence of certain specialty ingredients. 
For instance, fortification of a weak composite k u r  
(one that is low in protein or includes other grains, 
fiber, or beans) with VWG can provide sufficient 
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strength and viscoelasticity to make a desirable 
product while still maintaining a mild, natural grain 
flavor (Bloksma and Bushuk 1988, 200; Cauvain 
andYoung 1998,318; Youssef and Bushuk 1986). 

Frozen Dough Products 

Addition of VWG improves the handling strength 
and extends the storage life of a number of refriger- 
ated and frozen dough products, including bread 
dough and pizza crust. During the process of freez- 
ing, storing, and thawing, gluten slowly deteriorates 
in quality, so  k u r  for frozen doughs must have a 
higher strength than that required for similar non- 
frozen items (Sharadanant and Khan 2003). The 
addition of gluten helps both to prevent damage and 
to compensate for some loss of vitality, allowing for 
better storage life (Stauffer 1993). 

NONBAKERY USES OF GLUTEN 

The unique properties of gluten (viscoelasticity, film 
forming, thermosetting, etc.) as well as its high pro- 
tein content are important when gluten is used to 
provide texture or ingredient binding in many other 
food applications. These applications include break- 
fast cereals, snack foods, pastas, tortillas, batters, 
coatings, processed meat and fish products, and veg- 
etarian meat and cheese substitutes (IWGA Hand- 
book and website). The special properties of gluten 
also impart useful characteristics to a wide array 
of other products including animal and fish foods, 
pharmaceutical products and cosmetics, and biode- 
gradable plastics (Magnuson 1985, Maningat et al. 
1994, Maningat and Bassi 2002, SPARKS 2002). 

MODIFIED GLUTEN PROTEINS, THEIR 
PROPERTIES AND USES 

Chemical, thermal, and enzymatic modification of 
gluten are used to change its functional properties 
(e.g., strength, texture, solubility, or binding to other 
ingredients) and allow it to be used as an ingredient 
in foods other than baked goods. For example, 
although gluten is relatively insoluble, a soluble 
fraction of it might be used to fortify a high protein 
beverage. Heat-treated and extruded gluten can be 
used to form texturized meat substitute products, 
and many other modified gluten proteins are used in 
both food and nonfood applications. 

Protein fractions isolated from gluten (e.g., 
gliadins or glutenins) are also marketed separately 
for various food uses including their dough modifi- 
cation properties. These uses might include adjust- 
ing of dough strength, water absorption, stickiness 
during mixing and machining, loaf volume, and 
crust or crumb texture of baked goods during pro- 
cessing (Maningat et al. 2003). It is important to 
note that isolated or modified proteins may also act 
as either vital or devital proteins when mixed with 
flour or dough depending on how they were pre- 
pared. If a reduced strength k u r  is needed for use in 
cakes or thin batters where fine porous textures are 
needed, then the addition of a devital protein might 
provide a necessary adjustment to the k u r  charac- 
teristics-for example, an increase in protein con- 
tent without the potential for gluten formation 
(Cauvain and Young 200 1, 199). Inclusion of special 
protein fractions may also be used to improve con- 
sumer perception of product quality (e.g., in being 
protein fortified, having reduced toughness, or hav- 
ing improved microwavability) (Ahmedna et al. 
1999, Miller et al. 2003). Additional information 
may be found in Bread Research Institute of Aus- 
tralia (1989, 136-137); Wrigley and Bietz (1988, 
189); and Pyler (1988, 396). 

RECIPES FOR BAKED PRODUCTS 
CONTAINING VWG 
Sample formulas for bakery products containing 
VWG can be found in the Australian Breadmaking 
Handbook (Bread Research Institute of Australia 
1989) and Up-to-Date Breadmaking (Fance and 
Wragg 1968). Recipes that use VWG in home bak- 
ing typically recommend adding 1-3 teaspoons of 
VWG per cup of kur. These concentrations would 
be within the range of 2-10% added gluten, as cited 
above (Maningat et al. 1994). Specific recipe sug- 
gestions and application information for use of 
VWG should be requested from manufacturers or 
commercial distributors. 

MISCELLANEOUS CONSUMER 
INFORMATION 
GLUTEN ALLERGIES 

Certain individuals experience one of several types 
of allergic reactions to gluten. These may include 
asthma, skin rashes or dermatitis, and the serious 
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intestinal disorder called celiac disease (Brussone 
and Asp 1999; Kasarda 2000a,b; Wrigley and Bietz 
1988). The terms celiac disease, celiac sprue dis- 
ease, gluten sensitive enteropathy (GSE) , and gluten 
intolerance are all used to describe celiac disease. 
The grains that elicit the celiac reaction include 
hexaploid wheat, triticale, durum wheat, rye, barley, 
spelt, kamut, and einkorn-all closely related mem- 
bers of the grass family. It should be noted, however, 
that not all members of the grass family elicit this 
response in susceptible individuals. For example, 
the cereals rice and corn, although also members of 
the grass family, are not known to elicit the celiac 
response (Kasarda 2000a,b). It is believed that 
gliadin proteins (and in particular, a sequence of 
amino acids found in the alpha-gliadins) are respon- 
sible for the adverse reaction, but other proteins may 
also be involved (Kasarda 2000a,b; Kasarda and 
D’Ovidio 1999). 

VWG is a mixture of proteins isolated from wheat 
flour and includes the proteins that are known to 
trigger the symptoms associated with celiac disease. 
All gluten-containing foods are therefore required to 
be labeled as to content in order to provide an indi- 
cation of potential allergens for individuals with 
sensitivities to these proteins. 

Scientists have made progress in recognizing the 
causative agent of GSE in cereals, in understanding 
the physiology of the disease, and in recommending 
an appropriate diet for patients suffering from the 
disease (Kasarda 2000a). Researchers are also at- 
tempting to breed wheat that has been modified to 
eliminate the particular protein sequences that are 
associated with gluten intolerance (SPARKS 2002). 

GLUTEN FOR SPECIFIC RELIGIOUS GROUPS 

Kosher (Jewish) and Halal (Moslem) dietary laws 
prohibit the consumption of certain foods and 
require that other foods and their preparation equip- 
ment or cooking utensils be kept separate. Grains 
are a major food source worldwide, and wheat 
gluten is permitted under both Kosher (www.kashrut 
.corn) and Halal (www.halalhelpline.org and www 
.halalexplorer.com) dietary laws. Therefore, addi- 
tion of gluten to foods should not present an issue of 
dietary restrictions for these religious groups. Many 
food packages are labeled with symbols that indi- 
cate the presence or absence of certain categories 
of ingredients, and that the processing method or 

equipment used met the requirements of the dietary 
laws. For example, the contents of a package may be 
certified as Kosher, as seen on a package of k u r  
labeled, “Certificate of Kashruth by Kosher Over- 
seers Association of America.” 

GLUTEN FROM SPECIAL SOURCES 

Organic Gluten 

Organic refers to the growing conditions for the 
wheat-that is, free of pesticides and commercial 
fertilizers. In addition, the preparation method for 
organic gluten would be expected to use environ- 
mentally responsible techniques and a minimum of 
chemicals (Cauvain and Young 2001). 

Gluten from Genetically Modified Organisms 

GMO issues refer to the choices made in genetic 
manipulation and plant breeding for the wheat. The 
preparation methods for the dry gluten would not be 
affected, but the gluten would r e k t  the potentially 
modified protein content of the wheat (Morris and 
Bryce 2000). 

(GMO) 
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WEBSITES 
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

American Association of Cereal Chemists Inter- 
national (AACC-Int1.)-www.aaccnet.org. 
Institute of Food Technologists (1FT)- 
www.i ft.org. 
International Association for Cereal Science and 
Technology (1CC)-www.icc.org. 
International Wheat Gluten Association (1WGA)- 
www.iwga.net 
The Bread Bakers Guild of America- 
www. bbga.org. 
The Federation of Bakers- 
www,bakersfederation,org.uk 
Wheat Foods Council-www.wheatfoods.org. 

CONSUMER INFORMATION 

Celiac Disease 

www.celiac.com 

Halal and Kosher Dietary Information 

www.halalexplorer.com. 
www.halalhelpline.org. 
www.kashrut.com. 



Other Websites of Interest 

www.theartisan.net. 
www.bakery-net.com. 
www.baking91 l.com. 
www.breaddaily.com. 
www.foodproductdesign.com. 
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Websites for commercial VWG suppliers are not 
provided here, but many websites can be found 
using a key word search for “vital wheat gluten.” 
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INTRODUCTION 
Rye (Secale cereale L.) is a traditional, although not 
very widely used, raw material for baking. Many 
different types of rye breads are eaten daily, particu- 
larly in Belarus, Poland, Scandinavia, the Baltic 
Countries, Ukraine, Austria, the Czech Republic, 
Slovakia, Germany, and the Russian Federation. The 
flavor and structure of rye bread are quite different 
from those of wheat bread, and they vary depending 
on ku r  type, other raw materials and ingredients, 
process, baking conditions, and time, as well as the 
size and shape of the bread. The health effects of rye 
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have been the target of intensive research during the 
last 10 years. Rye is a good source of dietary fiber, 
phenolic compounds, vitamins, trace elements, and 
minerals, as it is generally consumed as whole-grain 
products. The research results strengthen the image 
of rye as a healthy dietary choice, and the potential 
for developing novel products is growing as the 
effects of various processes and their variables are 
better understood. 

PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION 
In terms of total production rye is a minor cereal. 
Only about 1% of the total cereal grain crop is rye 
(FA0 2002). The present world harvest of rye is 
about 21 million metric tons (Mt), 95% of which is 
produced in the northern part of the region from the 
Nordic Sea to the Ural Mountains. Because rye is 
extremely winter hardy and can grow in sandy soils 
with low fertility, it can be cultivated in areas that 
are generally not suitable for other cereal crops. 
Major producers of rye are the Russian Federation, 
Poland, Germany, Belarus, and Ukraine (Table 5.1). 
In 2002, 83% of the world’s rye was grown in these 
five countries. 

Approximately one-third of the total rye crop is 
used for food, predominantly for various types of 
bread; the rest is mainly used as feed. The per capita 
consumption of rye as food varies considerably with- 
in Europe (Table 5.2). In Belarus and Poland the con- 
sumption is 35-38 kg/yr. Other countries with a high 
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Table 5.1. Production of Rye in the World and in Countries Where Production Was More Than 
10,000 Mt/year in 2002 

Rye Rye 
Country Production (Mt) Country Production (Mt) 

World 21,212,151 Slovakia 96,484 
Russian Federation 7,139,000 Hungary 95,000 
Poland 3,821,519 Finland 84,700 
Germany 3,665,996 Korea, Dem. People’s Rep. 75,000 
Belarus 1,504,000 Argentina 65,000 
Ukraine 1,500,000 Estonia 43,438 
China 650,000 Portugal 31,000 
Lithuania 360,000 Bulgaria 30,000 
Denmark 250,000 EWPt 30,000 
Turkey 235,000 Greece 30,000 
Austria 200 000 United Kingdom 29,000 
United States 177,430 Romania 28,600 
Spain 174,000 Switzerland 26,600 
Czech Republic 119,154 Australia 21,000 
Sweden 128,500 Netherlands 17,000 
France 137,000 Bosnia and Herzegovina 13,000 
Canada 132,800 Belgium-Luxembourg 11,000 
Spain 174,000 Serbia and Montenegro 10,952 
Kazakhstan 106,488 Uzbekistan 10,200 
Latvia 101,500 

Source ; FA0 2 0 0 2.  

Table 5.2. Human Consumption of Rye in Countries Where Consumption Was at Least 
1 kgkapita in 2002 

Human Human 
Consumption Consumption 

Country (kg/capita) Country (kdcapita) 

World 1.0 Slovakia 12.3 
Europe 8.0 Germany 11.3 
Belarus 38.5 Russian Federation 9.5 

Estonia 18.2 Lithuania 8.8 
Finland 16.2 Slovenia 5.3 
Ukraine 16.2 Iceland 4.5 

Latvia 14.5 Netherlands 3.2 

Czech Republic 13.4 Hungary 1.5 
Sweden 12.7 

Poland 35.2 Norway 8.9 

Denmark 15.2 Portugal 4.4 

Austria 13.6 Bosnia Herzegovina 2.0 

Source ; FA0 2 0 0 2.  
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consumption of rye are Estonia, Finland, Ukraine, 
Denmark, Latvia, Austria, the Czech Republic, 
Sweden, Slovakia, the Russian Federation, Norway, 
and Lithuania, where consumption varies from 8.8 
kglyr in Lithuania to 18.2 kglyr in Estonia. 

THE RYE GRAIN 
The basic composition of the rye grain is close to 
that of wheat (Table 5.3). Compared with wheat, rye 
generally contains less starch and crude protein but 
more dietary fiber (DF). The major DF constituents 
of rye are arabinoxylan, p-glucan, cellulose, lignin, 
and according to a suggested new definition, fruc- 
tan. Of the DF constituents, rye contains more fruc- 
tan, mixed-linked p-glucan, and arabinoxylan than 
wheat, but similar amounts of cellulose and Klason 
lignin (Nilsson et al. 1997a). The DF in cereals is 
located mainly in the outer layers of the kernel, 
especially in the bran. Wheat and rye have a similar 
bran content, but rye contains more cells within the 
endosperm, and thus has a higher DF content (Ny- 
man et al. 1984, aman et al. 1997). The distribution 
of rye proteins in the Osborne solubility classes 
indicates that in comparison with wheat, rye con- 
tains less glutelin. Rye prolamins, or secalins, are 
not considered to play a role in rye baking, either 
because of their low concentration or because of 
their interactions with other components (Shewry 
and Bechtel 2001). Rye starch is similar in its struc- 
ture and properties to starches from wheat and other 

cereals. It consists of two types of polymers, amy- 
lose and amylopectin, with amylose accounting for 
24-26% of the total (Shewry and Bechtel 2001). 

The size of rye grains differs between varieties. 
Hybrid varieties commonly have larger grains than 
population varieties. The main morphological char- 
acteristics are similar to those of other grains. 
Simmonds and Campbell (1976) have reviewed the 
microstructure of developing and mature rye grain. 
The microstructure of transversely sectioned mature 
rye grain is shown in Figure 5.1. The four morpho- 
logically different tissues of the grain are the layers 
of pericarp and seed coat, embryo, aleurone, and 
starchy endosperm. The embryo is located on the 
dorsal side of the grain. The pericarp consists of lig- 
nified, dead cell layers. The aleurone cells form the 
outermost layer of the endosperm and represent live 
tissue at maturity. The aleurone layer of rye is typi- 
cally only one cell layer thick. The pericarp, seed 
coat, and aleurone layer are the main parts of the 
bran fraction produced during milling. Similarly to 
wheat and barley, rye contains two types of starch 
granules, large lenticular A-granules (15-25 p m  in 
diameter) and smaller polygonal B-granules (< 10 
p m  in diameter). 

The starchy endosperm constitutes about 80-85% 
of the weight of the whole kernel, the embryo 2-3%, 
and the outer layers about 10-15%. The embryo is 
located at the basal end of the grain. The cells of the 
embryo have thin walls and contain a large nucleus. 
They also contain protein bodies and fat globules 

Table 5.3. Chemical Composition of Rye and Wheat (% dry matter) 

Component Rye Wheat 100” Wheat 66b 

Ash 2 2 0.5 
Fat 2-3 3 1 
Protein 10-15 12-14 13 
Starch 55-65 67-70 84 

Arabinoxylans 8-10 6 
P-Glucan 2-3 0.8 
Cellulose 1-3 2.5 
Lignin 1-2 0.8 
Fructan 4-6 1.4-2.6 

Dietary Fiber 15-17 10-13 3 

Sources: Nyman et al. 1984, Anderson et al. 1992, Clydesdale 1994, Harkonen et al. 1997, aman et al. 1997, 

aExtraction rate 100 = whole grain %bur. 
bExtraction rate 66 = 66% of grain is milled in this %bur. This extraction rate corresponds to white wheat %bur. 

Boskov-Hansen et al. 2003, Fretzdorff and Welge 2003, Karppinen et al. 2003. 
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A 

B 

Figure 5.1. The microstructure of rye grain: (A) longitudinal section; (B) cross section. 

called spherosomes. The germ is composed of two 
functionally different parts, the embryo proper and 
the scutellum (a shieldlike structure appressed to the 
endosperm). At germination, the scutellum becomes 
a digesting and absorbing organ that transfers the 
stored nutrients from the endosperm to the growing 
parts of the embryonic axis. 

the chemistry and solubility of the arabinoxylans 
in the endosperm cell walls differ in different parts 
of the grain. The precise chemistry of the fioresc- 
ing compounds in rye is not known, but rye cell 
walls contain ferulic acid esterified to arabinoxylans 
(Vinkx et al. 1991). The ratio of soluble to total ara- 
binoxylans is 71% in the endosperm, 25% in the 
aleurone, and 14% in the outer bran (Glitslr et al. 

ARABINOXYLANS 1995). Furthermore, the ratio of arabinose to xylose 
differs in different parts of the grain, being 0.40 in 

The thickness of the cell walls is very similar in the 
different parts of the grain (Figure 5.1). However, 

the aleurone, 0.75 in the endosperm, and 0.63 in 
whole rye. 
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The arabinoxylans are divided on the basis of 
solubility into water-extractable (WE) and water- 
unextractable pentosans (WUE). The WE arabi- 
noxylans are extractable with cold water, whereas 
WUE pentosans are alkali soluble. The solubility of 
the arabinoxylans varies widely with climatic condi- 
tions (Drews and Seibel 1976). The percentage of 
soluble arabinoxylans is higher in the endosperm 
than in the bran and shorts fractions (Delcour et al. 
1989). 

The (1-4-p-xylan in the unsubstituted state ag- 
gregates into highly insoluble complexes. This has 
been demonstrated by preparing of a series of water- 
soluble arabinoxylans from purified wheat k u r  ara- 
binoxylan by partial removal of arabinosyl side 
branches using an p-L-arabinofuranosidase (Andre- 
wartha et al. 1979). Rye arabinoxylans have been 
classified on the basis of extractability: arabinoxylan 
I has an Ara/Xyl ratio of 0.5 and is totally water 
extractable; arabinoxylan I1 has a Ara/Xyl ratio of 
1.4 and is partly water extractable (Bengtsson and 
aman 1990). Like arabinosyl side chains, other sub- 
stituents (uronic acid, short oligosaccharide, pheno- 
lic, and acetyl substituents) affect the shape and sol- 
ubility of arabinoxylan in a similar way (Fincher 
and Stone 1986). Substituents such as phenolic acids, 
acetyl groups, and proteins may be found in cereal 
arabinoxylans (Fincher and Stone 1986, Montgom- 
ery and Smith 1955, Wilkie 1979, Hoseney and 
Faubion 1981). 

Rye arabinoxylans have been studied to a much 
lesser extent than wheat arabinoxylans. Rye NSP 
showed significantly higher viscosity in 0.1 M NaCl 
solution than in 0.01 M NaCl solution (Girhammar 
1992). Compared with the intrinsic viscosity of oth- 
er polysaccharides, the arabinoxylans show a similar 
value to that of guar gum (2.3-6.8 dL/g), but are 
more viscous than dextran (0.214 dL/g) and gum 
arabic (0.12-0.25 dL/g) (Mitchell 1979). 

Rye varieties differ in terms of the chemical struc- 
ture and viscosity of the arabinoxylans. Viscosity 
measurement showed that an arabinoxylan I fraction 
isolated from cultivar Muskate had a higher viscosity 
than the corresponding fraction from cultivar Danko 
(Nilsson et al. 2000). This difference was due to a 
much higher proportion of high molecular weight 
polymers in Muskate than in Danko. 

Arabinoxylans containing ferulic acid form gels 
upon the addition of oxidizing agents. This phe- 
nomen has not been studied with rye arabinoxylans. 

BIOACTIVE COMPOUNDS 
In addition to macronutrients and DF, grains contain 
a wide range of micronutrients and bioactive com- 
pounds. In rye, as well as in other cereals, bioactive 
compounds are concentrated in the germ and in the 
outer layers of the kernel, which are also the parts 
richest in DF (Hegedus et al. 1985, Glitslr and Bach 
Knudsen 1999, Nilsson et al. 1997b, Piironen et al. 
2002, Liukkonen et al. 2003a,b). The main bioactive 
compounds in rye are lignans, phenolic acids, 
alk(en)ylresorcinols, phytosterols, trace elements 
and minerals, folates, tocopherols, and tocotrienols, 
and other vitamins. Table 5.4 shows concentrations 
of different bioactive compounds in rye. 

It was long assumed that matairesinol and sec- 
oisolariciresinol were the main plant lignans. Re- 
cently, new lignans, pinoresinol, syringaresinol, lari- 
ciresinol, and isolariciresinol, have been found in 
rye; they comprise over 80% of total lignan content 
of rye (Heinonen et al. 2001). Ferulic acid is the 
most abundant phenolic acid in rye (# 85%) and 
other cereals (Andreasen et al. 2000a,b), and it can 
link covalently to cell wall polysaccharides and 
lignin (Faulds and Williamson 1999). A portion of 
ferulic acid in the cell wall is present as dehy- 
drodimers (Faulds and Williamson 1999). Alk(en)yl- 
resorcinols occur as the three major homologs: C 17:O 
(# 24%), C19:O (# 32%), andC21:O (# 24%) (Ross 
et al. 2003). Sitosterol is the main sterol in rye (# 
50%) and other cereals (Piironen et al. 2002). The 
other sterols in rye in decreasing order are campe- 
sterol (15-18%), sitostanol (12-15%), campestanol 
&lo%), and sigmasterol (2-4%). Six folate vita- 
mers occur in rye. Formylfolates (5-HCO-H4-folate, 
lO-HCO-H2-folate, and 10-HCO-folic acid) and 5- 
CH3H4-folate are the most abundant vitamers in rye 
flour. Folic acid and H4-folate are present only in 
minor amounts (Vahteristo et al. 1999). a- and p- 
tocopherols and tocotrienols are the major vitamers 
of vitamin E in rye (Bramley et al. 2000). 

Processing may infience the level and bioavail- 
ability of the bioactive compounds in cereal. How- 
ever, knowledge of the infience of processing on 
levels of bioactive compounds is scarce. Levels of 
folate and easily extractable phenolic compounds 
have been found to increase during germination and 
sourdough baking of rye (Liukkonen et al. 2003a, 
Kariluoto et al. 2003), whereas levels of phytate 
(Frolich et al. 1986, Larsson and Sandberg 1991), 
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Table 5.4. Concentration of Bioactive Compounds in Rye 

Compound Amount Reference 

Phenolic compounds 
Lignans 1.8-3.8 mg/100g Heinonen et al. 2001 
Phenolic acids 150-185 mg/100g 
Alk(en) ylresorcinols 72-109 mg/100 g 

Htamins 
Folates 62-78pg/100 g 
Tocopherols and 3-5 mg/100 g Bramley et al. 2000 

B 1 -vitamin 230-270 mg/100 g 
B 2 -vitamin 60-70 mg/100 g 

Andreasen et al. 2000b, Pihlava et al. 2003 
Ross et al. 2003, Pihlava et al. 2003 

Kariluoto et al. 2001, Kariluoto et al. 2003 

tocotrienols 

Plant sterols 71-99 mg/100 g Piironen et al. 2002 
Minerals and trace Zielinski et al. 2001, Shewry and Bechtel 

elements 
Phosphorus 380 mg/100 g 
Calcium 37-70 mg/100 g 
Magnesium 119-130 mg/100 g 
Copper 0.4-0.9 mg/100 g 
Manganese 2.9 mg/100 g 
Iron 3-9 mg/100 g 

Zinc 2.4-4 mg/100 g 
Inositolphosphates 1120 mg/100 g 
Phytic acid 5.4-11.6 mg/100 g 

2001, Frossard et al. 2000 

Selenium 22pg/100 g 

alkylresorcinols (Verdeal and Lorenz 1977), and 
tocopherols and tocotrienols (Piironen et al. 1987, 
Liukkonen et al. 2003a) have been reported to be 
reduced in the sourdough baking process. In our 
recent study (Liukkonen et al. 2003b), the folates 
were shown to be sensitive to heat processing (extru- 
sion, autoclaving, puffing, roasting). However, the 
folate concentration of germinated and subsequently 
heat processed rye grains was still remarkably high- 
er than that of native grains. The amounts of plant 
sterols and lignans changed very little during heat 
processing. The amounts of tocopherols, tocotri- 
enols, and alk(en)ylresorcinols decreased during ex- 
trusion but remained almost unchanged during other 
heat processes. In conclusion, it was proposed that 
many of the bioactive compounds in whole-grain 
rye are stable during food processing, and their lev- 
els can even be increased with suitable processing. 

NUTRITIONAL VALUE 
AND HEALTH EFFECTS 
Dietary guidelines recommend increasing the intake 
of whole-grain cereals, but the intake is still below 

the recommendations. Consumed as whole-grain 
products, rye is an important source of DF, trace 
minerals, and certain vitamins. In addition, whole- 
grain rye products contain phytochemicals that to- 
gether with vitamins, minerals, and DF seem to play 
important roles in disease prevention. In Finland, 
over 40% of daily DF intake comes from rye. From 
150 g of whole-grain rye bread, it is possible to 
obtain 40-60%, 22%, 17%, 32-40%, and 43% of 
the recommended daily intake of DF, folates, mag- 
nesium, and zinc, respectively. 

The health effects of rye have been the targets of 
intensive research during the last 10 years. The 
research results strengthen the understanding of the 
beneficial physiological effects of rye. Compared 
with white wheat bread, whole-meal rye bread has 
been shown to reduce the need for postprandial 
insulin and to improve first-phase insulin secretion, 
both factors being associated with the effective reg- 
ulation of glucose metabolism and reduced risk of 
type 2 diabetes (Leinonen et al. 1999a, Juntunen et 
al. 2002, Juntunen et al. 2003a,b). Rye bread has 
also been shown to reduce the serum total and LDL 
cholesterol in men (Leinonen et al. 1999b), to 
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improve bowel function (Gristen et al. 2000, 
McIntosh et al. 2003), to contribute to the growth of 
bifidobacterium, to reduce the concentrations of 
some compounds that are putative colon cancer risk 
markers (Gristen et al. 2000) and to increase the ser- 
um concentrations of enterolactone (Juntunen et al. 
2000). A high enterolactone concentration has been 
related to a reduced risk of acute coronary events 
(Vanharanta et al. 1999) and breast cancer (Ingram 
et al. 1997, Pietinen et al. 2001) in population-level 
studies. 

Consumption of rye has also been related to pos- 
sible colon and prostate cancer risk-reducing effects 
(Korpela et al. 1992, Landstrom et al. 1998, Davies 
et al. 1999, Gristen et al. 2000, Mutanen et al. 2000, 
Bylund et al. 2000). In the Finnish study by Pietinen 
et al. (1996), a reduced risk of death from cardiovas- 
cular diseases was related to the consumption of rye 
products. 

The rye results are very consistent with the health 
claim that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
authorized in 1999 for foods that contain 51% or 
more whole-grain ingredients. According to the 
health claim, “Diets rich in whole-grain foods and 
low in total fat and saturated cholesterol may reduce 

Table 5.5.  Rye-based Consumer Products 

the risk of heart disease and certain cancers.” It is 
stated that in addition to dietary fiber, whole-grain 
foods contain abundant amounts of antioxidant vita- 
mins and phytochemicals that appear to act together 
to provide protective effects. 

CONSUMPTION AS FOOD 
Rye is, in contrast to wheat, a special grain, because 
it is mostly consumed as whole-grain @bur in breads 
and other cereal products. Examples of commercial- 
ly available consumer products and ingredients are 
shown in Table 5.5. 

MILLING PRODUCTS 

Although grains have been used whole in various 
ways as human food, usually they have been ground 
in preparation for cooking. Most rye for breadmak- 
ing is milled by a roller milling procedure resem- 
bling that of wheat milling. Grinding changes the 
mechanical properties of the various tissues of the 
grain. The pericarp, seed coat, and aleurone layers 
are the main parts of bran fraction produced during 

Milling Products Bread Products Other Rye Products 

Whole grain rye Rye bread Rye porridge 
Steel cut rye Crisp bread Berry pastries 
Crushed rye grains Thin crisp bread Karelian pastries 
Malted and crushed Rye rolls and buns “Ka1akukko”-rye-dough-covered 

baked fish containing fish, meat, 
andor vegetables 

rye grains 

Precooked rye kernels Rolls, buns and breads “Mammi”-Finnish Easter 
containing wheatlrye- pudding 
mixture 

Malted rye kernels Parbaked rye product Rye pasta 
Whole grain rye k u r  
Shifted rye ku r  (variations 

Rye bran Crisp bread sandwich 
Rye fikes Rye hamburger 
Four-grain fikes with rye 
Toasted rye fikes 
Breakfast cereals (muesli, 

others) 
Sourdough 
Rye bread mix 

Rice-rye mixture 
Snack products 

in ash content) 

Source: “Rye and Health” website http://rye.vtt.fi. 
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milling. The miller separates the bran and the em- 
bryo from the starchy endosperm to produce a high 
yield of kur. The toughness of the bran enables it 
largely to withstand the crushing and tearing, which 
is sufficient to detach the endosperm initially at- 
tached to the bran. 

Milling can also be used for enrichment of differ- 
ent grain tissues, for example, pericarpkesta, aleu- 
rone, and endosperm. Milling of rye in a roller mill 
gives rise to as many as 50 different mill streams 
varying in percent yield, gross chemical composi- 
tion, and technological properties. For example, the 
viscosity and dietary fiber characteristics are of im- 
portance with respect to the technological and nutri- 
tional properties of cereal products (Doehlert and 
Moore 1997, Glitslr and Bach Knudsen 1999). 

BREADPRODUCTS:RYEBREADTECHNOLOGY 

Baking with rye is in many respects different from 
baking with wheat. The main difference between rye 
and wheat kurs is that rye protein cannot form a 
continuous network and an elastic dough. Instead, 
rye pentosans (mainly arabinoxylans) are able to 
bind water during mixing to produce a dough that 
can be baked into bread. 

The most typical rye bread in Finland, Denmark, 
Russia, and the Baltic countries is soft whole-grain 
rye bread made by using a sourdough method. In 
this method the main ingredients, whole-grain rye 
flour, water, and starter culture (usually seed from a 
previous sourdough batch with stable microkra) 
are mixed and fermented for about 8-18 hours. 
During the fermentation period, the lactic acid bac- 
teria and the sourdough yeast grow, and due to the 
microbial activity and the enzymatic reactions of the 
microkra, flavor compounds and flavor precursors 
such as amino acids are formed. The main compo- 
nents formed are lactic acid and acetic acid. After 
fermentation, more flour, water, and other ingredi- 
ents are mixed into the sourdough to make a dough. 
The dough is left to rise for a short period, after 
which the breads are shaped, left to rise again, and 
baked. 

Without sourdough, whole-meal rye or wheat-rye 
flour mixes are very difficult to process because 
acids and enzymes formed or activated during fer- 
mentation modify protein and pentosan phases, hav- 
ing a positive effect on moisture, porosity, and elas- 
ticity of crumb. Sourdough also provides aromatic 

and pleasing fivor, and improves overall quality 
and shelf life. The positive infience of sours is 
based on the increased swelling power of the pen- 
tosans and mucilages of rye ku r  and the simultane- 
ous inactivation of some enzymes, particularly amy- 
lase (Brummer and Lorenz 2003). 

Whole-meal rye doughs contain high amounts of 
flour particles with a high concentration of cell 
walls. The cell wall material is largely responsible 
for the water-binding capacity and rheological prop- 
erties of rye doughs. The structure of the cell walls 
and, for example, the effects of preharvest sprouting 
on the composition of the grain play an important 
role in determining the baking quality of rye. Dif- 
ferences in rye raw material and technological oper- 
ations cause structural alteration to the dough com- 
ponents. Hydration and degradation of cell walls 
have been found to have a noticeable effect on 
dough rheology and change the baking behavior of 
the dough and infience the structure of the bread 
(Fabritius et al. 1997, Autio et al. 1998). A sour- 
dough process is commonly used in rye bread bak- 
ing, and the acid conditions of the process have great 
effect on enzyme activities and starch gelatinization. 
Both the cell wall degrading enzymes and a-amy- 
lase affect the baking properties of rye doughs and 
the quality of breads. Softening of dough during fer- 
mentation has been shown to be partly dependent on 
the swelling or fragmentation of cell walls induced 
by xylanase, whereas the softening during baking is 
mainly due to a-amylase. 

The most important methods for determining the 
baking quality of rye k u r  are the falling number 
and the amylogram, which are both related to 
a-amylase activity. Rye flour with a low falling num- 
ber gives a soft, sticky dough, and the resulting bread 
is dough-like. Rye flour with a high falling number 
yields a rigid, stable dough, but the resulting bread is 
dense and hard. 

Another popular type of rye bread is crisp bread, 
which has a long shelf life due to its very low water 
content. For the production of crisp bread, rye with 
low amylase activity is required. There are three types 
of rye crisp bread: normal yeast fermented, sour- 
dough fermented, and cold crisp bread (which is 
baked without the addition of yeast). Crisp bread has 
a long shelf life due to its very low water content 

The third type of rye bread is pumpernickel, 
which originates from Germany. It is produced from 

(57%) .  
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whole-meal rye k u r  with a sourdough process. 
Crisp bread is now produced by many different 
recipes and under many different baking conditions 
in different countries. Baking temperature is held 
rather low (1O0-17O0C), and baking time range 
from 10 to 36 hours. Pumpernickel bread has a very 
dark and dense crumb, a highly aromatic, bittersweet 
taste, and a very long shelf life. The bittersweet taste 
of pumpernickel is due to the acids that are formed 
in the sour fermentation and the amylolysis of the 
starch during sourdough fermentation, proofing, and 
baking that produces glucose, maltose, and dextrins 
(Seibel and Weipert 2001, Pyler 1988). 

OTHER RYE PRODUCTS 

In addition to breads and different types of kurs, 
there are many other uses for rye as food. Rye por- 
ridge is traditionally made of rye kur,  but nowa- 
days rye fikes are used for making porridge. 
“Mammi,” the Finnish Easter pudding is made of rye 
malt kur,  sugar, and spices. Different types of pies 
and pastries originate from Karelia, on the border of 
Finland and Russia. A traditional Karelian pastry is 
made with a very thin coating containing rye and 
wheat kur. The filling is made of cooked mashed 
potatoes, rice, or barley pudding. New products in- 
clude a blend of white rice and precooked rye grains 
for use as a side dish, pasta products that contain 
both wheat and rye, instant rye fikes mixed with 
dry berries for breakfast use, and snack products. 

FLAVOR OF RYE 
The characteristic intense fivor of rye products is 
formed through the fivor components and precur- 
sors of rye, but particularly through the processing 
techniques used. 

CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS INFLUENCING RYE 
FLAVOR 

Volatile compounds may, as such, infience the 
perceived fivor of rye, the dominant compounds 
being mainly aldehydes, ketones, and alcohols 
(Schieberle and Grosch 1994, Hansen 1995, Grosch 
and Schieberle 1997, Kirchhoff and Schieberle 
2002). Nonvolatile compounds may have an i n k -  
ence on fivor directly, as such, or indirectly as fi- 
vor precursors through reactions, which form new 

flavor compounds. Phenolic compounds contribut- 
ing to the flavor are alkyl(en)resorcinols, lignans, 
and phenolic acids (mainly ferulic acid, but also 
sinapic, p-coumaric, and caffeic acids) (Weidner et 
al. 1999, Andreasen et al. 2000a,b). Heat or micro- 
organisms may decompose the phenolic acids to 
compounds with an intense flavor; for example, fer- 
ulic acid is a source of 2-methylL4-vinylpheno1, des- 
cribed as having a burnt, tar-like flavor (Hansen 
1995). At high temperatures, free amino acids or 
small peptides and free sugars are important flavor 
precursors, forming (in the Maillard reaction) vol- 
atile flavoring compounds, such as pyrazines, pyr- 
roles, and furfurals, which often give a roasted note. 
In addition, lipids i n  fience the flavor, either as hy- 
droxy fatty acids resulting from the oxidation of lip- 
ids, or as free fatty acids resulting from the lipase- 
catalyzed hydrolytic oxidation of lipids. However, 
all chemical compounds are not flavor active, but 
the perception depends on the odor and flavor thres- 
holds and relative amounts of compounds in the 
product. 

FLAVOR OF NATIVE RYE 

The chemical composition of native rye grains 
varies significantly depending on the environment, 
the genotype, and their interactions. The compo- 
nents of the soil infience the amino acid, lipid, and 
sugar composition of the grain, which also indirect- 
ly infiences the perceived fivor. Based on that, the 
effect of the season and cultivation area might be 
more dominant for fivor formation than, for exam- 
ple, the rye cultivar. For example, the nitrogen con- 
tent of the soil greatly infiences the composition of 
amino acids and thus the protein composition of the 
grain. The season is a dominant factor, especially for 
protein and fat production. Different grain varieties 
have their characteristic fivors; for example, the 
oat-like fivor is milder than the rye-like fivor. 

The fivor of native rye is relatively mild when 
compared to the fivor of processed rye (Heinio et 
al. 2003b). In mechanical milling fractionation, the 
rye kernel is separated into endosperm, shorts, and 
bran fractions, each of which has its characteristic 
flavor. Between the very mild tasting innermost en- 
dosperm of the grain and the strong and bitter tast- 
ing bran, a rye-fivored fraction without bitterness is 
observed (Heinio et al. 2003a). The phytochemicals 
are mainly concentrated in the germ and in the bran 
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fraction of the kernel (Shewry and Bechtel 2001, 
Decker et al. 2002), but the middle fraction also con- 
tains significant amounts of bioactive compounds 
(Liukkonen et al. 2003a,b). 

FLAVOR FORMATION IN THE PROCESSING 
OF RYE 

The grain fivor is considerably modified by several 
processing techniques, such as germination and sub- 
sequent drying, extrusion cooking, autoclaving, puf- 
fing and roasting techniques, and microwave heat- 
ing, which all have a high processing temperature 
in common. In general, some kind of processing 
is required for fine-tuning the rye fivor and for 
achieving different types of rye products (Hansen 
1995, Schieberle 1996, Grosch and Schieberle 1997, 
Heinio 2003, Heinio et al. 2003b). 

Sourdough fermentation used in baking rye 
bread is perceived as being intense and bitter in fi- 
vor (Hellemann et al. 1987, 1988; Heinio et al. 
1997). Fermentation strengthens the sour, rye-like 
flavor and infiences mainly the fivor of the bread 
crumb, whereas baking results in a roasted fivor. 
For consumers, the most dominant sensory attribute 
of rye bread is its rye-like fivor, but perceptions of 
sourness and saltiness (which have been shown to 
counterbalance each other) are substantially associ- 
ated with the rye bread (Hellemann et al. 1988, 
Heinio et al. 1997). Salt-free bread has a bland taste, 
and salt is used in foods for improving their taste, 
texture, and stability, and for strengthening their fi- 
vor. The perceived sourness of rye bread is shown to 
be strongly related to the concentrations of lactic 
and acetic acids (Hellemann et al. 1988). 

The oxidation of lipids and enzymatic and heating 
reactions are the key reactions infiencing fivor 
formation in rye bread (Schieberle 1996). Volatile 
compounds evaporate from k u r  as a consequence 
of the oxidation reactions. Enzymatic reactions pro- 
duce fivor-active compounds both in the sourdough 
fermentation and at the beginning of the baking. The 
enzymes may originate from the kur,  from the 
yeast or lactic acid bacteria, or from the additives. 
The fivor compounds produced during the baking 
process are possibly the most essential compounds 
for the fivor of rye bread, and they mainly form 
during heat treatments as a result of the Maillard 
reaction and caramelization. 

Germination is halted by heat treatment and is 
thus very effective in modifying the cereal fivor, 

giving a fresh, cereal-like, somewhat roasted fivor 
and a hard, crispy texture to rye (Heinio et al. 
2003b). Germinated grains are also a good source of 
free amino acids and sugars, which act as fivor pre- 
cursors. 

SUMMARY 
In terms of total production (1% of world produc- 
tion) rye is a minor cereal. Ninety five percent of 
world rye production is grown in the northern part of 
the region from the Nordic Sea to the Ural Moun- 
tains. In countries with a high consumption of rye, 
the per capita consumption varies from 8 to 38 
kglyr. 

In contrast to wheat, rye is mostly consumed as 
whole-grain k u r  in breads and other cereal prod- 
ucts, which makes rye products a good source of 
both DF and micronutrients and bioactive com- 
pounds such as phenolic compounds, vitamins, trace 
elements, and minerals. 

Rye proteins, unlike wheat protein, cannot form a 
continuous network and an elastic dough. Rye pen- 
tosans (mainly arabinoxylans), however, are able to 
bind water during mixing to produce a dough that 
can be baked into bread. The fivor and structure of 
rye bread are also quite different from those of 
wheat bread, and they vary depending on k u r  type, 
other raw materials and ingredients, processing, 
baking conditions, and time, as well as the size and 
shape of the bread. 

The health effects of rye have been the target of 
intensive research during the last 10 years. The main 
focus has been the effects of rye products on glucose 
and lipid metabolism, bowel function, and the possi- 
ble cancer-risk-decreasing effects of rye products. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) has been, throughout history, 
one of the most important foods in the human diet. 
Even today, rice grains sustain two-thirds of the 
world’s population, although their contributions dif- 
fer between the developing and the developed coun- 
tries. For instance, rice is the staple food of the 
Chinese and also for 65% of the total population in 
India. Rice is primarily consumed as milled rice, but 
there are also a number of products to which rice 
is added as an ingredient, conferring creaminess, 
crunchiness, and firmness. Moreover, rice-based 
products have been the solution for consumers with 
allergenic problems. This chapter includes a brief 
description of rice production, and discusses the 
physicochemical characteristics of rice, the modifi- 
cation of rice’s nutritional properties with proces- 
sing, rice k u r  characteristics, rice breads, mixed 
flour breads, and other rice baked goods. 

PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION OF RICE 
Rice accounts for 29% of total cereal production, 
comparable to the production of wheat and corn 
(Figure 6.1). Nevertheless, its importance as a food 
cereal in the human diet is a little lower than that of 
wheat, although this assessment is reversed when 
only the developing countries are taken into ac- 
count. Rice cultivation is concentrated in the devel- 
oping countries. 

Rice is mainly grown in Asia, where 91% of the 
total world production is located (FAOSTAT 2004). 
China is the world’s largest rice producer (31%) 
(Table 6.1), followed by India (20%), Indonesia 
(9%), and Bangladesh (7%). Rice cultivation is the 
principal activity and source of income in those 
countries, and also the central part of their food 
supply, being the sustenance of the poor in many 
of those countries. The amount of rice and rice- 
based products available for human consumption 
in different countries is almost parallel to rice pro- 
duction. With minor exceptions, practically all the 
rice produced is consumed within the producing 
countries. The highest rice consumption is observed 
in China, although the trend drastically changes 
when the values are expressed as kilograms of rice 
consumed per capita and per year. When rice con- 
sumption is expressed this way, rice consumers are 
mainly located in Myanmar, followed by Vietnam, 
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When all the developing countries are considered 

Others Barley 
6% 7% 

- -  
together, rice provides 27% of the total energy in- 
take, but only 4% of the total energy intake in devel- 

Wheat oped countries. Rice, like the other cereals, consti- 
tutes a cheap source of protein compared with 
animal protein. In developing countries, rice sup- 
plies 20% of the dietary protein intake. 

Corn 
29% 

Rice 
29% 

Figure 6.1. World's cereal production expressed as a 
percentage. [Data: FAOSTAT data 2004.1 

Bangladesh, Cambodia, and Indonesia. The rice 
consumption in those countries greatly contrasts 
with the consumption in United States, where rice 
consumption drops to 14.1 kg/capita/yr. This value 
is close to the average consumption of rice in devel- 
oped countries, and well below the 104.7 kg/capi- 
ta/yr of rice consumed in developing countries, 
which coincides with the average rate of consump- 
tion in low-income countries. 

RICE FLOUR PRODUCTION 
Rice from the field is harvested and threshed to pro- 
duce the so-called paddy rice or rough rice, where 
the kernel is still within the hull or husk. Milling 
is the usual way to process rice and wheat. However, 
the term milling in the rice industry differs com- 
pletely from the concept of wheat milling. Wheat is 
milled for obtaining kur,  while milling of rice 
includes the removal of the husk, stripping of the 
bran off of the endosperm, and removal of broken 
kernels and other altered kernels. All these steps 
drastically affect rice composition. Milling of rice 
involves a very sophisticated process when it is run 
in the developed countries. Initially, the paddy rice 
is cleaned through coarse screens to remove all the 

Table 6.1. Rice Production and Consumption by Countries 

Rice (Paddy Equivalent) 

Human 
Human 

Consumution 
Countries Production (Mt) Consumption (Mt) (kg/capita/year) 

World 575,105,490 533,213,018 85.9 
China 
India 
Indonesia 
Bangladesh 
Vietnam 
Thailand 
Myanmar 
Philippines 

Brazil 
United States of America 
Republic of Korea 
Pakistan 

Nepal 
Cambodia 

Japan 

EWPt 

176,342,195 
113,580,000 
5 1,579,100 
37,851,000 
34,447,200 
25,610,900 
22,780,000 
13,270,650 
11,111,000 
10,457,100 
9,568,996 
6,687,225 
6,717,750 
5,600,000 
4,132,600 
3,822,509 

161,601,454 
131,163,842 
48,326,650 
35,288,908 
20,332,806 
9,566,488 

14,993,121 
12,320,176 
11,026,609 
9,246,741 
4,102,636 
5,879,922 
4,058,962 
4,005,516 
3,761,086 
3,081,824 

124.1 
125.0 
222.6 
245.4 
253.3 
153.8 
306.9 
156.8 
86.5 
52.5 
14.1 

124.0 
27.1 
56.8 

152.8 
223.2 

Source: FAOSTAT data 2004. 
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straws, stones, and other foreign objects that are 
larger than the rice kernels. The same process is re- 
peated using fine screens to remove the small weed 
seed, sand, stones, and other objects smaller than the 
rice kernels. Stones are separated from the rice in 
specific gravity tables that separate the product by 
density. After the cleaning step, the husk is removed 
by passing the rice through two spinning rubber 
rolls spinning at different speeds. Brown rice is 
obtained after dehulling; this kernel may be eaten as 
is or milled into white rice. The brown color of this 
kernel is caused by the presence of bran layers, 
which are rich in minerals and vitamins. 

Milled rice, milled white rice, polished rice, or 
polished white rice is obtained after removing the 
bran and germ from the brown rice. There are many 
machines and methods designed for milling rice, but 
often an abrasive system followed by frictional and 
polishing systems are used. Rice milling can yield 
from 4 to 40% broken kernels depending on the 
incoming rice quality and the milling equipment. 
Broken kernels are removed from the whole kernels 
through indent graders in order to obtain high quali- 
ty table rice. Broken kernels can be further separated 
into various sizes according to their final use (brew- 
ing, screening, ku r  milling). 

Broken kernels of rice can be ground into k u r  
by using three different methods (Yeh 2004). Wet 
grinding consists of soaking the broken kernels in 
water and, after draining, grinding them in the pres- 
ence of water in order to reduce the amount of dam- 
aged starch. The excess of water is removed by dry- 
ing, and the k u r  is reground, yielding the wet rice 
flour. This product is used in the production of dif- 
ferent Asian specialities such as Japanese cake, 
Taiwanese cake, Indian fermented foods, and so on. 
Semidry grinding also involves soaking, draining, 
and grinding without using any excess of water. The 
semidry ku r  has similar applications to those of the 
wet rice kur. Dry grinding is also possible; in this 
case, broken kernels are directly ground to different 
sizes. Dry rice ku r  is used for baking, baby foods, 
and extrusion-cooked products, and in high-protein 
flour. 

Rough rice 
OBmwnrice 
0 Milled rice 

COMPOSITION OF RICE GRAIN 
AND ITS MILLING FRACTIONS 
The composition of the rice grain is subject to culti- 
var, environmental, and processing variability. As is 

the case with the other cereals, rice is rich in com- 
plex carbohydrates, a source of proteins, minerals, 
and vitamins (mainly of the B-complex) and does 
not contain cholesterol. The chemical composition 
of the rice grain changes during milling (Fig. 6.2), 
due to the removal of the outer bran layers and, with 
them, proteins, fats, and a large percentage of fiber, 
vitamins, and minerals. Rice k u r  will not have the 
same composition as the original rice grain. 

Carbohydrates are the most abundant component 
in rice, which has a starch content of approximately 
80% (14% moisture). Rice starch, like the starch in 
other cereals, is a glucose polymer composed of 
amylose and amylopectin in different proportions 
depending on the rice variety. The starch content in 
the rice grain increases from the surface to the core; 
thus, milled rice contains a high content of starch. 
Rice starch is considered nonallergenic because of 
the hypoallergenicity of the proteins associated with 
it. Starch determines the physical properties and 
functionality of the rice grains, and those properties 
are greatly dependent on the amy1ose:amylopectin 
ratio. Amylopectin is the branched polymer and is 
more abundant than the linear polymer, amylose. 
However, amylose has received more attention from 
the scientific community because it is considered an 
indicator of cooking quality. Rice starch that lacks 
amylose is called waxy, because its mutation is at 
the waxy locus, or glutinous, due to its opaque ap- 
pearance. Complete information about rice starch 
structure and functional properties is included in a 

Figure 6.2. Range of mean content of the rice grain 
and its milling fraction at 14% moisture. 
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recent review by Fitzgerald (2004). Protein is the 
second most abundant constituent of milled rice, 
ranging from 6.3 to 7.1 g N X 5.95. Protein concen- 
tration decreases from the surface to the center of the 
kernel. As with the other cereals, rice proteins are 
deficient in the essential amino acid lysine. In rice, 
the ratio of albumin-globulin-prolaminglutenin is 
unique among the cereals, having a predominant 
concentration of glutelins, in detriment to the pro- 
lamins (Hamaker 1994). This characteristic results 
in a higher lysine content than exists in other cereals. 
Rice proteins are considered to be hypoallergenic. 
Lipids are not so abundant as starch and proteins, 
but they have an important contribution in nutrition, 
as well as sensory and functional characteristics. 
Other components are fiber and minerals, although 
fiber and mineral content is greatly affected during 
milling. Iron, phosphorous, potassium, and magne- 
sium are the most important minerals in this cereal. 
Like the other cereals, rice is a source of B vitamins. 
Rice is mainly consumed as milled rice, and due to 
their uneven distribution nutrients, fiber, and miner- 
als are removed during milling. 

From the nutritional point of view, rice is consid- 
ered an important source of energy, providing 26% 
of total energy intake in developing countries and 
only 4% of total energy intake in developed coun- 
tries (Rosell 2004). In the developing countries, rice 
supplies 20% of the dietary protein intake, but 
because of its incomplete amino acid profile and the 
limited amount of micronutrients in the milled rice, 
there is a great problem of malnutrition where rice is 
the staple food. Nowadays, different techniques for 
rice fortification have been developed in order to add 
essential vitamins and minerals to the grain (Rosell 
2004, Wright Hoffpauer 2004). 

RICE FLOUR TYPES AND THEIR 
FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES 
Worldwide, there are more than 40,000 rice varieties 
that can be classified according to their original cul- 
tivation area, grain size, and amylose content. Indica 
rice has been grown in India, Bangladesh, Vietnam, 
Thailand, Pakistan, and so on, while Japonica rice is 
cultivated in Japan, Korea, and the northern and cen- 
tral regions of China. Based on grain size, rice can 
be classified as long (longer than 6.6 mm), medium 
(between 5.5 and 6.6 mm), or short (shorter than 
5.5 mm). The amylose content differs between waxy 

(less than 1% amylose) and nonwaxy (higher than 
10% amylose). Rice is mainly consumed as polished 
rice; thus, primary differences among different types 
of rice rely on their cooking characteristics, al- 
though they also differ in their physicochemical 
properties (Vasudeva et al. 2000). Rice k u r  can be 
obtained from complete grains, but usually it is pro- 
duced from the kernels broken during the milling 
process because their cost is lower than that of the 
whole milled kernels. Usually, rice kurs have the 
same chemical composition as their parent milled 
kernels. The characteristics of the rice kurs are 
governed by inherent cultivar variation, environ- 
mental variation, the grinding methods, and previ- 
ous treatments. 

The rice kurs mainly differ in the amylose con- 
tent, which determines the gelatinization tempera- 
ture, and in general, the pasting behavior and vis- 
coelastic properties (Fan and Marks 1998, Singh et 
al. 2000, Meadows 2002, Saif et al. 2003). Analysis 
of pasting behavior is a useful method for character- 
izing the properties of rice kur. Although the amy- 
lograph was the equipment traditionally used for 
this purpose, in recent years, it is being replaced by 
the rapid viscoanalyzer (RVA), which allows a better 
understanding of the pasting properties (Meadows 
2002) with high precision, sensitivity, and rapidity. 
The pasting properties of rice kurs greatly depend 
on the cultivar; in fact, rice breeders frequently use 
the RVA as an index of rice quality. In Figure 6.3, 
the pasting properties of rice kurs from different 
cultivars can be observed. Bomba and Thaibonet 
rice show a higher pasting temperature, which corre- 
spond to high gelatinization temperature and lower 
peak viscosity, resulting from their high amylose 
content; these properties are typically attributed to 
long grain length. However, Bomba rice is a very 
short grain that during cooking behaves as a long 
grain. It shows a low viscosity breakdown during a 
high temperature holding cycle and a marked in- 
crease in viscosity during cooling that corresponds 
with a great tendency to retrograde. Therefore, grain 
length alone cannot be used to represent the pasting 
properties of the rice. In contrast, Bahia and Senia 
rice had higher peak viscosities and lower pasting 
temperatures, and both showed similar behavior 
during heating and cooling. Near-infrared spec- 
troscopy is another rapid technique for determining 
the protein and amylose content of rice (Miryeong et 
al. 2004). 
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Figure 6.3. Rapid viscoamylograph (RVC) curves for 
four rice varieties. 

Since pasting properties infience k u r  behavior 
during baking, careful selection of the rice cultivar 
to be used in the grinding is desirable when the k u r  
is destined for use in baking. Generally, the long 
grain varieties have higher amylose content and 
gelatinization temperatures and a greater tendency 
to retrograde than the medium or short grain vari- 
eties. Rice k u r  also can be obtained from the waxy 
rice varieties; although the k u r  properties are not 
appropriated for baking, it can be used as minor 
ingredient (Bean et al. 1984). The waxy varieties 
have an amylose content lower than 1% and low 
gelatinization temperatures (6 1-62°C). 

The physical properties of rice k u r  are also 
affected by the period of time from grain harvest to 
milling and by the temperature used in the drying 
process prior to storage. Fan and Marks (1999) stud- 
ied the effect of the duration and temperature of stor- 
age on rice k u r  properties by using a differential 
scanning calorimeter (DSC) , obtaining a significant 
effect (p < 0.05) of the storage time and tempera- 
ture on the enthalpies and temperature of gelatiniza- 
tion and retrogradation of rice kur. Zhou et al. 
(2003) also observed that the RVA pasting curves of 
the rice kurs from different cultivars changed with 
the time and temperature of rice storage. The break- 
down decreased over the time, and the results indi- 
cated that rice storage involves protein changes such 
as an increase in the amount of high molecular 
weight peptides. In fact, the changes in the structure 
and properties of oryzenin, rather than the starch, 
are responsible for the modification of the physical 

properties of rice associated with storage (Teo et al. 
2000, Patindol et al. 2003). 

The grinding method employed will also affect 
the functional properties of the rice kur. The 
method and type of mill used for preparing rice k u r  
determine the particle size of the rice ku r  and also 
the amount of damage to the starch. Nishita and 
Bean (1982) reported a comparative study of the 
properties of rice kurs obtained with different 
mills. Roller mills led to rice kurs with medium 
granulometry that showed good performance in bak- 
ery. Conversely, the burr mills yielded excessively 
coarse k u r  that produced low quality breads. By 
contrast, rice k u r  ground in hammer mills had finer 
particles with high levels of damaged starch that 
were not adequate for breadmaking, although the 
flour can be used in cake production. Regarding the 
pasting properties, the kurs with greater particle 
size presented lower peak and final viscosities at 
50°C (low tendency to retrograde), while the kurs 
with medium and small particle sizes did not show 
any significant changes in their properties. 

Rice kurs are usually obtained from polished or 
milled kernels, although sometimes brown rice is 
employed for grinding. Flours obtained from brown 
kernels show an increased temperature of gelatiniza- 
tion over their milled counterparts of 13-17°C and 
exhibit around 40% greater gelatinization enthalpy 
(Normand and Marshall 1989). Flours from brown 
rice contain high amounts of fiber and vitamins, due 
to their predominant presence in the outer layers 
of the kernel. Fiber and vitamins impart special or- 
ganoleptic properties (color, texture, and taste) to 
the baked products. However, brown rice kurs have 
a very short shelf life due to the presence of active 
lipase and lipooxygenase; these enzymes release 
free fatty acids, which start going rancid and thus 
impart a bitter taste to the baked products. The sta- 
bility of brown rice flours can be extended by reduc- 
ing temperature and humidity during storage, or even 
by using inert atmospheres, but these methods pro- 
duce an additional cost that rarely can be assumed. 

An alternate way of obtaining brown rice k u r  is 
to mix milled bran into the already ground rice at 
appropriate levels. In this case, bran can undergo 
chemical or physical treatments to ensure its stabili- 
ty and extend its shelf life before it is added to the 
flour mix (Sayre et al. 1982, Champagne et al. 1991, 
Champagne and Grimm 1995). A different approach 
is to remove the bran fat before it is added to the rice 
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flour. Rice bran, defatted or not, can also be em- 
ployed as a source of fiber and vitamins in wheat- 
based products (Lima et al. 2002). 

There are processes, such as parboiling the kernel 
before milling, that modify the physicochemical 
characteristics of rice. In the parboiling process, 
paddy rice is steamed under pressure in order to 
gelatinize the starch within the kernel; this process 
favors the migration of nutrients from the bran layer 
to the starchy endosperm. Parboiled rice thus has 
high amounts of nutrients (vitamins and minerals) 
and different sensory properties. Flour obtained 
from parboiled rice produces soft and sticky dough 
due to its lower water retention capacity and its sus- 
ceptibility to the amylase attack. Therefore, such 
flours are not adequate for breadmaking, but they 
can be used in small concentrations for cake produc- 
tion where the short process time reduces the activi- 
ty of the amylases. Pregelatinized rice ku r  can be 
obtained by extrusion, puffing, or roasting. All these 
treatments negatively affect the rheological proper- 
ties of the rice kur,  leading to sticky dough and low 
volume breads (Bean and Nishita 1985). 

RICE FLOUR BASED BREAD 
Wheat is the cereal predominantly used in baking. 
Nevertheless, the use of rice in baking has been pro- 
gressively increasing, stimulated by its usefulness as 
a wheat substitute in the dietary habits of wheat 
intolerant patients. Celiac disease, first considered to 
be a gastrointestinal disease, is a gluten-sensitive 
enteropathy with genetic, immunologic, and envi- 
ronmental bases. Peptides released during gluten 
digestion are responsible for the intolerance in 
genetically predisposed individuals. Therefore, the 
only treatment is to keep their diet as gluten free as 
possible. The unique cereals considered gluten-free 
safe are rice and corn, although rice ku r  is the most 
suitable cereal grain k u r  for the production of 
gluten-free bread due to its bland taste, white color, 
digestibility and hypoallergenic properties (New 
mann and Bruemmer 1997). In addition, other at- 
tributes such as the low content of protein and sodi- 
um, the low levels of prolamins, and the presence of 
easily digested carbohydrates make rice the pre- 
ferred cereal for patients suffering from celiac dis- 
ease. However, in spite of the numerous advantages 
of rice kur,  rice protein has relatively poor func- 
tional properties for food processing compared with 

other plant proteins. Rice proteins are extremely 
insoluble due to their hydrophobic nature (Lum- 
dubwong and Seib 2000) and are unable to form the 
viscoelastic dough necessary for holding the carbon 
dioxide that is produced during proofing of the 
yeast-leavened breadlike products. The low content 
of prolamins in rice kurs prevents the formation of 
a protein network when rice ku r  is kneaded with 
water. As a consequence, the carbon dioxide pro- 
duced during fermentation cannot be retained, 
resulting in a product with a low specific volume 
that does not resemble the soft and open structure of 
wheat bread (He and Hoseney 1991). 

In order to overcome this problem, different struc- 
turing agents have been added in the rice bread for- 
mulation (Nishita et al. 1976). Xanthan gum and 
carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) have been used as 
gluten substitutes for preparing gluten-free bread 
(Kulp et al. 1974). Xanthan gum has been used as a 
gluten replacer in the preparation of cornstarch 
bread, yielding baked bread with good specific vol- 
ume but a coarse crumb texture and lack of fivor 
(Christianson et al. 1974). Among the cellulose de- 
rivatives, hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC) 
seems to be the best gluten substitute in rice bread 
formula due to its gas retention capacity and its 
properties as a crumb-structuring agent (Nishita et 
al. 1976; Ylimaki et al. 1988; Gujral 2003a). With 
the addition of HPMC, it is possible to obtain rice 
flour dough that has similar consistency and rheo- 
logical properties to that of wheat dough (Siva- 
ramakrishnan et al. 2004). Other gums such as lo- 
cust bean gum, guar gum, carrageenan, xanthan gum, 
and agar have been tested as gluten replacers in rice 
flour bread. But the addition of HPMC or a combi- 
nation of HPMC and CMC resulted in the highest 
specific loaf volume, due to their ability to trap fer- 
mented gases (Kang et al. 1997, Cat0 et al. 2004). 

The use of hydrocolloids as gluten replacers has 
made possible the production of rice ku r  breads 
with loaf specific volumes comparable to those of 
wheat breads, although with deficient sensory ap- 
pearance and crumb texture. Further improvement 
of the crumb texture has been obtained with the 
addition of vegetable seed oil (Gujral et al. 2003a). 
In contrast to the wheat kur,  rice ku r  is not re- 
sponsive to the presence of dough conditioners and 
enzymes (Nishita et al. 1976), probably due to the 
hydrophobic nature of the rice proteins. However, 
recent research shows the usefulness of some en- 
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zymes in the making of rice-based bread products. 
The addition of cyclodextrin glycosyl transferase 
(CGTase) to the rice bread formulation led to rice 
loaves with very soft crumbs (Gujral 2003a,b). This 
enzyme acts like a-amylase in that it has the ability 
to hydrolyze the starch and cyclize the released 
products, leading to cyclodextrins, which can form 
complexes with a variety of solid, liquid, and 
gaseous compounds. Likely, the improving effect of 
the CGTase was due to the complex formation be- 
tween the lipids and proteins and the cyclodextrins. 
In spite of improvements in the quality of the fresh 
rice bread, the problem of the short shelf life still 
persists, due to the great tendency of the rice k u r  to 
retrograde (Nishita et al. 1976, Kadan et al. 2001). 
The addition of CGTase also contributed to extend- 
ing the shelf life of rice bread, acting as anti-staling 
agent through its hydrolyzing and cyclizing activity 
(Gujral 2003b). Other enzymes with good potential 
in rice bread formulations are glucose oxidase and 
transglutaminase (Gujral et al. 2004; Gujral and 
Rosell 2004a,b). These enzymes form inter- and in- 
tramolecular cross-links between the rice proteins, 
leading to a protein network. Nevertheless, the pro- 
tein network created by enzyme treatment of the rice 
proteins did not completely meet gluten functionali- 
ty; thus, a reduced amount of hydrocolloids was still 
needed. A chemical modification of the rice k u r  
has also been proposed for improving its baking 
functionality (Nabeshima and ElLDash 2004). All 
these different approaches make possible the pro- 

duction of rice-based bread with texture characteris- 
tics similar to those of wheat bread (Fig. 6.4). 

Some bread specialties have been adapted to ob- 
tain gluten-free products for people suffering from 
gluten intolerance. This is the case for chapati, un- 
leavened bread made from whole wheat in India. 
The use of different hydrocolloids (HPMC, guar 
gum, xanthan gum, locust bean gum) and a-amylase 
in the formulation of rice ku r  chapati improved the 
texture by preserving its extensibility during storage 
(Gujral et al. 2004). In addition, hydrocolloids and 
a-amylase delayed the amylopectin retrogradation, 
keeping the chapati fresh during a longer period. 

A different approach for obtaining gluten-free 
bread is to use rice k u r  blended with other kurs 
and different starches (Gallagher et al. 2004). Com- 
plex formulations including cornstarch, brown rice, 
soy, and buckwheat ku r  have been proposed for 
obtaining gluten-free bread (Moore et al. 2004). 
With these recipes, the breads were brittle after 2 
days of storage, although this effect was reduced in 
the presence of dairy products like skimmed milk 
powder, which yielded a network-like structure re- 
sembling the gluten network in wheat bread crumb. 
A combination of rice k u r  (45%) with corn (35%) 
and cassava (20%) starches also yielded a good 
gluten-free bread with uniform and well-distributed 
cells over the crumb and a pleasant fivor and 
appearance (Lopez et al. 2004). Gluten-free breads 
of good quality were also obtained by lowering the 
amount of rice k u r  (17.2%) and using cornstarch 

c c  I .  1 

Figure 6.4. Rice-based bread. [Photo by Cristina M. Rosell.] 
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(74.2%) and cassava starch (8.6%) (Sanchez et al. 
2002). Soy protein is frequently added to gluten-free 
bread formulations because it improves the bread 
texture (Sanchez et al. 2002, Sodchit et al. 2003). 
Blends of buckwheat and rice k u r  in the presence 
of hydrogenated vegetable fat also produce gluten- 
free breads with good sensory acceptance (Moreira 
et al. 2004). 

In the making of wheat breads, brown rice k u r  
has been used as an ingredient, although a reduction 
in the specific bread volume was observed 
(Watanabe et al. 2004). Pregerminated brown rice is 
another alternative as a bread ingredient. The substi- 
tution of pregerminated brown rice k u r  for wheat 
flour improves the bread quality and retards the stal- 
eness of the bread (Watanabe et al. 2004). 

APPLICATION OF RICE FLOUR 
IN CAKES 
The term cake includes a number of different baked 
products, which differ in their formulation and pro- 
duction procedures. A common factor in all these 
products is batter formation for the incorporation of 
air into the dough and further baking. During bak- 
ing, the batter expands either due to the volume 
increase of the internal gases or to the action of a 
leavening agent (baking powder or yeast). Cakes can 
be classified into two groups, (1) the layer and 
pound cakes and (2) the angel and sponge cakes. 
The first group includes the homemade cakes (Fig. 
6.5) and muffins. They have a fat base whose struc- 
ture results from a good fat-in-water emulsion dur- 
ing battering that produces heavier batters. The sec- 
ond group is comprised of spongy cakes that can be 
filled with cream or fruit fillings. They are less dense 
due to the major air incorporation. 

In cake production, the gluten network is not 
developed; thus, it is possible to make cakes with 
starchy raw materials like starch from different cere- 
als. Therefore, rice ku r  can be employed in the pro- 
duction of cakes as the main ingredient or blended 
with wheat kur. Bean et al. (1983) made layer 
cakes using 100 parts rice kur,  80 parts sugar, 80 
parts water, and 15 parts oil containing double- 
acting baking powder. These authors found that the 
medium or short grain rice varieties, with low amy- 
lose content and low gelatinization temperatures, 
gave cakes with superior texture to those produced 
from long grain rice, which had excessive dryness 

Figure 6.5. Homemade rice cake. [Photo by Manuel 
Gomez.] 

and sandy texture. A linear relationship between the 
volume of the steamed, leavened rice cakes and the 
amount of amylopectin has also been found; the op- 
timum amy1ose:amylopectin ratio was found to be 
1:8 (Mohamed and Hamid 1998). A high content of 
amylopectin produced cakes with too elastic and too 
sticky a texture. In 1965, Miller and Trimbo had al- 
ready established the importance of the starch gela- 
tion properties in cake production. 

It is possible to make cakes with different types of 
rice kurs, although the formulation should be mod- 
ified according to the amylose content and the gela- 
tinization temperature. Cakes made from rice k u r  
with high amylose content require an increase of the 
amount of water in the recipe. Volume and appear- 
ance of cakes prepared with rice k u r  of high gela- 
tinization temperature can be improved by reducing 
the amount of sugar in the recipe (sugar increases the 
gelatinization temperature of the starch), although 
cakes with coarser texture are obtained (Perez and 
Juliano, 1988). 

The quality of the rice cakes can be also improved 
by adding different proteins. Mohamed et al. (1995) 
and Mohamed and Hamid (1998) studied the effect 
of several proteins as additives in the formulation of 
steamed, leavened rice cakes made from rice kur,  
sugar, water, and yeast or baking powder. They 
found that the addition of skimmed milk powder and 
egg yolk improves the volume and texture of the 
cakes, while soy protein, gluten, and whey powder 
reduce their quality. 

Sometimes, blends of different kurs are used in 
the production of cakes. Butter cakes with a quality 
similar to that of wheat cakes were obtained with a 
blend of rice kur,  cross-linked rice kur,  and pre- 
gelatinized tapioca starch powder (Varavinit and 
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Shobsngob 2000). The pregelatinized tapioca starch 
acted as a binder, giving firmness to the cake struc- 
ture. In some cake formulations, rice k u r  is only 
used as an ingredient; for instance, the substitution 
of 5 2 5 %  waxy rice k u r  for wheat k u r  in muffin 
recipes (Johnson 1990). The products with waxy 
rice ku r  had characteristics similar to those of 
wheat muffins but retained high moisture content 
during baking. 

Rice k u r  has been used in the production of 
doughnuts. This product is obtained from a batter 
with a ring shape that is fried for 1-2.5 minutes, 
yielding a piece with a bright external color, a 
crunchy crust (due to the dehydration of the outer 
part), and a spongy inner crumb due to the expan- 
sion produced by the leavening agent. A comparison 
of doughnuts made with wheat kur,  waxy rice 
flour, and long grain rice k u r  showed that dough- 
nuts made with waxy rice ku r  had less oil uptake, 
and that oil uptake could be reduced by adding 
pregelatinized rice ku r  (Shih and Daigle 2002). In 
addition, the use of rice k u r  led to lower dough 
consistency and harder products with lower mois- 
ture content and higher oil absorption (Shih et al. 
2001). By contrast, the use of pregelatinized rice 
flour or acetylated rice starch yielded higher dough 
consistency, and doughnuts with higher moisture 
content and less oil uptake. 

USE OF RICE FLOUR IN COOKIE 
PRODUCTION 
There is worldwide production of rice cookies due 
both to cultural reasons, as in some areas of Asia and 
America, and to the need for gluten-free products 
for celiac patients. The properties of the rice k u r  
required for cookie production are greatly depend- 
ent on the type of cookie. For the process in which 
the gluten network is not developed, it is easy to 
completely substitute other starchy materials for the 
wheat kur,  as in the case of wafers of short dough. 
Conversely, in the production of hard dough, where 
it is necessary to develop the gluten network, rice 
flour can only partially replace the wheat kur,  and 
will reduce dough elasticity in the process. 

There is scarcity of scientific literature concern- 
ing rice cookies. Przybyla and Luh (1977) showed 
that rice k u r  from medium grain rice could replace 
wheat k u r  in the production of oat cookies. Cook- 
ies formulated with rice k u r  had greater spread 

during baking but were crispier than the wheat cook- 
ies and obtained better overall acceptability scores 
in the sensory analysis. An optimized formulation 
for cookies was obtained with brown rice k u r  
(70%), soy k u r  (lo%), cornstarch (lo%), and pota- 
to starch (10%) (Schober et al. 2003). The resulting 
product was comparable to the wheat cookies, 
although with better overall acceptability. 

Blends of wheat and rice k u r  have been used in 
the cookie production. Gujral et al. (2003~) indicat- 
ed that the substitution of up to 20% rice k u r  for 
wheat k u r  produced dough with less cohesiveness 
and more adhesiveness. The addition of rice k u r  
reduced the spread factor and the fracture strength 
of the baked products, increasing the sensory ac- 
ceptance. In general, the addition of rice ku r  to 
wheat-based baked products increased consumer ac- 
ceptance (Gonzalez-Galan et al. 199 1). Therefore, 
rice k u r  is a good raw material and ingredient in 
the production of certain types of cookies. 

Rice is one of the most consumed cereals, al- 
though the main form of consumption is as milled 
rice. However, in the last decade, a number of differ- 
ent value-added rice products have been developed, 
in large part due to the unique nutritive properties of 
this grain. Apart from the use of rice as table rice, 
there is a high consumption in beer production, baby 
foods, breakfast cereals, confections, desserts, and 
bakery. The increased use of rice for food proces- 
sing has been the result of increased consumer de- 
mand for healthier and more convenient products 
and also of a growing population interested in a vari- 
ety of ethnic products. Among all the processed rice- 
based products that are rising in the market, bakery 
products have received special attention. The useful- 
ness of rice k u r  for wheat bread substitution in the 
gluten-free diet of celiac patients has motivated the 
increase of bakery products. 
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Sugarless Baking 

INTRODUCTION 
Sweeteners are important ingredients in bakery prod- 
ucts, even though they are not indispensable. Be- 
sides sweetening the product, sweeteners may also 
supply fermentability, fivor, browning functions, 
and humectant effects to the final products. Other 
functions such as appearance and product structure 
are also provided, depending on the formulation and 
the products. This chapter will give brief overviews 
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of the properties of common sugars, syrups, high 
intensity sweeteners, bulking agents, sweetener ex- 
tenders (Table 7.1), and their uses in bakery prod- 
ucts, followed by a discussion of the functionality of 
sweeteners in baked goods, functional considera- 
tions in sweetener systems, and problems and possi- 
ble solutions in reduced sugar and sugarless baking. 

TRADITIONAL SUGARS 
AND SYRUPS 
SUGARS 

Sucrose is the most common sweetener at the house- 
hold level, and it is one of the most important nutri- 
tive sweeteners in the food industry. According to 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) defi- 
nition, sugar is "sucrose" alone. It is a sweet carbo- 
hydrate (disaccharide), white when pure, and chiegi 
obtained from sugar cane or sugar beets. The terms 
cane sugar and beet sugar apply to the origin of the 
products, sugar cane and sugar beet, respectively. 
Chemically, there is no difference between cane 
sugar and beet sugar. Sucrose is a disaccharide made 
up of one molecule of fructose and one molecule of 
glucose joined together by an a-1,4 glycosidic bond, 
that is, a-D-glucopyranosyl P-D-fructofuranoside. 

Table 7.1. List of Selected Sweeteners 

Sugar (sucrose) is available in a wide variety of 
grain sizes to meet the particular requirements of 
various food products. Various sugar grain sizes are 
produced by precise boiling, variations in the capac- 
ity and &xibility of the screening system, and rig- 
orous control of all phases of production. Table 7.2 
shows the typical screen analysis for granulated 
sugar used in the baking industry (Alexander 1998, 
Anonymous 1979, Chen and Chou 1993, Junk and 
Pancoast 1973, Pancoast and Junk 1980, Pyler 
1988). 

Cane Sugar 

Cane sugar is made by first crushing and shredding 
the cane stalks. The extracted juice is then treated to 
remove some of the nonsugars and impurities. Boil- 
ing of the syrup concentrates it and forms "masse- 
cuite," a mixture of sugar crystals suspended in 
syrup. The crystallized sugar is centrifugally sepa- 
rated from the syrup, called liquor. The product 
obtained is raw sugar. Further refining (repeated 
dissolving, concentrating, and crystallizing of the 
syrup) produces the white crystals called cane sugar 
(sucrose) in commerce (Junk and Pancoast 1973, 
Pancoast and Junk 1980, Pyler 1988). 

Other Syrups, High Intensity Sweeteners, 
Traditional Starch Sugars Sugars and Juice Sweetener Extenders, 
Sugars and Syrups and Syrups Concentrates and Bulking Agents 

Sugars Maltodextrins Molasses Saccharin (Sweet" LowTM, 

Cane sugar High maltose syrup Refiners syrup Aspartame (NutrasweetTM , 

Beet sugar High conversion syrups Honey Acesulfame Potassium, 

Baker's special Dextrose syrups Sorghum syrup Sucralose (Splenda'") 
Brown sugar Dextrose monohydrate Maple syrup Neotame 
Powdered sugar Dextrose anhydrous Lactose and whey Cyclamate 

Fondant and icing High fructose syrup Raisin juice Alitame 

Baker's Drivert Enriched fructose D-tagatose 

Turbinado sugar Fructose crystals Thalose 
Invert sugar Polydextrose (Litesse'") 

Lacitol 

Sugar TwinTM) 

Equal'") 

(Acesulfam K'" , Acesulfam'") (Corn syrups) 

solids 

sugar (40% fructose) concentrate 

syrup (55% fructose) 
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Table 7.2. Typical Screen Analysis of Granulated Sugars for the Baking Industry 

U.S. Opening 

Screen inches Mfrs. or Fine Baker’s Fondant Baker’s 
Mesh No. mm (approx.) Granulated Special Powdered and Icing Drivert 

Parts Retained by Screen Mesh 
30 0.595 0.0234 20 
40 0.420 0.0165 69 Trace 
50 0.297 0.0117 9 2 
80 0.177 0.0070 2 17 
100 0.149 0.0059 35 0.1 
140 0.105 0.0041 34 0.5 
200 0.074 0.0029 12” 1.3 
270 0.053 0.0021 2.6 
325 0.044 0.0017 3.5 
Thru 325 92.0 99 99 

Source:Adapted from Chen and Chou 1993, Junk and Pancoast 1973, Pancoast and Junk 1980. 
”Through 140 mesh. 

Beet Sugar 

Beet sugar is obtained by first shredding the beets. 
The beet juice is obtained by extracting the beet 
strips with hot water in a tank. This beet juice is sub- 
jected to a series of processes of purification, filter- 
ing, and concentrating to produce the white crystals 
called beet sugar. 

Baker’s Special 

Baker’s Special sugar was especially developed for 
retail bakers; is it has a uniform fine grain (80-140 
mesh) that helps to produce uniform cell structures 
in cakes, thereby giving a maximum volume prod- 
uct. Bakers also use Baker’s Special for sugaring 
cookies and doughnuts (Junk and Pancoast 1973, 
Pancoast and Junk 1980, Pyler 1988). 

Brown Sugar 

Brown sugar is used extensively in bakery products. 
In the United States, brown sugar is made from fine 
grain sucrose by coating the crystals with cane mo- 
lasses as it is spun in a centrifuge. Cane refiners 
select various types of syrups in the refinery to give 
them the proper fivor, color, and clarity, and they 
boil the mixture in a vacuum pan to the desired grain 
size. This “massecuite” is then centrifuged to sepa- 
rate the brown sugar crystals and the liquor. In reality, 

it is fine-grained sugar covered with a thin layer of 
dark syrup. Various grades are available, from medi- 
um or golden brown (#lo color grade) to dark brown 
(#14 color grade). Brown sugar is used often for its 
flavor; those sugars with the highest ash and organic 
nonsugar content are generally the ones with the 
strong brown sugar fivor. Brown sugar fivor is de- 
pendent on the origin of the raw sugars from which 
it is made. Hawaiian raw sugar, because the cane is 
grown in a mineral-rich volcanic soil, has a distinct- 
ly intense fivor. Raw sugars from the U.S. southern 
states and from certain Central and South American 
countries are derived from cane grown in rich allu- 
vial soil and have their own distinct mild fivor 
(Junk and Pancoast 1973, Pancoast and Junk 1980, 
Pyler 1988). 

In some other sugar producing countries, brown 
sugar consists of sugar crystals obtained from inter- 
mediate steps in the refining processes. 

Powdered Sugar 

Practically, powdered sugar is Extra Fine, or 6X to 
8X (size grade). The purpose of this fineness is to 
give a creamy frosting or icing on cakes or some 
pastries. Because of the fine granular size of this 
powdered sugar, cornstarch is added to avoid cak- 
ing. A somewhat coarser powdered sugar, generally 
designated as 4X, is sometimes available. It has 65- 
70% of its granular crystals passing through the U.S. 
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No. 325 sieve. Because it is larger in granular size, 
addition of cornstarch is not needed to overcome the 
caking problem (Junk and Pancoast 1973, Pancoast 
and Junk 1980, Pyler 1988). 

Fondant and Icing Sugars 

Fondant and icing sugars are ultrafine powdered 
sugars with a grain size of 20p and smaller. It is 
generally referred to as 1OX or 12X. With this grain 
size, the sugar is below the point of detection by the 
teeth and provides creaminess in cake icing. It is an 
art to produce fondant from scratch. In many parts 
of the United States, fondant sugar in the dehydrated 
cooked wet fondant or dry ground fondant forms is 
available. The dehydrated fondants include invert 
sugars in the correct proportion to yield the fine 
grain necessary in a superior fondant. Dry fondant 
sugars contain pulverized sugar classified to the 
proper fineness so the grains are not detectable by 
the teeth. These products must be reconstituted with 
liquid, but do not require cooking, and thus offer 
convenience to bakers and other food processors 
(Junk and Pancoast 1973, Pancoast and Junk 1980, 
Pyler 1988). 

Baker’s Drivert 

C&H Baker’s Drivert is a patented pure cane sugar 
product. It is a fondant sugar with a particle size 
averaging between 5 and 7 p. These microscopic 
sugar particles are formed into tiny clusters that are 
bonded together with invert sugar. Baker’s Drivert 
can be reconstituted with room temperature water 
into fondant with a very white appearance in a mat- 
ter of minutes, offering convenience to bakers. It 
contains approximately 8% invert sugar, most of 
which stays in solution in the form of syrup even 
when the sugar is dry. It can also be used with other 
ingredients to make special icings for pastries and 
cakes (Junk and Pancoast 1973, Pancoast and Junk 
1980, Pyler 1988). 

Turbinado Sugar 

Turbinado sugar is raw sugar crystals separated in a 
centrifuge and washed with steam. Some molasses 
is removed in the washing process. Mineral matter, 
other solid matter, and invert sugar are also present 
in turbinado sugar crystals. It is generally off-white, 

and usually 99%+ pure sugar. Its total sugar content 
is closer to that of refined sugar than that of raw sug- 
ar. Because turbinado sugar has a molasses fkvor, its 
taste may affect recipe results (Junk and Pancoast 
1973, Pancoast and Junk 1980, Pyler 1988). 

Invert Sugar 

Invert sugar is a combination of fructose and glu- 
cose produced by converting sucrose molecules into 
fructose and glucose in equal amounts. Invert sugar 
is recognized universally for its ability to absorb 
moisture from the air and to resist drying out, proba- 
bly due to the presence of fructose. This hygroscopic 
property offers a convenient way to control the mois- 
ture absorption properties in products like baked 
goods. Invert sugar is less readily crystallized than 
other sugars. This property offers the benefit of in- 
creasing solids content without the problem of crys- 
tallization. 

Invert sugar is about 25% sweeter than cane sugar, 
and 50% sweeter than corn syrup, offering the bene- 
fit of the same sweetness with fewer calories. Invert 
sugar is available in the dry form as well as the liq- 
uid form. In the liquid form, it is less likely to sup- 
port fermentation than are syrups made from other 
sugars. It is also less viscous. Its solubility is greater 
than those of sucrose and dextrose (Junk and Pan- 
coast 1973, Pancoast and Junk 1980, Pyler 1988). 

With its reducing power, invert sugar contributes 
to crust color. Caramelization with a rich appetizing 
color can be achieved at a lower temperature with- 
out overbaking. When used in cookie formulations, 
invert sugar prevents uneven moisture distribution 
and premature crystallization during the cooling 
period, avoiding checking and breaking problems in 
cookie manufacturing. The presence of invert sugar 
in cake formulations can provide moisture, texture, 
and reductants, with uniform grain. In icing technol- 
ogy, application of 5 1 0 %  invert sugar in the formu- 
lation prevents the icing from premature drying and 
controls sucrose crystallization (Junk and Pancoast 
1973, Pancoast and Junk 1980, Pyler 1988). 

STARCH SUGARS AND SYRUPS 

Starch is a polymeric carbohydrate made up of 
mainly glucopyranose units aligned in linear (amy- 
lose) and branched (amylopectin) formations. It is 
the normal form of stored carbohydrate in plants and 
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exists naturally in abundance. The principal sources 
of starch are corn (maize), cassava (manioc), wheat, 
potato, and so on. Because glucose provides a sweet 
taste, researchers developed the technology for using 
acid and/or enzyme(s) to release the glucose units 
from the starch granules, resulting in sweet syrups. 
Because of the abundance of corn produced in the 
United States, corn is used as the raw material from 
which to extract starch (cornstarch) and produce 
various “corn” syrups. The corn kernels go though 
the inspection, cleaning, steeping, germ separation, 
grinding, and screening separation steps in order to 
obtain the cornstarch. In other counties, people use 
various other starches (potato, wheat, cassava, etc.) 
to produce equivalent syrups, but they prefer to use 
the term starch sugars. 

With the development of immobilized enzyme 
technology, selected xylose isomerase has been ap- 
plied in the conversion of glucose to fructose in 
these syrups. Fructose is about 2.5 times sweeter 
than glucose. This provides advantages in the food 
industry, as much less syrup is needed to provide the 
same sweetness. Figure 7.1 shows the relationship 
of maltodextrin, various syrups, and sugars derived 

Starch 

V 

Dextri nization 

1 pF Maltodextrin 

Saccharification c y  Maltose syrup 

+ High conversion syrup 

b Dextrose syrup - b Dextrose 

lsornerjzation 

-t High fructose syrup 

- f Enriched fructose syrup 

v 
Fructose crystals 

Figure 7.1. Relationship of maltodextrin and types of 
syrups derived from starch. The syrups can also be 
dehydrated into their dry forms. 

from starch. It should be noted that these syrups are 
also dehydrated into the dry form for easier trans- 
portation, storage, and use. 

It is common to use the term dextrose equivalence 
(DE) to describe the total reducing sugars (calculat- 
ed as dextrose and expressed as a percentage of the 
total dry substance) in maltodextrins, dextrins, malt- 
ose and its syrups, and corn (glucose) syrups and 
their solids. DE has no meaning for fructose syrups 
and solids. They are classified by the percentage of 
fructose in the products. 

Maltodextrins 

Maltodextrins are polymers with a chain length of 
5- 10 glucopyranose units that can be produced by 
controlled dextrinization with the enzyme a-amy- 
lase. These liquids (sometimes called syrups) are 
tasteless or slightly sweet; they are used not as 
sweeteners, but to add body. These bulking or filling 
agents have a dextrose equivalence (DE) of less than 
20 (Katz 1986). 

High Maltose Syrups 

High maltose syrups are produced by a two-stage 
enzymatic (a- and p-amylases) hydrolysis to obtain 
a high maltose content (40-60%) in the final prod- 
uct. It can be concentrated to a very high solid con- 
tent without crystal formation. Maltose is 32% as 
sweet as sucrose (100%) and thus does not have 
much sweetening power in food products. However, 
it can serve as an excellent agent for controlling 
crystallization and hygroscopic properties of food 
products (Hoynak and Bollenback 1966). 

High Conversion Syrups (Corn Syrups) 

High conversion syrups (called corn syrups in the 
United States) are normally made by hydrolysis 
with acid, acid-enzymes, or mutiple enzymes. Acid 
hydrolyzes the starch molecules randomly, produc- 
ing dextrose, some maltose, some maltotetraose, and 
so on. Application of P-amylase to the starch slurry 
produces optimal quantities of maltose. On the other 
hand, a-amlyase produces only minor amounts of 
low molecular weights sugars, but major amounts of 
soluble higher saccharides. Amyloglucosidase (glu- 
coamylase) hydrolyzes the starch chains unit by 
unit, producing large amounts of dextrose in the 
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hydrolysis. Acid (usually hydrochloric acid) may be 
added to achieve the proper pH for the optimum 
enzymatic reaction, and subsequently neutralized by 
sodium hydroxide in the process. Thus dextrose 
syrups contain very small amounts of sodium chlo- 
ride, if it is not removed. Refinement with carbon 
and ion exchange resins further purifies the syrups. 
Appropriate single or combined processes employ- 
ing acid hydrolysis alone, acid hydrolysis combine 
with enzyme catalysis, or combinations of different 
enzyme catalysis can produce almost any mixture of 
starch conversion syrup with the chemical and phys- 
ical properties required for specific uses (Hobbs 
1986, Horn 1981, Anonymous 2002). 

Dextrose Syrups 

Dextrose syrups contain glucose (dextrose), malt- 
ose, and higher saccharides. They are products of 
incomplete hydrolysis of starch. The hydrolysis is 
much more extensive than that required for maltose 
syrup, but a fairly high maltose content is main- 
tained to prevent glucose crystallization at high glu- 
cose concentrations (Duxbury 1993, Schenck 1986). 

There are many high conversion syrups, ranging 
from dry to viscous. Table 7.3 lists some of the prop- 
erties of high conversion syrups. These syrups are 
commonly used as sweeteners in baking and other 
food industries. The common designation with dex- 
trose equivalence (DE) provides the user with the 
degree of reducing sugars present in a particular 
syrup. Corn sweeteners are generally classified into 
four types. Type I corn sweeteners in the DE 0-38 
range possess a mild sweetening power. Their prin- 
cipal use is to provide textural (i.e., body and 
mouthfeel) and humectant effects (because of their 
low hygroscopicity). Type I1 corn sweeteners in- 
clude syrups in the 38-58 range; these syrups are the 
traditional syrups, but they also include specialty 
syrups called high maltose syrups. All the syrups in 
this category possess moderate sweetness. They are 
also used with other sweeteners such as sucrose or 
high fructose corn syrups to provide the proper 
sweetness. Some of their principal uses are to con- 
trol crystallization and to provide viscosity effects 
such as body and mouthfeel. Type I11 corn sweeten- 
ers covers the 58-73 DE range. These corn sweet- 
eners are used mainly for sweetness, fermentability, 
and browning reactions, and to a lesser extent for 
moisture control. Type IV corn sweeteners include 

those syrups in the 73-99.5 DE range. They are also 
used for sweetness, fermentability, and browning 
reactions. Because of their osmotic effect, Type IV 
sweeteners have a preservative effect for low and 
intermediate moisture foods. It is also used as the 
substrate for conversion to high fructose corn syrups 
(Duxbury 1993, Schenck 1986). 

However, reducing sugars differ in their corre- 
sponding sweetness. Conversion syrups with the 
same DE designation may not have the same sweet- 
ness. Glucose is twice as sweet as maltose, but still 
only 70% as sweet as sucrose. Because glucose and 
maltose are not as sweet as sucrose, they will give 
some sweetness to food products and, more impor- 
tantly, will provide high osmotic pressure, controlled 
hygroscopic properties, easy caramelization, and 
good fermentability (Duxbury 1993, Schenck 1986). 

Dextrose Monohydrate 

Dextrose monohydrate is manufactured by complete 
depolymerization of the starch substrate using acid 
and/or enzymes, and recovery of the product by 
crystallization. The crystals are recovered by wash- 
ing and centrifugation. The dried crystals have about 
8.5% moisture. The mother liquor can be recycled to 
make a second crop of dextrose monohydrate (Dux- 
bury 1993, Schenck 1986). 

Dextrose Anhydrous 

Dextrose anhydrous is usually prepared by redis- 
solving the dextrose monohydrate and refining the 
resulting solution. This solution is concentrated to a 
very high solid content followed by the addition of 
seed a-D-glucose to induce crystallization. The an- 
hydrous dextrose crystals are separated by centrifu- 
gation, washed, and dried (Duxbury 1993, Schenck 
1986). 

The moist dextrose crystals can be dissolved to 
form a dextrose syrup with about 71% dry sub- 
stance. Dextrose (glucose) syrup can also be ob- 
tained by hydrolyzing starch to as high a degree as is 
technically possible. Dextrose has lower solubility 
than sucrose and is available more commonly in 
syrup form for the food industry, even though pure 
glucose crystals are available for food preparation 
and other purposes. This syrup is commonly used as 
a substrate to make high fructose syrup. It is also 
good as raw material for fermentation processes. 
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High Fructose Syrup (42% Fructose) 

High fructose syrup is made by isomerization of the 
glucose in high conversion syrup to fructose, using 
immobilized enzyme (selected xylose isomerase) 
technology. Fructose is 1.7 times as sweet as su- 
crose. The product normally has about 42% fructose 
content and 71% dry substance, with a sweetness 
almost equal to that of sucrose on a solid basis. It 
can be used to replace sucrose in baking and various 
other food applications. This syrup is also called iso- 
merose, isoglucose, or fructose-glucose syrup (Long 
1986, Marx et a1 1990). When this syrup is made 
from corn, it is called high fructose corn syrup 
(HFCS) in the United States. 

Enriched Fructose Syrup (55% Fructose) 

Enriched fructose syrup is produced from high fruc- 
tose syrup by chromatographic separation of glu- 
cose and fructose. The fructose content in these 
syrups can be controlled to be 5590%.  Higher fruc- 
tose content means less syrup is used for the same 
sweetness. The most common enriched fructose 
syrup has 55% fructose and is used widely by soft 
drink bottlers. Application in the baking industry is 
more limited. The glucose obtained from the chro- 
matographic separation can be marketed separately 
or recirculated to the isomerization process (Long 
1986, Marx et al. 1990). 

Fructose Crystals 

Pure fructose is produced from enriched fructose 
syrup, by seeding, crystallizing, and separating the 
pure fructose crystals from the mother liquor. Dried 
fructose crystals have about 0.2% moisture (Andres 
1986, Dziezak 1987). 

OTHER SYRUPS, SUGAR, AND JUICE 
CONCENTRATES 

Molasses 

Molasses usually is a byproduct of sugar refining, 
but it can be a primary product (open kettle mo- 
lasses) of sugar production. It is a heavybodied and 
viscous liquid. 

Open kettle molasses is a primary product ob- 
tained by concentration of the sugar cane juice di- 
rectly without removing any of the sugar and the use 
of artificial clarifying or preserving agents to the 

point where crystallization sets in. The concentrated 
juice that is drained off constitutes the open kettle 
molasses. When properly aged, it acquires a rumlike 
flavor due to limited fermentation caused by certain 
strains of Torula yeast. It may be darker than other 
molasses, as no bleaching occurs during the manu- 
facturing process (Pyler 1988). 

Unsulfited molasses imported from the West 
Indies is the finest type of molasses. It is the whole 
cane juice that has been clarified and evaporated to a 
heavier consistency. Unsulfited molasses has a light, 
clear color with delicate fivor and is sweeter than 
other molasses grades because it contains all the 
sugars of the original cane. 

In the manufacture of sucrose from sugarcane, 
clarification with lime and treatment with sulfur di- 
oxide of the sugarcane juice remove considerable 
amounts of impurities from the syrup used for su- 
crose crystallization. When sucrose crystals are 
formed, the mother liquor is centrifuged off to 
recover the raw sugar crystals. The recovered moth- 
er liquid is the first molasses. Subsequent refining of 
the raw sugar crystals produces second, third, and 
blackstrap molasseses of different quality (Pyler 
1988). 

First molasses is somewhat darker in color and 
not as delicate in fivor as the unsulfited molasses. 
Second molasses is even darker in color and 
stronger in fivor than first molasses. Third molasses 
is very dark with a strong, often bitter, fivor. Black- 
strap is the final residue from which no additional 
sugar can be economically extracted. It is very dark 
and bitter tasting, and it is the lowest grade of mo- 
lasses produced. It is usually not used for human 
consumption. First molasses contains 35% sucrose 
and 37% invert sugar, whereas final (blackstrap) mo- 
lasses contains 32% sucrose and 23% invert sugar. 

The fivor of molasses depends on its origin. The 
quality of molasses is governed by the maturity of 
the sugarcane, the amount of sugar extracted, and 
the method of extraction. 

Because molasses is a viscous liquid, it is difficult 
to handle. To overcome this problem, manufacturers 
developed a dry, free-%wing product with a mois- 
ture of 3% that contains about 60-75% molasses 
solids; the balance of the product is partially hy- 
drolyzed starch or wheat %bur. The product is avail- 
able in both granular and fike forms with the dark 
brown color of molasses. 

Molasses is used mainly for its fivor and sweet- 
ness, but it also imparts a pleasant color to crust and 
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crumb in bakery products. Another unusual property 
of molasses is its acidity, which makes it valuable as 
a leavening agent. Molasses gives good results with 
cookies, as its natural acids interact with baking 
soda, releasing carbon dioxide, which raises cookie 
doughs. This reaction also affects the spread and 
spring of cookies, making the uniformity of molas- 
ses important. The presence of sucrose and invert 
sugars in molasses also makes it a good source of 
energy for yeast activity in fermented baked goods. 
When molasses is used for baking, the following cri- 
teria should be considered: color produced in the 
baked products, fivor, sugar content, solids content, 
ash, and product uniformity. 

Refiner’s Syrup 

A product that is closely related to molasses is refin- 
er’s syrup, a balanced processed syrup extracted 
from raw sugar. Its fivor is different from that of 
unsulfited and regular molasses, but serves similar 
functions. It is a standardized product used to uni- 
formly regulate dough fermentation of dark breads 
and dark bakery products and enhance their fivor. It 
can counteract the bitter taste of bran and germ and 
mask the gray-brown color of bran and germ in 
products made from whole wheat, cracked wheat, 
and other darker kurs. Refiners’ syrup is available 
in light, medium, and dark colors, providing a wide 
range of desirable crumb color for the products in 
which it is used (Hoynak and Bollenback 1966). 

Honey 

Honey is the nectar excreted by bees after they have 
collected the nectar from the kwer pollens. The 
excreted honey is stored in beehive comb cells and 
covered with wax cells for long-term storage. Honey 
is extracted from these cells by removal of the wax 
and centrifugation. Wax particles, foreign matters, 
and air bubbles are strained or filtered from this raw 
honey. Honey is usually mildly heat treated (pas- 
teurized) at 60-71°C (140-160°F) to destroy the os- 
mophilic yeast, delay crystallization, and lower the 
honey’s viscosity for subsequent processing (Pyler 
1988). Controlled crystallization of the heat-treated 
honey produces “spun,” “creamed,” or “crystallized” 
honey. Dry or powdered honey is produced by drum 
drying (LaGrange and Sanders 1988). 

There are more than 150 different kinds of honey, 
based on kral sources. Some of the prominent ones 

include white clover, sweet clover, alfafa, rape, aca- 
cia, orange and other citrus, sage, buckwheat, and 
basswood. The four types most commonly used by 
bakers are orange blossom, clover blossom, sage 
blossom, and buckwheat honey. The color of these 
honeys ranges from water white to dark amber. 
Color is not an indication of quality; it is a result 
of the honey’s kral  source and place of origin. 
Strength of fivor and color can be correlated, al- 
though there are exceptions to this rule. Clover or 
orange blossom honeys are light in color and fivor. 
Buckwheat honey is dark and has a strong, distinct 
flavor. Light-colored honey is more suitable for 
light-colored products such as bread and delicate 
cakes, while dark honeys are more suitable for hearty 
products like dark bran bread. Most food processors 
in the United States use a gold/amber honey blend 
with a sweet, typical fivor. Honey processors use 
the Pfund scale, which was developed for honey to 
determine the optical density readings that correlate 
to honey color and specifications (LaBell 1988). 

Honey is a mixture of many substances, and its 
composition depends on the types of kwers from 
which the nectar is collected as well as the region 
and climatic conditions where the kwers grew; 
thus, different honeys impart various fivors to the 
products in which they are used. To offer consistent 
quality, honey packers produce honey by blending 
honey from various sources, analyzing its compo- 
sition, and continuously controlling its functional 
characteristics. 

The average amount of total sugars in honey is 
82.4%, with 25.2-44.4% fructose, 24.6-36.9% glu- 
cose, 1.70-1 1.8% maltose, and 0.50-2.90% sucrose. 
Water content in honey is 12.2-22.9%. Because of 
its moisture content, honey comes with fewer calo- 
ries, 304 kca1/100 g than sugar, which has 400 
kca1/100 g. 

Honey contains small amounts of niacin and 
ascorbic acid as well as different minerals at various 
levels. It has a pH of 3.9, making it very stable mi- 
crobiologically. Gluconic acid in honey contributes 
to its tartness (LaGrange and Sanders 1988). 

Because honey has a high fructose content, it is 
sweeter than refined sugars and can be substituted 
for sugars in many baked and other products. Honey 
has a tendency to hold and contribute moisture to 
bread products, delaying dryness and crumbliness, 
and thus enhance the bread texture. To enhance 
moisture retention, it is a common practice to re- 
place 10-15% of a bakery product’s total sugar with 
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a balanced amount of honey. In Orange Blossom 
Honey Brownies, up to half the total sugar content 
can be replaced if the ratios of nonfat milk solids are 
changed and a suitable chemical leavening agent is 
added (Meinhold 1990). 

Honey can be formulated into a sealing glaze with 
high fructose corn syrup and thus act as moisture- 
loss barrier in baked products such as pastries. Fruc- 
tose is not only a good sweetener, but also a good 
humectant and fivor agent. Honey in muffin formu- 
lations provides moisture and tenderness to the final 
product. Replacement with honey of over 50% of 
the total sugars in a specially developed high-bran 
formula muffin has been reported (Meinhold 1990). 

Since fructose and glucose are the main sugars in 
honey, they can be fermented easily by the yeast in 
breadmaking formulations. Honey can be applied to 
the production of dinner rolls at the 8% level with- 
out changing the formulation except for water and 
the dinner roll production steps (Meinhold 1990). 

With mostly reducing sugars in its sugar profile, 
honey browns easily during baking, adding a natural 
dark color to baked products such as bread, crackers, 
and other products. Honey maintains a distinct fi- 
vor that varies depending on its origin. Its presence 
in the formula presents a unique characteristic pre- 
ferred by consumers. Honey can be used in graham 
cracker formulations at the range of 2 1.5% plus 17% 
granulated sugars (LaGrange and Sanders 1988). 

The viscous nature of honey makes it difficult to 
handle and scale accurately in the bakery. This prob- 
lem is resolved by offering the baker a "churned" 
honey form, plasticized honey with invert sugar and 
a honey-starch complex at a ratio of 75% honey to 
23.5% starchpyler 1988). 

Sorghum Syrup 

Sorghum syrup (sweet sorghum syrup or sweet sor- 
ghum) is made from Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench, 
whose stalks are sweet and juicy. The stalk of this 
sweet sorghum plant can reach 14 feet tall, and 
when harvested at the right stage of maturity (about 
15.5-16.5" Brix, with 10-14% sucrose), it can yield 
a juice that can be processed into syrup. 

The harvested stalks without leaves are first 
crushed to extract the juice. If the leaves are not 
removed, the stalks should be allowed to dry before 
squeezing the juice from the stalk. The crushed stalk 
(called bagasse) should be handled properly as feed 
for livestock. 

The juice is filtered and settled to remove the 
impurities. Sweet sorghum juice contains about 4% 
starch, and it must be hydrolyzed before evaporation 
to avoid a pudding-like texture for the final product. 
Amylase enzymes are usually used to overcome this 
problem. Invertase is sometimes used to convert 
some of the sucrose into fructose and glucose to 
avoid crystallization. The juice is evaporated either 
in batch or continuous k w  evaporators. The juice is 
then preheated to 160-180°F (71-82°C). It is then 
settled for 1-2 hours to reduce the amount of skim- 
ming left in the juice and to reduce the cook-off 
time. When the concentrated juice reaches 226- 
230°F (108-110°C) or a density of 78-80" Brix, the 
syrup is removed from the evaporator to a cooling 
pan. When the temperature of this syrup cools down 
to 140-160°F (6O-7l0C), it is strained and placed in 
a large container. Another option is to pump the 
cooked syrup through a cooling pipeline system, 
strain it, and fill it into containers for canning. When 
the filling temperature is above 150°F (65.5"C), the 
syrup should not spoil during storage (Diver and 
Sampson 2003, LaBell 1992). 

Sorghum syrup is evaluated on thickness, clarity, 
color, and taste. Overcooking darkens the syrup, and 
a better color will be retained if the syrup is cooled 
somewhat before it is canned. When the syrup 
reaches 126°F (52"C), it should have about 70% 
sugar and a density of 11.5 poundslgallon, at which 
point the evaporation should be stopped, and the 
syrup can be poured readily. Malt diastases are 
sometimes added to hydrolyze the remaining starch 
into glucose to avoid thickening and jelling. The col- 
or of the syrup ranges from dark amber to dark red- 
dish brown. Color develops during the concentration 
process. The unique sorghum fivor is more intense 
in the darker grades of syrup. Flavor comes from the 
natural compounds extracted from the sorghum 
plant and also develops during concentration. The 
pH of the syrup is 5.0-5.5, with an ash content of 
2.5-4.5%, so the syrup serves as a buffer in food 
systems (Diver and Sampson 2003, LaBell 1992). 

Sorghum syrup has been used as a sweetener for 
over a century in the United States and is produced 
in at least 2 4  states. It is not as popular as the other 
syrups and is considered as a delicacy. Baked goods 
like breads, cakes, pies, muffins, and cookies can be 
sweetened with sorghum syrup. It has a stronger 
taste than cane syrup. Sorghum syrup can be used to 
substitute cup for cup in any recipe that calls for 
molasses, honey, corn syrup, or maple syrup. 
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The correct label for sorghum syrup in the United 
States is “sorghum syrup” or “pure sorghum.” “Sor- 
ghum molasses” is blend of sorghum and sugarcane 
syrup. The “Sweet Sorghum” logo from National 
Sweet Sorghum Producers and Processors Associ- 
ation guarantees that the product bearing the logo is 
pure sorghum. 

Maple Syrup 

The sap collected from the maple tree is a clear and 
colorless liquid with a faint sweet taste. This sap is 
concentrated to a light brown syrup. Differences in 
the biochemical composition of sap determine the 
grade of syrup produced. While each syrup is unique, 
the quality of all maple syrup grades must meet state 
and provincial inspection standards. Many factors 
affect changes in sap biochemistry, both in the plant 
itself and in the storage tank before evaporation. 
These partly determine the shade of coloration with- 
in and between syrup color grades, as well as their 
flavor. 

Maple sap contains about 1.44% sugar, and 96% 
of this sugar is sucrose. The sap also contains small 
percentage of amino acids, organic acids, phenolic 
compounds, plant hormones, minerals, salts, and 
other components that are essential for the plant to 
maintain growth. 

The considerable amount of labor involved in the 
collection of maple sap in the United States and 
Canada, and the small amount collected from each 
tree, make maple syrup a costly item. Therefore, its 
use in the bakery industry is very limited. 

Lactose and Whey Solids 

Lactose is milk sugar in its a-hydrated form. It is a 
crystalline product available in granular (through 
100 mesh), fine ground (through 200 mesh), or pul- 
verized (through 325 mesh) form. It is a by-product 
of the cheese industry. It is produced through a crys- 
tallization process from sweet or limed whey. Com- 
mercial lactose monohydrate usually has at least 
98% lactose (Anonymous 1977, Ash 1976, Nick- 
erson 1978). 

Lactose is made up of one molecule of glucose 
and one molecule of galactose joined together by a 
p-1,4 glycosidic bond. It is a reducing sugar. Yeast 
usually does not utilize lactose. However, if lactic 
acid bacteria are present, as in source sourdough, the 
lactose can be hydrolyzed into glucose and galac- 

tose, and the yeast can utilize the glucose. Another 
option is to add lactase to the formulation to help 
hydrolyze the lactose. 

The main limitation in using lactose in bakery 
products is the problem of lactose intolerance for 
consumers. However, with the commercial avail- 
ability of lactase at the retail level, lactose intoler- 
ance is no longer a real issue in developed countries, 
although it may be still a problem in areas where 
lactase is not readily available. 

In baking, lactose is often used at the level of 3- 
4% of the total weight of ingredients to replace 
sucrose, for a variety of functional benefits. Com- 
pared with other sugars, lactose offers the following 
benefits : fivor enhancement, emulsifying action, 
browning, low sweetness, tenderizing effect, volume 
improvement, and improved quality and shelf life 
(Anonymous 1977, Ash 1976, Nickerson 1978). 

Lactose excels in absorbing fivors, aromas, and 
color as compared with other sugars, and it has been 
used as a carrier for these compounds. Due to this 
absorption-carrier ability, lactose retards the loss of 
flavor, color, and aroma during baking and proc- 
essing (Anonymous 1977, Ash 1976, Nickerson 
1978). 

Lactose improves the emulsifying efficiency of 
shortening, resulting in a more uniform cell struc- 
ture and desirable texture. At the same time, it can 
promote good distribution of ingredients with mini- 
mum mixing. Lactose extends the shortening in bak- 
ery products, enabling reduction of fat in certain 
recipes (Anonymous 1977, Ash 1976, Nickerson 
1978). 

Lactose is a reducing sugar and interacts with 
amines in the formulation to form typical nonenzy- 
matic Maillard reaction products. Since lactose is 
not fermented by yeast or modified to a great extent 
during processing, it is available for the desired 
browning reactions. Lactose begins caramelization 
at 150-160°F (65.5-71°C), and turns brown at 
175°F (79.4”C). It produces a highly fivorful and 
golden-brown crust. The addition of lactose to the 
formulation helps maintenance of the desired golden- 
brown color throughout the baked product’s shelf 
life (Anonymous 1977, Ash 1976, Nickerson 1978). 

At the common usage level in baked products, lac- 
tose is about 30-35% sweet as sucrose. The partial 
replacement of sucrose with lactose results in similar 
or improved texture, color, and aroma, but with low- 
er sweetness and calories. This is beneficial to con- 
sumers controlling calorie intake and preferring less 
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sweet products (Anonymous 1977, Ash 1976, Nick- 
erson 1978). 

Lactose has the ability to bind water and subse- 
quently maintains moisture in the final product with- 
out making it soggy. The end product is a more ten- 
der, moister, better eating product. This tenderizing 
effect of lactose in bakery products allows a reduc- 
tion of shortening and sugar in the formulation, yet 
enhances the texture, fivor, and keeping qualities of 
the product (Anonymous 1977, Ash 1976, Nicker- 
son 1978). 

Under optimum conditions, lactose can increase 
bread and cake volumes quite significantly. This 
increase in volume may be due to the tendering 
effect of lactose, with its ability to strengthen the 
cell walls in bread and cake. The caramelization and 
Maillard reactions are known to generate carbon 
dioxide and thus also contribute to volume increase 
(Anonymous 1977, Ash 1976, Nickerson 1978). 

Also due to the tenderizing effect of lactose, prod- 
ucts made with added lactose and reduced sucrose 
and shortening (both are beneficial effects of lactose 
discussed earlier) have a longer shelf life. Shelf life 
is claimed to be extended at least 50-60%, signifi- 
cantly increasing the keeping quality of bread and 
cakes (Anonymous 1977, Ash 1976, Nickerson 
1978). 

Whey solids are also by-products of cheese man- 
ufacturing. In the past, lactose-containing whey was 
discarded and discharged into sewage lines. After 
the enactment of the Environmental Protection Act 
in the United States, this practice became costly, and 
the cheese industry started to recover the whey and 
process it into whey solids, and they further devel- 
oped the membrane filtration technology to separate 
the lactose from the whey proteins. The whey solids 
and lactose are now commonly used in the baking 
industry as sweeteners and for other purposes. 

Raisin Juice Concentrate 

Raisin juice concentrate is a natural product with 
amber to dark brown color. It is prepared by leach- 
ing the raisins with water in several stages, to pro- 
duce raisin juice, followed by vacuum concentration 
to 70” Brix. The concentrate does not require any 
preservative for prolonged storage as the sugar con- 
centration and other components in the concentrate 
can inhibit mold spoilage. It contains mainly re- 
ducing sugars (about 85-95%), resulting in faster 

browning in baked goods. The tartaric acid present 
naturally in grapes contributes to leavening action, 
yielding enlarged loaf volume. The pectin from the 
grapes also provides a humectant effect, producing 
softer and moister finished baked products. Raisin 
concentrate is a natural brown colorant, giving a 
slight brown color to the dough and the finished 
product. A commonly recommended usage level is 
9-12% of the kur,  with reduced usage of other 
sweeteners such as sucrose or HFCS to compensate 
the sweetness in the formulation. 

Table 7.3 lists some of the major components in 
sugars and syrups and some of their respective prop- 
erties (sweetness rating, fermentability, and brown- 
ing capacity). 

HIGH INTENSITY SWEETENERS, 
SWEETENER EXTENDERS, AND 
BULKING AGENTS 
Many high intensity sweeteners are available for the 
food industry. The use of high intensity sweeteners 
in bakery products was first initiated to satisfy dia- 
betics who must control their sugar intake. When 
saccharin and cyclamate were the major high inten- 
sity sweeteners available, manufacturers for low 
calorie bakery products did not have many choices. 
In the past 25 years, the availability of aspartame, 
acesulfame potassium, sucralose, neotame, alitame, 
D-tagatose, thalose, and others in many countries 
have assisted in the development of low-calorie bak- 
ery products. There are also less common high in- 
tensity sweeteners, such as steviosides, glycyrrhizin, 
dihydrochalones, and L-sugars, that are used in 
some countries or are being investigated. It should 
be noted that use of high intensity sweeteners in food 
products is regulated in every country. High intensity 
sweeteners that are approved for use in one country 
may not be permitted in another country. The follow- 
ing sections describe some of the basic properties of 
the more common high intensity sweeteners, some 
of the problems that occur when high intensity 
sweeteners are used, and possible solutions (Olinger 
and Velasco 1996). 

SACCHARIN (SWEET” LowTM, SUGAR  TWIN^^) 

Saccharin, an organic petroleum compound discov- 
ered by accident, has been used as an artificial 
sweetener for over a century. It is one of the earliest 
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artificial sweeteners. The common forms of saccha- 
rin used in the food industry are the white crystalline 
powders of sodium or calcium salts. The acid form 
is seldom used in the food industry because of its 
solubility. It is 300-400 times (200-700 times in 
some literature) as sweet as sucrose, and slow to 
onset. It delivers a persistent bitter, metallic after- 
taste at high concentrations. It does not contribute 
calories and is not metabolized in the human body. 
Saccharin was suspected to be carcinogenic, but this 
claim was not supported by hard scientific evidence. 
Currently, saccharin is available in the United States 
and many other countries without any warning label. 
However, it is not available in Canada. It can be used 
in baked goods for its sweetness, but will not con- 
tribute to other functional properties, as the quantity 
used is very low. Nowadays, its use is not as com- 
mon as is the use of the newer high intensity sweet- 
eners (e.g., aspartame and Acesulfame KTM) (Anon- 
ymous 1979, Best and Nelson 1993, Giesse 1993). 

ASPARTAME (NUTRASWEET~~, EQUAL TM) 

Aspartame is made of two amino acids-L-aspartic 
acid and L-phenylalanine-that have no sweet taste 
by themselves. Chemically, aspartame is L-aspartyl- 
L-phenylalanine methyl ester. It is a GRAS (gen- 
erally recognized as safe) sweetener made from 
protein components and is therefore classified as nu- 
tritive. It is 160-220 times as sweet as sucrose. It is 
usually sold in packets and tablets for tabletop use. 

Aspartame has the clean, sweet taste of sugar 
without the metallic, bitter aftertaste often associat- 
ed with saccharin and cyclamate. This amino acid 
sweetener can be used in combination with other 
sugars or high intensity sweeteners to produce syn- 
ergistic effects in low- or reduced-calorie products. 
Aspartame also enhances and extends fivors such 
as citrus fivors. However, it can also enhance bitter- 
ness when used with bitter cocoa, but this problem 
can be overcome by using cocoa with a different 
alkalinity. Aspartame is stable in the dry form. In 
solutions, its stability is a function of three factors, 
time, temperature, and pH. As the time at a given 
temperature increases, the percentage of aspartame 
remaining unchanged decreases. Similarly, as the 
temperature increases for given process time, the 
amount of aspartame remaining unchanged also de- 
creases. Decomposition follows simple first-order 
kinetics. Aspartame is more stable at a pH value be- 

tween 3 and 4 than at higher pH values (Homler 
1984). 

Aspartame is hydrolyzed into the two amino acid 
components that are metabolized in the normal hu- 
man body, and it generates 4 kcal/g. Its decomposi- 
tion product, phenylalanine has been a concern for 
phenylketonuric (PKU) heterozygotes. It was con- 
cluded that the level of phenylalanine is well below 
the safety limit under normal usage and can be toler- 
ated with little clinical significance. However, the 
statement, “Phenylketonurics: Contains phenylala- 
nine,” is required on the labels of all products con- 
taining aspartame in the United States to safeguard 
children with PKU and to make sure their parents 
are aware of the phenylalanine in aspartame. 

Methanol, one of the decomposition products of 
aspartame, was also a concern when aspartame- 
containing beverages were exposed to high tempera- 
tures. It was concluded that the amount of methanol 
produced is also well below the safety limit and does 
not pose a health hazard. Other clinical studies were 
also conducted. These scientific studies concluded 
that consumption of aspartame by normal humans is 
safe and is not associated with serious adverse 
health effects. Individuals who need to control their 
phenylalanine intake should handle aspartame like 
other source of phenylalanine (Council on Scientific 
Affairs, AMA 1985). 

Because aspartame can decompose when exposed 
to higher temperatures under certain conditions, its 
original form is not suitable for baking. Instead, the 
manufacturer for aspartame has developed an encap- 
sulated form that can withstand the heat during bak- 
ing and prevents loss of sweetness intensity in baked 
goods and baking mixes. Essentially, aspartame is 
granulated and encapsulated with proprietary food 
grade materials to protect it throughout the tempera- 
tures of the baking process. These materials are said 
to act as a time-temperature release system that 
releases aspartame at the end of the baking process, 
thus protecting aspartame until the product stops 
baking. Because aspartame is released at the end of 
the baking process, it is at that point in a reduced 
moisture system and is safe from moist heat and 
breakdown. Products using encapsulated aspartame 
have shelf life of about 1 week at room temperature, 
the same as products using sugar. The shelf life will 
be longer if the products are sold frozen. The 
amount of material used to encapsulate aspartame is 
very small and therefore has no impact on the final 
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product, either in terms of quality or calories 
(Pszczola 1988). 

Encapsulated aspartame is very suitable for top- 
pings, frostings, and fillings in baked goods, at the 
range of 30-50%. When aspartame is used in place 
of sugars in cakes, for example, it does not con- 
tribute to volume, structure, and tenderness as sugar 
does in cakes made with sugar. Adding bulking 
agents will provide the volume usually provided by 
sugar. At the same time, these bulking agents have to 
provide other benefits the sugar provides, but with- 
out the calories. Premixes containing aspartame and 
bulking agents together with the other ingredients 
are made available to consumers and food pro- 
cessors for their convenience (Pszczola 1988). 

ACESULFAME POTASSIUM (ACESULFAME-K~~, 
ACESULFAM TM) 

Acesulfame-K'", a derivative of acetoacid, and a 
methyl derivative of oxathiazinones, is another 
GRAS sweetener. It is a colorless crystalline powder. 
This sweetener is water soluble and stable at normal 
temperature and moderate pH. It is approximately 
200 times sweeter than sucrose based on a 3% aque- 
ous solution. Its sweetness is similar to aspartame, but 
more stable, without calories, and possibly cheaper. 

Acesulfame-K'" has a clean, quickly perceptible, 
sweet taste that does not linger. Its taste is also stable 
over time in solids and liquids, and after exposure to 
heat. These qualities are in contrast to aspartame, 
which is not stable when stored in liquid and/or 
exposed to heat, and with saccharin and cyclamate, 
which have a bitter aftertaste to many consumers. 
Acesulfame-K'" can be combined with other sweet- 
eners to obtain a blend that tastes like sugar, but with 
greater sweetening intensity than the individual 
parts of the blend, allowing less sweetener to be 
used. Over 20 countries, including the United States, 
approve the use of Acesulfame-K'" in various prod- 
ucts. Acesulfame-K'" is not metabolized and does 
not have any pharmacological effects (Peck 1994). 

Acesulfame-K'" is very suitable for bakery appli- 
cations. It does not decompose at the baking temper- 
atures until 225°F (107°C). It is stable during ex- 
tended storage. It also does not decompose under 
sunlight and can be stored like other dry bakery 
ingredients. Acesulfame-K'" is stable in both the 
acid and the alkaline conditions typically found in 
bakery products. It dissolves easily in water and can 
be added at any stage of the mixing process, either 

with solid or liquid ingredients. It can be used with 
various nutritive sweeteners. Usage level of 
Acesulfame-K'" in baked goods varies among for- 
mulations, ranging from 700 to 1200 ppm, or higher 
for frostings and icings. The amount of bulking 
agent(s) used in the formulation is a deciding factor 
in the usage level of Acesulfame-K@ (Peck 1994). 

SUCRALOSE (SPLENDA~~)  

Sucralose, a white, crystalline, nonhygroscopic sol- 
id produced by selective chlorination of the sucrose 
molecule, is another GRAS sweetener available to 
the bakers. It is the only high intensity sweetener 
made from sucrose. It is 600 times sweeter than 
sucrose. It is very stable in the solid form and in 
solution. Under normal baking conditions, it will not 
decompose. It has stability and high water solubility. 
It has a sweetness profile like that of sucrose, with- 
out the bitter aftertaste. Sucralose is a very versatile 
high intensity sweetener, combining excellent sta- 
bility in liquid and heat-processed food products, 
and sweetness intensity greater than that of many 
currently approved high intensity sweeteners. It 
does not interact with the ingredients in bakery for- 
mulations. It is not metabolized in the human body, 
and therefore does not contribute any calories to the 
diet. It is also noncariogenic-does not promote 
tooth decay. Manufacturer's suggested usage of su- 
cralose in bakery products (McNeil Specialty Prod- 
ucts Co.) ranges from 175-225 pprn in apple pie fill- 
ings to 200-250 pprn in cheesecake, 200-300 pprn 
in crackers and brownies, 300-500 pprn in cookies, 
and 500-600 pprn in cakes. Its application in bakery 
goods was approved in Canada in 1991. 

NEOTAME 

Neotame was approved by U.S. Federal Drug Ad- 
ministration in 2002 as a nonnutritive sugar substi- 
tute. It is a derivative of the dipeptide phenylalanine 
and aspartic acid. Its chemical name is [(3,3- 
dimethylbutyl) -L-alpha-aspartyl] -L-phneylalanine- 
1-methyl ester (Code of Federal Registration 2002). 
It has a sweetness rating of 7000-13,000, It is a free- 
flowing, water-soluble, white crystalline powder 
that is heat stable and can be used in baking and other 
food applications. It has a clean sweet taste without 
a bitter, metallic aftertaste. It can be used as a sweet- 
ener and fivor enhancer in foods and beverages 
(Council on Calorie Control 2004). 
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CYCLAMATE 

Like saccharin, cyclamate was discovered by acci- 
dent, in 1937. Its chemical name is cyclohexane sul- 
fonic acid. It was probably the second artificial 
sweetener used extensively worldwide. It is 30-60 
times as sweet as sucrose, tastes much like sucrose, 
and is heat stable. Its sweetness has a slow onset and 
persists for a long time. It is metabolized in the body 
to cyclohexylamine. Like saccharin, it has a bitter 
aftertaste, but when used in combination with sac- 
charin (10 parts cyclamate to 1 part saccharine), the 
bitter aftertaste associated with each compound is 
significantly suppressed, and can only be detected at 
high concentrations. It is available in its acid form 
and as sodium or calcium salts (Anonymous 1979). 

In 1970, based on an experiment involving the 
feeding of saccharin and cyclamate together to rats, 
a research team in Canada claimed that cyclamate 
may be carcinogenic. The FDA thus banned the use 
of cyclamate in the United States. However, this 
claim has never been proven by subsequent experi- 
ments. Instead, subsequent experiments showed that 
cyclamate is not carcinogenic. In fact, an impurity in 
saccharin (0-toluenesulfonamide) was suspected to 
be the cause of the problem, causing the FDA to 
issue a warning on the possible carcinogenicity of 
saccharin until 1991. Recently, the manufacturer for 
cyclamate has submitted a petition to the FDA with 
additional data to support the safety of cyclamate. 
This petition is still pending and the use of cycla- 
mate in the United States has not been reapproved. 
However, cyclamate is available in Canada as a 
tabletop sweetener and is used in Canada and many 
other countries in low-calorie food products. Like 
saccharin, the usage is small and will not contribute 
to the structure of any baked products. 

ALITAME 

Alitame is made by chemical synthesis and contains 
the amino acids L-aspartic acid, D-alanine, and a 
novel amide substitution. It is a white crystalline, 
odorless, nonhygroscopic powder. It is very soluble 
in water. Alitame has very high intensity sweetness, 
about 2000 times as sweet as sucrose in 10% solu- 
tions. It has a clean sweetness with no off notes or 
unpleasant aftertaste. It is partially metabolized and 
contributes to a theoretical maximum of 1.4 kcal/g. 
With its very high sweetness intensity, its caloric 
contribution is negligible. It has gone through the 

traditional safety studies as set forth for food addi- 
tive petitions. Alitame exhibits good stability under 
a wide range of baking conditions, typically better 
than 80% is retained in the baked product. The 
usage is between 0.008 and 0.012% in cake and 
brownie formulations. Its use as a sweetener is 
pending FDA approval (Duff and Sigman-Grant 
2000, Freeman 1989). However, it is approved for 
use in foods and beverages in Australia, New Zea- 
land, Mexico, the People’s Republic of China, and 
Mexico. 

D-TAGATOSE 

D-tagatose is a reducing monosaccharide that occurs 
naturally in some cheeses, yogurt, cocoa, dates, and 
heat-treated milk products. It is derived from whey 
and is considered a natural product in Hong Kong 
and Australia. It is a six-carbon sugar whose molec- 
ular structure is very similar to that of fructose, but 
with one carbon bond inverted. The altered structure 
renders it unavailable to the human body, and thus it 
does not contribute any calories. 

D-tagatose is a white powder with very similar 
sensory and physical properties to those of sugar. It 
has no cooling effect, aftertaste, or potential for off 
taste. Its taste and fivor are very comparable to 
those of sucrose, more so even than fructose or glu- 
cose. It is about 92% as sweet as sugar and can be 
substituted almost one for one for sugar. The beauty 
of D-tagatose is that it has essentially the same phys- 
ical properties as sucrose, so little or no reformula- 
tion is needed in applications that currently contain 
sucrose; this is unlike many sugar alternatives. D- 
tagatose is more expensive than sucrose, but it 
would be competitive with other ingredients with 
similar applications; in some cases, this would in- 
clude a bulking agent as a sweetener, containing 
additional calories (Kevins 1996). 

THALOSE 

Thalose has no sweetness of its own but makes 
sucrose sweeter. It is a sweetener extender that is 
used mainly in invert syrup. It can replace at least 
10% of the sugar used. It has no caloric value and 
works instantly without special preparation. It has 
no effect on fivor and aroma and has no unpleasant 
aftertaste. It is a GRAS ingredient with value in bak- 
ery and other products (Giesse 1993). 
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POLYDEXTROSE (LITESSE~~  IN HOLLAND) 

Polydextrose is a designed product. The materials 
used in its production are an 89: 10: 1 mixture of dex- 
trose, sorbitol, and citric acid. It provides the bulk, 
texture, mouthfeel, and functional attributes of sugar 
and other caloric sweeteners. It is partially metabo- 
lized in the body and contributes only 1 kcal/g. It is 
an FDA-approved multipurpose additive that may be 
used in accordance with good manufacturing prac- 
tice as a bulking agent, formulation aid, humectant, 
and texturizer, and it should appear on the product 
label. It can be used in baked goods. When con- 
sumed in large amounts, it has laxative effect in 
some consumers. Regulations require a single ser- 
ving of food containing more than 15 g of polydex- 
trose to be labeled, “Sensitive individuals may expe- 
rience a laxative effect from excessive consumption 
of this product” (Giesse 1993). 

LACTITOL (LACTY TM IN HOLLAND) 

Lactitol is a disaccharide sugar alcohol made from 
lactose by catalytic hydrogenation. Chemically, it is 
4-0-(~-galyactosyl)-D-glucitol. It is a nonhygro- 
scopic, crystalline material with a sweetness 40% 
that for sucrose. It has a clean, sweet, sugar-like 
taste without an aftertaste. It behaves like sucrose in 
food processing, which makes the ingredient an ideal 
sweetening agent for the formulation of products 
without sugar, where it provides both sweetness and 
bulking properties. However, it is a nonreducing 
sugar alcohol that does not take part in Maillard 
browning reactions or enzymatic degradation. It is 
very stable under acid and alkaline conditions and at 
high temperatures. It has a reduced caloric value of 
2 kcal/g, and it is noncariogenic and suitable for dia- 
betics. In most applications, it can be used in con- 
junction with high intensity sweeteners such as 
aspartame, Acesulfame-K, or saccharine (Blankers 
1995). 

USE OF SWEETENERS IN BAKED 
GOODS 
For fermented bakery products, the use of sugar 
and/or syrups is common practice, except for a few 
cases. For crackers, cookies, and cakes, the use of 
sweeteners, either traditional sugars/syrups or high 
intensity sweeteners, depends on their formulations. 

Maltodextrin, glucose syrup, dextrose, high fruc- 
tose corn syrup and fructose crystals, and other 
sweeteners are used in the manufacture of baked 
goods such as biscuits, breads and rolls, cakes, 
cookies, crackers, doughnuts, frosting, icings and 
glazes, pies, and pretzels independently or in com- 
binations of two or more. The only exception is 
breads and rolls that do not use fructose crystals 
(Anonymous 2002). The amount of sugars and syr- 
ups used in baked goods varies widely among 
groups of products, and also within groups. It may 
range from 0 to 40%. Table 7.4 lists the percentages 
of sweeteners used in each group of baked goods. 
Today, high intensity sweeteners are also used fair- 
ly commonly in baked goods. The promotion of 
low carbohydrate (low carb) foods encourages the 
use of high intensity sweeteners in baked goods. It 
should be noted that the amount of sweetener(s) 
used in each product differs based on the manufac- 
turer’s formulation, usually in the range of 0.1-2%, 
depending on the kinds of sweeteners used. In addi- 
tion, the use of high intensity sweeteners in bakery 
products is regulated by the corresponding agency 
of each country. 

It should be noted that the most common storage 
problem of granulated sugar is caking caused by the 
repeated absorption and loss of moisture by sugar 
crystals. When granulated sugar is exposed to high 
relative humidity for a long period of time, moisture 
absorbed by the sugar crystals dissolves the sugar 
crystals, forming a thin layer of syrup. When the 
sugar is exposed to lower relative humidity, the 
moisture evaporates and recrystallizes the sugar 
crystals, cementing the crystals together. As this 
proceeds, a large lump is formed. The severity of 
the caking depends on how much moisture is ab- 
sorbed. 

Baker’s Special is very susceptible to caking. 
Powered sugar, and fondant or icing sugars are even 
more sensitive, so cornstarch is added to powered 
sugar to minimize the problem. Powdered sugar 
contains about 3% cornstarch, and fondant and 
icing sugars contain about 4.5% cornstarch. Storing 
these sugars in moisture-barrier-ply, multiwall 
paper bags (commonly used in the United States) 
or similar containers helps slow down the penetra- 
tion of moisture. Plastic bags, used in other coun- 
ties, are also a promising solution to the problem 
(Junk and Pancoast 1973, Pancoast and Junk 1980, 
Pyler 1988). 
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Table 7.4. Usage Range of Sweeteners in Bakery Products 

Parts Sugar and 
Bakery Product Syrup (based on Bakery Product Amount, % 
Category 100 parts kur) Category of total weight 

Bread, Home style 3 Bagels 0-8 
Bread, Mixed grain 4-8 Breads and rolls 0-8 
Bread, No-time 5.6 Brownies 20-40 
Bread, Premium 7.1 Cakes 25-30 
Bread, Raisin 8 Cookies 20-40 
Bread, Rye 0-4 Muffins 25-30 
Bread, Wheat 8-15 Sweet dough products 10-15 
Bread, White hearth 2 
Bread, White pan 6-8.5 Icings 55-90 
Cookies 4-70 
Crackers 3-35 

Doughnut mix 38.5 
Doughnuts, yeast-raised 8-12 

Pie crust 3-8 
Pretzels 0 

Danish sweet goods 20 

Hamburger (soft) bun 12 

Puff pastry 0 
Source:Adapted fromFaridi 1991, Kulp 1991, Nelson 2000. 

Tables 7.5,7.6, and 7.7 are, respectively, recentsur- 
veys conducted in Honolulu on the usage of sweet- 
eners in breads; buns, bagels, and doughnuts; and 
crackers. It is clear that the use of one or more 
sweeteners in breads is fairly common (Table 7.5). 
High fructose corn syrup is used very commonly in 
breads, and molasses is used more often in wheat 
and multigrain breads. There are also a few bread 
products that do not use sweeteners at all. In the 
buns, bagels, and doughnuts group, the usage of 
sweeteners is not as diversified as in the bread cate- 
gory (Table 7.6). In the cracker category, sucrose is 
used in every product surveyed (Table 7.7). High 
fructose corn syrup is also used in five out of the 
nine subcategories of crackers. There are also prod- 
ucts that do not use sweeteners at all, such as water 
and rye crackers. About one-third of the savory 
crackers surveyed do not use sweeteners at all, but 
about half of the products surveyed use high fruc- 
tose corn syrup and/or sucrose. It is interesting to 
note that raisin juice, which contains fructose and 
dextrose, is now used in some products instead of 
traditional sugars and syrups. It is a newcomer in the 
sweeteners category. 

FUNCTIONALITY OF 
SWEETENERS IN BAKED GOODS 
Baked goods consist of two main categories: yeast- 
raised goods and those that do not use yeast as the 
leavening agent. In yeast-raised goods such as 
bread, yeast utilizes the sugar (sucrose, glucose, or 
fructose) to produce the alcohol and carbon dioxide 
that help raise the products. However, yeast does not 
consume all the sugar. What remains contributes to 
the fivor, volume, aroma, and crust color of the 
product, while also helping retain moisture to extend 
shelf life. In non-yeast-raised goods, sugar is used 
mainly for its contribution to taste and fivor, and 
also to volume. In addition, sugar provides a tender- 
izing effect in these products. 

In cookies, sugar contributes to the sweetness, 
spreading, and crispiness of the product. In addition, 
it provides a pleasing overall appearance, including 
a smooth grain and the appealing golden brown 
color of homemade cookies. Cakes with higher sug- 
ar content tend to be more tender and moist. Table 
7.8 summarizes the major functions of sweeteners 
based on various categories of products. It is clear 
that each sweetener has its own functions in each 
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Table 7.6. Use Frequency of Sweeteners in Yeast-Fermented Products Other Than Regular 
Breads (n, Buns, Bagels, and Doughnuts) in a Honolulu Supermarket in June 2004 

Hot Dog Hamburger Sandwich Plain 
Sweeteners Buns Buns Bun Bagels Doughnuts 

High fructose corn syrup 717 414 
Sucrose or liquid sucrose 111” 213” 
Dextrose 111” 111” 
Corn syrup solids 213 
Molasses 113 
Raisin juice 117 
Maltodextrin 111” 

Note: Number indicates usage ratio (frequencyin) in samples surveyed. 
”Includes usage < 1 or 2%. 

product. Some sweeteners can have similar func- 
tions in different groups of products. However, the 
requirements for sweeteners in each category of 
baked products vary according to the characteristics 
of the products and the manufacturing processes. 

FUNCTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
OF SWEETENER SYSTEMS 
When applying sweetener(s) in baked goods, some 
considerations must be made based on the appear- 
ance, mouthfeel and texture, fivor, marketing and 
regulatory issues, storage and handling, process and 
preparation, and reactivity of the sweeteners them- 
selves and of the final products. Table 7.9 lists the 
categories of functional consideration for sweetener 
systems in baked goods and the items to be consid- 
ered for each category. 

PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE 
SOLUTIONS IN REDUCED SUGAR 
AND SUGARLESS BAKING 
It should be noted that when high intensity sweeten- 
ers are used, they don’t contribute to the product 
volume(s). Compensations must be made to achieve 
similarity to regular products. Bulking agents are 
often used to accomplish this purpose. Nonen- 
zymatic browning (Maillard reaction) is also not 
accomplished when high intensity sweeteners are 
used, and this must be compensated for by the use of 
appropriate ingredients. Table 7.10 lists some of the 
problems involved in reduced sugar and sugarless 

baking, considerations in the balance of the formula- 
tion, and possible solutions in the development of 
new formulations. 

CONCLUSION 
As mentioned earlier, sweeteners are an important 
ingredient in bakery products. There are many kinds 
of sugars and syrups and high intensity sweeteners 
available. Their usage depends on the kind of prod- 
uct to be manufactured. However, sugars and syrups 
provide characteristics typical of the product. When 
the sugar usage is reduced or replaced completely, 
similar products can be produced with the aid of 
bulking agents. Functional considerations on the use 
of sweeteners are described, and possible problems 
that may occur when sweeteners are reduced or 
replaced completely are identified. With the trend 
toward producing lower calorie products, use of 
high intensity sweeteners will increase in the future, 
but their use will not replace the traditional sugars 
and syrups completely. 
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Table 7.8. Functionality of Sugar and Syrup 
Sweeteners in Baked Goods 

Table 7.9. Functional Considerations of 
Sweetener Systems in Baked Goods 

Baked 
Goods 
Category Functions 

Bread 

Cakes 

Cookies 

Crackers 

Supply fermentable solids 
Form color compounds in the crust 

due to Maillard reaction 
Generate fivor and aroma 
Improve crumb texture and softness 
Extend shelf life by the 

hygroscopicity 

Provide sweetness 
Affect cake structure formation 
Improve crumb texture and crumb 

tenderness 
Extend freshness by aiding moisture 

retention and decreasing water 
activity of the product 

Promote a good crust color 

Generate fivor 
Affect cookie spread 
Control crispiness 
Control surface characteristics 

Reduce the amount of water used in 
the dough 

Supply fermentable solids if 
fermentation process is involved 

Contribute fivor to the final product 
Contribute color to the final product 

due to Maillard reaction in the 
baking process 

Source:Adapted fromKulp et al. 1991. 

Category Items to be Considered 

Appearance 

Mouthfeel and 
texture 

Flavor 

Marketing and 
regulator 
issues 

Storage and 
handling 

Process and 
preparation 

Reactivity 

Gloss 
Crystallinity 

Frostings 
Crystallinity 
Tackiness 
Tenderness 

Aroma 

Legal appeal 
Ingredient label position 
Regulatory restrictions 
Health implications 
Calorie content 
Digestive effects 
Serum glucose value 
Cariogenicity 

Crystallization (syrups and 

Hygroscopicity (dry mixes) 
Bulking properties (dry mixes) 
Flowability (dry mixing) 
Pumpability (wet mixing) 
Dusting potential (dry mixes) 

Solubility 
Consumer clean-up 

Heat stability 
Fermentability 
Preservative qualities 

liquid sweeteners) 

Source:Adapted from Best 1992. 

Table 7.10. Problems and Possible Solutions in Reduced Sugar or Sugarless Baking 

Categow Items 

Problems Loss of viscosity and body due to low solids. 
Poor aeration and cell structure. 
Poor heat transfer and ability to bake at temperatures necessary for browning. 
Loss of shelf life due to osmotic and water activity effects. 
Poor fivor release. 
Unfavorable shifts in glass-transition temperatures of proteins and starches. 

Formulation Nutrition labeling guidelines. 
balance Physicochemical functions. 

Quantifiable multicomponent interactions. 
Optimization of existing formulations with reduced sugar content- 

usually a reduction of 1 5 2 0 %  can be achieved without difficulty. 
Reduction of 80% sugar or more is very challenging-usually use of bulking agent(s) 

is needed to product acceptable products. 

New formulation 
development 

Source: Adapted from Shukla 1995. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The hen’s (Gallus domesticus) egg is a unique food 
material. It constitutes a source rich in valuable 
nutrients including proteins of exceptional biologi- 
cal value, folic acid, phospholipids, unsaturated fat- 
ty acids, minerals, antioxidant carotenoids (e.g., 
lutein and zeaxanthin), and vitamins A, B, D, E, and 
K. Furthermore, eggs with enhanced levels of a 
number of nutritionally important egg constituents, 
such as omega fatty acids, vitamin E, and so on, 
have been produced through feed supplementation. 
Shell eggs with improved health quality, through 
yolk fatty acid and/or other constituent manipula- 
tion, may command premium prices on the market 
and could be an answer to the decline in egg con- 
sumption during the last decades. 

Eggs are characterized as multifunctional food 
materials incorporated into a number of food sys- 
tems, not only to increase their nutritional value, but 
also to improve color and fivor, and to enhance 
the product’s emulsifying, whipping/foaming, and/or 

coagulation/gelation properties. Thus, the prepara- 
tion and physicochemical stability of products such 
as salad dressings, meringue, custards, cakes, and 
omelettes depend to a great extent on the presence of 
egg constituents functioning as air-inclusion agents, 
emulsifiers, and/or gel network formers, and con- 
tributing to the development of their unique sensory 
and rheological characteristics (Mine 2002). 

The ability of eggs to perform as a multifunction- 
al food ingredient stems from their mixed composi- 
tion, especially that of the protein fraction, which is 
made up of constituents differing both in molecular 
size and structural &xibility. In general, the protein 
constituents of egg white have a globular nature and 
a rigid molecular structure. They can perform very 
effectively in aerated food systems where the intro- 
duction of air in the form of tiny bubbles, and subse- 
quent stabilization, is favored by proteins that, when 
adsorbed at the air-water interface, retain an appre- 
ciable proportion of their secondary and tertiary 
structure. Yolk proteins, on the other hand, having a 
more &xible structure, can rapidly adsorb and re- 
arrange at oil-water (o/w) interfaces, which is a prere- 
quisite for efficient emulsifying performance (Shen- 
ton 1979). Egg coagulation/gelation upon heating is 
a property that characterizes both the egg white and 
the egg yolk, although the two fractions may differ 
in the appearance and the mechanical properties of 
the gels they produce, with the egg white forming 
stronger and more elastic gel networks than the 
yolk. However, when the yolk is stirred to break down 
its microstructure, which is made up of adjoining 
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polyhedral “grains,” it also forms cohesive gel struc- 
tures exhibiting rubber-like properties (Woodward 

The difference in functionality between the white 
and the yolk is the main reason for incorporating the 
former in systems where foaming is the target (e.g., 
meringue), while the yolk finds use in o/w disper- 
sion systems such as mayonnaise and salad creams. 
Commercial egg white or yolk products, supplied to 
the food industry in the pasteurized liquid, frozen, or 
dehydrated form, are often contaminated by each 
other, something that may adversely infience their 
functionality. On the other hand, when whole egg is 
used as a food ingredient, the yolk and the white 
constituents may have to function in the presence of 
each other as well as in the presence of other food 
ingredients, such as k u r  or milk proteins. Further- 
more, each one of the egg fractions is made up of a 
diverse mixture of protein components, which may 
also exhibit differences both in structure and func- 
tionality. In the case of yolk, the organization of pro- 
tein and lipid constituents into supermolecular struc- 
tures, the LDL micelles and the granules, may also 
affect the yolk protein functionality. The LDL 
micelles, due to their labile nature, are easily disor- 
ganized when heated (Anton et al. 2003), or in the 
presence of oil droplet surfaces. The granular struc- 
tures, on the other hand, are more compact, and their 
protein constituents are more globular than those of 
the micellar lipoproteins; as a result of this, the gran- 
ular structures are less prone to adsorb and rearrange 
at oil-water interfaces (Kiosseoglou 1989). The pres- 
ence, therefore, in a food system of a diverse mix- 
ture of egg proteins along with other biopolymers 
(e.g., starch or milk proteins) may lead to phenome- 
na such as biopolymer interaction, phase separation, 
or when oil is also incorporated, competitive adsorp- 
tion at the oil-water interface between the food pro- 
tein constituents. All these effects are modulated by 
external parameters, such as mixing, homogeniza- 
tion, heating, and so on, leading to the establishment 
of the ultimate food structure (Kiosseoglou 2004). 
The structure of commercial whole egg, white, or 
yolk products should always differ from that of liq- 
uid yolk, the extent of structural alteration depend- 
ing on the type and intensity of the processing 
method applied (pasteurization, sterilization, drying, 
freezing). This may constitute an additional obstacle 
to understanding the mechanism of egg constituent 

1990). 

functionality in food systems, especially in products 
such as cakes, cookies, where commercially avail- 
able whole egg is usually incorporated along with 
flour, milk, fat, sugar, and emulsifiers. 

CHEMISTRY OF EGG WHITE 
AND YOLK 
The liquid content (egg magma) of shell eggs is 
made up of two distinct fractions clearly separated 
by the vitelline membrane: (1) the white or albumen 
and (2) the yolk, which represent about 56-61% and 
27-32% of the total shell egg weight, respectively. 
The presence of the vitelline membrane between the 
two fractions aids in the complete separation of one 
from the other by hand. In modern, highly mecha- 
nized egg breaking and fraction separation produc- 
tion lines, on the other hand, complete separation is 
possible only for the preparation of yolk-free albu- 
men; in commercially prepared liquid yolk, there is 
always 1 5 2 0 %  albumen, due to the adherence of 
albumen to the vitelline membrane of the separated 
intact yolk (Powrie and Nakai 1985). Contamination 
of egg white by yolk may also take place when the 
vitelline membrane is accidentally punctured during 
the process of egg breaking and/or fraction separa- 
tion. While the presence of albumen in yolk may not 
constitute a serious problem, since the albumen pro- 
teins do not antagonize the yolk proteins in systems, 
where emulsification and emulsion stabilization are 
functions solely performed by the yolk, the opposite 
could be disastrous in cases where successful foam 
preparation (e.g., meringue) demands the complete 
absence of the yolk constituents from the white. 
Inferior foaming performance of egg albumen con- 
taminated with yolk is the result of the presence in 
the system of yolk lipids, which even at very low 
concentrations, may inhibit protein adsorption at the 
air-water interface and prevent the formation of a 
protein interfacial film, thus destabilizing the foam 
bubbles (Damodaran 1997). 

A discussion on the molecular basis of the tech- 
nologically important functional properties of egg 
and its products (frozen or spray-dried whole egg, 
white, or yolk) should be based on an adequate 
understanding of egg composition and structure, but 
mainly of the physicochemical properties of its con- 
stituent proteins, which appear to play a key role in 
systems where emulsification, foaming, or gelation 



effects determine to a large extent the final product 
structure and stability. 

EGG WHITE COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE 

Egg white is a material made up of clearly distinct 
layers of thin and thick albumen and the chalaza. It 
can be considered as an aqueous solution of around 
40 proteins of globular nature and one sulphated 
glycoprotein, the ovomucin, appearing mainly in the 
form of fibers that are responsible for the viscous, 
weak gel-like appearance of the white. The protein 
content of albumen is about 9.7-10.6%, depending 
to a large extent on chicken age. It is a material poor 
in carbohydrates (around 1%) existing both in the 
free form and combined with proteins. The presence 
of free carbohydrates in egg albumen (mainly glu- 
cose) may constitute a serious problem during the 
preparation and/or storage of spray-dried egg, due to 
Maillard-type reactions that lead to product quality 
deterioration. Finally, the albumen is practically free 
of lipids (only about 0.03%), compared with the 
yolk (Powrie and Nakai 1985). 

The functional properties of albumen (foaming, 
gelation ability) are intimately connected with its 
constituent proteins. The relative content of the most 
important egg white proteins and some of their char- 
acteristics are presented in Table 8.1. 

Ovalbumin, which constitutes the major egg white 
protein, is a monomeric phosphoglycoprotein exist- 
ing in the form of three types, the Al, A2, and A3, 
which differ in the number of phosphoryl residues 

per molecule. The molecule contains four cysteine 
residues, which following adsorption of the mole- 
cule at the air-water interface and unfolding, may 
form disulfide bridges with cysteinyl groups of neigh- 
boring molecules, leading to the strengthening of 
the adsorbed ovalbumin films and possibly to im- 
provement of foam stability (Doi and Kitabatake 
1997). Disulfide bridges also form between the oval- 
bumin molecules, following heating and molecule 
denaturation, and result in the formation of very 
strong and elastic gel network structures. During 
storage of eggs, formation of S-ovalbumin, a mole- 
cule exhibiting higher heat stability, takes place. The 
S-ovalbumin molecule is slightly more compact 
than native ovalbumin, and its formation may in- 
volve deamidation (Nakamura et al. 1980), although 
the exact mechanism for transforming ovalbumin to 
S-ovalbumin has not been elucidated up to now. 

Ovotransferrin or conalbumin of egg white is an 
iron-binding protein with a molecular weight of 78 
kDa. It is a glycosylated molecule, containing 15 
disulfide bridges and exhibiting a bilobal molecular 
structure (Mine 1995). The protein denatures at rela- 
tively low temperatures (at around 60°C) and may 
become involved in intermolecular interactions, thus 
taking part in the development of the egg white gel 
network structure upon heating. 

Ovomucoid is a glycoprotein (20-25% carbohy- 
drate content) exhibiting trypsin inhibitory activity. 
It is made up of three domains, each of them con- 
taining three interdomain disulfide bonds and no 
sulfhydryl groups. The protein can remain very 

Table 8.1. Composition and Some Physicochemical Properties of the Major Egg White Proteins 

Albumen, %, Molecular 
Protein dry mass basis P a  Weight, kDa Tdb Characteristics, "C 

Ovalbumin 54.0 4.5 44.5 84.0 Phosphoglycoprotein 
Ovotransferrin 12.0 6.1 77.7 61.0 Binds metallic ions 
Ovomucoid 11.0 4.1 28.0 77.0 Inhibits trypsin 
Ovomucin 3.5 4.5-5.0 5.5-8.3 X lo3 ND" Sialoprotein, viscous 
Lysozyme 3.4 10.7 14.3 75.0 Lyses some bacteria 
G2 Globulin 4.0? 5.5 49.0 92.5 ND 
G3 Globulin 4.0? 5.8 49.0 ND ND 
Avidin 0.05 10.0 68.3 ND Binds biotin 

Source: Powrie and Nakai 1985. 
"PI, Isoelectric point. 
Td Denaturation temperature. 

"ND, Not detected. 
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stable when heated under acidic conditions at 
lOO"C, but it loses its biological activity when sub- 
jected to heat treatment at 100°C for 60 minutes 
(Matsuda et al. 1982). 

Lysozyme is a basic protein (PI - 10.7) of low 
molecular weight (14.3 kDa) containing four disul- 
fide bridges. It prevents bacterial infection of eggs 
due to its ability to lyse Gram-negative bacteria, and 
it is used as a food preservative or as an anti-infim- 
matory agent in drugs. The protein, because of its 
basic character, may become involved, under suit- 
able conditions of pH and ionic content, in complex 
formation with ovalbumin, resulting in enhancement 
of the gelling properties of the ovalbumin (Arntfield 
and Bernatsky 1993). Changes in the electrostatic 
interactions between lysozyme and ovomucin have 
been implicated in the thinning of egg white with 
storage time. 

Ovomucin is a sulfated glycoprotein (30% carbo- 
hydrate content) not soluble in water but becoming 
solubilized in dilute salt solutions above pH 9. It is 
present in egg albumen in two forms, the insoluble 
ovomucin obtained from whole, thick egg white and 
the soluble form obtained from either thick or thin 
white. Both the insoluble and the soluble types are 

Table 8.2. Composition of Egg Yolk 

composed of a- and p-ovomucin containing 15 and 
50% carbohydrate and having molecular weights of 
18 and 400 kDa, respectively (Doi and Kitabatake 
1997). The ratio of a- to p-ovomucin in the insolu- 
ble and the soluble forms of ovomucin is 84:20 and 
40:3, respectively. It is believed that egg white thin- 
ning with time is connected with the dissociation of 
p-ovomucin in thick egg white. 

EGG YOLK COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE 

Egg yolk, representing approximately 35% of the 
liquid egg, is a highly complex physicochemical sys- 
tem with a solids content of about 50%. The major 
yolk constituents, apart from water, are proteins 
(15.7-16.6%) and lipids (32-35%). A fraction of 
yolk proteins, the livetins, which constitute about 
10% of the total yolk proteins, occur in the water- 
soluble form, while the majority (lipoproteins, phos- 
vitin) are combined with the yolk lipids into 
microparticles (mainly the LDL micelles and the 
granules), held in suspension in water (Li-Chan et al. 
1995). The yolk lipids fraction is made up of about 
66% triglycerides, 28% phospholipids, 5% choles- 
terol, and 1% other lipids (Mine 2002) (Table 8.2). 

Constituent %, wlv Major Components, relative % 

Proteins 15.7-16.6 Apovitellenin (I-VI) (37.3%) 
Lipovitellin apoproteins (40.0) 
a-lipovitellin 
P-lipovitellin 
Livetins (9.3) 
a-livetin (serum albumin) 
p-livetin (a-2-glycoprotein) 
X-livetin (X-globulin) 
Phosvitin (1 3.4) 
Biotin-binding protein (trace) 

Phosphatidylcholine (PC) (24) 
Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) (2.8) 
Lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) (0.6) 
Shingomyelin (0.6) 
Cholesterol (5.0) 
Others (1.0) 

32.0-35.0 Triglycerol (66%) 

Carbohydrate 0.2-1.0 
Ash 1.1 

Lipids 

Source: Mine 2002. 



Intact yolk in the vitelline membrane is a system 
of alternating layers of light yellow and deep yellow 
yolk stabilized by a fragile membrane into a honey- 
comb structure (Burley 1976). This structure is dis- 
persed very easily upon stirring, liberating the yolk 
particle components. Following centrifugation of di- 
luted egg yolk, a clear yellow liquid, called plasma, 
and a precipitate consisting mainly of granules, are 
obtained. The plasma contains the livetins and the 
LDL micelles. The latter, which represent about 
60% of the yolk solids, consist of approximately 
85% lipids (74% triglycerides and 26% phospho- 
lipids) and 15% protein. The LDL micelles appear 
to be made up to a neutral lipid core surrounded by 
protein and phospholipids. The micellar structure is 
highly unstable and can be easily disorganized upon 
heating (Anton et al. 2003) or following adsorption 
at o/w interfaces. In this case, the lipid core of an 
LDL micelle fuses with the oil phase while its pro- 
tein and phospholipid constituents accommodate at 
the interface and form an elastic interfacial film 
(Shenton 1979, Kiosseoglou and Sherman 1983). 

The protein fraction of micelles is a heteroge- 
neous mixture of a number of constituents, called 
apolipovitellenins, which exhibit a &xible structure 
that enables the molecules to rapidly adsorb and 
rearrange at oil-water interfaces, something that 
may explain the high emulsifying ability of LDL. 
The molecular weight of apolipovitellenins ranges 
from 19 to 225 kDa (Mine 1998). An interesting fea- 
ture of the apolipovitellenins is the existence in the 
molecules of both sulfhydryl groups and disulfide 
bridges. Heating above 70°C results in increased 
accessibility of the sulfhydryl groups for sulfhydryl- 
disulfide interchanges (Nguyen and Burley 1984), 
and such interactions may determine, to some ex- 
tent, the physical and textural properties of the heat- 
ed yolk (Kiosseoglou and Paraskevopoulou 2004). 

The yolk granules, which represent approximate- 
ly 23% of the total yolk solids, are compact particles 
with an average diameter of 2 p. Their structure is 
disorganized, and the granular components are re- 
leased in the presence of 0.34M NaCl (Burley 
and Cook 1962). Two lipoproteins, the a- and p- 
lipovitellins, constitute the major granule compo- 
nents (70%), the rest being a phosphoprotein called 
phosvitin (16%) and the granular LDL (12%) 
(Burley and Cook 1962). The lipovitellins have mo- 
lecular weights of around 400 kDa (Bernardi and 
Cook 1960), and their structure is more globular 

than that of micellar lipoproteins. Their lipid moiety, 
which represents about 20% of the molecule, is held 
in isolated pockets at various parts of the molecule 
(Evans et al. 1968). At pH values in the range 2-7, 
both the lipovitellins appear in the form of a dimer, 
which undergoes a reversible dimer-monomer disso- 
ciation above pH 7 or below pH 2 (Ramakrishna 
Rao et al. 1978, Kratohvil et al. 1962). 

Phosvitin is a protein characterized by a high 
phosphorus content (lo%), corresponding to around 
80% of the yolk protein phosphorus content. At an 
alkaline pH, the molecule has an unordered confor- 
mation that changes to a more compact form follow- 
ing pH decrease. Inside the granular structure, the 
phosvitin is involved in complex formation with the 
lipovitellins (Li Chan et al. 1995). 

FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES 
OF EGG IN FOOD SYSTEMS 
EGG CONSTITUENTS AS EMULSIFYING AGENTS 

The preparation and physicochemical stability of a 
number of traditional food products such as salad 
creams, mayonnaise, and egg-based creams and 
sauces depend to a large extent on the presence in 
the food system of either whole egg or yolk. The 
main function of egg constituents is the formation of 
tiny oil droplets, through adsorption and interfacial 
tension reduction, followed by droplet stabilization 
against coalescence over long periods of storage. In 
certain baked products such as cakes, egg con- 
stituents may have to perform multiple functions, 
including emulsification and stabilization of fat in 
the cake batter or during the baking process. 

The emulsifying behavior of yolk is dominated by 
the protein constituents of the yolk particles (LDL 
micelles and granules) and appears to depend on a 
number of intrinsic factors such as protein structure 
and hydrophobicity and the stability of yolk particle 
structure, as well as on external parameters such as 
pH, NaC1, severity of heat or other treatment (Le 
Denmat et al. 1999), and the presence of synthetic 
emulsifiers in the system. LDL micelles, as a result 
of their very labile nature, are very easily disorgan- 
ized when they come into contact with oil droplet 
surfaces, followed by spreading of the apolipovitel- 
lenin molecules at the interface, a process favored 
by their high molecular &xibility and surface hy- 
drophobicity (Shenton 1979). A number of LDL 
apolipovitellenin constituents may, however, become 
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excluded from the interface, due to competitive 
adsorption effects taking place between the LDL 
protein components. Additionally, protein-lipid in- 
teractions at the interface may result in the formation 
of an adsorbed film of a mixed nature, in which both 
the apolipovitellenin molecules and surface-active 
yolk lipids such as phospholipids and cholesterol are 
accommodated (Mine 1998). Proteins from granules 
are also involved in interfacial film formation and 
emulsion stabilization. In yolk-stabilized emulsions, 
protein constituents originating from both the LDL 
micelles and the granules are found at the oil droplet 
surface (Mine 1998, Le Denmat et al. 2000). The 
granules may adsorb either in their native form or 
after disruption with NaC1, in which case, finer 
emulsions are produced (Anton et al. 2000). 

The globular proteins of yolk, the livetins, are less 
effective emulsifiers than the yolk lipoproteins and 
are excluded from the interface in the presence of 
the latter. As Shenton (1979) reported, only 20% of 
the total livetin fraction was adsorbed at the inter- 
face of oil droplets in artificial cream emulsions sta- 
bilized by egg and milk proteins. The egg white pro- 
teins are often referred to as effective foamers and 
coagulation agents. In the presence of yolk, the egg 
white proteins likely are not able to adsorb and are 
competitively excluded from the oil-water interface 
by the more flexible yolk lipoproteins. Nonadsorbing 
albumen proteins, however, may become involved in 
depletion flocculation effects, leading to changes in 
the stability and the rheological characteristics of the 
system (Kiosseoglou 2004). Such phenomena may 
take place in emulsions where whole egg or com- 
mercial yolk, contaminated with egg white, is used 
as emulsifier. In food products such as ice cream, 
where both egg and milk proteins are incorporated, 
the yolk lipoproteins may competitively displace 
from the oil droplet surface not only the globular p- 
lactoglobulin, but also the more &xible caseinate 
proteins. The extent of displacement depends on the 
nature of the oil phase (Aluko and Mine 1997, Mine 
and Keeratiurai 2000). In certain cake types where 
milk is incorporated, competitive adsorption may 
take place at the fat globule surface between the egg 
and the milk proteins, something that is bound to 
i n  fience product characteristics. 

EGG CONSTITUENTS IN FOAM SYSTEMS 

Foams are dispersion systems of small-sized air 
bubbles in an aqueous continuous phase. A number 

of egg-based food products such as meringue, cake 
batter, and soufflk appear in the form of a foam. 
Air entrapment and subsequent bubble stabilization 
against coalescence, drainage, and/or disproportion- 
ation, are functions solely performed by the egg 
white proteins. Egg yolk, on the other hand, is a 
poor foaming agent due to the presence of lipids, 
which adsorb and spread at the air-water interface, 
resulting in the displacement of the protein mole- 
cules. Interruption of protein-protein interactions by 
adsorbing lipids may also occur, leading to a de- 
crease in interfacial film elasticity. When part of the 
yolk lipid is extracted with supercritical COz, both 
the foaming ability and the foam stability are signif- 
icantly improved, probably because the residual fat 
is hidden inside the molecular structure of the yolk 
proteins and does not affect their foaming perfor- 
mance (Paraskevopoulou et al. 1997). 

The exceptional foaming properties of egg white 
are the result of the presence in the system of a num- 
ber of globular protein constituents differing in struc- 
ture and functionality. Thus, certain albumen protein 
constituents, such the globulins, appear to be excel- 
lent foaming agents, followed by ovalbumin and ovo- 
transferrin (Johnson and Zabic 198la,b). Egg white 
ovomucin, on the other hand, enhances foam stabili- 
ty by contributing to the formation at the air bubble 
surface of a thick membrane that prevents thinning of 
the liquid lamella film and drainage (which lead to 
bubble coalescence and foam breakdown). 

Ovalbumin, being the major egg white protein, is 
bound to play a key role in the foaming and foam- 
stabilizing ability of egg. When adsorbed at the air- 
water interface, the ovalbumin molecules unfold and 
rearrange to orient their hydrophobic areas towards 
the oil phase. The adsorbed molecules then interact 
through a combination of disulfide bridges and non- 
covalent bonds to form a cohesive and elastic inter- 
facial membrane. Although both covalent and non- 
covalent interactions are involved in interfacial film 
formation, the former appears to be less important 
for the long-term stability of the foam system (Doi 
and Kitabatake 1997). 

The foaming properties of an isolated egg white 
protein are modified when the protein has to func- 
tion with other egg white proteins. At a neutral pH, 
the basic protein lysozyme is involved in the forma- 
tion of electrostatic complexes with the negatively 
charged proteins of the white, and this interaction 
may result in an enhancement of the foaming power 
of the mixture. Additionally, the adsorption behavior 



of certain egg white protein constituents at the air- 
water interface appears to be affected by the forma- 
tion of an electrostatic complex with lysozyme 
(Damodaran et al. 1998). As Lechevalier et al. 
(2003) have also reported, ovotransferrin denatura- 
tion, following adsorption at the air-water interface, 
may differ depending on the presence of other egg 
white proteins. In admixture with ovalbumin, ovo- 
transferrin molecules appear to suffer extensive 
structural modification at the interface, possibly due 
to ovotransferrin-ovalbumin interactions at the air- 
water interface and aggregate formation, something 
that was not observed in the case of ovotransferrin- 
lysozyme mixed solutions. Such competitive ad- 
sorption effects should be taken into consideration 
when trying to investigate the molecular basis of egg 
white protein foaming. As Lechevalier et al. (2003) 
concluded, it is not appropriate to extrapolate from 
data obtained for isolated egg white proteins in 
order to explain the foaming behavior of the highly 
complex egg albumen fraction. 

EGG COAGULATION/GELATION 

Heat treatment of liquid egg results in protein denat- 
uration followed by coagulation/gelation. The ther- 
mal setting of cake batter or egg-based creams and 
the development of the final product structure, there- 
fore, depend to a large extent on the presence in the 
system of egg protein constituents, which unfold 
and interact, leading to the formation of a mixed 
protein gel network. 

Both the liquid egg fractions, the albumen and the 
yolk, have the ability to form, following heating 
above 7 0 T ,  gel networks that are thermally irre- 
versible. Egg white produces very elastic gels with a 
milky white appearance, while the physicochemical 
characteristics of the yolk gels depend on the state 
of the yolk honeycomb structure present in intact 
yolk. Heating of intact yolk results in a gel of crum- 
bly texture and low strength. When the yolk struc- 
ture is broken down by stirring, a gel exhibiting a 
very cohesive and rubbery structure develops (Wood- 
ward and Cotterill 1986, 1987a,b). Although the egg 
white starts to coagulate at relatively low tempera- 
tures (around 60”C), an effect connected with conal- 
bumin denaturation, gel formation and structure 
consolidation require heating at higher tempera- 
tures. The gelation process is completed when the 
major albumen protein ovalbumin is denatured at 
85°C and becomes involved in the development of 

the gel network (Paraskevopoulou et al. 2000). Ex- 
tensive covalent bond formation between interacting 
albumen protein molecules appears to play a domi- 
nant role in egg white gelation (van Kleef et al. 
1978), although the physicochemical properties of 
the final gel are greatly infienced by the pH and the 
ionic strength conditions of the system (Woodward 
1990, Groguennec et al. 2002). 

Yolk gelation may be envisaged as a process of 
yolk particle destabilization resulting from heat de- 
naturation of protein constituent molecules present 
at the particle surface (Kiosseoglou 2003a,b). Anton 
et al. (2001) reported that the gelation process of 
yolk is dominated by the protein constituents of the 
plasma, the livetins and the apolipovitellenins, while 
the contribution of the granular constituents to the 
building up of the gel network is less important. 
According to Kiosseoglou and Paraskevopoulou 
(2004), intact granules may act as “nonactive” fillers 
of the yolk gel structure that starts to develop as a 
result of interactions involving the heat-sensitive 
livetin molecules and is consolidated by interacting 
apolipovitellenin constituents from LDL micelles, 
which begin to denature at 70°C. Denaturation of the 
granular protein constituents above 75°C may not 
play a significant role in yolk gel structure formation, 
as long as the granular lipoproteins are entrapped in 
the granular structure associated with phosvitin. The 
granular proteins may contribute to the development 
of the yolk gel network structure only if the granules 
are dispersed in high ionic strength environments 
and their protein constituents are liberated. 

Disulfide bridges appear to play a key role in yolk 
gel network formation. As was reported by Kios- 
seoglou (2003b), covalent disulphide bonds between 
interacting yolk protein molecules could be the 
result of either oxidation of sulfhydryl groups or 
sulfhydryl-disulphide reactions, with the reacting 
groups becoming exposed following heating and mo- 
lecular unfolding. Recent research findings (Kios- 
seoglou and Paraskevopoulou 2004) indicated that 
both the plasma and the granular protein con- 
stituents may interact through intermolecular disul- 
phide bridges and contribute to the building up of 
the gel network structure of each fraction. 

EGG AS A FUNCTIONAL 
INGREDIENT IN BAKING 
Incorporation of egg or its products into baked foods 
aims not only at enhancing their nutritional value 
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but also at improving the functional properties of the 
ingredients to obtain a food with acceptable quality 
characteristics and prolonged shelf life. In cookies, 
biscuits, and pastry, egg may constitute an optional 
ingredient incorporated to modify certain product 
characteristics such as texture, fivor, or color. How- 
ever, egg omission from the recipes of these prod- 
ucts should not have any significant adverse effects 
on their quality. On the other hand, the preparation 
of certain baked products such as the various types 
of cakes is not possible unless egg is incorporated in 
the food system, due to the multifunctional role per- 
formed by the egg constituents during the various 
stages of the baking process, which cannot be effec- 
tively performed by any other cake ingredient (kur, 
sugar, milk, or synthetic emulsifiers). 

Although there is no doubt about the importance 
of egg for the preparation of cakes, the mechanism 
of egg constituent functionality in these systems is 
far from clear. Depending on the type of cake, either 
whole egg or only albumen is used. Typical exam- 
ples of the former category are the Madeira and 
the high-ratio yellow cakes. These cake types con- 
tain high proportions of fat that must be dispersed 
and emulsified during the ingredient mixing stage, 
a function successfully performed by the yolk 
lipoproteins, which exhibit outstanding emulsifying 
properties compared with egg white proteins. Fat- 
free cake types, on the other hand, contain either 
whole egg (sponge cake) or egg white (angel cake), 
which have to perform only aerating and coagula- 
tiodgelation functions during the preparation of the 
product (Shepherd and Yoell 1976). 

The process of cake making can be divided into 
three main stages, the cake batter preparation, inter- 
mediate, and structure development stages. The first 
stage involves mixing of the cake ingredients to ob- 
tain an aerated dispersion system, with the water 
constituting the continuous phase in which the fat 
and the k u r  are dispersed. The air, depending on 
the cake type and the mode of ingredient incorpora- 
tion, may be found either within the fat phase of the 
cake batter or dispersed in the form of small-sized 
bubbles in the continuous phase of the system. In 
fat-containing cakes, emulsification of fat should be 
solely performed by the yolk lipoproteins, due to 
their ability to rapidly adsorb and rearrange at oil- 
water interfaces, displacing the globular proteins of 
egg white. 

However, although there is no doubt about the 
dominant role of yolk constituents in dispersing the 
fat and in stabilizing the fat globules in cake batter, 
the relative importance of the egg fractions, the yolk 
and the white, in aiding air entrapment and subse- 
quent stabilization of air bubbles against coalescence 
and/or disproportionation has not been clearly estab- 
lished up to now. The presence of yolk is considered 
detrimental to the foaming properties of egg white. 
In sponge cakes, however, whole egg is used. The 
lipovitellenin components appear to assist in aeration 
and foaming, while the high-density lipovitellin com- 
ponents of the granules inhibit air incorporation but 
aid in the retention of air whipped into the system by 
the low-density lipovitellenin and egg white (Kamat 
et al. 1973, Graham and Kamat 1977). According to 
Shepherd andyoell (1976), the aerating action of the 
yolk components should be connected with their abil- 
ity to become adsorbed at the air bubble surface and 
increase the elasticity of the surface membrane, espe- 
cially during the bubble expansion phase. In the angel 
cake batter system, air inclusion depends solely on 
the white protein constituents, mainly the globulins 
and ovalbumin, while the bubbles are stabilized by 
the thickening effect of ovomucin on the liquid films 
formed between neighboring bubbles. 

The stabilizing effect of egg constituents on both 
the fat and air dispersions of cake batter continues to 
operate during the intermediate stage of baking. 
When the fat melts and folds into oil droplets, the air 
bubbles move into the water and start to expand as a 
result of the leavening action of the baking powder 
releasing CO,, and the increase in vapor pressure 
with temperature inside the bubbles. Fat globule 
coalescence may take place as the temperature rises, 
leading to fat release; the released lipids then form a 
fat layer covering the surface of the collapsed bub- 
bles of the final cake structure. An appreciable pro- 
portion of fat, however, remains dispersed within the 
coagulated protein and the gelatinized starch of the 
final cake network structure (Shepherd and Yoell 
1976). This may suggest that part of the fat remains 
in the emulsified form, and its protein membrane 
may become involved in protein-protein interactions 
with the protein components of the gel network 
structure and thus modify the mechanical properties 
of the final product. 

As Mizukoshi (1990) reported, the rigidity of 
cakes increases or decreases depending on the 



incorporation of either fat or oil, respectively, indi- 
cating that the fat or oil globules may act as fillers of 
the gel network and determine the final product’s 
textural and rheological properties. Air bubble ex- 
pansion, combined with continuous phase viscosity 
reduction during the intermediate baking process, 
may impose a significant strain on the foam 
system, leading to air escape and collapse. Such 
adverse phenomena are prevented by the high elas- 
ticity exhibited by the egg white and yolk protein 
films. In angel cakes, the high cake volume is con- 
nected to the globulin, ovalbumin, and ovomucin 
fractions. Lysozyme aids in the prevention of cake 
collapse, an effect attributed to the formation of an 
ovomucin-lysozyme complex that alters the protein 
denaturation and aggregation behavior upon heating 
(Johnson and Zabik 198la,b). Cakes having a lower 
volume, however, are obtained when egg white is 
replaced by whey protein (Arunepanlop et al. 1996), 
something that was also reported by Pernell et al. 
(2002). It appears that proteins other than egg white 
have a lower ability to prevent collapse of angel 
cake structure during the final stage of baking, 
although they may have satisfactory foaming prop- 
erties. 

According to Pernell et al. (2002), angel cake bat- 
ters containing whey proteins become less elastic 
than traditional batters containing egg white at bak- 
ing temperatures from 60 to 8 5 T ,  and the resulting 
heat-set gel network structure is not able to prevent 
collapse once starch gelatinization begins. It ap- 
pears, therefore, that the process of protein coagula- 
tion leads to a gel network development above 70°C. 
When the egg white proteins start to denature, it is 
crucial for the prevention of collapse phenomena 
and the transformation of the foam into a sponge, a 
change involving extensive bubble coalescence fol- 
lowed by channeling, which allows escape of air and 
vapor from the cake structure (Lillford and Judge 
1989). The final cake structure is a solid foam ex- 
hibiting extensive cell connectivity and having cell 
walls of high brittleness and relatively low elasticity. 
This is probably the result of the presence in the sys- 
tem of the egg proteins, which prevent extensive 
gluten network formation and produce a composite 
gel structure reinforced by gelatinized starch gran- 
ules and exhibiting a crumbly texture. 

Interruption of the thiol-disulfide interactions re- 
sponsible for gluten network development could be 

the result of interactions between egg protein and 
gluten protein. Both the egg white and the yolk 
protein constituents are able to become involved 
in disulfide bond bridges when they are denatured 
above 70°C (Kiosseoglou 2004). Additionally, when 
whole egg is incorporated in a cake system, both 
the egg white and the yolk proteins appear to 
contribute to structure development, producing a 
phase-separated gel network structure, with the 
yolk constituting the continuous phase of the sys- 
tem (Paraskevopoulou et al. 2000). The final cake 
structure, therefore, is a mixed gel network sys- 
tem based on gluten development, but significantly 
modulated by the heat-setting ability of the egg pro- 
teins, resulting in a product that exhibits higher brit- 
tleness and lower elasticity than bread (Davies 
1986). 

The importance of yolk protein constituent in- 
volvement in cake structure development was re- 
ported by Paraskevopoulou and Kiosseoglou (1997), 
who investigated the textural and physical properties 
of Madeira-type cakes prepared with yolk protein 
concentrates (60% protein). Compared to the con- 
trol sample, prepared with spray-dried yolk, the 
cakes based on yolk protein concentrate exhibited 
much higher hardness, although their volume, ex- 
pressed as cross-sectional area, was not significantly 
affected. This suggested that the cake matrix was 
reinforced by the yolk protein constituents, which 
appeared to contribute to cell wall structure develop- 
ment, along with the egg white proteins (Table 8.3). 
The mechanism of egg protein constituent involve- 
ment in cake structure development and its infience 
on final product properties, however, require further 
clarification. 

Baked products, especially cakes, are systems in 
which a number of protein constituents, differing 
both in structure and functionality, interact with 
each other to produce a phase-separated coagulated 
protein network (Tolstoguzow 1996) exhibiting the 
unique structural and textural characteristics of 
these systems. The investigation of the relationship 
between phase separation phenomena, expected to 
occur in cake systems and the final product struc- 
ture, should be based on a thorough understanding 
of the mechanisms operating when a diverse mixture 
of biopolymers meet in the system and interact as a 
result of heating during the intermediate and the 
final baking stages. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Starter cultures may be defined as concentrates of 
living microorganisms that are used to accelerate 
and standardize the preparation of fermented foods. 
These commercial preparations must be safe, that is, 
nonpathogenic and nonallergenic. In addition to 
being safe, microbial strains must be adapted to the 
foods to be prepared. They must also be easy to keep 
and grow. Baker's yeast is the main microbial starter 
for the preparation of bakery products. This chapter 
presents yeast as a baking ingredient. 

Besides dough fermentation and bakery applica- 
tions, commercial yeast is used for the production of 
beer, alcohol, wine, and various fermented dairy 
products. An outline of the most important foods 
prepared with yeast is presented in Table 9.1. Sac- 
charomyces cerevisiae is the main commercial yeast 
species for food fermentation. However, no fewer 
than 13 yeast species are sold commercially for food 
fermentation, most of them for specific cheese pro- 
duction (Table 9.1). According to Gklinas and 
Houde (1998), commercial yeast preparations are 
mainly used for gas production in bakery applica- 
tions, and ethanol and aroma production in alcoholic 
fermentations (beer, alcohol, wine). Occasionally 
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miscellaneous commercial yeast starters may be 
used for aroma production in kefir and some 
cheeses. Compared with the other food fermenta- 
tions involving yeasts (Table 9. l), breadmaking is 
the shortest, which may explain why distinctive aro- 
mas are not expected to be produced by baker’s 
yeast, considering that dough fermentation may 
only last 1 hour. However, bread preparation is the 
only process to involve a baking step at high temper- 
atures (up to about 260”C), which triggers the pro- 
duction of highly aromatic compounds. 

In ancient times, terms such as yeast and fermen- 
tation have been used to describe strange and spec- 
tacular activity from stored food such as crushed 
grapes or hydrated crushed grain. Even today, yeast 
and dough fermentation have special importance to 
humans. Yeast or leaven is still the term used to des- 
cribe the starter of a series of events leading to 
dough leavening and bread. However, scientific 
knowledge teaches us that amylases first degrade 
wheat starch into smaller units such as glucose and 
maltose, which is then converted by yeast cells into 
gas and alcohol through yeast enzymes (meaning 
within yeast). When supplementary sugar (about 1- 
4%, k u r  basis) is incorporated into dough, yeast 
fermentation proceeds more efficiently and rapidly, 
whatever the starch degradation process. Inside fer- 
menting dough or food, anaerobic conditions rapid- 
ly prevail because oxygen is consumed by living 
microorganisms (yeasts and others). Fermentation 
has been described by Pasteur as “la vie sans air” 
(life without air) so fermented foods have generally 
been described as foods processed through anaero- 
biosis. Nowadays, the definition of fermentation has 
grown to “processing of organic matter by microor- 
ganisms,” which is not reserved to food or anaerobic 
processes. 

But what is yeast? Yeast is a microscopic mycete 
(fungus), and thus it is closely related to mush- 
rooms. Most fungi such as mushrooms and molds 
grow through hyphae (sort of a branchlike struc- 
ture). By contrast, yeasts are single-cell fungi that 
generally reproduce through a mechanism called a 
vegetative or asexual process in which individual 
buds detach from the mother cell. Measuring about 
2-20 pm, yeasts are unicellular, nonmotile, and 
ovoid, and contain a nucleus (eucaryotes). Com- 
pared with bacteria (prokaryotes), yeasts are indeed 
highly developed microorganisms, equivalent in cell 
structure to animal or plant cells. Unlike mush- 

rooms, yeasts do not grow well on soil; most are 
adapted to sugar-rich environments such as kwer 
nectar and the surface of fruits such as grapes or 
grain berries. This is why crushed grain contains 
several yeast types that are available to process it 
when sufficient water is present. As mentioned, 
commercial baker’s yeast is made from one specific 
yeast species, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which is 
part of a group of yeasts called Ascomycetes. Ac- 
cording to Kurtzman and Fell (1998), there exist 
about 100 genera and more than 700 species of 
yeasts. Fourteen yeast species currently belong to 
Saccharomyces (= sugar mushroom), including 
species cerevisiae (= beer). Around the end of the 
19th century, these names were given to describe 
this special microorganism that was isolated from 
beer and grew rapidly in sugar solution. Members of 
this yeast species easily survive under aerobic or 
anaerobic conditions, which is not the case for all 
yeasts. When oxygen is available, S. cerevisiae mul- 
tiplies very well; without oxygen, it rapidly excretes 
gas (mainly carbon dioxide) and alcohol (mainly 
ethanol). In breadmaking, baker’s yeast is unique be- 
cause it is a concentrated source of living micro- 
organisms that permits dough infition. 

COMMERCIAL YEAST 
PRODUCTS 
PRODUCTION 

Historic Aspects 

Around 1900, just before the advent of commercial 
baking, household recipes for bread fermentation 
starter or leaven (often called “yeast”) were often 
based on natural fermentation of hydrated k u r  or 
vegetables such as baked potatoes. So-called “yeast” 
could be propagated within a piece of dough (any 
mixture of k u r  and water). Indeed, “yeast” con- 
tained many microbial contaminants that changed 
the quality of dough and bread. We now know that 
several bacteria (especially lactobacilli) and yeast 
species are present on the surface of cereal berries. 
When crushed grain is hydrated to give more or less 
liquid “dough,” these bacteria grow faster than 
yeasts and outgrow the latter, especially after about 
3-4 hours at high temperatures (over about 30°C). 
Rather than producing only gas-forming “yeast,” 
this gives “sourdough,” which is characterized by an 
acidic smell because of the activity of lactic acid 
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bacteria. Dough will also infite due to yeast gas 
production activity and gas retention by the dough 
structure. 

Because of the presence of natural “contami- 
nants,” sourdough may be produced from only k u r  
and water, without any addition of concentrated 
microorganisms for starting fermentation. World- 
wide, there are still many variations of breadmaking 
procedures from such historic sourdough-making 
processes. Artisan sourdough preparation is highly 
variable due to the constant change of microbial 
population in the kur ;  our ancestors became inter- 
ested in finding ways to improve this process be- 
cause there was a need to find ways to better aer- 
ate dough and improve bread acceptability. Con- 
trolled production of sourdough-type bread is now 
available through commercial bacterial starters, 
some of which may be used in combination with 
commercial baker’s yeast (Rose11 and Benedito 
2003). 

Near the end of the 19th century, the nature of 
yeast cells was elucidated and distinguished from 
that of lactic acid bacteria. For example, we learned 
that typical yeast cells in fermenting dough could 
rapidly produce large amounts of gas without acidic 
aroma compounds. During the 20th century, com- 
mercial production of specific yeast cells has been 
developed and optimized; these commercially pro- 
duced yeast cells replaced brewing and distillery by- 
products that consisted of highly impure sources of 
gas-producing bread fermentation starters. Pure cul- 
ture of specific yeast strains for bakery applications 
had become possible. 

Modern Manufacturing 

Ingredients Carbon Because it is cheap and easi- 
ly available and contains some nitrogen and miscel- 
laneous vitamins and minerals necessary for yeast 
growth, molasses is the main raw material used for 
industrial growth (production) of baker’s yeast. Mo- 
lasses is a highly viscous residue from crushing, 
boiling, centrifuging, and washing sugar cane or 
sliced sugar beets. Molasses is what is left behind 
when further crystallization of sucrose is impossi- 
ble, due to the high viscosity of molasses, without 
contamination of sugar with nonsugar organic con- 
stituents (Paturau 1989). Sugar cane molasses, also 
called blackstrap molasses, is the liquor obtained 
from crude sugar cane; in comparison, refiner’s 

molasses is obtained from the extraction of unre- 
fined brown sugar. Molasses is considered a major 
factor of variation in the quality of baker’s yeast 
(Sinda and Parkkinen 1979). The variety of beet or 
cane, the growth conditions (soil type, fertilization, 
weather conditions), and the treatment in the sugar 
factory are critical and would explain the many vari- 
ations from different batches of molasses (Oura 
1983). High quality molasses normally contains 45- 
60% fermentable sugar and must be treated before 
dilution and yeast fermentation. Treatment of mo- 
lasses includes clarification, filtration, or centrifuga- 
tion (to remove solids). Molasses is then diluted to a 
watery solution (about one part molasses and one 
part water; 30-40” Brix), pH-adjusted (around 4), 
and sterilized (about 120-125°C for 1 minute) (Oura 
1983). 

A mixture of beet and cane molasses is generally 
used to grow yeast cells. Compared with cane mo- 
lasses, beet molasses is easier to process and gives 
lighter colored yeast. It is also easier to wash 
(Trivedi 1986) and has a higher pH but contains few- 
er suspended solids and less invert sugar, calcium, 
phosphorus, and biotin, but more organic nitrogen 
and raffinose. At the sugar plant, beet molasses may 
be treated with much sulphur dioxide and nitrite as 
well as some acetic and butyric acids, so supplemen- 
tary pretreatment of molasses is necessary at the 
yeast plant, because otherwise these chemical res- 
idues will affect yeast activity (Rosh  1989). Under 
optimal conditions, 4 g of molasses (containing 45- 
60% fermentable sugars) yield 1 g of baker’s yeast, 
considering that 2 g of sucrose produce 1 g of baker’s 
yeast (Trivedi 1986). 

Baker’s yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) can 
grow on glucose, fructose, and sucrose. It easily 
transforms sucrose into glucose and fructose but 
generally needs some adaptation period before 
assimilating maltose. Yeasts cannot assimilate lac- 
tose (a disaccharide present in milk, formed from 
glucose and galactose) or raffinose (a trisaccharide 
present in molasses, formed from galactose, glu- 
cose, and fructose). Yeast invertase cleaves raffinose 
into fructose and melibiose (glucose-galactose), but 
melibiose is generally not assimilated (Vaughan- 
Martini and Martini 1998). Glycogen and trehalose 
are major yeast storage carbohydrates, but only the 
latter offers some protection during drying (for dry 
yeast manufacturing) or freezing (frozen dough 
preparation) (Gklinas et al. 1989). 
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Nitrogen and Phosphorus While molasses con- 
tains small concentrations of nitrogen, liquid ammo- 
nia is generally the major source of nitrogen for 
baker’s yeast production. Ultimately, yeast contains 
6-9% nitrogen (dry basis) in the finished product. 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae may also be fed with mis- 
cellaneous forms of nitrogen such as urea, which 
may be used, depending on cost (Chen and Chiger 
1985). A major yeast growth factor, phosphorus (2- 
3%, final yeast dry weight) is normally provided as 
phosphoric acid or ammonium phosphate (Reed and 
Nagodawithana 199 1). 

Wtamins and Minerals Molasses contains several 
growth factors, but supplements are generally need- 
ed, especially biotin, niacin, pantothenic acid, inosi- 
tol, thiamine, pyridoxine, potassium, magnesium, 
sodium, iron, copper, and zinc (Trivedi 1986). Some 
of these growth factors, for example, biotin and 
niacin, are more important during the first culture 
stages where air supply is limited for growth. Re- 
quirements for pantothenic acid, inositol, thiamine, 
and pyridoxine would vary according to yeast strain. 
See Chen and Chiger (1985) for a review of the 
nutrition aspects of baker’s yeast production. 

Oxygen Oxygen, a very important factor, or nutri- 
ent, for baker’s yeast growth, must be provided in 
large quantities, so fermentation tanks are designed 
to efficiently transfer dissolved oxygen into the 
growth medium. Not less than 1 .O- 1.5 L air/L medi- 
udminute must be provided in column fermenta- 
tion tanks equipped with agitators and baffles to op- 
timize gas dissolution in the liquid growth medium. 
Higher levels of oxygen are dissolved at low temper- 
atures, which partly explains why yeast growth is 
conducted at the lowest temperature possible (30°C) 
for acceptable growth, without requiring too much 
energy for cooling the fermentation tanks. 

Seed Yeast Several production steps are necessary 
to optimize the quantity of yeast cells in industrial 
fermenters. First, a batch of seed yeast must be pre- 
pared, and this seed yeast will be used to prepare 
several final yeast batches. Using a highly genetical- 
ly stable stock culture, a pure and sterile portion of a 
specific yeast strain is taken from an agar slant or 
Petri dish in the laboratory and grown in a 10-100 
mL synthetic growth medium. This is used to inocu- 
late about 5 L (from 1 to 75 L) fisks containing 
sterile molasses or malt media (about 5% sugar). 

After growth at 30°C for about 1 day, this larger 
seed is generally incorporated into a larger “batch 
fermenter” (all ingredients being added at the begin- 
ning), and aeration may be provided at this step 
(Chen and Chiger 1985). Growth medium may now 
consist of diluted molasses and nutrient salts includ- 
ing nitrogen supplements. Usually, there is about 
one batch step in fisks, two to three batch steps in 
aerated fermenters, and two to three fed-batch steps 
(with controlled addition of ingredients). Large-size 
fermentations include yeast separation, cleaning, 
and concentration. The last step (generally the fifth 
or sixth) for yeast seed preparation is performed in 
fermentation tanks in which growth conditions are 
checked more thoroughly. As mentioned, a highly 
aerobic fed-batch process is used, with controlled 
addition of sugar and nitrogen to optimize cell 
growth and prevent or minimize excretion of by- 
products such as carbon dioxide and ethanol. Final 
seed yeast will be used to prepare 6-7 batches of 
final fermentations, described below, from which 
commercial yeast will be harvested, cleaned, con- 
centrated, and stored (Rosh  1989). 

Final Fermentation Step Principles of baker’s 
yeast production have been described in details in 
several books or chapter books, notably White 
(1954) and Reed and Nagodawithana (1991). 
Through selection of strains and fermentation condi- 
tions, commercial yeast production is based on (1) 
optimization of growth conditions to get as much 
yeast biomass as possible, and (2) optimization of 
the yeast’s ability, when incorporated into dough, to 
use glucose, sucrose, or maltose as fast as possible 
and rapidly form gas. The final baker’s yeast produc- 
tion step is decisive in procuring as much biomass as 
possible and high enzymatic and gassing activity. 

Maximum Biomass As described above, a yeast 
seed culture is progressively propagated in several 
refrigerated and aerated fermentation tanks of 
increasing size (up to about 150 m3 filled at 75% 
capacity to leave head space and control gas and 
foam production due to aeration) for about 16-24 
hours during the first fermentation steps, then for 
about 12-16 hours during the last sequence. To ac- 
celerate logarithmic yeast growth, minimize ethanol 
excretion, and limit the growth of undesirable micro- 
organisms such as wild yeasts or bacterial contami- 
nants, yeast must be cultivated rapidly under intense 
aeration and optimized nutrient composition and 
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concentration (mainly fermentable sugars, nitrogen, 
phosphorus, biotin, pantothenic acid, inositol, and 
magnesium). Concentration of fermentable sugar (a 
solution of heat-treated and cleaned molasses) in 
growth medium is highly controlled (below 0.01%), 
which corresponds to a specific growth rate for cell 
mass lower than 0.2 h-l (Reed and Nagodawithana 
1991). Excess of sugar (more than 0.01%) leads to a 
shift of the yeast metabolism called the Crabtree 
effect (Polakis and Bartley 1965): if baker's yeast is 
grown with excessive amounts of glucose, its oxida- 
tive activity will rapidly be inhibited, and lower bio- 
mass yields will be obtained because ethanol and gas 
will be formed instead of cell biomass. Nitrogen and 
phosphorus must also be thoroughly controlled 
because their concentration may vary with molasses 
source (Harrison 1971). As reviewed by Chen and 
Chiger (1985), optimal yeast cell yield would be 
highest at 28.5-32.5"C and pH 4.1 or, according to 
Reed and Nagodawithana (1991), between pH 4.5 
and 5.0. Because yeast generates much heat during 
its growth, temperature must be controlled; other- 
wise, dissolved oxygen in the fermentation tank will 
decrease, and this will limit cell multiplication. The 
lower the pH of the growth medium, the darker the 
final yeast will be because adsorption of coloring 
material from molasses is higher (Reed and Nago- 
dawithana 1991); pH control is generally effected 
with sodium carbonate and sulphuric acid. Foaming 
is controlled through foam electrode and antifoam- 
ing agents. The nitrogen source (generally ammonia 
solution) is also highly controlled to assure its rapid 
assimilation by yeast and to avoid cell intoxication. 
This is why sugar and nitrogen are added at specific 
rates that will permit maximum cell growth. Indeed, 
yeast cells are highly versatile and adapt to different 
growth conditions. However, yeast strain selection is 
essential because not all yeast strains multiply rapid- 
ly or at the same rate. For the last step, growth medi- 
um is fed incrementally until the fermentation tank 
is filled; the yield is generally about eight-fold cell 
multiplication within about 15 hours (Reed and Na- 
godawithana 1991). Maximal yield for baker's yeast 
dry matter is about 50-54% (based on glucose 
weight added to growth medium), compared with 
about 7.5% under anaerobic conditions. 

High Enzymatic and Gassing Activity Yeast 
gassing power in dough refers to its capacity to use a 
carbon source to form abundant carbon dioxide 
under the anaerobic conditions prevailing in dough. 

The high fermentative activity of baker's yeast is 
associated with its low carbohydrate reserve con- 
tent, indirectly yielding high protein content om- 
gensen et al. 2002), and is greatly dependent on 
nitrogen limitation during yeast growth (van Hoek et 
al. 2000). According to Oura (1983), the highest 
yeast activity for dough fermentation would be 
achieved by cultivating the yeast without oxygen, 
but yield would be very low, and the storage proper- 
ties very poor. The protein content of yeast grown 
anaerobically is high, and high protein content 
means high proteolytic activity but very poor keep- 
ing quality. By contrast, yeasts with low protein con- 
tent show excellent storage stability. As activity and 
stability are inversely related, the production proc- 
ess must be balanced to give a satisfactory compro- 
mise. Upon completion of yeast feeding, sugar alone 
is added for about 1 hour, then only air is added for 
another hour. This practice permits yeast cells to 
complete their reproduction cycle (budding), which 
will reduce their activity and form carbohydrates 
reserves, due to the reduced rate of protein synthesis 
(Oura 1983). This will help the yeast cells to survive 
starvation during subsequent storage at low temper- 
atures; when incorporated into dough, stored cells 
will be ready to form large amounts of gas under 
hydrated but anaerobic conditions. Yuan and Bell- 
gardt (1994) confirmed that storage stability of com- 
pressed yeast was improved when the proportion of 
budding cells was limited, but for short storage peri- 
ods (about 10 days), dough leavening activity was 
higher when compressed yeast contained many bud- 
ding cells. Table 9.2 lists critical factors that may 
affect yeast gassing power in dough. 

Concentration and Conditioning Liquid and 
Compressed Yeasts Yeast is grown in liquid media 
containing about 0.7% yeast solids at the beginning 
of the last production step. At the completion of 
the fermentation, yeast solids concentration has in- 
creased by a factor of about 8 to give about 5 6 %  
yeast solids in the fermentation medium or 10-13% 
by cell volume (Reed and Nagodawithana 1991). 
After yeast cells are pumped from fermentation 
tanks, they must be cleaned to remove impurities that 
affect the color, filtration, and hydration properties 
of commercial baker's yeast preparations. According 
to R o s h  (1989), wastewater from yeast production 
still contains 20% organic matter, including nitroge- 
nous material not assimilated by yeast (betain), so 
yeast plants are equipped with a wastewater plant. 
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Table 9.2. Critical Factors That May Affect Yeast Gassing Power in Dough 

Growth medium (yeast 
factory) 

Inoculate (yeast factory) 

Environmental conditions during 

Washing, filtration, and drying 
growth (yeast factory) 

(yeast factory) 

Storage 
Rehydration (bakery) 
Dough fermentation 

Composition and concentration of molasses and other nutrients 
(nitrogen, phosphates, fermentable carbohydrates, vitamins, 
minerals, etc.) ; SO2 residues (for treating molasses) 

Concentration and quality of inoculated yeast (including growth 
conditions) ; contamination with wild yeasts and 
lactobacilli 

pH, temperature, and aeration 

Concentration and type of acids for washing, variation of yeast 
solids in liquid or compressed yeast, and drying temperature 
and time 

Temperature and time 
Temperature and time 
Temperature and time, lack or excess of sugar, and yeast 

inhibitors 

Minimally processed baker’s yeast may be avail- 
able as “liquid cream yeast” containing about 18- 
20% solids after centrifugation, cleaning, and cool- 
ing. Up to about 23% yeast solids (Reed and 
Nagodawithana 1991), liquid yeasts may be pumped 
to suit the needs of large and automated bakery 
plants, just like most of the other bread ingredients, 
except that yeast must be stored in refrigerated (O- 
4°C) and agitated tanks to prevent yeast sedimenta- 
tion and optimize temperature control. Shelf life of 
liquid baker’s yeast is about 3 weeks at 4°C. 

For most midsize bakeries, compressed yeast is 
still the most popular source of yeast. Compared 
with liquid yeast, compressed yeast is best suited for 
less automated bakery plants and takes less storage 
space. Liquid yeast is pumped from fermentation 
tanks, separated from liquids by centrifugation, 
cleaned with water, and submitted to a filtration 
process. Yeast paste is scraped from rotary vacuum 
filters and crumbled, then put in large bags (about 
20-25 kg) and refrigerated. The filter cloth is coated 
with potato starch because its large particles will 
facilitate the filtration process. Before filtration, 
small quantities of salt (0.5%) may be added to the 
yeast cream to expel more water and increase yeast 
solids content. In the commercial product, starch 
and salt may make up about 0 . 5 1 %  yeast solids. To 
prepare small blocks of compressed yeast of about 
0.5 kg rather than crumbled yeast in bags, yeast is 
mixed with small quantities of oil and emulsifiers 
(generally mono- and diglycerides) that facilitate its 

extrusion and yield a paste containing 27-30% 
solids (depending on the manufacturer). The shelf 
life of compressed yeast (cake form) is equal to that 
of liquid yeast (3-4 weeks), but is slightly superior 
to that of crumbled yeast in large bags (2-3 weeks). 
One gram of compressed yeast contains about 
IO,OOO millions cells ( 1 0 ~ ~ ) .  

Dry Yeasts Compressed yeast may be dried to 
about 92-96% solids. This product is called “active 
dry yeast” to differentiate it from “inactive dry 
yeast.” However, specific yeast strains are used 
according to their tolerance to drying, even if on a 
dry weight basis, their gassing power is lower than 
that of standard compressed yeast (Sanderson et al. 
1983). Compared with fresh yeast, yeast for drying 
is grown under very limited nitrogen feeding to opti- 
mize carbohydrate (essentially trehalose) accumula- 
tion within cells to offer some protection during dry- 
ing. Before yeast extrusion and cutting (1-4 mm X 
1-2 cm), emulsifiers (generally 0.2-1% sorbitans) 
are generally added to facilitate hydration of dried 
yeasts cells in dough. Drying is generally performed 
for about 2-4 hours at 2 5 4 5 ° C  on a belt dryer (Reed 
and Nagodawithana 1991). Due to stress caused by 
drying and hydration, several yeast cells die and 
excrete reducing compounds such as glutathione in 
hydration medium, which weakens gluten and limits 
dough expansion and bread volume. Rehydration at 
40°C is recommended to minimize leaching and 
retain yeast activity in bread (Ponte et al. 1960). 
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So-called “instant active dry yeast” is easier to 
disperse and hydrates more rapidly than standard 
dry yeast because it has a finer granulation (0.2-0.5 
mm, or up to 10 times less than standard dry yeast). 
It is dried on a fiidized bed up to about 150°C for 
0.5-2.0 hours, rather than in a tunnel dryer (up to 
45°C for up to 2-4 hours). Thus, drying of highly 
active compressed yeast becomes feasible, especial- 
ly when mechanical fracturing of dry yeast particles 
is avoided due to its small size and to efficient water 
removal at low temperatures (Sanderson 1984). 

Dry yeasts are more expensive than liquid or com- 
pressed yeast, but their shelf life is much longer, 
about 1 (dry yeast) or 2 years (instant dry yeast), 
compared with about 3 weeks for liquid or com- 
pressed yeast. No refrigeration is required unless the 
packaging is opened. According to Bruinsma and 
Finney (1981), instant active dry yeasts may retain 
excellent activity for a minimum of about 2 years at 
room temperature when the bag is unopened, and for 
a minimum of 18 weeks at 3°C when the bag is 
opened (due to rapid oxidation and water absorp- 
tion). Dry yeast may be packed under vacuum or 
nitrogen, but it is generally treated with antioxidants 
(0.1% butylated hydroxyanisole added to yeast 
cream before extrusion), which offer some protec- 
tion against oxidation of yeast lipids; otherwise, 
more yeast solids will be lost during hydration. 
Lipid oxidation in instant active dry yeast is also 
prevented by vacuum or nitrogen packing. 

STRAINS DEVELOPMENT 

Although all baker’s yeasts belong to the same 
species, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, strains vary ac- 
cording to their ability both to grow efficiently in 
large fermentation tanks and to show high gassing 
power. Currently, no yeast strain for baking applica- 
tions has been genetically modified (GMO), that is, 
obtained from recombinant DNA technology. How- 
ever, creation of mutants through classical methods 
still permits much improvement for baker’s yeast 
(Randez-Gil et al. 1999). 

Table 9.3 presents some examples of commercial 
yeasts tailored for specific bakery applications. In- 
dustrial yeast strains for baking applications behave 
differently than either brewing or laboratory strains 
(van Hoek et al. 2000). For example, industrial yeast 
strains are not very susceptible to mutation, which 
makes them less frequently used for genetic studies 

than laboratory strains (Dziezak 1987). Baker’s 
yeast strains have lost their ability to sporulate due 
to repeated passage through the vegetative state and 
as a result of millennia of exploitation in man-created 
environments (Vaughan-Martini and Martini 1998), 
which explains their high genetic stability (Maloney 
and Foy 2003). Although very interesting in the lab- 
oratory, some strains may also be very difficult to 
produce under industrial conditions because they 
stick to fermenter surfaces, foam excessively, or 
have special growth requirements that render them 
inappropriate for commercial production. 

QUALITY CONTROL 

Depending on the final product, several analyses are 
performed at the yeast plant to check the quality of 
commercial baker’s yeast. The presence of contami- 
nating microorganisms is checked, and standard 
analyses include pathogenic bacteria such as Sal- 
monella, Escherichia coli, and coliform bacteria 
(indicative of pathogens). According to Reed and 
Nagodawithana (199 1), bacteria contamination in 
commercial yeast would be highly variable (around 
lo4- lo8). In comparison, compressed yeast contains 
about 10” cells/g, so bacteria contamination level 
may be in the order of 0.0001-1% CFU (colony 
forming units). 

Yeast gassing power must be constant from batch 
to batch; otherwise, dough fermentation schedules 
will be disturbed. Dry matter content is useful to 
check the uniformity of the yeast production proc- 
ess; gas production is generally reported on the basis 
of the weight of commercial baker’s yeast used. 
Yeast gassing activity may be determined by bread 
volume and scoring (Werner and Siedhoff 1929), by 
dough volume expansion, by liquid displacement 
methods (Bailey and Johnson 1924), or by direct 
manometric methods (Sandstedt and Blish 1934). 
Eva et al. (1937) showed that there was a close rela- 
tionship between results of most of these methods. 
Manometric methods are more direct and precise 
because they are independent of the gas retention 
capacity of the dough. Modern procedures include 
manometric systems that directly measure gas pres- 
sure, such as the Risograph (RDesign), Pressure- 
meter (National), Maturograph (Brabender), Rheo- 
fermentometer (Chopin), or Fermentograph (SJA). 
Typical bread dough formulation is used and is often 
tailored to suit the needs of specific clients; assays in 
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Table 9.4. Major Quality Control Criteria for Baker's Yeast 

Criteria 

Composition No pathogens 
Low bacteria and wild yeasts counts 
Low quantity of reducing compounds (glutathione) 

Appearance 

Activity 

Ease of use 

Light color 

High gassing power 
Good keeping properties 
Maltose assimilation 
Acceptable fivor (in bread) 
Tolerance to acidity, antimicrobials, salt, freezing, or osmotic pressure (sweet dough) 
Active at low or high dough temperature 

Good dispersion in water (rapid rehydration) 
May be pumped (liquid) 

Economy Low cost 

high-sugar dough are also made to check the activi- 
ty of yeast under adverse osmotic conditions. 

Gklinas et al. (1993, 1994) showed that, either in 
the fresh state or after storage at 4"C, the gassing 
power of baker's yeast (compressed or liquid) varied 
significantly from batch to batch. Growth conditions 
of baker's yeast would explain many of these varia- 
tions. Critical factors for yeast activity are presented 
in Table 9.4. 

BEHAVIOR IN DOUGH 
GAS PRODUCTION 

Storage 

Baker's yeast is a perishable product and is best kept 
around 5°C (Thiessen 1942). According to Reed 
(1982), low-protein yeast is easier to keep than high- 
protein yeast. Oura (1983) reported that very active 
yeasts have limited storage stability (1-2 weeks), 
compared with low-activity yeasts (containing less 
protein) that may keep for more than 2-3 weeks 
under poor refrigeration conditions. Freezing well 
packed, compressed yeast at -7°C for 1-2 months 
will not much reduce its activity, and thawing in 
lukewarm water (28°C) is recommended (Thiessen 
1942). 

Rehydration and Preincubation 

Rehydration Both dry yeast types are sensitive to 
cold-water hydration. Especially for standard dry 
yeast, the best hydration temperature is around 
40"C, which limits cell damage and improves viabil- 
ity. Factors slowing down cell rehydration, such 
as emulsifiers, improve yeast viability (Chen and 
Chiger 1985). Compared with compressed yeast 
(28-30% solids), 45% of dry yeast and 33% of 
instant active dry yeast is used in dough formula- 
tions, and the weight difference is compensated with 
water. In comparison, the activity of compressed 
yeast does not change whatever the water tempera- 
ture, if it is between 5 and 4 0 T ,  but not at 50°C 
(Ponte et al. 1960). 

Preincubation Commercial yeast is in a dormant 
state due to low storage temperature (fresh) or low 
moisture content (dry). From the moment it is mixed 
with water, metabolism slowly shifts, and yeast cells 
become ready to transform available sugars into gas 
and ethanol under anaerobic conditions. Around this 
period, yeast would be more sensitive to stresses, so 
if possible, optimal dough conditions are requested: 
gentle mixing (especially for dry yeast to allow for 
rehydration), abundant liquid (no stiff dough), not 
much inhibitor (such as salt or sugar), and optimal 
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temperature (32-38°C). For example, for very short 
fermentation processes, yeast may be activated at 
about 35°C for 30-45 minutes in a sugared solution. 

Only when no fermentable sugar is incorporated 
into dough do yeast cells rely on the activity of en- 
dogenous flour amylases that transform starch. If 
enough sugar is present, dough fermentation is man- 
aged by sugar in the bread formulation, and amylases 
become less important for fermentation control; 
amylases will rather affect starch gelatinization prop- 
erties and time available for dough expansion before 
structure setting during baking. Carbon dioxide is 
produced by yeast cells, but the yeast do not form 
new gas cells; instead, gas migrates into tiny cells 
already formed during dough mixing, which results 
in increased pressure and leads to dough expansion. 

Yeast presoaking in water before fermentation 
would reduce dough proof time, but bread specific 
volume and total score would not change (Kulp et al. 
1985). Pretreatment of yeast in a salt solution (1 part 
yeast, 1 part salt, 10 parts water) for 6 hours would 
help yeast to adapt to the salt present in standard 
dough (about 2%, flour weight) and to improve gas 
production (Pelshenke 1954). When baker's yeast 
(3%) was presoaked in a liquid medium containing 
6%sugarfor 30-120 minutes at 2 5 T ,  gas production 
increased, and this was attributed to the reduction 
of the lag time of the yeast cells (Lues et al. 1994). 
According to Hirasawa and Yokoigawa (2001), 
dough leavening activity of baker's yeast was im- 
proved when it was preincubated in a 20% sugar 
solution (sucrose, glucose, or fructose) for 1 hour at 
25°C; yeast soaking was followed by centrifugation, 
and the resulting yeast contained higher levels of 
glycerol. For sweet dough (16 or 25% sugar, flour 
basis), Myers et al. (1998) showed that baker's yeast 
gassing power was improved by presoaking in a 
glycerol solution (0.2 M, or about 13.3 g/kg of com- 
pressed yeast) for up to 21 days. Especially for 
aging yeast, presoaking compressed yeast in a 0.4 M 
glycerol solution for 72 hours at 4°C improved its 
gassing activity in frozen sweet dough (10% sugar, 
flour basis), but this improvement was not observed 
for nonsugared dough (Myers and Attfield 1999). 

Temperature and pH 

For dough kept at around 2 5 T ,  temperature will 
tend to slightly increase towards 2530°C due to 
the metabolic activity of microorganisms. Optimal 

dough temperature for yeast gas production in 
dough would be around 34-38°C at pH 4.0-5.2 
(Garver et al. 1966). Yeast activity is very low at 
4"C, and cells are killed around 45-50°C. During 
dough fermentation, yeasts and lactic acid bacteria 
form gas and acids that will slightly lower pH, con- 
sidering the high buffering capacity of dough con- 
stituents. Such an increase in acidity will slow down 
yeast fermentation, but this will not be critical ex- 
cept for very long fermentation periods. 

Yeast Concentration and Time 

Gas production increases according to yeast concen- 
tration in dough, and this factor is as critical as time 
and temperature (Akdogan and Ozilgen 1992). 
However, especially with kurs that have poor qual- 
ity gluten or contain much bran, only a portion of 
the carbon dioxide will be retained by dough, so 
there is a limit to yeast concentration in dough. Also, 
at over 4-5% of compressed yeast (kur basis), bit- 
ter-type yeast off ~ fivors appear in bread, and this 
may only be masked by high levels of sugar and 
miscellaneous aromatic ingredients, for example, 
cinnamon in raisin bread. Level of acceptance for 
yeast is much lower in lean dough (only kur,  water, 
salt, and yeast) and would be around 1-2% of com- 
pressed yeast (kur basis). 

Flour, Salt, and Sugar Concentration 

In dough, yeast fermentation is inhibited by high 
osmotic pressure from kur,  salt, and especially, 
sugar. For example, yeast activity is higher in liquid 
ferments than in sponges or stiff dough, due to the 
lower osmotic pressure in liquids compared with 
solids. Salt and sugar concentrations in dough are 
critical. Tolerance to osmotic stress would vary ac- 
cording to yeast strain (Chen and Chiger 1985). 
Yeast submitted to some osmotic pressure during 
growth, for example, in a highly salted medium or in 
a batch compared with a fed-batch system, would 
generally give lower biomass yields but perform bet- 
ter in sweet dough. According to Oda and Ouchi 
(199Ob), yeast invertase activity would not be asso- 
ciated with its leavening capacity in sweet dough, 
contrary to data provided by Burrows et al. (1972). 
In sweet dough, yeasts would be more sensitive to 
dough fermentation at high temperatures (Maloney 
and Foy 2003). Compressed yeast from Japan would 
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generally show higher tolerance to osmotic pressure 
due to the high sugar concentration in some Jap- 
anese breads (Reed and Nagodawithana 1991). 

No correlation was found between content of 
the enzyme responsible for maltose hydrolysis (a- 
glucosidase) and leavening ability in standard dough 
(Suomalainen et al. 1972, Hautera and Lovgren 
1975). In nonsugared dough, yeast ability to utilize 
maltose freed from the activity of amylases is essen- 
tial and is typical of commercial yeast strains (Potus 
et al. 1994). Commercial baker’s yeasts possess 
MAL genes, which gives them a superior ability to 
utilize maltose, compared with laboratory strains 
(Oda and Ouchi 199Oa), but these attributes would 
not be related to their fermentative activity under 
high osmotic stress in sweet dough (Bell et al. 
2001). Maltose permease and a-glucosidase would 
be essential for maltose assimilation (Oda and 
Tonomura 1995). According to Riva et al. (1998), 
yeast maltase activity would be associated with an 
early oxygen consumption to sustain its growth, and 
also for higher fivor production in lean dough. 

Stimulants and Inhibitors 

So-called yeast foods are ingredients that would 
have a stimulating effect on yeast activity, especially 
when kur  is refined, compared with whole-wheat 

flour. According to Atkin et al. (1945), factors es- 
sential for fermentation would be present at subopti- 
mal amounts for maximal yeast fermentation. For 
liquid preferments (100% water, k u r  basis), essen- 
tial components would be ammonium, phosphate, 
magnesium, sulphate, and potassium (Ling and 
Hoseney 1977). According to these authors, water 
hardness had no effect on yeast gassing power. 
Sodium propionate would be the best mold inhibitor 
for bread applications (McNaughton et al. 1998) but 
would have a major inhibitory effect on yeast activi- 
ty (Pattison and von Holy 2001). Ethanol produced 
during dough fermentation would also inhibit gas 
production. Addition of oxytetracycline to the bak- 
er’s yeast growth medium or yeast slurry would 
increase its maltase activity, gas production, and 
keeping properties (Grzybowski and Majchrzak 
1977). Tables 9.5 and 9.6 present a list of ingredients 
that stimulate or inhibit gas production. 

During fermentation, part of the carbon dioxide 
formed by yeast cells will dissolve into water in 
dough, and carbonic acid will be formed, which will 
decrease the pH from 6.5 to about 5.0 when fermen- 
tation is long enough. Such a small increase of acid- 
ity would slightly reduce yeast activity, and to some 
extent, it is possible to follow yeast activity through 
acidity development in dough. However, several fac- 
tors besides yeast activity also affect acid formation, 

Table 9.5. Examples of Stimulants of Yeast Gas Production in Dough 

Stimulant Reference 

Ammonium (chloride better than carbonate) 
Calcium stearoyl-2-lactylate 
Diacetyl tartaric acid esters of monoglycerides and diglycerides 

Glucose (fructose, maltose, sucrose) 
Magnesium (sulphate) 
Malt (malted barley kur) 
Nicotinic acid 
Oxytetracycline 
Phosphate (monosodium) 
Potassium (chloride) 
Potato k u r  
Pyridoxine hydrochloride 
Sodium stearoyl-2-lactylate (SSL) 
Sulphate (calcium) 
Thiamine hydrochloride 
Yeast extract 
Zinc chloride 

(DATA) 

Hoffman et al. 1941 
Tsen and Weber 1981 
Tsen and Weber 1981 

Rubenthaler et al. 1980 
Atkin et al. 1945 
Rubenthaler et al. 1980 
Atkin et al. 1945 
Grzybowski and Majchrzak 1977 
Atkin et al. 1945 
Atkin et al. 1945 
Treadway 1949 
Atkin et al. 1945 
Tsen and Weber 1981 
Hoffman et al. 1941, Atkin et al. 1945 
Atkin et al. 1945 
Lee and Geddes 1959 
Finnev et al. 1949, Rao and Seib 1999 
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Table 9.6. Examples of Inhibitors of Yeast Gas Production in Dough 

Dose, 
Inhibitor mg/ 100 g ku r  Reference 

Cadmium chloride 1 Finney et al. 1949 
Cupric chloride 100 Finney et al. 1949 
Ethoxylated monoglycerides 500 Tsen and Weber 1981 
Mercury chloride 10 Finney et al. 1949 
Monolaurin 400 Finney et al. 1982 
Polysorbate 60 500 Tsen and Weber 1981 
Propionates 50 Pattison and von Holy 2001 
Salt (sodium chloride) 500 Miller et al. 1943 
Sorbic acid 25 Finney et al. 1982 

such as bacterial activity (they form much acid) and 
the buffering action of dough ingredients. In water 
ferments, adding 0.5% yeast food containing buffer 
(calcium carbonate, kur) and nutrients (ammonium 
chloride, calcium sulphate) increased pH from 3.4 to 
5.5 and reduced dough proof time (Kulp et al. 1985). 

CELL GROWTH 

As discussed before, if more yeast cells are present in 
dough, more gas will be produced. It is difficult to 
determine to what extent yeast cells grow in dough, 
but it is expected that some growth will happen, espe- 
cially in liquid media. For example, according to 
Hoffman et al. (1941), yeast cells grow after 2-4 
hours in fermenting dough. Depending on bread 
formulation and process, the number of yeast cells 
increased by about 35-60%, but it is likely that the 
number of budding cells increased much more 
(Thorn and Ross 1960). Alternatively, Lee and 
Geddes (1959) found that yeast did not grow signifi- 
cantly in a liquid dough (brew) fermented for 6 hours. 
In theory, oxygen is very important for yeast growth, 
but if cell multiplication is obtained as a result of 
anaerobic fermentation such as brewing, then yeast 
cells multiply in dough. However, especially for 
short dough fermentation (1-2 hours), yeast growth 
is probably not significant. For sourdough where fer- 
mentation times may be in the order of 2 4  hours, cell 
multiplication is certainly more important, even if 
lactic acid bacteria inhibit yeast growth. 

DOUGH RHEOLOGY 

One major factor in yeast fermentation is dough tol- 
erance to fermentation, which is the processing time 

allowed before or after the fermentation optimum. 
In addition to reduction of the gas retention capacity 
of fermenting dough, fermentation tolerance would 
also depend upon maintaining a supply of ferment- 
able sugars (which are directly added at the begin- 
ning of the dough preparation and/or formed 
through the action of amylases in k u r  or added as a 
malt ku r  supplement) in dough (Blish and Hughes 
1932). Yeast cell activity and possibly growth will 
be increased by gentle reworking of the fermenting 
or resting dough: part of the carbon dioxide (in- 
hibitor) will be eliminated during degassing, and 
new nutrients will be supplied for imbedded cells in 
dough; to a certain point, the gluten network will 
be strengthened through reworking of fermenting 
dough. Yeast by-products are likely to significantly 
reduce dough retention potential (fermentation tol- 
erance), and yeast conditioning before its incorpora- 
tion into the dough has been proposed (Pelshenke 
1954). Expansion of gas bubbles would cause a ma- 
jor stress on dough structure, as shown by Newberry 
et al. (2002) in their experiments on dough rheology 
involving yeast inactivation to avoid side effects 
during measurements. 

Inactive yeast may be used as a dough reducing 
agent, especially for reducing mixing time in rapid 
breadmaking processes or to improve machinability 
or extensibility of pizza dough and limit its shrink- 
age. Especially when fermentation time is long, 
yeast cells form compounds that modify dough rhe- 
ology. Besides gas and aroma production, the most 
significant effect of yeast in dough would be glu- 
tathione leaching from cells, particularly when dry 
yeast is used and contains many dead cells. Gluta- 
thione is a reducing compound that has a relaxing 
effect on gluten by breaking its disulfide bridges. 
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According to a review by Chen and Chiger (1985), 
several organic acids produced by yeast decrease 
dough pH, and this would have a tightening effect 
on dough; this yeast action would be small com- 
pared to that of lactic acid bacteria, especially in 
sourdough. Hydrogen peroxide formed by yeast 
cells would also have some oxidizing (tightening) 
effect on dough (Liao et al. 1998). According to 
Maloney and Foy (2003), yeast proteases do not sig- 
nificantly change dough rheology, contrary to k u r  
enzymes. 

NUTRITION AND SAFETY ASPECTS 

According to Kadan and Ziegler (1986), iron bio- 
availability in bread would increase according to 
yeast levels in the formulation, contrary, for exam- 
ple, to salt level. Baker’s yeast would have a slight 
phytase activity that transforms phytic acid and 
inhibits chelating of minerals (Turk et al. 1996). 

AROMA PRODUCTION 

Bread baking without yeast yields a tasteless prod- 
uct. Addition of living yeast cells to a bread formu- 
lation definitely changes its aroma, even when fer- 
mentation time is very short. Flour concentration in 
the fermentation medium is critical: concentration 
of organic acids, carbonyl compounds, and alcohol 
increase according to k u r  concentration in liquid 
preferments (Cole et al. 1963). The contribution of 
baker’s yeast to aroma production in dough ferment- 
ed for about 2.5 hours at 27°C with 2.5% yeast 
( k u r  basis) has been determined in dough (Frasse 
et al. 1993) and bread (Frasse et al. 1992). Ac- 
cording to Zehentbauer and Grosch (1998), high 
yeast concentration in dough would enhance the 
concentration of “roasty” smelling, while fermenta- 
tion at low temperature (4°C for 18 hours) favored 
the production of a malty-type aroma. 

Overall, control of yeast activity is critical to get 
control over production of yeast aroma compounds. 
For example, any increase of yeast concentration 
and temperature will necessitate tighter control 
measures over the dough fermentation process: 
more sugar (to feed yeast) and possibly more buffer, 
such as milk or yeast foods (to control pH drop and 
optimize yeast activity). Yeast cells are very active in 
hydrated media: compared with stiff doughs, yeast 
activity will be stimulated in sponge-type doughs 
(about 150 parts of water per 100 parts of kur) and, 

especially, liquid ferments (more than 500% parts of 
water, sometimes without kur). In hydrated liquid 
media placed at a high temperature, fermentation 
time will be shorter than for optimally hydrated 
dough: enough gas will be produced in dough in a 
short time period, and bread volumes will be opti- 
mized. However, the fivor of such bread will be 
bland compared with bread prepared from stiffer 
dough fermented for longer periods (Merritt 1960). 

Yeast cells need sufficient time to form aroma 
compounds, so the longer the dough fermentation, 
the more intense the fivor. If fivorful bread is re- 
quested, no more than about 8-12 hours of fermen- 
tation may give the best results without getting too 
much acid-type fivor. In comparison, dough fer- 
mentation periods of 1-5 hours are standard practice 
for most automated bread manufacturing processes. 
According to Fisher and Halton (1937), dough fer- 
mentation at 27°C for up to 8.5-10 hours is possible 
and desirable for aroma production with as little as 
0.5% compressed yeast (not too active), without 
adverse effect on dough fermentation tolerance, de- 
pending on fermentation aids (sugar and malt ex- 
tract) and k u r  strength. Under such extreme condi- 
tions for dough fermentation, fermentation aids 
(called yeast foods) are essential to get plenty of 
yeast nutrients; strong k u r  is also very important to 
withstand long stress periods due to yeast gas pro- 
duction and degradation of starch and protein 
through enzymatic activity. Whatever the yeast fer- 
mentation conditions, aroma compounds will be 
easily perceived in bread with a very humid crumb 
and a crust baked at a high temperature or optimized 
for Maillard-type components. 

CONCLUSION 
Since the beginning of the 20th Century, direct addi- 
tion of yeast cells in dough has become the most 
popular way to start bread preparation. Compared 
with those days, higher levels of yeast fermentation 
starter are now used to reduce fermentation time on 
automated production lines for bread. Baker’s yeast 
certainly has been at the forefront of the commercial 
development of industrial baking. For the first time, 
a commercial fermentation starter was available for 
food preparation. Nowadays, baker’s yeast still 
remains the most important commercial starter for 
food fermentation. Future developments in baker’s 
yeast may pass through new yeast strains tailored for 
specific applications, as described in Table 9.3. It is 
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now possible to think about combinations of baker’s 
yeast strains that will perform specific functions in 
dough, thereby replacing several bread additives. 
However, old baker’s yeast is still a critical bread 
ingredient with a handful of promises. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the major nutritional problems today is the 
consumption of high quantities of fat, which has 
been related with obesity and serious health prob- 
lems (Altschul 1993a,b; Campbell et al. 2001). 
People are more likely to overconsume fats than to 
overconsume carbohydrates and proteins. Because 
fat is the most calorically dense of the three mac- 
ronutrients (having 9 cal/g, compared to 4 cal/g for 
protein or carbohydrate), a small serving is enough 
to derive excessive calories. Furthermore, fat seems 
less likely than either protein or carbohydrate to 
make a person feel full while eating, and contributes 
even less to the feeling of fullness of obese persons. 
Another factor related to obesity is that the human 
body stores excess calories derived from fat more 
easily than it does excess calories derived from pro- 
tein or carbohydrates (Napier 1997). 

In the United States and Europe, although the per- 
cent of total daily energy consumed as fat declined 
to less than 40% during recent decades, the actual 
fat consumption as well as the total energy intake 
increased, followed by the prevalence of overweight 
or obesity. Therefore, attempts to reduce the percent 
of energy derived from fat have, in part, evolved 
from failure to reduce the total energy intake. Pro- 
fessional and scientific bodies related to health rec- 
ommend reduced intake of total and saturated fat. 
Generally, the guidelines suggest that total fat intake 
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should be limited to no more than 30% of the total 
calories, and that saturated fat should not exceed 
10% of total energy consumption averaged over a 
period of 1 week (Akoh 1998, American Dietetic 
Association 1998, Giese 1996). 

The current trend in nutrition and health aware- 
ness leads consumers to turn towards low-fat or 
reduced-fat foods. The reduction of fat in a food sys- 
tem is a complex problem because fat contributes to 
major sensory and physiological characteristics. Fat 
provides fivor, taste, and mouthfeel; it also contrib- 
utes to creaminess, appearance, palatability, texture, 
and lubricity. Therefore, in most food products, the 
removal of fat must be accompanied by the addition 
of other ingredients that can contribute the desired 
functions of fat to produce an acceptable product. 
The substances used to achieve this goal are generally 
called fat replacers. The term fat substitutes is also 
used by some authors. 

CONSUMER TRENDS RELATED 
TO LOW-FAT FOODS 
As consumers have obtained better information 
about the risks and benefits of nutrition to health, 
they have moved from no additivedno preservatives 
foods in the 1970s to low calorie/light foods in the 
1980s, to low-fatfoodsin the 1990s. In 2000,163 mil- 
lion adult Americans (79% of the adult U.S. popula- 
tion) consumed low- or reduced-fat foods and bever- 
ages, according to a survey conducted by the Calorie 
Control Council (2004). The survey showed that 
two-thirds of adults believe there is a need for food 
ingredients that can replace the fat in food products. 

The most popular reduced-fat products are skim 
and low-fat milk (consumed by 72% of the reduced- 
fat consumers), while consumption of reduced-fat 
bakery products was reported by 31% of reduced-fat 
consumers. Nevertheless, during the last decade, an 
explosion in the low-fat and fat-free bakery products 
market has been observed. Low-fat and fat-free 
cookies and crackers were among the most active 
new food products categories (Sloan and Stiede- 
mann 1995). 

Most low-fat product consumers (70%) say that 
they use these products to stay in better overall 
health, 57% to reduce fat, 51% to reduce calories, 
49% to reduce cholesterol, 47% to maintain current 
weight, 43% to maintain an attractive physical ap- 
pearance, 38% to reduce weight, and 31% to help 

with a medical condition. However, only 32% men- 
tioned that they choose reduced-fat foods for re- 
freshment or taste (Calorie Control Council 2004). 

Studies on consumer acceptability showed that 
knowledge of the nutritional properties of food 
products infiences consumers’ likelihood of pur- 
chasing low-fat and fat-free foods; people like prod- 
ucts more when they know they do not contain a lot 
of fat (Guinard et al. 1995). Further, information 
given to consumers about the reduced fat content of 
a product increased their acceptance of the product 
(Campbell and Bell 2001). However, one should not 
overlook the fact that consumer research shows that 
taste is always the most critical factor in food selec- 
tion (Sloan and Stiedemann 1995). Thus, it might be 
expected that improvement of the taste of low-fat 
products would increase their demand. 

All the aforementioned data indicate that there is 
a need for replacement of fat in food with ingredi- 
ents of lower calories that would not adversely affect 
or might even improve the food’s sensorial prop- 
erties. The food industry has responded to this 
need by offering a continuously increasing variety 
of reduced-fat foods, including bakery products. 
Several fat replacers have been incorporated in 
foods, and research on ingredients for new reduced- 
fat products continues. 

In addition to the knowledge of health problems 
related to fat consumption, today consumers are 
highly aware of the dieddisease connection, and they 
want to include health-promoting ingredients in 
their diets. Foods fortified with nutraceuticals (or 
functional foods) are expected to be the new food 
category, with an expanding demand by new genera- 
tions. Therefore, in addition to developing foods that 
are low in fat and calories, food scientists focus their 
effort on development of new products that have 
improved nutritional profiles. Some of the fat re- 
placers, for example, fruit and grain fibers, cellu- 
lose, and gums, have such properties and offer the 
opportunity to develop this new food category. 

LABELING REDUCED-FAT 
PRODUCTS 
Food labels indicating a reduction in fat and calories 
are appealing to consumers. Therefore, fat and calo- 
rie reduction claims are very important for the food 
industry. U.S. food labeling regulations for claims 
indicating the reduction of fat, calories, or both are 
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shown below. (For a detailed presentation of the 
establishment of regulations for low-calorie foods, 
see Vanderveen 1993.) 

FAT CLAIMS 

Fatfree: less than 0.5 g fadserving (and reference 
serving amount). 
Low fat  3 g or less fadreference serving size. 
Reduced or less fa t  25% or less fadserving than 
regular (full fat) product. 

CALORIE CLAIMS 

Calorie free: less than 5 caloriedserving (and 
reference serving amount). 
Low calorie: 40 or less caloriedreference serving 
size. 
Reduced or fewer calories: 25% or less 
calories/serving than regular product. 

FAT AND CALORIE CLAIM 

Light at least 33% fewer calories or 50% less fat 
than the reference food, or both (for foods with 
50% or less calories derived from fat). For foods 
with 50% or more calories derived from fat, the 
fat must be reduced by 50%. 

CLASSIFICATION OF FAT 
REPLACERS 
Fat replacers include a wide variety of products that 
replace some or all of the fat in foods; the goal is to 
reduce the fat and calorie content of the food, while 
changing its sensory qualities as little as possible. 
Fat replacers are categorized into the following 
groups (Akoh 1998, American Dietetic Association 
1998, Michaelides and Cooper 2004): 

Fat substitutes or analogs are compounds that 
physically and chemically resemble triglycerides, 
but are not chemically classified as fat and 
contribute less or no energy. They are designed to 
replicate the functional and sensory properties of 
fat and may be used to replace all or a portion of 
the fat present in a product. The term low-calorie 
fats is also used (Finley and Leveille 1996) for 
some compounds of this category: triglycerides 
that have a different fatty acid composition than 
common fats and provide fewer calories. 

Fat mimetics are substances that imitate one or 
more of the sensory or functional properties of 
fats but cannot replace fat on a gram-for-gram 
basis. 
Fat barriers are ingredients added to reduce the 
absorption of fats during the frying process. 
Fat extenders constitute another type of product 
used to reduce fat in food. They optimize the 
functionality of fat, thus allowing a decrease in 
the usual amount of fat used in a product. 

Fat replacers also may be classified according to 
chemical structure and macronutrient base as carbo- 
hydrate based, protein based, or fat based. The main 
products belonging to each group are presented in 
Table 10.1. 

CARBOHYDRATE-BASED FAT REPLACERS 

Carbohydrate-based fat replacers are the largest 
group. Most of these compounds were initially de- 
veloped to improve qualities such as thickness, bulk, 
and moisture in foods, and only secondarily came to 
be used as fat replacers. All compounds are plant 
polysaccharides, including processed starches and 
fibers, cellulose, gums, and polydextrose. They add 
bulk, viscosity, and texture to food, thereby produc- 
ing a mouthfeel similar to that provided by fat. 
Carbohydrate-based fat replacers are fat mimetics; 
they are not commonly used to replace fat on a gram 
for gram basis and cannot be used for frying, but 
many of them can withstand heat processing and 
therefore can be used in bakery products. The 
caloric value of these substances ranges from 0 to 4 
kcal/g. Some of them (e.g., cellulose) are not digest- 
ed. Others (e.g., processed starches) can be digested 
to provide 4 kcal/g, but because they are usually 
added as water gels, their caloric value drops to 1-2 
kcal/g. 

Starch and Modified Starches 

Starches and modified starches consist of modified, 
partially hydrolyzed, or pregelatinized starches de- 
rived from potato, corn, oat, rice, wheat, or tapioca. 
The most common modifications applied to starch 
are stabilization and substitution. Stabilization is ac- 
complished by forming a phosphodiester between 
branches of the polymers that comprise the starch 
granule. This cross-linking reaction enhances 
starch’s resistance to shear, heat, and acid, and slows 
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Table 10.1. Types of Fat Replacers, Trade Names, and Functional Properties 

Products or 
Type Trade Names Functional Properties 

Carbohydrate based 

food starch 
Starch and modified 

Maltodextrins 

Dextrins 

Polydextrose 

Cellulose 

Fibers, grain based 

Fibers, fruit based 

Gums (alginates, arabic, 
carrageenan, guar, locust 
bean, xanthan) 

Inulin 
Pectin 

Protein based 
Microparticulated proteins 

Modified whey protein 

Other 
concentrate 

Fat based 
Emulsifiers 

Low-calorie fats (modified 

Fat analogs or substitutes 
trigly cerides) 

Amalean, CrystaLean, Instant 
Stellar, N-Lite, OptaGrade, 
Pure-gel, Remyrise, 

Slenderlean, Sta-Slim, Tapiocaline 
C*deLight, Lorelite, Lycadex, 

Maltrin, Paselli D-LITE, 
Paselli EXCEL, Paselli SA 2,  
STAR-DRI 

Amylum, N-Oil, Stadex 

Litesse, Sta-Lite 

Avicel, Cellulose gel, 
Methocel. Solka-Floc 

Betatrim, Dairytrim, Opta, Oat 
Fiber, Snowite, Ultracel, 
Z-Trim, Oatrim, Oatrim, 
Nu-Trim 

Fruit powder, dried plum paste, prune 
paste, Lighter Bake, Wonder Slim 

Dycol, Jaguar, Gelcarin, Kelcogel, 
Keltrol, Rhodigel, Rhodigum, 
Uniguar, Viscarin 

Raftiline, Frutafit, Fibruline 
Grindsted, Slendid Splendid 

Simplesse 

Dairy-Lo 

K-Blazer, Lita, ULTRA-BAKE, 
ULTRA-FREEZE 

Dur-Em, Dur-Lo, EC-25 

Salatrim, Caprenin, Neobee MLT-B 

DDM, EPG, Olestra, Sorbestrin, 
TATCA 

Gelling, thickening, 
texturizing 

Gelling, thickening, 
texturizing 

Gelling, thickening, 

Moisture retention, bulking 

Moisture retention, 

texturizing 

agent, texturizing 

stabilizing, texturizing, 
mouthfeel 

texturizing 
Gelling, thickening, 

Moisturizing, mouthfeel 

Moisture retention, 
stabilizing, texturizing, 
mouthfeel 

Emulsion stabilizing, 

Emulsion stabilizing, 

Emulsion stabilizing, 

mouthfeel 

mouthfeel 

mouthfeel 

Emulsion stabilizing, 

Mouthfeel 
mouthfeel 

Mouthfeel, frying agents 

Corn bina tions Nutrifat, Olestrin, Prolestra Mouthfeel, texturizing 
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rehydration. Substitution, on the other hand, lowers 
cooking temperature by reducing the crystallinity of 
the starch, improves paste clarity, and decreases 
freezekhaw stability by inhibiting reassociation of 
the amylose and amylopectin after cooking. The 
most common reagents used are acetic anhydride, 
adipic acid, and propylene oxide. Substituted starch- 
es are not typically used alone for bakery applica- 
tions. Instead, the two modifications are combined 
to produce a starch with both improved freezekhaw 
stability and increased shear and heat stability 
(Mauro 1996). Pregelatinized starches rehydrate 
easily and contribute to the viscosity of batters. 
Chemical modification may control the rate of rehy- 
dration of a pregelatinized starch. The higher the 
degree of stabilization, the slower the hydration rate, 
and the less it contributes to batter viscosity. These 
starches require the heat of baking to become func- 
tional and can be used to better control moisture 
release during baking. Light to moderate cross- 
linked starches produce batters of optimum viscosi- 
ty and finished cakes of the desired quality. Starches 
that need cooking for swelling are not efficient as fat 
replacers, since there may be not enough heat and 
moisture to fully swell the starch granules to a 
point where they will bind moisture. Modified, cold 
swelling starches and pregelatinized starches begin 
to thicken as soon as they come in contact with 
water, increase batter viscosity, and act as moisture 
retention agents. 

In general, small, intact, swollen starch granules 
duplicate the mouth sensation of fat. These products 
can be dry blended with other ingredients or used as 
a preformed gel. Microparticulated starch products, 
which provide a large surface for water immobiliza- 
tion, have been prepared. Used in bakery products, 
they bind water tightly, thus slowing the staling 
process as well as water migration from cakes to fill- 
ings and vice versa. In addition, the small particles 
form a crkme, at 20% solids, with a plastic behavior 
that imitates that of fat (Frye and Setser 1993). The 
particle size also plays an important role. Fine parti- 
cles hydrate faster than coarse particles, increase the 
viscosity of batters, help in better incorporation of 
air, and provide better cell structure to the final prod- 
ucts (Mauro 1996, Waring 1988). 

Starches have been used for a long time in food 
systems. Some products were developed initially for 
other food applications, prior to fat replacement, 
while others were introduced after 1990 and were 

developed specifically for the low-fat market (Alex- 
ander 1995). The main reasons for their extensive 
use were summarized by Alexander (1995): (1) 
They form gels that are necessary to obtain the tex- 
ture and mouthfeel of the original fat-containing 
food. (2) Their molecular weights are similar to 
those of the fats being replaced. (3) They may re- 
duce calories up to 90% when added as a 25% solids 
gel. (4) With some type of modification they can 
provide special attributes to certain foods. 

Maltodextrins and Dextrins 

These starch-based fat replacers are nonsweet poly- 
saccharides, have generally a low dextrose equiva- 
lent (DE), and are manufactured by mild hydrolysis 
of starch. They can be derived from potato, corn, 
oat, rice, wheat, or tapioca starches. High-crystalline 
maltodextrins were obtained by hydrolysis in acidic 
alcohol solutions (Chun et al. 1997). Several prod- 
ucts are available commercially in powder form or 
as solutions. Some of the commercial products are 
in pregelatinized, instant forms. The solubility of 
maltodextrins in water increases with increasing 
DE. Some of them give solutions with concentra- 
tions up to 40% (Frye and Setser 1993). Mixtures of 
other products with water at approximately 25% 
solids give heat-stable gels with a short texture, 
which gives a fatlike sensation in the mouth. Heat- 
ing of the mixtures, while vigorously agitating, may 
be required to produce a gel upon cooling. 

The main functions and characteristics of malto- 
dextrins in food systems include bulking, providing 
texture and body, dispersibility and solubility, bland 
taste, resistance to caking, film forming, surface 
sheen, binding of fivor and fat, high nutritive value, 
and acting as an oxygen barrier. The functionality of 
these products varies with the DE. High DE mal- 
todextrins have solubility, bulking, and body charac- 
teristics more similar to those of starch syrups. Low 
DE maltodextrins have higher bulk density and are 
more effective as fat binders than are high DE mal- 
todextrins. 

Polydextrose 

Polydextrose is formed by the random polymeriza- 
tion of glucose, sorbitol, and citric acid. It was first 
developed as a bulking agent to replace sugar in 
bakery products, but the observed fatlike mouthfeel 
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characteristics resulted in its use as a fat replacer as 
well. Metabolic studies showed that the utilization 
of polydextrose in humans is 1 kcal/g, because it is 
not totally broken down by digestive enzymes. A 
laxative effect was observed in some people who 
consumed high levels of polydextrose; therefore, 
products containing more than 17 g of polydextrose 
bear a warning label (Napier 1997). 

Polydextrose is soluble in water, and aqueous so- 
lutions can be prepared with concentrations as high 
as 80% (Freeman 1982, Frye and Setser 1993). It 
does not form gels when dissolved in water (Zoulias 
et al. 2000). Polydextrose is available commercially 
in several forms as a powder and as a solution. In 
bakery products, it can be used to replace sugar or 
fat (Campbell et al. 1994, Frye and Setser 1993, 
Neville and Setser 1986, Sanchez et al. 1995). 

Cellulose 

Cellulose of high purity is used as a food ingredient. 
According to the degree of polymerization (DP), 
two main products are distinguished: (1) microcrys- 
talline cellulose, with a DP of less than 350, and (2) 
powdered cellulose, with a DP of around 1000 (Ang 
2001). Cellulose gel is formed by microcrystalline 
cellulose and has been used traditionally in foods as 
a stabilizer. Because of several properties, for exam- 
ple, the mouthfeel sensation and the glossy and 
opaque appearance, that resemble fat, it was subse- 
quently used as a fat replacer in salad dressings, 
mayonnaise, processed cheeses, and frozen dessert 
coatings (Napier 1997, Izzo 1995). Powdered cellu- 
lose is an insoluble, nondigestible fiber. There are 
various products available commercially, with aver- 
age particle sizes ranging from 20 to 120 p m  (Frye 
and Setser 1993). Cellulose fibers bind water strong- 
ly, and their water-holding capacity is higher than 
that of the grain-based fibers (Ang 2001). Water ab- 
sorption is a function of particle size (Ang 1991): 
the coarse grades absorb more water because of 
more open structure than the fine grades. Also, in 
water suspensions, the coarse grades increase the 
viscosity significantly and act synergistically with 
gums (guar, xanthan, carboxymethylcellulose) to in- 
crease viscosity in a nonlinear manner (Ang 1991). 
Powdered cellulose is used in bakery products and 
fried foods. When added in the batter of foods to be 
fried, it acts as a fat barrier, because it binds water 
tightly and results in a reduction of oil absorption. 

Fibers 

Soy, pea, oat, wheat, and rice fibers as well as sever- 
al fruit-based ingredients are used as fat replacers. 
They are mostly water-insoluble polysaccharides, 
not digested by humans, and they are therefore con- 
sidered insoluble dietary fibers. Because of their 
ability to absorb large amounts of water and to 
improve the body and texture of food, they can 
duplicate some of the functions of fat, and they are 
also sometimes used for partial replacement of kur,  
to reduce calories. Processed to small particles, they 
absorb water and swell to provide the smooth 
mouthfeel of fat. There are several commercial 
products rich in fibers. 

It should be noted that nutritional implications of 
fibers, including cellulose, and gums have long been 
emphasized (Inglett et al. 1994, Ink and Hurt 1987, 
Malkki 2001), and these nutritional implications 
provide additional advantages for the use of these 
ingredients. These advantages include the use of fi- 
ber claims like “high in fiber” and “a source of fiber,” 
depending on the total dietary fiber content of the 
fortified product. 

When a fiber ingredient is used in a bakery prod- 
uct, its sensory compatibility with the product 
should be considered; for example, wheat fibers may 
be more appropriate for bread. Oat fibers, which are 
rich in p-glucans, have drawn attention during the 
last decade due to cholesterol-lowering properties 
(Hallfrisch and Behall 1997, Vetter 1993). In a diet 
including several fat-reduced foods with oat fiber 
(Oatrim), baked goods had the highest rating and 
were acceptable by the middle-aged population 
(Hallfrisch and Behall 1997). These results indicate 
that oat fiber-based ingredients are good candidates 
for fat replacement in bakery goods. 

Gums 

Gums include locust bean, guar, arabic, carrageen- 
an, xanthan, and other hydrophilic polysaccharides. 
Pectin and cellulose derivatives are included under 
this term. Gums are also referred to as hydrocolloids 
or hydrophilic colloids. They are considered soluble 
dietary fiber because their glycosidic linkages are 
resistant to digestion in the small intestine. Gums 
have the highest ability of all carbohydrate-based 
replacers to bind water and increase the viscosity of 
and add bulk to the product. One part of gum can 
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replace 10 parts of starch to provide the same thick- 
ening result (Andon 1987). Added to dry ingredients 
in bakery products, gums increase the soluble 
dietary fiber content and water-holding capacity, so 
that water serves as the bulking agent without alter- 
ing the original identity of most products. Gums 
were first used as emulsifiers. Because of their 
creamy mouthfeel they were used later as fat replac- 
ers in several goods. Guar, xanthan, and other gums 
are used to replace fat in batters because they 
increase viscosity and, therefore, assist aeration dur- 
ing mixing and expansion during baking (Frye and 
Setser 1993, Napier 1997, Vetter 1993, Waring 
1988). Guar gum has little effect on the color of 
cakes, compared with other gums, but its use is lim- 
ited because of its taste (Waring 1988). 

Pectin 

Pectin is made from citrus peel or apple pomace and 
has properties similar to those of other hydrocol- 
loids. It forms a gel, which can replace some of the 
fat in foods, mainly by providing the mouthfeel and 
melting sensation of fat. Pectin is commonly used as 
a fat replacer in foods that contain emulsified fats 
(Napier 1997). 

Inulin 

Inulin is a fructose-oligosaccharide extracted from 
Chicory root. Oligofructose is a similar compound 
with a shorter chain than inulin. Both have a number 
of beneficial effects on overall digestive health and 
calcium absorption (Izzo and Niness 2001). Oligo- 
fructose is very soluble in water, has a sweet taste, 
and finds uses other than fat replacement. Inulin can 
form a creamy, fatlike gel when dissolved in water. 
Water is tightly bound to the gel, contributing to 
maximization of freezekhaw stability and to inhi- 
bition of syneresis. The gel properties can be im- 
proved by the addition of gums and surfactants, and 
a synergistic viscosity and kwability can be 
achieved with the addition of hydrocolloids. Based 
on these properties, inulin can be used in low-calorie 
beverages, spreads, dairy products, salad dressing, 
and other products to increase viscosity and provide 
body. In bakery products, inulin is used to increase 
moisture and to control viscosity in cake batters. 
Combinations of inulin and gums can mimic the vis- 
cosity, body, and k w  of full-fat batters. Other fat 

replacer systems that have been developed with 
inulin are inulin-water gels, inulin-water-emulsifier 
gels, and inulin-water-oil emulsions. Inulin levels in 
common plants vary up to 25% (Silva 1996); there- 
fore, it has been consumed by humans for centuries 
and is considered safe. 

PROTEIN-BASED FAT REPLACERS 

Unlike carbohydrate-based fat replacers, protein- 
based fat replacers are designed specifically to re- 
place fat. They include low molecular weight or 
modified proteins that provide a fatlike structure and 
mouthfeel. They are fat mimetics, and their uses 
have more or less the same limitations as carbohy- 
drate-based fat replacers. However, most protein- 
based fat replacers cannot be used at high tempera- 
ture because the protein coagulates and loses its 
functionality (although the heat stability of some 
newer formulations has been improved). Protein- 
based replacers contribute 1-4 kcal/g. 

Microparticulated Protein 

Microparticulated protein consists of uniform, round 
particles of approximately 1 p m  diameter, obtained 
when pasteurization and homogenization are per- 
formed simultaneously instead of sequentially 
(Singer and Mozer 1993). These particles provide 
the creaminess normally associated with high fat lev- 
els. Milk, egg white, or whey proteins are used for 
microparticulation, and the derived products are 
marketed under the brand name Simplesse. Sim- 
plesse blends may also contain small amounts of 
emulsifiers, sugar, pectin, and citric acid. 

Because microparticulated protein fat replacers 
are not heat stable, they are used chiegi in cold 
products like ice cream, butter, margarine, and salad 
dressings. However, special blends have been devel- 
oped for baked goods (Pszczola 1994). Micro- 
particulated protein fat replacers provide 1-2 kcal/g 
(Napier 1997, Singer and Mozer 1993). 

Modified Protein Concentrates 

The main marketed product is Dairy-Lo@, which is 
made from high quality whey or milk protein con- 
centrate by controlled thermal denaturation. It im- 
proves the texture, fivor, and stability of low-fat 
foods and is typically used in frozen dairy desserts 
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because of its ability to prevent shrinkage and ici- 
ness. It is also used in processed cheeses, sour creams, 
dips, yogurts, sauces, and baked goods. Modified 
protein concentrates provide 4 kcal/g (Napier 1997). 

Others 

Other protein-based fat replacers are products with a 
similar mouthfeel to microparticulated proteins, but 
made by a different process. Most products contain 
egg and milk proteins. Milk protein hydrolyzates 
have been developed to provide creaminess in low- 
fat dairy products. Corn and soy proteins are also 
used. Many such products are not meant to replace 
fat in foods functionally, but to help improve texture 
in reduced-fat foods. Ingredients made of soy pro- 
tein isolates are typically used in meat products. 

FAT-BASED FAT REPLACERS 

Fat-based fat replacers resemble fat in that they are 
esters of fatty acids. They can be distinguished in 
emulsifiers and lipid analogs. Mono- and diglyc- 
erides, which are typically used as emulsifiers help 
the dispersion of fat in watery mediums, thereby 
allowing less fat to be used in a product. Lipid 
analogs include two types of products: the first, usu- 
ally referred as low-calorie fats, and the second, as 
fat substitutes. Low-calorie fats are triglycerides 
with a fatty acid composition different to that found 
in fats so as to contribute fewer calories. Fat substi- 
tutes are esters of fatty acids with a backbone other 
than glycerol (e.g., sucrose), so enzymes in the 
human gut cannot cleave the fatty acids. Therefore, 
these replacers do not contribute any calories. All 
fat-based ingredients resemble the sensory charac- 
teristics of fats more than fat mimetics and at least 
one of these products can be used for frying. Lipid 
analogs are the newest category of fat replacers. 

Emulsifiers 

Mono- and diglycerides have long been used as 
emulsifiers and contribute sensory properties com- 
parable to those of fats. Special products are now 
marketed as fat replacers (Dur-Em, Dur-Lo, EC-25). 
They can be used, with water, to replace all or part 
of the shortening in cake mixes, cookies, icings, and 
dairy products (Napier 1997). In most such applica- 
tions, they are combined with a carbohydrate- or 
protein-based fat replacer. Because of their ability to 

spread fat more widely in a food, another use is in 
emulsions with a little fat that can replace fat on a 
gram-for-gram basis. Emulsions, based on a veg- 
etable oil or milk fat incorporating a hydrocolloid 
gel (Veri-Lo), have been available as fat replacers 
since 1992 Oones 1996). Emulsifiers have the same 
caloric value as fats (9 kcal/g), but less is used, re- 
sulting in fat and calorie reduction. This group of 
fat replacers is also referred to as fat extenders 
(Michaelides and Cooper 2004). 

Low-Calorie Fats (Modified Triglycerides) 

Triglycerides with short- (acetic, propionic, and/or 
butyric) and long-chain (predominantly stearic) fatty 
acids provide reduced energy (approximately 5 
kcal/g) due to inefficient absorption of the short- 
chain fatty acids. The name of this family of triglyc- 
erides is salatrim. It is claimed that the physical 
properties of the salatrim can be adjusted by the 
manipulation of the short-chaidlong-chain fatty 
acids ratio to suit the different food application 
requirements Oones 1996). Salatrim can be used in 
confections, baked goods, dairy products, and oth- 
ers, but not for frying Oones 1996, Napier 1997). 

Another product of triglyceride structure is 
caprenin. Caprenin, having two medium-chain fatty 
acids (caprylic-C8 and capric-C10) and one long- 
chain (behenic-C22) fatty acid, also contributes less 
energy due to partial absorption of the behenic acid 
and to the metabolization of the medium-chain acids 
through the liver rather than through the gut. It has 
physical characteristics similar to those of cocoa 
butter and has been used as a substitute for cocoa 
butter Oones 1996). It has been withdrawn and is 
not in any food currently on the market (Michaelides 
and Cooper 2004, Napier 1997). 

Lipid Analogs or Substitutes 

Olestra is the most well known ingredient of this 
group and the only one approved by the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) for replacing fat in 
certain uses. It is a sucrose polyester with six to 
eight fatty acids. Not metabolized and unabsorbed 
by the body, it is a calorie-free ingredient. It looks, 
tastes, and acts like real fat. Furthermore, it is stable 
at high temperatures and can be used for frying. 
Several animal and human studies proved that 
olestra is safe and helps in cholesterol reduction. 
The main objections are that it may decrease the 
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absorption of fat-soluble vitamins and carotenoids 
from foods consumed at the same time as olestra. 
Also, it may cause a laxative effect, which can be 
eliminated, if desired, by using palmitic or longer 
chain saturated fatty acids for its synthesis (Finley 
and Leveille 1996, Harrigan and Breene 1993, 
Napier 1997, Toma et al. 1988). 

Raffinose, trehalose, and sorbitol polyesters were 
synthesized later than sucrose polyester. These prod- 
ucts had physical properties similar to olestra and 
vegetable oils, and they were not susceptible to in vi- 
tro hydrolysis (AkohandSwanson 1987,1989,1990). 

Dialkyl dihexadecylmalonate (DDM) is a fatty 
alcohol ester of malonic and alkylmalonic acids. It is 
a liquid or semiliquid ingredient developed for high- 
temperature applications, such as frying, as well as 
mayonnaise- and margarine-type products (Anony- 
mous 1990, Spearman and Fulcher 1989). Feeding 
trials in rats showed that less than 0.1% ingested 
DDM was absorbed (Harrigan and Breene 1993). 

Esterified propoxylated glycerol (EPG) is formed 
through reaction of glycerol with propylene oxide to 
give a polyether polyol, which is then esterified with 
fatty acids to produce the modified triglyceride 
EPG. The ingredient is heat stable for baking and 
frying and can be used in other applications such as 
mayonnaise, salad dressing, ice cream, and others 
(Anonymous 1990). EPG is considered a reduced- 
calorie replacer, but metabolic studies have not been 
completed. 

Sorbestrin is composed of fatty acid esters of sor- 
bitol and sorbitol anhydrides. It is liquid and heat 
stable, suitable for use in all vegetable oil applica- 
tions including fried foods, salad dressings, mayon- 
naise, and baked goods. It provides approximately 
1.5 kcal/g. 

Trialkoxytricarballylate (TATCA) is a fatty alco- 
hol ester of tricarballylic acid. It has been developed 
for use in mayonnaise- and margarine-type products 
(Hamm 1984). Metabolism of TATCA is still under 
study (Harrigan and Breene 1993). 

REPLACEMENT OF FAT IN 
BAKERY PRODUCTS 
FAT CONTENT AND FUNCTIONALITY IN 
BAKERY FOODS 

Bakery foods present a great variation in fat content. 
Some are low in fat (e.g., breads), while others (e.g., 
soft-type cookies and fried doughnuts) are consid- 

ered fat-rich foods. The range in fat content of 
selected bakery products is presented in Table 10.2. 
According to these data, the expected candidates for 
fat replacement are goods high in fat. In addition to 
fat content, consumption patterns should be consid- 
ered. Breads, for example, contain little fat but are 
consumed by the majority of population almost 
every day. Therefore, breads with lower fat or calo- 
ries could make a significant difference to some 
(e.g., obese) people that eat bread every day. 

Fats and oils have multiple functions in bakery 
foods. These include 

Aeration. Shortening helps to incorporate air 
during mixing of dough or batters. Air bubbles 
that are entrapped by fat collect water vapor 
and leavening gas in chemically or yeast- 
leavened products and expand during baking, 
contributing to the volume and grain of the final 
product. 
Lubrication. Shortenings act as lubricants and 
prevent sticking of dough and products on 
surfaces of equipment and pans during baking. 
Lubrication is also important in slicing products 
after baking. 
Texture. Texture is almost as important to a 
food's palatability and acceptability as taste. The 
texture of a food is greatly determined by its fat 
content. Shortenings provide tenderness to 
several baked goods and decrease brittleness. 
Tastejlavor. Fats and oils contribute special 
characteristics such as richness or buttery fivor 
to foods. Also they can affect the perception of 
other tastes like chocolate and sweetness. 

Table 10.2. Fat Content of Dough and Batters 
of Typical Bakery Foods 

Product 
Typical Fat Content 
on Dough Basisa, % 

Breads 1-3.5 
Pound cakes 7-17 

Unleavened cookies 16-32 
Leavened cookies, 9-13 

Layer cakes 10-12 

crackers and biscuits 
Doughnuts 5-7 
Danish 27-39 
Puff pastry 33-38 
Crust of fruit pies 24-38 

"According to formulas reported by Matz (1992). 
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Mouthfeel. In addition to texture and taste, 
shortenings contribute to the overall mouthfeel of 
the food. They provide creaminess, moistness, 
flakiness, and smooth texture. 
Appearance. Shortenings contribute to the 
formation of smooth, shiny surfaces on baked 
goods and to a uniform internal structure without 
large pockets or holes. 

Finally, fat is critical for the preparation of some 
goods, for example, fried foods, or laminated prod- 
ucts, in which fat acts as a layer preventing perme- 
ability of water vapor. 

FAT-MODIFIED BAKERY FOODS 

Bakery products modified to the relevant reduced- 
fat versions are sweet baked goods, especially those 
high in fat. Commercially available low-fat or fat- 
free bakery products contain a great variety of in- 
gredients to replace fat functionality. These include 
modified starches (potato, wheat, corn, tapioca), 
maltodextrins, fibers (cellulose, oat, wheat, rice, rye, 
corn, pea, apple), gums (carob bean, locust bean, 
guar, xanthan, gelatin), emulsifiers (monoglycerides, 
diglycerides, sucrose esters, sodium stearoyl lacty- 
late, propylene glycol monostearate, lecithin), and 
protein-based products (egg white, low-fat milk, or 
whey). 

An ideal fat replacer does not exist, and manufac- 
turers use mixtures of several ingredients. The main 
constituents for baked goods can be carbohydrate- 
based ingredients (Frye and Setser 1993, Mauro 
1996, Vetter 1993) or a 50/50 blend of carbohydrate 
and protein types (Shukla 1995). They act as thick- 
ening and moisture retention agents. Also, they in- 
crease the batter viscosity, which helps in the reten- 
tion of air bubbles and in some cases improves the 
handling properties. High levels of emulsifiers are 
incorporated in these products because they provide 
key fatlike functions: they promote increased aera- 
tion, provide lubricity, absorb water, and maintain 
the moisture of the product (Frye and Setser 1993). 
Excess water can be managed by a blend of gums, 
including locust bean, guar xanthan, carboxymethyl 
cellulose, and others. In addition to moistness, gums 
increase viscosity and aid in good cell structure. The 
final mixture must provide the main fat functions, 
namely aeration, lubricity, product structure, and 
product texture (Clark 1994). According to Shukla 

(1995), it is advisable to secure lubricity and product 
structure from separate ingredients. He also men- 
tioned that formulation of truly fat-free products is 
impossible. This is true, since the emulsifiers used in 
all fat-reduced bakery goods are, in fact, fats. In a 
survey of 60 fat-modified bakery products, all of 
them, including those labeled as fat free, contained 
an appreciable amount of total fat (determined by 
the acid-hydrolysis method), but the amount of free 
fat (determined by the ether extraction method) was 
lower (Ranhotra et al. 1992). 

Very satisfactory low-fat cakes and muffins have 
been prepared. In some cases, products are baked to 
a slightly higher moisture content to reduce calories. 
Low-fat cakes may present increasing “dryness” 
during storage, though this defect has been over- 
come (Vetter 1993, Yackel and Cox 1992). Low-fat 
breads are also on the market and are mostly made 
by eliminating fat, adding emulsifiers and vital glu- 
ten, and replacing part of the k u r  with a high- 
fiber ingredient in order to reduce calories and for- 
tify the product with fibers (Vetter 1993). Removing 
the fat from products low in moisture, such as cook- 
ies and crackers, is more difficult, because fat is 
very important for the tenderness of these products. 
Fat-free cookies and crackers have a very good place 
in the new products market, however. Fat-free cook- 
ies are rather intermediate moisture, chewy prod- 
ucts, in contrast to the full-fat, low-moisture, crisp 
versions. Fat-free crackers are produced simply by 
removing the fat, and they have a harder texture than 
the full-fat versions (Vetter 1993, Yackel and Cox 
1992). 

The main ingredients used as fat replacers for var- 
ious types of cakes and muffins are gums, cellulose, 
modified starches, fibers, nonfat dry milk, egg white, 
and emulsifiers. Modified starches, fibers, and emul- 
sifiers are the main ingredients used for fat-reduced 
cookies. Starting formulas for some fat-reduced prod- 
ucts are presented by Vetter (1993). In products re- 
quiring lamination, such as Danish and croissants, 
carbohydrate- or protein-based ingredients cannot 
substitute for fat as laminated media because they 
are hydrophilic and are thus unable to form a layer; 
alternatively, emulsifiers can be used to formulate 
fat-reduced products (Kazier and Dyer 1995). Low- 
fat baking spreads (having 20-40% fat instead of the 
standard 80% fat) also have been developed, using 
inulin in combination with gel-forming proteins and 
hydrocolloids (Silva 1996). 
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Because of the differences in properties and func- 
tionality between the fat replacers and shortenings, 
several changes in consistency and processing con- 
ditions are necessary to produce acceptable goods. 
When fibers are used in bread to replace fat, vital 
wheat gluten is required to prevent the develop- 
ment of tough dough. Dough conditioners are also 
required, and the amounts of the other ingredients 
are increased to overcome dilution by the fiber and 
the high level of water. The bread must be baked at 
higher than usual temperature (420°F compared 
with 400°F) to aid in crust color development 
(Dougherty et al. 1988). Shorter baking times are 
needed for cakes prepared with fat replacers com- 
pared with those prepared with fat, because batters 
containing fat replacers are heated more evenly and 
quickly (Bath et al. 1992). 

To overcome the decrease of tenderness in fat- 
modified cookies, gels of fat mimetics may be com- 
bined with polyols, used in place of sugar (Zoulias 
et al. 2002a). The use of fiber with a high water- 
holding capacity in combination with high fructose 
corn syrup gives successful products, too (Dou- 
gherty et al. 1988). The k u r  is an ingredient of 
major importance in both formulations, and certain 
types of soft kurs are judged as better for ensuring 
adequate spread while minimizing holes and tun- 
nels. Less leavening agent is needed in these prod- 
ucts because of the greater aid of the steam vapor 
produced by the high amount of water incorporated 
in dough. The two-stage mixing procedure is found 
to be best for cookies with fibers as fat replacers, 
because the fibers are coated with fats and sugar 
syrups in the first stage, and thus absorb less water 
in the second stage. Too high a water content results 
in a fit, doughy cookie with many tunnels, blisters, 
and cripples, and causes machining problems 
(Dougherty et al. 1988). 

EFFECT OF FAT REPLACEMENT ON BAKERY 
FOODS PROPERTIES 

Physical Properties 

Fat replacement affects the physical properties of 
bakery products, such as moisture content, water 
activity, volume, and color. 

Carbohydrate- or protein-based fat replacers bind 
water strongly and require the addition of higher 
amounts of water in dough formulation, compared 

with fat (O’Brien et al. 2003). Also, they result in 
increased moisture retention in the final products. 
Increased moisture retention in final products may 
be a desirable characteristic for many products 
because it retards staling. Bread is a representative 
example of such products. The use of oat fiber or 
alpha-cellulose for total fat replacement resulted in a 
higher moisture content in bread, while the cell 
structure, external characteristics, and crumb grain 
were acceptable (Dougherty et al. 1988). Replacer 
systems (e.g., blends of inulin gel, emulsifiers, and 
gums) have been developed to replace the total 
amount of fat in bread while retaining adequate 
moisture (Silva 1996). Nevertheless, the increase of 
moisture and water activity must be controlled, 
because it may shorten the shelf life of the products. 
In cakes, the use of different types of carbohydrate- 
based replacers, namely polydextrose, C*deLight 
(maltodextrin with DE = 3), Dairytrim (oat-derived 
fibers rich in p-glucans), pectin, and inulin, or of the 
protein-based replacer Simplesse (a blend of micro- 
particulated whey proteins and emulsifiers) resulted 
in increased moisture content (34.0-36.3%) and 
water activity (0.91-0.93) compared with the full-fat 
food (30.5% and 0.90, respectively) (Savas 1999, 
Theleriti 2000). Consequently, mold growth was 
observed at shorter storage times for the products 
containing the fat replacers. Pectin resulted in the 
highest moisture retention and shorter shelf life, 
while no statistically significant difference was ob- 
served among the rest of the fat replacers. Hip- 
pleheuser et al. (1995), replacing fat in muffins with 
starch-based ingredients, measured an increase in 
water activity from 0.84 for the full-fat (27%) prod- 
uct to 0.907-0.926 for the low-fat (5%) formula- 
tions. Water activity of the low-fat products could be 
decreased to 0.85 by adding less water and increas- 
ing corn solids in the formulation. 

Moisture content should remain at relatively low 
levels in other products like cookies and crackers to 
avoid adverse effects on sensory characteristics and 
ensure shelf life. All carbohydrate- or protein-based 
fat replacers used in these products result in an 
increase in moisture content (Conforti et al. 1996, 
Romanchik-Cerpovicz et al. 2002, Zoulias et al. 
2000). The increase in moisture follows the increase 
in fat replacement and depends on the type of fat 
mimetic; for example, polydextrose, pectin, and 
Simplesse resulted in products with higher mois- 
ture content than those made with C*deLight and 
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Dairytrim (Zoulias et al. 2000). However, the mea- 
sured water activity with the aforementioned fat 
mimetics was only up to 0.23, below the values that 
permit growth of microorganisms or enzymatic 
activity and oxidative deterioration (Labuza 197 1). 

Concerning the volume and shape of the products, 
different aspects have to be considered, depending 
on the different types of products. One of the most 
important factors for cake volume is good aeration 
and retention of air in the batter, which is r e k t e d  in 
batter specific gravity values and is a function of 
batter viscosity. Removing fat results in an increase 
of batter specific gravity; the increase is lower when 
a replacer is added to batter to substitute for the fat. 
Replacers containing emulsifiers especially aid in 
the incorporation of air and present the values of 
specific gravity closest to those of full-fat samples. 
As a result, the volume of cakes produced with 
fat replacers is smaller than that of cakes produced 
with fat, but the smallest differences were ob- 
tained when emulsifier-enriched fat replacers were 
used (Bath et al. 1992). Trials (Savas 1999, Theleriti 
2000) with carbohydrate- or protein-based replacers 
in cakes containing lecithin (0.7%) (as an emulsifi- 
er) and whole eggs (10%) showed that the volume 
increase depends on the type of replacer, and it was 
lower when fat was replaced by pectin or polydex- 
trose than by when it was replaced by C*deLight, 
inulin, Dairytrim, or Simplesse. In fact, the volumes 
of cakes prepared with the last four ingredients did 
not differ significantly from the volume of full-fat 
cake. Other systems of replacers, based on pow- 
dered cellulose (Ang 2001) or a pregelatinized mod- 
ified starch, emulsifiers, guar gum, and nonfat dry 
milk (NFlate) (Waring 1988), were developed. 
They were proved to increase the batter viscosity, 
decrease density, and provide more volume to the 
products than the shortening. 

In addition, full-fat batters are better insulators 
due to air incorporation; therefore, they heat slowly 
and present a temperature gradient from the 
periphery to the center, resulting in the formation 
of a crowned surface. Batters with fat replacers 
heat more quickly and present a small tempera- 
ture gradient and, therefore, flatter profiles (Bath et 
al. 1992). This problem is not observed in batters 
with adequate air incorporation (Ang 2001, Savas 

For bread, the elastic gluten network structure is 
essential to retain gases produced by fermentation or 
addition of leavening agents, and form the volume 

1999). 

of the product. Fat added to the dough helps in gas 
retention and results in increased volume (O’Brien 
et al. 2003). Fat replacers should duplicate this func- 
tion of fat to result in appropriate volume. For exam- 
ple, inulin gels exhibit some dough strengthening 
effect, attributed to interaction with gluten, and re- 
sult in a loaf volume comparable to that of the full- 
fat product (O’Brien et al. 2003, Silva 1996). Fat 
replacers that may weaken the gluten network result 
in a porous structure that is unable to retain gas dur- 
ing baking and, therefore, in a low volume. Sim- 
plesse demonstrated such a behavior according to 
O’Brien et al. (2003). Dougherty et al. (1988) sug- 
gested the addition of vital wheat gluten to help in 
loaf volume formation when fat replacers are used in 
bread. 

For soft-type cookies, on the other hand, soft 
wheat k u r  is used because its gluten forms a col- 
lapsible film instead of an elastic network, thus 
resulting in an increase of diameter (Slade and Le- 
vine 1994). Strengthening of the gluten network and 
elastic shrinkage is not desirable in these products. 
When several fat mimetics, namely polydextrose, 
C*deLight, Dairytrim, pectin, and Simplesse were 
used (Zoulias et al. 2000) to replace fat up to the 
35% level, diameter increase after baking was not 
significantly affected by any of the ingredients up to 
23% replacement of fat. But, at 35% replacement, 
cookies prepared with pectin or C*deLight had the 
smallest diameter, followed by cookies prepared with 
Dairytrim. Pectin, maltodextrins, and P-glucans 
seem to act as secondary sources of network forma- 
tion and to exaggerate the contribution of the gluten 
network to elastic shrinkage, and therefore the pre- 
pared cookies had a small diameter. 

The color of the cookies prepared with any of the 
aforementioned fat replacers up to 35% level was 
not significantly different compared with that of 
their full-fat counterparts. On the contrary, Conforti 
et al. (1996) reported that an increase in fat replace- 
ment by pectin-, gum-, or oat-based fat mimetics 
resulted in color lightness. The internal and external 
colors of cakes were not significantly affected by fat 
replacement (Savas 1999, Theleriti 2000), but the 
glossy surface sheen characteristics provided by fat 
were lost (Bath et al. 1992). 

Textural Properties 

Effect on texture is one of the major issues of fat 
replacement. Especially in products like cookies, 
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replacement of fat has a great impact on textural 
properties. Sensory evaluation (Campbell et al. 1994) 
indicated that the effect of fat replacement on cook- 
ie textural attributes is greater than that of sugar or 
flour replacement. Most reports on textural charac- 
teristics of fat-reduced baked goods are based on 
sensory evaluation. Few literature data concern in- 
strumental determination of textural properties. 

A texture profile analysis (TPA) was conducted 
on cakes with polydextrose, C*deLight, Dairytrim, 
pectin, inulin, and Simplesse fat replacers. Hard- 
ness, estimated by the force needed for the first com- 
pression, was not affected by any of the fat replacers 
except pectin, which resulted in slightly increased 
hardness compared with that of full-fat cakes (Savas 
1999, Theleriti 2000). The consistency of the cakes, 
estimated through the ratio of peak area at second 
compression to peak area at first compression, was 
higher for samples prepared with fat mimetics (with 
no statistically significant differences among them) 
than for full-fat samples. With cellulose fibers, on 
the other hand, the compression force of cakes and 
brownies increased as the quantity of fibers added 
increased. Cellulose fibers also increased resistance 
to shear and spongy texture (estimated by penetra- 
tion and shear forces, respectively), resulting in 
products with stronger structure (Ang 2001). 

O’Brien et al. (2003) studied the effect of fat 
reduction in bread by measuring compression force, 
which they correlated with hardness. The removal of 

fat from bread resulted in an increase of hardness. 
Addition of inulin gel at a concentration of 2.5% did 
not affect the hardness of fat-free bread, while inulin 
gel at a higher concentration (5.0%) and, especially, 
inulin powder or Simplesse (2.5 and 5.0% on bread 
formulation) increased hardness. 

The texture of fat-reduced cookies was measured 
through stress-strain curves on a texture analyzer 
(Zoulias et al. 2000, 2002b). The maximum stress 
and the maximum strain at the end point (breaking 
point) of each curve were used to estimate the tex- 
tural properties of each formulation; high values of 
maximum stress are related to increased hardness of 
the product, while the ratio of maximum stresdmax- 
imum strain is related to the brittleness of products 
(Gaines 1991, Jackson et al. 1996). The effect of fat 
replacement with various ingredients on the hard- 
ness of soft-type cookies is presented in Figure 
10.1. A reduction of fat content without the addition 
of any fat replacer resulted in an increase of hard- 
ness of the product. The addition of gels (20% 
solids, except for pectin at 10% solids and Sim- 
plesse at 33% solids) of various fat mimetics in 
amounts equal to those of fat removed resulted in 
different textural properties; Dairytrim (oat-derived 
p-glucans) and polydextrose increased hardness of 
fat-reduced cookies, while Raftiline (inulin), Sim- 
plesse, pectin, and C*deLight (maltodextrins of low 
DE) decreased hardness. These results were in good 
agreement with sensory evaluation estimations. A 

- -0 - Raftline 
-+- Simplesse 

0% 20% 40% 60% 

Fat Replacement 

Figure 10.1. Hardness of cookies, measured as stress at the breaking point, as a function of fat replacement with 
equal amounts of gels of various fat mimetics. 
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further decrease of hardness with mimetics such as 
Raftiline was achieved by increasing the ratio of fat 
mimetic added to fat removed to values greater than 
1. Using gels of these mimetics with higher solids 
concentrations is another way to decrease both 
hardness and brittleness, as indicated in Figure 10.2. 
Further improvement of textural characteristics of 
cookies could be achieved by replacement of sugar 
with polyols, such as lactitol and sorbitol (Zoulias et 
al. 2002a). The removal of fat without the addition 
of any fat mimetic resulted in a moderate increase 
of brittleness, but the replacement of fat by all fat 
mimetics resulted in more brittle cookies. The high- 
est increase in brittleness was observed with pectin, 
polydextrose, and Dairytrim. Brittleness can be 
considered a pleasant sensorial characteristic for 
cookies as long as it does not become extremely 
great. Zoulias et al. (2002b) suggested simple em- 
pirical models to predict hardness and brittleness 
of the cookies depending on the portion of fat re- 
moved and the portion of ingredients added to 
replace fat. 

Other trials with polydextrose- and emulsifier- 
substituted low-fat cookies also showed that re- 
placement of up to 25% fat did not significantly 
affect the penetration force of the samples (Camp- 
bell et al. 1994), but a higher percentage (> 35%) of 
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Figure 10.2. Effect of C*deLight gel concentration on 
hardness (solid line), measured by stress at the break- 
ing point, and brittleness (broken line), measured as the 
ratio of stress to strain at the breaking point, of cookies 
with 50% of fat replaced by an equal amount of the gel. 

fat substitution by polydextrose resulted in greater 
breaking strength (Sanchez et al. 1995). 

Sensory Properties 

In general, reduced-fat foods receive lower evalua- 
tion scores, concerning specific sensory attributes 
and the overall sensory quality, than their full-fat 
counterparts. Cookie properties, especially, are con- 
siderably affected by fat removal. Therefore, partial 
instead of full replacement of fat results in the pro- 
duction of goods with acceptable sensory properties. 
For example, Campbell et al. (1994) reported suc- 
cessful replacement of one-fourth of the shortening 
by polydextrose and emulsifiers in crisp oatmeal 
cookies; higher levels of replacement negatively af- 
fected the sensory characteristics of the prepared 
cookies. Trials (Sanchez et al. 1995) with polydex- 
trose and several starch-based fat replacers showed 
that fat replacement imparted a chewy texture and a 
lower moistness in cookies, and replacement of 35% 
had the least negative effects, compared with re- 
placements of 45 or 55%. 

Oat-derived fat mimetics also gave better results 
when used for partial replacement of the shortening. 
Oat fibers were used by Dougherty et al. (1988) to 
produce bread or soft-type cookies with one-third 
fewer calories that presented color and fivor com- 
parable to standard products. Oatrim (soluble p- 
glucans and amylodextrins from oat kur) and Z- 
Trim (oat and corn fibers) gave bakery products with 
acceptable sensory characteristics when they 
replaced fat by 50%, but 75 and 100% replacement 
resulted in lower overall quality (Warner and Inglett 
1997, Inglett et al. 1994). The main attributes affect- 
ed by high levels of fat replacement in cookies were 
sweet taste, buttery fivor, and perceived moistness, 
which were lowered, while an increasing cardboard 
flavor was observed (Inglett et al. 1994). Sweet 
taste, chocolate fivor, and buttery fivor also 
decreased as fat replacement increased in cakelike 
brownies. On the other hand, the perceived moist- 
ness, density, and cohesiveness of these products 
increased with fat replacement, and consumers 
described brownies with 50- 100% fat replacement 
as thick and chewy (Warner and Inglett 1997). Trim 
Choice-5 (derived from oat ku r  with the bran) 
added to biscuits to replace 33, 66, and 100% fat 
presented an increase in moisture content and color 
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lightness and a decrease in the tenderness of the bis- 
cuits with increase of fat replacement. However, 
consumers rated the biscuits with up to 66% fat 
replacement as acceptable with no significant differ- 
ences when compared with control biscuits 
(Conforti et al. 1996). 

Other carbohydrate-based fat mimetics tested in 
biscuits were pectin (Slendid) and a blend of gums 
(KelLLite BK). The results were more or less similar 
to those obtained with Trim Choice-5. This indicat- 
ed that a fat replacer can be a viable additive in bis- 
cuits, but there is a maximum level at which the 
mimetic can be used for fat and still produce an 
acceptable final product (Conforti et al. 1996). 

Fat-reduced cookies with polydextrose, C*de- 
Light (maltodextrin) , Dairytrim (oat p-glucans) , 
pectin, and Simplesse were evaluated by a trained 
panel (Zoulias et al. 2000). The appearance of the 
cookies prepared with all five fat mimetics at 11.5, 
23.0, and 35.0% of fat replacement was rated as 
“acceptable.” Cookies containing Dairytrim, C*de- 
Light, and Simplesse at 23.0 and 35% fat replace- 
ment had significantly lower fivor scores than the 
full-fat ones. Pectin affected the fivor of the cook- 
ies at 35% fat replacement, while polydextrose (at 
all levels of fat replacement) showed similar fivor 
to full-fat cookies. Products with pectin, Dairytrim, 
and polydextrose as replacers were perceived as 
harder than products with C*deLight or Simplesse. 
The general acceptance evaluation of these cookies 
is presented in Figure 10.3 and shows that low-fat 

cookies prepared with polydextrose or C*deLight 
are the most acceptable products. Low-calorie cook- 
ies with 50% fat replacement and acceptable senso- 
ry properties were obtained by using C*deLight gel 
of higher concentration in combination with lactitol 
or sorbitol instead of sugar (Zoulias et al. 2002a). 

The same fat mimetics mentioned above, when 
used to replace all of the shortening in cakes, pre- 
sented the results shown in Figure 10.4. Replace- 
ment of 50% of the shortening presented more or 
less the same results as total replacement. A replace- 
ment of total shortening in cake was also proposed 
by Waring (1988). The fat replacer that she devel- 
oped (NFlate) consisted of a pre-gelatinized, modi- 
fied food starch; mono- and diglycerides and poly- 
glycerol monoesters as emulsifiers; guar gum; and 
nonfat dry milk. The resulting cake was judged as 
moist, tender, with good crumb and cell structure 
and a light brown color. The same replacer was pro- 
posed for cookies, but to replace 50% of the shorten- 
ing. Even at this level, the cookies presented a softer, 
cakelike texture, more course surface and increased 
volume and height. 

Simplesse bakery blends, which consist of whey 
microparticulates and selected emulsifiers, were used 
in low-fat cakes, muffins, and brownies for fat re- 
duction of up to 93%. This was reported by Pszczola 
(1994) not to affect the full-fat taste. Hippleheuser et 
al. (1995) used modified starch ingredients to pre- 
pare muffins with 5% fat that had sensory character- 
istics comparable to or even better than the full-fat 
(27%) product. 

51 

Figure 10.3. Mean general acceptance score for cook- 
ies with up to 35% of fat replaced by an equal amount 
of gel of various fat replacers. 

SAFETY OF FAT REPLACERS 
Safety concerns have been a major issue with fat 
replacers because they may account for a very sig- 
nificant portion of a food. Several fat replacers are 
classified as GRAS (generally recognized as safe) 
because they are natural food products and have a 
long history of safe use. More specifically, ingredi- 
ents approved as GRAS by the FDA are derived 
from common food components and are generally 
recognized by scientific experts to be safe for specif- 
ic applications based on a long-standing history of 
use or extensive scientific evidence. The approved 
fat replacers include starches, maltodextrins, cellu- 
lose, fibers, gums, microparticulated proteins, whey 
proteins, and emulsifiers. Protein-based fat replac- 
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Figure 10.4. Mean sensory scores for cakes with total fat replaced by an equal amount of gel of various fat 
replacers. 

ers, especially those consisting of egg, milk, and soy 
proteins, may cause allergy to sensitive individuals; 
therefore, this should be stated on the label. High- 
fiber products consumed every day have caused 
some gastrointestinal symptoms according to Hall- 
frisch and Behall (1997). 

For all other fat replacers, approval as a food 
additive is needed. A food additive is defined as an 
ingredient not previously found in food whose 
intended use results, or may reasonably be expected 
to result, directly or indirectly, in its becoming a 
component or otherwise affecting the characteristics 
of any food (American Dietetic Association 1998). 
The request for approval requires submission of ex- 
tensive data on the ingredient’s safety and intended 
use. The same approach is followed by the European 
Union. Some gums, as well as polydextrose, are ap- 
proved additives. For polydextrose, especially, be- 
cause it can have a laxative effect when eaten in 
large quantities by some people, a label with the 
warning “Sensitive individuals may experience a 
laxative effect from excessive consumption of this 
product” is mandatory on products containing more 
than 17 g (Napier 1997). Olestra was approved by 
the FDA in 1996 for use in potato chips and other 
savory snacks. Each new olestra use has to be ap- 

proved. For inulin, no evidence of toxicity, gastroin- 
testinal disturbances, or other adverse effects was 
demonstrated at regular daily consumption of 40- 
70 g. Acceptable daily intake (ADI) was established 
at 40 g (Silva 1996). 
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INTRODUCTION 
The importance of water as a baking ingredient is 
overshadowed by its overwhelming abundance. The 
role of water in baking science is perhaps underrated 
or neglected by most of us, but all master bakers 
know that water plays a major role in the art and sci- 
ence of baking. The amount ofwater controls the qual- 
ity, texture, taste, smell, volume, flavor, and mouth- 
feel of bakery products. The art of baking includes the 
use of optimum quantities of quality water (Cauvain 
and Young 2000). 

Life originated in water, and all life forms contin- 
ue to require water to help them digest and utilize 
food. Water provides a medium in which biochemi- 
cal reactions take place for growth and multiplica- 
tion. What is water and why is it so essential to life? 
Humans continue seeking answers to this question 
even though we already have some answers. 

Some animals drink water directly, whereas oth- 
ers get their water from food. Nearly all foods con- 
tain water, which is the major component in many 
foods. Even dry foods contain some percentage of 
water. If the baking process does not call for water 
as an ingredient, water is still involved, because it is 
present in some of the ingredients. Water reacts with 
baking ingredients and evaporates when heated. 
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WATER 
Water is a compound of hydrogen (H) and oxygen 
(0), and is generally represented by the chemical 
formula HzO. Both hydrogen and oxygen have iso- 
topes, but this formula is used to include all isotopic 
water molecules. 

Baking sciences need not consider isotopic com- 
position. However, it is interesting to point out that a 
significant amount of heavy water has been extract- 
ed from water for nuclear technology and for 
research in the life sciences. Deuterium (D or ‘H) 
atoms replace hydrogen atoms in heavy water, 
whose formula is DzO or ‘HzO. Properties of heavy 
water differ from those of HzO, and the difference, 
called the isotopic effect, is also present between H 
and tritium (T or 3H). Tritium is a radioactive iso- 
tope of hydrogen, and T-containing water is radioac- 
tive. Radioactive and heavy waters may be applied 
to research in bakery, but their presence in food at 
levels higher than those in natural waters are unde- 
sirable, due to their adverse effects. 

Strictly speaking, water is the liquid state of the 
natural compound HzO, but the compound exists in 
solid, liquid, and gaseous states at conditions on 
earth’s surface. All three states and their transforma- 
tion are involved in bakery products and baking pro- 
cesses. Thus, the term water should be taken in this 
chapter to mean the compound water in any of its 
three states. 

For reasons given later, water molecules are pres- 
ent in food as well as in many other substances. Due 
to the strong interactions between molecules of 
water and those of other substances, the properties 
of water molecules interacting with other substances 
will be dramatically different from those of pure 
water. Although water is a natural resource, “natural 
waters” are not pure: they contain dissolved miner- 
als and gases at different concentrations. In scientif- 
ic terms, natural waters are solutions, but because 
they are very dilute, they are generally considered 
natural waters, or simply water. 

DRINKING WATER 

Not only the water in beverages, but all waters used 
in food production, washing, processing, and baking 
are called drinking waters. The Handbook of 
Drinking Water Quality (De Zuane 1997) sets guide- 
lines for waters used in baking. Wastewater from the 

baking industries needs treatment, and the technolo- 
gy is usually dealt with in industrial chemistry (Lacy 
1992). 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has a 
website (www.epa.gov/safewater/) devoted to safe 
drinking water. It covers the basics of water and 
health, drinking water standards, local water infor- 
mation, water databases, the safe drinking water act, 
water infrastructure security, water information for 
children, and water in the news. The EPA develops 
and oversees the implementation and enforcement 
of regulations for drinking waters provided by pub- 
lic water systems. Bottled water is considered a food 
and is therefore regulated by the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA). In 1978, the FDA 
adopted the EPA drinking water standards for bot- 
tled water. 

Treatments for Drinking Water 

Drinking water sources can be wells, springs, lakes, 
rivers, seas, the ocean, or a combination of these. 
Depending on environmental and weather condi- 
tions, natural waters are usually treated to produce 
drinking water. 

Drinking water is a very complicated issue, as we 
shall see from the various regulations, standards, 
policies, and guidelines. Since guidelines and stan- 
dards are available from various sources and they 
vary from region to region, a commonsense techni- 
cal summary for treatments of drinking water is out- 
lined here. 

Physically and aesthetically, all solids, colors, 
odors, and tastes must be removed for drinking 
water. Currently, there is a lack of public confidence 
in drinking water systems. The bottled-water indus- 
tries kurish partly because they offer aesthetically 
pleasing and convenient packages. 

Biologically, the water should be free of harmful 
microorganisms. Microorganisms thrive in waters 
containing organic waste. Special attention should 
be given to conditions that allow organisms to multi- 
ply. To detect every organism is very difficult, and 
often indicator organisms such as total coliforms, 
fecal coliforms, and E. coli, are tested because they 
have similar needs to those of pathogenic bacteria 
(Percival et al. 2000). Disinfection can be achieved 
by using chlorine, ozone, UV radiation, or gamma- 
ray radiation, among others, and the choices depend 
on the circumstances. The biology of the water is 
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often indicative of water quality, but some plants 
and animals in the environment also produce toxins. 

Chemically, certain metal ions and anions should 
be below safe limits. Toxic organic and inorganic 
chemicals dissolved in water from the environment 
should be monitored so that they will not post a dan- 
ger to short- or long-term health. It is very costly 
and impractical to continuously test for all chemi- 
cals, but some common ones, especially carcinogens 
and dioxins, must be checked often, and accumula- 
tive chemicals such as mercury and lead deserve 
special attention. The chemistry of hard water and 
principles for osmosis water treatment are described 
later in this chapter. 

Radioactive contaminants are rare. Radioactive 
contamination occurs near nuclear reactors or after 
nuclear accidents. These contaminants, however, 
can be easily monitored with radioactivity detectors. 
A knowledge base exists to identify specific radio- 
nuclides and trace their sources. 

An effective infrastructure or system is required 
to prevent accidents. The system should take the 
human factor into consideration to cover testing, 
monitoring, reporting, actions taken, and accounta- 
bility. High priority should be given to high-risk 
issues. 

Laboratories in local water supply authorities test 
water sources and provide proper treatment to pro- 
duce drinking waters, and these facilities also moni- 
tor treated drinking waters regularly to make sure 
the waters leaving the water plants meet the stan- 
dards. When unsafe waters get into the public sys- 
tem, the authorities have the obligation to advise the 
public andor supply alternative sources of drinking 
water. 

If a bakery industry is located outside a major 
city, it may have a private source of water. Although 
government agencies may or may not have authority 
over the water a company uses, the company is fully 
responsible for the safety of the water. 

Aside from the EPA and FDA, the National Cen- 
ter for Infectious Diseases, the National Center for 
Environmental Health, the National Institutes of 
Health, the Centers for Disease Control and Preven- 
tion (CDC), and the U.S. Office of Water Quality, 
the American Water Works Association, the Water 
Quality Association, and the Geological Survey are 
all involved with water supply and water quality. 
Furthermore, states and municipalities have water 
authorities and committees to oversee local water 

systems. In this regard, the situations in Canada and 
in other developed countries are similar. 

The U.S. Clean Water Act 

For the protection of the surface water quality, the 
United States passed the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act, widely known as the Clean Water Act 
(CWA), in 1972. Since then, regulatory and nonreg- 
ulatory measures have been introduced to reduce 
pollutants discharged into the waterways. The EPA 
has the authority to implement pollution control pro- 
grams and to set quality standards for all contami- 
nants in surface waters. Many amendments have 
since been implemented. A 30th anniversary snap- 
shot of the law in the electronic version, dated 2002, 
can be found on the EPA website: epa.govlr5waterl 
cwa.htm. 

The purpose of the act was to restore and maintain 
the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of 
waters for the propagation of the wildlife that ensure 
the continuation of human existence. At the start, the 
EPA, the states, and Indian tribes focused mainly on 
the chemical aspects of water quality. Slowly, the 
physical and biological health of the waters began to 
be stressed. Furthermore, restoration work is being 
done for impaired waters. 

Most bakery industries use the drinking waters of 
nearby population centers and discharge their waste- 
waters into the municipalities’ sewage treatment 
plants. As long as the discharge is acceptable to the 
affected communities, this is less complicated than 
the bakeries having their own sources of water and 
treating their own wastewaters. However, due to the 
excessive organic matter present in the wastewaters, 
municipalities may impose a surcharge for bakeries. 

Water Quality and Health in Canada 

In May 2000, heavy rain brought surface water from 
a nearby farm into one of three water wells, and the 
failure of a chlorination device led to the distribution 
of water contaminated with E. coli 0157:H7 and 
Campylobacterjejunito Walkerton, Ontario, Canada, 
population 4800. Half (2300) of the population be- 
came ill, many seriously, and seven died. Following 
a public inquiry into the tragedy, more than 90 re- 
commendations were given. Hence, the Ontario gov- 
ernment added new drinking water regulations to its 
Water Resource Act. The updated and strengthened 
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Ontario Drinking Water Standards became law. The 
government routinely carries out inspections of 
water facilities. Elimination of disease-causing or- 
ganisms by disinfection became a minimum level of 
treatment, and laboratories must meet stringent ac- 
creditation procedures to qualify for water analysis 
and testing. 

The Walkerton tragedy also brought a challenge 
to politicians, scientists, engineers, civil servants, 
and academics to develop new technologies for 
water quality monitoring, so that proper and quick 
actions could be taken to prevent similar incidents 
anywhere in the world (Brown and Hussain 2003). 

In 2004, the House of Commons of Canada intro- 
duced Bill C209, the Canadian Safe Drinking Water 
Act, to ensure safety throughout Canada and to pro- 
vide for the reporting of noncompliance with safety 
standards. The act empowers the Minister of Health 
to oversee and enforce the regulations. For this pur- 
pose, the Ministry establishes a Canadian Safe 
Drinking Water Committee to monitor compliance 
with the National Standards, to undertake research 
regarding drinking water, and to advise the Minister 
on water regulations. 

Health Canada, a government agency, through its 
branch Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety, 
is involved in setting drinking water standards, con- 
ducting research and development of safe drinking 
water technologies, and assessing drinking water 
treatment processes (see www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hecs-sex/ 
water/). 

Water Concerns of the World Health 
Organization (WHO) 

Drinking water standards are a global concern, and 
the World Health Organization (WHO) naturally 
cares about water because it is intimately related to 
health. WHO provides a set of guidelines (www.who 
.int/water_sanitation_health/dwq/en/), and it partic- 
ularly pays attention to infectious diseases carried 
by water. It recommends an international network to 
promote household water treatment and safe stor- 
age, especially in less developed areas. 

WHO studies many water issues, for example, 
quality of water resources, recreational water use, 
water for crop irrigation, technology and monitoring 
of water sanitation, water-related disease, waste- 
water reuse, and others. Many WHO publications on 
water related to health and sanitation are available 

on the Internet as well, and the organization re- 
sponds to emergencies anywhere in the world. 

WATER AND BAKING INGREDIENTS 

Water is an essential baking ingredient, and other 
baking ingredients may also contain water, although 
the quantities in the other ingredients may not be well 
defined. In a bakery product, all ingredients interact 
among one another at the molecular and atomic lev- 
els to give the final texture, flavor, taste, aroma, char- 
acter, palatability, and mouthfeel. As shall be seen, 
water is a polar substance, and it strongly interacts 
with other polar ingredients. Based on their interac- 
tions with water, water-soluble polar ingredients are 
hydrophilic, whereas nonpolar ingredients are hydro- 
phobic. Substances whose molecules have both po- 
lar and nonpolar parts are amphiphilic. These sub- 
stances include detergents, proteins, aliphatic acids, 
alkaloids, and some amino acids. However, detailed 
information about the water molecule and the prop- 
erties of water is needed to describe their interactions 
at the molecular level. 

Baking ingredients are mixtures of many com- 
pounds. Each compound has its unique properties, 
but only the interactions of water with some of the 
major classes of compounds in several ingredients 
will be discussed here. These interactions depend on 
temperature. As temperature rises, Maillard reac- 
tions take place, producing various compounds in 
the final bakery products (Mottram 1994). 

Flours, a common ingredient, contain mostly 
starch and proteins. Starches are carbohydrates, 
polymers of six-carbon sugars. Each six-carbon sug- 
ar unit has three hydroxyl (-OH) groups that can 
strongly interact with water molecules. Small starch 
molecules are soluble in water, whereas large ones 
are not. Therefore, starch is hydrophilic, but water 
molecules take time to get into the tightly packed 
starch granules. Proteins are polymers of amino 
acids; all have hydrophilic groups, but some also con- 
tain hydrophobic groups. Thus, proteins may contain 
hydrophobic segments. When water is added, chains 
of proteins mingle, forming sticky globules. Wheat 
flours also contain water-soluble pentosans, poly- 
mers of five-carbon sugars. At high temperatures, 
starch gelatinizes. These phenomena are all related to 
interactions with water. 

Sugars are added for fermentation and fivor. 
Brown sugar, white sugar, confectioner’s sugar, 
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syrup, honey, molasses, maple syrups, lactose, and 
caramel contain 12-carbon and six-carbon sugars, 
all hydrophilic. The small sugar molecules are much 
more soluble in water than starch, polymers of sug- 
ar. Liquid sugar is an aqueous solution of a blend of 
these sugars. 

Yeast consists of single-cell microorganisms. 
Water helps them convert sugar into carbon dioxide 
and alcohols in anaerobic conditions and to water 
and carbon dioxide when oxygen is available. When 
dry, yeast becomes dormant spores, and they thrive 
when water and food such as sugar and minerals are 
available at suitable temperatures. Fermentation in- 
volves many enzymes, which are large protein mole- 
cules for catalyzing specific reactions. 

Table salt, NaC1, is a preservative as well as a fi- 
vor agent. Baking soda, baking powder, and cream 
of tartar are leavening agents. These and other inor- 
ganic ingredients are electrolytes, because their 
solutions contain positive and negative ions to con- 
duct electricity. These ions strongly attract the polar 
water molecules. Baking powder contains sodium 
bicarbonate and a dry acid (cream of tartar, phos- 
phoric acid, or sodium aluminum sulfate), which 
react to give carbon dioxide only in the presence of 
water. Inorganic substances affect water in many 
ways, and minerals dissolved in natural waters affect 
yeast activity as well as the quality of dough and 
products. Ion-protein interactions will be described 
later in this chapter. 

Esters of fatty acids belong to a group of organic 
compounds called lipids, which are hydrophobic 
compounds such as oil, butter, margarine, lard, tal- 
low, and shortening. They do not mix with water, but 
they have special functions in bakery products. On 
the other hand, parts of the large or long molecules 
in phospholipids, glycolipids, and steroids (lipids) 
are hydrophilic. They are used as emulsfiers, and 
their molecules bridge hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
molecules in baking products. 

Due to the large amount of water in milk, separate 
milk components are often added to bakery products 
for proteins or lipids. About 87% of whole milk is 
water. Milk is an aqueous solution of minerals, lac- 
tose, and proteins, with additional fat and protein 
globules suspended in it. Hydrophobic components 
dissolve in the milk-fat droplets, whereas hydro- 
philic components dissolve in water. As pH changes, 
caseins precipitate, leaving lactose, minerals, water- 
soluble proteins, and fat in the whey. 

Eggs also contain a variety of components, in- 
cluding proteins, lipids, minerals, and 73% water. A 
membrane separates the egg white from the yolk. 
The two have different chemical compositions, with 
practically all lipids in the yolk, and they may serve 
different purpose in baking. Egg white is an aqueous 
solution of proteins, whereas the yolk is an emulsion 
of lipid, proteins, water, and minerals. 

Flavor is a sensation due to many factors includ- 
ing compounds produced during baking. Small 
amounts of various spices and fivor compounds are 
often added to bakery products, before or after the 
baking process. Thousand of components are in- 
volved, and these may be hydrophilic or hydropho- 
bic, depending on their molecular structures. 

THE POLAR WATER MOLECULES 
During the 20th century, the study of materials 
reached the atomic and molecular levels. Research 
in baking science began looking at chemical reac- 
tions between molecules during baking. The shapes, 
structures, and properties of molecules are impor- 
tant for understanding these reactions. Since water is 
involved in almost all baking processes, the shape, 
structure, and properties of HzO are described here 
so that its interactions with other baking ingredients 
can be discussed. 

After careful review of many recent studies, the 
0-H bond length and the H-0-H bond angle in 
the water molecule, have been given, respectively, as 
95.72 pm (picometer, 1 pm = m) and 104.52" 
(Petrenko et al. 1999). The atomic radii of H and 0 
are 120 and 150 pm. Note that the bond length is 
considerably shorter than the sum of the two atomic 
radii. Assuming atoms have spherical shape, some 
water molecules are shown in Figure 1 1.1. 

Most organic baking ingredients are made up of 
the elements H, C, N, and 0. Each carbon atom 
forms four chemical bonds with H in CH,. Carbon 
atoms bond to other carbon atoms as well as to 
atoms of other elements, forming chains, branched 
chains, rings, and complicated molecules. These 
carbon-containing substances are called organic 
compounds. With one and two more electrons in 
each N and 0 atom, respectively, they form NH3 and 
OHz (same as HzO). The extra electrons led NH3 to 
have one lone pair of electrons and HzO to have two 
lone pairs. These molecules are shown in Figure 
11.2 to show their relationships. 
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Figure 11 . I .  Bond length, bond angle, and some imag- 
inary models of the water molecule, H20.  

Shared electron pairs form single bonds. The 
shared and lone pairs dispose themselves in space 
around the central atom symmetrically, or slightly 
distorted when they have both bonding and lone 
pairs. 

The lone pairs are also the negative sites of the 
molecule, whereas the bonded H atoms are the posi- 
tive sites. Before the discovery of electron, the 
British chemist Humphrey Davy (1778-1829) once 
suggested that electricity had something to do with 
chemistry. The discovery of protons and electrons 
led to the idea of charge distribution in molecules. 
Due to the positive and negative sites, NH3 and HzO 
are polar molecules. The quantity of polarity is 

called the dipole moment. The dipole moments of 
NH3 and HzO are 4.903 X lop3' C-m (= 1.470 D) 
and 6.187 X lop3' C-m (= 1.855 D), respectively. 
Their large dipole moments contribute to their 
unique interactions with baking ingredients. 

GASEOUS HZO-WATER VAPOR 
Water is lost during baking in the form of vapor, 
gaseous HzO, which is always present in the atmos- 
phere. Its relative amount depends on temperature, 
locality, and altitude. Like other gases, individual 
HzO molecules are mixed with Nz, Oz, COz, CH4, 
Ar, Ne, He, and so on, in the atmosphere. Due to 
water vapor in the atmosphere, the average tempera- 
ture on the earth's surface increases by 30 K (Wayne 
2000), making earth inhabitable. 

Isolated water molecules exhibit unique rotations 
and vibrations. Energies of microwaves affect the 
rotation states, and their study is called microwave 
spectroscopy Energies of infrared (IR) affect the 
rotation-vibration states, and their study is called 
infrared spectroscopy Water vapor is transparent to 
visible light, and evaporation of water cannot be 
seen by the naked eye. The absorption of IR, how- 
ever, may be used to monitor the amount of water 
vapor in a baking chamber. 

SOLID AND LIQUID HZ0 
Molecules in liquids and solids are in close contact, 
and they attract one another. The attractions are 

4 shared or 
bonding electrons 

3 shared or 
bonding electrons 

2 shared or 
bonding electrons 

H 

Lone pair of 2 lone t)airs H 
electrons of electrons 

Figure 11.2. Molecules of CH4, NH3, and H20.  A lone pair of electrons is the negative site, and it seeks the positive 
site of other molecules. 
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called intermolecular interactions and are insignifi- 
cant in gas. The attraction is a fundamental property 
called the van der Waals force. The polar water mol- 
ecules attract each other more strongly, because they 
possess a large dipole moment. Furthermore, water 
molecules form hydrogen bonding, which is a very 
strong link between a bonded hydrogen atom (0-H) 
and the oxygen (0) atom of other molecules in the 
form of 0-H---0. As is seen later, the molecules 
in ice are all hydrogen bonded to each other, and a 
large percentage of the molecules in liquid HzO, or 
water, are also involved in hydrogen bonding. In the 
liquid HzO, the hydrogen bonding partners rapidly 
interchange. 

The properties of water, ice, and water vapor must 
be considered in baking, freezing, pressure-cooking, 
and microwave heating. For example, solid, liquid, 
and gaseous HzO transform into each other in the 
phenomenon called phase transition. The tempera- 
ture and pressure for the transition affect the baking 
process. However, water molecules in bread dough 
and cake batter intimately interact with baking 
ingredients, and the conditions for phase transitions 
are therefore different from those for pure water. 

Water has many abnormal properties. The melting 
point (mp) and boiling point (bp) are abnormally 
high for water compared with other compounds of 
similar molecular mass, as is the critical tempera- 
ture, above which HzO cannot be liquefied. The 
abnormal properties are due to the polar water mole- 
cules and the energy required to break the hydrogen 
bonds. Thus, melting ice and evaporation of water 
molecules from solid or liquid require a lot of energy. 

The densities of water and ice are also strange. Ice 
at 273 K is 9% less dense than water, while solids of 
most substances are denser than their liquids. Thus, 
ice kats on water extending 9% of its volume above 
water. Water is densest at 277 K (4°C). Being less 
dense at its freezing point, water freezes from the 
top down, whereas butter and shortening solidify 
from the bottom up. The hydrogen bonding and 
polarity also lead water to have peculiarly high sur- 
face tension, dielectric constant, and viscosity. 

SOLID H,O-ICE 

The Structure of Ice 

Water molecules in frozen dough are highly organ- 
ized in that they are strongly hydrogen bonded to 
foodstuffs and among themselves in a manner simi- 

lar to their assembly in ice. Intensive studies of pure 
HzO solids have revealed many types of solids. In 
ice crystals, the molecules are highly organized, but 
molecules in amorphous solids order in the same 
manner as those in the liquid. Thus, amorphous 
solids are also called glassy water or frozen liquid. 
To see the intermolecular relationships of water, one 
must take a close look at the structure of ordinary 
ice. 

At ambient conditions, hexagonal ice (Ih) is 
formed. The hexagonal symmetry is obvious in 
snow fikes, and its crystal structure is well known 
(Kamb 1972). Every oxygen atom has four hydro- 
gen bonds around it, two formed by donating its two 
H atoms, and two by accepting the H atoms of 
neighboring molecules. The hydrogen bonds con- 
necting 0 atoms are shown in Figure 11.3. Although 
the positions of the H atoms are random or disor- 
dered, the scientific community considers that the 
hydrogen bonds O-H---O extend continuously 
throughout the crystal. 

In the structure of Ih, six 0 atoms form a ring. In 
Figure 11.3, two-ring configurations are marked by 
spheres representing the 0 atoms. Formation of the 
hydrogen bond in ice lengthens the 0-H bond 
slightly in comparison with those in a single isolated 
water molecule. All 0 atoms in Ih are completely 
hydrogen bonded, except for the molecules at the 
crystal surface. The natural tendency for water mol- 
ecules to form the maximum number of hydrogen 
bonds underlies the formation of solid water phases. 
Pauling (1960) pointed out that the formation of 
these hydrogen bonds is partly an electrostatic 
attraction. 

Since only four hydrogen bonds are around each 
0 atom, the structure of Ih has rather large channels 
from the atomic viewpoint. Under pressure, many 
other types of ices with their own unique structures 
are formed. In liquid water, the many tetrahedral 
hydrogen bonds are formed with immediate neigh- 
bors. Water molecules constantly exchange hydro- 
gen-bonding partners, and in so doing the average 
nearest neighbors usually number more than four. 
Therefore, water is denser than ice. Hydrogen bond- 
ing also takes place when water interacts with other 
molecules such as proteins and starches containing 
-NHz or -OH groups, which can donate the H 
atoms or accept them for hydrogen bonding. 

Structures of HzO solids illustrate not only the 
intermolecular interactions among water molecules, 
but also interactions of water molecules with bakery 
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hydrogenbond 

length 275 pm 
0 - H - - - 0  

Two rings marked 

by 0 atoms 0 

Y 
Figure 11.3. The crystal structures of ice, Ih. Oxygen atoms are placed in two rings. Each line represents a hydro- 
gen bond 0-H---0, and the H atoms are randomly distributed such that on average, every 0 atom has two 0-H 
bonds of 100 pm. The 0-H---0 distance is 275 pm. The idealized tetrahedral bond angles around oxygen are 
109.5". 

ingredients containing >C=O, -OH, >NH, and 
-NHz, preseril i r i  sugar, carbohiydrales, proleiris, 
and alkaloids. 

Vapor Pressure of Ice and Freeze-drying 

Loss of water in frozen food leads to freezer burn, 
and frozen food can be dried when desirable. The 
constant vapor pressure of ice in a closed system at 
temperature T is called the equilibrium vapor pres- 
sure, which varies with T. The amount of ice in this 
equilibrium and the volume enclosing the ice and 
vapor are immaterial. The detailed data can be found 
in handbooks; for example, the CRC Handbook of 
Chemistry and Physics (Lide 2003). More recent 
values between 193 and 273 K can also be found in 
Physics oflce (Petrenko et al. 1999). Ice sublimes at 
any temperature if the surrounding (partial) vapor 
pressure is less than the equilibrium pressure. When 
the vapor pressure is high, molecules deposit onto 
ice to reduce the vapor pressure. 

Equilibrium vapor pressure is a measure of the 
ability or potential of the water molecules to escape 
from ice to form a gas. This potential increases as 
the temperature increases. Thus, the equilibrium 
vapor pressures of ice, water, and solutions are 
important quantities. The equilibrium vapor pres- 
sure of ice plotted against temperature (Tin K) is 
shown in Figure 11.4. The line indicates equilibrium 
conditions, and it separates the P-T graph into two 
domains; vapor tends to deposit on ice in one, and 

ice sublimes in the other. This is the ice-vapor por- 
tion of the phase diagram of water to be described 
later in this chapter. 

LIQUID H 2 0 - W ~ ~ ~ ~  

Properties of Liquid H 2 0  

In baking a certain amount of liquid HzO is added to 
dissolve, mix, disperse, and wet ingredients. Water 
also provides a medium for chemical reactions and 
facilitates heat transfer throughout the volume of the 

b 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 
W 

Temperature / K 

Figure 11.4. Equilibrium vapor pressure (in Pa) of ice 
as a function of temperature (K). 
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Figure 11.5. Variation of viscosity (1.793 mPa s), 
dielectric constant (87.90), surface tension (75.64 mN 
m-I), heat capacity Cp (4.2176 J g-' K-I), and thermal 
conductivity (561 .O W K-', m-') of water from their val- 
ues at 273.16 K to 373.16 K (0 and 100). Values at 
273.15 K are given. 

pieces being baked. In the end, some water is left in 
the finished bakery product. The unique physical 
and chemical properties of HzO are closely tied to 
its role in baking. 

Water has a large heat capacity (4.2176 J/g/K gP1 
KP1 at 273.15 K), requiring a lot of heat to raise its 
temperature. Its heat capacity varies little between 
273.15 and 373.15 K, but it decreases slightly, 
reaching a minimum at about 308 K, and then rises 
to 4.2159 J gP1 KP1 at 373.15 K (see Fig. 11.5). 
Since the variation is small, the temperature rises 
steadily during the baking process. 

As mentioned earlier, other properties of water 
are abnormal as well. The viscosity, surface tension, 
and dielectric constant of liquid HzO decrease as 
temperature increases, see Figure 11.5. These three 
properties are related to the extent of hydrogen 
bonding and the ordering of the dipole moments. As 
thermal disorder increases with rising temperature, 
these properties decrease. In order to show the vari- 
ation, the properties at other temperatures are divid- 
ed by the same property at 273 K. The ratios are then 
plotted as a function of T. At 273.15 K, all the ratios 
are unity (1). The thermal conductivity, on the other 
hand, increases with temperature. Thus, the thermal 
conductivity at 373 K (679.1 W KP1 m-') is 1.21 
times that at 273 K (561.0 W KP1 m-'). Faster mov- 
ing molecules transport energy faster. Warm water 

better conducts heat. Thus, the temperature at the 
center of a baked piece rises more rapidly when the 
piece is hot than when the piece is cold. 

Densities of other substances are often deter- 
mined relative to that of water. Therefore the density 
of water is a primary reference. The variation of 
density with temperature is well known, and accu- 
rate values are carefully measured and evaluated, 
especially between 273 and 313 K (0-40°C). Two 
factors affect water density. Thermal expansion re- 
duces its density, but the reduced number of hydro- 
gen bonds increases its density. The combined ef- 
fects resulted in the highest density at approximately 
277 K (4°C). Tanaka et al. (2001) has developed a 
formula to calculate the density within this tempera- 
ture range, and the CRC Handbook of Chemistry 
andphysics (Lide 2003) has a table listing these val- 
ues. The variation of water density between the 
freezing point and the boiling point is shown in Fig- 
ure 11.6. 

Most dry organic baking ingredients are less dense 
than water, but water wets and penetrates them to 
provide a good mixture. 

Vapor Pressure of Liquid H 2 0  

Like ice, the equilibrium vapor pressure of water 
increases with temperature (Fig. 11.7). At the triple 
point, the vapor pressures of ice and water are the 
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Figure 11.6. The variation of water density as a func- 
tion of temperature. 
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Figure 11.7. Equilibrium vapor pressure of water as a 
function of temperature. 

same, 0.611 kPa, and the boilingpoint (373.15 K, 
100°C) is the temperature at which the vapor pres- 
sure is 101.325 kPa (1 atm) (see Fig. 11.8).At slight- 
lybelow 394 K (121"C), thevaporpressureis 202.65 
kPa (2.00 atm). At 473 and 574 K, the vapor pres- 
sures are 1553.6 and 8583.8 kPa, respectively. The 
vapor pressure rises rapidly as temperature increases. 

The lowest pressure to liquefy water vapor just 
below the critical temperature, 373.98"C, is 22,055 
kPa (217.67 atm), and this is known as the critical 
pressure. Above 373.9"C, water vapor cannot be liq- 
uefied, and the k id  is called supercritical water 
(see Fig. 11 3). 

The partial pressure of HzO in the air at any tem- 
perature is the absolute humidity. When the partial 
pressure of water vapor in the air is the equilibrium 
vapor pressure of water at the same temperature, the 
relative humidity is loo%, and the air is saturated 
with water vapor. The partial vapor pressure in the 
air divided by the equilibrium vapor pressure of 
water at the temperature of the air is the relative 
humidity, expressed as a percentage. The tempera- 
ture at which the vapor pressure in the air becomes 
saturated is the dewpoint, at which dew begins to 
form. Of course when the dew point is below 273 K 
( O T ) ,  ice crystals (frost) begin to form. 

As temperature rises during baking, water be- 
comes vapor in trapped air pockets in the bread 
dough and cake batter. Rising temperature expands 
the bubbles, enlarging the gas pockets, unless the 

gas leaks out. Formation of vapor affects loaf vol- 
ume and causes sponginess in the bakery product. 

TRANSFORMATION OF SOLID, LIQUID, 
AND VAPOR 

The dough or batter is a mixture, and it contains k- 
ids and solids. Waters in dough are not pure. Thus, 
equilibrium conditions for frozen products and for 
the evaporation of water during the baking process 
are very different from those of pure water. Yet, 
phase transitions of water provide an approximate 
guide for the transformation of water during the 
baking process. 

At 273.16 K, ice, liquid HzO, and HzO vapor at 
611.15 Pa coexist and are at equilibrium; the tem- 
perature and pressure define the triple-point of 
water. At the normal pressure of 101.3 kPa (1 atm), 
ice melts at 273.15 K. 

Under ambient pressure, ice often does not begin 
to form until temperatures are colder than 273.15 K, 
and this is known as supercooling, especially for 
pure water. The degree of supercooling depends on 
volume, purity, disturbances, the presence of dust, 
the smoothness of the container surface, and other 
factors. Crystallization starts by nucleation, that is, 
formation of ice-structure-clusters sufficiently large 
that they begin to grow and become crystals. Once 
ice begins to form, the temperature will return to the 
freezing point. At 234 K (-39"C), tiny drops of 
ultrapure water will suddenly freeze, and this is 
known as homogeneous nucleation (Franks 2000). 
Dust particles and roughness of the surface promote 
nucleation and help reduce supercooling for ice and 
frost formation. 

Baking with frozen dough involves transforma- 
tions among solid, liquid, and gaseous HzO. There- 
fore, it is important to understand ice-water, ice- 
vapor, and water-vapor transformations and their 
equilibria. A map is helpful in order to comprehend 
these natural phenomena. Such a map, outlining the 
temperature and pressure for these transformations, 
is called a phase diagram and is outlined in sketch 
form in Figure 11.8. A sketch must be used because 
the range of pressures involved is too large for the 
drawing to be constructed on a linear scale. 

The curves representing the equilibrium vapor 
pressures of ice and water as functions of tempera- 
ture meet at the triple point, shown in Figure 11.8. 
The other end of the water-vapor pressure curve is 
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Figure 11.8. A sketch outlining the phase diagram of ice, water, and vapor. 

the critical point. The melting points of ice are 
271.44, 273.15, and 273.16 K at the critical pressure 
(22,055 kPa), 101.325 kPa, and 0.611 kPa (triple 
point), respectively. At a pressure of 200,000 kPa, 
ice melts at 253 K. Thus, the line linking all these 
points represents the melting point of ice at different 
pressures. This line divides the conditions (pressure 
and temperature) for the formation of solid and liq- 
uid. Thus, the phase diagram is roughly divided into 
regions of solid, liquid, and vapor. 

AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 
Water dissolves a wide range of substances, and 
nearly all waters related to the bakery industry are 
aqueous solutions, however dilute they are. When 
water mixes with baking ingredients, the portion of 
water that strongly interacts with other molecules is 
bound water; whereas the other portion is called 
free water: The latter has soluble components such 
as electrolytes, sugars, pentosanes, and proteins dis- 

solved in it. The solutes modify the properties of the 
water. 

MELTING AND BOILING POINTS OF AQUEOUS 
SOLUTIONS 

Solutions in baking mixtures probably never behave 
ideally in the scientific sense, but there are no stan- 
dards or data for all the situations encountered in 
baking industry or practice. However, the study of 
ideal solutions revealed some interesting trends that 
may serve as a guide for master bakers to consider. 

Vapor pressures at a given temperature of most 
solutions are lower than that of pure water, except 
the few cases in which the solutes increase the 
potential for water molecules to escape from the sol- 
id or liquid. Vapor pressure affects the melting point, 
the boiling point, and the osmotic pressure because 
they are closely related to the vapor pressure. 

In general, the vapor pressure of a solution at the 
normal boiling point is lower than that of pure water, 
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and a higher temperature is required for the vapor 
pressure to reach 101.3 kPa (1 atm). The net in- 
crease in the boiling temperature of a solution above 
that of pure water is known as the boilingpoint ele- 
vation. 

Ice formed from a dilute solution usually does not 
contain the solute. Thus, the vapor pressure of ice at 
various temperatures does not change, but the vapor 
pressure of a solution is lower than that of ice at the 
freezing point. Further cooling is required for ice to 
form due to the lowering of vapor pressure. This dif- 
ference in temperature is called the freezing point 
depression. 

In freezing and boiling a solution of a nonvolatile 
solute, the solid and vapor contain only HzO, leav- 
ing the solute in the solution. Thus, boiling points of 
solutions are higher and freezing points are lower. 
The more concentrated the solutions are, the more 
the difference. Please note that freezing points and 
boiling points apply to systems that are at equilibri- 
um. They are different from superheating and super- 
cooling, which are nonequilibrium phenomena. 

A solution containing volatile solutes, for exam- 
ple, alcohol in water, will have a total vapor pressure 
due to all volatile components in the solution. Its 
boiling point is no longer that of water alone. Freez- 
ing point depression and boiling point elevation are 
both related to the vapor pressure. In bakery prod- 
ucts, both volatile and nonvolatile substances are 
present. The gas released contains water and volatile 
substances either present as ingredients at the start 
of baking or produced during heating. The vapors 
produced in baking processes are very complicated 
because kids in dough and batter deviate from 
ideal solutions. 

OSMOTIC PRESSURE OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 
AND REVERSE OSMOSIS 

Osmotic pressure is the pressure that must be applied 
to the side of the solution to prevent the flow of pure 
water passing a semipermeable membrane into the 
solution. In other words, water molecules have a ten- 
dency to move from dilute to concentrated solutions. 
Osmotic pressure is a driving force for water to dif- 
fuse into grains and starch granules. Therefore, time 
is required for dough to develop after the flour and 
water are mixed. Of course, polarity, hydrogen bond- 
ing, capillary action, and other factors also affect the 
interaction of water with other baking ingredients. 

Applying pressure to concentrated solutions re- 
verses the direction of water diffusion due to osmotic 
pressure. This is the principle for water treatment by 
reverse osmosis, which is often used in areas where 
seawater is available, but not freshwater. Water so 
treated may contain few of the minerals required for 
yeast, and yeast foods containing supplementary 
minerals may be required to rectify the situation in 
order to produce good quality bread. 

SOLUTION OF ELECTROLYTES 

Charged ions in solutions move when driven by an 
electric potential, and these solutions conduct elec- 
tricity. Therefore, ion-containing substances such as 
acids, bases, table salts, baking soda, baking pow- 
der, and cream of tartar are electrolytes. The high 
dielectric constant of water reduces the attractions 
of ions within ionic solids; thus water dissolves 
them. Furthermore, the polar water molecules sur- 
round ions, forming hydrated ions. The concentra- 
tion of all ions and molecular substances in a solu- 
tion contributes to the osmotic pressure mentioned 
in the previous section. 

Water can also be an acid or a base, because HzO 
molecules can receive or provide a proton (H'). 
Such an exchange by water molecules in pure water, 
forming hydrated protons (H30+ or (H,O),H+), is 
self-ionization. However, as will be shown below, 
the extent of self-ionization is small, and pure water 
is a very poor conductor. 

Self-ionization of Water 

Acidity of dough and batter is due to the presence of 
acids, bases, or salts in the ingredients, but the self- 
ionization of water also plays an important role. 
Often, the pH is a quantity used to describe the acid- 
ity, and its meaning will be explained. 

The self-ionization of water is a dynamic equilib- 
rium, 

HzO (1) H H+(aq) + OH-(aq), K, = [H+][OH-] = 

lop1, at 298 K and 1 atm 

where [H'] and [OH-] represent the molar concen- 
trations (in mol LP1) of H+ (or H30') and OH- 
ions, respectively, and K, is the ion product o f  
water: Values of K, under various conditions have 
been evaluated theoretically (Marshall and Franck 
1981, Tawa and Pratt 1995). Solutions in which 
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[H'] = [OH-] are said to be neutral. Both pHand 
pOH, as defined by the following equations, have a 
value of 7 at 298 K for a neutral solution: 

pH = -loglo [H'] = pOH = -loglo[OH~] = 7 (at 
298 K) 

H' represents a hydrated proton (H30'), which 
dynamically exchanges a proton with other water 
molecules. The self-ionization and equilibrium are 
present in water and all aqueous solutions. Note that 
pH and pOH are exponents of their respective ion 
concentrations: an increase of 1.0 for the pH indi- 
cates a tenfold increase of [H']. 

Solutions of Acids and Bases 

Acidity and acid-base reactions play important roles 
in baking. Acidity affects the activity of yeast, and 
acid-base reactions are involved in chemically leav- 
ened bakery products. Both cases produce carbon 
dioxide, CO,, which dissolves in water, forming a 
solution with complicated equilibria. The acidity of 
phosphoric acid, baking soda, and cream of tartar 
are also complex. Some quantitative consideration 
will contribute to appreciation of the effects of acids 
and bases in baking science. 

Strong acids HC104, HC103, HC1, HN03, and 
HzS04 completely ionize in their solutions to give 
H' (H30') ions and anions: C104-, C103-, C1-, 
NO3-, and HS04-, respectively. Strong bases 
NaOH, KOH, and Ca(OH), also completely ionize 
to give OH- ions and Na', K', and Ca2' ions, 
respectively. In an acidic solution, [H'] is greater 
than [OH-]. For example, in a 1.00 mol LP1 HC1 
solution at 298 K, [H'] = 1.00 mol/L, pH = 0.00, 
and [OH-] = mol/L. 

Weak acids such as formic acid (HCOOH), acetic 
acid (HCH3COO), ascorbic acid (H&&06), oxalic 
acid (HzCzO4), carbonic acid (H,C03), benzoic acid 
(HC6H5C00), malic acid (H2C4H405), lactic acid 
(HCH,CH(OH)COO), and phosphoric acid (H3P04) 
also ionize in their aqueous solutions, but not com- 
pletely. The ionization of acetic acid, is represented 
by the equilibrium 

HCH3CO0 (aq) H H' (aq) + CH3COO- (aq), 

where Ka, as defined above, is the acid dissociation 
constant. In the expression, [H'], [CH3COO-], and 

[HCH3COO] represent equilibrium molar concen- 
trations of the species in square brackets. 

The solubility of COz in water increases with par- 
tial pressure of CO,, according to Henry's law. The 
chemical equilibrium for the dissolution is 

HZo (l) + coZ k) * H2C03 

Of course, HzC03 dynamically exchanges H' and 
HzO with other water molecules, and this weak di- 
protic acid (two-proton acid) ionizes in two stages, 
with the acid dissociation constants Kal and Kaz. 

HzO + COz (aq) H H' (aq) + HC03- (aq), Kal = 

4.30 X lop7  (at 298 K) 

HC03- (aq) H H' (aq) + c03'- (aq), Ka, = 5.61 

Constants Kal and K,, increase as temperature 
rises, but the solubility of COz decreases. At 298 K, 
the pH of a solution containing 0.1 mol/L HzC03 is 
3.7. At this pH, acidophilic organisms survive and 
grow; however, most pathogenic organisms prefer a 
neutral environment, and they cease growing. Soft 
drinks contain other acids-citric, malic, phosphor- 
ic, ascorbic acids, and other acids-that lower the 
pH further. 

All three hydrogen ions in phosphoric acid 
(H3P04) are ionizable, and it is a triprotic acid (tree- 
proton acid). Acids having more than one dissocia- 
ble H' are called polyprotic acids. 

Ammonia and many nitrogen-containing com- 
pounds are weak bases. The ionization equilibrium 
of NH3 in water and the base dissociation constant 
Kb are 

NH3 + HzO H NH40H H NH4' (aq) + OH 

x 

K,, = [H'l[oH-l = 1.70 x at 298 K. 
"H4OHl 

Other weak bases react with HzO and ionize in a 
similar way. 

The ionization or dissociation constants of inor- 
ganic and organic acids and bases are extensive, and 
they have been tabulated in various books: for exam- 
ple, Perrin (1965, 1982) and Kortum et al. (1965). 

Buffer Solutions 

Waters in moist dough and bakery products are solu- 
tions of many substances: weak acids, weak bases, 
electrolytes, proteins, and so on. These chemicals 
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provide a buffer action so that the pH will not 
change easily. Thus, a quantitative consideration 
regarding buffer solutions is presented here. 

A solution containing a weak acid and its salt, or a 
weak base and its salt is a buffer solution, since its 
pH changes little when a little acid or little base is 
added. For example, nicotinic acid (HC6H4NOZ, 
niacin, a food component) is a weak acid with K, = 

1.7 X lop5  (pK, = -logloK, = 4.76): 

HC6H4N0,= H++ C6H4N0,-, K,= [H'] [c6 
1 

[ H C 6 H 4 N 0 2 1  

pH = pK, + log 

The last equation is called the Henderson- 
Hesselbach Equation, and it gives the pH in terms of 
the molar ratio ([C6H4N0z-]/[HC6H4N0z]) of the 
salt to the acid. In a solution containing niacin and 
its salt, [C6H4NOz-] is the concentration of the salt 
and [HC6H4NOZ] is the concentration of niacin. The 
pair, HC6H4NO2 and C6H4NOz-, are called a conju- 
gate acid and a conjugate base, respectively. So, for 
a general acid and its conjugate base, the pH can be 
evaluated using the Henderson-Hessebalch Equa- 
tion. 

(Henderson- pH = pK, + log - { ~~~~~} Hesselbach Equation) 

Adding H+ converts the base into its conjugate 
acid, and the adding OH- converts the acid into its 
conjugate base. Adding an acid or a base changes 
the [base]/[acid] ratio, causing a small change in the 
pH if the initial ratio is close to unity. Following this 
equation, the most effective buffer solution for a 
desirable pH is obtained by using an acid with pK, 
value similar to the desired pH value, and then 
adjusting the concentration of the salt and the acid to 
obtain the ratio that gives the desired pH. For exam- 
ple, the pK, for HzP04- is 7.21, and mixing 
KHZPO4 and KZHPO4 in the appropriate ratio will 
give a buffer solution with pH 7. However, more is 
involved in the art and science of making and stan- 
dardizing buffer solutions. For example, the ionic 
strength (related to the concentration of all ions) 
must be taken into account. 

The phosphoric acid and bicarbonate ions and 
many other soluble molecules in bakery products 
play a buffering role in keeping the pH stable. The 
production of weak acids and bases during the pro- 

cess of mixing, fermentation, and baking causes the 
pH to change, despite the buffer action. The equilib- 
ria of all acids and bases plus that due to the self- 
ionization of water determine the pH of the solution 
in bakery materials. 

Hard Waters and Their Treatments 

Between 40 and 50% (by mass) of bread dough is 
water. Water hardness affects dough quality, fermen- 
tation, and the final products. Natural waters contain 
minerals and are usually hard, but the hardness 
varies depending on the source, region, and time. 
Thus, an overview of hard water and its treatment 
are necessary for baking science and technology. 

Waters containing dissolved COz (HzC03) are 
acidic due to the equilibria 

H+ (aq) + HC03- (aq) H HzC03 (aq) H 

HC03- (aq) H H+ (aq) + C03'- (aq) 

Why the solution is acidic was explained in the 
previous section. Acidic waters dissolve CaC03 
and MgC03, and waters containing Ca2+, Mg2+, 
HC03-, and C03'- ions are temporaryhard waters 
as the hardness is removable by boiling, which re- 
duces the solubility of COz. When COz is driven off, 
the solution becomes less acidic due to the above 
equilibria. Furthermore, reducing the acidity in- 
creases the concentration of C032-, and the solids 
CaC03 and MgC03 precipitate. 

Ca2+ (aq) + co3'- (aq) + C ~ C O ~  (s) 

Mg2+ (aq) + C03'- (aq) +MgC03 (s) 

Solid (s) CaC03 and MgC03 form scales in boilers, 
pipes, kettles, and coffee machines. 

For water softening by lime treatment, the amount 
of dissolved Ca2+ and Mg2+ is determined first; then 
an equal number of moles of lime, Ca(OH)z, is 
added to remove them by the following reactions: 

Mg2+ + Ca(OH)z(s) + Mg(OH),(s) + Ca2+ 

Ca2+ + 2 HC03- + Ca (OH),(s) + 2 CaC03(s) 

HzO + coz (g) 

+ 2 HzO 

Permanent hard waters contain sulfate 
Ca2+, and Mg2+ ions. Calcium ions in the sulfate 
solution can be removed by adding sodium carbon- 
ate due to the reaction 

Ca2+ + NaZCO3 + CaC03(s) + 2 Na+ 
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Hard waters cause scales or deposits to build up in 
boilers, pipes, and baking equipment. Ion exchange 
using resins or zeolites is commonly used to soften 
hard waters. The calcium and magnesium ions are 
taken up by the resin or zeolite, replacing them with 
sodium or hydrogen ions. Alternatively, a pressure is 
applied to the hard water to force water molecules, 
but not ions, through semipermeable membranes. 
This reverse osmosis technique makes use of the 
osmotic pressure described earlier. 

However, water softening replaces desirable cal- 
cium, magnesium, and other ions with sodium ions. 
Thus, soft waters are not suitable for drinking or 
breadmaking. Water containing less than 50 mg/L of 
these substances is considered soft; 50-150 mg/L 
moderately hard; 150-300 mg/L hard; and more 
than 300 mg/L very hard. Moderately hard water 
containing 50-100 mg/L (50-100 ppm calcium car- 
bonate) is favored for breadmaking, since soft 
waters yield soft sticky dough (Pyler 1988). Water 
hardness can be determined by titration, and many 
kinds of commercial testing kits are available from 
water conditioning companies. 

Ions in Baking Science 

Ions affect yeast activity during fermentation, and 
they also affect the quality of bakery products, 
because they interact with proteins of wheat kur. 
These have been covered in the chapter on water and 
in other chapters of BahYng Science and Technology 
(Pyler 1988). The study of effects of ions on bread- 
making continues (Vadlamani and Seib 1999). For 
the production of yeast, NH4+, Ca2+, Mg", Fe", 
Zn", and anions of sulfate and phosphate with dif- 
ferent charges are also added as yeast food in addi- 
tion to other yeast nutrients. Furthermore, calcium- 
protein interaction strengthens the gluten for gas 
retention, leading to even crumb in bread. On the 
other hand, very hard water retards fermentation, 
because calcium ions strengthen the gluten structure 
too much. 

As mentioned earlier, minerals or salts are com- 
pletely ionized when dissolved in water. For exam- 
ple, calcium ions from CaClz are indistinguishable 
from CaC03. When both salts are dissolved, the 
solution contains Ca", C1-, HC03'-, and C03'- 
due to the equilibria discussed earlier. Similarly, the 
OH- ions from NaOH, Mg(OH)', and Ca(0H)' are 
indistinguishable and are mixed in the solution. An 

increase of OH- ions increases the pH, but an in- 
crease of C03'- also increases the pH due to the 
equilibrium 

C03'- (aq) + HzO H HC03-(aq) + OH- (as) 

The H+ and OH- ions, or acidity, affect the activ- 
ities of yeast more than other ions. 

Ammonium ions, NH4+, are also known to 
enhance yeast activity (Pyler 1988), but the concen- 
tration of these ions is related to pH due to the equi- 
librium 

NH4+ (aq) + HzO H NH3 (as) + H 3 0 +  (aq, 
same as H+) 

Yeast is most active between pH 4 and 5. How- 
ever, due to the complexity of the ingredients, the 
effect of a specific ion is hard to isolate and study, 
because one cannot simply add one type of ion. 
Every positive ion must be accompanied by a nega- 
tive ion, and vice versa. 

HYDROPHILIC 
AND HYDROPHOBIC EFFECTS 
IN BAKING 
At the beginning of the chapter, hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic baking ingredients were discussed. A 
closer look at the role of water in the art and science 
of baking is now in order. 

The hydrophilic effect refers to the hydrogen 
bonding, polar-ionic, and polar-polar interactions 
with water molecules, which lower the energy of the 
system and make ionic and polar substances soluble. 
The lack of strong interactions between water mole- 
cules and the lipophilic or nonpolar molecules that 
causes hydrophobic molecules to stay together in 
the presence of water is called the hydrophobic 
effect, a term coined by Charles Tanford (1980). The 
hydrophobic effect also applies to the non-polar por- 
tions of amphiphilic molecules. These effects are 
present in the baking processes, because hydro- 
philic, lipophilic, and amphiphilic ingredients are 
mixed and heated. 

Hydrophilic and hydrophobic baking ingredients 
bind to each other by amphiphilic emulsijiers that 
contain both hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts. In 
liquid systems, they form colloids or suspensions 
such as oil in water (milk and dairy cream) and 
water in oil (butter and shortening). Emulsifiers are 
also called surfactants or wetting agents (e.g., in 
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soaps and detergents). Egg white and milk have 
been used to enrich proteins in bakery products, but 
they also contain emulsifiers. Emulsifiers are used to 
aid in aeration (foaming), dispersion, lubrication, 
mixing, water absorption, gas retention, and agglo- 
meration of baking ingredients. They also modify 
viscosity, condition the dough, increase loaf volume, 
and inhibit crystallization (retrogradation) of starch 
in bread. Therefore, food emulsifiers are vital ingre- 
dients in baking. 

Milk, butter, and egg enhance dough quality with 
their proteins and lecithins, which are emulsifiers 
that may be viewed as a derivative of triglycerides, 
in that one of the fatty acids is replaced by phospho- 
choline (as shown in Figure 11.9). 

In the structure shown in Figure 11.9, R and R’ 
represent a saturated or unsaturated hydrocarbon (C 
and H) chain of the fatty acid. These chains are hy- 
drophobic. The three hydrophilic groups are 0, OH, 
and N+ (shown in bold). The emulsifier shown here 
produces fatty acids, phosphate, and basic choline 
when completely hydrolyzed. Cephalins are closely 
related to lecithin, but ethanolamine, HOCHzCHz 
NHz, replaces the choline, HOCHzCHzN+ (CH,),, in 
the structure shown above. 

By the same token, di- and monoglycerides have 
one and two hydrophilic groups (OH), respectively. 
For example, glycerol monostearate is a fatty solid 
that is a commonly used emulsifier. These and their 
derivatives containing hydrophilic groups are also 
emulsifiers. They are present naturally in plants and 
animals, so that fats and oils intimately tie to natural 
hydrophilic materials in living organisms. For exam- 
ple, egg yolk and soybean have plenty of lecithins 
and cephalins. Emulsifiers keep the suspensions sta- 
ble, and they incorporate air bubbles in cake batters 
and creams. 

Emulsifiers with free carboxylic groups have the 
ability to bind gluten. Some emulsifiers such as 

H,CO-C (=O)R 
I 
HCO -C (=O)R’ 

I 

Figure 11.9. Sketch of lecithin structure. 

diacetyl tartaric acid esters of monoglycerides and 
sodium stearoyl lactylates strengthen gluten to 
retain carbon dioxide produced during fermentation 
or chemical reaction. They enhance the ability of the 
dough to retain gases, improving the loaf volume of 
bread. 

Catalyzed by enzymes and bases, lipids such as 
triglycerides react with water to produce di- and 
monoglycerides and fatty acids during the baking 
process. Thus, emulsifiers may be produced in mix- 
ing, fermentation, baking, and storage. 

GELATINIZATION OF STARCH 
Water and starch are two basic baking ingredients 
needed in almost all bakery products. In the pres- 
ence of water, starch granules swell and gelatinize 
when heated. The polar water molecules seek hy- 
drophilic molecules or ions, especially those having 
the ability to form hydrogen bonds. Starch consists 
of such molecules, whose own characteristics are 
inviting to water molecules. 

From a chemical viewpoint, starches are polymers 
of six-carbon sugars called polysaccharides. Figure 
11.10 shows the 1,4 linkage of three six-carbon sug- 
ars in amylose, the possible sites for hydrogen bond- 
ing, and the ring-shaped glucose units. Three types 
of oxygen atoms are present: OH groups, ring 0, and 
1,4-linking 0. The three OH groups per sugar unit 
are possible sites for hydrogen bonding among 
themselves or with water molecules. Polymers con- 
taining only linear chains are amylose, whereas 
polymers containing additional 1,6-linked branches 
are amylopectin. 

Cereal grains consist of starch granules (French 
1984). Each granule has a small quantity of granule- 
associated proteins that might be responsible for the 
synthesis of polysaccharides, because most of them 
are granule-associated starch synthase (Han and 
Hamaker 2001). As the molecules grow and mature, 
they pack tightly due to inter- and intrachain hydro- 
gen bonds. The granules consist of layers of crys- 
talline and amorphous zones after drying. However, 
some water molecules remain, bridging the chains 
with hydrogen bonds. It is not surprising that dry 
flours contain between 10 and 15% moisture de- 
pending on the source (Pyler 1988). 

Water slowly seeps into the granules forming 
hydrogen bonds to the chains due to capillary action, 
osmotic pressure, diffusion, and polar-polar attrac- 
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OH site for H-bonding and for 1,6 linkage in amylopectin 

Three types of 0 

Three OH sites for H-bonding per unit 

Figure 11 .lo. The 1,4 linkage of three six-carbon glucose units in the formation of amylose 

tion. Therefore, the granules slowly swell when sur- 
rounded by water. Increasing the temperature accel- 
erates water infiltration into the granules. At high 
temperatures, starch molecules leak out of the gran- 
ule and gelatinize. Due to limited amount of water in 
bread baking, starch granules deform, forming an 
amorphous mass. 

The long polysaccharide molecules suspend in 
water randomly and form hydrogen bonds with 
water molecules. This affects other water molecules 
not directly hydrogen bonded to the polymer. The 
viscosity of the starch-water mixture increases as a 
result, and a paste is formed when starch molecules 
are close to one another. In some crispy cookies, 
gelatinization may not occur due to lack of water. In 
these recipes, lipids, proteins, and caramel hold all 
the ingredients together. 

The amylose in the paste or gel has a tendency to 
crystallize, known as retrogradation, which is re- 
sponsible for bread staling. Certain emulsifiers form 
complexes with amylose to retard retrogradation. 
For example, monoglycerides of saturated straight- 
chain fatty acids are particularly effective for retard- 
ing retrogradation. Their presence in bread prolongs 
shelf life. Crystallized amylose molecules in staled 
bread are randomized during reheating, but of 
course, bread staling also involves complicated irre- 
versible changes, such as loss of moisture and fivor. 

When amylose and amylopectin leak out, the 
granule-associated proteins form granule ghosts 
(Han and Hamaker 2001, Li et al. 2003). These pro- 
teins may also be water barriers preventing the gran- 

ule from swelling at low temperatures, but their 
structure and function are not certain yet. 

Catalyzed by enzymes, starch molecules react 
with water, breaking down into disaccharides and 
monosaccharides that are sweet, and they further re- 
act with free amino acids to produce a very large 
number of volatile compounds. Various chemical re- 
actions take place when the dough is being mixed, 
fermented, and baked. Baltes and Song (1994) chem- 
ically analyzed the aroma compounds in wheat 
bread, and they estimated that 375 aroma com- 
pounds had been identified. Nonenzymatic or Mail- 
lard browning reactions during heating produces 
many flavoring compounds. 

WATER AND PROTEINS 
Flours contain various amounts of proteins, poly- 
mers of thousands of amino acids belonging to 20 
different but common amino acids. Water and pro- 
teins provide an elastic mass for the dough that 
retains leavening gas to achieve the spongy crumb of 
bread. The biosynthesis and biochemistry of protein 
are very complicated (Kuktaite 2004), but their for- 
mations and structures are based on some simple 
principles. Their abilities to intimately interact with 
water molecules give them desirable features for 
baking industries. 

An amino acid has an amino group NH, and an 
acid group COOH attached to a carbon atom, which 
is bonded to a H and another group R. The differ- 
ence in R gives rise to the 20 different amino acids. 
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Figure 11 .I 1. Water in the formation and hydrolysis of the peptide bond between two amino acids. 

The amino and acid groups of two amino acids react 
to form a peptide bond. The formation and hydroly- 
sis of the peptide bond involves water in the reaction 
illustrated in Figure 1 1.11. 

Among the 20 common amino acids, the side 
chains R of eight are nonpolar, and those of seven 
are polar, containing -OH, >C=O, or -SH 
groups. These two side chain types make the 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic portions of proteins. 
The Rs in aspartic and glutamic acid contain an 
additional acid group -COOH, whereas the R in 
arginine, histidine, and lysine contains basic -NH 
or -NHz groups. Therefore, proteins can have both 
acidic and basic sites to donate and accept protons 
(H'). For example, aspartic acid (Asp = (COOH) 
CHzC(NH3+) (COO-)) has four forms due to add- 
ing or losing protons at different pH values of the 
solution. It behaves as a triprotic acid, as indicated 
by the equilibria (the aspartic acid carrying no net 
charge, is represented by Asp) 

AspH' -Asp + H+ 

Asp -Asp- + H+ 

Asp- -Asp2- + H+ 

When incorporated in the protein, aspartic acid 
behaves as a diprotic acid, losing one ionizable H+,  
due to the peptide bonding. Therefore, a protein may 
carry positive, negative, or no net charge depending 
on the pH of the water medium. The pH of the solu- 
tion when the protein carries zero net charge is 
called the isoelectric point, and the solubility of the 
protein is lowest at this point. Water interacts with 
proteins and changes their configurations. 

Hydrogen bonding, ionic attraction, hydrophilic, 
and hydrophobic interactions determine the chain 
configuration, folding, and interchain relationships. 
In addition to these interactions, there are also the 

forming and breaking of sulfur-sulfur bridges in var- 
ious parts of the same chain or in different chains. 
Oxidation of the amino acid cysteine (CySH) gives 
cystine (Cys-S-S-Cys) , and reducing agents 
cause the reverse reaction. The S-S bridges (cross-) 
link the chains into a three-dimensional network. The 
helical and folded chains provide elasticity, whereas 
the sliding among chains provides viscosity. 

Analysis and classification of proteins are often 
based on their affinity to water, isoelectric point, or 
function. Other properties such as molecular weight, 
chain configuration, interchain relationships, and 
folding are also important. Depending on the focus, 
the classification of proteins varies. 

Wheat proteins consist of the structural proteins 
(albumins and globulins), and the storage proteins 
(gliadins and glutenins). Gluten consists mostly of 
storage proteins (Pyler 1988). When water is added 
to kur,  the insoluble proteins form an elastic mass 
called gluten. In breadmaking, gluten provides the 
structural properties of the dough, and it has the 
ability to form a film around leavening gas bubbles. 
The proper type and level of protein is essential for a 
good gluten mass for quality bread, as is the ade- 
quate mixing or kneading of lipids, water, starch, 
and protein. Molecules of gliadins do not associate 
with each other, but molecules of glutenins form 
interchain bridges. Rigorous and excessive mechan- 
ical mixing, however, can break the chains, weaken- 
ing the protein-protein tangling and leading to sub- 
standard bread. 

MICROWAVE BAKING 
Microwaves have been combined with other heat 
sources for baking bread and cakes (Keskin et al. 
2004). Real dry ingredients do not get warm in 
microwaves, but microwaves cause water to heat up 
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(Nelson and Datta 200 1). Since hot water evaporates, 
the temperature of the food being baked does not get 
much above 373 K (100°C). Microwave-baked 
goods lose water, and the foods become very dry 
when overmicrowaved. Microwave-baked goods sel- 
dom get brown, and their flavors cannot match those 
of oven-baked goods. However, food science re- 
searchers are trying to make use of this timesaving 
technology, and progress is being made. New ingre- 
dients are being sought that will react when baked by 
microwaves to give comparable colors and flavors. 

Potatoes are often oven baked, but food pro- 
cessors are switching to baking them with micro- 
waves. Microwave baking of potatoes takes only ap- 
proximately 5 minutes, depending on the size and 
variety potato. Starch close to the surface gelatinizes 
first, and gelatinization migrates inward. A little 
longer is required for the whole potato to reach a 
desirable texture for enjoyable eating. Microwave 
baking is very different from boiling or oven baking 
of potatoes (Wilson et al. 2002). 

Microwave technology is complicated, but one can 
easily imagine that microwaves of different frequen- 
cies have different effects on food (Decareau and 
Peterson 1986). 

WATER ACTIVITY 
The water content of dough is critical for both the 
baking process and the final product. The humidity 
of the atmosphere around the dough and during the 
baking process is also important, because it affects 
water loss. Water provides lubrication when the bak- 
ery product is being eaten, affecting its texture. 
Therefore, water evaporation from and condensation 
on food is an important concern. 

Intermolecular attractions between water and 
food molecules mutually change their properties. 
Waters in food are not pure. They are solutions or a 
component in a mixture in which the molecules 
strongly interact with one another. Water molecules 
in vapor, liquid, and solid phases react and inter- 
change with those in solutions and in food. The ten- 
dency to react and interchange with each other is 
called the chemical potential, p. At equilibrium, the 
potential of water in all phases and forms must be 
equal at a given temperature, T. The potential, p, of 
the gas phase is defined by the expression 

where p, is the potential of pure water, R is the gas 
constant (8.3145 J mo1-l K-'), pis the partial water 
vapor pressure, and p, is the vapor pressure of pure 
water at temperature T. The ratio p/pw is the water 
activity a, (= pb,), although it is also called rela- 
tive vapor pressure (Fennema and Tannenbaum 
1996). The difference between these two terms is 
small, and for simplicity a,, as defined, is widely 
used in food science. For ideal solutions and for 
most moist foods, a, is less than unity (a, < 1.0) 
(Troller 1978). 

Both water activity and relative humidity are frac- 
tions of the pure-water vapor pressure. Water activi- 
ty can be measured in the same way as humidity. 
Water activity and water content have a sigmoidal 
relationship (Fig. 1 1.12). As water content increas- 
es, so does a,: a, = 1.0 for infinitely dilute solu- 
tions, a, > 0.7 for dilute solutions and moist foods, 
and a, < 0.6 for dry foods. Of course, the precise 
relationship depends on the food. In general, if the 
water vapor of the atmosphere surrounding the food 
is greater than the water activity of the food, water is 
adsorbed; otherwise, desorption takes place. The 
water activity re&cts the combined effects of water- 
solute, water-surface, capillary, hydrophilic, and hy- 
drophobic interactions. 

The water activity is a vital parameter for food 
monitoring. A plot of a, versus water content is 

0 a 
a 
I1 
3 

m 

. 

Adsorption of 
water at high a , 

water at low a, 

Tightly bound :Loosely bound: Non-bound 
water : water : water 

Increasing water content 

Figure 11.12. Nonequilibrium or hysteresis in desorp- 
tion and adsorption of water by foodstuff. Arbitrary 
scales are used to illustrate the concept for a generic 
pattern. 
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called an isotherm. However, desorption and adsorp- 
tion isotherms are different (Fig. 11.12), because this 
is a nonequilibrium system. Note that isotherms 
in most other literature plot water content against 
a,, the reverse of the axes of Figure 11.12, which 
is intended to show that a, is a function of water 
content. 

Water in food may be divided into tightly bound, 
loosely bound, and nonbound waters. Water mole- 
cules in dry foods are tightly bound to food mo- 
lecules. Increasing tightly bound water causes a, to 
rise slowly, but as loosely bound water increases, a, 
increases rapidly and slowly approaches 1.0, when 
nonbound water increases. Crisp crackers get soggy 
after adsorbing water from moist air, and food dries 
when exposed to dry air. 

Water activity affects growth and multiplication 
of microorganisms. When a, < 0.9, growth of most 
molds is inhibited. Growth of yeasts and bacteria 
also depends on a,. Microorganisms cease growing 
if a, < 0.6. In a system, all components try to reach 
equilibrium with one another, including all the 
microorganisms. Every type of organism is a com- 
ponent and a phase of the system, due to their cells 
or membranes. If the water activity of an organism is 
lower than that of the bulk food, water will be 
absorbed, and thus the species will multiply and 
grow. However, if the water activity of the organism 
is higher, the organism will dehydrate and become 
dormant or die. Thus, it is not surprising that water 
activity affects the growth of various molds and bac- 
teria. The bakery industry has already taken this into 
consideration in their packaging of bakery products. 

EPILOGUE 
Baking is an art, business, engineering, hobby, and 
science. Due to the variety of ingredients and pro- 
cesses, the chemistry and physics in baking are very 
complicated. Based on its properties, the role of 
water in baking is described, but the scope is wider 
than what has been covered in this chapter. The pur- 
pose of this chapter is to point the way toward fur- 
ther research, experimentation, and exploration, not 
to limit the perimeter of baking science. 
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GLOSSARY 
Acid-a substance able to donate a hydrogen ion (or 

proton) in a chemical reaction; molecules of a strong 
acidgive all its protons to water molecules, forming 
H30+ ions and anions, but only a percentage of mol- 
ecules of a weak acid such as lactic acid do so. 

Acid dissociation constant-a value, Ka, indicating the 
degree of dissociation when dissolved in water; the 
K, of a strong acid is infinity and that of acetic acid is 
- 0.00005. 

Amphiphilic-a property of substances such as emulsi- 
fiers that allows them to dissolve in both water and 
oil. 

Aqueous solution-a uniform or homogeneous mix- 
ture in which water is the major component (the sol- 
vent). 

Base-a substance that is able to accept a hydrogen ion 
in a chemical reaction, for example, OH- ions ac- 
cept H+ to form HzO; a percentage of molecules in a 
weak base accept H+ from water, making some OH- 
ions. 

Base dissociation constant-a value, Kb, indicating the 
degree of dissociation when dissolved in water; the 
Kb of a strong base is infinity and that of ammonia is 
- 0.00005. 

Boiling point of water-the temperature (373 K) at 
which the vapor pressure of water is exactly 1 atm 
(101.325 kPa). This is not necessarily the tempera- 
ture at which bubbles form. 

Boiling point elevation and freezing point depression- 
raising of the boiling temperature or lowering of the 
freezing temperature of a solution compared with 
those of pure water. 

Buffer solution-a solution whose acidity or pH 
changes very little upon the addition of a small quan- 
tity of acid or base. 

Chemical potential-a measure of the tendency of a 
compound to undergo chemical or physical reactions. 

Clean Water Act (CWA)-the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act, passed by the United States in 1972 and 
widely known as the Clean Water Act. 

Conjugate acid and base-an acid such as nicotinic 
acid (niacin, HC6H4NOZ) that after donating a hy- 
drogen ion (H') becomes a base, nicotinate (C6H4 
NOz-), because of its tendency to donate and accept 
H+;  HC6H4NO2 and C6H4NOz- form a pair of con- 
jugate acid and base. 

Critical temperature of water-the temperature (647 K, 
374°C) above which water cannot be liquefied. 

Dipole moment-a measure of the polarity due to un- 
even distribution of charges in molecules; the dipole 
moment of HzO is larger than that of NH3. 
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Drinking water-all waters used in food production, 
washing, processing, baking, and drinking. 

Electrolytes-acids, bases, salts, and other compounds 
that produce ions when dissolved in water; ions 
make the solution conduct electricity. 

Emulsifier or surfactant-substance whose molecules 
contain a group that likes water and a group that dis- 
likes water so that it brings oil-type substances into 
an aqueous solution. 

EPA-the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
FDA-the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. 
Hard waters-waters containing calcium, magnesium, 

carbonate, and sulfate ions; only Ca2+, Mg2+, 
HC03-, and C0:- ions are present in temporary 
hard waters because the ions are removed by boil- 
ing; permanent waters also contain SO:- ions. 

Hydrophilic substances-water-loving substances, such 
as sugar, alcohol, and salt, that easily dissolve and 
get wet in water. 

Hydrophobic substances-water-hating substances such 
as gasoline, wax, oil, butter, margarine, lard, and 
shortening. 

Infrared spectroscopy-the study of the absorption of 
infrared by substances such as water. 

Intermolecular interactions-molecule-molecule at- 
tractions and relationships in the forms of van der 
Waals, polar-polar, polar-ion, and ion-ion attrac- 
tions, as well as hydrogen bonding and covalent 
bonding. 

Ion exchange-a process using solid substances con- 
taining positive and negative ions to exchange with 
different types of positive and negative ions in a 
solution due to concentration differences. 

Isoelectric point-the pH of the solution at which mol- 
ecules of a protein dissolved in it carry no net charge. 

Isotherm-a plot of the water activity (another term in 
the glossary) versus the water content of a food. 

Lipids-esters and fatty acids such as oil, butter, mar- 
garine, lard, tallow, and shortening. 

Lone pair of electrons or electron lone pair-two 
valence electrons present in molecules such as NH3 
and HzO that are not shared by hydrogen atoms; they 
differ from the two electrons that hold the H and N 
or 0 together as an H-N or H-0 bond. 

Microwave-a form of electromagnetic radiation, used 
in communication and in microwave food proces- 
sors, with a frequency between radio waves and in- 
frared. 

Organic compounds-compounds containing carbon- 
hydrogen (C-H) bonds. 

Osmotic pressure-the pressure that must be applied to 
the side of the solution to prevent the f iw of pure 
water through a semipermeable membrane into the 

solution; applying a pressure to a solution to force 
molecules to pass a semipermeable membrane is 
called reverse osmosis. 

pH-the negative log (base 10) of the concentration of 
hydrated hydrogen ions represented by [H'], pH = 

pOH-the negative log (base 10) of the concentration 
of the hydroxyl ion represented by [OH-], pOH = 

Phase diagram-a diagram showing the temperature 
and pressure of phase transitions. 

Phase transition-the conversion among solid, liquid, 
and gaseous states of matter; each state is called a 
phase. 

Peptide or protein-a substance consisting of polymers 
whose long molecules are links of many amino 
acids. 

Retrogradation or staling-randomly arranged amy- 
lose molecules in bread became orderly, causing 
bread to lose its freshness. 

Superheating and supercooling-water temperature 
above the boiling point without the boiling phenom- 
enon and water temperature below the freezing point 
without the formation of any solid. 

Triple point of water-the temperature (273.16 K) and 
vapor pressure (611.15 Pascal) at which ice, water, 
and vapor co-exist in equilibrium. 

Water-a compound of hydrogen and oxygen, HzO, 
including some isotopic species in solid, liquid, and 
gaseous forms; may be present in other substances; 
may or may not be pure. 

Water activity-the equilibrium vapor pressure of a 
food divided by the equilibrium vapor pressure of 
pure water at the same temperature. 

Water content-total amount of water in a substance or 
food. 

WHO-the World Health Organization, an agency of 
the United Nations specializing in health matters. 

Yeast food-a formula used to improve the conditions 
for yeast growth and reproduction to produce an 
excellent fermentation. 

-loglo[H+l. 

-log10[OH-]. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Functional additives have been used in the bakery 
sector for almost a century. Today the selection of 
emulsifiers, enzymes, and oxidizing and reducing 

agents has been extended because of the evolution of 
bakery equipment and processing and because of a 
better knowledge of the complex mechanisms of 
flour and dough. The various additives are developed 
to compensate for variations in the processing char- 
acteristics of flours. They improve the machinability 
of doughs, simplify the process, and improve the 
quality of baked goods and extend their shelf life. 

OXIDIZING AND REDUCING 
AGENTS 
At the beginning of the 20th century a number of 
oxidizing agents (e.g., potassium bromate, ascorbic 
acid, azodicarbonamide, and ammonium persulfate) 
added to kur,  in small quantities, seemed to have a 
major effect on baking performance. These products 
improved the fermentation, elasticity, and stability 
of the dough. Dough became stronger, oven rise was 
larger, and crumb grain became fine. 

Oxidizing agents or maturing agents are products 
that have an effect on the gluten proteins of kur. 
They change the gluten characteristics from weak 
into stronger gluten. They promote the formation 
of disulphide bonds through the oxidation of thiol 
groups. By creating additional disulphide bonds in 
the gluten, the oxidizing agents strengthen the glu- 
ten network. Addition of oxidizing agents acceler- 
ates the natural aging or oxidizing of the kur. In 
earlier days, freshly harvested wheat had to rest for a 
while to allow for the maturing process. Freshly 
milled k u r  (green kur) also needed a storage 
period of a few weeks. 
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Oxidizing agents produce oxygen by reaction. 
Oxygen reacts with the thiol groups oxidizing them 
into disulphide bonds. The reason for using oxidiz- 
ing agents is the advantage of immediate consump- 
tion of fresh wheat and kur. 

Oxidizing agents also have a complementary ef- 
fect on the color of kur:  they bleach k u r  by oxi- 
dizing the carotene and xanthophyll pigments. 

The use of oxidizing agents depends on legisla- 
tion, ku r  quality, and production process. In Eu- 
ropean countries only ascorbic acid is permitted. 

POTASSIUM BROMATE 

Potassium bromate (KBr03) is a slow-acting oxi- 
dant that attains its full development in the oven 
(oven spring). It needs a higher temperature to react 
and is important for the production of pan loaves. Po- 
tassium bromate is a very powerful agent, and it has 
to be dosed precisely because an overdose creates 
firm, tight doughs and breads that are small vol- 
umed, with an uneven grain and large holes. Under- 
oxidized doughs will be weak, soft, sticky, and 
extensible, making them difficult to machine and 
process (Stear 1990). Potassium bromate (pure) is 
added in a concentration of 1-8 g/100 kg ku r  and 
has a particularly improving effect on the gas reten- 
tion of the dough (improved gas-cell structure and 
loaf volume). For decades, potassium bromate has 
been used in ku r  as a protein strengthener and 
bleaching agent. In the fifties researchers found that 
carcinogenic compounds were built up between 
flour components and bromate. More recently, some 
reports have associated bromate with possible health 
risks (Panozzo et al. 1994). Since then, the use of 
bromate has been reduced. 

POTASSIUM IODATE 

Potassium iodate is a fast-acting oxidant that in- 
creases dough consistency almost immediately after 
mixing and development and commencement of 
floor time. It has a large effect on the gas retention in 
that stage and is a useful oxidant for hearth loaves. 
Potassium iodate is often used in combination with 
potassium bromate: one part iodate with three parts 
bromate. 

Calcium iodate (Ca(I03)J has a minor solubility 
but releases more oxygen and is active for a longer 
time. 

AZODICARBONAMIDE 

Azodicarbonamide is a maturing agent used in pre- 
mixes. It is fast acting and provides immediate oxi- 
dation when water is added. It has no effect in the 
dry form. Azodicarbonamide is longer acting than 
potassium iodate. It needs a shorter mixing time in a 
continuous process. Often, one part of azodicarbon- 
amide is used in combination with two parts of po- 
tassium bromate, which results in improved dough 
consistency and increased mixing tolerance. Azodi- 
carbonamide is added at the level of 0.5-2 g/100 kg 
flour and increases the gas retention. 

ASCORBIC ACID 

Ascorbic acid is one of the most used oxidizing 
agents in kur. Ascorbic acid is added to k u r  as an 
oxidant and is as fast acting as potassium iodate. It is 
even more tolerant to mixing and overoxidizing and 
causes no mixing problems. There are two theories 
about enzymatic oxidation and ascorbic acid in 
flour. The best-known theory is that ascorbic acid 
acts as a reductant. In kur,  ascorbic acid (AsA) is 
converted to dehydroascorbic acid (DHAsA) by an 
enzyme, ascorbic acid oxidase (AsAOX), that is 
native to kur. Oxygen is captured in the dough dur- 
ing mixing and is necessary for the oxidation of AsA 
to DHAsA. During this oxidation there is also a 
reduction: the electrons coming from ascorbic acid 
are captured by oxygen, which will be reduced to 
water (Fig. 12.1). Dehydroascorbic acid will act as a 
real oxidant. Two end-standing thiols of the gluten 
proteins will be oxidized, forming a disulphide 
bond. Since oxygen is needed, ascorbic acid is only 
active for a few minutes after mixing. 

A second theory is that the action of ascorbic acid 
as an improver results from a reaction sequence that 
leads to a rapid removal of the endogenous gluta- 
thione (GSH). Otherwise, the latter chemical would 
cause dough weakening by sulfhydryl-disulphide 
interchange reactions with gluten proteins. 

In the presence of oxygen, ascorbic acid is oxi- 
dized to DHAsA. This reaction is catalyzed by 
ascorbic acid oxidase (AsAOX) . Dehydroascorbic 
acid will act as an electron receptor, and the enzyme 
glutathione dehydrogenase (GSH-DH) will catalyze 
the oxidation of glutathione, forming disulphide 
bonds (Fig. 12.2). Because of the formation of a di- 
sulphide bond, the glutathione is no longer able to 
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Figure 12.1. The oxidizing effect of DHAsA. 
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weaken the dough. Two cysteine residues can reduce 
the disulphide bond between oxidized GSH (GSSG) 
molecules with the formation of CSSC (cysteine) 
and free GSH. The latter compound will give the 
dough more extensibility. 

Ascorbic acid is a useful oxidant in the produc- 
tion of hearth loaves because activation takes place 
in the early fermentation process. Ascorbic acid is 
added to k u r  in a level of 2-6 g/100 kg kur. 

REDUCING AGENTS 

The major reducing agents are cysteine, L-cysteine, 
and glutathione. For cysteine, two cysteine mole- 
cules in gluten are oxidized and a disulphide bond is 
built, which causes dough strengthening. Addition 
of L-cysteine to k u r  makes dough more extensible 
and less strong. L-cysteine will connect with the free 
glutathiones of gluten and block them, minimizing 
the effect of oxidizing agents. The advantages of L- 
cysteine are improved machinability, shorter mixing 

AsA - DHAsA 
v 

m 

v - 2 H+ + 2 e- 

G-S-S-G 2 GSH 

2 CSH c-s-s-c 
Figure 12.2. The effect of ascorbic acid: the amount of 
GSH is reduced. 

time, reduced proofing time, and more uniform 
quality of baked goods. 

Reducing agents such as L-cysteine and gluta- 
thione are added to doughs to shorten mixing and 
fermentation time. This is called activated dough 
development. Reducing agents promote depolymer- 
ization of high molecular weight glutenins, which 
are converted into smaller fragments during mixing. 
During proofing these fragments are oxidized again 
to form larger polymers. With activated dough de- 
velopment, extra oxidizing agent is added to pro- 
mote polymerization, or to strengthen the dough. 
The concentration used is mostly a premix of 10% 
L-cysteine with 10% ascorbic acid. L-cysteine 
opens the disulphide bonds during mixing (less 
energy), and ascorbic acid closes the remaining 
bonds. The added oxidant should not be strong, other- 
wise cysteine will be oxidized to cystine (dough 
strengthener). With high-speed mixing, the addition 
of an emulsifier can slow down gluten breakdown. 

Addition of cysteine makes gluten less tough, and 
dough homogeneity improves and fermentation time 
decreases. Usual doses are between 10 and 30 g 
10% L-cysteine/lOO kg kur. 

VITAL GLUTEN 
Gluten is a by-product of wheat starch. For econom- 
ic reasons, more and more wheat starch is produced 
at the expense of cornstarch. As a result, the produc- 
tion of gluten is increased. 

With the extraction of gluten, the typical tendency 
of gluten proteins to aggregate is used. Basically, 
two processes are applied in the production of glu- 
ten, starting from wheat kur,  namely the “dough” 
process and the “batter” process. These two pro- 
cesses differ in the ratio of water to k u r  that is 
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initially mixed, and in further separation of the 
starch fraction and gluten fraction. After washing, 
the wet gluten is dried so that vitality is preserved. 

Vitality is essential for commercial gluten since 
their functionality depends on it. Drying of the gluten 
is probably the most critical step during processing. 
Drying requires heat, and heat leads to polymer- 
ization of glutenins by rearrangement of disulphide 
bonds, as a result of the partial unfolding of the pro- 
tein structure. There is no longer equilibrium be- 
tween the viscoelastic properties of the gluten: ex- 
tensibility decreases and the resistance increases 
relatively. A quality parameter for the functionality 
of gluten is extensibility. Temperatures above 55°C 
affect the functionality of gluten. 

Hydration capacity and velocity are also consid- 
ered as criteria for functionality. In modern baking 
processes that use high-speed mixers, a fast gluten 
development and interaction with k u r  proteins is 
essential. That is, the more vital the gluten, the faster 
it hydrates. 

The most important application of gluten is in the 
bakery sector. Gluten is used to enrich ku r  that has 
a lower protein content or weaker viscoelastic prop- 
erties. Addition of 1-2% vital gluten to native wheat 
flour can replace part of expensive imported wheat. 

Vital gluten plays an important role in whole- 
meal ku r  or bread with an increased quantity of 
fibers or germs. Addition of 5% or more vital gluten 
permits whole-meal bread to have a good volume 
and a better structure and texture. 

Other applications of vital gluten are in breakfast 
cereals, pasta products, biscuit rusks, meat products, 
pet foods, and so on. 

The effect of vital gluten on baking behavior is 
expressed in functional properties: 

Improved mixing tolerance, 
Increased dough stability during fermentation, 
Makeup and final molding, 
Increased hydration, 
Raised loaf volume, 
Improved structure, 
Texture and softness of crumb, and 
Prolonged shelf life. 

ENZYMES 
Wheat k u r  contains a wide range of enzymes, 
mostly located in aleuron layer and germ. The most 
important enzymes are amylases, proteases, and oxi- 
doreductases. Enzymes lead to improved dough 
characteristics, such as increased tolerance and big- 
ger volume development. The enzyme quantities in 
flour can fictuate, so it is important to standardize 
and optimize the enzyme concentration in kur. One 
of the main reasons for this is the need to provide 
sufficient sugars for yeast and gas development. 

AMYLASES 

a-Amylase 

a-Amylase is an endoenzyme that acts as a catalyst 
in the hydrolysis of starch. This enzyme is mostly 
indicated as a liquefier because the viscosity of 
starch decreases after the action of a-amylase. Orig- 
inally, malt was the only source of a-amylase for the 
bakery industry. After the World War 11, fungal amy- 
lases and bacterial amylases became available. The 
main difference among the three amylase sources is 
the heat stability. 

Wheat k u r  contains approximately 0.5% fer- 
mentable sugars, which is insufficient for optimal 
yeast growth and gas production. A simple solution 
for this problem is the addition of a sufficient quan- 
tity of sugar. However, it is recommended to provide 
a constant release of sugar for continuous gas pro- 
duction during fermentation. 

In wheat milling, approximately 10% of the 
starch in the ku r  is damaged. Damaged starch is 
able to absorb a lot of water during dough prepara- 
tion. These swollen parts of the starch granules have 
a negative effect on the mixing characteristics of 
dough, due to their high viscosity. a-Amylase is 
able to break down the “high absorption” parts of 
the starch and improve the dough. Crust color and 
bread aroma are also improved by the impact of a- 
amylases, by the formation of sugars and the result- 
ing Maillard reactions. 

When bread is aging, water migrates from crumb 
to crust. The crumb becomes firmer and loses soft- 

Vital gluten can absorb almost twice its weight in 
water (140-180% water). The quality of dry vital 
gluten is estimated with the Brabender farinograph: 
a comparison among gluten quality, mixing time, 
and baking performance. bread. 

ness as a result of starch crystallization. This phe- 
nomenon is called retrogradation. The clearest char- 
acteristics of bread aging are a firm and dry crumb, 
a soft crust, and the absence of the odor of fresh 
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Retrogradation in bread can be retarded by differ- 
ent interactions, among which, a controlled hydroly- 
sis of starch by a-amylases is one of the most impor- 
tant. The best effect is reached when only a part of 
the gelatinized starch is modified (modified starch 
structures increase moisture retention), and the use 
of malt or fungal amylases makes this possible. 

P-Amylase 

P-Amylase is present in wheat k u r  as a constant 
quantity, irrespective of the concentration of a- 
amylase. P-Amylase is an exoenzyme that splits off 
maltose, starting from the nonreducing end of the 
starch chain. a- and P-Amylase only attack the a- 
1,4-glycosidic linkages in starch. This action stops 
when a branching point, a-1,6 linkage, is reached. 
Both a- and P-amylase put maltose at the disposal 
of yeast, which are able to reduce it to fermentable 
single sugars. 

It is common knowledge that wheat k u r  contains 
an excess of P-amylase, but attention is only paid to 
the addition of the quantity of a-amylase. Research 
has shown that when the P-amylase content is dou- 
bled, dough becomes nonmachinable because of 
stickiness. The reason is difficult to explain, but it is 
a combination of the actions of damaged starch and 
a- and P-amylases. 

Sources of Amylases in Bakery Products 

Malt from barley has been used for a long time, 
especially in the brewery. Barley kernels are soaked 
and germinated. This green malt is kiln dried and 
milled to malt ku r  for use in bakery products as a- 
amylase source. Amylases from barley malt also 
contain proteases, which are responsible for weak- 
ening gluten proteins. To inhibit the degradation of 
gluten, barley malt is heated, which inactivates the 
proteases. The optimal temperature for protease 
activity is 45-50°C. 

Diastatic malt has only amylase activity. Pro- 
teolytic malt also has protease activity and is used in 
strong kurs. 

The preparation of wheat malt is comparable to 
that of barley malt. Wheat malt has less proteolytic 
activity. The amylase activity is expressed in SKB- 
units (SKB: Sandstedt, Kneen, and Blish) and is be- 
tween 50 and 150 SKB/g malt kur. Wheat malt 
flour is usually added in a level of 0.1-0.4%, 

depending on the amylase activity of the kur. Prior 
to malt ku r  addition, the amylase activity of k u r  
must be determined (falling number method or Bra- 
bender amylograph). 

Malt syrup is prepared from barley malt by ex- 
traction with water. A high amylase activity occurs, 
and starch is converted to dextrins and sugars. The 
extract is filtered and concentrated to obtain a vis- 
cous product containing amylases, proteases, sug- 
ars, and dextrins. 

Fungal amylases are preparations produced by 
molds, such as Aspergillus oryzae, Aspergillus niger; 
Rhizopus oryzae, or Rhizopus delemar. Their activi- 
ty is much stronger than that of amylases from malt 
flour, with less proteolytic effect, and is between 
500 and 1000 SKB. At the present time, their activi- 
ty is mostly expressed in FAU, fungal amylase units. 
Fungal amylases are not activated by Ca, and their 
thermal stability is lower than that of malt amylases. 
Overdosing of fungal amylases is less dangerous 
than overdosing with malt amylases, and fungal 
amylases have a bigger effect on dough fermenta- 
tion between 28 and 30°C than malt amylases. 
Fungal amylases also have another group of active 
enzymes: gluconases and amyloglucosidases. Glu- 
conases attack starch, limit dextrins, and produce 
glucose. Amyloglucosidases attack starch, limit dex- 
trins and maltose, and produce glucose. The en- 
zymes are added to give crust more color and fivor, 
and glucose undergoes Maillard reaction. The amy- 
loglucosidases of Aspergillus oryzae are inactivated 
at 70°C. 

Bacterial amylases are highly active, so they are 
mostly unfit for use. Amylases from Bacillus subtilis 
and Bacillus diastaticum are active during fermenta- 
tion, gelatinization, and the baking process, and they 
have a high thermal stability, so they can survive the 
baking process. Because of their high activity level 
and thermal stability, it is easy for an excess quanti- 
ty of starch to be attacked, resulting in a sticky or 
gummy crumb. Bacterial amylases must be added 
precisely and in small doses. They are effective in 
retarding bread firming (Akers and Hoseney 1994), 
but are not universally used. 

Another bacterial amylase source is Pullularia 
pullulans, which can break down pullulan. Pullulan 
is a polysaccharide consisting of maltotriose units 
linked by a-1,6 bonds. Pullulanase is a a-1,6 amy- 
lase that is mainly used in the conversion of starch to 
monosaccharides. Although bacterial a-amylase has 
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a risk of overdosing and excessive hydrolysis of 
starch, when combined with pullulanase, fewer dex- 
trins are formed, and doughs are less sticky. Pullu- 
lanase has no effect on starch retrogradation (Martin 
and Hoseney 1991). 

PROTEASES 

Functionality in Bakery Products 

The quality of wheat k u r  is mainly associated with 
the quality and quantity of the proteins in the kur. 
Usually, high protein content is preferred, and the 
presence of protein-degrading enzymes is consid- 
ered unpleasant. Addition of proteolytic enzymes to 
flour is advisable in very few cases. Very strong 
flours need a supplementation of proteases (mostly 
fungal) to obtain a certain degradation of the gluten 
structure. This leads to better machinability of the 
dough because energy input is less. Loaves also 
have bigger volumes and crusts without cracks and 
blisters. 

Wheat kurs used for the preparation of cookies 
and crackers have lower protein content, so their 
doughs should be soft and extensible. With the addi- 
tion of proteases, these doughs can reach a higher 
level of development and produce cookies with 
more regular, symmetric, and uniform shapes. The 
optimal dose of proteolytic enzyme is dependent on 
flour quality, baking conditions, fermentation time, 
temperature, and mixing method. Excess protease 
produces doughs that are sticky and slack. Protease 
is present in wheat k u r  in small quantities. Fungal 
a-amylases exhibit proteolytic activity, and the risk 
of overdosing is usually linked protease content. 
Today, fungal a-amylases are available with only 
traces of proteases, as are fungal proteases with few 
a-amylases. 

Sources of Proteases in Bakery Products 

Malt proteases hydrolyze gluten proteins and make 
dough softer. They cause destruction, especially in 
weak kurs. a-Proteases attack gluten proteins, and 
P-proteases form low molecular peptides. 

Aspergillus oryzae is a source of fungal proteases. 
These proteases exhibit endopeptidase activity as 
well as exopeptidase activity. Endopeptidases attack 
inter-SS-bonds and change the viscoelastic char- 
acteristics of dough. Exopeptidases split off end- 
standing amino acids such as leucine and phenylala- 

nine, which play an important role in the color, 
flavor, and taste of the baked product. 

Fungal proteases are less heat resistant than malt 
proteases: they are inactivated quickly by increas- 
ing temperature, so activity is limited to the dough 
phase. 

Bacterial proteases are most active and are used 
exclusively in the United States, to weaken rusk 
dough. Bacterial proteases originate from Bacillus 
subtilis and show mainly endopeptidase activity. 
Bacterial proteases are useful in laminated dough 
(for crackers) to prevent cracks and curling and gas- 
bubble formation. 

LIPOXIDASES 

Lipoxidases catalyze the oxidation of unsaturated 
fatty acids and carotene pigments of k u r  by bleach- 
ing them. Flour of soybeans and other leguminous 
seeds contains lipoxidases and has been added for 
many years as a k u r  improver. Lipoxidase acts 
specifically and attacks only linoleic, linolenic, and 
arachidonic acids and their esters: only the config- 
uration cis,cis- 1,4-pentadiene is attacked (Pyler 
1973). 

ENDOXYLANASES 

Wheat k u r  contains approximately 3% nonstarch 
polysaccharides. Arabinoxylans are responsible for 
85% of these polysaccharides. Only 2 5 3 0 %  of the 
1.5-2.5% arabinoxylans in wheat k u r  are water 
extractable. The water-unextractable fraction can be 
treated with alkali, which makes a large part of the 
molecule water soluble. Also, enzyme treatment 
with endoxylanase results is solubilization by hy- 
drolysis of the xylan backbone. 

Formerly, the so-called pentosans were men- 
tioned in literature on breadmaking. At the present 
time, research has led to better knowledge and to a 
distinction between arabinoxylans and arabino- 
galactanpeptides, another class of nonstarch poly- 
saccharide in wheat kur. The two molecules differ 
in both structure and properties. Thus, the term pen- 
tosans is no longer used. 

Arabinoxylans consist mainly of arabinose and 
xylose. Arabinoxylans can absorb several times their 
weight in water: 3 to 6 times for the water- 
extractable fraction and 6 to 10 times for the water- 
unextractable fraction. 
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Another important characteristic is their ability to 
cross-link and to gel under oxidizing conditions. 
The main result of oxidative cross-linking is a strong 
increase in the viscosity of arabinoxylans in solu- 
tion. When the arabinoxylan concentration is suffi- 
ciently high, a gel is formed. In the breadmaking 
process, arabinoxylans are responsible for a higher 
dough consistency and increased dough develop- 
ment time. 

Endoxylanases, whose activity level in wheat 
flour is low, have a strong impact on arabinoxylan 
structure and functionality. They attack the arabi- 
noxylan backbone in a random manner. Endoxy- 
lanases have also been found in bacteria, fungi, in- 
sects, and elsewhere and have been selected 
according to their functionality: selectivity, stability, 
temperature, and pH activity range. 

Addition of endoxylanases in an optimal dose 
decreases dough stiffness and dryness and increases 
dough elasticity, extensibility, and coherency. Endo- 
xylanases have an improving effect, especially on 
poor quality kurs. Overdosing destroys the water- 
binding capacity of the arabinoxylans and results in 
dough stickiness. 

During fermentation and oven spring the water- 
extractable arabinoxylans increase the stability of 
the liquid films and of the foam structure of the 
dough by increasing the viscosity of the dough aque- 
ous phase. The water-unextractable arabinoxylans 
have a negative effect on bread quality. Addition 
of endoxylanases with selectivity for the water- 
unextractable arabinoxylans helps solubilize them, 
resulting in improved gas retention, increased oven 
spring and loaf volume, and improved crumb struc- 
ture (Courtin and Delcour 2002). 

EMULSIFIERS 
For the last half century, emulsifiers and surfactants 
have been successfully used in the baking industry. 
The large-scale production and mechanization in the 
breadmaking process and the increased consumer 
demand for high quality, convenience, and longer 
shelf life have created a need for functional food 
additives such as emulsifiers to achieve those aims. 

DEFINITION 

Emulsifiers belong to the general class of surface- 
active agents and are able to form an emulsion with 

two liquids that are normally immiscible. Emulsi- 
fiers and surfactants are fatty substances having both 
lipophilic and hydrophilic properties. 

Food emulsifiers can be classified on the basis of 
several characteristics including origin (synthetic or 
natural), solubility properties, the presence of func- 
tional groups, hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB), 
and potential for ionization (nonionic versus ionic). 

In the baking industry, many characteristics are 
expected of emulsifiers: improved dough handling 
properties; improved rate of hydration and water 
absorption; greater tolerance to resting time, shock, 
and fermentation; improved crumb structure (finer 
and closer grain, brighter crumb, increased unifor- 
mity in cell size); emulsification of fats and reduc- 
tion of shortening; improved gas retention, better 
oven spring, and increased loaf volume; and longer 
bread shelf life (Stampfl and Nersten 1995). 

FUNCTIONALITY OF EMULSIFIERS 

The effect of emulsifiers is focused on starch and 
gluten proteins. Interaction with starch produces 
softness and shelf life; interaction with gluten pro- 
teins is emulsification and fat distribution, resulting 
in better volume, stability, and structure. 

Crumb Softeners 

Crumb softeners are emulsifiers or surfactants that 
interact with starch and thereby retard staling. These 
emulsifiers are able to form complexes with amylase 
that are insoluble in water. The part of amylose that 
is complexed, for example, by monoglycerides, does 
not participate in the gelatinization process during 
baking, so less water is absorbed by starch and more 
is available for gluten proteins. Therefore, upon 
cooling, the complexed amylose will not recrystal- 
lize and will not contribute to staling of the crumb 
(Stampfl and Nersten 1995). 

Interaction of emulsifiers with amylopectin 
blocks the side chains of amylopectin, thus retarding 
retrogradation. 

Dough Conditioners 

A scientific explanation for the loaf volume increase 
and improved crumb structure due to emulsifiers 
can’t be given, but one theory is the emulsification 
or lubricating effect: Flour, water, salt, and yeast are 
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mixed into a complex dough, consisting of starch 
that is held together by gluten strands and water. 
These gluten strands form a network. Adding fat to 
the dough will decrease the friction between the 
gluten strands themselves and between the gluten 
strands and starch particles, resulting in improved 
viscoelastic properties of the dough. The dough has 
a better machinability, and the final product has a 
finer crumb grain. At the same time, the fat that is 
absorbed by the gluten strands makes them more 
supple. Both effects contribute to improved gas 
retention. An emulsifier provides good emulsifica- 
tion of fat in dough and dispersion of the fat as a film 
between gluten strands and starch particles. The 
unstable starch-water suspension becomes stabilized 
as the hydrated starch granules repel each other. All 
these effects give a good “conditioned” dough or 
“strengthened” dough, which results in a bigger loaf 
volume, a fine and regular crumb structure and 
crumb grain, and softer bread. 

EMULSIFIERS IN THE BAKING INDUSTRY 

A wide range of emulsifiers is used in the baking 
industry, although only a few are really emulsifiers. 
Most of them are surfactants that have the same 
effect on baking quality. The major differentiation is 
between crumb softeners, which improve softness of 
baked products, and dough conditioners, which im- 
prove dough properties. 

Lecithin 

Lecithin is a real emulsifier and was the first emulsi- 
fier used is the bakery industry. It is a natural prod- 
uct extracted from soy or corn oil. Commercial 
lecithin contains half or more of the oil from which 
it is extracted and pure lecithin. It is a plastic sub- 
stance that is easy to process in bread doughs. 
Powdery lecithin is also made up of approximately 
half pure lecithin. 

Lecithin belongs to the polar phospholipids and 
contains glycerol with two fatty acid groups and a 
phosphate group to which choline is bound. The 
phosphate group in combination with the fatty acid 
groups gives lecithin the typical properties of an 
emulsifier. Figure 12.3 shows the structure of 
lecithin. 

A lot of combinations of R1 and R2 are possible. 
This nonpolar side chain has a pronounced lipo- 

OCH2- CORq 

OCH --OR2 
I 

I 

6 H  6 H  

Figure 12.3. Formula of lecithin. 

philic character due to two relatively long carbon 
chains (Garti 1999). P-choline is polar. 

Commercial products from corn or soy also con- 
tain other emulsifiers. Soy contains 31% cephalin, 
40% phosphatidyl inositol, and 29% real lecithin. 

Pure lecithin is insoluble in water; it must first be 
made soluble in oil. The hydrophilic character of 
lecithin can be increased by treatment with hydro- 
gen peroxide and lactic acid. 

The effect of the addition of lecithin expresses 
itself in a finer crumb grain, greater loaf volume, 
better gluten stability, better emulsification of fats, 
longer shelf life, and increased water hydration. 
Normally, lecithin is used in the preparation of dark- 
er breads and mixed grain breads. Lecithin has the 
most effect on kurs of weak wheat, especially with 
milling yields of 85-100%. Addition of 0.2% pure 
lecithin (relative to the k u r  base) gives the maximal 
improvement possible, depending on the ku r  quali- 
ty. Higher additions result in decreasing volume, 
minor crumb structure, and crumb softness. 

The effect of lecithin is due to its surface active 
and emulsifying properties. It also reacts directly 
with k u r  in the following stages: physical adsorp- 
tion on the surface of ku r  particles, swelling and 
formation of chemical linkages, and condensation to 
lipoproteins. The decisive reaction is obviously the 
formation of the lipoprotein complex. This strength- 
ens the protein structure of the dough. The gluten 
becomes more elastic and smoother, and gas reten- 
tion is improved. In addition, retrogradation of 
starch is inhibited and shelf life is extended (Spicher 
and Brummer 1995). 

Monoglycerides 

One of the most common emulsifiers for water- 
in-oil emulsions is monoglycerides of fatty acids. 
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Figure 12.4. Formula of glyceryl monostearate 

When hydrogenated oils or natural fats are trans- 
esterified with glycerol, the result is a mixture of 
mono- and diesters of fatty acids. Upon further treat- 
ment (purification by extraction or molecular distil- 
lation), relatively pure alpha-monoglyceride esters 
(at least 92%) can be prepared (Garti 1999). 

Mono- and diglycerides, originating from unsatu- 
rated fatty acids, are weak and plastic and can be 
added to dough as such. If they are built up from sat- 
urated fatty acids, their consistency is rather wax- 
like. On the other hand, monoglycerides from unsat- 
urated fatty acids are less effective as an improver. 

In the baking industry the monoglycerides from 
saturated fatty acids are mostly applied, as powder, 
a s  fikes, or dispersed in vegetable oils. 

Glyceryl monostearate (E471) is in the first place 
a crumb softener, and is not effective as a powder, 
because it does not dissolve in the dough water. 
Glyceryl monostearate (Fig. 12.4) is used as a bread 
improver and must be emulsified in water before it is 
added to dough. Glyceryl monostearate has an HLB 
value of 3.8 (Spicher and Brummer 1995). Glyceryl 
monostearate has the greatest effect on softness, and 
less effect on loaf volume. The result is a fine crumb 
with considerable elasticity. The action of glyceryl 
monostearate is based on retarding starch retrogra- 
dation. Optimal dosage is 0.2% relative to a k u r  
base. 

Calcium Stearoyl-2-Lactylate 

Calcium stearoyl-2-lactylate (E48 1) is a typical 
dough conditioner with an HLB value of 8-10. The 

anionic stearoyl lactylates are esters of lactic acid 
and fatty acids, usually partially neutralized in the 
form of calcium stearoyl-2-lactylate (CSL) or sodi- 
um stearoyl-2-lactylate (SSL). The fatty acids ester- 
ified to the polar group may be blends with chain 
lengths from C,, to C,,, depending on the type of 
hydrogenated or unhydrogenated fat (edible lard or 
tallow, sunkwer oil, soybean oil, etc.) or fatty acids 
used in the manufacture of the surfactants. Both the 
fatty acid chain length and the degree of unsatura- 
tion are important for the functional properties of 
the surfactants (Krog 198 1). 

CSL is not an emulsifier but a surfactant, and it is 
an excellent product in bakery goods; volume, bak- 
ing behavior, crumb grain, and softness are all favor- 
ably affected. Crumb structure especially becomes 
finer and more uniform. Shelf life is extended, and 
the machinability of the dough is improved. 

CSL (Fig. 12.5) is commonly used in the manu- 
facture of white bread. Optimal dosage is 0.25- 
0.50% on a k u r  basis. 

SSL or sodium stearoyl-2-lactylate is dissolvable 
in water and shows properties for both dough 
strengthening and crumb softening (Stampfl and 
Nersten 1995). It is widely used in the bakery indus- 
try, especially for the production of cakes. 

Diacetyl Tartaric Acid Esters 

Diacetyl tartaric acid ester, or DATA, is prepared by 
reaction of acetic acid anhydride and tartaric acid 
with mono- and diglycerides. In fact, DATA is a 
mixture of different diacetyl tartaric acid esters. The 
composition of the end product depends on the ratio 
and composition of the raw materials and the reac- 
tion conditions. The structure of DATA is shown in 
Figure 12.6. 

Depending on the R-groups DATA (also called 
TEM or E472) may be liquid, plastic, or solid at 
room temperature. The product has a typical acetic 
acid smell and taste, and the HLB value is 8-10. 
Legally, a maximum of 1% DATA in flour is tolerated. 

H3C- (Cti2)16- COO - HCMe - COO - HCMe - COO , 
H3C- (CH2)16- COO - HCMe - COO - HCMe - COO ’ Ca 

Figure 12.5. Formula of calcium stearoyl-2-lactylate. 
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Figure 12.6. Formula of diacetyl tartaric acid ester 
(DATA). 

The optimal dosage is between 0.25 and 0.50%. 
DATA has an additional effect on oxidizing agents 
such as ascorbic acid. 

DATA has a strong improving effect on loaf vol- 
ume and dough stability. To a lesser extent, crumb 
structure is improved, but it becomes more uniform. 
Crumb grain becomes rather coarse, with a tendency 
to holes with weak kurs. This tendency makes 
DATA suitable as a bread improver for crusty 
breads. It can also be used in white breads to get an 
open crumb grain. 

HYDROCOLLOIDS 

Hydrocolloids are widely used in the food industry 
because they modify the rheology and texture of 
aqueous systems. Hydrocolloids affect the stabiliza- 
tion of emulsions, suspensions, and foams, and 
modify starch gelatinization. 

In the baking industry hydrocolloids are of in- 
creasing importance as breadmaking improvers. 
They improve dough-handling properties, improve 
the quality of fresh bread, and extend the shelf life 
of stored bread (Rosell et al. 2001). 

Hydrocolloids, such as carboxymethylcellulose 
(CMC) and guar gum, have proven their benefit in 
the formulation of gluten-free breads. Sodium algi- 
nate, K-carrageenan, xanthan gum, and hydroxypro- 
pylmethylcellulose (HPMC) improve wheat dough 
stability during proofing. Addition of xanthan gum 
in frozen dough has the ability to increase the 
dough's stability during freeze-thaw cycles (Guarda 
et al. 2004). 

CMC and HPMC have a combined effect with 
enzymes and emulsifiers on the textural properties 

of both dough and fresh bread, for example, high 
volume and retarding of staling (Rosell et al. 2001, 
Guarda et al. 2004, Collar et al. 1999). 

Hydrocolloids must be used in small quantities 
(< 1% on a k u r  basis) and are expected to increase 
water retention and loaf volume and decrease firm- 
ness and starch retrogradation (Collar et al. 1999). 
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INTRODUCTION 
The first stage in dough processing is mixing. 
During mixing both the development of the dough 
and the temperature of the dough are established. If 
one or both is not achieved during the process, the 
product quality will suffer. 

It cannot be stressed enough that mixing is the 
most important stage of the entire process. If you do 
it wrong, there is no possibility to correct it later. 
Mixing is normally a discontinuous step in an other- 
wise continuous process. Therefore, discipline is 
required. It is not easy to repeat every 12 or 15 min- 
utes the exact same process; it is, however, neces- 
sary and of the utmost importance. Someone who 
wants to be proud of the product he has made must 
also be proud of the fact that he is capable of repeat- 
ing over and over again the same process. And that 
is really a challenge. 

MIXING PROCESS 
SCALING OF INGREDIENTS 

Another aspect of the process, of course is that all 
ingredients must be correctly weighed and that all 
ingredients should be added to the dough. An easy 
method to check whether there is yeast in the dough 
or not is to put a little piece of dough in lukewarm 
water. After a while it should start kating because 
C 0 2  is produced, which changes the specific weight 
of the dough. The dough becomes lighter, so it 
begins to k a t  in the water. 

To check whether or not there is salt in the dough 
one can taste a little piece of dough to establish that 
the salt is there. One must avoid allowing the yeast 
to come into direct contact with the sugar and, espe- 
cially, the salt. Because of its hygroscopic nature, 
the salt will start to suck water out of the yeast cell 
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(osmotic pressure), and the yeast will dehydrate, a 
process that can be compared with that of a grape 
becoming a raisin. If salt is put on the yeast, it will 
start to dissolve, and the mixture will start to liquefy. 

Oe JECTIVES OF THE MIXING PHASE 

Most of the characteristics of the final product are 
determined directly or indirectly during the mixing 
stage. If the dough is undermixed or overmixed, the 
handling properties of the dough will be different. 
Scaling is very important. If the scaling of the ingre- 
dients is wrong, the bread will show various faults, 
depending on which ingredient is weighed incor- 
rectly. The importance of the dough temperature also 
cannot be underestimated. If the temperature isn’t 
right the fermentation rate will be faster or slower, 
and that, in turn, will infience the volume of the 
bread and the color of the crust. Finally, if the mix- 
ing time is not respected, the texture and the grain of 
the crumb will suffer. 

The mixing of the dough has a number of objec- 
tives: 

To uniformly incorporate all ingredients, 
To hydrate the k u r  and the other dry 
ingredients, and 
To develop the gluten. 

To develop the gluten one has to put in energy to 
mix the water and kur. Slowly but surely the gluten 
network will start to develop. The art is to develop 
them to the proper consistency so the dough will 
have an excellent machinability as well as good gas 
retention properties. 

MIXING TIME 

In a conventional spiral mixer, the mixing time for a 
dough of about 165 kg will be around 12 minutes, 
depending on such factors as the quality of the k u r  
and the mixing method (e.g., the moment when salt 
is added will infience the mixing time; delayed salt 
addition will shorten the mixing time). 

During these 12 minutes one can distinguish a 
number of stages: 

Pick up: dough is sticky, cold, and lumpy. 
Initial development: dough is getting warmer, 
smoother, and drier. 
Clean up: dough is at maximum stiffness and 
comes together as one mass. The color will 

change from yellowish to a whiter, creamy 
color. 
Final development: dough is at its correct 
temperature and handling quality. A gluten film 
can be easily obtained by stretching a piece of 
dough. 
Letdown: dough is too warm and becomes sticky, 
lacks elasticity, and has too much kw. 
Breakdown: dough will begin to liquefy. 

The mixing time is infienced by a great number 
of factors, including the 

. . . . . . . 

. 

. 

. 

Speed of the mixer. 
Mixer design. 
Dough size in relation to mixer capacity. 
Dough temperature. 
Efficiency of cooling systems. 
Quality of the kur. 
Water absorption of the k u r  (infienced by the 
particle size). 
Amount of shortening: mixing times increase 
with more shortening added. 
Amount and type of reducing and oxidizing 
agents. 
Amount of milk solids and other dry ingredients 
that compete for the water: the higher their 
concentration is, the longer the mixing time will 
be because there is less water available for gluten 
development. 

TYPES OF MIXERS 

There are a number of different types of mixers. 
Blending and dough break is relatively unknown, 
but it is a very interesting technology. Dough break 
is still used quite often in Italy to make typical 
Italian bread rolls. After mixing, the dough is run 
through rollers again and again in order to get a very, 
very fine structure. It is also used in automatic lines 
for toast bread. Other better known types are the 
spiral mixer, the fork mixer (typically used for 
baguettes), the artofex mixer (mimicking the move- 
ment of human arms), and the vertical mixer (Ho- 
bart type with dough hook). The horizontal mixer is 
seldom found in Europe, but is very popular in the 
United States. Others are the high-speed mixer (with 
or without the possibility of applying vacuum dur- 
ing mixing) and the continuous mixer (Stear 1990). 

In Europe, horizontal mixers have not been very 
successful. Instead there have been several vertical 
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technologies applied to machine mixing of doughs, 
in many cases varying by country more than by 
product, until recently. Two traditional technologies 
that have retained some degree of relevance up to 
the present day are twin-arm mixing and fork mix- 
ing, especially within their respective niches. In any 
case, somewhat of a revolution was begun in Europe 
about 30 years ago with the invention of the spiral 
mixer, now the most successful of the various verti- 
cal technologies. The spiral mixer kneads the dough 
very naturally and efficiently by pushing and 
stretching the dough against the bowl surface as it 
moves past the spiral tool. It has several general 
advantages over other technologies, and since its 
introduction it has rapidly overtaken all other Euro- 
pean mixing technologies in popularity, due to its 
higher speed, efficiency, and adaptability to a wide 
range of product types. Certain factors mentioned 
below have, until now, limited the acceptance of spi- 
ral mixers within industrial settings in North Ameri- 
ca, and while not all spiral mixers are created equal, 
in general the quality and efficiency of dough devel- 
opment produced by this technology is undisputed. 

Horizontal mixing has remained the standard for 
dough operations in the United States, which have 
resisted the infience of the spiral mixer for a num- 
ber of reasons. For one thing early mixers imported 
from Europe were not mechanically up to the stress 
of working with American kur,  with its high pro- 
tein content and correspondingly high torque de- 
mand. Spiral tools snapped, shafts broke, bowls came 
off their supports, and motors died. It was enough to 
disillusion any serious manufacturer. Second, higher 
production levels in the United States demanded 
larger batches than those historically available with 
vertical mixers. Even when capacity was not an 
issue, time was. Spiral mixers typically mix more 
quickly than horizontal mixers. Smaller more fre- 
quent batches require more frequent scaling of 
ingredients; if automation not used, this implies 
additional labor and additional opportunity for mis- 
takes. Finally, though heat rise is generally lower 
with spiral mixers, cooling can still be an issue, and 
since manufacturers have not figured out a good way 
to jacket a rotating spiral mixer bowl, alternatives 
such as CO, injection (which can be expensive) or 
cooling of the primary ingredients have to be con- 
sidered for dough temperature control. Beyond this, 
there has been simple force of habit, suspicion of 
non-American technology, and existing investment 

in dough troughs and other incompatible design ele- 
ments. When all of this is taken into consideration, 
then, U.S. companies have pretty much stuck with 
horizontal systems. 

More than 15 years ago, European companies 
began to address these issues in a completely differ- 
ent way from their American counterparts. Auto- 
mated bowl handling systems began to appear that 
could completely automate the vertical mixing pro- 
cess without sacrificing either the mix quality or the 
preference for more frequent batches. The first of 
these to appear, the carousel system, places the mix- 
ing bowls on a turntable, rotating the bowls between 
the various stations (ingredient feeding, mixing, 
resting, if any, and discharging). Later, linear sys- 
tems, sometimes referred to as robot systems, arose 
that had the advantage of a &xible cycle, allowing 
for example, production of both doughs requiring 
rest time and those that are processed straight 
through. Perhaps most importantly, they retained the 
flexibility to make future products with mixing 
cycles not defined or even imagined at the time of 
initial purchase. Carousel systems and robot sys- 
tems could be fitted with any type of vertical mixer 
that would work with a product, such as twin-arm 
mixers for pie doughs or other doughs in which it is 
vital that no heat be added. An example is a system 
composed of four carousels processing 4800 lbs/hr 
of pie dough. French fork mixers for baguettes, spi- 
ral mixers for bread and pizza, and so on, will also 
work with vertical mixers. Development of even 
higher speed vertical systems, including twin-spiral 
technology, allowed for much higher production 
rates from vertical mixers and further helped open 
up the possibility of using these systems at the high- 
est industrial levels. At present, if you tour a Euro- 
pean bakery, you are likely to see one of these sys- 
tems mixing away, with one operator, or sometimes 
no operator at all, continuously providing the make- 
up line with dough. 

How does one decide between a carousel and a 
robot, or linear carousel, solution? Basically the 
issue is one of &xibility. The carousel system is typ- 
ically the more efficient of the two, in terms of pur- 
chase cost versus productivity. This is due, in large 
part, to the very minimal dead time in the system. 
The downside is that the cycle is fixed. Each product 
will move from one station to the next in the same 
order as the others. With additional mixing heads, 
ingredient feeding stations, and additional resting 
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positions, carousels can get somewhat complicated 
and allow for a certain degree of &xibility. Two 
examples can be considered: (1) The system for 
baguette production operating in the United States, 
which incorporates two different production cycles. 
(2) For extreme products, like the Italian panetone, 
which requires a process that takes more than 30 
hours from start to finish, several carousels can be 
linked, forming a very complex process. Neverthe- 
less, there is an inherent rigidity to carousel design. 

A linear carousel, or robot, on the other hand, 
offers greater freedom because the shuttle that 
moves the bowls operates much as a person would, 
taking a bowl from one position and depositing it in 
another. With today’s sophisticated controls, it is no 
trick at all to simultaneously produce some product 
recipes that call for %or time and others that don’t. 

Whatever type of mixer or system is used, 
remember that the principal aim is always the same, 
to develop the gluten to maximum gas retention 
capability. Remember also that the type of mixer, 
together with other mechanical actions, will ink-  
ence the changes dough will undergo during round- 
ing and molding-the final structure of the crumb. 
And, furthermore, that final structure will infience 
the eating characteristics, the softness and color of 
the crumb, the staling, the volume, and other impor- 
tant qualitative aspects of the final product (Do- 
braszczyk and Morgenstern 2003). 

CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF DOUGH 
MIXING: OXIDATION AND 
REDUCTION 
High-speed mixers are being employed in ever in- 
creasing numbers in manufacturing, allowing short- 
time doughs to be fully developed in less than 5 
minutes and thus addressing the nagging problem of 
meeting mixer schedules with a dough system that 
generally requires more mechanical development. 
One version of a high-speed batch mixer can mix 
bread doughs in just 3 to 5 minutes. The mixer uses 
a mixer arm that turns at 1750 rpm (revolutions per 
minute), mixes in a sealed chamber, and can be tied 
into a programmable microprocessor for a com- 
pletely computerized mixing operation. 

Computerized ingredient handling (see the sec- 
tion in this chapter on Automating the Mixing 
Room), including scaling of ingredients, now makes 
it possible to handle in bulk no-time dough concen- 

trates and bases with automated scaling, which was 
until recently used exclusively for major ingredi- 
ents. 

Much work is needed on controlled-atmosphere 
mixing for dough development. Recent experiments 
on controlled-atmosphere mixing suggest that by 
controlling the type of gas blanket dough is mixed 
in, the baker may be able to reduce or eliminate the 
addition of maturation ingredients to doughs. 

As necessity is certainly the mother of invention, 
pressure to meet increasing demands for efficiency, 
for cost reductions in both labor and processing, for 
improvements in product quality, and of an ever- 
changing marketplace will continue to stimulate 
everyone to modernize bakery operations, including 
short-time ferment systems. 

OXIDATION OF THE DOUGH 

The molecular entity that gives dough its cohesive- 
ness and structure is gluten. Gluten is a tightly 
coiled protein that, like many other naturally occur- 
ring fibrous substances, contains a substantial num- 
ber of disulfide bonds. Disulfide bonds are nature’s 
means of giving fibrous structures strength and 
rigidity. One can compare these bonds to the cross 
elements in a ladder or steel structure. 

For the dough to rise, gluten must be relaxed; that 
is, the disulfide bonds must be broken. The mechan- 
ical energy imparted to the dough during mixing or 
dough development breaks these bonds by reduction 
and results in the uncoiling of the gluten molecule. 
Sulfhydryl (-SH) groups are formed from the sul- 
phur of the broken linkages, and the dough is free to 
rise or increase in volume. To maintain this new 
expanded “structure,” the chemistry must be re- 
versed to provide new linkages, that is, the sulfhy- 
dry1 groups must be oxidized to form new disulfide 
bonds. This oxidation locks the new “structure” in 
place. 

Oxygen is needed for the oxidation reaction. This 
oxygen comes partially from the air that is beaten 
into the dough but can also be provided by oxidizing 
agents such as ascorbic acid (which becomes an oxi- 
dizing agent when it is transformed into dehy- 
droascorbic acid) or calcium peroxide (Stear 1990). 

The function of the oxidizing agent is to oxidize 
the sulfhydryl groups to disulfide bonds and 
strengthen the dough. The result is a tightly cross- 
linked protein structure that, following leavening, 
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maintains a volume many times that of the original 
dough. Due in part to the increased strength of the 
gluten given by the high degree of cross-linking 
achieved, the dough is drier and less sticky, that is, 
provides improved machinability. In addition, less 
dusting k u r  is required, resulting in fewer streaks 
and cores in the bread. The decrease in stickiness is 
particularly important in highly mechanized high- 
speed production lines. 

After the gluten is mechanically uncoiled, oxida- 
tion (promoted by an oxidizing agent) helps main- 
tain the volume gains made during the expansion of 
the dough by the fermentation process. The expand- 
ed dough is able to retain more permanent moisture 
in the final product: the extra water becomes bound 
within the dough structure and does not bake out of 
the final product. Increased water absorption results 
in softer, more pliable dough with improved texture. 
The subsequent increases in ku r  yield compensate 
for the additional cost of the oxidizing agent. 

NO-TIME DOUGHS 

In the beginning of their practical application, no- 
time doughs started as a method for producing 
breads when baked products were in short supply 
and the time required for baked breads from the 
sponge-dough process or straight-dough method 
could not meet market demands. Straight doughs 
were made with double the normal amount of yeast 
to reduce the fermentation time to a minimum. The 
resulting breads were saleable, but fivor was lack- 
ing and shelf life was limited. Bread quality was 
thought to be less than desirable, and short-time fer- 
ment systems were, as mentioned above, an emer- 
gency method of bread production. 

Today, no-time dough systems are much more 
than an emergency system for dough production. It 
is safe to say that a majority of retail bakers and 
manufacturers of hearth-type variety breads, as well 
as manufacturers of dough for freezing, use no-time 
or short-time ferment systems. The reason for choos- 
ing a short-time ferment system is simple: time sav- 
ings. In addition, equipment and space requirements 
are less with the short-time system, and scheduling 
is simplified. For frozen dough operations, short- 
time ferment systems are also the best system from a 
product quality and freezer stability standpoint. 

Short-time ferment systems encompass a wide 
variety of methods from the simple to the complex. 

Bakers now have at their disposal simple, preblended, 
short-time ferment concentrates to which the baker 
must add only topping fiur, water, and yeast for 
ingredients. More complex systems include liquid or 
preferments, high-speed mixers, and ingredients 
such as L-cysteine, proteolytic enzymes, oxidants, 
emulsifiers, and a multitude of dough conditioners, 
many of which are part of the preblended concen- 
trates. Today’s use of the wide variety of no-time 
dough systems is due to an evolutionary process of 
continuous experimentation, ingredient and equip- 
ment development, and market demands. To better 
understand where we are today in the use of no-time 
dough processes, we need to understand these im- 
portant individual components. 

REDUCING AGENTS 

The use of reducing agents can be a very important 
economic tool for the baker, from the following 
standpoint. As the need to increase production rates 
grows, the use of reducing agents decreases the mix- 
ing time in a batch-process mixer, and the speed 
and/or dwell time necessary in the developer head in 
continuous mixing processes, thus allowing more 
dough to be processed in a shorter length of time. It 
follows, then, that the use of reducing agents sub- 
stantially reduces the mixing requirements of the 
dough, and the production rate can be further in- 
creased (Kulp 1988). 

L-cysteine 

Early in the 1950s, a dairy food processing company 
began marketing a whey L-cysteine blend of dough 
conditioner that would change the way bakers view 
and use no-time dough systems. Use of the combi- 
nation whey and L-cysteine would allow bakers to 
uniformly control rapid dough development to pro- 
duce consistent quality bakery foods. L-cysteine is a 
reducing agent used to reduce the mechanical devel- 
opment required by yeast-raised doughs and to 
develop the gluten network for proper gas retention. 
As a review, L-cysteine works by breaking the disul- 
fide bonds cross-linking gluten strands and changing 
them to sulfhydryl bonds. The breaking of the cross- 
link is considered a weakening effect and allows the 
gluten to become more extensible. L-cysteine begins 
to work in the mixing stage of the dough develop- 
ment process and continues to work until the dough 
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is subjected to high heat during the baking process. 
L-cysteine will reduce required mixing time by the 
same mechanism, to achieve fully mechanically de- 
veloped dough with less mechanical input. The 
greater the level of L-cysteine added to the dough, 
the shorter the mixing time required-with normal 
addition to yeast-leavened doughs in the range of 
25-50 ppm (parts per million) (Stear 1990). 

While L-cysteine will reduce mechanical dough 
development requirements and yield more extensi- 
ble doughs, it does have negative side effects. One 
drawback of using L-cysteine is its weakening effect 
on gluten, which can result in negative finished loaf 
characteristics such as lower volume, dense grain, 
and poor eating qualities. L-cysteine can also affect 
the kur’s tolerance to abuse in mixing and makeup 
processing, and determining the correct amount of 
L-cysteine can be difficult as doughs have little tol- 
erance for higher than correct levels. Use requires 
care in formulation, scaling, and processing. As will 
be discussed later, some recent research points to the 
desirability of eliminating L-cysteine from short- 
time formulations because of its negative effects on 
dough handling and finished baked food quality. 
Along with the use of L-cysteine as a chemical re- 
placement for mechanical dough development, other 
ingredients are necessary to balance the effect of L- 
cysteine and to chemically replace or accelerate bio- 
chemical dough activities that were common in a 
straight or sponge-and-dough system, but are not 
effective during short fermentation times. 

Sorbic Acid 

Recently, sorbic acid has gained wide acceptance as a 
new reducing agent for batch-mixed doughs, both for 
reducing mixing time and as a dough-relaxing agent. 
Sorbic acid is a proven mixing time reducing agent 
for both yeast-leavened and chemically leavened 
doughs when it is added at the level of 100-2000 
ppm ( kur  basis). Recommended levels for yeast- 
leavened products are at the lower end of this range. 

The actual chemical changes caused by sorbic 
acid are not as yet well defined, but the obvious ben- 
efits to the baker are a 20-30% reduction in mixing 
time; a drier, more pliable dough, which does not 
shrink after going through the sheeter; better pan 
flow, particularly with hamburger buns; less gassy 
dough for degassers and extruders; and a finer tex- 
ture in the finished bakery food. 

Sorbic acid is effective in any dough system 
involving a kneading action in the presence of air. 
These processes include the sponge-dough batch 
process, the straight-dough process, and preferment 
systems using batch mixing. Because of the required 
kneading action, sorbic acid is less effective in 
continuous mixing systems. Sorbic acid is effective 
wherever it is added, to either the sponge or the 
dough in the batch system, to the dough in the 
straight-dough system, or to either the preferment or 
the dough in the preferment system. It should be 
noted, at this point, that the low level of use of these 
reducing agents, in the parts per million range, pre- 
cludes their use in the concentrated form by most 
bakers. Products are available in convenient forms 
that make scaling a practicality for the average baker, 
and these forms are recommended. 

OXIDIZING AGENTS 

Overview 

The role of oxidation is important in the process of 
all yeast-raised dough manufacturing, but is even 
more important to the baker in a short-time ferment 
system because the baker, himself, must control the 
oxidant and oxidant type. Because of the lack of time 
in processing, the baker must now, for the first time, 
be keenly aware of the use and effects of oxidation in 
the dough system. The effect of oxidation on unleav- 
ened dough systems is basically to strengthen the 
dough system at various critical points in the manu- 
facturing process. The critical points are after mixing 
for recovery of the dough from mechanical abuse, in 
the makeup stage for proper machining of the dough, 
and during the late stage of proofing and the early 
stage of baking for proper gas retention, all of which 
contribute to proper finished baked product charac- 
teristics and quality. The level of oxidation ingredi- 
ents added is normally greater with short-time fer- 
ment systems than with sponge or straight-dough 
systems. As processing time is reduced, the need for 
added oxidation will generally increase. Oxidants 
can be categorized into two groups: (1) early, or fast 
acting, and (2) late, or slow acting. 

Early-acting agents such as azodicarbonamide, 
potassium iodate, ascorbic acid, and calcium perox- 
ide take effect in the mixing and makeup stages of 
production. Late-acting agents (potassium bromate, 
calcium bromate) take effect in the proofing and 
early baking stages and are triggered by heat and low 
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pH. A balance of early- and late-acting oxidation is 
critical in the processing and in finished baked goods 
quality. Equally important are the type and balance 
of the early-acting oxidation. Normally, a blend of 
two or more early-acting oxidants is used along with 
potassium bromate to meet oxidation requirements. 
The action of oxidation in yeast-raised dough pro- 
cessing is the reverse action to the L-cysteine reduc- 
tion process. 

Oxidants react to form or reform the cross-links 
of the gluten strands, forming disulfide groups, 
which act to strengthen the gluten strands and the 
dough system for proper gas retention, volume, and 
finished baked foods characteristics. Again, the 
proper use of oxidation in all dough systems, espe- 
cially in no-time or short-time ferment systems, is 
very critical. It is a well-known fact that the required 
amount of oxidants added by the baker is dependent 
upon the fermentation time and the level of yeast in 
the dough system, with the level of oxidant addi- 
tions increasing with a reduction in ferment time 
and reduced yeast levels (Stear 1990). 

Ascorbic Acid 

Ascorbic acid is generally recognized as safe and is 
very low in toxicity: it has even been used by physi- 
cians as a detoxifying agent in drug poisoning. The 
amount added to k u r  for the desired mixing-speed 
effect is so small as to have no effect on the dietary 
requirements of humans. Very little or virtually no 
vitamin C activity is retained in baked bread, be- 
cause it decomposes at higher temperatures. Only 
about 10% survives baking. Ascorbic acid can be 
used at levels of up to 200 ppm (kur basis). 

Yeast-Oxidation Interaction 

Yeast, or the reaction of yeast in yeast-leavened 
dough, appears to act synergistically with oxidation, 
and minimum fermentation (as little as 15 minutes) 
can improve finished loaf qualities and reduce oxi- 
dation needs. Higher yeast levels appear to reduce 
the levels of oxidation added by the baker. It has 
been found that doughs fermented 45 minutes re- 
quired six times the level of oxidation, specifically 
potassium bromate, of the control straight dough 
fermented for 3 hours (Finney et al. 1976). 

Recent research at both Kansas State University 
and the American Institute of Baking have focused 

on the interaction of yeast with oxidants and the 
interaction of various types of oxidant in yeast- 
leavened dough systems. Potassium iodate was 
found to be beneficial in reversing the reduction 
effects of L-cysteine in a short-time dough system at 
levels of 20 ppm. With increasing potassium iodate 
levels up to 30 ppm, lower finished loaf volume was 
recorded, indicating both that additions of iodate in 
short-time ferment systems containing L-cysteine 
are beneficial and that addition of the correct 
amount is critical. 

AUTOMATING THE MIXING 
ROOM 
Batch mixers have been used for many years in the 
baking industry, and there are several thousand units 
presently in operation. Mostly, they are tended by 
one or more operators who not only operate the 
mixer itself, but also are involved in ingredient 
preparation and the feeding of the makeup equip- 
ment. 

Comparing a dough mixer used earlier last cen- 
tury with one today, it becomes clear that the under- 
lying mixing mechanics have changed very little. 
What has changed radically is the level of automa- 
tion and the level of control that we have over the 
process. There is a challenge to automate not only 
the ingredient handling area but also the mixing 
function. Although the types of dough to be mixed 
vary greatly, the challenges of automation apply 
equally well. 

The challenges one encounters in the mixing 
room are to (1) reduce or eliminate the mixing room 
personnel, (2) minimize the tasks of the mixing 
room personnel, (3) maintain or improve product 
quality with no formulation changes, (4) ensure the 
consistency of product from batch to batch, (5) pro- 
duce products having different recipes, and (6) to 
accomplish all of the above with proven and reliable 
conventional mixing technology. 

In sum, the challenge is to obtain the highest level 
of automation while ensuring consistent product 
quality. To do this, it is desirable to automate not 
only the mixing, but also the feed system of the 
ingredients and the feed of the makeup equipment. 
Additionally, continuous and reliable temperature 
control is a must. 

To control these systems and at the same time 
provide the needed &xibility to handle a variety of 
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recipes, mixing times, and batch sizes, one must de- 
liver dough to the makeup equipment in such a way 
that the makeup equipment is neither starved nor 
choked. Monitoring and controlling the entire oper- 
ation are of the utmost importance. This control is 
best achieved by the use of a computer, which inter- 
faces with microprocessors on the production equip- 
ment. 

Manageable and versatile control of an automated 
mixing system is best achieved by the use of a main- 
frame, mini-, or microcomputer interfacing with the 
ingredient system and mixer via a programmable 
controller (PC). The system normally has a k w  dia- 
gram, which depicts an automated ingredient and 
mixer system and shows the relationships and inter- 
faces between the ingredient feed system and the 
mixer, the makeup equipment, and the computer via 
a “slave” programmable controller. 

What is the role of the computer? The computer 
stores recipes and ingredient tolerances. It stores in- 
ventory data for usage records and reorder purposes. 
It also stores and prints out production data, such as 
batch numbers, batch weight (including each in- 
gredient by weight), and batch temperature. The 
computer is used to make changes to recipes, mixing 
times, and temperatures. The computer controls and 
monitors the production equipment via the program- 
mable controller. The computer does not perform 
the simple logic and sequencing of the system; this 
is done by a programmable controller, which is more 
appropriate for this operation. 

The programmable controller allows actual inter- 
face with the hardware on the production equipment; 
that is, it will control the opening and closing of 
valves, switches, and pumps on the ingredient feed 
system. The programmable controller receives com- 
mands from the computer based on information re- 
ported back to it from the production equipment hard- 
ware. The programmable controller equipment is 
programmed using standard relay ladder logic. Most 
electricians and maintenance personnel are familiar 
with this type of electrical control representation. 

The design and the functioning of the ingredient 
feed and batching system must comply with a num- 
ber of specifics. It follows that a consistent product 
from batch to batch results from an ingredient feed 
system that will deliver all ingredients within very 
close weight tolerances. Today, there are available 
flour handling systems that will deliver 1000 kg/hr 
of kur,  with a tolerance of less than ?0.5 kg. 

However, there are systems in existence that 
do not have this same level of accuracy. So quality 
control, or rather, consistent repeatability of k u r  
weights, can be a problem. These weight variances 
are r e k t e d  in varying moisture content from batch 
to batch and in the ultimate product quality and con- 
sistency. 

To compensate for such variances, the system is 
programmed to calculate the percent variance from 
the intended delivered weight of kur,  and then to 
deliver the other ingredients in the same proportion. 
For example, if 1000 kg of k u r  are required in the 
flour hopper above the mixer and 100 kg of each of 
the other ingredients, but if only 950 kg of k u r  are 
delivered, then only 95 kg of each of the other ingre- 
dients will be delivered. The result is a batch that is 
only 95% of the intended weight, but the integrity of 
the recipe and the final product quality is main- 
tained. 

This proportional batching is made possible by 
the computer receiving information from the k u r  
system and then relaying new instructions, via the 
programmable controller, to the other ingredient 
delivery equipment. The computer can then accu- 
rately record ingredient usage, maintain inventory 
most accurately, and if necessary, call for a larger 
batch in the next cycle. 

Ideally, all ingredients that can be fed in liquid 
form or that can be prebatched with other liquids are 
pumped to a set tank mounted on load cells. This set 
tank can be k o r  mounted or mounted above the 
mixer. In the case of a kor-mounted unit, it may 
receive ingredients from other tanks via a pump or 
an ingredient premixer. Each separate ingredient is 
loaded into the tank sequentially, and the weight of 
each is checked and recorded in the computer. The 
total mixture is then pumped to the mixer at the 
appropriate time. When the set tank is mounted 
above the mixer, the same sequential loading by 
weight occurs, and gravity feed to the mixer takes 
place at the appropriate times. There is also provi- 
sion for the addition of minor ingredients, that is, 
those that are not bulk ingredients. There are ingre- 
dient systems available that include intermediate 
storage bins from which minor ingredients are auto- 
matically fed to the mixer. These subsystems can be 
used to eliminate manual preweighing of small 
amounts of ingredients. 

Sometimes the sequence of loading each of the 
ingredients must be varied to suit the particular 
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product. The time phasing (if necessary) of ingredi- 
ent loading into the mixer can also be programmed 
into the mixer cycle. 

As the purpose of the ingredient feed system and 
the mixing system is to provide dough to continuous 
makeup equipment, it is vital that the downstream 
equipment is neither starved nor choked. To main- 
tain continuous batch harmony and balance, low- 
level and high-level detectors are provided in the 
hoppers of the makeup equipment. These level de- 
tectors notify the programmable controller and in 
turn the mixer when the makeup equipment is ready 
to receive another batch. In the event of a down- 
stream interruption in the production, the mixer 
should not discharge until dough is needed. Under 
normal conditions, when there are no stoppages 
downstream, the k w  of dough to the makeup equip- 
ment is controlled by what is called a “cycle delay” 
timer. The purpose of the cycle delay timer is to syn- 
chronize the mixer with the makeup equipment in 
terms of dough put through per hour. 

Normally a continuous mixer does not have an 
operator, and therefore it is necessary to visually 
display the various steps in the mixing cycle and to 
indicate exactly what part of the cycle is being per- 
formed. This is done by means of a monitor panel 
with indicator lights, which shows that the k u r  
valve is open or closed, the mixer is running at slow 
or high speed, the makeup equipment is either emp- 
ty or ready for refilling, and the mixer holding, wait- 
ing for the hopper to become sufficiently empty to 
allow refilling. 

These indicator lights are normally green, and are 
all of the push-to-test type to prevent misinforma- 
tion, which could occur in the event of a light bulb 
failure. Below the green lights are a group of red 
lights, mostly related to safety devices that when 
tripped will prevent the mixer from functioning. 
These red monitor lights also indicate any failure of 
fuses, breakers, starters, or motors, and low air pres- 
sure. As with the other monitor lights, these, too, are 
the push-to-test type. 

The monitor panel does not control anything, con- 
trary to what most people seem to think. It merely 
displays the various steps in the cycle as they occur. 
It also indicates tripped safeties or failed electrical 
components. Then why have it? Because if some- 
thing goes wrong with an unattended mixer, rapid 
diagnosis of the problem or unusual situation is 
essential. 

The major benefits and savings resulting from the 
automation of the batch mixing process are summa- 
rized as follows: 

Labor savings: there may be a feeling of 
scepticism when we say that a mixer can run 
with no operator. However, on specific lines such 
as lines for hamburger buns or baguettes, it’s 
perfectly feasible to have no mixing operator. 
Reasonable cost: the incremental cost of an 
automated mixer versus the standard batch mixer 
is less than the cost of one operator for one shift 
for one year. This is for the mixer only, and 
excludes the ingredient feed system. 
Inventory control: a computer controlled 
ingredient system keeps the most accurate usage 
records, even when batch sizes vary. The 
reordering of ingredients can be automated. 
Inventories can be reduced due to the full 
knowledge of usage and the time phase of that 
usage. The chances of running out of an 
ingredient are minimized. 
Product consistency: proportional batching 
ensures consistent recipe balance, regardless of 
batch size. The ingredient system requires proof 
that all ingredients are fed to the mixer, thus 
preventing the omission of an ingredient. The 
human element is removed. 
Simplfied troubleshooting: the visually indicated 
monitors have some diagnostic capability in that 
they instantly point out anomalies such as tripped 
safeties and the failure of components that are 
likely to fail such as fuses, breakers, and possible 
starters. 

TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
During the mixing process the temperature of the 
dough will rise due to heat generated by the friction- 
al forces and the heat of hydration of the kur. The 
frictional heat is the result of the mechanical energy 
one has to put into the dough in order to overcome 
internal and external (dough in contact with the side 
of the mixer bowl) friction that is caused by the 
dough mixing process. The amount of friction to be 
overcome is related to the water absorption and to 
the gluten development. As mixing time changes, 
the friction factor changes as well. 

The heat of hydration is the energy that gets liber- 
ated when a substance absorbs water. The amount of 
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heat liberated varies with the degree to which water 
is absorbed. In the case of soluble substances, ener- 
gy is needed to dissolve them, so the change in ener- 
gy level is of a negative nature, as are the amounts of 
heat withdrawn from the system. 

The temperature of the dough is also infienced 
by other factors such as temperature of ingredients, 
size and type of mixing equipment (artofex mixer 
compared with a high-speed mixer, for instance), 
batch size (too small batches in too big mixers), 
mixing procedures (time, speed), and room tempera- 
ture. 

To cool down the dough and to remove the excess 
heat generated during the mixing process, the baker 
can use one of the following methods: add ice to the 
dough, use chilled water to make the dough, refrig- 
erate the mixing bowl (mainly done in horizontal 
mixers), use a saturated salt solution which can be 
cooled down to below 0°C instead of granulated 
salt, cool down the ingredients (mainly kur,  which 
can be easily cooled down with the injection of liq- 
uid C 0 2  during the pneumatic transport). 

CALCULATION OF THE FRICTION FACTOR 

Each mixer is different, and each mixer will heat up 
a given recipe to a greater or to a lesser degree. The 
friction factor is defined as the value used to com- 
pensate for the temperature increase of the dough 
during mixing. The friction factor has to be deter- 
mined experimentally, that is, dough is made with 
ingredients of which the temperature is known. 
After the mixing process the temperature of the 
dough is noted. The friction factor is then calculated 
as follows: 

t°Cdough - (t"croom + t°Cflour + t"cwater) = 

friction factor 

Imagine the temperature of the dough after mix- 
ing was 2 6 T ,  the room temperature 2 3 T ,  the k u r  
temperature 3 3 T ,  and the water temperature 12°C. 
Then the friction factor equals: 

3 X 26°C - (23°C + 33°C + 12°C) = 81°C 
68°C = 10°C 

CALCULATION OF THE DESIRED WATER 
TEMPERATURE 

Now, once the friction factor has been determined it 
is easy to calculate the temperature of the water 

needed in order to get a predetermined dough tem- 
perature. If one wants to make dough of 25°C in a 
bakery where the temperature is 24°C with k u r  that 
has a temperature of 30"C, water of the following 
temperature will be needed: 

(3 X 25°C) - 30°C - 24°C - 10°C = 

75°C - 64°C = 11°C 

The general formula is: 

3 x t°Cdough - (t"Croom + t°Cflour + friction factor) 
= t'cwater 

CALCULATION OF THE QUANTITY OF ICE 
NEEDED 

Imagine you need to make dough of 24°C with k u r  
of 35°C in a bakery where the temperature is 28°C. 
What would the temperature of the water be? 

(3 X 24°C) - (35°C + 28°C + 10°C) = 

72°C - 73°C = - 1°C 

Now water of -1°C doesn't come through the 
water mains, because ice is a solid. To transform 
water into ice requires an input of extra energy 
(latent heat). The change from liquid state to solid 
state requires quite some energy. This negative en- 
ergy is liberated when the ice goes from the sol- 
id state to the liquid state, and this latent heat is 
used to cool down the dough. So the question 
becomes how much water must be replaced by how 
much ice? Don't forget that 1 kg of ice = 1 kg of 
water. To calculate this, one has to use the following 
formula: 

1 (t°C water - calculated water temperature) 

(t°C water + 80) 
kg of H,O 

Example 

You have to make dough that contains 100 kg of 
flour, 62 kg of water, 2 kg of yeast, and 1.8 kg of 
salt. The temperature of the bakery is 2 8 T ,  the tem- 
perature of the ku r  is 3 5 T ,  and the temperature of 
the available water is 6°C. The desired dough tem- 
perature is 25°C. The friction factor for that particu- 
lar mixer equals 18°C. How much ice would be 
needed to achieve this temperature? 

First calculate the desired water temperature: 

(3 X 25°C) - (28°C - 35°C - 18°C) = 

75°C - 81°C = -6°C 
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The quantity of ice needed equals 

[6”C - (-6”C)] 
62 kg x = 8.65 kg 

6°C + 80°C) 

You will need 53.3 kg of water and 8.7 kg of ice. 
The ice should be fiked ice in order to increase the 
contact surface and facilitate the liberation of the 
latent heat. 

DEGASSING THE DOUGH 
The art of degassing and texturizing doughs is not 
new to the baking industry. The kneading and de- 
gassing of dough has been an important part of the 
breadmaking process. The actual means used to 
degas dough have varied over the years from knock- 
ing gas out by hand to mechanically “chewing up” 
the dough and breaking up the large gas bubbles, 
causing an even distribution of gas, or expelling the 
gas. The same can be said of the texturizing pro- 
cess, which has varied from the gentle hand knead- 
ing of the bakers’ efforts to mechanically texturiz- 

ing doughs for better overall quality in the final 
product. 

There are several reasons for degassing the 
dough. The first and perhaps most important reason 
is the improved scaling accuracy achieved. The sav- 
ings that can be realized by more accurate scaling of 
the dough pieces can play an important role when it 
comes to justifying the capital outlay for a new piece 
of equipment. Savings in dough piece weight of a 
couple of grams per piece can result in thousands of 
euros saved over the long-term life of a degassing 
machine. 

Figures 13.1 and 13.2 show how the weight varies 
when there is a small interruption of the dough- 
making process. Figure 13.1 shows a standard devi- 
ation in the weight of 2.64. Samples taken immedi- 
ately after a stop show a standard deviation of 2.70; 
that is, it is not the stop by itself that introduces 
more weight variation. 

Figure 13.3, however, shows the variation in 
weight after a 10-minute stop. After 5 minutes, that 
the line was running again, and the standard deviation 
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Figure 13.1. Dough weight before stopping breadmaking process. 
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Figure 13.2. Dough weight immediately after stopping breadmaking process. 

of the weight was 2.99; that is, 99.5% of all dough 
pieces will have a weight that varies between 68.2 g 
and 83.6 g. 

Another reason for degassing the dough would be 
to increase the run time for a given batch. By 
degassing the product, larger doughs can be run, 
since scaling inaccuracies are minimized from the 
beginning to the end of the dough. 

With the advantage of running larger doughs, 
there is the additional advantage of being able to 
minimize the problems caused by short production 
interruptions. Where previously a short break would 
have caused scaling problems for the remainder of 
the dough, degassing the product just before the 
scaling function allows the dough to be processed 
with only minor problems. 

From the standpoint of quality, a degasser im- 
proves the final product by providing more uniform 
dough with which to work. This uniformity trans- 
lates into improved makeup as well as better pan- 
ning and more even proofing. Basically, the final 

product has greater uniformity, which means that 
it handles easier during the packaging operation. 
Fewer problems in packaging mean fewer rejects. 

TEXTURIZING THE DOUGH 
What exactly does “texturizing the dough” mean? In 
the baking business it means “the developing of the 
dough cells to form a uniform product structure.” 
There is, of course, more involved than just the 
cell structure when it comes to texturizing, since 
strength, color, softness, and cell distribution are all 
related to the “texture” of the finished product. To 
the average baker, since the term “texturizing” 
means more than just cell structure, the reasons for 
texturizing the dough are diverse. 

Texturizing the dough can have a number of dis- 
tinct advantages including production of uniform 
density, final mixing and developing, better grain 
structure, and improved product makeup (Scanlon 
and Zghal2001). 
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Figure 13.3. Dough weight 5 minutes after new start-up. 

Since many texturizing machines are fed by some 
type of degasser or pump (of either an auger or a lobe 
type), the texturizing action covers up a multitude of 
problems created by the degassing/pumping func- 
tions. In some applications, the dough is pumped 
through a pipe and is damaged in the process of get- 
ting to the texturizer. The texturizer then acts as an 
incorporator or mixer and redevelops and disperses 
the dough so that there are no large pockets of dam- 
aged dough in the final product. Also, pipes tend to 
create larger gas bubbles and nonuniform density in 
the pumped dough. Texturizers will disperse the gas 
bubbles and present a very uniform density dough to 
the scaling part of the dough processing machine. 

Obviously, the two processes of degassing and 
texturizing cannot be completely separated; they are 
actually overlapping processes. In dough degassing 
some texturizing is accomplished, and in dough tex- 
turizing some degassing is obtained. 

The major advantages of the two processes can be 
summarized simply by saying that dough improve- 

ments in the area of scaling can be realized by 
degassing, while texturizing the dough gives a better 
grain structure and improves the overall quality of 
the final product. 

DOUGH MAKEUP 
Once the dough is mixed it has to be transferred to 
different parts of the equipment. There are many 
methods used to transfer doughs from one point to 
another. The dough may be cut in large pieces by 
hand and transferred from the dough trough to the 
mixing machine or to the divider. By locating the 
mixer on the second floor, the dough can be dump- 
ed from the dough trough through a hole in the floor 
into the divider hopper. Dough trough hoists have 
been designed to lift dough troughs filled with 
fermented sponges to be returned to the mixer to 
be mixed into doughs. They are also designed to 
lift remixed doughs to be dumped into the divider 
hopper. 
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Other methods available are conveyor systems, 
dough pumps, and rotary dough feeders. Some 
doughs, such as doughs for frozen dough products, 
many different types of speciality bread doughs, and 
stiff doughs are not suitable to be transferred by a 
dough pump. One reason it is not suitable for some 
types of doughs is that a lot of heat is created during 
the transfer process. 

Makeup consists of a number of steps, including 
dividing, rounding, intermediate proofing, molding, 
and panning. Major improvements have been made 
in recent years in the makeup equipment due to 
the development of dough conditioners, oxidation 
agents, and enzymes. The baker is able to produce 
more pliable doughs by fully developing them in the 
mixer. 

Dough dividers have been developed that punish 
the dough a great deal less than those used in the 
past. Dividing and scaling consists of cutting the 
dough (by hand or mechanically) into loaf size 
pieces and weighing the pieces to ensure uniformity. 
Because of the average loss of about 12% during 
makeup, proofing, baking, and cooling, this loss must 
be taken into account. One needs 915 g dough to 
produce a loaf of bread weighing about 800 g. It is 
of the utmost importance, to ensure a smooth baking 
process and even bake, that all pieces weigh approx- 
imately the same and that all pieces have the same 
shape. As baking time is predominately dependant 
on shape and not on temperature, as most people 
believe, it is important to keep this aspect in mind 
during the makeup operations. Dough dividers have 
a capacity range up to 5000 pieces an hour with a 
weight varying between 40 g and 1200 g. 

A divider has a stainless steel conical hopper all 
the way down to the dough knife, which ensures 
correct feeding of the dough into the suction cham- 
ber. On average, hoppers have a capacity of 100 L 
(approx. 70 kg of dough). 

The dividing mechanism is manufactured from 
high quality NILresistant steel, a dough knife of 
stainless steel, a suction brass piston, and a measur- 
ing piston of food-approved plastic material. This 
ensures high weighing accuracy and easy handling 
and cleaning. Dough weight is easily adjustable via 
a hand wheel. The dough knife has a built-in, self- 
restoring safety release mechanism, protecting the 
transmission if any hard object should accidentally 
fall into the hopper. 

A specially designed scraper system ensures that 
the ejected dough pieces drop into the correct posi- 
tion on the discharge conveyor. The two conveyors 
transport the dough pieces to the check weigher and 
rounder. The conveyors are driven by a separate 
worm gear box that is coordinated with the speed of 
the machine. It is also possible to fine-tune the 
adjustment of the speed on the belts. The second belt 
normally has a higher speed to separate the dough 
pieces. In most cases a k u r  duster is mounted, as an 
option, on the first conveyor. However, it is impor- 
tant to remember to use as little dusting ku r  as pos- 
sible. This ku r  will not hydrate during the baking 
process and can be the cause of certain faults in 
the crumb structure as well as the reason for a dry 
crumb. 

In most cases there is a rounding operation done 
after scaling. Rounding is the process of rounding 
the scaled pieces of dough into a round ball with 
smooth unbroken skin over its entire surface. The 
unbroken skin will retain the gas generated within 
the dough piece during the intermediate proofing 
period. This can be done on a conical rounder or on 
a belt rounder. Belt rounders are capable of rounding 
and sealing the dough without the use of dusting 
flour. These belt rounders are widely used in rye 
bread production as the typical conical rounders 
which are used for wheat bread are not suitable for 
doughs made of rye kur. 

Intermediate proofing is the process of giving the 
rounded dough pieces a short rest period (about 12- 
15 minutes) to recover from the effects of the divid- 
ing and rounding machine. The rest period allows 
the dough to relax after undergoing a great deal of 
mechanical stress from being extruded under high 
pressure from the divider pockets. Without the rest 
period the dough would be tight and rubbery and 
would not go through the molder sheeting rollers 
without tearing. The intermediate proofing machine 
has small pockets or baskets covered with canvas 
travelling within an enclosed temperature- and 
humidity-controlled area. The most significant new 
development is in intermediate proofing, where the 
proofing time has been reduced to 3 minutes or less 
due to the development of new ingredients. In spite 
of this new development, it is the author’s personal 
opinion that there is nothing better then a 12- to 15- 
minute resting period in a temperature- and humidity- 
controlled proofing cabinet. 
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Upon completion of the intermediate proofing 
period, the dough pieces are molded into the desired 
shape. In the molder the dough passes through three 
distinct stages. Flattening is done in the head rollers 
of the molder. Second, the sheeting rollers sheet the 
dough into a fit piece of dough and the curling 
rollers and thread rollers twirl each piece of sheeted 
dough and give it a cylindrical shape. Next, the drum 
or pressure plate rolls and seals the loaf into its final 
form. 

Conventional molders curl the dough in the same 
direction that it was sheeted. It is difficult to produce 
bread with a close uniform grain with this type 
of molder. For this reason, some bakers twist two 
pieces of dough together or use cross grain molders. 
Cross grain molders curl the dough in the opposite 
direction from which it was sheeted. That is, the 
dough is caused to turn right or left after it has been 
sheeted and is then curled. This is called cross grain 
molding. Cross grain molding and twisting two 
pieces of dough together prior to putting them into 
the baking pan produce loaves with a close smooth 
grain and texture. 

Pan proofing is the process of rolling the panned 
and racked molded dough pieces quickly into the 
dough proofing cabinet, which is well insulated and 
maintained at a temperature of 9 5 9 8 ° F  and a rela- 
tive humidity of 85%. 
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FERMENTATION 
Fermentation in breadmaking is the process by 
which the well-mixed ingredients for breadmaking 
are converted, under controlled temperature and 
humidity for an appropriate time, to a soft and ex- 
panded dough, with changes in both structural and 
rheological properties. The ingredients for bread- 
making include kur,  water, yeast, sugar, fats and 
oils, and improvers. The volume of the dough usual- 
ly is expanded by several times. 

DOUGH CHANGES DURING THE 
FERMENTATION PROCESS 
The fermentation process changes the dough in two 
respects. First, the yeast converts the available car- 
bohydrates (sugars) to carbon dioxide gas that en- 
ables dough volume expansion and at the same time 
decreases the dough pH value. Secondly, hydrolysis 
by the enzymes softens the gluten and changes the 
dough characteristics to allow more gas retention. 

PRODUCTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE BY YEAST 

Yeast is a living organism that will act in conditions 
with or without oxygen. In the bread recipe with 
sugar added, the energy source provided to the yeast 
for fermentation comes from two sources: (1) added 
sugar in the bread recipe, which provides available 
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carbohydrates to the yeast for the first stage of the 
fermentation; and (2) maltose, from the hydrolysis 
of damaged starch by amylases. Either when the 
yeast exhausts the sucrose in the recipe or during 
their reaction function, amylases in the k u r  will 
dismantle damaged starch to form maltose, which is 
converted to glucose by maltase. In case the bread 
recipe does not provide sucrose as an available car- 
bohydrate, the maltase converts maltose from dam- 
aged starch to glucose to be used as available carbo- 
hydrates for yeast fermentation. About 2% of the 
flour will be used to provide the needed energy 
source for the action of the yeast. The glucose in the 
dough, after undergoing the catalytic functions of 
the yeast, produces carbon dioxide, alcohol, and 
calories. The reaction formula is as follows: 

C6HI2O6 + 2C02 + 2C2H50H + 27 kcal 

In the disjunction of sugars by the fermentation 
process, yeast converts available carbohydrates to 
large quantity of carbon dioxide gas that dissolve in 
the dough until the carbon dioxide in the dough 
reaches the point of saturation. The carbon dioxide 
produced after this point will diffuse to the air bub- 
bles created by the air imported into the dough dur- 
ing the previous mixing process, and only a little 
portion of the carbon dioxide will be diffused to the 
air. The carbon dioxide diffused to the air bubbles 
will gradually increase its pressure inside the air 
bubbles. As the air bubbles become bigger and big- 
ger, the volume of the dough increases, the exten- 
sion of the dough decreases, and the elasticity of the 
dough increases. 

A portion of the carbon dioxide produced from 
the yeast activity exists in gas form inside the air 
bubbles in the dough, the other portion dissolves in 
water and exists in the dough in the form of carbon- 
ic acid. Carbonic acid is a weak acid and can reduce 
the pH value of the dough. However, the ku r  con- 
tains lactic acid bacteria and acetic acid bacteria that 
are capable of converting sugar into lactic acid and 
acetic acid, respectively. In comparing the two acids, 
lactic acid is comparatively stronger in acidity, 
being produced in greater quantity, and has a greater 
impact in reducing the pH value of the dough. The 
pH value in the general dough at the end of mixing 
is 6, but at the end of fermentation the pH value in 
the dough in general will decrease to 4.5-5. The de- 
crease of pH enables the yeast, improvers, and en- 
zymes in the dough to become more active, changes 

the gluten structure of the dough, and softens the 
gluten. 

HYDROLYSIS OF STARCH AND PROTEIN 

As the dough goes through the fermentation process, 
enzymes contained in the ku r  or added to the 
dough based on the recipe’s prescription hydrolyze 
the starches and soften the dough. a-amylase in 
flour converts damaged starch to dextrin, and then 
P-amylase converts dextrin to maltose. The process 
of hydrolysis is able to release some water initially 
absorbed by the damaged starch, softens the physi- 
cal property of the dough, and encourages the for- 
mation of the gluten network structure. Hydrolysis 
of protein by proteases softens the gluten and further 
changes the rheological properties of the dough. 
Softening of the gluten adds more plasticity and 
elasticity to the gluten; it can retain more gas and 
allows the bread to attain a better quality. 

The fermentation process provides two major 
functions: action of the yeast producing gas, and ap- 
propriate softening of the gluten to retain more gas. 
If the two functions can reach a balance, then there 
will be positive effects on the quality of the breads. If 
the speed for the gas production from the yeast is 
faster than the speed for the expansion of the gluten, 
the gas retention capability will be weak. Flour with 
weak gluten can be used or proteases can be added to 
weaken the strength of the gluten and narrow the gap 
between the two processes. If the expansion speed of 
the gluten is faster than the speed of the gas produc- 
tion by the yeast, less gas is retained. Increasing the 
proportion of sugar added or using flour with 
stronger gluten is a way to narrow the gap between 
the two functions and maintain balance. 

FLAVOR, AROMA, AND SOFTNESS IN TEXTURE 

The ingredients in the dough undergo both physical 
and chemical changes during the fermentation pro- 
cess, providing the bread with fivor and aroma. The 
yeast converts the available carbohydrates (sugars) 
to carbon dioxide gas that enables dough volume 
expansion and bread softness. 

METHODS OF FERMENTATION 
There are many breadmaking methods, and methods 
of fermentation are also different. The selection of a 
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breadmaking method usually is dependent on fac- 
tors such as breadmaking environment, equipment, 
and manpower. In general, the breadmaking meth- 
ods are classified into two broad categories: straight 
dough and sponge dough. The natural-sponge and 
boiled-sponge methods have become more popular 
in recent years, so these methods in breadmaking 
and fermentation will also be discussed in the fol- 
lowing pages. 

STRAIGHT-DOUGH METHOD 

Among all the breadmaking methods, the straight- 
dough method is the most commonly used and the 
simplest. In this method, all the ingredients in the 
recipe are put into the mixing bowl in an orderly 
manner and mixed into a dough, followed by a se- 
quence of steps for fermentation, dividing and round- 
ing, molding, final proof, and baking. Based on dif- 
ferences in fermentation time, the straight-dough 
method can further be divided into two types: straight 
dough and no-time dough. 

Straight Dough 

Straight dough is now the most widely accepted 
method in bakeries. Making dough through the 
straight-dough method implies putting all the dry in- 
gredients such as flour, sugar, milk power, improvers, 
and yeast into the mixing bowl, mixing them evenly 
at low speed, then adding the wet ingredients such as 
water, ice, and egg, and continuing the process. After 
all the ingredients are evenly mixed, adjust the mix- 
ing speed to its medium level and continue to mix 
until the dough reaches the stage of expansion. Then 
add fats and oils, and continue to mix until the dough 
reaches the stage of complete mixing, which means 
the completion of the mixing process. The dough 
goes through the mixing process for only one time. 
The appropriate temperature range of the mixed 
dough is between 26 and 28°C (78.8 and 82.4"F), 
fermentation temperature is 27°C (80.6"F), relative 
humidity is 75%, and fermentation time is between 
1.5 and 3 hours. 

The fermentation process requires punching steps. 
The purpose of punching is to equalize the tempera- 
ture and fermentation of the dough. The release of 
carbon dioxide and alcohol through punching will 
bring in more oxygen needed to enhance the fer- 
mentation function, accelerate gluten expansion, and 

increase gas retention. The exact time for punching, 
in principle, starts when the volume of the dough in- 
creases by one and one-half times after going 
through the fermentation process. Whether or not 
the dough has reached the time for punching can be 
judged based on the reaction of the dough after 
being pressed by the fingers. If a gentle push of the 
finger into the dough from the top doesn't encounter 
much resistance, and after the finger is removed the 
indentation in dough remains, the dough is ready for 
punch down. If the finger feels stronger resistance 
after pushing into the dough, and the indentation 
gets filled up immediately, it indicates an insuffi- 
cient degree of fermentation; let fermentation con- 
tinue. When sinking of the dough is seen immediate- 
ly after the pulling the finger out, the dough has 
already passed the desired fermentation time and 
requires punching as quickly as possible, and the 
time for continued fermentation should be cut short. 
Punching does not mean hitting the dough with your 
fist, which will destroy the dough's structure; punch- 
ing should be done gently. The punching procedure 
begins with pressing down from the center of the 
dough, then folding the dough from all sides back to 
the center to complete the process. After completion 
of punching, fermentation continues, followed by 
dividing and rounding. 

Breads made through the straight-dough method 
need shorter fermentation time and have less fermen- 
tation loss. Since it is simple in operation and saves 
manpower and equipment facilities, this method fits 
smaller bakeries with fewer production personnel. 
For breads made through the straight-dough method 
with insufficient fermentation time and hydration in 
the dough, the extensibility is poor, and the staling 
rate of bread is fast. There is also a lack of flexibility 
in the fermentation time. 

No-Time Dough 

The origin of no-time dough can be traced back 
to the late 1960s. As the name implies, it refers to 
breadmaking completed through a speedy method, 
given the shortest time for fermentation. This 
method is most applicable when a large quantity of 
bread must be produced within a very short period 
of time, or when external causes render it necessary 
to shorten breadmaking time. Breads made by this 
speedy method are tight in texture and rough due to 
insufficient fermentation, and have a significantly 
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decreased shelf life; the overall quality of the bread 
is also not ideal. 

In the no-time dough method for making breads, 
the recipe requires a greater proportion of yeast in 
order to shorten the fermentation time. The dosage 
of yeast is about double that used with the straight 
dough. In addition, L-cysteine at 30 ppm can be 
added to accelerate the maturity of the gluten; and 
enzymes and an oxidizing agent such as azodicar- 
bonamide (ADA), at 60-120 ppm, can also be added 
to counteract both the small volume and the poor 
texture of breads produced through the no-time 
dough method. With regard to mixing, a high-speed 
mixer should be adopted, and the mixing level of the 
dough can slightly exceed that of the completion 
stage in order to soften the gluten and shorten the 
fermentation time. The temperature of the mixed 
dough is comparatively higher than that used in the 
straight-dough process, at about 28-29°C (82.4- 
84.2"F). The dough needs to be fermented at a fer- 
mentation temperature of 30°C (86°F) and relative 
humidity of 7 5 8 0 %  for 15-40 minutes. 

SPONGE-DOUGH METHOD 

The sponge process involves two-stage mixing. A 
portion of the k u r  and water, and the yeast in the 
recipe are mixed to create the sponge dough. Oc- 
casionally, depending on the fermentation time and 
the k u r  strength, small amounts of sugar, yeast, and 
improvers can be added to strengthen the sponge 
dough. After prefermentation, the dough will be 
mixed a second time with other ingredients such as 
water, milk power, salt, sugar, and fats and oils to 
create the main dough. After the main dough com- 
pletes its extended fermentation, one can proceed 
to dividing, rounding, and other steps in the bread- 
making process. Breads made through the sponge 
method, because a longer time is allowed for fer- 
mentation, will save up to 20% of the quantity of the 
yeast used over that used in the straight-dough 
method. Since the fermentation time is more &xi- 
ble, in the case where dough has already reached 
maturity of fermentation but will not be divided or 
rounded immediately, the delay will not have a great 
effect on the quality of the breads within a short 
period of time. Sufficient fermentation of the dough 
increases the bread volume, the texture of the bread 
is finer and softener, and the bread possesses a uni- 
que fivor and aroma; the staling rate also slows 

down. The disadvantages of this method are higher 
labor cost, the requirement for a large space for fer- 
mentation, and greater fermentation loss. 

Based on the different proportions of flour added, 
sponge processes are divided into two broad cate- 
gories: one is called plastic sponge, or solid sponge, 
and the other is called liquid sponge. The methods for 
making the two sponge types are discussed below. 

Plastic Sponge (Solid Sponge) 

In the plastic sponge process, the plastic sponge 
dough is made using over 55% of the total flour in the 
recipe, and the proportion of water needed must be 
58-62% of the plastic flour. The process for making 
the plastic sponge involves the following steps: (1) 
put the right quantities of flour and water, and the 
yeast, improvers, and enzymes included in the recipe 
into the mixing bowl; (2) start mixing at low speed to 
mix all the ingredients evenly; and (3) switch to 
medium speed to continue mixing the dough, which 
has already had all the ingredients evenly distributed, 
but is still rough on surface. The average mixing time, 
in general, is 3-5 minutes. The dough made through 
this mixing process is called plastic sponge dough 
and has a dough temperature of 22-25°C (71.6- 
77°F). The fermentation time depends upon the 
amount of yeast used and ranges from 3 to 6 hours. In 
general, the amount of yeast used in the plastic 
sponge dough is 2%; with the fermentation tempera- 
ture at 26°C (783°F) and relative humidity at 75%, 
the fermentation time for the plastic sponge dough is 
3.5-4.5 hours. In addition to control of fermentation 
time, observation of the fermenting condition of the 
dough can be used to judge the degree of fermenta- 
tion. In general, the complete fermentation of the 
plastic sponge dough enables the dough to expand to 
four to five times its original volume. 

The second-stage mixing of the completely fer- 
mented plastic sponge dough with all the other 
ingredients in the recipe makes a main dough with a 
temperature of 27-28°C (80.6-82.4"F). The dough 
then progresses with extended fermentation for 
another 0-30 minutes. 

Liquid Sponge 

In the liquid sponge process, the amount of k u r  
usually used in making the liquid sponge dough is 
about 30-50% of the total flour in the recipe. In cases 
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where the amount of k u r  used is smaller than 30% 
of the total kur,  1% sugar can be added to help the 
fermentation. The amount of yeast used is around 
0.5% of the amount of the liquid sponge kur,  and 
the amount of water to be added should be at least 
1:l (water:kur) in proportion with the liquid 
sponge kur,  but can be as high as 1.25:l. The gen- 
eral proportion is 1.05-1.15:l. Since the proportion 
of water added to the liquid sponge dough is much 
higher than that added to the plastic sponge dough, 
the mixture does not form a dough. Instead, it exists 
in thick colloidal liquid form, and is referred to as 
liquid sponge. The first mixing involves putting the 
correct amount of sponge kur,  water, sugar, and 
yeast into a mixing bowl to mix evenly for about 3- 
5 minutes; then the mixed colloidal liquid is put into 
a fermenting container to ferment at a 28-29°C 
(82.4 to 84.2"F) fermentation temperature. Because 
the fermentation temperature is comparatively high- 
er in the liquid sponge and less ku r  is added to the 
liquid sponge dough, the needed time for fermenta- 
tion is comparatively shorter, about 1.5-3 hours. 
The general liquid sponge method is a better fit for 
the large breadmaking factories than for smaller 
facilities. Because it requires special storage facili- 
ties for fermentation and the fermented liquid is 
transported through pipes, the adoption of liquid 
sponge requires large space, well-equipped facili- 
ties, and sufficient manpower. 

NATURAL SPONGE 

In recent years, under the tide of natural food, the 
call for healthy natural sponge is receiving more 
attention, and in Japan, many bakeries specializing 
in selling breads made from natural sponge have 
emerged. The natural sponge uses the natural yeast 
that adheres to fruits, kur,  and rye k u r  to make a 
sponge. Besides the yeast that naturally adheres to 
the fruits, kur,  and rye kur,  the natural sponge 
also contains lactic acid bacteria and acetic acid bac- 
teria (which cause natural sponge to be referred to as 
compounded sponge). These bacteria produce or- 
ganic acids during the fermentation process and pro- 
vide the breads with rich fivor, sour taste, and other 
qualities, revealing the special characteristic of the 
natural sponge. 

The key to success in making breads from natural 
sponge depends on whether or not the fermentation 
of the natural sponge can be successful. The making 

of natural sponge requires the sponge to be made 
first. Whether or not there is proper control of the 
temperature, addition of water and sugar in the pro- 
cess of the sponge determines the success or failure 
of fermentation of the sponge. In general, the yeast 
is most active between 25 and 32°C (77 and 89.6"F) 
at a water activity of 0.87. If the yeast controlled 
under this environment can digest the sugars and 
start its own multiplication, it means activation of 
the yeast and successful fermentation of the sponge. 
Because the fermentability of the natural sponge is 
comparatively weak, it is necessary to add sucrose 
to help cultivate the natural sponge, increase its 
strength, and increase its fermentation activity. What 
is needed to make a fermented sponge suitable for 
breadmaking is to slowly add, after the yeast is acti- 
vated, in the following order, the kur,  water, and 
salt to the sponge. There are two important indica- 
tors that can be used to judge the sponge to see if 
it is suitable for breadmaking: (1) one is whether 
or not the sponge possesses any fermentability to 
expand the volume of the dough; (2) the other is 
whether or not the pathogenic microorganisms con- 
tained in the sponge are totally eliminated. In gener- 
al, when the pH value is below 4.7, it indicates that 
all the harmful microorganisms have been killed. 
Judgment can also be made based on the presence or 
absence of odor(s) in the sponge such as moldy, rot- 
ten, or stinky sour odors. 

The breadmaking process based on using natural 
sponge is infienced by the making of the sponge 
and its storage and fermentation. It is not only time 
consuming and labor intensive, but also requires 
a very experienced baker to carefully control the 
whole sponge cultivation process in order to increase 
the success rate in breadmaking. Such complicated 
procedures are more suitable for adoption by the 
small bakeries or specialized shops; the use of natu- 
ral sponge is not suitable for mass production. How- 
ever, breads produced by using natural sponge are 
not only healthy, but also possesses special charac- 
ter, individualized fivor and odor. These are the 
driving forces attracting people to become more 
actively involved in developing natural sponge. 

The natural yeast used for breadmaking comes 
mainly from fruits and grains. Recently, the most 
commonly known ones are the fruit sponge, hop 
sponge, sour sponge, and alcohol sponge. Using nat- 
ural yeast in breadmaking has the problem of lack of 
control over the fermentation. This is because the 
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added natural sponge changes according to its own 
condition, temperature, and humidity, which leads to 
different results in the fermenting condition. Each 
time, it is necessary to depend on the touching by 
fingers to judge whether or not fermentation is com- 
plete. This test is conducted by pushing one finger 
gently into the dough. If the finger feels little resis- 
tance and the indentation does not sink, it indicates 
the completion of fermentation. On the contrary, if 
the finger feels strong resistance, it indicates the fer- 
mentation is incomplete and the fermentation pro- 
cess needs to continue. The manufacturing keys for 
producing the commonly known natural yeasts and 
their special features are presented in Table 14.1. 

“BOILED” SPONGE 

“Boiled” sponge originated in Japan, and it means 
warm sponge or diluted sponge. The word boiled 
includes the use of boiled or hot water and soaking 
the flour in warm water; the word sponge means 
dough. In baking terms, boiled sponge means putting 
flour into boiling water, mixing, letting the starch 
gelatinize, and allowing the pasty dough to go 
through a fixed time to mature and form the boiled 
sponge. After the flour is gelatinized, the dough is 
allowed to absorb more water (the gelatinized flour 
can absorb more water than the raw flour); the gelati- 
nized starch is also helpful in the dough’s fermenta- 
tion process. The degree of softness of the breads 
made with boiled sponge increases several times over 
that of bread made from straight dough, and it pos- 
sesses a sticky texture like rice. The onset of staling in 
breads can also be extended by use of boiled sponge. 

CALCULATIONS FOR 
CONVERTING BETWEEN 
STRAIGHT AND SPONGE 
DOUGHS 
Using sponge dough to make breads requires a two- 
part mixing process. In the first mixing, a portion of 
the k u r  in the recipe, the required quantity of water, 
and the yeast and improvers are mixed to form 
sponge dough. The second mixing combines the 
completely fermented sponge dough with the re- 
maining recipe ingredients and mixes them to form 
the main dough. Because of this two-step process, 
the baking ingredients in the sponge dough need to 
be divided into two parts, sponge dough and main 
dough. The combined total from the two separate 

parts should be equivalent to that produced through 
straight dough. 

The ratio of sponge dough to main dough can 
range from 10% to 100%. Table 14.2 is an example of 
conversion calculations based on 70% sponge dough 
and 30% main dough (generally indicated as 70/30). 
In general, baking ingredients of bread are based on 
the flour weight as 100%. In sponge dough, as an 
example, the flour weight is 70%, and in the main 
dough the flour weight is 30%. For the amount of 
water to be added to the sponge dough, it should be 
60% of total amount of water. Since this 60% of 
water is the percentage based on 100% flour, it needs 
to be converted to the percentage based on 70% of the 
flour weight in the sponge dough, which will be 60 
X .70 = 42%. Therefore, the amount of water to be 
added to the main dough will be 64% ~ 42% = 22%. 
The total amount of fresh yeast and improvers should 
all be added to the sponge dough. Thus, the baking 
percentage for the two is the percentage for straight 
dough with 2% fresh yeast and 1% improvers. In 
making the main dough, there is no need to add fresh 
yeast and improvers. What needs to be added for 
mixing are the 30% flour, 22% water, 3% powdered 
milk, 5% sugar, 2% salt, 4% fats and oils. 

FERMENTATION TIME 
Fermentation time for breads is mainly related to the 
amount of yeast used. The more yeast used, the less 
the fermentation time needed. Besides the amount of 
yeast used, the mixing level of the dough, the dough 
temperature, the temperature and humidity of the 
fermenting environment, and the amount of im- 
provers and enzyme used could all infience the 
fermentation condition of the breads. Therefore, fer- 
mentation time depends on the amount of yeast 
used. This is used as a base. One should also take 
into consideration the changes of conditions in the 
manufacturing process and in the condition of the 
dough. Through visual observation and hand testing 
to monitor the fermentation condition of the dough, 
better quality breads can be produced. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING DOUGH 
FERMENTATION 
The breadmaking process involves complex changes. 
Material selection, adding proportions, water temper- 
ature, dough size, degree of mixing, dough tem- 
perature, fermentation time, humidity, and baking, 
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Table 14.1. Common Natural Sponge Manufacturing Keys And Characters 

Apple sponge 

Grains Hop sponge 

Sour sponge 

Sponge Natural 
Origin SpongeType Manufacturing Keys Characters 

Fruit Raisin sponge 1. Proper amount of water and 1. Dough sponge made from 
temperature control are keys to 
success. 

27-30°C (80.6 to 86°F). vor. 

proportion, of 40% of the total 
flour to the breadmaking breads. 
recipe. 

yeasts adhered to fresh fruits. 
2. Dough sponge gives breads a 

light sour taste and strong fi- 

3. Dough sponge suits the making 

2. Temperature should be 

3. Add dough sponge made, in 
of different kinds of raisin 

1. Use the original dough sponge. 
2. Add kur  and water repeatedly 

1. Dough sponge made from 
yeast adhered to fresh fruits. 

2. The dough sponge gives breads 
a light sour taste and strong 
flavor. 

3. The dough sponge suits the 
making of the Italian style 
traditional sweet baked goods. 

1. The hop sponge is similar in 
taste to the potato and is able 
to digest its carbohydrate and 
enable the bread to have 

to produce the new dough 
sponge. 

1. Use the hop before pollening to 
produce the starter. 

2. No other mixed bacteria can 
live in the bitter juice of the 
hop. retarded expansion. 

3. The yeast contained in the beer 
imported from Netherlands and 
Belgium can produce more 
active hop sponge. 

2. The hop sponge will also sup- 
press the stinky smell of yeasts. 

3. The hop sponge suits the mak- 
ing of low fat, low sugar based 
breads. It will help bring out 
the fivor and the smell of the 
breads. 

1. Breads made from sour sponge 
possess a special sour taste, 
maturing aroma, and fivor. 

2. Sour sponge suits the making 
of the German style rye breads. 

1. Use the yeast adhered to the 

2. 27°C (80.6"F) is the best 

3. Fresh rye k u r  must be 

rye k u r  to start fermentation. 

fermentation temperature. 

added to achieve successful 
fermentation. 

cooked rice and let koji and 
alcohol yeast multiply and 
ferment to produce the alcohol 
sponge. 

2. After 2-3days fermentation, 
the alcohol sponge becomes 
active and produces air bubble 
sounds. 

3. At this time, cooked rice and 
water must be added continu- 
ously to cultivate the sponge. 

Alcohol Alcohol sponge 1. Add rice koji and water to 1. The fermentability of alcohol 
sponge is relatively weak, and 
the sponge needs to be used 
together with yeast. 

sponge are sweet in taste and 
smell like sweet wine. 

3. Alcohol sponge suits the mak- 
ing of sweet baked goods con- 
taining fillings. 

2. Breads made from alcohol 
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Table 14.2. Conversion Demonstration between Straight Dough and 
Sponge Dough 

Sponge Dough 

Straight Sponge Main 
Ingredients Dough, % Dough, % Dough, % 

Flour 
Water 
Fresh yeast 
Improver 
Milk powder 
Sugar 
Salt 
Fats 

100 
64 

2 
1 
3 
5 
2 
4 

70 30 
60" -> (42)b 

2 
1 

64" -> (22)b 

3 
5 
2 
4 

Total 181 73+ 108= 181 
aPercentage for 100% Bur (baking percentage). 

= i  bPercentage for 70% k u r  (70 X 60% 22%; 64 ~ 42 = 13). 

all form a chained cycle in which all the steps are 
tightly connected with one another, and they have a 
significant i n  fience on the final quality of the bread 
made. Therefore, care is needed at every making step 
to make sure that each process is handled correctly 
in order to produce the best quality breads. Among 
all the factors i n  fiencing bread quality, mixing of 
dough and its fermenting condition are the two most 
significant, with the latter being even more important 
than the former. The fact is that the success or failure 
of the fermentation of the dough directly i n  fiences 
the success or failure of the breadmaking. 

Factors infiencing dough fermentation are many, 
ranging from the ingredients of kur,  salt, sugar, 
yeast, water, improvers, and others, to the degree 
of dough mixing, dough temperature, fermentation 
time and temperature, and humidity control, to the 
added proportion of sponge dough, and they all 
infience the result of the fermentation. Since the 
dough temperature, fermentation time, humidity con- 
trol, and added sponge dough proportion were dis- 
cussed in the last section, only the materials and de- 
gree of mixing will be discussed below. 

FLOUR 

The bread k u r  used in breadmaking and its protein 
content and quality infience the water absorption of 
the dough and the strength of the gluten. In general, 
for every 1% difference in the protein content of the 
flour there will be a 2% difference in water absorp- 

tion. The protein content in the bread k u r  currently 
used in Taiwan, for example, is 12.5-14%, and the 
protein content in the bread ku r  used in the United 
States is 11.5-12.5%. Therefore, the gluten strength 
of the k u r  used in Taiwan is stronger, with higher 
levels of tolerance for mixing and fermentability. 
Since the wheat used for grinding the k u r  may not 
be of the same quality every time, it is difficult to 
maintain the quality of the ground kur  at a fixed 
standard. This problem of unequal quality is current- 
ly resolved through the addition of improvers and 
enzymes to the kur. Sometimes, breads are not 
made completely with bread k u r ;  rye kur,  rice 
flour, and other kurs are added. Because the gluten 
strength in the rye k u r  and rice k u r  are compara- 
tively weak, the dough is less able to tolerate mix- 
ing, and the gluten cannot support a long fermenta- 
tion; the dough thus lacks sufficient fermentation, 
and is smaller in volume and tight in texture. 
Oxidizing enzymes can be added to strengthen the 
gluten, or the temperature of the dough can be 
increased to facilitate the fermentation speed. 

WATER 

The best kind of water used in breadmaking is hard 
water that contains minerals and chlorine. Water 
containing appropriate amounts of minerals is con- 
ducive to fermentation of yeast. A water supply that 
has been purified and treated with chlorine is very 
suitable for breadmaking. 
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SALT 

Salt does not accelerate fermentation of the dough 
but rather retards fermentation functions. However, 
without addition of salt to the recipe, the fermenta- 
tion speed for the dough will be very fast and unsta- 
ble. The dough is easily overfermented, and the vol- 
ume of the baked breads will shrink and have a sour 
odor and taste. Therefore, disregarding recipes used 
in breadmaking that use no salt, salt must be added 
to stabilize the fermentation process. An appropriate 
amount of salt can retard the function of proteases, in- 
crease dough's toughness, enhance the gluten struc- 
ture, and stabilize fermentation conditions. How- 
ever, using too much salt will seriously retard the 
yeast fermentation. When the salt content is over 2% 
in the recipe, significant retardation in fermentation 
occurs. In addition, in the dough mixing process, 
avoid putting the yeast and salt together to mix, 
because this will also negatively infience the fer- 
mentability of the yeast. 

SUGAR 

Sugar is the major source of energy for the yeast in 
fermentation. Appropriate amounts of sugar help 
significantly in the yeast fermentation process. In 
the general recipe, a sugar content of 5% will in- 
crease yeast fermentability and enhance fermenta- 
tion. However, when the sugar content is over 8% 
in the recipe, the osmotic pressure produced destroys 
the yeast cells and will slow the speed of fermen- 
tation significantly. For example, the sugar content 
in recipes for sweet baked goods in Taiwan can be as 
high as 20-25%. Because of the dramatic increase in 
the osmotic pressure, it significantly retards yeast 
fermentation, and the time for fermentation must be 
extended. In general, in the making of sweet baked 
goods, yeast specifically produced for use with high 
sugar content can be used and the quantity of yeast 
increased, thus shortening the fermentation time. 

YEAST 

There are three kinds of yeasts commonly used in 
breadmaking: compressed yeast, active dry yeast, 
and instant active dry yeast. In terms of fermentation 
speed, the order is: compressed yeast > instant 
active dry yeast > active dry yeast. The active dry 
yeast is the strongest in terms of fermentability and 

is more capable of tolerating osmotic pressure and 
the propionate preservatives used in baked goods; 
the instant active dry yeast is the strongest in terms 
of activity of the yeast. In terms of the fermentation 
environment for the yeast, the appropriate pH is be- 
tween 4 and 6, and the appropriate temperature is 
between 35 and 38°C (95 and 100.4"F). In this envi- 
ronment, the yeast is able to produce the greatest 
amount of gas. During active yeast fermentation, 
abundant alcohol is produced. This alcohol is able to 
dissolve the yeast cells and thus slow fermentation 
speed. Also, the dead dry yeast cells contain glu- 
tathione, which will weaken the gas retention capac- 
ity of the gluten. 

Recently, researchers in Holland have invented a 
kind of yeast with compounded enzymes. The uni- 
que character of this yeast is that the bread formula- 
tions in which it is used do not require the addition 
of improvers, and the temperature of the production 
environment and the condition of breadmaking pro- 
cess do not infience the amount of yeast used. 
Furthermore, the quality of the breads produced is 
stable, and one can use the straight dough to make 
breads possessing leavening fivor. 

FATS AND OILS 

Adding fats and oils in the process of breadmaking 
produces a greasy effect in the dough fermentation, 
helps increase the extensibility of the gluten, is con- 
ducive to the volume expansion of the dough, 
increases the volume of the breads, and contributes a 
refined texture and softness. The most appropriate 
amount of fats and oils to be added in the general 
recipe for white breads is 4-6%, but for sweet baked 
goods, the ideal proportion should be 8-10%. Too 
much fats and oils will not only inhibit the extensi- 
bility of the gluten and expansion of the dough, but 
also cause a portion of the yeast to be surrounded by 
an overabundance of fats and oils, rendering osmot- 
ic function impossible. This makes the fermentation 
process extremely slow and results in incomplete 
fermentation of the dough. 

MILK POWDER 

The water-absorbing capacity of milk powder, after 
going through heat processing, is 100-125% of its 
weight; it absorbs more water than ku r  (58-64% 
of its weight). Thus, adding milk powder to the 
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breadmaking recipe can elevate the water-absorbing 
capacity of the dough, enhance the toughness, and 
increase the volume of the breads. The acid level of 
the dough, in the process of fermentation, will in- 
crease as the time of fermentation increases. Milk 
powder added to the dough can function as a buffer 
in the dough's acid reaction, and can also prolong 
the fermentation &xibility of the dough. 

ENZYME IMPROVERS 

Adding improvers such as ammonium chloride or 
ammonium sulfide can standardize the quality of the 
flour, strengthen the gluten, lower the pH value, and 
increase the gas retention of dough. Amylases can 
convert the starch to maltose and provide available 
carbohydrates for the activity of the yeast. Proteases 
can increase the dough's extensibility and help the 
volume expansion of the dough in the process of fer- 
mentation. Glucose oxidase can strengthen the glu- 
ten, improving dough with weak gluten and helping 
its fermentation. Adding an appropriate amount of 
enzymes helps provide sufficient nutrients to the 
dough in the process of fermentation, contributing to 
fermentation endurance and expansion, and improv- 
ing bread quality. 

PRESERVATIVE 

The preservative used in baking is propionate (i.e., 
calcium propionate, sodium propionate). It is a mold 
retardant, but it can also retard the yeast fermenta- 
tion functions and infience the final proof time. In 
general, adding 0.14% of calcium propionate to the 
recipe will cause an increase in the final proof time 
of 3%. Therefore, the greater the amount of calcium 
propionate, the slower the dough fermentation 
speed; its effect on active dry yeast is smaller than 
its effect on compressed yeast. 

THE DEGREE OF DOUGH MIXING 

The degree of dough mixing differs according to 
bread type, and it is not necessary for every kind 
of dough to be mixed to the degree of completion of 
the gluten. However, appropriate mixing is imper- 
ative and is dependent on the needs of the different 
types of bread. Generally speaking, the recipes of the 
breads with simple ingredients (i.e., French bread) 
require comparatively shorter mixing time, but need 

longer fermentation time in order to let the dough 
ferment sufficiently and bring out the fivors from 
the added ingredients. Conversely, for the breads 
that do not need a long fermentation time, a longer 
mixing time is needed to soften the gluten and allow 
maturing. 

INTERMEDIATE PROOF 
The dough texture after dividing and rounding be- 
comes tight, and the gluten becomes stronger, mak- 
ing molding difficult. The dough requires 8- 15 min- 
utes of relaxation time to reproduce air and soften 
the gluten; and this time period is referred to as the 
intermediate proof. During the intermediate proof, 
the surface of the dough needs to be protected from 
the drying effect of the environment, to avoid the 
formation of any dry skin. The dough can be placed 
in a proof room at a fermentation temperature of 
30°C (86°F) and a relative humidity of 70-75% for 
intermediate proof, or the rounded dough may be 
placed on top of the working counter and covered 
with a wet cloth. 

FINAL PROOF 
Since the gas trapped inside the dough is pressed out 
from the dough after the molding process, there is 
not much left. Therefore, the dough after molding 
needs to go through another fermentation period to 
enable it to reproduce gas and allow the volume of 
the dough to expand, thus restoring its original tex- 
ture and softness. This final fermentation period is 
called the final proof. The success or failure of the 
final fermentation directly i n  fiences the postbaking 
bread quality, and there are a number of critical 
points to be observed. The ideal temperature for the 
final proof is at 3538°C (95-100.4"F) at 80-85% 
relative humidity. Most doughs go through final 
proof in the final proof room. But there are a few 
special breads that do not need to be placed in the 
final proof room to ferment, and they can complete 
the final proof at ambient temperatures (about 24- 
25°C); Danish bread is an example. Because Danish 
bread adopts the roll-out and roll-up procedure and 
creates layers in the bread through molding and fold- 
ing, the humidity in the final proof room will i n  fi- 
ence the dough fermentation as well as the texture 
layer of the whole bread. Therefore, it only needs to 
be put in the ambient temperature to ferment. 
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The amount of time needed for final proof is 30- 
60 minutes, and in general, it is 45 minutes. To be 
realistic, the time needed still depends on the type of 
bread to be made, and on the preparation environ- 
ment and conditions. In addition, the fermentation 
condition of the dough can also be judged by the 
time of the expansion of the dough and its height. In 
general, the volume of the dough after final proof is 
two to three times bigger than that before the final 
proof. If the dough is placed into a baking mold, as a 
general rule, when it expands to occupy about 70- 
80% of the mold space, it means the final proof has 
been completed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The final step in breadmaking is the baking process 
in which the dough piece is transformed into a light, 
readily digestible and fivorful product under the 
infience of heat. Within this baking process, the 
natural structures of the major dough constituents 
are altered irreversibly by a series of physical, chem- 
ical, and biochemical interactions. Several apparent 
phenomena are caused by oven heat; these involve 
the expansion in volume, the formation of an en- 
veloping crust, the inactivation of yeast and enzy- 
matic activities, the coagulation of the ku r  protein, 
and partial gelatinization of ku r  starch. Meanwhile, 
the formation of new Bvor substances, such as car- 
amelized sugars, pyrodextrins, and a broad range of 
aromatic compounds also accompanies this process. 
Even though many of the chemical and physical re- 
actions happening at this stage are only partially 
understood, baking scientists and technologists be- 
lieve that the quality of final baking products is in- 
fluenced by the rate of heat application and the 
amount of heat supplied, the humidity level within 
the baking chamber, and the duration of the baking 
process. The concepts and knowledge of baking pro- 
cesses will be discussed in this chapter. 

BAKING STAGES 
Baking is generally defined as the process in which 
products are baked through a series of zones, with 
exposure to different time periods, temperatures, 
and humidity conditions. As an example, in white 
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pan bread baking, the first stage of baking lasts for 
about 6.5 minutes and comprises one-fourth of the 
total baking time of 26 minutes at a temperature 
of about 400°F (204°C). During this stage, the tem- 
perature of the outer crumb layers increases at an 
average rate of 8.5”F (4.7”C) per minute to a level 
of about 140°F (60°C) (Swortfigure 1968). The first 
observable change at this beginning baking stage is 
the formation of a thin and initially expandable sur- 
face skin. The rise in temperature of baking products 
will speed up the enzymatic activities and yeast 
growth at this stage. These two reactions will in- 
crease carbon dioxide gas production rapidly and 
keep expanding the loaf volume; this expansion is 
commonly called “oven rise or oven spring.” 

In the following approximately 13 minutes, the 
second and third stages of baking occur. Within the 
second stage of baking, the temperature of crumbs 
rises at a rate of 9.7”F (54°C) per minute. When the 
temperature of the crumb reaches about 209-210°F 
(98.4-98.8”C), the third stage of baking starts im- 
mediately. The temperature of the crumb will re- 
mains constant at this stage. At this temperature, 
moisture evaporation and the reaction rates of starch 
gelatinization and protein coagulation will reach 
their maximum. Also during this stage, the tempera- 
ture of the crust will reach 300-400°F (150-205”C), 
and brown coloration of the crust begins to appear. 
In the final stage, the oven temperature remains at a 
constant zone of 430-460°F (221-238°C). The cell 
walls of the loaf start firming up, and crust color 
develops to a desirable state. In this final stage, cer- 
tain organic substances will volatilize; this is com- 
monly referred to as “bake-out” loss. 

Several factors such as oven design, product 
weight or volume, and level of residual crumb mois- 
ture will affect the baking temperature and duration 
of different baking phases. Size of product is the 
most important factor in determining the baking 

time. Using the pan bread as an example, the small 
loaves of pan bread will achieve the optimum degree 
of baking faster than the larger loaves at an appro- 
priately regulated temperature. The 16-ounce loaves 
require 18-20 minutes to bake adequately, whereas 
24-ounce loaves will need about 20-22 minutes. 
Prouty (1965) described the effects of temperature 
variations at constant baking time on bake-out and 
moisture losses in the finished bread. The findings of 
Prouty’s study are summarized in Table 15.1. Based 
on the Prouty ’s conclusions, breads with an initial 
moisture content of 37% will feel fresher to con- 
sumers than those with an initial moisture content of 
35.7%. 

HEAT TRANSMISSION 
Heat is transmitted to the baking products in three 
different ways, namely, by radiation, convection, and 
conduction, in conventional baking processes (Matz 
1972). All three heat-transmission modes play im- 
portant roles in baking. Their relative importance 
depends on the type and design of the oven. 

During the baking processes, the heated internal 
surface of the oven emanates the invisible infrared 
rays, which are called radiant heat. This heat is 
absorbed by the exposed surface of the products, 
thus increasing their temperature. Thermal radiation 
is a process in which energy is emitted by a heated 
body in the form of electromagnetic radiation and 
travels at the speed of light directly to its point of 
absorption. This kind of thermal radiation represents 
the most complex mode of heat transmission. Con- 
vected heat is distributed through the baking cham- 
ber by the turbulence of the atmosphere and is trans- 
ferred by conduction to the products when the hot 
air contacts their surfaces. In general, the more rapid 
the air movement, the more rapid and efficient will 
be the diffusion of heat. Based on this concept, fans 

Table 15.1. The Effect of Baking Temperature on Bake-Out Loss of White 
Pan Bread 

Baking Temperature (Oven) 

Baking Bake-out Moisture 
In out  Period Loss, % Contents, % 

420°F (217°C) 450°F (232°C) 23 min. 9.8 37.0 
440°F (227°C) 460°F (239°C) 23 min. 10.1 36.5 
410°F (210°C) 520°F (271°C) 23 min. 11.5 35.7 
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or blowers are used to enhance the efficiency of con- 
vection heat transfer in most modern ovens. During 
the baking process, the side and bottom crusts of 
products absorb the heat that is transmitted by the 
pan walls, and this gradual heating of the interior of 
products is called heat conduction. Conduction heat 
and radiant heat raise the temperature of the bottom 
and sidewalls of products, and then the heat is trans- 
mitted into the interior of the products. 

The surface of dough will get warm quite rapidly 
when it is exposed to oven heat, whereas the interior 
of dough is warmed progressively more slowly as 
the distance from the surface increases. Within the 
first third of baking period, the temperature of dough 
surface will reach 302°F (150”C), and it will then 
increase slowly to 356°F (180°C) or higher at the 
end of baking (Auerman 1977). The temperature of 
the crumb never exceeds the boiling point of water 
212°F ( l O O T ) ,  and the center of loaf does not reach 
the maximum temperature until the end of the bake. 
Ponte et al. (1963) found that there is small rise in 
the internal temperature of the dough mass during 
the first 8 minutes in the oven. Thereafter, the rise 
becomes quite dramatic, as the rate of the internal 
temperature increase levels off as a maximum tem- 
perature of about 210°F (99°C) is approached. 
Marston and Wannan (1976) also indicated that the 
pattern of temperature rise in the dough mass con- 
forms to a three-phase sequence. 

The rates of these different reactions and the order 
in which they take place depend to a large extent 
upon the rate of heat transfer through the batter/ 
dough. If the crust forms before the mass center is 
baked, the center of the baked item may remain 
soggy, or late escaping gas may crack the crust due 
to the top heat being too high as compared with the 
bottom heat. 

OVEN SPRING 
The volume of dough loaf expansion during the ini- 
tial stage of baking, about one-third of the original 
volume, is referred to as the “oven spring.” 

The phenomenon of oven spring involves three 
effects. First, in the dough pieces, millions of minute 
elastic and expandable gas cells surrounded with 
gluten walls will expand when the heat penetrates 
the dough mass. Second, due to the effect of heat, 
which will reduce the solubility of gases, a major 
proportion of the carbon dioxide generated by yeast 

fermentation is released and migrates into the exist- 
ing cells when the temperature of dough increases to 
around 120°F (49°C). This will increase the internal 
pressure of gas cells and expand their size. Third, 
the dough constituents for which the physical state 
is liquid with a low boiling point will change into a 
gaseous state when the temperature is increased to 
approximately 175°F (79°C). This contributes to the 
pressure of gas cells and to their expansion. 

Moore and Hoseney (1985) indicated that the 
overall contribution of carbon dioxide to loaf expan- 
sion during oven spring accounts for only one-half 
of all expansion contribution reactions, and the 
evaporation of ethanol due to temperature increases 
is responsible for the remaining expansion. During 
the oven spring stage, small gas cells require more 
pressure to expand than do large cells (Hlynka 
1970). Hence, once the pressure in the gas cells of 
the dough exceeds the critical limit and the restric- 
tive forces of the cell walls suddenly give away, the 
cells expand dramatically. At this stage, the crust 
begins to form, and the oven spring will cause a 
readily observable effect-breaking and shredding 
on the upper sides of the pan loaf. 

REACTIONS DURING BAKING 
C ARAMELIZATION 

Caramelization is the process by which colorless, 
sweet substances, under the infience of heat, are 
transformed into compounds varying in color from 
light yellow to dark brown and producing a mild and 
pleasant caramel to burnt, bitter, or acrid fivor 
(Hodge 1967). All the compounds that form during 
caramelization have not yet been identified. How- 
ever, end products of these reactions are mostly un- 
saturated complex polymers. Sugisawa and Sudo 
(1969) heated polymerized glucose at 302°F (150°C) 
for 2.5 hours until it became semiliquid and brown. 
More than 10 different single to polymer com- 
pounds were produced, and they contributed to the 
different fivors and tastes. In 1967, Hodge suggest- 
ed the sequence of reactions in sugar caramelization. 
Figure 15.1 summarizes a general example of the 
caramelization reaction. 

MAILLARD REACTION 

Another major thermal chemical reaction during 
baking is the Maillard reaction, which is the thermal 
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Figure 15. 
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reaction of protein or amines with carbohydrates. 
The end products of the Maillard reaction are mela- 
noidins. The reaction was first described by Maillard 
in 1912 and has been extensively studied since then. 
Hodge (1953) outlined the broad scheme of the 
Maillard reaction (Fig. 15.2), consisting of the com- 
plex pathways and intermediary compounds that 
play an important role in bread color and fivor. The 
Maillard reaction is a major source of aromatic and 
flavor compounds that result from heat application 
to certain food systems (Fig. 15.3). 

It is easy to get confused on the caramelization 
and Maillard reactions in some respects; however, 
there are some basic differences that can be used in 
identifying these two reactions. In general, caramel- 
ization needs higher temperatures to initiate the re- 
action than does the Maillard reaction. Also, the 
flavor and aroma compounds produced from these 
two reactions are different. 

A simple reaction involving only the glucose and 
glycine will produce as many as 2 4  compounds, most 
of which are highly reactive carbonyls. Lane and 

Nursten (1983) studied over 400 model systems in- 
volving mixtures of 2 1 amino acids and eight sugars 
that were heated under different conditions of tem- 
perature and humidity and identified the odors pro- 
duced from these systems. They indicated that the 
odors of bread, crust, biscuit, cakes, and so forth were 
produced by heating the carbohydrates with the amino 
acids arginine, glutamine, histidine, lysine, proline, 
serine, threonine, and tyrosine at temperatures of 2 12 
and 284°F (100 and 140°C) for 0.5-4 minutes. 

STARCH GELATINIZATION 

During the baking process, the starch granules begin 
to swell at a temperature of about 104°F (40°C). The 
viscoelastic properties of dough are replaced by 
fluidity when the temperature reaches the range of 
about 122-150°F (50-65°C). In the initial stage of 
gelatinization, the starch granules absorb both free 
water and water held by the proteins of the dough, as 
the starch granules swell and deform. However, a 
large proportion of granules remain intact until the 
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I. Initial Stage (Colorless) 
a. Sugar-Amine Condensation 
b. Amadori Rearrangement 

11. Intermediate Stage (Colorless or Ycllow) 
a. Sugar Dehydration 
b. Sugar Fragmentation 
c. Amino Acid Degradation 

111. Final Stage (Highly Colored) 
a. Aldol Condensation 
b. Aldehyde-Amine Polymerization, Formation of 

Heterocyclic Nitrogen Compounds 

Figure 15.2. Outline of scheme of Maillard Reaction. 

end of gelatinization due to limitation of the water 
supply (Sansstedt 1961). 

The extent of starch gelatinization is infienced 
by water availability, temperature, and the duration 
of its action on starch. In general, there is a higher 
degree of starch gelatinization between the crumb 
layers and the crust than in the center of product, 
due to exposure to a longer period of high tempera- 
ture (Yasunaga et al. 1968). 

PROTEIN DENATURATION 

The gluten-forming proteins, binding approximately 
31% of the total water absorbed by the dough, are 
present in dough in a hydrated state. They contribute 
to the formation of dough structure by providing the 
matrix in which small starch granules are embedded 
(Pomeranz etal. 1984). The proteins begin to undergo 
thermal denaturation when the temperature of crumb 
reaches about 140-158°F (60-70°C). The denatured 
proteins start losing their water-binding ability and 

release the water from protein to starch in the cause of 
gelatinization. On the other hand, when the tempera- 
ture of dough rises above 165°F (74"C), the gluten 
films surrounding the individual gas vacuoles are 
denatured by heat and transformed into a semi-rigid 
structure by interaction with the swollen starch. 

WATER MOVEMENT 

During the first few minutes of baking, the oven 
atmosphere reaches a moisture-saturated condition. 
A slight water uptake by the dough occurs at this 
time, as the steam condenses on its surface. As the 
surface temperature exceeds the dew point of the 
baking chamber atmosphere, crust formation begins 
and the moisture in the outer loaf layers turns into the 
steam. Most of the steam evaporates into the air and 
a small amount migrates into the interior of the loaf. 
As baking proceeds, the moisture content of the crust 
and outer layer is reduced to around 5%, whereas in 
the interior crumb it remains relatively constant at 
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Figure 15.3. Outline of Maillard Reaction. 

43545.1% (similar to that of dough before baking). 
Once the bread is removed from the oven, right away 
the moisture of the interior crumb migrates into the 
dry crust layer. During cooling, the moisture evapo- 
ration of the crust continues until the water content 
of the entire loaf is reduced to approximately 38%. 

CELL STRUCTURE FORMATION 

The characters of cell structure are infienced pri- 
marily by other processing procedures prior to bak- 
ing. However, the baking conditions also have a 
major infience on the cell structure. If the crust of 
bread is formed prematurely it will limit loaf expan- 
sion, and the cells of the crumb will be disrupted due 
to the thermal stress within the crumb. 

ENZYME ACTIVITIES 

With the beginning of swelling during baking, the 
amylases accelerate their hydrolysis of starch. How- 
ever, these enzymes are inactivated rapidly due to 
the high baking temperature. The starch amylolysis 
is stopped when all amylases are inactivated. In the 
early stage of baking, the amylases contribute to two 
effects in the baking process: (1) the amylases break 
up the starch structure and cause the dough to be- 
come more fillid, hence promoting dough expan- 
sion, and (2) the starch is broken into small mole- 
cules, increasing the levels of both dextrins and 
maltose to be fermented by the yeast. Inadequate 
amylase reactions will cause product defects. Prod- 
uct volume will be reduced with low levels of amy- 
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lase activity; conversely, excessive amylase activity 
produces overexpansion of the loaf and may cause 
the loaf to collapse (Marston and Wannan 1976). 

ROLE OF OVEN STEAM 
Oven steam provides a favorable baking environ- 
ment for the creation of a smooth, glossy, and crispy 
crust on hearth breads and hard crust rolls. During 
the initial baking stages, oven steam performs sever- 
al necessary functions: (1) preserving the extensibil- 
ity of the surface skin on the dough pieces over 
the critical periods of continued oven rise or oven 
spring, (2) imparting a desirable gloss to the crust, 
particularly of hearth loaves and hard rolls, and (3) 
promoting heat penetration into the loaf interior. 
Under the dry oven condition, the dough will have 
rapid evaporation of water from the exposed sur- 
face. This will cause premature formation of a dry, 
inelastic outer shell on the bread surface. It restricts 
loaf expansion or increases the chance of unsightly 
tears in the finished crust. The surface layer of 
starch undergoes pyrolysis rather than partial gela- 
tinization, and the crust will not reach the desired 
gloss when baked under inadequately moist condi- 
tions. Finally, the evaporative process absorbs a con- 
siderable amount of heat from the surface, thereby 
slowing the rate of heat penetration into the loaf 
interior. The above effects can be controlled by 
proper steam or moisture conditions in the oven. 
When the proper steam or moisture condition exists 
in the oven, water vapor will condense on the sur- 
face of dough first when it enters the oven. A porous 
surface is formed due to this moisture condensation. 
This moisture penetrates into the surface skin and 
keeps it flexible during the initial baking stages. In 
the further baking process, this moisture promotes 
starch gelatinization and concomitant gloss forma- 
tion in the crust. 

OVEN PROBLEMS 
The most frequent problems encountered during the 
baking process are deficiencies in oven operation. 
The effectiveness of an oven is affected by the fol- 
lowing factors: the control of heat supply, the occur- 
rence of fish heat, steaming conditions, proper heat 
distribution, and appropriate oven loading. Today, 
errors and aberrations in oven operation still do 
occur and result in unsatisfactory baking perform- 

ance. Some of these uncommon errors will affect the 
quality of products dramatically. 

INSUFFICIENT OVEN HEAT 

Many causes result in insufficient oven heat supply 
including temperature control failure, defective oven 
systems, and overloading the products, among oth- 
ers. Insufficient oven heat means that products will 
be baked under lower temperature and tend to 
extend the baking time. Longer baking time may 
cause higher than normal bake-out losses and will 
result in a short-weighted baked product. Normal 
bake-out losses fall within the range of 7-13%; 10- 
12% would be the optimal range for producing the 
normal accepted products (Swortfigure 1968). The 
major defect characteristics and possible reasons for 
the defects caused by failure to provide enough heat 
supply are illustrated in Table 15.2. 

EXCESSIVE OVEN HEAT 

Defective temperature control and sometimes inade- 
quate product loading will cause the oven to be too 
hot. Excessive oven heat will cause the premature 
formation of a crust that prevents optimal loaf ex- 
pansion and creates internal stresses that interfere 
with uniform crumb development. The bread will be 
withdrawn from the oven before the crumb is prop- 
erly baked, because the optimal baking time is 
dependent on attractive crust color. Excessive oven 
heat will make the crust begin to brown at the early 
stage of baking, but the crumb of these products will 
still be gummy and lacking in fivor at that moment. 
The hot oven may be more acceptable for old and 
lean formula products since they need to accelerate 
color formation. The major defect characteristics 

Table 15.2. The Effects of Insufficient Oven 
Heat on Characteristics of Products 

Defect Characteristics Possible Reasons 

Excessive volume Longer baking time 
Coarse grain and Delayed starch 

harsh texture gelatinization 
Pale crust 

Unaccepted Longer baking time 

Low degree of coloring 
reactions 

bake-out loss 
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Table 15.3. The Effects of Excess Oven Heat 
on Characteristics of Products 

Defect Characteristics Possible Reasons 

Low volume of final 
product 

Dark top crust 

Underbaked 
sidewalls 

Uneven grain with 
large hole 

Gummy crumb and 
lacking fivor 

Accelerated starch 
gelatinization 

Accelerated coloring 
reaction 

Shorter baking time 

Accelerated gas 

Underbaked condition 
production rate 

and possible problems caused by excessive heat sup- 
ply are illustrated in Table 15.3. 

FLASH HEAT 

Flash heat is a condition in which the intense oven 
heat rapidly dissipates upon contact with the baking 
products. Flash heat causes the crust of products to 
brown rapidly even if the crumbs are not baked ade- 
quately. This is due to misjudging of baking time. 
Normally, the fish heat condition occurs at the start 
of a baking cycle when the cold oven gets electronic 
power suddenly. Dersch (1971) pointed out several 
methods to correct the fish heat problem. They 
include (1) rearranging the production schedule to 
ensure that the oven is always in use, (2) using a 
“ fish pan” (old pan filled with heat-absorbing mate- 
rials) at the beginning of oven run to warm up the 
oven, or (3) if possible, running the oven only partly 
full. 

EXCESS STEAM 

With the oven full of steam, excessive moisture in 
the oven atmosphere will cause tough crust on the 
product. Using the white pan bread as an example, 
the surface temperature of a dough piece would gen- 
erally be at a range of about 95-105°F (35-40.5”C) 
after the final proof. When the dough pieces enter a 
temperature above 400°F (204°C) in the oven cham- 
ber, the excess moisture in the oven will condense 
on the cooler dough surface. This action will trigger 
the starch gelatinization reaction and create the crust 
for products. The extended exposure to steam tends 

to create tougher crust because of the faster starch 
gelatinization initiation. Also, the excess of steam 
absorbed into the crust formed collapses the initial 
crust structure. 

INSUFFICIENT STEAM 

The opposite of excess steam is insufficient steam, 
which is frequent in white pan bread and causes the 
formation of “shell top”-a separation of crust from 
the crumb. The low humidity level of proof, under- 
fermented dough, and higher levels of gluten-forming 
protein will cause a similar effect. Increasing the rel- 
ative humidity of the oven will correct this condition 
easily. 

IMPROPER HEAT DISTRIBUTION 

The most frequent occurrence of improper heat dis- 
tribution in the oven is insufficient bottom and side- 
wall heat. The products baked in this situation 
exhibit a well-baked top crust but underbaked bot- 
tom and sidewall crusts. Baked loaves with improp- 
er heat distribution tend to cave in during cooling 
and collapse during slicing. Providing a stable elec- 
tric current and proper loading will prevent this 
problem. 

PAN SPACING 

Adequate spacing of pans will allow the proper hot 
air circulation and uniform baking. In general, strap- 
ped pans for 1-pound loaves should be spaced no 
less than 0.75 inches apart at the top rim and prefer- 
ably more, while pans for 1.5-pound or larger loaves 
require a minimum separation of 1 inch. A reason- 
able minimum space for 3-pound Pullman pans 
would be 1.5 inches. 

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
Generally speaking, the theoretical value for the 
amount of heat needed to bake 1 pound of bread is 
235 Btu. However, the actual heat required for bak- 
ing bread is infienced by various factors such as the 
specific heat of the dough, the temperature of the 
dough entering the oven, the moisture evaporation 
rates, and oven temperatures. When counting all 
these variables together, the theoretical energy re- 
quirement for baking 1 pound of bread is within the 
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range of 150-250 Btu. Several additional factors 
such as type of oven, kind of fuel used, method of 
heat applied, amount of steam used, and level of effi- 
ciency of oven operation all enter into the calcula- 
tion of energy requirements. The heat input required 
per pound of bread will range from 325-400 Btu for 
a highly efficient modern oven to as much as 1780 
Btu in an old coal-fired brick peel oven. 

OVEN 
The oven is the “heart” of the bakery as it is the 
equipment that transforms raw dough/batter into 
bread/cake by the heat it produces. Several basic 
types of oven in current use include reel ovens, trav- 
eling tray ovens, tunnel ovens, conveyorized ovens, 
rack ovens, and electronic ovens. The selection of a 
particular type of oven is often based on the follow- 
ing considerations: the bakery’s production volume, 
product varieties, plant space, and cost, among oth- 
ers. In general, the reel ovens are suited for low pro- 
duction volume and limited bakery operation space 
in places such as retail stores. For larger production 
volumes, in industry or supermarkets, traveling tray 
ovens would be a better choice. 

REEL OVENS 

The first American-developed mechanical oven was 
the reel oven. It consists of a reel structure that 

revolves vertically around a horizontal axis within 
the baking chamber and supports the baking trays in 
Ferris wheel fashion. Reel ovens normally are heat- 
ed by direct firing, and either electricity or gas is 
used as its energy source. Reel ovens require a rela- 
tively high baking chamber to install the reel, so it is 
difficult to attain an even and uniform heat distribu- 
tion and to accurately control the temperature in reel 
ovens. Moreover, the upper zone of the chamber 
normally contains more moisture and tends to im- 
part the crust characters of baked products when 
they pass through the upper zone of chamber. 

TRAVELING TRAY OVENS 

Traveling tray ovens (either single- or double-lap 
tray ovens) are modified from the reel oven in order 
to increase the oven’s production capacity and im- 
prove baking efficiency. The major difference in a 
traveling tray oven compared with a reel oven is the 
use of two parallel, endless chains that carry trays 
through the baking chamber instead of a reel. This 
design change will lower the baking chamber and 
increase the space capacity. In double-lap traveling 
tray oven operation, the zonal temperature control is 
more difficult than in the single-lap oven due to the 
individual baking zones that are positioned one 
above the other, with large openings between them 
to permit the passage of the trays. Figures 15.4 and 
15.5 are schematic drawings of single-lap tray and 
double-lap tray ovens, respectively. 
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Figure 15.4. Process scheme of a single-lap tray oven. 
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Figure 15.5. Process scheme of a double-lap tray oven (products pass through four heat zones). 

TUNNEL OVENS 

The tunnel oven is a long, low baking chamber with 
a motor-driven conveyor carrying the baking hearth 
and passing in a straight line. A typical tunnel oven 
design is illustrated in Figure 15.6. This long tunnel 
oven can be divided into more than one heat zone (it 
may including steam zones). The number of zones 
depends on oven length and engineering. The heat- 
ing system of each zone has its individual controls. 
The tunnel oven is probably not the most suitable or 
economical oven for baking panned bread or rolls. 
But it is a particularly effective oven for cookie and 

cracker baking because it provides separate controls 
for both top and bottom heat, for balancing the heat 
across the oven width, and optimum steam condi- 
tions. 

CONVEYORIZED OVENS 

The conveyorized oven is a system integrating con- 
tinuous proofing and baking; it was first developed 
by Lanham in 1967 (Lanham 1970). The special fea- 
ture of the original conveyorized oven system is a 
continuous conveyor that carries the panned dough 

ZOtzE 1 znm 2 Zone 3 

Load on 
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Figure 15.6. Process scheme of a tunnel oven (products pass through three heat zones). 
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product through both the final proofer and the oven. 
Due to different duration periods of proofing and 
baking, the sizes of the proofer and oven were dif- 
ferent if the transfer speed was the same. In the 
recent modifications, separately powered drivers are 
applied for conveyors of the proofer and the oven. 
This change allows modification of the size of both 
proofer and oven and saves %or space. The prod- 
ucts baked by this oven tend to have a high degree of 
uniformity of bake because every pan travels the 
same path. The heat transfer type in the convey- 
orized oven is convection heat. 

RACK OVENS 

The rack oven, first introduced in 1958, is basically 
a vertical baking chamber with a special wheeled 
rack, which can carry as many as 100 trays of prod- 
uct (Bliimel and Boog 1977). The rack is rotated on 
turntables during the baking phase, which can 
expose the product to uniform convection heating. 
The energy source of the rack oven can be electricity, 
gas, or fuel. Nowadays, many rack ovens are com- 
puterized to regulate temperature, steam conditions, 
and baking cycles. 

ELECTRONIC OVENS 

The general definition of an electronic oven is that 
the oven uses electric power to provide conventional 
heating to the oven. The commercial electronic 
ovens normally contain a multideck design and are 
equipped with heat-storing elements to take advan- 
tage of the low electric rates offered in certain situa- 
tions. Microwave ovens are one of electronic ovens 
that are currently used in baking industries. They 
heat the products by using dielectric heating. A crust 
does not form when products are baked this way 
because dielectric heating takes place evenly from 
the exterior to interior of the product. 
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Cereal products are usually a very significant part of 
the daily diet of consumers. In particular, the con- 
sumption of whole-grain products benefits health by 
reducing the risk of certain chronic diseases. Cereal 
products are also growing in importance at a time 
when a large proportion of the population is becom- 
ing significantly overweight. 

INTRODUCTION TO BASIC 
PRINCIPLES IN SENSORY 
ASSESSMENT 
In order to better understand, optimize, and tailor 
the sensory characteristics of cereal materials, it is 
important to recognize certain basic principles and 
i n  fiencing factors in sensory perception. Sensory 
analysis is “a scientific discipline used to evoke, 
measure, analyze and interpret reactions that are the 

characteristics of foods and other materials as they 
are perceived by the senses of sight, smell, taste, 
touch and hearing” (Stone and Side1 2004). Sensory 
evaluation is a multidisciplinary challenge that re- 
quires an understanding of food science, statistics, 
chemistry, nutrition, physiology, and psychology. 

SENSORY ATTRIBUTES AND SENSES 

Appearance, odor, texture, and flavor are important 
attributes in determining the overall characteristics of 
a product (Fig. 16.1). Traditionally these attributes 
are evaluated independently of each other by recep- 
tors of the different senses, although the possibility of 
a multimodal perception by human beings has re- 
cently been suggested. Sensory assessment is based 
on perception, using the senses of vision, touch, 
olfaction, gustation, and hearing. In addition, chemi- 
cal irritants such as menthol, pepper, or ammonia 
stimulate trigeminal nerve ends, causing such sensa- 
tions as cold, heat, pungency, burning, or tingling. 

The sense of sight is used in evaluating appear- 
ance, for example, the color, shape, or size of a prod- 
uct. Sight, touch, and hearing, in combination, are 
important in perception of texture, for example, 
crispiness, juiciness, or softness. The taste receptors 
are located on the surface of the tongue, clustered 
into taste buds, and saliva is necessary as a carrier 
for taste perception. The classical four basic tastes 
include sweet, salty, sour, and bitter, but suggestions 
to add umami and metallic have been widely accept- 
ed. The interactions of the four basic tastes, espe- 
cially at different concentrations, are complicated. 
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e Appearance 

e Texture 

Color Size Shape Bitter Umami 
Sour Sweet Salty 

Snapping Crispness Juiciness, etc. o y  9 Volatile compounds 

SENSE OF TOUCH Odor 4 
Burning Pungent Cold Warm etc.  

Figure 16.1. Senses used in sensory perception of foodstuff attributes. 

For example, at moderate concentrations salts and 
acids are known to enhance each other, but at high 
concentrations they suppress each other's effect. 
Volatile compounds in the headspace of the product 
are sensed by the olfactory receptors located very 
high in the nasal cavity. This diversity is mediated 
by smell, and the olfactory perception is based on 
the transduction mechanism. Usually when talking 
about taste, we actually mean fivor, as related to 
retronasal perception. Flavor is the simultaneous 
perception of taste, odor, and trigeminal nerve re- 
sponse (Lawless and Heymann 1999). 

Volatile and nonvolatile chemical compounds 
must exceed their specific odor or taste thresholds to 
be perceived. The thresholds may be categorized 
into detection, recognition, difference, and terminal 
thresholds, depending on their perception intensity 
(Meilgaard et al. 1999). For example, the odor per- 
ception of a product is caused by several different 
volatile compounds, and their relative amounts in 
the headspace together with their low odor thresh- 
olds dominate the perceived odor. In addition, it is 
important to note that a wide variation between 
thresholds exists within and between individuals. 
Different types of odors and tastes tend to mask or 
suppress each other, which is often called mixture 
suppression. On the other hand, tastes may also 
increase the apparent intensity of odors, or odors 
may increase the apparent intensity of taste (Noble 
1996). 

Regarding the perceived fivor, knowledge of 
phenomena involved in the complex fivor release is 
crucial (Plug and Haring 1994, Laing and Jinks 
1996, Taylor 1996, Taylor and Linforth 1996, Buett- 
ner and Schieberle 2000, Dattatreya et al. 2002, 
Linforth et al. 2002). In general, while eating, fivor 
perception is determined by the nature and amount 
of the fivor components, the availability of these to 
the senses as a function of time, and the mechanism 
of perception. The fivor release is infienced by the 
individual shear-force during chewing, saliva vol- 
ume and composition, breathing rate and volume, 
diffusion of molecules, binding, the pH of the solu- 
tion, and the solubility of the fivor molecules. In 
addition, the stimulus caused by the fivor com- 
pound varies depending on the chemical and physi- 
cal properties of the volatile substances; the texture, 
shape, and hydrophobicity of the material; interac- 
tions between the food components; and the state of 
the food (Guichard 2002). Through understanding 
the mechanisms by which the fivor compounds are 
formed, fivor formation may be controlled by opti- 
mized methods of food processing. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SENSORY 
ASSESSMENT 

General instructions for organizing sensory evalua- 
tions are well described in the textbooks (Stone and 
Side1 2004, Meilgaard et al. 1999, Lawless and 
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Heymann 1999) and IS0 standards dealing with the 
topic. Thus, only the key issues in organizing senso- 
ry assessments are reviewed below. 

A trained panel is the objective instrument used in 
sensory assessments, and it must be clearly distin- 
guished from the hedonic or acceptance evaluations 
performed by subjective consumer panels. Special 
attention should be paid to recruiting and pretesting 
of assessors. Frequent monitoring of the panel’s per- 
formance and the motivation of the panelists is cru- 
cial for getting reliable results. The size of the panel 
should be large enough, depending on the experi- 
ence of assessors, the method used, and the product 
to be evaluated. Individual differences between the 
subjects of a sensory panel should not be ignored. 
This is the main reason for using large sensory pan- 
els. In the test facilities, a specific area should be 
allocated for sensory evaluation. For sample presen- 
tation, the samples should be blind coded and served 
in a balanced, random order to the assessors. 

In general, analytical sensory methods can be 
roughly divided into several types of difference tests 
and descriptive analysis. They must be clearly dis- 
tinguished from affective consumer tests, that is, ac- 
ceptability, preference, and hedonic response studies. 
The choice of the sensory method depends on the 
aim-What, in the end, do you want to know about 
the product? The sensory characteristics of cereal 
products are usually determined by descriptive 
analysis (descriptive profiling), which gives a com- 
prehensive view of the most important perceived 
attributes of the products (Stone and Sidel 1998, 
Lawless and Heymann 1999, Meilgaard et al. 1999, 
ISO-13299 2003, Stone and Sidel 2004). The vocab- 
ulary used is therefore characteristic of each specific 
product and must be created separately. Sensory 
profiling describes the relative distances between the 
products for each attribute. The selected attributes of 
the sensory profile describe the appearance (includ- 
ing color), odor, fivor, and texture characteristics of 
the different products as extensively as possible. 

SENSORY ATTRIBUTES 
OF BAKERY PRODUCTS 
Flavor, texture and color are the salient general 
attributes of cereal products. The product will cer- 
tainly fail on the market if one of these general attri- 
butes does not meet the expectations of consumers. 
However, each product has its characteristic sensory 
profile with specified attributes. For example, a 

roasted fivor is an especially important attribute in 
bread and other cereal products; crispiness is a char- 
acteristic texture attribute for several dry bakery 
products. 

The ingredients-kur, liquid (water), yeast, salt, 
sweetening agents, fat, emulsifiers, eggs, milk pow- 
der, and spices-used in baking have their own effect 
on the sensory characteristics of the end product. In 
addition to the raw materials and flavor precursors, 
the processing of grains considerably changes both 
the flavor-active compounds and the perceived flavor. 
Although processing is often considered to be a neg- 
ative attribute from the nutritional point of view, pro- 
cessing is necessary prior to consumption of grains. 
Processing must provide products that have a suit- 
able form and good sensory properties. 

NATIVE GRAIN AND FLOUR 

In general, wheat, maize, and rice are the leading 
cultivated grains worldwide, but other minor vari- 
eties of cereal such as rye, oat, and barley should not 
be ignored. Each variety of grain has its characteris- 
t ic fivor; for example, the oatlike fivor is milder 
than the ryelike fivor. Grains have their own effect 
on the fivor; for example, oat grain or meal often 
gives a nutty fivor to a cereal product. The grain 
cultivar also infiences the fivor. The chemical 
composition of native grains varies significantly 
depending on the growing environment, the geno- 
type, and their interaction. These may substantially 
contribute to the perceived fivor indirectly; for 
example, the nitrogen content of the soil greatly 
i n  fiences the composition of amino acids and, as a 
result, the protein composition of the grain. Vari- 
ations in the composition may also arise from differ- 
ences in harvesting and postharvesting conditions, 
or in the treatment of the grain prior to its use. The 
specific season is a dominant factor (Kihlberg 
2004), especially for protein and fat production. 

The fivor of native, untreated grain is very mild 
and bland. Very little literature is available on the 
perceived fivor of native grains, whereas the fivor 
of processed cereal products is far better document- 
ed. The reason for this might be that native grains 
are not used as such: some kind of processing is 
always required before their consumption. 

In mechanical milling fractionation the kernel is 
separated into endospermic, shorts, and bran frac- 
tions. The fivor components are unevenly distrib- 
uted in the kernel (Heinio et al. 2003a). Between the 
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mild-tasting innermost, endospermic part of rye 
grain and the bitter-tasting outermost bran fraction, 
a ryelike fivor without any obvious bitterness is 
observed. This fraction also contains significant 
amounts of bioactive compounds, such as alk(en)yl- 
resorcinols and phenolic acids. The aleurone layer 
of a grain contains many enzymes, including per- 
oxidases, polyphenoloxidases, and amylases. While 
the aleurone layer is damaged during milling, off- 
flavor development, pigment darkening, and starch 
breakdown may result. A gray color in foods is 
induced by polyphenoloxidases converting colorless 
phenolic compounds to dark polymers. The use of 
hydrogen peroxide to bleach the dark color of grains 
is patented (Metzger 2003), but the possible loss of 
phytochemicals is not known. The milling technique 
has a greater impact on the sensory quality of 
whole-grain wheat than the baking technique: bread 
baked with roller-milled wheat was described as 
being sweet, juicy, and compact, with a small slice 
area, whereas bread baked with stone-milled wheat 
was salty, deformed, and roasted (Kihlberg 2004). 

BREAD 

The trends in the relative popularity of different 
types of breads are r e k t e d  in their consumption 
volumes. For the consumer, the key attributes of 
bread are fivor and texture. The degradation of the 
taste of bread is related to modern manufacturing 
techniques and the speed of large-scale bread pro- 
duction (Wirtz 2003). However, the fivor and sta- 
bility of the texture may be improved by using pre- 
doughs containing yeast or lactic acids. In addition 
to large-scale production, smaller local bakeries pro- 
duce their own special breads. Regional, ethnic, 
socioeconomic, and even gender or age factors also 
determine which types of breads are produced. 

Apart from the main constituents of kur,  sugar, 
yeast, and salt, other ingredients of bread infience 
the fivor very little. Most of the fivor develops 
from these raw materials during dough processing 
and baking. The fivor of bread is formed in proces- 
sing through oxidation and enzymatic and thermal 
reactions. Volatile compounds evaporate in oxida- 
tive reactions. Enzymes produce fivor precursors in 
dough processing and in the early stage of baking. 
The most important fivor compounds of bread are 
formed during baking, when heat reactions, such as 
the Maillard reaction and caramelization, take place. 
Enzymatic and possible fermentation reactions in- 

fluence the fivor of bread crumb, whereas heat 
reactions affect the fivor of bread crust. As a result, 
the crust and crumb of bread have different fivor 
properties (Schieberle and Grosch, 1985, 1994; 
Kirchhoff and Schieberle 2001). 

The composition of ku r  is two-dimensional. 
Some chemical compounds, such as amino acids, 
fatty acids, and phenolic acids, act as fivor precur- 
sors, forming fivor-active compounds during bak- 
ing, whereas some volatile compounds in flour affect 
the perceived fivor as such. Sugars give a slightly 
sweet note to bread, but they are also important fi- 
vor precursors. During baking, in conjunction with 
free amino acids, they give a roasted note to the 
bread, through the Maillard reaction. Yeast breaks 
down sugars in dough fermentation to alcohol and 
carbon monoxide, and fivor-active compounds, 
such as alcohols, organic acids, esters, lactones, and 
carbonyls, are formed as secondary fermentation 
products. 

Salt-free bread has a bland taste. Thus, salt is used 
in breads for improving the taste, texture, and stabil- 
ity, and for strengthening its fivor. As a result, con- 
sumers have acquired a taste for bread with added 
salt even though nutritional guidelines still recom- 
mend that salt intake be reduced. The taste of salt- 
free food may not, at least initially, meet consumers’ 
expectations, and therefore eating habits may take 
time to change. Sourdough fermentation is used in 
rye and wheat bread processing, and it increases the 
sourness of the bread. At high NaCl concentrations, 
the saltiness and sourness of rye bread tend to com- 
pete with each other, and saltiness can be masked by 
sourness (Barylko-Pikielna et al. 1990, Hellemann 
1991, Heinio et al. 1997). Consequently, the NaCl 
concentration could be substantially lowered with- 
out significant change to sour rye bread fivor. The 
perceived sourness of rye bread is strongly related to 
the concentrations of lactic and acetic acids (Helle- 
mann et al. 1988). 

Besides the fivor attributes, the freshness, color, 
texture, and biting properties dramatically infience 
the overall perception of bread. In particular, soft- 
ness, which is characteristic of fresh bread, decreases 
quickly during storage. Fat addition, if used, softens 
the bread crumb, stabilizes texture, and improves the 
bread volume, but also improves the perceived fi- 
vor by forming carbonyl compounds during the bak- 
ing process. Breads made with whole-grain kurs 
often have reduced loaf volume, dense crumb, re- 
duced crumb softness, and a dark crumb and crust. 
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In addition to the ingredients, processing of dough 
may i n  fience flavor formation. Vigorous mixing 
produces considerably higher levels of acetic and 
several other acids than conventional mixing, proba- 
bly due to overoxidation of the dough (Wirtz 2003). 
Dough leavening can also indirectly i n  fience flavor 
formation, because it often determines fermentation 
time. During baking the temperature is important. 
Both the Maillard reaction and caramelization occur 
on the bread surface at about 23O-25O0C, while the 
crust temperature only slightly exceeds 100°C. Then 
the bread crust will get toasted, nutty, and frying 
notes together with a characteristic color. However, 
if the baking temperature is too high, bitterness will 
appear, and the color will be too intense. 

Crispness is the most salient texture attribute of 
crisp bread. The flavor of crisp bread resembles that 
of soft bread, although the manufacturing processes 
are significantly different. Crisp rye bread contains 
significantly more aromatic compounds (about 25%) 
than soft rye bread (less than lo%), most of these 
compounds originating from the Maillard reaction. 

The salient descriptors of bread qualities depend 
on the ingredients and the process applied. In gener- 
al, common fivor attributes for bread are intensity 
of cereal fivor in crumb and crust, sweet, toasted/ 
roasted, fresh fivors, and in sourdough fermented 
breads, bitterness. Common texture attributes for 
breads are softness, moistness, and springiness. 
Some examples of sensory descriptors of different 
types of breads are given in Table 16.1. 

BREAKFAST CEREALS 

Flaked grains for ready-to-eat cereals and milled 
grains for hot cereals (mainly porridges) are counted 
as breakfast cereals. Grains may be used intact, 
coarsely ground or cut, or milled to kur. The pro- 
cesses involved in producing ready-to-eat cereals in- 
clude rolling, fiking, extrusion, gun puffing, shred- 
ding, baking, or a combination of these, all of them 
i n  fiencing the perceived sensory attributes of the 
products. These processes often require moisture 
and heat to form a crispy, crunchy texture, which is 
one of the most desirable attributes in ready-to-eat 
breakfast cereals. In hot cereals the grain may be 
precooked or unprocessed, and together with the fi- 
vor attributes, other texture attributes, such as thick- 
ness and viscosity, are important in them. 

Whole-grain cereals with a bran layer are darker 
in color than products made from grains without 

bran. Wheat, corn, oats, rice, barley, or even fix- 
seed, triticale, buckwheat, or rye may be used as 
cereals. In addition to cereals, other ingredients 
i n  fiencing the sensory characteristics are used. Soy 
protein can give a slight nutty fivor. Malt extract 
and sweeteners, such as liquid sugar, sucrose, cane 
juice, molasses, honey, syrups, or concentrated fruit 
juices, in addition to their characteristic fivor, have 
a role as fivor precursors in the Maillard reaction, 
contributing a roasted fivor and dark color. Oil may 
act as a fivor carrier or improve texture and texture 
retention. Fruit, berry, raisin, nut, and seed additions 
give their own characteristic fivor to the breakfast 
cereal. Flavors are best applied as part of a sugar 
coating on the cereal. “Brown” fivors are common 
in cereals, and are not as susceptible to volatilization 
as, for example, fruit fivors. 

OTHER CEREAL PRODUCTS 

Besides bread and breakfast cereals, a wide variety 
of other bakery products, such as pastries and cakes, 
are available on market. These include different 
types of pies, rusks, coffee breads (with and without 
yeast), doughnuts, confectionery products, short- 
cakes, cookies, and biscuits. The amount of cereal 
ingredients in some of these products may be rather 
small, and therefore other ingredients, which are too 
variable to be described in this context, have a con- 
siderable infience on their sensory characteristics. 
In addition, some national specialities among cereal 
products exist. For example, azyme is a very thin 
wheat bread from Scandinavia that is not fermented 
and has a slightly bitter taste. 

Related to the increasing interest in partly pre- 
pared, convenience foods, the market for prebaked 
frozen cereal products, which are baked at home, is 
constantly growing. It is possible to achieve many 
desirable sensory attributes, such as a fresh, cereal 
flavor, crisp crust, and soft crumb, using this tech- 
nology. 

FACTORS AFFECTING SENSORY 
ATTRIBUTES OF BAKERY 
PRODUCTS 
In addition to simply measuring the sensory profiles 
of products, the basis for the sensory quality of bak- 
ery products should lie in actively designing the sen- 
sory attributes found most attractive by consumers 
(Fig. 16.2). Using different processing techniques 
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Flavour formation 
(Sensory descriptive profiling) 

Raw materials, flavour precursors 
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Process 
(Implementation of biotechnical treatments) 

t I 
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(Consumer studies) 

Figure 16.2. Formation and determination of flavor and 
texture of cereal products. 

and knowing their infience, the fivor and texture 
of the products may be adjusted in the desired direc- 
tion. 

INFLUENCE OF BIOPROCESSING ON SENSORY 
C HARACTERI STI c s 

Cereal fivor forms mainly during processing, and 
the relatively plain fivor of native grain may be 
considerably adjusted by different bioprocessing 
techniques (Heinio 2003). At the same time, biopro- 
cessing may increase the amounts of phenolic com- 
pounds and vitamins. One of the most effective 
ways of modifying fivor is through heating. On the 
other hand, enzymatic reactions, such as the oxida- 
tion or hydrolyzation of lipids, may take place and 
result in undesirable fivor notes. Sensory attributes 
may be related to certain volatile and nonvolatile 
compounds, often specific to each processing tech- 
nique. Some examples of sensory attributes of pro- 
cessed grains are given in Table 16.2. 

Sourdough fermentation is applied to rye prior to 
baking the dough into bread, although it is also 
optional in baking wheat. Although not used world- 
wide, rye is an important cereal in the German, 
Polish, Russian, and Nordic diets, in particular, and 

is traditionally consumed as soft bread or in the 
form of crisp bread. The fivor of pure rye k u r  is 
rather mild. The typical strong, sour, and slightly 
bitter fivor of rye bread is formed during sourdough 
fermentation, which is necessary for rye bread pro- 
duction (Hellemann et al. 1987, 1988). The bitter- 
ness does not decrease even after a heat treatment, 
such as extrusion or baking (Heinio et al. 2003b). 
Concurrently, the amounts of lactic and acetic acids 
increase. Sourdough fermentation strengthens the 
sour fivor and produces fivor components mainly 
in the bread crumb, whereas the baking process 
mainly infiences the fivor of the bread crust, re- 
sulting in a roasted fivor. The sourness of bread can 
somewhat reduce the amount of salt used in baking 
it (Hellemann et al. 1988, Hellemann 1991, Heinio 
etal. 1997). 

The oxidation of lipids and enzymatic and heating 
reactions are the key reactions infiencing the fivor 
formation of rye bread (Hansen et al. 1989, Schie- 
berle 1996). Volatile compounds evaporate from 
flour as a consequence of oxidation reactions. En- 
zymatic reactions produce fivor-active compounds 
both in the sourdough fermentation and at the begin- 
ning of the baking. The fivor compounds produced 
during the baking process are possibly the most 
essential compounds for the fivor of rye bread, and 
they mainly form during the heat treatments. 

To date, germination has mainly been used for 
barley in beer production, but it can also be an effec- 
tive method of adjusting the fivor of other cereals, 
such as oat and rye (Heinio et al. 2001, 2003b). 
In general, moisture, temperature, and germination 
time are the major variables in germination, which is 
completed by a drying process. These fundamental- 
ly affect the fivor profile of grain. Germination ini- 
tiates the bioactivity of the grain and results in the 
formation of new fivor components. Germinated 
grains are a good source of free amino acids and 
sugars, which act as fivor precursors for the fivor- 
active compounds. The fivor profile of native bar- 
ley is changed in germination from fruity and hay- 
like to the burnt, breadlike, malty, and chocolate-like 
flavor of germinated, dried barley (Beal and Mot- 
tram 1993). The toasted and cereal-like fivor has 
also been found in heat-treated oat fikes (Sides et 
al. 2001). The roasted, sweet, and nutty characteris- 
tics can clearly be related to such volatile com- 
pounds as dimethyl sulphides and isobutanol (Heinio 
et al. 2001). 
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The grain fivor and texture may be considerably 
modified by several thermal-processing techniques, 
such as germination and subsequent heat treatment, 
extrusion cooking, autoclave puffing and roasting 
techniques, or microwave heating. All of these have 
a high processing temperature in common, although 
any possible pretreatment prior to heating may also 
significantly infience the fivor. 

The Maillard reaction is one of the major reac- 
tions infiencing the fivor and color of a product 
(Fayle and Gerrard 2002). It consists of several com- 
plex reactions, and not all of them are even known in 
detail yet. Heat and dry atmosphere accelerate the 
Maillard reaction. At high temperatures, free amino 
acids or small peptides together with free sugars are 
especially important fivor precursors, since they 
form volatile fivoring compounds, such as het- 
erocyclic pyrazines, pyrroles, furans, and sulphur- 
containing compounds. These compounds are abun- 
dant in high-temperature, low-moisture extruded 
oats, and the products are described as roasted or 
toasted, caramelized and somewhat sweet, or nutty 
in  fivor (Heydanek and McGorrin 1986, Parker et 
al. 2000). 

Extrusion is a continuous process using both tem- 
perature and pressure for extrusion blowing of a 
flour-water suspension. It is used in preparing puffed 
and fiked ready-to-eat breakfast cereals, savory and 
sweet expanded snacks, croutons, bread crumbs, 
crisp fitbreads and breadsticks, and rice and pasta 
substitutes. It increases product darkness, due to the 
Maillard reaction and enzymatic browning of phe- 
nolic acids. So far it has mainly been applied to 
wheat, but applications for oats have also been 
reported (Pfannhauser 1993, Sjovall et al. 1997, 
Parker et al. 2000, Reifsteck and Jeon 2000, Bredie 
et al. 2002). As a heat treatment, it is very effective 
in modifying the cereal fivor, resulting in a roasted 
flavor and crispy texture. Temperature and moisture 
level are important factors in fivor formation of 
extrusion products (Bredie et al. 1998). Extrusion 
products are susceptible to oxidation due to the 
increased surface area and the denaturation of lipox- 
ygenase and other enzymes involved. 

The use of enzymes in manufacturing bakery 
products is a novel technology for modifying the fi- 
vor and texture. Especially hydrolytic enzymes 
breaking down the cell walls or other constituents of 
the grain could be applied in the future. For exam- 
ple, the addition of amylase retards staling of bread 

by preventing starch retrogradation. Xylanase, pro- 
teases, lipases, and oxidases are other useful bakery 
enzymes. 

INFLUENCE OF STORAGE ON SENSORY 
C HARACTERI STI c s 

Cereal products easily become stale when stored. 
Two main factors infience the deterioration of the 
quality of cereal products: rancidity of the fivor and 
dryness of the texture. Textural changes, for exam- 
ple, drying of bread, can be, at least to some extent, 
avoided by using suitable packaging solutions, 
whereas for unpacked products modifications of the 
recipe are necessary. 

Grains with a high fat content, such as oat (fat 
content 4-6%), are susceptible to lipid oxidation 
after processing, when the antioxidants of the grain 
are damaged. Flavor deterioration during storage 
may result from both volatilization of desired fivor 
attributes and the development of undesired off- 
flavors. A bitter off ~ fivor and rancidity, in particu- 
lar, are easily formed in unprocessed oats during 
storage. The sensory perceptions of these rancid and 
bitter off-notes result from the oxidative or hydrolyt- 
ic degradation of lipids of a grain, although deterio- 
ration of proteins and reactions of phenolic acids 
should not be excluded. Oxidative rancidity devel- 
ops as a result of enzymatic and nonenzymatic pro- 
cesses. Accordingly, the hydrolytic rancidity is a 
result of lipase activity in the outer layers of the 
grain, where fat degrades to free fatty acids (Welch 
1995). High moisture levels, light, elevated storage 
temperatures, and high oxygen concentrations in- 
crease the development of rancidity (Ekstrand et al. 
1993, Molteberg et al. 1996, Larsen 2002). The 
development of rancidity can be prevented or de- 
creased by heat treatment; phenolic compounds, such 
as avenanthramides and caffeic acid (Molteberg et 
al. 1996) ; or the germination-drying process (Heinio 
et al. 2002). 

CHEMICAL AGENTS 

The fivor of cereal products results from a mixture 
of several chemical compounds (Fig. 16.3). The 
composition of a grain or cereal product may directly 
infience the perceived fivor in two ways: (1) 
through certain volatile compounds, such as alde- 
hydes, ketones, and alcohols, in the airspace of a 
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Volatile Phenolic 
compounds compounds 

Free amino acids, 
small peptides 

Figure 16.3. Chemical components of grain influencing the perceived flavor. 

product; and (2) through nonvolatile compounds, 
such as phenolic compounds, sugars, amino acids 
and small peptides, free fatty acids, and lipids. This 
second group may also indirectly infience per- 
ceived fivor, acting as fivor precursors through 
reactions that form various new fivor compounds in 
the product during processing. 

Similar volatile compounds are found both in 
native and processed grains, and the main difference 
seems to be in the amounts and relative proportions 
present in the products. Some volatile compounds, 
that is, aldehydes, ketones, and alcohols, are domi- 
nant in both, but as a result of heat treatment deriva- 
tives of pyrazines and pyridines are also often found. 
In general, untreated grain or ku r  contains small 
amounts of just a few fivor-active compounds 
(Hansen 1995). These compounds are often aliphat- 
ic aldehydes, such as pentanal and hexanal, formed 
as oxidation products from fatty acids, and the cor- 
responding alcohols, pentanol, and hexanol. Some 
of the carbonyl compounds possess a green odor 
note, with a pungent fivor. 

Numerous new volatile compounds are formed 
during the processing of grain. Although they are 
often identical compounds, their amounts and rela- 
tive proportions may vary significantly depending 
on the process parameters, thereby resulting in dif- 
ferent fivors. Important fivor compounds in rye 
sourdough are alcohols, esters, and carbonyls (Han- 
sen et al. 1989, Lund et al. 1989). In baking, mainly 
compounds related to the Maillard reaction form: 

alcohols, acids, aldehydes, hydrocarbon-substituted 
furans, ketones, lactones, pyrazines, hydrocarbon- 
substituted pyrroles, and sulphur compounds. The 
perceived fivor and the fivor-active volatile com- 
pounds of the crumb are significantly different from 
those of the crust in rye bread (Schieberle and 
Grosch 1985, 1994; Grosch and Schieberle 1997; 
Kirchhoff and Schieberle 2001) and may be effec- 
tively infienced by modifying the process parame- 
ters in sourdough fermentation and baking. In ger- 
mination, different types of volatile compounds form 
at low processing temperatures and high moisture 
levels as compared with those formed at higher 
temperatures and lower moisture levels. After kiln 
drying, oat flavor components, suchas terpenes, alkyl- 
benzenes, aldehydes, alcohols, and heterocyclic com- 
pounds, develop (Dimberg et al. 1996). In extruded 
oat, compounds form from the Maillard reaction 
(e.g., pyrazines, pyrroles, furans, and sulphur- 
containing compounds with toasted sensory descrip- 
tions), and from lipid oxidation (e.g., hexenal and 
hexanol) (Pfannhauser 1993, Sjovall et al. 1997, 
Parker et al. 2000). The high extrusion temperature 
and alkalinity of the system significantly infience 
the fivor generation from wheat ku r  by form- 
ing nitrogen-sulphur-containing heterocyclic com- 
pounds described as being sulphury and rubbery in 
odor (Bredie et al. 2002). 

The reduction of desired fivor attributes through 
volatilization and development of undesired off- 
flavors infience fivor deterioration of cereals dur- 
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ing storage (Zhou et al. 1999). The long-chain 
hydroxy fatty acids cause a bitter taste perception. 
Aldehydes, ketones, and alcohols cause rancid fi- 
vor, hexanal being the most dominating. However, 
rancidity is due as much to the change of the con- 
centration of hexanal as to its absolute presence 
(Sides et al. 200 1). 

Many phenolic compounds exhibit antioxidative 
activity, and some of them may be salient in defend- 
ing against diseases (Welch 1995, Decker et al. 
2002). Nonvolatile phenolic compounds, such as 
phenolic acids, lignans, avenanthramides, and alk- 
(en)ylresocinols, often contribute considerably to 
the fivor of cereal products (Dimberg et al. 1996, 
Weidner et al. 1999, Peterson 2001, Heinio et al. 
2004). The most abundant phenolic acid in cereals is 
ferulic acid, but others, such as sinapic, p-coumaric, 
syringic, and caffeic acids, are also essential (Welch 
1995, Weidner et al. 1999, Liukkonen et al. 2003). 
Free phenolic acids may infience the fivor percep- 
tion in very small amounts, 10-90 mg/kg (Dimberg 
et al. 1996). Some phenolic compounds (p-coumaric 
acid, vanillin, p-hydroxybenzaldehyde, and conifer- 
yl alcohol) may also contribute to the rancid, bitter, 
intense fivor of oat (Molteberg et al. 1996). In 
rye grain, the 5-alkylresorcinols (5-alkyl- 1,3-dihy- 
droxybenzenes) are important phenolic compounds 
(Shewry and Bechtel 2001). 

Free amino acids and especially small peptides 
may infience the perceived fivor as such or as fi- 
vor precursors. In general, amino acids form fivor- 
active volatile compounds, such as pyrazines, pyr- 
roles, and furfurals, as a result of the Maillard 
reaction at high temperatures. Proteases produce 
amino acids or peptides in the product. Amongst 
amino acids, ornithine, phenylalanine, leucine, and 
methionine are considered to be the most important 
flavor precursors for generating the fivor com- 
pounds of bread (Schieberle 1996). Peptides may be 
one reason for the bitter perception of rye. 

Not all chemical compounds are fivor active, but 
their odor or fivor thresholds (van Gemert 2003) 
and relative amounts in the product considerably 
infience the perceived fivor. For example, many 
long-chain hydrocarbons do not produce any odor 
perception. The thresholds are important in the 
attempt to explain the perceived fivor, though they 
should always be considered as indicative, qualified, 
and regarded with some caution. 

Odor-active volatile compounds may be related to 
the perceived odor by GC/olfactometry, by setting 

odor-active values (OAV) (Grosch and Schieberle 
1997), or by aroma extract dilution analysis (AEDA) 
(Schieberle 1996, Grosch and Schieberle 1997). 
Flavor release can be determined by model mouths 
and in-mouth techniques. Statistical multivariate 
techniques, such as PLS regression, and correlation 
methods are used to link perceived attributes to in- 
strumentally determined chemical compounds (Mol- 
teberg et al. 1996; Karlsen et al. 1999; Zhou et al. 
2000; Heinio et al. 2001, 2002, 2003b; Martin et al. 
2002; Noble and Ebeler 2002). 

FUNCTIONAL INGREDIENTS 

Consumption of whole-grain foods has, in several 
epidemiological studies, been shown to reduce the 
risk of many chronic diseases, such as diabetes, car- 
diovascular disease, and certain cancers (Jacobs et 
al. 1998, Anderson 2003, Montonen et al. 2003). In 
particular, dietary fiber is considered a primary fac- 
tor contributing to observed health effects. Grains 
also have a beneficial composition of fatty acids and 
proteins, and their high amounts of bioactive com- 
pounds have contributed to grain products being 
deemed exceptionally healthy. Bioactive compounds 
(phytochemicals), such as lignans, antioxidants, 
phenolic acids, phytosterols, minerals, tocotrienols, 
and other vitamins, are mainly concentrated in the 
germ and in the outer layers of the kernel (Liukkonen 
et al. 2003). Germ also provides lipids, nutrients, 
phytochemicals, pigments, carotenoids, and antho- 
cyanins. 

Dietary guidelines in several countries recom- 
mend an increase in the consumption of whole-grain 
cereals, but in many Western countries consumption 
is far below the given recommendations. Most vari- 
eties of cereal are commonly used when they have 
been fractionated and not as whole grain. Oat and 
rye are traditionally consumed as whole grains. The 
health benefits of oats are especially based on their 
cholesterol-lowering function, and rye is known for 
its very high and health-beneficial fiber content in 
addition to its high content of bioactive phytochemi- 
cals. Bran fractions of grain, rich in fiber and health- 
beneficial phytochemicals, however, often bring 
problems in processing. Pretreatment, such as extru- 
sion cooking or fermentation of bran, may aid in 
this. 

The whole-grain ideology is constantly growing, 
and new target groups of consumers might be 
reached with these products. Product development 
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should recognize consumer needs, and the demand 
for new types of whole-grain cereal foods among 
health-conscious consumers does exist. By applying 
different bioprocessing techniques, the sensory char- 
acteristics of cereal-fivor and texture, in particu- 
lar-may be considerably adjusted. Adjusting of 
cereal flavor and texture to create products that are a 
rich source of bioactive phytochemicals, nutrition- 
ally of good quality, preservable, and particularly 
palatable should lead to industrial applications in 
bakery, breakfast, and snack products, but also as a 
raw material for, for example, the dairy or confec- 
tionery industry. According to bakery forecasts, the 
market for specialty breads in particular, such as 
multigrain, rye, focaccia, ciabatta, and products with 
added fiber and functional ingredients, is growing, at 
least in Europe. A general trend in foods worldwide 
is to produce low carbohydrate, low calorie, and high 
fiber products with health benefits. Cereal whole- 
grain products are well in accord with this trend. In 
addition to low carbohydrate products, low glycemic 
index (GI) products are becoming more popular. 

SUMMARY 
In conclusion, the cereal fivor is formed as a com- 
bination of volatile and phenolic compounds, amino 
acids and peptides, sugars, and fatty acids, and their 
relative amounts significantly infience the per- 
ceived fivor. The fivor of native grain is mild, but 
by bioprocessing (such as sourdough fermentation, 
germination, and enzymatic treatment) or extrusion 
or milling fractionation, the cereal fivor can be 
modified as desired. In addition to containing fiber 
and bioactive compounds, the health-beneficial 
whole-grain products must also be tasty to be attrac- 
tive to the consumer. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Bread has been a staple food for many cultures 
across the world. It is one of the earliest “processed” 
foods made and consumed by mankind. Shown by 
archeological discoveries, the first bread eaten by 
human ancestors was most likely a quick bread, 
made by mixing ku r  with water and baking the 
dough on hot stones. Fermented bread was first 
made by the ancient Egyptians more than 5000 years 
ago (3000 BC). Specially designed bread-baking 
ovens, in which bread was baked on the inner sur- 
face of the ovens, were used as early as 2500 BC. 

There are varieties of bread different in sizes, 
shapes, colors, textures, and fivors. They contain 
different ingredients and may also be baked under 
significantly different conditions. For example, the 
soft roll is a type of bread characterized by its soft- 
ness, sweetness, and fine texture; it contains a high 
level of fat and sugar. For this bread, medium hard 

wheat k u r  is required. After dough is proved to a 
height that is slightly lower than the pan’s, it is 
delivered to a baking oven in which the dough even- 
tually reaches the pan height during baking. In con- 
trast, hearth bread is normally baked directly in the 
hearth of an oven, rather than in a pan. The corre- 
sponding wheat ku r  should contain 13-15% pro- 
tein. In addition, less shortening is used than for pan 
breads. 

Bread can be broadly classified as leavened and 
unleavened. Leavened bread is made from dough 
containing leavening agents. The leavening agents 
include baker’s yeast (usually Saccharomyces cere- 
visiae) and baking powders consisting of baking 
soda (sodium bicarbonate), acids, and inert fillers. 
Bread is leavened or aerated by carbon dioxide pro- 
duced either by yeast fermentation or the baking 
powders. Unleavened bread is made without fer- 
mentation or gas-producing agents; therefore, the 
baked bread is often fit and dense, and hence it is 
sometimes called fit bread. 

Bread is also often classified as either yeast bread 
or quick bread. For yeast bread, the dough requires 
proving, which is a period of time at controlled tem- 
perature and humidity, prior to baking. This is to 
allow the yeast to ferment at its maximum rate. The 
fermentation increases the volume of dough consid- 
erably. Examples of yeast bread include the most 
common white bread, different styles of brown 
bread, whole-grain (also called whole-meal) bread, 
and many types of gourmet bread (mixed grain, 
fruits, etc.). Quick breads are made by mixing the 
ingredients and immediately baking the dough, 
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without proving it. It is therefore a much quicker 
process. Quick bread may or may not contain baking 
powders. When baking powders are absent, the 
bread may still be leavened by steam to some extent. 
Examples of quick bread include pancakes, crepes, 
tortillas, muffins, focaccia, and Arabic bread. 

The major ingredients for making bread are k u r  
and water, mostly wheat k u r  that can form a strong 
gluten network to trap the gas produced by yeast or 
baking powders. The protein content of wheat k u r  
is one of the most important parameters affecting 
bread quality. For example, in making Tanoor bread, 
using low-protein k u r  produces light crust color 
and low rolling and tearing properties. Although 
high-protein k u r  can increase the rolling and tear- 
ing properties, it reduces the smoothness of the crust 
and the uniformity of its thickness. To extend the 
tearing property, emulsifiers can be used. However, 
the rolling property cannot be improved by adding 
emulsifiers (Farvili et al. 1997). Water is not only 
important for forming a gluten network in dough, 
but also for modifying the dough properties. Forma- 
tion of the gluten network contributes to the cellular 
crumb structure in bread. This makes bread charac- 
teristically different from cake, crackers, and bis- 
cuits (Cauvain 1998). 

Bread manufacturers vary from small scale to 
large scale. Compared with small-scale operations, 
large-scale operations require less total energy input 
per kilogram of bread. This is mainly due to the 
equipment used in small-scale operations being less 
efficient. On the other hand, large-scale operations 
tend to produce higher pollution, indicated by the 
emission of CO,, SOz ,  and NO,. This is due to the 
oil/gas usage in large-scale operations and longer 
transportation routes (Sundkvist et al. 2001). Norm- 
ally, fresh bread has to be delivered to various mar- 
kets daily to ensure its maximum freshness on the 
market shelf. For large-scale bread operations, the 
logistic system needs to be constantly under im- 
provement to reduce the delivery time from a factory 
to the market shelf. 

Bread is a “balanced” product, providing a good 
source of energy, protein, vitamins (particular the B 
group vitamins), minerals, and dietary fiber. With 
rapid progress and development in the agriculture 
and industrial technologies, white bread, which had 
been a premium product for centuries, became more 
affordable and plentiful. However, new trends over 
the past two decades have been focused on healthy, 
traditional, and organic foods. Therefore, bakeries 

using traditional ingredients and techniques to 
produce items such as sourdough, whole-meal, and 
multigrain bread have become more popular (Gugl- 
hupf 2003). Compared with white bread, brown, 
multigrain, and whole-meal bread contain more di- 
etary fiber, minerals, and vitamins. However, white 
bread provides better bioavailability of some micro- 
nutrients such as iron. Nowadays, it is also a com- 
mon practice for manufacturers to fortify or enrich 
some of the micronutrients in bread. 

Bread production enjoys good commercial poten- 
tial. For example, in the United Kingdom, the bread 
(of which more than 76% is white bread) and morn- 
ing goods market is one of the largest sectors of the 
food industry. An equivalent of around 9 million 
bread loaves (800 g) are produced per day. Eighty 
percent are from large baking companies, 17% from 
in-store bakeries within the supermarkets, and 3% 
from retail bakeries. In year 2002, the bread and 
bakery snack market was worth about E2.95 billion 
(Bakersfederation 2004), and the Australian bread 
market was worth approximately A$2.5 billion 
(Wordwerx 2003). Although currently there is a 
trend against high carbohydrate food, bread is still 
widely consumed. According to Euromonitor Inter- 
national sources, the global bread market had a total 
retail value of US$114 billion in 2003, representing 
a 7.85% increase from 2002. However the bread 
industry (and the baking industry in general) needs 
intensive research and development to produce 
those products demanded by the current trend. It is 
expected that more bread varieties will be released 
to the market in the next few years. 

The rest of this chapter focuses on typical yeast 
bread, which is the largest group of bread produced 
by the bakery industry today. The production of 
yeast bread shares the same fundamentals as other 
types of bread, and its process can be easily adapted 
for the others. 

PROCESS OF BREADMAKING: 
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
A yeast breadmaking process consists of several 
major steps: dough making, dividing, proving, bak- 
ing, cooling, slicing, and packaging. There are two 
major methods for yeast bread production, namely 
the straight-dough process and the sponge-and- 
dough process. As the names suggest, the difference 
between these two methods lies primarily in the step 
of dough making. In a straight-dough process, all 
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ingredients are combined and mixed together at one 
time. Then the dough may be allowed to sit for fer- 
mentation in bulk prior to dividing or go directly to 
dividing after a short resting period. The later case is 
also called Chorleywood no-time dough process. 
The no-time dough process requires considerable 
high-speed mechanical mixing in order to develop 
the dough structure within a short time. In a sponge- 
and-dough process, a batter is produced first by mix- 
ing yeast-dispersed water with part of the kur. The 
batter is allowed to rise in a warm environment until 
it becomes spongy and foamy. This can take consid- 
erable time, ranging from 4 to 16 hours. Then the 
remaining ingredients are mixed with the sponge to 
produce dough, which is allowed to rise as in the 
straight-dough process. The process k w  chart of a 
straight-dough breadmaking process is shown in 
Figure 17.1. 

The whole process starts with receiving raw mate- 
rials. The quality of the raw materials plays a signif- 
icant role in process control and final bread quality. 
A variation in the wheat protein and moisture con- 
tent of ku r  often leads to significant variations in 
the dough properties. Eventually, the processing 
parameters have to be adjusted. Otherwise, difficul- 
ties during the processing, especially during dough 
makeup, can be increased. 

DOUGH MAKEUP 

The dough makeup process is the key step to pro- 
ducing quality dough and, thereby, quality crumb 
texture and structure. This process consists of a 
series of steps including weighing, mixing, fermen- 
tation, dividing, molding, and panning. In the fol- 
lowing, each of these steps will be described and 
discussed, except fermentation, which will be dealt 
with in the next section. 

The ingredient weigher is a framework composed 
of load cells, a mounted ku r  hopper, a mounted 
minor dry ingredients hopper, and a water tank. The 
discharge system is designed to prevent an excessive 
pressure in the hoppers. The water tank is insulated 
and fitted with a solenoid valve, drain valve, dis- 
charge valve, and temperature sensor to regulate the 
temperature of water. Integrated with a programma- 
ble logic controller (PLC), the weigher can regulate 
the ratio of k u r  to water with great accuracy (APV 
2004). 

After being weighed, the ingredients are mixed to 
obtain a uniform mixture and form a smooth dough. 

Figure 17.2 shows the interior of a Tweedy mixer. 
Developments in mixing technology have been 
intended primarily to increase the consistency in the 
rheological properties of dough, to increase dough 
water addition, to reduce mixing time, and to reduce 
labor costs by using more automation. Larsen and 
Greenwood (1991) optimized the dough water addi- 
tion by using a dough consistency curve as the pro- 
cess indicator. When water was over the optimum 
level, it was likely to be detrimental to the crumb 
grain, although good quality bread might still be 
obtainable. A vacuum and pressure mixer has been 
used to optimize the oxidation during mixing and 
thereby improve the crumb characteristics. The ratio 
of vacuum to pressure plays an importance role in 
developing the texture and structure of crumb. With 
100% vacuum, crumb cell is very small and fine, 
which well suits white sandwich bread. In contrast, 
with 100% pressure, the structure of the crumb cell 
is more open, as in the baguette. Utilizing both vac- 
uum and pressure at different levels could produce 
varieties of bread such as rye bread, brown bread, 
and so on. Due to the supplied pressure, this mixer 
requires a lid clamping system to allow up to 1.0 bar 
pressure and a minimum -0.7 bar vacuum (APV 
2004). 

Mixing is normally designed to achieve a target 
energy input into dough or a target final dough tem- 
perature. With overmixing, the metabolism of yeast 
could be changed. Consequently, formation of yeast 
flavor substances in the crumb may be prohibited 
(Zehentbauer and Grosch 1998). APV (2004) pro- 
vided a guidance based on an 11 WWkg mixing pro- 
cess with 24°C k u r  and 4°C water (64%). In- 
creasing the water temperature by 1"C, the final 
dough temperature could be increased by 0.4"C. 
Supplying an extra 1 Wh/kg, the final dough temper- 
ature could be increased by 1.2"C. By cooling down 
the mixing bowl using glycol to - 2 T ,  the final 
dough temperature could be decreased by 2°C over a 
3-minute mixing period. 

After mixing, dough may undergo bulk fermenta- 
tion or a brief resting period. Then it is divided and 
rounded before being delivered to an intermediate 
prover. The divider is mainly composed of castors, 
weight control, and hopper. A vertical feed hopper 
design uses gravity force to assist the feed rollers 
and thereby reduce dough stress. Oil is sprayed 
throughout the machine in order to reduce surface 
friction. Technology using a nonstick internal coat- 
ing has been developed to reduce the amount of oil 
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Figure 17.1. Process flow chart of breadmaking. 
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Figure 17.2. Interior of a Tweedy mixer (courtesy of 
APV Baker). 

required (APV 2004). On the other hand, oil may be 
replaced by poly glycerol poly ricinoleate (PGPR), 
which costs about 40-45% less than oil (Bakery- 
india 2004). In addition, a conveyor band utilizing 
different materials to minimize the friction has been 
developed. The dough weight sensor is installed in 
line to detect underweight or overweight dough 
pieces, which are subsequently removed from the 
conveyor. At the same time, a photocell sensor is 
employed on the conveyor to count those dough 
pieces that have passed the weight check. The dough 
pieces may then go through an intermediate proving 
where they are to expand further from yeast fermen- 
tation. After that, the dough pieces are conveyed to a 
molding line to be sheeted. Dough sheeting is to 
release the gas produced after mixing and during 
resting or intermediate proving. With the sheeting, 
dough becomes more pliable, and the gluten strand- 
ing aligns in a more orderly fashion. This results in 
the foundation for a fine and even grain in the final 
bread (Anon. 1998). In one particular design, the 
molder consists of four pairs of sheeting rollers. 
Each pair can individually adjust its gap and speed. 
With this design, the product shape in terms of the 
length to width ratio can be controlled (APV 2004). 
Figure 17.3 shows a conical molder. 

After sheeting, dough is rolled up to produce a 
curling chain. Increasing the number of curls in a 
dough piece generally provides better crumb struc- 
ture. The curled dough piece is sealed with a hinged 
polymer pressure board. The pressure needs to be 
carefully controlled. Too high a pressure can dam- 

) 

Figure 17.3. Aconical molder (courtesy of APV Baker). 

age the fine cell structure as recognized by the 
occurrence of some large, shallow, and open cells 
(Anon. 1998). Finally, dough is fed into a four-piece 
panner. The four-piece panner is normally used for 
450-900 g dough. For pans with a length longer 
than 300 mm, a six-piece panner may be required. 
To speed up the process to above 80 pieces per 
minute, a magnetic pan conveyor driven by a braked 
motor is recommended. A photocell sensor is ap- 
plied to sense the pan position (APV 2004). 

It is worthwhile to emphasize the importance of 
making high quality dough pieces. High quality 
dough with specific structural and rheological prop- 
erties is a prerequisite for producing quality bread 
with desired characteristics. In breadmaking, any 
defect once formed cannot be reversed or eliminated 
by the subsequent processes. In this regard, on-line 
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optimization should be applied to overcome prob- 
lems brought on by variations in ku r  quality, water 
temperature, and pH. Such an optimization system 
should consist of sensors, models, and display de- 
vices. Sensors are to monitor key process parame- 
ters including water temperature and dough temper- 
ature. Other key parameters such as ku r  moisture 
content and k u r  protein content may be determined 
off-line and fed into the system. Based on models 
that relate key process parameters to dough quality, 
the amount of water and ice and mixing time can be 
adjusted in accordance with the variations in the key 
process parameters. 

FERMENTATION 

After mixing, the bulk dough may be fermented to 
develop a special fivor, depending on the bread 
variety. To improve the rheological properties of 
dough during fermentation, hydrocolloids including 
hydroxypropylmethylcellulose, xanthan gum, K-car- 
rageenan, and sodium alginate could be used to 
increase the dough stability. This might be due to the 
network formed between hydrocolloids and wheat 
flour protein, which could limit the free expansion 
of dough (Rose11 et al. 2001). Fermentation general- 
ly produces odorant compounds, which are respon- 
sible for the bread aroma during baking. The con- 
centration of these compounds can be enhanced by 
increasing the amount of yeast used. According to 
Zehentbauer and Grosch (1998), the concentration of 
2-acetyl- 1-pyrroline and methional in baguettes was 
increased by 34 and 32%, respectively, by adding an 
extra 10 g yeadkg  kur. Moreover, a longer fer- 
mentation caused more proteolysis. As a result, free 
amino acids, which are precursors of the Strecker 
aldehydes, could be increased. The “malty” aroma 
compounds including methylpropanal and methyl- 
butanal were then enhanced. In addition, a lower fer- 
mentation temperature could slow down the oxida- 
tive degradation of linoleic acid. Therefore, staling, 
off-odor compounds including 1-octen-3-one and 2- 
nonenal might be reduced. 

Yeast, the key component for fermentation is sen- 
sitive to salt and sugar due to the osmotic dehydra- 
tion mechanism. Baker’s yeast is most likely Sac- 
charomyces cerevisiae, whose tolerance to osmotic 
dehydration varies, depending on the strain. Various 
yeast strains have been developed to suit different 

varieties of bread. Genetic engineering has become 
very useful for screening and developing variety 
yeast strains. Generally, commercial baker’s yeast 
should tolerate a range of temperatures, substrates, 
and pH (Linko et al. 1997). For sweet bread buns, 
volume expansion is always a problem. This is 
because yeast activity is low under sweet dough fer- 
mentation. Instead of developing new strains, Myers 
et al. (1998) added 0.2 M glycerol to yeast and used 
an incubation temperature of 4°C to enhance the 
yeast activity in sweet bread dough. The added glyc- 
erol helped the yeast cope with the high osmotic 
pressure in sweet dough. Without the added glyc- 
erol, the yeast would have to produce glycerol by 
itself, thus reducing the yeast contribution to leaven- 
ing. However the incubation time required for poly- 
01 to equilibrate across the cell membrane was about 
168 hours. The rate of equilibrium was significant in 
the first 2 4  hours, and then reduced. 

In sourdough bread, lactic acid bacteria are 
required in addition to the baker’s yeast. Optimizing 
the condition for both lactic acid bacteria and yeast 
to be fully active is a challenge. Gianotti et al. 
(1997) found that NaCl could be used to control the 
growth rate of lactic acid bacteria and yeast. To opti- 
mize the lactic to acetic acid ratio, citrate and fruc- 
tose could be used to increase the formation of 
volatile compounds during baking, and thus im- 
prove the consequent sensory quality (Gobbetti et al. 
1995). Meignen et al. (2001) studied the effect of 
single and mixed starters in sourdough fermentation. 
Commercial starters including Lactobacillus brevis 
and Saccharomyces cerevisiae were used. When the 
mixed starters were used in fermentation at 3 0 T ,  
Lactobacillus brevis grew faster than Saccharo- 
myces cerevisiae. This was because the increased 
acidity from the activity of Lactobacillus brevis dis- 
turbed the activity of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. As 
a result, glycerol and acetic acid were increased, 
whereas ethanol was decreased. Lactic acid was 
rather constant. With the mixed starter fermentation, 
aroma compounds were increased. To optimize the 
growth rate of Saccharomyces cerevisiae as well as 
the aroma development, a double fermentation pro- 
cess was introduced. Two separate dough pieces 
were made, one for fermentation with Lactobacillus 
brevis and another for fermentation with Saccha- 
romyces cerevisiae. These fermentations were car- 
ried out at 30°C for 15 hours. After that, the two 
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dough pieces were mixed and then continually fer- 
mented for another 10 hours. According to the sen- 
sory analysis results, the double fermentation pro- 
cess generated a higher level of sourdough aroma 
and fivor. In contrast, the single fermentation pro- 
cess with the mixed starters produced acid, sugar, 
and bitter fivor descriptions, possibly due to the 
high content of acetic acid. However, the double fer- 
mentation process was 25% longer than the single 
fermentation process. 

Fermentation not only produces fivor, but also 
reduces contamination by deoxynivalenol (DON), a 
mycotoxin produced by Fusarium, which naturally 
contaminates wheat. After the fermentation, the con- 
centration of DON in dough can be reduced by ap- 
proximately 2 1.6%. Moreover, the reduction rate in- 
creases linearly as the initial load of DON increases 
(Neira et al. 1997). 

PROVING 

Made-up dough pieces are conveyed into a prover, 
which is maintained at a temperature between 27 
and 40°C (depending on the bread formula and vari- 
ety) and a high relative humidity of about 85% by 
using hot water or steam. During proving, the dough 
pieces will expand dramatically (more than double) 
due to yeast fermentation. The period of proving 
depends on the amount and quality of yeast and the 
proving temperature. An increase in the amount of 
yeast tends to increase the rate of dough volume 
expansion, thus shortening the proving time. Prov- 
ing temperature is an important parameter affecting 
the yeast activity. Generally yeast is active within 
the temperature range of 25-40°C. Yeast activity for 
fermentation can be enhanced by an increased tem- 
perature within the active range (Anon. 1995). As 
the proving proceeds, gluten absorbs water; as a 
result, dough becomes more pliable and smooth 
(Cauvain and Young 200 1). 

To manufacture hearth bread, optimizing the bal- 
ance between bread size and form (i.e., the height to 
width ratio) is challenging. Proving time is one of 
the major factors impacting the bread size. Gas cells 
are expanded in accordance with the increased prov- 
ing time (Faergestad et al. 2000). Dingstad et al. 
(2004) found that increasing mixing time could in- 
crease bread size by an increase in its height, where- 
as increasing proving time could increase bread size 

by an increase in its width. However this conclusion 
was not applicable to weak kur,  as bread from such 
flour tended to collapse at longer proving time and 
shorter mixing time. 

BAKING 

In the whole breadmaking process, baking is the 
step in which raw dough pieces are finally trans- 
formed into bread. This transformation is carried out 
inside a baking oven chamber under the infience of 
heat. During baking, the most apparent changes are 
volume expansion, crust formation, inactivation of 
yeast and enzymatic activities, protein coagulation, 
and gelatinization of starch in dough (Pyler 1988). 

The final quality of bread significantly depends 
on the rate and amount of heat application, the bread 
residence time, and the humidity level inside the 
oven. The baking oven can be powered by electricity 
or fuel/gas. Small-scale batch baking ovens are nor- 
mally electrically powered. For large-scale industri- 
al production, continuous ovens are used, and they 
are often powered by fuel/gas. For a continuous 
oven, the temperature distribution inside its cham- 
ber, in particularly the temperature profile bread ex- 
periences while traveling inside the oven, becomes 
critical to the final quality of bread. In order to 
obtain the desired bread quality, it is critical to fully 
understand the changes brought by the baking con- 
ditions and their interactions. Heat distribution in an 
oven depends on a number of parameters including 
the heat source, airkw pattern, k w  rate, oven load, 
and baking time, among other factors. To manipu- 
late the oven condition to obtain an optimal temper- 
ature profile for bread, the relationship among these 
important parameters needs to be understood (Therd- 
thai and Zhou 2003). To obtain the requisite quality 
attributes, the bread production requires a carefully 
controlled baking process. 

In an oven chamber, molecules of air, water 
vapor, or combustion gases circulate throughout the 
oven and transfer heat by convection until they con- 
tact solid surfaces such as tin, band, conveyor, and 
so on. Then the heat transfer mode is changed to 
conduction. Radiant energy coming from the burner 
flames and all hot metal parts in ovens travels in 
a straight line. Much of it never reaches the prod- 
uct because it is intercepted by substances that are 
not transparent to the radiation. Radiation has two 
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characteristics different from the other means of 
heat transfer: (1) it is subject to shadowing or block- 
ing by intervening layers that are opaque to the ra- 
diation, and (2) it is responsive to changes in the 
absorptive capacity of the dough. For example, color 
changes infience the progression of baking by 
increasing the absorption of infrared rays. An 
increase in the absorptive capacity for infrared rays, 
although not apparent visually, is a concomitant of 
the visible change. As a result, there is a tendency 
for color changes to accelerate after the first brown- 
ing appears. Such a tendency might be either good 
or bad depending on the characteristics desired 
in the final products. Therefore, radiation tends 
to cause localized temperature differentials on an 
exposed surface, particularly the darkened area, 
whereas convection tends to even out temperature 
gradients (Matz 1989). Radiation was confirmed to 
be the most important heat transfer mode for baking 
sandwich bread (Velthuis et al. 1993, Carvalho and 
Nogueira 1997), whereas conduction was found to 
be the most important heat transfer mode from the 
oven chamber to an Indian fit bread (Gupta 2001). 
According to several studies (Carvalho and Mertins 
1991, Velthuis et al. 1993, De Vries et al. 1995, Noel 
et al. 1998), increasing airkw velocity in an oven 
chamber would increase heat f ix to the product. In 
addition, a change in the chamber gas composition 
during baking also affects the heat fix. When the 
oven chamber was filled with radiation-absorbing 
gases (water vapor and carbon dioxide), the average 
temperature was estimated to be increased by 5°C 
(Velthuis et al. 1993). So far, the effect of the migra- 
tion of water and water vapor has not been well 
studied and is yet to be integrated into the account- 
ing for heat transfer in an oven chamber. 

The major components of an oven include the 
baking chamber, heating system, and burners. The 
baking chamber is designed as a rectangular box 
formed by a steel lining sheet supported by a steel 
frame. Oven walls on top, sides, and bottom may be 
insulated with 2-inch rock wool. Heating energy to 
an oven can be supplied by fuel oil, natural gas, 
propane-butane, or electricity. Generally, 1 kg bread 
requires around 340-450 Btu to complete a baking. 
However, additional energy is required to heat the 
tins (around 90 Btdkg dough) and to compensate 
for losses through the walls. In a direct heating sys- 
tem, burners are installed below or above the trays in 
the oven cavity. They are arranged to form control 

zones. Each zone has an independent air supply, a 
modulating temperature controller, and a burner to 
manipulate the temperature in the zone. Figure 17.4 
shows a direct heating oven. In contrast, in an indi- 
rect heating system, burners are installed outside the 
oven cavity. The system requires burners, combus- 
tion tunnels, radiator tubes, ducts, recirculating fans, 
exhausts with dampers, and control and safety de- 
vices. In the oven chamber, the heating system is 
operated at a negative pressure of approximately 12 
mm water gauge to prevent the products from being 
contaminated by the gas if any leakage occurs in the 
duct. Regarding the energy supply in an indirect 
gas-fired burner system, 20% additional energy is 
normally required due to the loss to an enclosed sys- 
tem (Matz 1989). 

Besides the energy efficiency issue, the safety of 
various types of energy supplies is also of concern. 
This is because the residual polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) and heavy metals in a fie gas 
may contaminate the bread. In Egypt, Ahmed et al. 
(2000) investigated PAH and heavy metal contami- 
nation of bread baked in ovens using different types 
of fuel including electricity, light oil, heavy oil, and 
solid waste. It was found that bread from bakeries 
operated with electricity, light oil, heavy oil and sol- 
id waste contained PAH levels of 25.5, 158.4, 320.6, 
and 317.3 pglkg, respectively. The daily intake of 
PAHs was estimated to be 4.8, 28.5, 48.2, and 80.1 
pglpersonlday from consuming the bread baked 
with electricity, light oil, heavy oil, and solid waste, 
respectively, while the daily intake of heavy metal 
(lead) was estimated to be 46.31, 200.5, 291, and 

Figure 17.4. Adirect-fired oven (courtesy of C.H. Babb 
Co., Inc.). 
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222 pglpersonlday, respectively. In Canada, resi- 
dues of PAH in breakfast cereals were reported in 
the range of 18.6-59.5 pglkg. In England, contami- 
nation of benzo(a)pyrene in bread, which is the most 
regulated PAH compound by law, was less than 0.1 

To improve oven efficiency, the effect of airkw 
patterns in a domestic forced convection oven on 
heat distribution was established by Noel et al. 
(1998). The oven configuration was subsequently 
modified to obtain a more uniform heat distribution. 
Compared with a top-bottom radiant heat oven, a 
forced convection oven provides larger heat fix for 
the same setting temperature. Therefore, the setting 
temperature in a forced convection oven can be 
reduced to obtain the same quality bread as in a top- 
bottom radiant heat oven (Wahlby et al. 2000). An 
oven can be operated to provide an optimum heat 
flux from combined heat transfer modes to the top, 
bottom, and sides of a product (Carvalho and No- 
gueira 1997). Similarly, an oven can also be manip- 
ulated to achieve an optimum surface temperature 
profile (Therdthai et al. 2002, Therdthai et al. 2004). 
A combined radiant and convection oven with direct 
recirculation and optimum humidity control was 
introduced by APV (2004). The oven not only was 
cost effective, but also could produce bread with a 
more traditional home-baked appearance, which is 
one of the current market trends for bread. 

To improve the conventional baking ovens des- 
cribed earlier, an impingement oven, another type 
of forced convection oven has been studied. The 
impingement oven directly supplies forced convec- 
tive heat transfer on the product surface, using very 
high air velocity. Wahlby et al. (2000) compared the 
heating rate and the consequent bread development 
for buns baked inside a conventional forced convec- 
tion oven and those baked inside an impingement 
oven. Bread baked in the impingement oven tended 
to have an increased heating rate at the crumb center 
and crust surface. However, at the crumb center the 
trend was not statistically different from that for 
bread baked inside the conventional forced convec- 
tion oven. Due to the higher heating rate on the sur- 
face, bread baked inside the impingement oven was 
developed earlier and eventually was darker. The 
early development of a crust can also cause increased 
weight loss and possibly a thicker crust. However, it 
did not significantly affect the shape and volume of 
bread. Industrial impingement ovens are already 

p g k .  

applied to the baking of high-moisture bakery prod- 
ucts such as cake, pizza, and pie (APV 2004). 

Microwave ovens have also been introduced into 
baking, due to their advantages in time saving and in 
the improved nutritional quality of a product (De- 
careau and Peterson 1986). However, microwave- 
baked products have not been fully accepted by con- 
sumers. This is due mainly to the difference in heat 
transfer modes between a conventional baking oven 
and a microwave oven. The microwave increases the 
product temperature rapidly by enhancing the move- 
ment of water molecules. Therefore the ambient 
temperature in the microwave oven is low. As a 
result, the Maillard reactions at the dough surface 
might not be completed at the end of baking. In ad- 
dition, a short baking time might cause an incom- 
plete starch gelatinization and fivor development 
(Sumnu 2001). Verboven et al. (2003) tried to modify 
a traditional microwave oven by combining it with 
natural and forced convection regimes. According to 
a computational fiid dynamics simulation, it was 
found that the mass transfer coefficient and the uni- 
formity of heat transfer coefficient at the food sur- 
face could be significantly increased when air inlets 
and outlets were placed optimally and different 
types of fan were applied. Keskin et al. (2004) stud- 
ied the baking performance inside a halogen lamp- 
microwave combination oven and compared its per- 
formance with that of a microwave oven and a con- 
ventional oven. The results showed an increased 
weight loss as more power was applied on the mi- 
crowave and the halogen lamp. Because the halogen 
lamp provided only near-infrared radiation, its pene- 
tration depth was very limited. Crust was therefore 
formed earlier for baking under the halogen lamp. 
This caused a smaller volume and a higher weight 
loss. However, the halogen lamp radiation could en- 
hance the crust color development, which micro- 
wave could not do properly. 

These technologies have advantages and disad- 
vantages against each other. The best way is to com- 
bine their advantages and apply each of them at the 
right time. Ideally, the microwave oven should be 
used to reduce the baking time, the conventional 
technique to reduce the condensation on the surface 
and lateral layer, and the halogen lamp to enhance 
the crust color development. It should be possible to 
use an optimized combination profile of these baking 
technologies to produce the best bread within the 
shortest time. 
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COOLING 

After baking, bread loaves are depanned and cooled 
down to allow the steam and alcohol produced dur- 
ing baking to escape. Figure 17.5 shows a natural 
cooling system. At the beginning of a cooling pro- 
cess, in the crumb, heat and mass are transferred by 
an evaporation-condensation mechanism because of 
the radiant heat transfer at the crust surface and a 
high vapor pressure gradient between the crumb 
center and surface. The mass transfer increases the 
apparent thermal conductivity of the crumb; there- 
fore, the cooling rate at this stage is at its highest. 
Subsequently the cooling rate slows down because 
both the evaporation-condensation rate and the ra- 
diant heat transfer rate are reduced. The cooling rate 
depends on air temperature, relative air humidity, air 
velocity, a i rkw pattern, bread size, and bread tem- 
perature. 

Conventional air blast coolers use a combination 
of air temperature and air speed to cool down bread. 
A i r k w  pattern depends on the cooler design. 
Grenier et al. (2002) studied the effect of air temper- 
ature in the range of 5 2 0 ° C  on the cooling time and 
quality of leavened bread inside an air blast cooler. 
Baked bread with an approximate 9% weight loss 
during proving and baking could lose an extra 1.75, 
1.85, 2.18, or 2.10% at cooling temperatures of 20, 
15, 10, or 5"C, respectively. In this study, experi- 
ments were conducted at a relative humidity of 75%. 
Although a decreased cooling temperature increased 

Figure 17.5. A natural cooling system (courtesy of 
Baking Technology Systems, Inc.). 

the cooling rate, the weight loss was also increased. 
In addition, cooling bread with a very low air tem- 
perature could create a hard surface on the crust 
quickly, which prevented good heat transfer from 
the loaves, so that the cooling rate might not in- 
crease further. The experimental results showed that 
cooling by air at 5°C took about 70 seconds longer 
than cooling by air at 10°C. The corresponding 
weight loss was also 0.08% lower. 

The vacuum cooler is widely used in horticulture 
and the food industry (McDonald and Sun 2000). Its 
major advantage over the conventional air blast 
cooler is its significantly faster cooling rate. Prod- 
ucts are cooled by moisture evaporation under a vac- 
uum condition (Mellor 1980). The boiling point of 
a product is reduced as its saturation pressure is 
decreased. Therefore, heat inside a baked product is 
enough to evaporate water under the reduced satura- 
tion pressure. To be economical and obtain higher 
product quality, the pressure needs to be reduced as 
quickly as possible to the fish point, at which the 
current temperature becomes the saturation temper- 
ature. Based on the principle that temperature is 
decreased as water is evaporated, weight loss is at 
about 1% per 10°C decrease in temperature. Tem- 
perature is normally in the range of 98-30°C, and 
the total weight loss is about 6.8%. Compared with 
conventional air blast cooling (3-5% weight loss), 
vacuum cooling tends to produce higher weight loss 
(Everington 1993). In addition, the content of bread 
aroma substances as determined by gas chromatog- 
raphy and sensory analysis showed a decreasing 
trend. There is, however, no significant difference in 
taste (Kratochvil 1981; Kratochvil and Holas 1984a, 
1984b). On the positive side, the conventional 
cooling time of 1-3 hours can be reduced to be- 
tween 30 seconds and 5 minutes by using a modulat- 
ed vacuum cooler. Furthermore, the crust quality 
can be kept longer and the bread structure shows 
less collapse. In addition, vacuum cooling reduces 
microbial contamination, especially with mold, dur- 
ing cooling (Acker and Ball 1977). 

PACKAGING 

After cooling, bread is sliced and packaged, normal- 
ly in plastic bags. Then it is ready to be dispatched to 
supermarket or various retailing shops. 

To improve the microbial safety during packaging 
and storage, use of modified atmosphere packaging 
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(MAP) to prolong the shelf life of bakery products 
has been studied. The effective range of CO, against 
mold (i.e., Penicillium and Aspergillus) growth is 
20-50%, while 80-50% Nz can create great stag- 
nancy (Kotsianis et al. 2002). To reduce the amount 
of O,, oxygen scavengers packed in a sachet inside 
the package can be used to absorb 0,. This creates 
an anaerobic environment, which inhibits the growth 
of aerobic microorganisms. Oxygen scavenging has 
been identified as one of the intelligent packaging 
technologies. It not only slows down microorganism 
growth, but also decreases the oxidation rate and 
thereby prevents degradation of sensory attributes 
(Seiler 1998). Oxygen scavengers were originally 
developed in Japan, and they are now widely used in 
many countries. To make it different from food, the 
sachet has been designed to be easily noticeable and 
is clearly labeled, “Not to eat.” Moreover, it is nor- 
mally attached to the internal surface of a package, 
instead of being mixed with the food, and this helps 
prevent people from getting confused. However, 
some consumers are still against this technology 
because of a misperception that the food has been 
mixed with something not edible. 

Modifying the atmosphere inside a package using 
ethanol is another approach. Not only can it inhibit 
microorganism growth, but it also slows down stal- 
ing rate. However, there has been the same problem 
as with the oxygen scavengers in relation to con- 
sumer acceptance of a sachet. In addition, ethanol 
may develop off ~ fivors and off-odors with a higher 
concentration inside the package (Seiler 1998). 

MAP is still an expensive approach for bread pack- 
aging, as bread is generally not an expensive product, 
and it is normally consumed fresh. Spoilage by 
microorganisms is generally not the key factor deter- 
mining the shelf life of bread. The key factor con- 
tributing to decreased consumer acceptance is bread 
staling due to starch recrystallization. Many re- 
searches have been conducted in an attempt to better 
understand the mechanism of bread staling and thus 
be able to reduce the reaction rate and thereby pro- 
long bread shelf life. Alexander (1997) patented a fat 
substitute for fat-free bread, from waxy barley, that 
could also prolong the shelf life of bread. Although 
emulsifiers have been widely used in bakery products 
to either strengthen the dough or soften the crumb, 
their functionality as an antistaling agent has also 
been investigated (Gomez et al. 2004). Emulsifiers, 
especially glycerol monostearate (GMS), have been 

introduced commercially to extend shelf life. How- 
ever, Keetels et al. (1996) found that the formation 
of complexes between amylose molecules and the 
emulsifiers could not significantly affect the recrys- 
tallization of amylopectin. Only the mechanical 
properties of the bread could be affected: adding 
0.25% GMS produced a finer and more homoge- 
nous bread crumb. For microbial safety, preserva- 
tives may be used in the formula during the dough 
makeup process. After baking, there should be no 
direct hand contact with the bread, to avoid contam- 
ination. Therefore MAP has only been used in some 
special breads, for example, bread for soldiers dur- 
ing war that needs to be kept for longer than usual. 
Use of this technology might also be justified in oth- 
er high value or premium bakery products. 

ADVANCED QUALITY ANALYSIS 
AND PROCESS MONITORING 
TECHNIQUES 
For industrial bakeries, a process monitoring system 
should be developed to help maintain the product 
quality at its specification levels, to optimize process 
parameters in a timely manner in response to new 
production demands, and to increase the efficiency of 
an on-line process control system. The major bread 
quality attributes include crumb texture (density, 
softness, etc.), crumb structure (number of air cells, 
air cell size, air cell shape, etc.), and appearance 
(crust color, bread shape, etc.). To ensure these qual- 
ity attributes meet their specifications, an on-line 
monitoring system is desired throughout the produc- 
tion process. 

Computer vision technology has been introduced 
to bread production and quality analysis. A comput- 
er vision system consists of hardware and software 
constructed to analyze images to obtain useful infor- 
mation. The computer vision is designed to imitate 
the human vision using a noncontact optical sensor. 
Integrated with a decision-making system, the com- 
puter vision could efficiently manage a process. 
Charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras have been 
used widely to determine bread structure (Ishida et 
al. 2001, Alava et al. 2001, Magdic et al. 2002). 
Zghal et al. (2002) quantified the image data of 
bread crumb into air cell size by a double-log plot 
between the cell frequency distribution and the cell 
area. The relationship was linear, with its slope rep- 
resenting the cell area uniformity. 
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As a noninvasive method, computer vision tech- 
nology can be applied to monitoring changes in the 
dough height during proving and the crust color and 
bread volume during baking. Therefore, the system 
could be designed for on-line monitoring, optimiza- 
tion, and control purposes. Besides process monitor- 
ing, Day and Rogers (1996) applied image analysis 
to evaluation of the quality of finished products such 
as sliced bread (by detecting its crumb structure). 
The result was in good agreement with sensory eval- 
uation by experts. This research demonstrated the 
potential of the image analysis technology as an 
objective measurement method for finished bakery 
products. 

For microstructure quality attributes during pro- 
cessing, neither in-line nor on-line measurements 
have yet been implemented in the industry. How- 
ever, several studies have used the image analysis 
technology to investigate the microscale quality 
attributes of grain, dough, and bread. Autio and 
Salmenkallio-Marttila (2001) used light microscopy 
to investigate the microstructure of cereal grains, 
dough, and bread. Light microscopic technology is 
based on a system for staining different chemical 
constitutes in food. Data obtained from a confocal 
laser scanning microscopy are qualitative informa- 
tion. With a computer vision system, the data can be 
quantified to correlate the microstructure to the rhe- 
ological properties of dough. Ishida et al. (2001) 
used a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system to 
determine the three-dimensional architecture of 
bread produced from fresh dough and frozen dough. 
The sliced bread had to be soaked in acetone con- 
taining several heavy metal ions, such as Cu2+, 
Co2+ and Fe3+, to produce the required contrast in 
the image. Low temperature scanning electron mi- 
croscopy could be used to investigate the micro- 
structure evolution during the transformation from 
raw dough to bread crumb (Rojas et al. 2000). X-ray 
tomography has also been used to investigate the 
microstructure of bread; a three-dimension cell size 
distribution was detected and represented by a tomo- 
graphic image (Maire et al. 2003). Although these 
technologies can provide much detailed and highly 
valued information on the architecture of dough and 
bread, which relate to crumb structure and bread 
texture, dough and bread have to be sampled out 
from the production line and pretreated (e.g., by 
slicing, staining, soaking in solvent, etc.) before an 
image can be taken. 

Research has also been done to monitor the con- 
tinuous development of dough/bread at various 
stages of breadmaking. Grenier et al. (2003) applied 
MRI as a noninvasive method to measure dough 
porosity during proving, using a spin-echo se- 
quence. With a one-dimensional dough expansion, 
the gray level in an image was directly correlated to 
gas fraction. Compared with the porosity measured 
by a direct volumetric method, the maximum varia- 
tion was 0.03 m3 gas/m3 dough. Bonny et al. (2004) 
also applied MRI to monitoring dynamically the 
microstructure of dough during a 2-hour fermenta- 
tion. A spin-echo sequence with a nonselective re- 
focusing pulse sandwiched between two crusher 
gradients was applied to create the dough image. 
Although the sample was not pretreated with the 
paramagnetic reagent, as was done by Ishida et al. 
(2001), the image quality was still acceptable, with 
a signal-to-noise ratio of around 10. These works 
demonstrate the possibility of noninvasively moni- 
toring the microstructure of dough and bread contin- 
uously, using the image analysis technology. 

Other technologies for monitoring bread quality 
have also been studied. For example, ultrasound can 
be used to determine food properties due to its abili- 
ty to transmit through opaque samples. Low intensi- 
ty ultrasound has been used to measure crumb struc- 
ture. The ultrasonic velocity was related to the ratio 
of the elastic modulus to the density of a sample. 
Wave propagation of the ultrasound developed from 
rapid pressure fictuation inside a sample depends 
on the physical structure of the sample, including 
cell concentration, cell size, cell distribution, and 
defects. Therefore, the method could detect the den- 
sity of the crumb. Sliced bread was pretreated by 
freeze-drying, in order to improve the reliability of 
the ultrasound measurement (Elmehdi et al. 2003). 
In addition to monitoring product microstructures, 
ultrasonic devices can also be used for monitoring 
manufacturing equipment. Ultrasonic sensors can 
capture the working conditions of all equipment on- 
line. An automatic data logging and remote monitor- 
ing system that assists an operator to recognize 
when a machine needs to be changed or mainte- 
nance should be done, can be installed (APV 2004). 

Wesley et al. (1998) developed a noninvasive 
method for monitoring dough mixing using a diode 
array near infrared (NIR) spectrometer. The NIR 
result showed a reduction in the spectroscopically 
active components until the mixing produced an 
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optimum dough development, due to the reduced 
amount of glutenin macropolymer and extractable 
gliadin. When dough was overmixed, the NIR result 
showed an increase in the spectroscopically active 
component. However, the effect of the starch com- 
ponent on the NIR curves is still not clear. The NIR 
technique was also applied to monitoring dough 
development during mixing in a Chorleywood bread 
process mixer (Alava et al. 2001). Data from the 
NIR spectra, recorded every 2 seconds during mix- 
ing, were processed using the principal component 
analysis to understand the underlying chemical 
changes. The region of the 1375-1525 nm spectra 
associated with hydrogen bonding could be used for 
determining the starch-water interaction and the 
change of gluten. The peak of the 11251180 nm 
spectra was related to the hydration of ku r  to devel- 
op dough. The experimental data showed a high 
consistency in peaks of the 11251180 nm spectra. 
Therefore, the area under this peak was plotted 
against the mixing time. The turning point was de- 
fined as the NIR mixing time (Alava et al. 2001). 
Due to its noninvasive nature, NIR has the potential 
to be used in an on-line monitoring system for bread 
manufacturers to optimize the mixing process. 

At present, however, in commercial production 
the dough makeup process, particularly the mixing 
process, is controlled by employing mechanical sen- 
sors. The most popular measurement is that of the 
mixing torque. An alternative is the measurement of 
power consumption of the mixer, or the work input 
into dough as a mixing curve (Wesley et al. 1998, 
Kilborn and Preston 1981). Larsen and Greenwood 
(1991) found that the mixing curve showed a lower 
dough consistency when the dough water addition 
was increased. To expend the optimum work input 
of 43 kJ/kg, mixing time needed to be increased lin- 
early when the added water was increased from 54 
to 66%. The Farinograph and the Mixograph are 
laboratory scale tests widely used to optimize dough 
mixing for industrial manufacturers (Zounis and 
Quail 1997, Wilson et al. 2001). 

PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM 
On-line process control of bread manufacturing is 
challenging, partly because many of the mecha- 
nisms in breadmaking are not yet fully understood 
or quantitatively described, as pointed out earlier in 
this chapter. However, to make product quality con- 

sistent, both to satisfy the regulatory requirements 
and to obtain a maximum economic return for a 
company, demands a high degree of automation in 
bread production plants. Currently, sequential con- 
trol is well utilized in the bread production line to 
control different stages of the manufacturing process 
(i.e., mixing, molding, rounding, proving, baking, 
etc.) and coordinate between them. The main infor- 
mation used in such a system is the time or the dura- 
tion of an operation, for example, mixing time, 
proving time, and baking time. On-line monitoring 
systems with industrial computers, touch screens, 
programmable logic controllers (PLC) and supervi- 
sory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems 
have been installed to fulfill the control objectives. 
However, such a control system is largely based on a 
single-input, single-output (SISO) process, and the 
key concept is a simple on-off control without real- 
time feedback (Trystram 1997). 

Besides the sequential control described above, 
feedback control systems have been implemented for 
mixing, dividing, proving, baking, and cooling. For 
mixing, the temperature of the dough is measured 
and fed back to the control system until a predeter- 
mined final dough temperature (i.e., the set point) is 
achieved. As described earlier in this chapter, this is 
in an effort to control the energy input to the dough, 
which is critical to the development of the gluten net- 
work in dough and therefore to the rheological prop- 
erties of the dough. For dividing, the weight of a 
divided dough piece is measured and fed back to the 
control system, and underweight pieces are subse- 
quently rejected. The nature of the controllers for 
these two processes is again simply on or off. 

For proving, the temperature and humidity are 
measured and controlled through a feedback system 
by continuously adjusting the steam supply. For bak- 
ing, the temperature of the oven chamber has been 
controlled by a feedback system through manipula- 
tion of the electrical power input to the heating ele- 
ments or of the gas supply rates to the burners. The 
set point is a predetermined value according to the 
type of product and production rate. The controller 
is either a multilevel on-off controller or a PID (pro- 
portional, integral, derivative) controller. 

The limited application of feedback controls and 
the absence of advanced controls (e.g., robust non- 
linear control) in bread manufacturing are mainly 
due to the lack of high quality on-line sensors and 
high quality models of the processes. 
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High quality on-line sensors are desirable for the 
key process/product parameters, ranging from tem- 
perature, pressure, k w  rate, and weight, to dough 
properties, moisture content, color, and volume. 
Measurements from these sensors provide not only 
vital information on the current status of the process 
and products, but also the necessary feedback sig- 
nals for a closed-loop system. Unfortunately, there 
is a general lack of quality on-line sensors, particu- 
larly sensors for product quality attributes (dough 
properties, color, shape, volume, etc.) for all food 
processes including bread baking. This lack of on- 
line sensors presents a major limitation to the devel- 
opment of high-level, high-performance automation 
systems (Trystram 1997). For example, if an on-line 
sensor for the dough structure were available, the 
mixing process could be controlled via a feedback 
control system directly based on the signal from this 
sensor, rather than on the temperature of dough, as it 
is now. Some techniques discussed in the previous 
section, such as image analysis, ultrasonic, and near- 
infrared (NIR) technologies might be able to pro- 
vide reliable on-line sensors for baking products in 
the future. However, their wide application in indus- 
try has yet to be seen. 

Successfully designing an advanced process con- 
trol system heavily depends on a good understand- 
ing of the process, its responses to the operation 
conditions, and their interactions. This understand- 
ing needs to be quantitative. In other words, a good 
model, particularly a good dynamic model, of the 
process needs to be established. Breadmaking in- 
volves complicated transformations from raw ingre- 
dients to dough and further to bread. This makes it 
very hard to establish a high quality model. How- 
ever, there have been persistent efforts and progress 
towards modeling the various stages of breadmaking 
using advanced modeling techniques. 

Recently, for example, Therdthai et al. (2002) 
showed that for a continuous industrial baking pro- 
cess the final quality attributes of bread, including 
crust color, weight loss, and crumb temperature, 
were highly dependent on the surface temperature 
profile the bread experienced while traveling through 
the oven. Through mathematical modeling, an opti- 
mal surface temperature profile can be found. This 
clearly shows that a baking oven controlled at a con- 
stant temperature may not be adequate to produce a 
good product. Rather, the oven should be operated in 
a way that produces the optimal surface temperature 
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Figure 17.6. Simulated temperature distribution in a 
continuous traveling tray oven by CFD. 

profile for the traveling bread, which depends both 
on oven air temperature distribution and air velocity 
distribution. However, establishing a mathematical 
model to describe the relationship between oven 
operating parameters (such as gas supply rate and 
production load) and the heat and air distribution 
inside the whole oven is a prohibitive task. It has 
been shown that the computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) modeling technique can be very useful in pro- 
viding dynamic models for this complicated system 
(Therdthai et al. 2003, 2004). Figure 17.6 presents a 
simulated oven temperature distribution by the CFD 
modeling technique. Such models should make it 
possible to design a much more advanced process 
control system for the baking process, one that is 
model-based, with variable set points. 

CONCLUSION 
Bread has been and will continuously be a major 
food item for many people across the world. Bread 
manufacture consists of a series of processes includ- 
ing mixing, fermentation, dividing, proving, baking, 
cooling, and packaging. Each of the processes plays 
a unique role in the development of dough/bread 
towards the final product quality; therefore, they all 
need to be carefully maintained within a prescribed 
range. While new varieties of bread are developed in 
response to the market trends, advanced process 
control and automation systems will also be de- 
signed and implemented for bread manufacturing, 
following more studies and the development of high 
quality on-line sensors and process models for the 
various processes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
If a number of different consumers were asked what 
qualities they looked for in a loaf of bread they 
would all have different views. It is soon recognized 
that bread quality is very much an individual percep- 
tion. The subject of quality in bread is therefore a 
contentious issue. Quality means different things to 
different people, and no two people share the same 
opinion about a particular type of bread. However, 
cereal scientists and technologists are able to identi- 
fy certain characteristics of each style of bread and 
determine the attributes that add to quality and those 
that detract from it. In this chapter the issue of bread 
quality is tackled from the European prospective, 
and the factors that are considered to be important in 
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the range of bread types that are popularly con- 
sumed in the United Kingdom and the rest of Eu- 
rope are examined. 

Appearance is the first visual assessment of a loaf, 
and key factors include the volume (size) of the 
bread as well as the color, particularly that of the 
crust and the shape of the loaf. The consumer is also 
likely to give the loaf a squeeze to obtain an idea of 
the softness so that a quick judgment can be made of 
the freshness. The crust color and the softness are 
two factors that are probably the key issues when a 
consumer makes a choice at the point of sale. There 
are a number of faults that are observed in the exter- 
nal appearance of loaves that are readily identified 
as unacceptable. In this chapter, the more commonly 
encountered faults are described and, where pos- 
sible, illustrated, and information is provided for 
remediating such faults when they occur. 

The important quality issues arise from the style 
of bread under consideration. For example, a key 
factor for sandwich-type bread would be the uni- 
form distribution of small-sized bubbles, which give 
the bread crumb its characteristic appearance and the 
physical strength to allow butter to be spread over 
the surface. For French baguettes it is the crisp, fi- 
vorful crust that contributes most to eating quality, 
paired with the crumb being open and irregular in 
appearance. For these two bread types the produc- 
tion methods are essentially the same; the process 
must create the appropriate number and sizes of gas 
bubbles in the dough and ensure that they survive 
during subsequent processing. The process of creat- 
ing and controlling bubble structure therefore makes 
a fundamental contribution to bread quality, and this 
chapter deals with the key mechanisms of structure 
control available to the baker as well the choice of 
ingredients, formulations, equipment, and processing 
methods that affect final product quality. 

Bread quality changes with time. This is true for 
all types of bread, and storage generally leads to loss 
in quality. There are various factors that combine to 
make the bread go stale and eventually become unfit 
to be sold. The roles of ingredients and methods of 
mixing have a large impact on the shelf life of bread. 
One of the main processes that causes bread to lose 
quality is staling. Staling is a complex process and is 
related to changes in the starch. It is also referred to 
as chemical staling. Key factors involved in bread 
staling are examined in this chapter, and methods 
are outlined to explain how the processes leading to 

deterioration in quality can be slowed down to pro- 
long the perceived freshness of bread. 

ROLE OF DOUGH PROCESSING 
AND BREAD QUALITY 
The style of bread dictates how the mixing, proces- 
sing (molding), and baking are carried out. One 
wouldn’t want to be producing French baguettes 
with a close crumb structure, and of course one 
would not want to be producing an 800 g four-piece 
loaf with an open crumb structure like a baguette. 

Whether making a four-piece or single-piece 
bread, the aim is to achieve the desired shape with- 
out causing damage to the bubbles that have been 
carefully developed during the mixing stage. Ninety 
percent of the final bread quality is achieved during 
mixing, so it is important to make sure processing 
continues to improve quality and to avoid unneces- 
sary damage. After mixing, the dough goes through 
a number of processing stages that change the shape 
of the dough and reorient the bubbles. 

From dividing, the dough piece generally passes 
through a “rounding” stage, sometimes called first 
mold, and this stage uses equipment such as a coni- 
cal molder to achieve a spherical dough piece ready 
to be passed through the final molder. After an initial 
resting period (intermediate proof), the dough piece 
moves to the final molder, which can be broken 
down into four sections (a sheeting stage, curling 
chain, pressure board, and guide bars), all of which 
infience the shape and length of the dough piece 
coming from the end of the final molder. 

Faults in loaf crumb structure, such as discolored, 
coarse patches, streaks, and variations in softness 
are not uncommon in modern breadmaking. Many 
combinations of raw materials and dough proces- 
sing stages can infience the occurrence of such 
faults, but they have a common origin. They are the 
direct result of instability in the structure formed 
during mixing and/or subsequent damage to the 
bubble structure during molding. 

DOUGH MIXING SYSTEMS 

Bulk Ferment Systems 

Bulk fermentation doughs account for only around 
1% of the bread produced in the United Kingdom, 
but they are still widely used in other European 
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countries. The main reason the process is not used 
widely in the United Kingdom is the time required to 
develop the dough and the open crumb structure 
associated with bulk-fermented products. Before the 
dough can be divided the following steps must occur: 

All the ingredients must be mixed to a 
homogeneous mass that can take up to 
30 minutes in a low speed mixer. 
The dough must be given a bulk resting period 
that can be 1-16 hours or longer. The bulk 
resting time will be dependent on the k u r  
strength, dough temperature, and yeast level 
and, of course, the bread characteristics 
required. At this stage the bakery would also 
need a temperature-controlled room with 
sufficient ko r  space to store the dough. 
Halfway through the bulk fermentation, the 
dough is given a “knock-back,” a remixing to 
control bubble formation and help ensure that 
the dough does not form a skin on the surface. 
After completing the bulk fermentation period 
the dough can then be processed in a manner 
similar to that used for no-time doughs. 

No-Time Dough Systems 

In a no-time dough system all the development is 
achieved in the mixer; after mixing is completed the 
dough is processed immediately, which would entail 
scaling, first molding, intermediate proof, final mold- 
ing, final proof, and baking; from beginning to end 
the process can take approximately 2 hours. Plant 
bakeries are the main users of no-time doughs (i.e., 
doughs in which all the development takes place in 
the mixing chamber), usually by means of the Chor- 
leywood Bread Process (CBP) (Chamberlain et al. 
1962, Axford et al. 1963, Chamberlain and Collins 
1979). 

In no-time doughs, the mixing process is critical to 
achieve optimum dough development and bubble 
structure. Typical examples of mixing equipment used 
to produce no-time doughs are shown in Figure 18.1. 

When using a high-speed mixer, a watt-hour meter, 
not a timer, should be used to control the mixing. 
Variations in dough batch size and consistency affect 
the time required to achieve a given energy input. 
For example, a soft dough will achieve the correct 
energy input at a lower rate than a tight dough will, 
so working to time will cause real problems with con- 
sistency in dough development. 

Intense mechanical work during mixing is an es- 
sential part of the rapid dough development and one 
means by which the bulk fermentation stage is elim- 
inated. As the mixing blade moves through the 
dough, air bubbles are trapped and form the nuclei 
of the cell structure of the final product. The yeast 
cannot create the bubbles (Baker and Mize 1941), 
but it does expand the air bubbles with carbon diox- 
ide, and the dough rises. 

The optimum level of mixing in the CBP varies 
according to the type of ku r  being used. An energy 
input of 11 Wh/kg has been found to be a suitable 
value to achieve optimum dough development for a 
wide range of kurs. However, it is not unusual for 
bakeries to be mixing to 13 Wh/kg if they are using 
a particularly strong kur. 

IMPORTANT PROCESSING PARAMETERS 
INFLUENCING DOUGH QUALITY 

Partial Vacuum 

It is common practice with CBP batch mixers to mix 
the dough under a partial vacuum during the second 
half of the mixing. A vacuum level of about 0.5 bar 
absolute (0.5 bar below atmospheric pressure) pro- 
duces bread with a finer and more even crumb cell 
structure than that of bread produced by mixing at 
atmospheric pressure or above in the same machine. 
Pulling a vacuum reduces the void fraction of air in 
the dough from approximately 8 to 4% at the end of 
mixing. The vacuum level should not be set too high 
or air will be prevented from being trapped in the 
dough, and a normal bubble structure will be absent, 
resulting in bread of very coarse structure. 

When pulling a vacuum, at least 50% of the watt- 
hours used should be under atmospheric conditions, 
and the vacuum should be pulled halfway through 
the mixing cycle (Campbell et al. 1998). 

Positive Air Pressure 

Mixing at pressures greater than atmospheric in- 
creases the volume of air incorporated during mix- 
ing, which in turn increases the “average” size of the 
gas bubbles. Mixing under positive pressure allows 
the baker to choose the type of bubble structure 
required for different types of bread. A baguette, for 
example, should have an open and random crumb 
structure, and mixing under positive pressure allows 
this to be achieved. 
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Figure 18.1. Mixers used for no-time dough production. Pressure-vacuum, left; spiral, right. [Courtesy of Campden 
and Chorleywood Food RA, Chipping Campden, UK.] 

When mixing under positive pressure, a slight 
reduction in the recipe water may be necessary, as 
more air in the dough tends to make the dough feel 
softer. By reducing the water a manageable dough 
consistency is achieved, and this will help the dough 
to process through the plant. 

Pressure-vacuum mixers have the ability to work 
at pressures above or below atmospheric conditions 
in any number of sequences. For a typical sandwich 
loaf, mixing may be performed under pressure dur- 
ing the first half of mixing, ensuring full utilization 
of the ascorbic acid, before moving to a lower pres- 
sure to finish to achieve a close, even crumb struc- 
ture in the baked bread. 

Processing Time 

Doughs made using the CBP are generally warmer 
and contain more yeast than those made in the bulk 
fermentation process, which means it is important to 
control processing times. Any delays in process will 
affect the crumb structure and create variability in 

the quality of the bread. Keeping this in mind, the 
baker should only produce batch sizes that can be 
processed through to final proof within 15 minutes. 
This is particularly important in the production of 
standard sandwich bread, which is characterized by 
a fine even crumb cell structure. If, however, you are 
producing bread that requires an open crumb struc- 
ture such as rolls, buns, and in particular, French- 
style breads, longer processing times at the interme- 
diate proof stage will help to achieve this; these 
times can be increased to 20-30 minutes. 

Dough Temperature 

Dough temperature is of importance no matter what 
bread production method is being used. Dough tem- 
perature infiences the rate of both chemical and en- 
zyme reactions. A low temperature slows the reac- 
tion rates, whereas a high temperature would speed 
them up. 

A dough temperature of 30-32°C from the mixer 
is recommended for no-time doughs (Spiral and 
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CBP). However, during the intense mixing of the 
no-time doughs there is a significant rise in dough 
temperature; depending on the mixer, this can range 
from 10°C up to 14°C for high-speed mixers. Hotter 
doughs can be softer and stickier, which may limit 
the amount of water being added and will affect the 
yield per batch. 

Dividing 

Dividing of the dough needs to be done quickly and 
with as little stress placed on the dough as possible. 
Most dividers work on volume of the dough to give a 
specific weight; it is very important to present a con- 
sistent dough to the divider because otherwise under- 
weight or overweight bread will be produced. This 
affects not only the weight of the dough but also the 
settings on the final molder, as these have been ad- 
justed to accommodate variations in specific volume. 
It also affects the legal requirements for bread weight. 
Too large a volume of dough can cause excess pres- 
sure during molding and burst bubbles, which will 
lead to streaking in the crumb, as discussed above. 

First Molding 

Initial shaping of the dough before intermediate 
proof is used to provide a uniform shape that is then 
presented to the final molder. Uneven presentation 
of the dough piece to the final molder can result in 
loss of loaf volume, grey streaking in the crumb, and 
misshapen loaves that will cause problems with the 
packaging. 

Intermediate Proof 

After dividing and first molding an intermediate 
proof period is recommended. This resting period is 
there to allow the dough to relax before the final 
molding stage. If the dough is not allowed to relax 
there is a greater possibility of damaging the bubble 
structure and thus producing streaking and loss of 
volume in the baked loaf. 

The length of this rest period is &xible. Gen- 
erally speaking, it should not be shorter than 4 min- 
utes or longer than 10 minutes for standard bread, 
but there are some bakeries that will have intermedi- 
ate proof times as low as 30 seconds. For bread vari- 
eties characterized by an open, uneven crumb cell 
structure, such as French-style breads, a rest period 
of 15 to 20 minutes is recommended. 

Final Molding 

The function of the final molder is simply to shape 
the dough piece as required for the bread variety 
being produced (see Fig. 18.2). The molder should 
be adjusted to achieve the desired shape with a min- 
imum amount of pressure and stress on the dough. 

Excess pressure during molding may results in 
damage to the gas bubble structures in the dough, as 
discussed previously, see streaking. 

Final Proof 

The final proof time can be adjusted over wide lim- 
its by varying yeast levels and final proof tempera- 
tures. In practice, proof temperatures of 3543°C and 
a relative humidity of 80-85% are commonly used. 
The humidity is there to ensure that the dough does 
not lose moisture and form a skin on the surface; if a 
skin is formed, this will produce a dull surface ap- 
pearance. 

COMMON BREAD FAULTS AND 
TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING 
BREAD QUALITY 
From the craft bakers who produce for the commu- 
nity through to the plant bakeries who engage in 
mass production, all bakery enterprises have their 
place in the baking industry. There is a wide range of 
processing methods used, some of which have been 

i 

Figure 18.2. Final molder-four-piece. [Courtesy of 
Campden and Chorleywood Food RA, Chipping 
Campden, UK.] 
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discussed earlier. Examples include sourdough, over- 
night sponges, bulk fermentation, and mechanically 
developed dough to name but a few. 

The type of bread usually associated with the 
CBP would be the square sandwich loaf. However, 
plant bakeries do sometimes use other methods of 
production to produce the variations that the market- 
place now demands. For the purposes of this chap- 
ter, plant production will be associated with mass- 
produced breads and automated processing. Craft 
breads would usually be associated with crusty, oven- 
bottom breads that include a majority of hands- 
on production, such as bloomers, coburgs, and ba- 
guettes. 

Each type of bread possesses a number of charac- 
teristic features that are associated with quality (Fig. 
18.3). Sandwich bread should have an even, close 
crumb structure with a thin soft crust, whereas ba- 
guette production needs to deliver a random and 
open crumb structure and an “egg shell” crisp crust. 
Any deviation from these characteristics will be 
judged as poor quality. 

BREAD FAULTS 

Loaf quality is not the exclusive responsibility of the 
baker: it is a team effort. To achieve the desired 
product quality, the baker relies not only on the 
quality control and technical expertise of his ingre- 
dient suppliers and the engineering skills of machin- 

Figure 18.3. Examples of typical bread varieties found 
in Europe. [Courtesy of Campden and Chorleywood 
Food RA, Chipping Campden, UK.] 

ery manufacturers, but also on wheat breeding and 
fundamental research. 

However, faults still occur and it is important to 
identify the source of the problem as quickly as pos- 
sible to avoid problems further along the supply 
chain. Bread faults can be divided into two broad 
categories: external (those that affect the external 
quality of bread) and internal (those that affect the 
bread crumb properties). External bread faults are 
those visible on the crust such as blisters, cracks, or 
sidewall collapse. Internal faults are all those associ- 
ated with the crumb structure, where one needs to 
slice the bread to discover the fault. 

EXTERNAL QUALITY FACTORS 

The British 800 g white pan loaf is a useful example 
for showing the benefits of quality control. It ac- 
counts for the sales of almost 50% of all U.K. bread: 
about 5 million 800 g white loaves are sold daily. 
Not all of the 800 g white loaves are made to the 
same specifications. The differences shown in Fig- 
ure 18.4 can be linked to the choice of ingredients, 
the recipe balance, and the technical ability of the 
bakeries involved. 

Loaf Volume 

Loaf volume is a good indication of the gas retention 
properties of the dough. It is an indicator of how 
good the ku r  protein is and how efficiently the bak- 
er has developed the gluten and balanced the recipe 
and processing requirements. 

Low loaf volume can be due to either gas produc- 
tion or gas retention problems. Gas production is 

Figure 18.4. Examples of U.K. 800 g sandwich bread. 
[Courtesy of Campden and Chorleywood Food RA, 
Chipping Campden, UK.] 
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linked to yeast activity. As yeast is a living organ- 
ism, it requires food and warmth to multiply and to 
produce carbon dioxide, which is required to expand 
the dough piece. There are ingredients that will re- 
tard or kill yeast activity, such as preservatives, salt, 
and high levels of sugar. Insufficient damaged starch 
within the ku r  (reducing the availability of fer- 
mentable sugars) will also retard yeast activity. Yeast 
can also exhibit reduced activity if it has been stored 
incorrectly. 

The gas retention properties of the dough are 
linked to the ability of the gluten structure to retain 
the carbon dioxide produced by the yeast. There are 
a number of factors that adversely affect the gas- 
holding properties of gluten. These include (1) low 
protein levels in the kur,  (2) poor dough develop- 
ment, (3) lack of oxidation, and (4) cold or tight (in- 
correct consistency or rheology) doughs. 

Low volume can also be linked to cold final proof 
conditions or a short final proof. Underproved bread 
can be identified by “cracking,” which may appear 
on the surface of pan breads or on the lower third of 
oven-bottom breads or rolls (see Fig. 18.5). 

Excessive loaf volume is also a quality issue that 
causes problems during the packaging and trans- 
portation stages of production, as well as sidewall 
collapse. Excessive volume can be linked to 

Too high a protein level in the kur ;  
Excessive yeast or an imbalance of yeast, salt, 
and improver; 

Figure 18.5. ”Cracking“ due to underproof. [Courtesy 
of Campden and Chorleywood Food RA, Chipping 
Campden, UK.] 

High dough temperature; 
High final proof temperature; 
Excessive final uroof time. uossiblv due to delavs 

, I  

in processing; 
Excess dough scaling weight; 
Small baking tins, which will give the 
appearance of excessive volume; and 
Low baking temperature, which will cause the 
yeast to continue producing carbon dioxide for 
longer than required before being killed. 

A combination of any of the above will com- 
pound the problem. 

Oven Spring 

Another quality factor related to bread is oven 
spring. It is a measure of the rise of the bread in the 
oven during baking. This can be measured simply by 
measuring the height of the bread after baking; as- 

suming that the bread has been proved to a standard 
height, the difference is the oven spring. Oven 
spring is a good quality attribute when it is con- 
trolled, but uncontrolled oven spring has a detrimen- 
tal effect on finished bread quality. Excessive oven 
spring can lead to “Qing tops,” where the top crust 
will detach itself from the main body of the loaf 
(Fig. 18.6). 

Surface Blisters 

Thin-walled blisters on the surface of the baked 
bread indicate dough with poor gas retention proper- 
ties. The blisters may not be visible until after bak- 
ing, but in extreme cases the blisters will be visible 
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Figure 18.6. An example of a ”flying-top.“ [Courtesy of 
Campden and Chorleywood Food RA, Chipping 
Campden, UK.] 

at the end of the final proof. This is sometime re- 
ferred to as “fat failure” and relates to the type and 
level of fat being used, especially in no-time doughs, 
where the property of the fat is a key issue. The fat 
helps to stabilize the bubbles within the dough; the 
critical time for this is at the end of final proof, dur- 
ing the transfer to the oven and at the beginning of 
the baking stage, when the bubbles are expanding at 
their fastest. At this stage the crystalline fraction of 
the fat is thought to align at the surface of the air 
bubbles and impart stability to the expanding bub- 
bles. If all the fat has melted by the end of final 
proof, this stabilizing infience is lost. For this func- 
tionality, a fat with a slip point in the temperature 
range of 38-45°C is used, allowing a fraction of 
the fat to remain solid in the dough at the end of 
final proof (which is carried out at between 38 and 

The level of fat addition will change depending 
on the flour characteristics; however, a level of 1% 
for white bread and up to 4% for whole-meal 
bread is not uncommon. In brown, whole-meal, 
germ, and multigrain breads, the fat levels are in- 
creased because the nonfunctional parts of the flour, 
such as the bran, will cause greater bubble instabil- 
ity in the dough. In addition to blisters there may 
also be reduced loaf volume and possibly no oven 
spring, and the internal crumb structure may show 
some compact areas that appear to be firm to the 
touch. 

43°C). 

Cutting 

After the final proof some styles of bread are cut on 
the surface. This is sometime seen as part of the 
identification of the product, the U.K. bloomer bread 
(a hearth bread type) being a typical example of this 
practice. However, this is not the only reason dough 
surface is cut before baking: 

Cutting increases the surface area, which allows 
for a greater heat transfer into the dough. When 
producing oven-bottom breads cutting is very 
important, as there is no tin to hold the shape, 
and a quick heat transfer is essential to reduce 
the risk of kwing. Examples of this include 
Coburgs and bloomers. 
Cutting releases any tension in the dough and 
creates regions of “weakness” to facilitate dough 
expansion when it is put into the oven. The 
region where the cut is made allows a degree of 
control over the position of the oven spring in the 
loaf. 
It is recognized that fivor is more intense in the 
crust. Cutting of the dough helps to increase the 
crust area, and this has a beneficial impact on the 
finished taste and crustiness of the bread. Cutting 
is not easy and is recognized as a great skill. The 
difference between a product that has been cut 
well and one that has not is clearly demonstrated 
in Figure 18.7. 

Crust and Crumb Color 

The crust color is highly dependent on the time and 
temperature of baking. It must also be remembered 
that the components of the ingredients used in the 
formulation have a big part to play. Flour plays an 
important role in the perceived color of both the 
crumb and crust of a loaf. The grade color of the 
flour will infience the crumb color of bread. Grade 
color is dependent on the extraction rate and the 
amount of chemical bleaching given to the k u r  
(this is no longer permitted in Europe). The use of 
soy ku r  can also affect crumb color as it contains 
the enzyme lipoxygenase, which reacts with the 
carotenoid pigments in the k u r  to produce a 
bleaching effect. The amount of damaged starch in 
the k u r  plays an important role on the extent of col- 
or development in the bread crust. If ku r  contains 
low amounts of damaged starch, there may only be 
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dependent on the type of mixer used, the recipe for- 
mulation, atmospheric conditions at the end of mix- 
ing, bulk fermentation time, intermediate proof 
time, and final molding. It must always be borne in 
mind that the bubble structure at the end of mixing 
begins to expand shortly after it leaves the mixer, 
and all subsequent processing stages are designed to 
preserve and reorient the bubbles. 

Figure 18.7. Cuts on the surface of French baguettes. 
Good example, top; poor example, bottom. [Courtesy of 
Campden and Chorleywood Food RA, Chipping 
Campden, UK.] 

sufficient sugars released by the action of a-amylase 
for yeast fermentation and little or no sugar left for 
the Maillard reaction to produce crust color during 
baking. This scenario would be more likely in bulk- 
fermented doughs and in doughs that have under- 
gone excessive proof than in no-time doughs. On the 
other hand, if there are high levels of damaged 
starch, there will be excessive levels of sugars re- 
leased, which will cause high coloring of the crust. 
Other ingredients that can affect crust color are the 
inclusion of milk powder or sugar in the recipe. 
High a-amylase levels (e.g., low Hagberg falling 
number) in the dough will also break down the dam- 
aged starch and result in high residual sugar levels 
and high crust color. 

INTERNAL QUALITY FACTORS 

The bubble structure that is generated in the dough 
during the mixing stage is dependent on the style of 
bread that is being produced. Baguettes, crusty rolls, 
and ciabatta all require an open irregular crumb, 
whereas sandwich bread requires a close even crumb 
structure. The crumb structure obtained will be 

Open Random Structure 

This type of crumb structure may be required if pro- 
ducing ciabatta, but even then the amount of open- 
ness must be controlled so as not to cause weakness 
within the crumb (Collins 1983). Generally speak- 
ing, in all processes, an open crumb structure is an 
indication that too much gas has been produced 
during the final stages of processing. This can come 
from 

An imbalance in the recipe formulation between 
the yeast and the salt, sugars, or preservatives 
(which will affect the amount of carbon dioxide 
produced by the yeast); 
Incorrect vacuum level being pulled when using 
CBP or finishing the mixing at the wrong 
atmospheric pressure; 
Too high a dough temperature (encouraging the 
yeast to work quickly) ; or 
Delay after mixing and before final molding 
(with no-time dough, the period of time between 
the scaling and final molding stage should be no 
longer than 10 minutes, and usual times are 
around 4-6 minutes). 

Cell Wall Thickness 

As the dough is processed after mixing the aim is to 
maintain the bubble structure that has been devel- 
oped, but the subsequent processing can damage 
these bubbles. The damaged bubbles will coalesce 
and produce areas in the crumb that look grey and 
dull in color and are firm to the touch. Small shallow 
air cells with thin cell walls r e k t  the light more 
efficiently, thus producing a whiter crumb; as the 
cell walls thicken, for example, due to insufficient 
oxidation/development or damage to the bubbles, 
the color of the crumb becomes grey. When the bub- 
bles burst they merge into one larger bubble with 
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thicker cell walls. The thickness of the wall infi- 
ences both visual and eating quality: 

Thicker cell walls give a grey looking crumb. 
Thick cell walls give a firm feel to the crumb, 
thus infiencing perceived shelf life. 
Thin cell walls give better r ek t ion  of light and 
thus a whiter looking crumb. 

Damage to the bubbles can be traced back to the 
final molding, where the dough is sheeted, rolled, 
and elongated either to be cut into four pieces, as in 
sandwich bread, or a single piece, as for the produc- 
tion of farmhouse bread or bloomers. Figure 18.8 
shows examples of the four-piece and single-piece 
molding. 

Excess pressure during processing will burst the 
bubbles. For example, having the rollers set too 
closely may produce grey horizontal areas running 
along the base of the slice. Having the guide bars set 
too closely will give vertical grey areas in the crumb, 
but these will only be visible in the end slices of the 
loaf. 

Holes 

There are many types of hole that appear in the 
crumb, some due to the dough not being able to 
adhere together after curling, and others that appear 
due to weaknesses within the dough due to ingredi- 
ents or processing. 

Holes along the molding lines can be associated 
with (1) inadequate pressure being applied by the 
pressure board, (2) dry surface due to skinning, (3) 
excessive divider oil, or (4) excessive dusting kur. 

A “handbag fault” is a hole at the top of the loaf, 
2-3 mm directly under the crust, that is not a blister. 
It appears as though the crumb has fallen away; 
although the surface of the hole is usually smooth, 
the position is always the same. This fault can be 
linked to excessive levels of fungal a-amylase or the 
addition of malt k u r  to the recipe. The problem 
may appear worse if the dough has skinned or if it is 
handled heavily during the transfer from the prover 
to the oven. 

Holes in the bottom third of the loafcan be a regu- 
lar occurrence in sandwich breads. They can run the 
length of the bread, appearing as a triangular void. 
Usually this type of hole is related to heat transfer 
during baking being too quick, which can be linked 
to worn bread pans. As the pans are transferred 
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Figure 18.8. Examples of four-piece (top) and single- 
piece molding (bottom). [Courtesy of Campden and 
Chorleywood Food RA, Chipping Campden, UK.] 

around the plant, the first areas to be worn are the 
bases, which means that the heat can transfer into the 
dough too quickly. Therefore, rather than the dough 
expanding gradually, the dough breaks and holes are 
formed. The problem can be made worse by 

Hot tins. The loaf may also show dark brown 
scorch marks on the side; in extreme cases these 
scorch marks can be white, when the yeast is 
killed as soon as it touches the pan, and the 
“dead” area is pushed away from the tin as the 
dough expands. 
Bread pans not being greased or the insides of 
the pan being rough, acting like sandpaper and 
resisting the dough as it tries to expand up the 
bread tin. 
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Tight dough. 
Excessive molding at the sheeting stage of the 
final molder. 
Low humidity in the final prover, which dries the 
surface of the dough and restricts its growth 
before baking. 

MEASUREMENT OF BREAD QUALITY 

The quality criteria of all types of bread need to 
be established to determine whether they are to be 
acceptable to the consumer. The more commonly 
used characteristics related to bread quality are loaf 
volume, crumb color, and crumb quality. These mea- 
surements are routinely combined with texture mea- 
surements using texture analyzers. 

Loaf Volume Measurements 

The volume of an individual loaf is typically as- 
sessed by a seed displacement method in which the 
product displaces a volume of seed equivalent to its 
own volume. The method uses a container of known 
volume that is calibrated by rape or pearl barley 
seeds, employing a dummy loaf of known volume. 
For a bake trial it is recommended that an appropri- 
ate number of loaves be tested and limits set for the 
weight of the seed that is collected for each replica- 
tion. 

Other methods of measuring loaf volume include 
the use of image analysis and methods employing 
ultrasound and laser light. Image analysis allows 
volume of a sliced loaf to be determined by perform- 
ing measurements on the cross-sectional areas of a 
number of slices taken from selected places along 
the length of the loaf and combining these measure- 
ments with the known length of the product 
(Cauvain 1998). More recent developments employ 
ultrasound (Girhammar 2002) and laser sensors that 
move in a semicircle as a loaf rotates on a skewer 
passed centrally along the length of the loaf. This 
measurement is rapid compared with the seed dis- 
placement method, taking less than a minute to per- 
form, and is less operator dependent. 

Crumb Color Measurements 

Instrument-based measurement of the color of bread 
can be made using colorimeters that are designed to 
characterize the color of a surface by three parame- 

ters in a number of color spaces. This tristimulus 
method uses complex mathematical transforms to 
generate values in three spectral ranges, X, Y, and Z. 
The Y value can be taken as a measure of bread 
crumb whiteness. Typically the loaf is cut in half, 
the measuring head of the colorimeter is placed 
against the exposed crumb, and measurements are 
obtained in triplicate. 

Crumb Quality 

The judgment of crumb quality at the point of bread 
manufacture is typically performed subjectively by 
the baker who takes into account the number, size, 
and distribution of the bubbles and the thickness of 
the walls between the cells and decides whether the 
quality is acceptable or not. However, recent devel- 
opments in the techniques of image analysis have 
lead to opportunities to measure crumb cell structure 
objectively and rapidly, allowing crumb quality as- 
sessment to be performed in greater detail and with 
better accuracy. Calibre Control International, in 
partnership with CCFRA Technology, Ltd., has de- 
veloped a system called C-CELL. It is a dedicated 
system that produces high-resolution images of 
bread and other baked goods so that individual cell 
patterns can be quantified. Crumb cell analysis 
quantifies the cell distribution and the size and num- 
ber of cells in a slice of bread. 

Texture Measurements 

Texture profile analysis is used for the objective 
measurement of bread texture. It is a rapid method 
and is particularly suitable for use in quality control. 
The principle of objective texture measurement can 
be described as the science of deforming objects and 
monitoring their response. There are numerous tex- 
ture analyzers suitable for measuring the texture of 
bread and bread products. Typically, an instrument 
will consist of a fit platform and a probe, usually 
positioned above the platform attached to a move- 
able arm. The arm can be positioned precisely and 
moved up and down at a controlled speed. 

A sample, which could consist of a circular disc 
cut out of a slice of bread or a whole slice of bread, 
is placed on the platform and compressed to a spe- 
cific distance using a suitable probe. The test pro- 
duces a force-time graph that represents the magni- 
tude of the resistance of the sample to deformation. 
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The sample may be either compressed once or com- 
pressed twice by moving the probe up and down 
twice in rapid succession. A typical graph of a tex- 
ture profile analysis, which is characterized by two 
compressions, is shown in Figure 18.9. The graph 
consists of two peaks, each corresponding to one of 
the successive compressions. Typically the second 
peak is a little smaller than the first as a result of 
damage to the bread crumb structure by the first 
compression, and that allows the crumb structure to 
be compressed more easily by the second compres- 
sion. There are a number of textural parameters that 
can be obtained from the force-time graph. The 
parameters and their significance are covered in 
detail elsewhere (e.g., Cauvain 1991, Bourne 1990), 
so only a basic explanation is offered here. The most 
relevant feature for determining quality is the firm- 
ness of the bread crumb, and this is obtained from 
the maximum force (Fl) of the first force peak of the 
first compression. Another property of interest is 
how much the bread crumb recovers after it has been 
compressed, that is, the springiness, which can be 
obtained by finding the ratio (T2/T1) of the time tak- 
en to reach the second peak (T2) to the time taken to 
reach the first peak (Tl). The areas under the first 
and second peak also provide useful information 
about the ability of the crumb to withstand compres- 
sion. This ratio of the integrated area of the second 

peak divided by the area of the first peak is called 
the cohesiveness of the crumb. 

The properties of the crust also play an important 
part in the eating quality of bread and, in particular, 
the crispness of the crust. The strength of the crust 
and hence its crispness can be evaluated using pen- 
etrometry, again using a texture analyzer. This proce- 
dure can be carried out on the whole bread or ba- 
guette, and the force required for a cylinder to 
penetrate through the crust is recorded. The maxi- 
mum force recorded relates to the thickness of the 
crust, a thicker crust producing a higher peak force. 
The highest peak height would be expected of fresh- 
ly baked bread, with moisture changes after baking 
making the crust softer and leathery if packed in an 
environment where the product cannot lose moisture. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING BREAD 
STALING AND THE USE OF 
ADDITIVES TO IMPROVE 
PERCEIVED FRESHNESS 
The eating quality of bread begins to change soon 
after baking, the quality usually deteriorating with 
time. This has been discovered from numerous stud- 
ies involving both instrumental texture testing and 
sensory testing of stored bread (Zobel and Kulp 
1996, Setser 1996). With time, bread becomes 
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Figure 18.9. An example of trace obtained from a texture profile analysis test. 
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firmer, and as the firmness increased the bread was 
judged to be stale by a sensory panel. There is there- 
fore a correlation between the firmness of the bread 
and the sensory perception of its freshness. It is 
therefore important to keep the bread soft in order 
for it to be perceived as fresher by the consumer 
over a longer period of time. 

The deterioration processes affect both the crumb 
and the crust, but in different ways. There are two 
main changes that are thought to be responsible for 
the loss in eating quality: (1) loss of moisture from 
the loaf and (2) the migration of moisture from the 
crumb to the crust. The bread also increases in firm- 
ness with time, and this is thought to be largely due 
to the changes in the degree of crystallinity in the 
starch fraction. There are also other changes such 
as the loss of aroma and fivor that, combined with 
other changes, make the bread unacceptable to the 
consumer. Bread staling is a wasteful process. It is 
therefore not unsurprising that there is considerable 
interest in the bread industry in finding ways to slow 
down the rates of the various firming processes, so 
that the bread can be perceived as fresh over a longer 
period of time. 

Craft breads are often eaten soon after purchase, 
but sandwich bread would be expected to last 3 to 5 
days. However, consumer pressure for bread with 
ever-longer shelf life has seen products that can stay 
soft and mold free for up to 12 days. In this section, 
the infience of factors such as loaf specific volume 
and temperature on the firming properties of bread is 
examined, and the ingredients and methods avail- 
able to the technologist to extend the shelf life of 
bread are reviewed. 

The Effect of Loaf Specific Volume on Bread 
Staling 

The quantitative relationship between loaf specific 
volume and the rate of staling, as measured by 
changes in crumb firmness, has been investigated in 
great detail, covering a range of ku r  properties, a 
number of additives, and baking and storage condi- 
tions (Axford et al. 1968, Elton 1969). The results 
showed that loaf specific volume was a major factor 
i n  fiencing both the rate and degree of staling, both 
of which decreased in a linear manner, over the 
range studied, as loaf volume increased. 

The general understanding is that any factor that 
lowers the specific loaf volume of bread increases 

the staling rate. The converse is also true, any factor 
that improves the specific volume helps to reduce 
the rate of staling. The infience of the effects of 
loaf volume is important. When assessing the effec- 
tiveness of a particular additive as an antistaling 
agent, it is important to demonstrate whether any 
beneficial effect is due to an incidental increase in 
loaf specific volume (due to the additive) or to a spe- 
cific effect independent of the loaf volume. The ben- 
eficial effect of many so called antistaling agents 
and processing methods can be explained by their 
incidental effect in improving loaf volume. How- 
ever, additives have been identified that are inde- 
pendent of this factor. This includes the enzyme 
maltogenic a-amylase, which has been demonstrated 
to possess strong antistaling properties, and emulsi- 
fiers such as glycerol monostearate. 

The practical implications of the infience of loaf 
specific volume on bread staling can be utilized by 
the baker by a variety of means but has obvious lim- 
itations. The British public has a distinct preference 
for the denser more traditional product, and an in- 
crease in specific loaf volume may produce an unac- 
ceptable product. 

The breadmaking process itself can also have an 
i n  fience on the rate of staling. For example, the use 
of the Chorleywood Breadmaking Process usually 
leads to an increase in loaf specific volume (other 
things being equal) and hence a reduction in the rate 
and extent of staling. It has been demonstrated that 
the reduction in the staling rate of bread made by the 
CBP is an inherent feature of the process and not 
just a r e k t i o n  of increased specific volume. The 
conclusion was reached from the observations that 
the rate and extent of staling of CBP bread varied 
less with changes in specific volume than that in 
bread produced by the bulk fermentation process 
(BFP). The underlying reasons for the differences in 
behavior could be attributed to the fact that the lim- 
iting firmness of the CBP bread was lower than that 
of the BFP bread at a given specific volume. Using 
the technique of differential scanning calorimetry, it 
was confirmed that the limiting endothermic peak 
values were significantly larger for BFP bread than 
for CBP bread. 

The Effect of Temperature on Bread Staling 

The rate of staling of bread during storage is highly 
dependent on the temperature of storage postbaking. 
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The rate of bread crumb firming is fastest at temper- 
atures close to 4"C, decreases at temperatures below 
and above 4°C (Kent and Evers 1994, Colwell et al. 
1969), and falls to virtually zero when the bread is 
frozen. It was shown that for any given bread stored 
at different temperatures, over the range ~ 1 to 3 2 T ,  
the value of the limiting crumb modulus remained 
constant. The value of the rate constant was also 
shown to decrease with increasing storage tempera- 
ture over the same range. This meant that no matter 
what the storage temperature was above the freezing 
point of bread, the bread tended to reach the same 
limiting firmness, though the rate decreases as the 
temperature increases. The fact that the staling 
rate constant has a negative temperature coefficient 
strongly indicates that a physical process such as 
crystallization is the major factor involved in in- 
creasing the crumb firmness. However, it was shown 
that the increase in crumb firmness of bread stored 
at 43°C was greater than would be predicted on the 
basis of starch crystallization. This raises the possi- 
bility that other mechanisms are also responsible for 
additional increases in firmness at high storage tem- 
peratures (Willhoft 1973). 

It is well known that if stale bread is heated to a 
center crumb temperature that is close to the temper- 
ature at the end of baking, the crumb firmness re- 
turns to its original value and staling proceeds again 
at the normal rate (Zobel and Kulp 1996). If the tem- 
perature attained is lower during reheating, then the 
original firmness may be obtained, but the loaf firms 
more quickly thereafter. It must be borne in mind 
that reheating bread using a conventional oven 
results in considerable moisture loss, and the loaf 
may become unacceptably dry for eating. 

The Effect of Additives 

Ingredients such as fat and emulsifiers, generally 
regarded as antistaling agents, often produce an in- 
crease in loaf volume, and this would then be ex- 
pected to result in lower firmness initially and 
throughout its shelf life. However, it is not always 
desirable, for commercial reasons, to increase loaf 
specific volume. It is therefore important to evaluate 
whether an ingredient can produce a decreased rate 
of staling independent of its effect on volume. Both 
emulsifiers and enzymes have been claimed to act as 
antistaling agents in bread. However, at this stage a 

distinction must be made between ingredients that 
actually slow that rate of firming and those that sim- 
ply soften the bread crumb without affecting the rate 
at which a loaf firms with storage. Such materials 
produce a loaf with low initial firmness, and the 
firmness stays low throughout the shelf life of the 
loaf. 

Emulsifiers such as distilled monoglycerides, dia- 
cetyl tartaric acid esters of mono- and diglycerides, 
and sodium steroyl-2-lactylate are likely to act as 
antistaling agents through one or more of three 
mechanisms: (1) They can improve crumb softness 
by increasing loaf volume. (2) Such materials can 
interfere with the rate and/or extent of starch crystal- 
lization. (3) The amylose-emulsifier complex forma- 
tion can slow down the crystallization of the amy- 
lopectin, thus reducing the initial and final firmness 
of the loaf. The distilled monoglycerides, particular- 
ly those with saturated fatty acids with chain lengths 
in the range C16 to C18, are known to act as crumb 
softeners through the third mechanism. In this re- 
spect, it has been shown by many studies that the 
amylose fraction of the starch is fully retrograded by 
the time the loaf is cooled to ambient temperature 
and that increasing crumb firmness is due to the 
slower process of amylopectin crystallization (Krog 
et al. 1989, Russell 1983). 

Enzymes 

Enzymes have a long history of being used as anti- 
staling agents. Claims of antistaling effects have 
been made for all the a-amylases, including the bac- 
terial, fungal, maltogenic, and even the cereal types, 
but not for cereal p-amylases. Similar claims have 
been made for hemicellulases and lipases. There are 
conflcting reports about several of these enzymes as 
to whether they possess true antistaling properties. It 
is likely that some of them simply soften the bread 
by increasing loaf volume. Such effects may be use- 
ful in commercial practice to give an improvement 
in the perceived freshness to the consumer, provided 
there is a minimum firmness and resilience in the 
fresh bread for handling and slicing. 

Amylases hydrolyze starch polymers when the 
starch granules are hydrated and swollen, as they are 
after gelatinization or damage by milling. All types 
of a-amylases act on starch as it swells in water at 
about 65°C. 
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Fungal amylase is an endo-acting enzyme that 
attacks starch chains randomly, producing large dex- 
trins and thinning starch viscosity to improve loaf 
volume. It is rapidly destroyed at 70-75°C and has 
no significant antifirming effect other than that 
caused by increased loaf volume. 

Cereal amylase is also endo-acting and has a sim- 
ilar action to that of fungal amylase, causing damage 
to starch granules and leading to dough softening. It 
has greater thermostability, being destroyed at 80- 
85°C. If present at too high a level it can lead to a 
sticky crumb lacking in resilience. There are some 
reports of an antistaling effect, but this may be con- 
fused with the softening of the crumb. 

Maltogenic bacterial amylases act as exo- 
enzymes (working along the chain of the starch mol- 
ecules) and produce small sugar molecules such as 
maltose and maltotriose. This group of amylases has 
a large antistaling effect and is reported to reduce 
the rate of starch crystallization (Si 1998). These 
amylases appear to maintain crumb resilience, which 
can be a problem with excessive use of crumb soft- 
ening emulsifiers, and are destroyed in baking by 
85°C and therefore would not be expected to cause 
problems of crumb stickiness. 

The hemicelluloses of wheat consist of a mixture 
of polysaccharides, arabinoxylans, arabinogalac- 
tans, and p-glucans. These materials are found in the 
cell wall material of wheat endosperm and are pres- 
ent at high levels in the bran tissues. White k u r  
may contain 2-3% of this material, of which the sol- 
uble portion (about one-third) is known as pentosans 
and the remaining portion is water insoluble aggre- 
gates. Of particular interest is the reported powerful 
effect they have on water binding and gluten devel- 
opment in the dough. Endo-acting hydrolytic hemi- 
cellulases can degrade the aggregates by splitting 
the polysaccharide chains, so that the insoluble 
material becomes soluble, and their water-binding 
capacity is reduced. The result, similar to that pro- 
duced by a-amylase, is a softer dough that can ex- 
pand more in the oven and produce a larger loaf 
volume. However, excessive enzyme activity can 
produce dough stickiness. A secondary benefit of the 
enzyme action on the insoluble aggregates is an im- 
provement in the performance of the ku r  proteins. 
The conversion of the insoluble fraction into smaller 
molecular size allows the gluten to have better 
gas-holding and extensional properties during oven 

spring, resulting in improved loaf volume. Best ef- 
fects are seen with endo-xylanases, and pure forms 
of some enzymes are commercially available. 

The 1,3 specific lipases cleave the bond between 
the fatty acid esters and glycerol, producing a mix- 
ture of fatty acids and monoglycerides. It is claimed 
that the monoglycerides produced may be used to 
replace added monoglycerides (Christiansen 2003). 
This would depend largely on the triglyceride being 
attacked. Saturated fatty acids with chain lengths of 
14-18 carbon atoms are the most effective antistal- 
ing monoglycerides (Russell 1983). They function 
by forming complexes with amylose molecules, and 
this helps to reduce the rate at which amylopectin 
molecules retrograde and increase the firmness of 
the bread crumb. In commercial practice, monoglyc- 
erides are added at concentrations of 0.5-1.0% k u r  
weight. It has not been established whether added 
lipase can produce the amount of monoglycerides 
required to obtain the necessary antifirming proper- 
ties in bread. 

The benefits of an antistaling agent to the loaf can 
be classed into two main categories: (1) A reduction 
in the crumb limiting firmness would be of commer- 
cial importance, as the actual rate of crumb firming 
would be reduced. A softer loaf is perceived to be 
fresher by the consumer compared with a firmer 
loaf. This would not necessarily have an effect on 
the rate of staling. (2) The more fundamental action 
of the additive on the actual rate of crystallization of 
the starch molecules would reduce the rate of stal- 
ing. The addition of a-amylase to reduce the rate of 
staling falls into this second category, as does the 
effect of storage temperature. 

When evaluating potential ingredients as antistal- 
ing additives, an assessment of the beneficial effect 
resulting from an incidental increase in loaf specific 
volume should be made. It must also be borne in 
mind that the baking test itself has inherent variabil- 
ity and that it would be necessary to perform a num- 
ber of replicate experiments to demonstrate true 
antistaling properties. However, analytical techni- 
ques such as differential scanning calorimetry can be 
used as a rapid testing method, and this method has 
the advantage of being independent of loaf volume. 
The effect of loaf specific volume can be removed 
by the use of techniques such as differential scan- 
ning calorimetry and differential thermal analysis to 
evaluate the effectiveness of antistaling additives on 
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the rate and extent of crystallization of starch in 
bread. 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 
AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 
The role of ingredients and methods of dough mix- 
ing have a large impact on bread quality. New devel- 
opments employing combinations of pressure and 
vacuum can be used to create a whole range of bread 
crumb features that encompass a variety of different 
bread types. Using the same ingredients, a number 
of different bread types can be produced by chang- 
ing the dough mixing methods. However, the critical 
feature to achieving the desired quality of the final 
product is actual control of the mixing process so 
that dough development is complete. Dough quality 
is assessed by many means. A common method used 
in industry and research laboratories is measurement 
of the physical properties by rheological methods. 
Typical examples of this would be dough develop- 
ment in the farinograph, which measure the torque 
generated by the dough as mixing continues. From 
the torque trace it is possible to recognize when 
dough is suitably developed for processing through 
the plant and producing bread with good volume. 
More sophisticated rheometers are able to measure 
the stresses and strains in a dough and characterize 
the physical behavior in terms of the elastic and vis- 
cous properties. A recent development in this area is 
the Dobraszczyk/Roberts (D/R) dough infition sys- 
tem that measures biaxial extensional properties by 
i n  fiting a bubble of a piece of dough (Dobraszczyk 
1997). Studies with this instrument have demon- 
strated that there is a strong correlation between 
bubble failure properties and the loaf volume of the 
baked bread (Dobraszczyk 1999). 

However, all the physical measurements that des- 
cribe the rheological properties of dough cannot fully 
predict its baking quality. Why this should be so is 
not clear, but it may be a consequence of what the 
tests are actually measuring. Rheology-based meth- 
ods measure protein-protein interactions, which cre- 
ate a three-dimensional network of gluten. Hence, it is 
the strength of these interactions that is being mea- 
sured. However, it has been found that protein qual- 
ity and protein-protein bonds are not able to explain 
fully the variation in breadmaking quality found in 
different wheat cultivars. The near-infrared (NIR) 
technique has been examined for use in obtaining 
more information about the chemical changes that 

take place in the dough during mixing. NIR energy 
is absorbed by the OH groups in water and by pep- 
tide bonds between amino acids in proteins at spe- 
cific wavelengths. High correlations were demon- 
strated between measurements obtained from NIR 
and the functional properties of kurs milled from 
single-variety wheats (Alava et al. 2001). These 
studies also showed that the optimum NIR mixing 
time was roughly situated between the mixing time 
required to achieve the finest bread crumb structure 
(shorter) and that required to achieve the highest 
loaf volume (longer). The results confirm the impor- 
tance of the mixing process in determining the opti- 
mum quality of the bread produced. 

There is considerable interest in understanding 
what becomes of the bubbles that are in the dough 
before proof and after baking. Do all bubbles sur- 
vive during proof and the baking process and appear 
as holes in the bread crumb? One of the problems 
experienced with studies involving dough is the 
fragility of the dough as it undergoes proof. The 
challenge has been to study bubble development 
during proving without damaging the cell structure 
by using a noninvasive technique. Campden and 
Chorleywood Food Research Association (CCFRA) 
have used a medical X-ray CT scanner to obtain im- 
ages of dough during the proving stages, and some 
answers are now emerging about the behavior of 
bubbles. Experiments have shown that a large pro- 
portion of the bubbles in the dough expand during 
baking and can be located in the bread crumb after 
baking (Whitworth and Alava 1999). This is as 
would be expected, but some large bubbles were 
seen to collapse and completely disappear. The area 
of the bread crumb where the bubbles would have 
been located was seen to possess ridges formed by 
the collapse of the bubbles. The reason why some 
bubbles behave differently in some regions of the 
dough is not yet fully understood. Use of techniques 
like the CT scanner and advanced image analysis is 
continuing to improve our understanding of the in- 
fluences of factors such as wheat varieties, recipe 
formulations, and mixing conditions. 

The consumer is now becoming more aware of 
the link between diet and health and is willing to pay 
extra to buy products that are known to use good 
quality ingredients. The better the raw materials and 
processing, the better the quality of the end product. 

Consumers are also showing concern about the 
nature of the ingredients that are included in the 
recipe to extend the shelf life of bread. A recent 
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development has been the availability of a new 
enzyme, a lipase that acts on lipids naturally present 
i n  %bur and other recipe ingredients (Christiansen 
2003). Claims are that the action of the enzyme, in 
situ, generates materials that are more surface active 
than the substrate material. This offers an opportuni- 
ty to either eliminate or reduce the usage of added 
emulsifiers and thus remove the need to declare 
additives on the packaging. The importance of this 
development is highlighted by the fact that the sale 
of organic bread products is showing a marked 
increase and will continue to grow as the range of 
breads produced is increased. The negative response 
of the consumer to products labeled as organic is 
being replaced by a realization that the quality para- 
meters by which an organic product should be 
judged are different from those applied to bread pro- 
duced with traditional ingredients. 

The bread producers are also faced with the situa- 
tion whereby popular dietary trends, such as the 
Atkins Diet, are forcing the industry to rethink 
recipe formulations to produce acceptable alterna- 
tives. The challenge of producing such a (low carbo- 
hydrate) loaf is an interesting one, since carbohy- 
drates play such a vital role in building the structure 
of bakery products. 
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INTRODUCTION 
For several thousands of years, man has used wheat 
and other cereals to produce bread. The baking of 
leavened breads was already known by the ancient 
Egyptians and represents one of the oldest biotechno- 
logical processes. The use of enzymes in breadmak- 
ing dates from these earliest times as well. The first 
bakers unconsciously made use of the enzymes pres- 
ent in the cereals or produced by yeast and other 
microorganisms. Addition of (exogenous) enzymes 
started much later, but already more than a century 
ago, it became the practice to use malted barley to 
optimize the amylase levels in flour and improve 
its breadmaking properties. Later, fungal enzymes 
became available as a malt replacement. With in- 
creasing insight into the complex transformations 
occurring during dough mixing, proofing, and bak- 
ing, new enzymes and enzyme activities were intro- 
duced. Today, a whole range of enzymes, representing 
different classes, such as hydrolases and oxidoreduc- 
tases, are used in breadmaking to improve the bread- 
making process and to maximize the functionality of 
flour and the quality of bread. Baking applications 
account for approximately 8% of enzyme sales in the 
grain-processing sector (Godfrey 2003). Amylolytic 
enzymes, and to a slightly lesser extent xylanases, 
have become commodity products, and the use of li- 
pases and glucose oxidases has become established 
as well. Other enzymes, such as microbial lipoxy- 
genases, so far remain highly specialized catalysts 
(Godfrey 2003). 

In general, enzymes directly or indirectly affect 
the structure and physicochemical properties of 
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different k u r  constituents in a well-defined way. 
Therefore, prior to discussing the role of different 
enzymes in breadmaking, a concise overview of the 
structure and properties of the different k u r  con- 
stituents and their functionality in breadmaking is 
presented. 

WHEAT FLOUR CONSTITUENTS 
IN BREADMAKING 
The vast majority of bread is produced from wheat. 
In breadmaking, wheat kur,  water, salt, yeast (and/ 
or other microorganisms), and often also other, non- 
essential, ingredients, such as fat and sugar, are 
mixed into a viscoelastic dough, which is fermented 
and baked. Wheat ku r  mainly consists of starch 
(ca. 70-75%), water (ca. 14%), proteins (ca. 10- 
12%), nonstarch polysaccharides (ca. 2-3%), in par- 
ticular arabinoxylans, and lipids (ca. 2%). These 
wheat ku r  constituents determine to a great extent 
dough processibility and bread quality. Indeed, dur- 
ing the different steps in the breadmaking process, 
complex chemical, biochemical, and physical trans- 
formations take place that affect and are affected by 
the various ku r  constituents (Goesaert et al. 2005). 

STARCH 

Structural Aspects 

Starch is the most abundant constituent and most 
important reserve polysaccharide of cereals. On a 
molecular level, its major constituents are the glu- 
cose polymers amylose (2528%) and amylopectin 
(72-75%). Amylose consists of some 500-6000 
u-(l,4)-linked D-glucopyranosyl units. Although a 
fraction of the amylose molecules is slightly 
branched by u-(l,6)-linkages (Hizukuri et al. 1981, 
Shibanuma et al. 1994), it is for all practical pur- 
poses considered to be a linear molecule. In con- 
trast, amylopectin consists of linear chains of 10- 
100 u-(l,4)-linked D-glucopyranosyl units which 
are connected by u-(l,6)-linkages, forming a very 
large and highly branched polysaccharide of up to 3 
million glucose units (Manners 1979, Zobel 1988). 
Amylopectin is generally described as a cluster 
(French 1984, Robin et al. 1974) with polymodal 
chain length distribution (Hizukuri 1986) and a non- 
random nature of branching (Thompson 2000). In 
the cluster model, the short chains, that is, the un- 
branched outer A chains and the shortest inner 

branched chains (B 1), form double helices and make 
up a single cluster, while the longer branched chains 
(B2-B4) extend into two to four clusters, respec- 
tively. 

Starch occurs as intracellular, water-insoluble 
semicrystalline granules. In contrast to most plant 
starches, wheat, rye, and barley starches have a 
bimodal size distribution. They consist of large (10- 
35 pm) lenticular and small (1-8 pm) spherical 
granules (Karlsson et al. 1983, Stoddard 1999). 
When viewed in polarized light, native starch gran- 
ules are birefringent, and a “Malteser cross” can be 
observed. This phenomenon results from a degree of 
order in the starch granule and a radial orientation of 
the macromolecules (Bulkon et al. 1998). The par- 
tially crystalline nature of starch (20-40%) (Hiz- 
ukuri 1996) is predominantly attributed to structural 
elements of amylopectin. Different packing of the 
amylopectin side chain double helices gives rise to 
different crystal types. Cereal starches have an A- 
type X-ray diffraction pattern, and retrograded starch 
a B type (Bulkon et al. 1998). 

Several extensive reviews provide a more detailed 
discussion of the structure and physicochemical 
properties of (wheat) starch (e.g., Bulkon et al. 1998, 
Eliasson and Gudmundsson 1996, Hizukuri 1996, 
Parker and Ring 2001). 

Starch in Breadmaking 

During milling, a fraction (ca. 8%) of the starch 
granules is mechanically damaged. Damaged starch 
is no longer birefringent, is more susceptible to 
amylolysis, and has greater water absorption than its 
native counterpart (Hoseney 1994). 

During dough preparation, starch retains its native 
state. It absorbs water and slightly and reversibly 
swells. Its role in dough is still not very clear 
(Bloksma 1990, Eliasson and Larsson 1993, Larsson 
and Eliasson 1997). 

Due to the combination of heat and moisture dur- 
ing baking, the starch granules gelatinize when their 
gelatinization temperature is reached: their molecu- 
lar order is irreversibly destroyed, and the partially 
crystalline granules are transformed into an amor- 
phous state (Atwell et al. 1988). However, mainly 
due to the limited amount of water available in the 
dough, their granular identity is retained (Hug-Iten 
et al. 1999, Schoch 1965, Varriano-Marston et al. 
1980). In addition to the loss of molecular order, 
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birefringence, and crystallinity, the gelatinization 
process is also associated with granule swelling and 
distortion (due to the increased water absorption) 
and limited starch solubilization (or amylose leach- 
ing), which increases the viscosity of the aqueous 
phase. Part of the (solubilized) amylose forms inclu- 
sion complexes with both added and endogenous 
wheat polar lipids, as evidenced by the V-type X-ray 
diffraction pattern of fresh bread crumb. Further- 
more, due to phase separation, a nonhomogeneous 
distribution of amylose and amylopectin in the gran- 
ules was observed, with amylose and amylopectin 
enrichment in the center and outer layers of the large 
granules, respectively. 

Upon cooling and aging (storage) of the bread, 
the starch polysaccharides reassociate to a more 
ordered or even a new B-type crystalline state, dif- 
fering from that of the native granules. This process 
is defined as retrogradation (Atwell et al. 1988). 
Initially, double helices are formed between amy- 
lose molecules, and a continuous network develops, 
in which the swollen and deformed starch granules 
are embedded and interlinked. Within 2 4  hours, 
these double helices form very stable crystalline 
structures. Amylose is hence an essential structural 
element of bread and a determining factor for initial 
crumb firmness (Eliasson and Larsson 1993). In con- 
trast, amylopectin recrystallization is much slower 
and occurs in the swollen and deformed gelatinized 
starch granules. It determines the long-term devel- 
opment of structure and crystallinity in starch sys- 
tems (Miles et al. 1985). Therefore, amylopectin ret- 
rogradation is an important process during storage 
and aging of bread. 

During storage, bread gradually loses its appeal- 
ing freshness and stales. The staling process is often 
evaluated by measuring crumb firmness, but in- 
cludes other characteristics as well, such as loss of 
flavor and moisture. Bread staling is a complex pro- 
cess, which is not completely understood and in- 
volves multiple constituents and mechanisms (see 
Gray and BeMiller 2003). However, water migration 
and transformations in the starch fractions are 
widely accepted to be the most important factors in 
this process (Gray and BeMiller 2003). Most staling 
models attribute crumb firming during aging to 
amylopectin retrogradation, in particular the forma- 
tion of double helices by the short amylopectin 
side chains and their recrystallization (Gray and 
BeMiller 2003, Kulp and Ponte 1981, Schoch and 

French 1947, Zobel and Kulp 1996), resulting in an 
increased rigidity of the swollen granules. Due to its 
rapid retrogradation upon bread cooling, amylose is 
believed to have little, if any, contribution to bread 
firming, although the formation of ordered amylose 
structures in the granule centers may also contribute 
to increasing granular rigidity (Hug-Iten et al. 1999, 
2003). However, starch crystallinity often poorly 
correlates with crumb firmness, particularly in amy- 
lase-supplemented breads, suggesting that crumb 
firming and starch recrystallization are separate pro- 
cesses (Dragsdorf and Varriano-Marston 1980). This 
indicates that the formation of a structured network 
in which multiple crystalline and amorphous regions 
are linked by large starch polymers may contribute 
more to bread firmness than the extent and quality of 
crystallinity (Zobel and Kulp 1996). In this respect, 
a recent bread staling model proposed that both an 
increase in granular rigidity (due to molecular 
rearrangements in the amylopectin-rich and amy- 
lose-rich regions of the swollen starch granules) and 
the formation of a structured network (comprising 
interlinked crystalline regions) contribute to bread 
firming (Hug-Iten et al. 2003). 

PROTEINS 

Composition and Structural Aspects 

Traditionally, cereal proteins have been classified 
according to a solubility-based fractionation subse- 
quently using water, a dilute salt solution, aqueous 
alcohol, and dilute acid or alkali (Osborne 1924). 
This way, wheat proteins are classified as albumins, 
globulins, gliadins (or wheat prolamins), and glu- 
tenins (or wheat glutelins), respectively. However, 
due to their inextractability, some of the wheat pro- 
teins are not included in these fractions. In addition, 
the distinction between the groups is not always 
clear. In this respect, the Osborne fractionation does 
not provide a clear separation of proteins differing 
biochemically/genetically or in functionality during 
breadmaking (Goesaert et al. 2005, Veraverbeke and 
Delcour 2002). 

Today, wheat proteins are preferentially classified 
from a functional point of view. Two groups of 
wheat proteins can be distinguished: the nongluten 
and the gluten proteins. The nongluten proteins (ca. 
one-fifth of the wheat proteins) are mostly found in 
the Osborne albumin and globulin fractions. Gen- 
erally, they are monomeric metabolic or structural 
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proteins with either no role or only a minor role in 
breadmaking (Veraverbeke and Delcour 2002). The 
gluten proteins (ca. four-fifths of the wheat proteins) 
are largely insoluble in water or dilute salt solutions. 
They are the major storage proteins of wheat, and 
more, in particular, belong to the prolamin class of 
seed storage proteins (Shewry and Halford 2002). 
They play a crucial role in breadmaking. The gluten 
proteins can be classified as either gliadins or the 
functionally distinctly different glutenins. 

The gliadins form a highly heterogeneous group 
of monomeric gluten proteins, soluble in aqueous 
alcohol and ranging in molecular weight (MW) 
from 30,000 to 80,000. Biochemically, they can be 
further classified into three groups, that is, a-, y-, 
and w-gliadins (Shewry et al. 1986, Veraverbeke and 
Delcour 2002). Glutenins consist of a heterogeneous 
mixture of polymers with a broad MW range from 
approximately 80,000 up into the millions. A large 
part is soluble in dilute acid conditions and make up 
the Osborne glutenin fraction. The glutenin poly- 
mers are composed of a variety of glutenin subunits 
(GSs), which are cross-linked by disulphide bonds. 
GSs can be obtained upon reduction of the disul- 
phide bonds and are biochemically related to the 
gliadins. Four different types of GSs have been iden- 
tified: the high molecular weight GSs (HMW-GSs: 
MW 65,000-90,000) and the B-, C- and D-type low 
molecular weight GSs (LMW-GSs: MW 30,000- 
60,000). Different views on the structure of the glu- 
tenin polymer exist and are reviewed elsewhere 
(Shewry et al. 1992, Veraverbeke and Delcour 
2002). In general, gluten proteins contain high levels 
of glutamine and proline. In addition, the a- and y- 
gliadins and the B- and C-type LMW-GSs are char- 
acterized by relatively high levels of cysteine and 
methionine, while the w-gliadins, which lack cys- 
teine residues, and the D-type LMW-GSs are poor in 
sulphur-containing amino acids. Furthermore, the 
disulphide bonds in gliadins are intramolecular, 
while the sulfhydryl groups of the GSs can form 
either intra- or intermolecular bonds. 

Gluten Proteins in Breadmaking 

Proteins, in particular the gluten proteins, determine 
to a large extent the breadmaking performance of 
wheat flour. Although some nongluten proteins, such 
as certain enzymes and enzyme inhibitors, affect 
breadmaking as well, the unique property of wheat 

flour to form a viscoelastic dough, which retains the 
carbon dioxide produced by the fermenting yeast, is 
primarily due to the gluten proteins. During bread- 
making, the gluten proteins undergo a number of 
complex changes, which are often poorly under- 
stood. 

When wheat ku r  is mixed with water, the ku r  is 
hydrated and the discrete masses of gluten proteins 
are disrupted and transformed into a continuous co- 
hesive viscoelastic gluten protein network (Amend 
et al. 1991, Singh and MacRitchie 2001). At the 
same time, protein extractability increases (Grave- 
land et al. 1980, Veraverbeke et al. 1999). Fur- 
thermore, resistance to dough mixing, as evaluated 
by, for example, Farinograph and Mixograph, ini- 
tially increases until an optimum is reached. Longer 
mixing times result in overmixing and decreased 
dough resistance. During fermentation, the protein 
network is essential for the gas-retaining capacity of 
the dough and the dimensions of the final loaf. 
Furthermore, the proteins become less extractable, 
indicating further changes and repolymerization. 

Mixing and rheological properties of the dough 
and its sensitivity to overmixing are largely deter- 
mined by the quantity and quality of gluten proteins. 
Gluten protein quality depends largely on the glia- 
din: glutenin ratio of the proteins as well as on the 
composition, structure and/or size distribution of the 
glutenin polymers, as reviewed elsewhere (Goesaert 
et al. 2005, MacRitchie 1992, Veraverbeke and 
Delcour 2002). Due to their large size, the glutenins 
form a network that is mainly responsible for the 
elasticity and cohesive strength of the dough (Belton 
1999, Ewart 1972), whereas the gliadins act as plas- 
ticizers and hence mainly contribute to the viscosity, 
plasticity, and extensibility of the wheat k u r  dough 
(Schofield 1985, Veraverbeke and Delcour 2002). 
Furthermore, in the dough structure, both covalent 
and noncovalent bonds are involved (Bushuk 1998, 
Wrigley et al. 1998). The importance of disulphide 
cross-links is well established, and oxidative pro- 
cesses are very important during dough develop- 
ment (Wieser 2003). Reduction of the disulphide 
bonds reduces glutenin polymer molecular weight 
and weakens the dough, while oxidizing agents have 
a strengthening effect. Furthermore, hydrogen bonds, 
although much weaker than covalent linkages, can 
contribute significantly to dough structure because 
of their large number. Other noncovalent interac- 
tions include hydrophobic and ionic interactions. 
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In the baking phase, heat induces drastic transfor- 
mations in the starch (cf. supra) and gluten frac- 
tions, which result in the typical foam structure of 
baked bread. The changes in the gluten proteins are 
probably a combination of changes in protein sur- 
face hydrophobicity, sulfhydryl-disulphide inter- 
changes, and formation of new disulphide cross-links 
Oeanjean et al. 1980, Morel et al. 2002, Schofield et 
al. 1983, Weegels et al. 1994). During bread storage, 
gluten proteins may be involved in the staling pro- 
cess as well, although their role is still not clear 
(Gray and BeMiller 2003). It is widely accepted that 
gluten plays an important role in water redistribution 
in the staling bread. In addition, hydrogen bonding 
between starch and gluten may contribute to bread 
firming by forming a structured, more rigid protein- 
starch network. These interactions may be more im- 
portant than (Martin et al. 1991) or as important as 
(Every et al. 1998) starch-starch interactions. Mal- 
eki et al. (1980) proposed that differences in staling 
rate of bread are due to the gluten. In contrast, sever- 
al studies found no significant correlation between 
protein concentration and quality and crumb firm- 
ness (Gray and BeMiller 2003). 

NONSTARCH POLYSACCHARIDES 

Composition and Structural Aspects 

Cereal nonstarch polysaccharides (NSP) consist 
mainly of arabinoxylans (AXs) , p-glucan, cellulose, 
and arabinogalactan-peptides. They can all be clas- 
sified as dietary fiber constituents and health- 
promoting effects have been ascribed to some of 
them (Lanza et al. 1987). AXs constitute the largest 
fraction, that is, 85%, of the wheat endosperm cell 
wall NSP, which in turn make up 75% of wheat 
endosperm cell wall dry matter weight (Mares and 
Stone 1973). One-fourth to one-third of the 1.5-2.5% 
AX found in wheat ku r  endosperm is water ex- 
tractable (Meuser and Suckow 1986). The remaining, 
water-unextractable, AXs (WU-AXs), are strongly 
cross-linked into the cell wall (Iiyama et al. 1994, 
Lam et al. 1992). 

Both WU-AX composing molecules and water- 
extractable AXs (WE-AXs) comprise a polydisperse 
population of polysaccharides with one general 
structure. AXs contain a backbone of p-l,4-linked 
D-xylopyranosyl residues, either unsubstituted or 
substituted at the C(0)-3 and/or the C(0)-2 posi- 

tion with monomeric a-L-arabinofuranoside (Perlin 
195la,b). The C(0)-5 of some of the arabinose 
residues are ester linked to ferulic acid (Fausch et al. 
1963). The degree of substitution of AX is expressed 
by the arabinose to xylose ratio (A/X), with a typical 
average value of 0.5-0.6 for the general wheat WE- 
AX population (Cleemput et al. 1993), but extreme 
values of 0.31-1.06 for WE-AX subfractions (Der- 
villy et al. 2000). In AX structure models, the arabi- 
nose substituents are not evenly distributed along 
the AX chain. Highly branched regions are inter- 
linked with lowly substituted, more open regions 
(Goldschmid and Perlin 1963, Gruppen et al. 1993). 
Different proportions of these differently substituted 
areas could explain the above mentioned variation in 
A/X values. Compared with WE-AX, only small 
differences in molecular weight (Meuser and Su- 
ckow 1986) and A/X ratios (Gruppen et al. 1993) 
were reported for alkaline-solubilized WU-AX 
(AS-AX). 

Arabinoxylans in Breadmaking 

Arabinoxylans contribute significantly to breadmak- 
ing quality. It is generally accepted that WE-AXs, 
particularly the HMW fraction, positively affect 
breadmaking properties, while high levels of WU- 
AX are generally considered as having a negative 
effect on bread properties (Courtin et al. 1999, Maat 
et al. 1992). AX functionality in cereal processing in 
general and breadmaking in particular is based on 
their unique physicochemical properties. Generally, 
these properties are determined by the water- 
extractable or -unextractable nature and molecular 
structure of these polysaccharides. 

The solubility of WE-AXs, AS-AXs, and enzymi- 
cally solubilized AXs (ES-AXs) in water or water- 
ethanol mixtures increases with decreasing molecu- 
lar weight (Courtin and Delcour 1998), increasing 
degree of substitution (Andrewartha et al. 1979, 
Neukom et al. 1967), and increasing proportions of 
highly substituted regions (Andrewartha et al. 1979, 
Rybka et al. 1993). AXs in solution can give high 
viscosities that are mainly dependent on AX chain 
length (Dervilly-Pine1 et al. 2001, Izydorczyk and 
Biliaderis 1995). In this respect, approximately two- 
thirds of the intrinsic viscosity of ku r  extracts is 
attributed to WE-AXs (Udy 1956). Furthermore, 
under oxidizing conditions, covalent coupling of 
WE-AX-bound ferulic acid residues may occur, 
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resulting in WE-AX cross-linking (Figueroa- 
Espinoza and Rouau 1998, Vinkx et al. 1991). This 
can result in a strong increase of viscosity of AX 
solutions or the formation of a gel at high AX con- 
centrations (Izydorczyk et al. 1990). Another impor- 
tant property of WE-AXs is their ability to stabilize 
protein films against thermal disruption. This is pre- 
sumably due to their viscosity-increasing effect (IT- 
dorczyk et al. 1991, Sarker et al. 1998) and inter- 
actions with proteins in the liquid films (Sarker et al. 
1998). Alternatively, some proteins associated with 
WE-AXs may have surface-active properties (Elias- 
son and Larsson 1993). WU-AXs have high water- 
holding capacity, a property that is equally attributed 
to WE-AXs when considered in dough systems. In 
freshly prepared dough, AXs are estimated to hold 
up to one-quarter of the water (Atwell 1998). 

In breadmaking, upon addition of WE-AXs, 
dough consistency and stiffness are increased, while 
mixing time is decreased Oelaca and Hlynca 1972). 
At a constant dough consistency the addition of WE- 
AXs increases baking absorption (Biliaderis et al. 
1995; Jelaca and Hlynca 1971, 1972; Kulp 1968), 
does not affect (Kulp 1968) or increases mixing time 
(Biliaderis et al. 1995, Jelaca and Hlynca 1971, 
Michniewicz et al. 1991), lowers the energy input to 
achieve optimal mixing Oelaca and Hlynca 1971), 
enhances dough resistance to extension, and de- 
creases dough extensibility Oelaca and Hlynca 
1972). HMW WE-AXs (MW 201,000-555,000) 
have a more pronounced impact on baking absorp- 
tion and development time than LMW WE-AXs 
(MW 50,000-134,000) (Biliaderis et al. 1995, Cour- 
tin and Delcour 1998). 

In general, WU-AX addition has effects similar to 
those of WE-AXs Oelaca and Hlynca 1971, Kulp 
1968, Michniewicz et al. 1991). Fractionation- 
reconstitution breadmaking experiments equally 
showed a positive correlation between ku r  WU-AX 
level and baking absorption for endogenous WU- 
AX (Courtin et al. 1999). These experiments also 
demonstrated that higher k u r  WU-AX content re- 
sulted in decreased extensibility and increased 
resistance to extension (Courtin et al. 1999). This is 
in agreement with the hypothesis that WU-AX rich 
cell wall fragments impair optimal gluten develop- 
ment during dough preparation. However, other 
researchers observed no effect of WU-AX addition 
on dough extensibility properties Oelaca and Hlynca 
1971, Kulp and Bechtel 1963). 

Although WE-AXs do not have elastic properties, 
they are believed to function somewhat as gluten 
during fermentation and the initial baking phase 
(Hoseney 1984): they slow down the release of car- 
bon dioxide from the dough, thus improving gas 
retention properties. In this respect, fractionation- 
reconstitution experiments showed that an increased 
loaf volume goes hand in hand with an increased 
level of medium and high MW WE-AXs (Courtin et 
al. 1999). According to Gan et al. (1995), WE-AXs 
increase dough foam stability by increasing the vis- 
cosity of the dough liquid phase and, consequently, 
the stability of the gas cell liquid films. In this view, 
WE-AX mediated gas cell stabilization extends the 
oven rise and positively affects bread properties, 
such as crumb firmness, structure, and texture and 
loaf volume (Gan et al. 1995). Other researchers 
ascribe the positive infience of WE-AXs to the 
formation of a weak secondary network, which 
enforces the gluten network (Jelaca and Hlynca 
1972). 

Kulp and Bechtel (1963) observed that the addi- 
tion of WU-AXs did not significantly affect gas 
retention and dough evolution compared with the 
control dough. In contrast, according to fractiona- 
tion-reconstitution experiments, loaf volume and 
bread quality increase when the WU-AX content in 
the dough decreases (Courtin et al. 1999). The pos- 
tulated negative impact of WU-AX can be attributed 
to (1) the formation of physical barriers for gluten 
during dough development, (2) the absorption of a 
large amount of water, making it unavailable for glu- 
ten development and film formation, and (3) the per- 
foration of the gas cells causing them to coalesce 
(Courtin et al. 1999, Courtin and Delcour 2002). 

As discussed earlier, bread stales during storage, a 
process that is generally attributed to starch ret- 
rogradation. Some authors suggest that AXs may 
sterically interfere with the intermolecular associa- 
tions of starch and, in this way, may lower the rate of 
retrogradation (Kim and D’Appolonia 1977a,b). 
Other authors relate the impact of AXs on bread 
staling to their pronounced effect on the dough 
water distribution. After all, the rate at which starch 
retrogrades depends to a large extent on the amount 
of available water (Biliaderis et al. 1995, Eliasson 
and Larsson 1993, Gudmundsson et al. 1991, Meu- 
ser and Suckow 1986). In addition, the available 
water may act as a plasticizer in the gluten-starch 
matrix (Levine and Slade 1990). 
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LIPIDS 

Classification 

The wheat k u r  lipids form a highly heterogeneous 
group with different chemical structures and differ- 
ent compositions. The fatty acid pattern is domi- 
nated by the unsaturated linoleic acid (C18:2), with 
lower levels of palmitic (C16:O) and oleic acid 
(C18:l) (Eliasson and Larsson 1993, Hoseney 
1994). Flour lipids occur both free and bound to var- 
ious other cereal constituents, particularly starch 
and proteins. These different fractions can be distin- 
guished based on their solubility under selective 
extraction conditions (Eliasson and Larsson 1993, 
Hoseney 1994). 

Starch lipids (ca. one-fourth to one-third of total 
wheat k u r  lipids) comprise mostly lysophospho- 
lipids and are important minor constituents typical 
of cereal starches. They form inclusion complexes 
with amylose during starch gelatinization, although 
such complexes may already exist in native cereal 
starches as well (Morrison et al. 1993). Because of 
their tight association in the starch granules, the 
starch lipids are effectively unavailable until the 
gelatinization temperature is reached in the baking 
phase, and hence have little if any effect on bread- 
making. 

The nonstarch lipids (NSLs) (ca. two-thirds to 
three-fourths of total wheat ku r  lipids) consist of 
similar levels of polar and nonpolar lipids. Part of 
the NSL fraction, the so-called bound NSLs, cannot 
be extracted with nonpolar solvents, presumably 
because of their association with the ku r  proteins 
(Chung 1986). The free and bound NSL fractions 
have different compositions. The bound NSL frac- 
tion consists predominantly (ca. two-thirds) of non- 
polar lipids, particularly triacylglycerols, while the 
free NSL fraction is dominated by the polar glyco- 
and phospholipids (e.g., digalactosyl diacylglyc- 
erols) (Chung 1986, Eliasson and Larsson 1993, 
Hoseney 1994). 

Lipids in Breadmaking 

Although the NSLs are a minor component of kur,  
they contribute significantly to breadmaking quality. 
It is generally accepted that the nonpolar ku r  lipids 
negatively infience baking performance, particular- 
ly loaf volume, which is presumably due to the pres- 
ence of fatty acids (MacRitchie 1981). Polar lipids 

have a positive effect (Eliasson and Larsson 1993). 
Indeed, loaf volume is strongly correlated with the 
polar lipid content, the ratio of polar to nonpolar 
lipids, and the galactolipid content of the free NSLs 
(Bkkks et al. 1986, Chung et al. 1982, Matsoukas 
and Morrison 1991). Furthermore, Graybosch et al. 
(1993) reported a substantial positive contribution of 
the polar lipids to dough handling properties. 

Lipid functionality in breadmaking strongly de- 
pends on their physical state (Eliasson and Larsson 
1993, Gan et al. 1995) and is mainly attributed to 
their surface-active properties and their effect on the 
gas cell stability (Gan et al. 1995). Presumably, the 
polar lipids can form lipid monolayers at the gas- 
liquid interphase of the gas cells, thereby increasing 
the gas retention capacity of the dough. Further- 
more, during mixing, dough lipids are affected by 
two specific processes. During dough development, 
a large fraction of the free NSLs become “bound,” 
and their extractability is reduced. This is mainly 
attributed to specific interactions between lipids and 
proteins during gluten network formation (Addo and 
Pomeranz 1991, Chung and Tsen 1975). In addition, 
mixing under air induces oxidation of the polyunsat- 
urated fatty acids, due to the endogenous or added 
lipoxygenases (cf. infra). 

FUNCTIONALITY OF ENZYMES 
IN BREADMAKING 
The application of enzymes in breadmaking to 
improve the processing and/or quality of kur,  
dough, and bread is well established. A whole range 
of enzymes, representing different enzyme classes, 
specificities and functionalities, is available (Table 
19.1), and development of new enzymes continues. 
Whereas in the past hydrolytic enzymes were used 
almost exclusively, today oxidizing andor cross- 
linking enzymes receive increasing attention. 

Enzyme application has a number of advantages 
from both the producer’s and the consumer’s point 
of view (van Oort et al. 1997). From a technological 
perspective, several enzymes improve dough ma- 
chinability and stability, which are important re- 
quirements in modern day breadmaking. Indeed, 
industrial automated processes subject the dough to 
mechanical vibrations during transport. In addition, 
decreased processing time and reduced energy input 
cut down production costs, and new technologies, 
related to refrigerated and frozen dough production 
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Table 19.1. Application of Different Enzymes in Breadmaking 

Enzyme Substrate Action Function in Breadmaking 

Amylolytic enzyme 
(e.g., a-amylase; 
maltogenic 
a-amylase) 

Endoprotease 

Endoxylanase 

Lipase 

Glucose (hexose) 
oxidase 

Lipoxygenase 

Transglutaminase 

Starch 

Gluten proteins 

Arabinoxylans 

Flour lipids and 
glycolipids 

Glucose (and other 
mono- and 
oligosaccharides, 
e.g., maltose) 

Polyunsaturated fatty 
acids 

Proteins 

Hydrolysis of glycoside 
bonds of damaged 
andor gelatinized starch 

Generation of LMW 
dextrins 

Hydrolysis of peptide 
bonds 

Solubilization of WU-AXs 
Degradation of WE-AXs, 

preferably to a limited 
extent 

Reduction of level of 

Generation of mono- and 

Liberation of polyunsatu- 

Generation of hydrogen 

(Formation of lactones) 

triglycerides 

diglycerides 

rated fatty acids 

peroxide 

Formation of hydroxyper- 

Generation of radicals 
Cooxidation of carotenoids 

Cross-linking of proteins 

oxides 

and proteins 

by formation of covalent 
isopeptide bonds 

Flour standardization 
Increased loaf volume 
Improved crumb texture 

Antistaling 
Improved dough handling 

and machinability 
Improved dough handling 

and machinability 
Increased loaf volume 
Improved crumb texture 
Possibly antistaling 
Increased dough strength 

Increased loaf volume 
Improved crumb texture 

and crust color 

and stability 

Increased dough strength 

Increased loaf volume 
Improved crumb texture 
Improved dough handling 
Crumb bleaching 

and stability 

Increased dough strength 
Increased loaf volume 

and new baking methods, have been introduced. 
These developments rely heavily on the stability and 
manageability of the dough. Furthermore, enzymes 
can correct for the variable quality of wheat, which 
mainly originates from different climatological and 
environmental conditions, and lead to a more stan- 
dardized k u r  quality. Many enzymes also improve 
several aspects of bread quality, including an in- 
creased bread volume, a finer and more even crumb 
structure, and a reduced staling (firming) rate. This 
meets consumer demands in terms of a large variety 
of healthy, high quality breads, which stay fresh for 
a longer period of time and are prepared without 
chemical additives. In this respect, the use of en- 
zyme technology has been suggested as an alterna- 

tive for emulsifiers and oxidizing agents, the most 
important chemical aids in breadmaking. 

AMYLOLYTIC ENZYMES 

Classification 

In the classification of glycoside hydrolases (GHs), 
based on structural and amino acid sequence simi- 
larities (Coutinho and Henrissat 1999, Henrissat 
1991), a range of amylolytic enzymes are found in 
GH families 13, 14, and 15. 

GH family 13, the so-called a-amylase family, 
consists of a variety of amylolytic enzymes hydro- 
lyzing the a-(1,4)- and/or a-(l,6)-linkages in the 
starch polymers, such as a-amylases and debranch- 
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ing enzymes (Coutinho and Henrissat 1999, 
MacGregor et al. 2001, Svensson et al. 2002). a- 
Amylases (EC 3.2.1.1) are typical endo-enzymes, 
which more or less randomly hydrolyze the a-(1,4)- 
linkages in the starch polymers, generating LMW 
a-dextrins (Fig. 19.1) (Bowles 1996, Hoseney 
1994). Maltogenic (EC.3.2.1.133) and other malto- 
oligosaccharide producing a-amylases also act on 
the a-(l,4)-bonds of starch. In many cases their 
mode of action is still much debated (MacGregor et 
al. 2001). However, they are supposedly mainly exo- 
acting enzymes that mainly release maltose or other 
malto-oligosaccharides from starch (Fig. 19.1) (van 
der Maarel et al. 2002). Pullulanase (EC 3.2.1.41) 
and isoamylase (EC 3.2.1.68), the most important 
debranching enzymes, hydrolyze the a- (1,6)-bonds, 
thereby removing the side chains (Fig. 19.1). 

GH families 14 and 15 comprise P-amylases (EC 
3.2.1.2) and amyloglucosidases (EC 3.2.1.3), re- 
spectively. These enzymes are typical inverting exo- 
amylases, which act on the a-(l,4)-linkages at the 
nonreducing ends of the starch molecules. P-amylase 
releases p-maltose until a branching point is en- 
countered (Fig. 19.1). The end products of P-amylase 
action on starch are p-maltose and P-limit dextrins. 
In contrast, amyloglucosidase, also referred to as 
glucoamylase, has a limited activity on the a-(1,6)- 

bonds and can hence bypass the side chains. Theore- 
tically, it can completely convert starch to P-glucose 
(Fig. 19.1) (Bowles 1996, Hoseney 1994). 

Application of Amylases in Breadmaking 

Amylases were among the first enzymes to be used in 
breadmaking and are today routinely added to flour. 
Amylase functionality in breadmaking comprises 
several aspects, including their action on native 
starch granules, their specificity, the formed degrada- 
tion products, and the presence of enzyme inhibitors. 
In this respect, it is well known that proteinaceous a- 
amylase inhibitors are present in wheat. They have 
been extensively reviewed (e.g., Franco et al. 2002, 
Garcia-Olmedo et al. 1987, Silano 1987, Svensson et 
al. 2004). The cereal a-amylase inhibiting proteins 
are mainly found in two major families, that is, the 
“Kunitz”-type and the “cereal trypsirda-amylase” or 
“chloroform/methanol extractable proteins” inhib- 
itor family. The wheat “Kunitz”-type inhibitor 
(wheat a-amylase/subtilisin inhibitor or WASI) in- 
hibits the germination specific, high PI cereal a- 
amylase 2,  which is present in malted barley and 
wheat (Mundy et al. 1984), whereas the cereal-type 
a-amylase inhibitors target insect, mammalian, and/ 
or bacterial a-amylases (Franco et al. 2002, Silano 

(1) a-amylase (2) pamylase; 

%- malltogenic a-amylase 
00 

3 2  1 

0 
(3) amyloglucosidase 

000000000 
(4) pullulanase; isoamylase 

Figure 19.1. Action of different enzymes in the enzymic hydrolysis of starch; the gray ring structure represents a 
reducing glucose residue. (1) a-amylase action yielding branched and linear LMW dextrins. (2) p-amylase and malto- 
genic a-amylase yielding mainly maltose. (3) Amyloglucosidase action yielding glucose. (4) Debranching enzyme 
action yielding linear dextrins. 
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1987, Svensson et al. 2004). It is still unclear to 
what extent the wheat a-amylase inhibitors affect 
amylase functionality in breadmaking. 

Rose11 et al. (2001) found that commercial a- 
amylases from different sources (wheat kur,  malted 
barley, fungi, bacteria) are affected to different de- 
grees by process conditions and the presence of other 
dough ingredients. In addition, the thermal stability 
of the enzymes is an important parameter de- 
termining amylase functionality in breadmaking. In 
particular, fungal, cereal, and bacterial enzymes dif- 
fer in their resistance to heat denaturation (Bowles 
1996). In general, fungal enzymes are to a large ex- 
tent inactivated at temperatures below that of starch 
gelatinization. Their main substrate is hence the eas- 
ily degradable damaged starch fraction, because 
these enzymes are unable to degrade the native 
starch granules to a significant extent in breadmak- 
ing. In addition, their low thermostability reduces 
the risk of overdosing. In contrast, several bacterial 
amylases may survive the baking process. Their ac- 
tion during baking and storage is hence difficult to 
control, and upon overdosing, crumb structure prop- 
erties can be negatively affected, resulting in, for ex- 
ample, gumminess. Enzymes with an intermediate 
thermostability are highly active at temperatures 
above the gelatinization temperature, when starch is 
easily degradable, but are inactivated by the baking 
process. They are hence less susceptible to overdos- 
ing (Hebeda et al. 1991). 

In general, amylases are applied in breadmaking 
to optimize the amylase activity of the k u r  (i.e., 
flour standardization) and to retard bread staling. 

Flour Standardization Amylolytic enzymes, in 
particular a- and p-amylases, are present in unger- 
minated wheat and hence in k u r  as well. However, 
amylase activity can vary considerably. Mature, 
ungerminated kernels of wheat and the other Tri- 
ticeae, such as barley and rye, have high p-amylase 
levels. However, P-amylase exerts little if any activ- 
ity on undamaged, native starch granules (Ziegler 
1999). a-Amylase activity in ungerminated wheat is 
low, which results in high falling numbers. Amy- 
lolysis in the dough phase is thus limited, resulting 
in low bread volume and quality (Drapron and 
Godon 1987). Flour is routinely supplemented with 
amylases in order to optimize the amylase activity. It 
is widely accepted that the added amylases primari- 
ly function by increasing the level of fermentable 
and reducing sugars in k u r  and dough, thereby 

maximizing the fermentation (Bowles 1996). Indeed, 
the degradation of the more susceptible damaged 
starch granules by the supplemented a-amylase in 
the dough generates LMW dextrins. These are con- 
verted by the endogenous P-amylase to maltose 
(Kragh 2003, Linko et al. 1997), which can then be 
fermented by the yeast. Furthermore, an increased 
level of reducing sugars promotes the formation of 
Maillard reaction products, which intensify bread 
flavor and crust color (Bowles 1996, Drapron and 
Godon 1987). In addition, the degradation of dam- 
aged starch, which has a high hydration capacity, 
affects dough rheology (Drapron and Godon 1987). 
In this respect, several a-amylases have a dough 
softening effect (Dogan 2002, Harada et al. 2000, Si 
1997). An alternative hypothesis relates amylase 
functionality to the reduction of dough viscosity 
during the initial stage of starch gelatinization. In 
this view, amylose leaching during gelatinization 
leads to a sudden viscosity rise, which terminates 
the oven spring. Amylases decrease the viscosity of 
the gelatinizing starch, thereby allowing for a pro- 
longed oven spring and hence, increased loaf vol- 
ume (Kragh 2003). 

Amyloglucosidase can also be used to increase 
the levels of fermentable sugar and hence to support 
yeast fermentation. Although the high level of wheat 
P-amylase in ku r  generates sufficient levels of fer- 
mentable maltose (Bowles 1996), amyloglucosidase 
application may reduce fermentation time because 
glucose is fermented at higher rates than maltose. 
Furthermore, amyloglucosidase is used to reduce 
the level of added sugar and to improve crust color. 
Because this exo-amylase remains active after yeast 
inactivation, the generated glucose cannot be con- 
sumed and remains in the bread, thereby increasing 
sweetness and enhancing crust browning. 

a-Amylase supplementation of ku r  has become 
standard practice. Most k u r  is supplemented at the 
mill or at the bakery by addition of a fungal a-amy- 
lase from Aspergillus oryzae, the so-called TAKA- 
amylase, or barley malt. Fungal amylase has a low 
thermal stability, making it less prone to overdosing. 
In addition, the use of fungal enzyme preparations 
has other advantages as well, such as more standard- 
ized protease levels compared with malt (Bowles 
1996). 

Antistaling Certain amylases can delay crumb 
firming and hence function as antistaling agents. 
Like the staling mechanism itself (cf. supra), the 
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mechanism or mode of action whereby these en- 
zymes retard the stalinghrming process, is still not 
completely understood. Obviously, (limited) amy- 
lolytic hydrolysis of starch yields enzyme specific 
LMW dextrins as well as a residual starch fraction. 
Several models, which generally focus on one of 
these products of amylolysis, propose different ex- 
planations for the antistaling action of these amy- 
lases. 

Several authors suggested that the antifirming 
effect is due to production of dextrins of a specific 
size, which interfere with starch-starch interactions, 
in particular the reassociation and retrogradation of 
amylopectin (Dekor and Delcour 1999, Leon et al. 
1997, Min et al. 1998), and/or with other interac- 
tions responsible for crumb firming (Akers and 
Hoseney 1994, Lin and Lineback 1990). In this re- 
spect, Martin and Hoseney (1991) attributed the 
antistaling effect to maltodextrins, which inhibit for- 
mation of starch-protein cross-links in aging bread. 
Several dextrin populations have been suggested as 
the agents responsible for the antifirming action of 
amylases, including branched LMW oligosaccha- 
rides originating from limited amylolysis of amy- 
lopectin (Lin and Lineback 1990), maltotriose and/ 
or maltotetraose (Min et al. 1998), and maltodex- 
trins of DP 3-10 (Martin and Hoseney 1991). How- 
ever, the hypothesis that maltodextrins interfere with 
amylopectin retrogradation is somewhat in contra- 
diction to the observed higher crystallinity in amy- 
lase-supplemented breads. In addition, other studies 
did not find a positive correlation between the pres- 
ence of dextrins and an antistaling effect (Gerrard et 
al. 1997). 

Other researchers believe that the presence of 
generated dextrins merely re&cts the amylolytic 
modification of the starch, rather than inhibiting 
bread firming (DuedahlLOlesen et al. 1999, Gerrard 
et al. 1997). They attribute the antistaling effect of 
the amylases to the modified starch structure, which 
has different retrogradation properties. Zobel and 
Senti (1959) proposed that (endo-)amylolytic cleav- 
age of long starch chains, which are the inter- 
connecting links in the network of starch crystal- 
lites, results in a weakened and less rigid starch 
structure, and hence, a softer bread. Alternatively, 
the amylolytic removal, in particular by exo-acting 
amylases, of the easily accessible outer amylopectin 
branches of gelatinized starch, which protrude into 
the intergranular space, hinders double helix and 
crystal formation and/or amylose-amylopectin inter- 

action (Bowles 1996, Zobel and Kulp 1996). In this 
respect, P-amylase was reported to reduce bread 
firmness (Martin and Hoseney 1991). Furthermore, 
the efficient antistaling effect of a maltogenic amy- 
lase from Bacillus stearothermophilus has been re- 
lated to its action on the starch polymers as well 
(Hug-Iten et al. 2001, 2003). Presumably, this en- 
zyme modifies both the amylopectin and the amy- 
lose structure. More particularly, the degradation of 
the amylopectin side chains, possibly by an exo-type 
action, hampers their reorganization (Hug-Iten et al. 
2001, 2003). In addition, a limited degradation by 
an endo-mechanism presumably increases amylose 
mobility and facilitates its association, resulting in 
enhanced amylose crystallization and increased ini- 
tial bread firmness. It is possible that the enhanced 
amylose aggregation contributes to the reduced 
bread firming rate. Hug-Iten et al. (2001, 2003) sug- 
gest that, because of rapid amylose aggregation, a 
weaker network is formed, which rearranges less on 
aging, or that further interaction between the starch 
polymers is hindered. 

Many amylase-containing antistaling products are 
commercially available. Typically, they consist of 
bacterial or fungal a-amylases with intermediate 
thermostability (Bowles 1996, Hebeda et al. 1991). 
The above mentioned B. stearothermophilus malto- 
genic a-amylase is among the most effective anti- 
staling agents available to date. This enzyme of 
intermediate thermostability, classified in GH family 
13, shows significant sequence homology to cyclo- 
glycosyl transferases. In addition, compared with 
endo-a-amylases, it has some unusual structural 
(Dauter et al. 1999) and starch-degrading (Chris- 
tophersen et al. 1998) properties. The mode of ac- 
tion of this enzyme is not completely understood. It 
produces mainly a-maltose from starch, suggesting 
an exo-type action. However, it has some endo- 
activity as well, as evidenced by the hydrolysis of 
amylose and P-limit dextrins (Christophersen et al. 
1998, Outtrup and Norman 1984). Structurally, the 
position of the active site in an open gully is also 
consistent with an endo-action (Dauter et al. 1999). 

Considerable research is still performed on the use 
of starch-converting enzymes as antistaling agents 
(van der Maarel et al. 2002), as evidenced by the 
large number of patents and publications. Research 
efforts focus on finding new enzymes, such as mal- 
togenic and malto-oligosaccharide-producing amy- 
lases (Ben Ammar et al. 2002, Cherry et al. 1999, 
Kragh 2003, Kragh et al. 1999, Nielsen and Schafer 
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2000) or modifing the properties of the enzymes, in 
particular their thermostability (Cherry et al. 1999, 
Maeda et al. 2003). 

PROTEASES 

Proteases catalyze the hydrolysis of peptide bonds 
in proteins. Endoproteases, also referred to as pro- 
teinases, cleave the internal bonds in the polypeptide 
chains, while exoproteases release amino acids from 
the chain ends. Most proteolytic enzymes can be 
classified according to the chemistry of their catalytic 
mechanism in serine, thiol or cysteine, metallo, and 
aspartic proteases, which require a hydroxyl group 
(serine residue), a sulfhydryl group (cysteine resi- 
due), a metal ion (e.g., zinc), and a carboxylic func- 
tion (aspartic acid residue), respectively, at the 
active site to function properly (Mathewson 1998). 
In addition, many enzymes also prefer to cleave pep- 
tide bonds involving specific amino acids. 

Proteolytic enzymes have been used for many 
years in some types of baked products, mainly to 
modify dough handling properties and machinability 
(Mathewson 2000). In breadmaking, proteinase ap- 
plication decreases mixing time by increasing the 
speed of water absorption (Lindahl and Eliasson 
1992, Stauffer 1987). Furthermore, these enzymes 
increase dough extensibility, reduce dough consis- 
tency, and are used to control gluten strength 
(Kruger 1971). When used in suitable concentra- 
tions, proteinases improve the plastic properties of 
the dough, resulting in easier dough handling (Dra- 
pron and Godon 1987) and pan filling for rolls and 
buns (Bombara et al. 1997, Mathewson 2000). In 
biscuit manufacturing, where a weak gluten matrix 
is required, proteinases can increase dough elasticity 
and improve texture (Gaines and Finney 1989). 
They can be used to replace chemical dough soften- 
ers, such as glutathione or sodium metabisulphite 
(van Wakeren and Popper 2004). Clearly, proteinase 
functionality is due to the degradation of the gluten 
proteins, and thus affects the covalent interactions in 
the gluten network. Already very low protease levels 
have large effects on gluten physicochemical prop- 
erties. In contrast to the impact of chemical reducing 
agents, the hydrolytic action is not reversible. In 
addition, proteinase action can be infienced by the 
presence of protease-inhibiting proteins in kur,  
such as WASI, a wheat “Kunitz”-type inhibitor 
which strongly inhibits subtilisin, and several mem- 
bers of the “cereal trypsidu-amylase” inhibitor 

family, active against trypsin andor chymotrypsin 
(Garcia-Olmedo et al. 1987, Stauffer 1987). 

Exoproteolytic enzymes only have a limited im- 
pact on dough rheological properties. However, the 
generated free amino acids readily undergo Maillard- 
type reactions with reducing sugars and therefore 
contribute to color and fivor (Goesaert et al. 2005). 

ENDOXYLANASES 

Whatever the functionality of different AX-fractions 
in breadmaking, on a commercial scale it is at pres- 
ent not possible to change dough properties through 
AX addition, due to the lack of industrially feasible 
AX isolation procedures and, therefore, the lack of 
commercial AX products. Optimization of AX func- 
tionality in breadmaking, however, is today obtained 
through the use of selected bacterial and fungal 
endoxylanases (EC 3.2.1.8). They are the key en- 
zymes in the degradation of AXs as they are able to 
hydrolyze the AX xylan backbone internally. They 
are assisted by three types of exo-enzymes in 
achieving complete hydrolysis of AX, that is, a-L-  
arabinofuranosidases, P-D-xylosidases, and feruloyl 
esterases. From a breadmaking point of view, the 
latter enzymes are nowadays regarded as of minor 
importance, and as a consequence, they are not in- 
cluded in the present discussion. 

Classification 

Endoxylanases are mainly classified in GH families 
10 and 11 (Coutinho and Henrissat 1999, Henrissat 
1991), representing enzymes with different struc- 
tures and catalytic properties (Biely et al. 1997, Jef- 
fries 1996, Torronen and Rouvinen 1997). Although 
endoxylanases of both families have similar catalyt- 
ic residues and mechanisms, GH family 10 endoxy- 
lanases are regarded as less specific and more cat- 
alytically versatile, releasing shorter fragments than 
GH family 11 endoxylanases. The latter enzymes 
are more easily hindered by the arabinose sub- 
stituents of AXs (Biely et al. 1997, Jeffries 1996). 
Some endoxylanases belonging to GH families 5, 8, 
and 43 have also been identified (Coutinho and 
Henrissat 1999), but so far few of them have been 
studied in detail, and little or nothing is known of 
their breadmaking functionality. 

While each of the above cited GH families con- 
tains microbial endoxylanases, all plant endoxy- 
lanases thus far identified, including those of cere- 
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als, have been classified in GH family 10 (Simpson 
et al. 2002). 

I 
I 

Application of Endoxylanases in Breadmaking 

Specific microbial endoxylanases are routinely used 
in breadmaking to improve dough properties, such 
as softness, stability, elasticity and extensibility 
(Courtin et al. 2001, Rouau et al. 1994), oven spring 
(Sprossler 1997), and loaf volume (Courtin et al. 
2001, Rouau et al. 1994, Sprossler 1997). The im- 
pact of endoxylanases on bread staling remains to be 
substantiated. Published data on their potential anti- 
staling properties are still controversial (Courtin et 
al. 2001, Martinez-Anaya and Jimknez 1997). 

The performance of endoxylanases in breadmak- 
ing strongly depends on their activity towards WE- 
AX and WU-AX substrates (Fig. 19.2) (Courtin et 
al. 2001). In line with the above discussed WE-AX 
and WU-AX breadmaking functionalities, it can 
easily be apprehended that endoxylanases that have 
an (apparent) preference for WU-AX hydrolysis, 
that is, causing a reduction in the level of WU-AXs 

and an increase in the level of solubilized (HMW) 
AXs, improve dough and bread properties (Courtin 
et al. 1999, 2001). The use of a suitable endoxy- 
lanase in the first place increases dough stability, 
which means that throughout the fermentation stage 
the dough retains its optimal volume for a longer 
time and is more resistant to mechanical stress. This 
also implies that the oven rise, occurring during the 
initial stage of baking, is prolonged, leading to an 
increased loaf volume and a finer, softer and more 
homogeneous bread crumb (Courtin et al. 1999, 
2001). In contrast to the above, endoxylanases that 
have a(.) (apparent) preference for WE-AX or solu- 
bilized AX hydrolysis, that is, reducing their molec- 
ular weight, result in little if any improvement (Fig. 
19.2) (Courtin et al. 1999, 2001). Irrespective of 
their action towards either AX fraction, excessive 
endoxylanase levels result in slack and sticky 
doughs and loaves with poor crumb structure and 
color, poor gas cell distribution, and poor crust col- 
or. This effect is related to the extensive degradation 
of the general AX population and, therewith, the 
drastic loss in water-holding capacity of the dough 
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(Courtin et al. 1999, 2001; McCleary et al. 1986; 
Rouau et al. 1994). 

In addition to the apparent preferential hydrolysis 
of either WE-AXs or WU-AXs (substrate selectiv- 
ity), their sensitivity towards wheat endogenous en- 
doxylanase inhibitors is another important factor in- 
fluencing endoxylanase breadmaking functionality 
(Fig. 19.2). These cereal proteins have been recently 
reviewed (Gebruers et al. 2004, Goesaert et al. 2004, 
Juge et al. 2004). To date, two endoxylanase in- 
hibitors with different structures and specificities 
have been identified in wheat, that is, Triticum aes- 
tivum endoxylanase inhibitor (TAXI) (Debyser et al. 
1999, Gebruers et al. 2001) and endoxylanase inhib- 
iting protein (XIP) (Flatman et al. 2002, McLauchlan 
et al. 1999). The endogenous inhibitor levels will 
almost invariably exceed the level of microbial 
endoxylanase added for bread-improving purposes, 
potentially resulting in significant reduction of the 
activity of the inhibition-sensitive endoxylanases 
frequently used in breadmaking (Gebruers et al. 
2002a, 2002b). In this respect, inhibition kinetics 
determines to a large extent the impact of the in- 
hibitors in the dough phase. Indeed, while one 
endoxylanase may be almost immediately inhibited, 
other xylanases are not inhibited or only gradually 
lose their activity in the process due to inhibition 
(Gebruers et al. 2005, Trogh et al. 2004). Further- 
more, it has been postulated that the inhibitors may 
affect the substrate selectivity of the endoxylanase 
by inhibiting the enzymic degradation of WE- and 
WU-AX fractions to different degrees (Sibbesen 
and Ssrensen 2001). Recently, a mutant B. subtilis 
XynA endoxylanase that is insensitive towards 
wheat endoxylanase inhibitors and has improved 
breadmaking functionality was developed by molec- 
ular engineering (Ssrensen 2003, Trogh et al. 2004). 

LIPASES 

Lipases (glycerol ester hydrolases EC 3.1.1.3) hy- 
drolyze ester bonds of acylglycerols, yielding mono- 
and diacylglycerols and free fatty acids. Generally, 
they act more readily on tri- and diacylglycerols, 
and many preferentially remove the fatty acids from 
position 1 and 3 of the glycerol residue (Mathewson 
1998). Lipases usually function at the interface be- 
tween aqueous and nonaqueous phases. 

Commercial lipase application in breadmaking is 
quite recent compared with that of other enzymes. 

Some lipases, particularly those enzymes with 1,3- 
specificity, increase dough strength and stability, 
thereby improving dough machinability and increas- 
ing oven spring (Olesen et al. 1994, Poulsen and 
Borch Sse 1997, Si 1997). Therefore, they may be 
an alternative to the use of chemical dough strength- 
ening agents and emulsifiers. Furthermore, lipase 
addition increases loaf volume and improves crumb 
structure and softness (Poulsen and Borch Sse 1997, 
Si 1997). In addition, lipases may have antistaling 
properties (Johnson and Welch 1968, Poulsen and 
Borch Sse 1997, Si 1997). 

While several theories have been proposed to 
explain their effects, there is no generally accepted 
view on the way lipases contribute to bread quality. 
Undoubtedly, lipase functionality comprises several 
aspects (Castello et al. 2000, Poulsen and Borch Sse 
1997). Hydrolysis of triacylglycerols reduces the 
level of the negative nonpolar k u r  lipids. At the 
same time, the level of emulsifying molecules in- 
creases, which may result in an increased stability of 
the gas cells (Castello et al. 1998, 2000). Further- 
more, lipase action can improve the gluten network. 
By analyzing the biochemical changes induced by 
the exogenous lipases, Castello et al. (1998, 2000) 
proposed a more indirect impact of lipases on the 
gluten. Lipase action supplies polyunsaturated fatty 
acids to the wheat lipoxygenases, thus increasing the 
intensity of oxidation reactions during mixing and 
proofing. Alternatively, it has been postulated that 
lipases modify the interaction between k u r  lipids 
and the gluten proteins (Olesen et al. 1994) and 
improve glutenidgliadin interaction (Poulsen and 
Borch Sse 1997). Several authors attributed the pos- 
itive effects, in particular the antistaling effect, to 
the increased level of monoacylglycerols and the for- 
mation of amylose-lipid complexes (Johnson and 
Welch 1968, Poulsen and Borch Sse 1997). How- 
ever, the in situ production of monoacylglycerol is 
probably insufficient to explain all reported effects 
(Si 1997). 

Most commercial lipase preparations are from 
fungal origin. Recently, a lipase with high activity 
towards the polar lipid fraction has become com- 
mercially available (Christiansen et al. 2003). It con- 
verts phospho- and galactolipids (e.g., digalactosyl 
diacylglycerols) into even more polar lipids, such as 
digalactosyl monoacylglycerols. Its dough stabiliz- 
ing effect may be related to the selectivity and rate 
of hydrolysis (Christiansen et al. 2003). Possibly in 
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a similar way, other lipolytic enzymes may improve 
breadmaking as well. In this respect, phospholipase 
A (EC 3.1.1.4), which liberates a fatty acid from 
phospholipids, has been claimed to improve dough 
handling properties, to reduce dough stickiness and 
to increase loaf volume (Inoue and Ota 1986). 

OXIDOREDUCTASES 

Oxidoreductases comprise a family of enzymes that 
catalyze oxidoreduction reactions. When oxygen is 
used as an electron acceptor, these enzymes are 
referred to as oxidases. Oxidase classification is 
based on the molecule or functional group that func- 
tions as electron donor (http://www.chem.qmul.ac 
.uk/iubmb/enzyme). Several oxidases, such as glu- 
cose and hexose oxidases, lipoxygenases, and per- 
oxidases, can have a significant impact in bread- 
making. In general, due to the great number and 
complexity of oxidoreduction reactions occurring 
during dough preparation (Nicolas and Potus 2000, 
Wieser 2003), the effect of these enzymes is not 
fully understood. Usually, their functionality is 
ascribed to the enhancement of oxidative cross- 
linking reactions between gluten proteins and/orAXs 
or to the decrease in the level of small thiol com- 
pounds, such as glutathione or cysteine (Nicolas and 
Potus 2000). These molecules participate in thiol- 
disulphide exchange reactions, leading to a weaken- 
ing of gluten (Wieser 2003). However, the availabil- 
ity of oxygen may be a limiting factor due to oxygen 
consumption by the different redox systems and the 
yeast (Nicolas and Potus 2000). 

Glucose and Hexose Oxidase 

Glucose oxidase (EC 1.1.3.4) catalyzes the conver- 
sion of glucose and oxygen into gluconolactone and 
hydrogen peroxide (HzOz) (Fig. 19.3A). The former 
reaction product can in its turn convert spontaneous- 
ly into gluconic acid. Hexose oxidase (EC 1.1.3.5) 
catalyzes a similar reaction but can convert several 
mono- and oligosaccharides into the corresponding 
lactones. 

Glucose oxidase functions as an effective, fast- 
acting oxidizing agent in breadmaking (Vemulapalli 
et al. 1998). It increases dough strength and im- 
proves loaf volume and crumb structure. In addition, 
dough drying and reduced dough stickiness have 
been reported (Si 1997, Vemulapalli et al. 1998). 

However, at higher concentrations loaf volume is 
reduced, probably because of too high dough stiff- 
ness (Mitani et al. 2003). In breadmaking trials, hex- 
ose oxidase (from the red algae Chondrus crispus) 
has similar effects. It has a higher affinity for glu- 
cose and can use different substrates of which, in the 
case of breadmaking, maltose needs to be cited 
(Poulsen and Hsstrup 1998). 

The mechanism whereby glucose and hexose oxi- 
dases affect breadmaking is probably the same 
(Poulsen and Hsstrup 1998). Probably, glucose and 
hexose oxidase functionality is related to the pro- 
duction of hydrogen peroxide. In one view, oxida- 
tion of free thiol groups by hydrogen peroxide 
results in formation of disulphide bridges between 
gluten proteins (Poulsen and Hsstrup 1998) or 
reduces the level of reduced glutathione, which can 
weaken the dough (Mitani et al. 2003). Indeed, glu- 
cose oxidase decreases the thiol content of the 
dough (Poulsen and Hsstrup 1998) or its SDS- 
soluble fraction (Vemulapalli and Hoseney, 1998). 
In addition, Primo-Martin et al. (2004) reported an 
increased incorporation of HMW-GSs in the SDS- 
unextractable glutenin polymer fraction. In contrast, 
several researchers did not observe significant dif- 
ferences in the solubility (Vemulapalli and Hoseney, 
1998) or the size and profiles (Rose11 et al. 2003) of 
the gluten proteins upon glucose oxidase supple- 
mentation. Alternatively, the produced hydrogen 
peroxide may activate the endogenous peroxidase 
system (Vemulapalli et al. 1998). This way, free rad- 
icals are formed, which may lead to macromolecular 
cross-linking by phenolic linkages, in particular the 
oxidative gelation of WE-AXs. Gelation may limit 
water mobility, resulting in drier dough (Vemula- 
palli et al. 1998). 

Lipoxygenase 

Lipoxygenases (EC 1.13.1 1.12) are iron-containing 
enzymes catalyzing oxidation of polyunsaturated 
fatty acids, in particular linoleic (C18:2) and 
linolenic (C 18:3) acid, into their corresponding 
hydroxyperoxides in the presence of oxygen with 
intermediate formation of (free) radicals (Fig. 
19.3B) (Nicolas and Potus 2000, Belitz and Grosch 
1999). Type I lipoxygenase only acts on free fatty 
acids, generates few, if any, free radicals, and is 
characterized by a high stereo- and regioselectivity, 
while type I1 lipoxygenase has a lower reaction 
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Figure 19.3. Primary reactions catalyzed by glucose oxidase (A) and lipoxygenase (B). 

specificity and is able to react with esterified sub- 
strates, such as di- and triacylglycerols (Belitz and 
Grosch 1999, Mathewson 1998). 

In breadmaking, lipoxygenase bleaches dough, 
resulting in a whiter bread crumb (Faubion and 
Hoseney 198 1). Furthermore, lipoxygenase addition 
increases mixing tolerance and improves dough 
handling and rheological properties, resulting in an 
increased loaf volume (Hoseney et al. 1980, Faubion 
and Hoseney 1981). However, high lipoxygenase 

activities and the concomitant decomposition of the 
fatty acid hydroxyperoxides may lead to undesirable 
bread fivors. 

Lipoxygenase functionality is related to the gen- 
erated hydroxyperoxides and intermediate free radi- 
cals (Hoseney et al. 1980). These highly reactive 
substances can co-oxidize several substances, in- 
cluding lipophilic pigments and thiol groups (Nic- 
olas and Potus 2000). In this respect, co-oxidation of 
carotenoids results in color loss. Furthermore, it has 
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been suggested that co-oxidation of accessible thiol 
groups leads to formation of intermolecular disul- 
phide bridges between the gluten proteins, thus 
improving the gluten network (Casey 1997, Nicolas 
and Potus 2000). However, the cross-linking mecha- 
nism remains rather ill defined: the interaction be- 
tween peroxidizing or peroxidized lipids and pro- 
teins or other ku r  constituents is complex (Matheis 
and Whitaker 1987). Whatever the case, in a tenta- 
tive scheme for the enzyme-catalyzed redox reac- 
tions in dough, Nicolas and Potus (2000) proposed a 
central role for the lipoxygenase system. 

Lipoxygenase supplementation generally com- 
prises the addition of low levels of enzyme-active 
soybean or fava bean k u r  (Casey 1997, Mathewson 
2000, Wieser 2003). Although wheat ku r  contains 
endogenous lipoxygenase, its role in breadmaking is 
unclear. During dough mixing, the wheat lipoxy- 
genase may oxidize the polyunsaturated free fatty 
acids generated during the k u r  maturation period 
by the wheat endogenous lipase, thus affecting the 
oxidation reactions (Castello et al. 2000). On the 
other hand, the wheat lipoxygenase is a type I en- 
zyme. Therefore, in contrast to the soy and fava bean 
type I1 lipoxygenases, its action is limited to free fat- 
ty acids, which may limit its functionality in bread- 
making. 

Other Oxidizing Enzymes 

Many other oxidizing enzymes can promote cross- 
linking reactions of cereal proteins and/or phenolic 
carbohydrates and therefore have great potential in 
breadmaking applications (Reinikainen et al. 2003, 
Nicolas and Potus 2000). 

Several oxidative enzymes, such as peroxidase 
and laccase, can oxidize phenolic compounds. Per- 
oxidases (EC 1.11.1.7) comprise a family of oxida- 
tive enzymes that use hydrogen peroxide as an elec- 
tron acceptor. A wide variety of substrates can be 
oxidized while generating radicals that can further 
react nonenzymically with other substrates (van 
Oort et al. 1997). Breadmaking trials with peroxi- 
dase addition showed a strengthening of the dough 
and improved loaf and crumb characteristics (van 
Oort et al. 1997). The generation of hydrogen perox- 
ide may represent a limiting factor to the use of per- 
oxidases as a dough-oxidizing agent. Laccases (EC 
1.10.3.2) are copper-containing enzymes that cat- 
alyze the oxidation of different phenolic substrates 

to free radical products, which nonenzymically react 
with other compounds. Laccase is claimed to in- 
crease dough stability and dough strength and re- 
duce dough stickiness (Si 1994). Primo-Martin et al. 
(2003) observed an increase in dough stiffness as 
well, but this effect was not statistically significant. 
Other researchers reported an accelerated dough for- 
mation and breakdown upon laccase addition (Labat 
et al. 2000). 

The mode of action of these enzymes in bread- 
making is less understood than that in model sys- 
tems. The generated free radicals may have different 
fates in the dough. A first mechanism involves oxi- 
dation of ferulic acid esterified to AX (Hillhorst et 
al. 2000, Labat et al. 2000). Indeed, both peroxi- 
dases and laccases promote the oxidative gelation 
of AX in model systems (Fig. 19.4) (Figueroa- 
Espinoza and Rouau 1998). In wheat k u r  doughs, 
laccase decreases AX extractability by chain cross- 
linking through dimerization of the ferulic acid 
residues (Labat et al. 2000). Other researchers sug- 
gested that, in doughmaking, peroxidases only in- 
duce AX cross-linking (Hillhorst et al. 2000), thus 
forming a second network, independent of the 
gluten protein network (Dunnewind et al. 2002). 
Secondly, both cysteine and tyrosine residues may 
be involved in the oxidative covalent cross-linking 
of the gluten proteins (Matheis and Whitaker 1987). 
In this respect, laccase presumably promotes the for- 
mation of thiol radicals by a displacement reaction 
from phenoxyl radicals to thiol groups. Proteins or 
LMW thiol-containing molecules can participate in 
disulphide bonds, produced by dimerization of thiol 
radicals (Labat et al. 2000). In addition, gluten pro- 
teins may be linked to AXs by ferulic acid moieties 
and tyrosine or cysteine residues (Reinikainen et al. 
2003, Nicolas and Potus 2000). 

Because of the essential role of sulphide- 
disulphide interchange reactions in the development 
of the gluten protein network, enzymes acting on 
sulfhydryl groups and disulphide bonds can affect 
breadmaking as well (Reinikainen et al. 2003). 
Sulfhydryl oxidase catalyzes oxidation of sulfhydryl 
groups, resulting in the de novo formation of disul- 
phide bridges and the formation of hydrogen perox- 
ide (Matheis and Whitaker 1987). A mammalian 
sulfhydryl oxidase did not affect loaf volume, Mix- 
ograph measurements, or the level of free sulfhydryl 
groups in k u r  (Kaufman and Fennema 1987). 
However, several patents claim a dough improving 
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Figure 19.4. Schematic representation of the oxidative cross-linking of AX-esterified ferulic acid monomers (Based 
on Figueroa-Espinoza and Rouau 1998). 

effect, with, for example, increased strength and re- 
sistance to overmixing when using a microbial sulf- 
hydryl oxidase either alone (Verbakel et al. 1996) or 
in combination with glucose oxidase (Haarasilta and 
Vaisanen 1989) or endoxylanase (Souppe 1996). 

It is still unclear whether sulfhydryl oxidase 
action directly promotes the formation of intermo- 
lecular cross-links in proteins. Alternatively, the gen- 
erated hydrogen peroxide, and the subsequent acti- 
vation of the peroxidase system, may explain the 
observed effects (Nicolas and Potus 2000). Further- 
more, oxidation of glutathione affects the partic- 
ipation of the glutathione thiol groups in the thiol- 
disulphide exchange reactions as well. In this 
respect, glutathione was very rapidly oxidized in 
model systems by an Aspergillus niger sulfhydryl 
oxidase (Louarme et al. 2003). 

TRANSGLUTAMINASES 

Transglutaminase (EC 2.3.2.13) is an acyl trans- 
ferase catalyzing the transfer of the y-carboxamide 
group of protein-bound L-glutamine to primary 
amines, such as the €-amino group of protein-bound 
L-lysine, generating a so-called isopeptide bond 
(Fig. 19.5) (Matheis and Whitaker 1987). This way, 
new covalent nondisulphide cross-links are formed 
between peptide chains. Side reactions include de- 
amination or amination of glutamine residues (Rein- 
ikainen et al. 2003). 

In breadmaking trials, transglutaminase improved 
loaf volume and crumb texture and increased water 

absorption (Gerrard et al. 1998, Basman et al. 2002). 
Similarly, it improved the lift of puff pastry and the 
volume of yeasted croissants (Gerrard et al. 2000). 
Furthermore, it increased dough strength and stabil- 
ity and reduced extensibility (Larrk et al. 2000, 
Basman et al. 2002, Bauer et al. 2003a). In addition, 
the required energy input for dough development in 
a high-speed mixing system was reduced (Gerrard et 
al. 1998). Weak kurs were most affected by trans- 
glutaminase action (Larrk et al. 2000), whereas high 
enzyme dosages, particularly in ku r  with high 
breadmaking quality, resulted in deteriorated dough 
handling properties and loss of dough structure, 
probably due to a too high dough strength (Basman 
et al. 2002, Bauer et al. 2003a). 

In breadmaking, transglutaminase can modify the 
covalent linkages between gluten proteins. In con- 
trast to oxidases, the formation of new inter- and 
intramolecular bonds is independent of the redox 
system in dough (Reinikainen et al. 2003). Due to 
their high glutamine content and despite their low 
lysine content, gluten proteins are a good substrate 
for this enzyme. Extractability studies and structural 
analysis confirmed the cross-linking of the gluten 
proteins in dough systems to larger, insoluble gluten 
polymers (Bauer et al. 2003b, Larrk et al. 2000). 
HMW-GSs are affected to a large extent by transglu- 
taminase action, but gliadins are incorporated as 
well (Bauer et al. 2003b, Larrk et al. 2000, Rose11 et 
al. 2003). 

Today, the enzyme's use in the manufacture of 
baked goods is still relatively new. Transglutaminase- 
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Figure 19.5. Cross-linking reaction between protein-bound glutaminyl and lysyl residues catalyzed by transglu- 
taminase. 

containing enzyme preparations are suitable for a 
multitude of baking applications (Diez Poza 2002), 
particularly those with weaker protein network 
structures. In the production of frozen doughs, trans- 
glutaminase action increases the freeze-thaw stabili- 
ty of the gluten network. In this respect, this enzyme 
is able to limit the deterioration of puff pastry and 
croissant doughs in frozen storage (Gerrard et al. 
2000). Like the oxidizing enzymes, it can be used in 
enzyme formulations to replace the use of chemical 
emulsifiers and oxidizing agents (Diez Poza 2002). 
Other (potential) applications include the production 
of high-fiber and rye breads and gluten-free baked 
goods, where transglutaminase action can signifi- 
cantly improve the protein network (Reinikainen et 
al. 2003, Diez Poza 2002). Finally, Koksel et al. 
(2001) reported an improved baking performance of 
heavily bug-damaged wheat with transglutaminase 
addition. The enzyme restored the polymeric glu- 
tenin structure, which had been degraded by the 
grain pest proteases. 

SYNERGETIC EFFECTS 
Many commercially available enzyme preparations 
include multiple enzyme specificities. Several en- 
zyme combinations have synergistic effects in 
breadmaking. Using enzyme combinations often 
permits lower dosages of the individual enzymes to 
obtain the same effect. In addition, the positive 
effects of the individual enzymes can be combined 

or the possible negative side effects of one enzyme 
can be nullified. However, the use of these enzyme 
combinations is even more empirically driven than 
the use of the individual enzymes because, as indi- 
cated before, in many cases the mechanism under- 
lying the functionality of the individual enzymes in 
breadmaking is insufficiently understood. Further- 
more, it is not clear at this time how well enzyme 
cocktails, which are claimed to have the potential to 
replace chemical oxidizing agents, function in a 
variety of baked goods and processes (Mathewson 

An important example is the combination of en- 
doxylanases and glucose oxidases, which can poten- 
tially replace certain emulsifiers and oxidizing 
agents, such as bromate and ascorbic acid. The dough 
strengthening and drying effect of glucose oxidase 
can remedy problems with dough handling associat- 
ed with high endoxylanase dosages, such as soft and 
sticky doughs (Mutsaers 1997). This was confirmed 
by Martinez-Anaya and J imhez  (1998), who re- 
ported that the combination of glucose oxidase or 
specific lipases with endoxylanases reduced the 
endoxylanase-induced dough stickiness. It has been 
suggested that endoxylanase may remove interfer- 
ing compounds, thereby promoting the oxidation 
and repolymerization of the glutenin polymers (van 
der Lugt et al. 1997). In addition, Primo-Martin et al. 
(2003) suggested that small ferulic acid-containing 
AX fragments, generated by endoxylanase action, 
affect AX gelation by the glucose oxidase. 

2000). 
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Another type of synergy is seen with the combi- 
nation of endoxylanases and cellulolytic enzymes 
(Hille and Schooneveld-Bergmans 2004). Probably, 
the enzymic removal of cellulose promotes the 
accessibility of the WU-AX polymers in the cell 
wall fragments to the endoxylanases. Further, the 
combined use of amylase and lipase was reported to 
improve bread quality and keeping properties (Leon 
et al. 2002). In the enzyme-supplemented breads, 
a more thermostable amylose-lipid complex was 
found, and amylopectin retrogradation was inhibited. 

Synergetic effects have also been observed be- 
tween enzymes with similar action. Hille and 
Schooneveld-Bergmans (2004) described the syn- 
ergy between bacterial and fungal endoxylanases in 
their effect on dough characteristics, loaf volume, 
and crumb softness. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In modern day baking, the application of enzymes is 
well established. Both the amount and diversity of 
enzymes used is increasing. They are well suited to 
maximize the k u r  potential and meet the demands 
of industrial breadmaking, which is a dynamic, con- 
tinuously changing process, and of the consumer, 
who desires high quality, nutritious, and “clean 
label” products. Selected enzymes can improve 
many aspects of processing (e.g., dough handling 
and stability properties) and product quality (e.g., 
crumb texture and shelf life), can minimize the 
effect of wheat ku r  variability, and can replace 
chemical additives. 

However, enzyme applications in breadmaking 
remain to a large extent empirically driven. Indeed, 
during the transformation of ku r  to dough to bread, 
which then firms during storage, a series of com- 
plex biochemical, chemical, and physical processes, 
which are often poorly understood, occur. There- 
fore, it has in many instances not been possible to 
elucidate the mechanism underlying the enzyme- 
induced improving effect. However, the use of new, 
well-characterized enzymes will undoubtedly con- 
tribute to a better understanding of breadmaking and 
the role of the different ku r  constituents and en- 
zymes in this process. In general, hydrolases act in a 
direct manner by generating modified wheat k u r  
constituents with different properties, by removing 
components detrimental for breadmaking, and/or 
by liberating degradation products. Oxidoreductases 

act generally more in an indirect manner. Their 
action generates hydrogen peroxide or free radicals, 
which then react with and modify different k u r  
constituents, often in a nonenzymic manner. In addi- 
tion, enzyme application to obtain optimal, desirable 
effects depends to a large extent on enzyme speci- 
ficity and properties (such as thermal stability). Pro- 
cessing time, the presence of inhibiting substances, 
and enzyme concentration are also important factors 
determining enzyme functionality. 
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INTRODUCTION 
“Sourdough,” a mixture of k u r  and water ferment- 
ed with lactic acid bacteria (LAB) and yeast, is the 
basis for sourdough bread production. Sourdough 
bread has a long tradition in Europe. Today it is still 
popular among big rye producers like the Russian 
Federation, Poland, Germany, Belarus, Ukraine, 
Lithuania, Denmark, and others. 

In recent years there has been a growing interest 
in sourdough bread production based on the motto 
“good health with good taste.” The importance of 
sourdough bread is demonstrated by the existence 
of specific legislation regulating its production in 
Germany and in France (Decret no. 97-917, 1997; 
Seibel 2001). 

The Mediterranean area specializes in sourdough 
wheat products whereas in Central Europe and 
Scandinavia, bread made from rye, wheat, or a mix- 
ture of these kurs is a staple in the diet. In Poland 
70% of the bread is baked from rye sourdough 

(mixed wheat-rye bread). The “San Francisco” vari- 
ety of sourdough bread is popular in the United 
States and is known worldwide because of its dis- 
tinctive characteristics. 

The unique fivor of sourdough bread comes from 
local artisan bakeries and accounts for the enormous 
diversity of sourdough. In Italy sourdough is used in 
the recipes of more than 200 different varieties of 
bread. Modern consumers appreciate a wide variety 
of food products and expect food to be free of pre- 
servatives, rich in fivor, and high in nutritive value. 
These factors explain the growing popularity of 
sourdough bread and undoubtedly can be used to 
market sourdough breads. 

HISTORY 
It is not known where and when sourdough was used 
for the first time. It is believed that ancient Egypt 
was the birthplace of this invention. In the literature 
a predominant hypothesis is that sourdough bread 
can be dated from the 26th century BC (Schick- 
entanz and Davidson 1996). However, sourdough 
bread became popular only after the Hebrews left 
Egypt (Spicher 1983, Lonner 1988). 

The art of sourdough preparation spread through- 
out the Mediterranean region by the end of the 18th 
century BC. After Egyptians and Jews, the Greeks, 
who treated sourdough bread as a privilege and con- 
sumed it only on feasts, adopted this skill (Schick- 
entanz and Davidson 1996). 

It cannot be ruled out that in ancient Mesopo- 
tamia sourdough was known as far back as the third 
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millennium BC. The Sumerians were skilled enough 
to produce beer and use brewery yeast for bread pro- 
duction. Besides, dough ferments quickly and easily 
in the warm Mesopotamian climate. 

Discoveries in tombs have shown that sourdough 
bread has been in rye growing areas north of the 
Alps since the end of the Bronze Age (800 BC). It is 
estimated that in the first century BC sourdough 
bread was generally known throughout the world 
(Spicher 1983). 

Sourdough was commonly used as a leavening 
agent until baker’s yeast was introduced in the mid- 
dle of the 19th century (Spicher 1983, Lonner 1988). 
Baker’s yeast simplified the leavening process and 
allowed automation in industrialized bakeries. This 
resulted in sourdough fermentation being limited to 
artisan and rye breads. The trend toward reduced use 
of traditional fermentation techniques in baking ap- 
plications was reversed during the past decade (Gan- 
zle and De Vuyst 2004). 

However, implementation of sourdough technolo- 
gy by bakeries is possible due to new scientific solu- 
tions. The use of bakery starter cultures allows the 
traditional process of sourdough fermentation to be 
utilized in modern baking technology. 

SOURDOUGH PROCESS 
According to the definition (Bode and Seibel 1982, 
Seibel 1986, Brummer and Huber 1987, Spicher 
1995), sourdough is an ingredient containing cereal 
components (often also other formula ingredients), 
liquids, and active microorganisms (lactic acid bac- 
teria and yeast). When employed, sourdough gener- 
ates acidity continuously without a complete inter- 
ruption of microbial activity at any time. Indigenous 
flour microorganisms can also be activated during 
this process. In addition to microbial and enzymatic 
reactions, changes in physical dough properties take 
place. 

Traditional sourdough bread technology is based 
on a spontaneous fermentation process from lactic 
acid bacteria and yeast occurring naturally in kur. 
The growth of microorganisms occurs in several 
stages and lasts for up to 10 hours, depending on the 
temperature. The character of the process results 
from growth of microorganisms in different environ- 
mental conditions (Barber et al. 1991, Yondem et al. 
1992). 

Classic sourdough preparation is a multiple stage 
process that starts with a mixture of k u r  and water 

left for a specific period of time. Every next stage 
is prepared with fresh ku r  and water added to the 
previous stage (Linko et al. 1997, Kariluoto et al. 
2004). Temperature, dough consistency, and dough 
resting time at each stage determine development of 
the active microkra Oavanainen and Linko 1993, 
Martinez-Anaya et al. 1994a, Muller et al. 2001, 
Katina et al. 2004). 

The traditional rye sourdough fermentation runs 
as follows: 

First stage-initial sour (48-72 hours): enhanced 
growth of existing microkra; inhibition in 
growth of spoilage bacteria (soft dough-kur to 
water ratio 1:1, temperature 22-24°C). 
Second stage-fresh sour (4-6 hours) : growth of 
yeast (soft dough, temperature 24-26°C). 
Third stage-basic sour (6 hours) : growth of 
LAB (dense dough, temperature 26-29°C). 
Fourth stage-full sour (3 hours) : intensive 
growth of LAB and yeast (soft dough, 
temperature 27-30°C). 

containing all ingredients according to the recipe 
(consistency proper for shaping and proofing, 
temperature 30-32°C). 

The final dough may contain variable percentages 
of the full sour, but usually not less than 30% 
(Spicher 1983). 

In Polish tradition rye sourdough is most often 
prepared according to the scheme shown in Table 
20.1, whereas the wheat sourdough fermentation 
presented in Table 20.2 is the most popular one in 
French bakeries (pain de tradition sur levain liq- 
uide) recommended by the Institut National de la 
Boulangerie-Pstisserie Artisanale. 

However, this traditional method is labor inten- 
sive and time consuming. That is why it is very often 
replaced by simplified methods (Spicher 1983, 
Spicher and Stephan 1993). But the extents to which 
multiple stage sourdough technology can be short- 
ened is limited, since several key processes must oc- 
cur during fermentation. These are as follows (Lon- 
ner 1988, Spicher 1995, Collar et al. 1998, Katina et 
al. 2002, Kariluoto et al. 2004): 

Inhibition of the amylolytic enzyme activity from 
a decrease in pH, which is important in the case 
of the ku r  with high a-amylase activity, and 
prevents excessive starch degradation. 
Increase in water binding capacity o f  starch as a 
result of the structural changes in starch granules. 

FiRh stage-dough (20 minutes): final stage, 
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Table 20.1. Scheme of Rye Sourdough Fermentation Process 

Stage of Preceding Rye 
Fermentation Sour, kg flour, kg Water, L Salt, kg Temperature, "C Time 

Initial soura 1.5 ~ ~ ~ 

Fresh sour 1.5 3 3 24-26 5 hr. 
Basic sour 7.5 17 9 26-28 6 hr. 
Full sour 33.5 30 33 28-30 3 hr. 
Dough 95.0 48+2b 25 1.5 29-31 20 min. 

fermented sour. 

~ ~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

"The bakers use different methods to develop initial sour, usually for this reason they take a small part of fully 

bFlour used for shaping. 

Table 20.2. Scheme of Wheat Sourdough Fermentation Process 

Stage of Preceding Wheat Time of 
Fermentation Sour, kg Flour, kg Water, L Salt, g Yeast, g Fermentation 

Liquid startera 
1st refreshment 0.5 0.5 12 hr. at 30°C 
2nd refreshment 1 1 1 ~ ~ 10 hr. at 30°C 
3rd refreshment 3 3 3 ~ ~ 8 hr. at 30°C 
4th refreshment 9 9 9 ~ ~ 6 hr. at 30°C 
5th refreshment 27 50 50 ~ ~ 6 hr. at 30°C 
Dough 6 20 12.8 500 200 1 hr. 15 min. at 58-62°C 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 days at room temp. 
~ ~ ~ 

"Prepared with the use of cut apples, 500 g; water (25"C/30°C), 500 g; and honey 50 g. 

Increase in the solubility and swelling capacity 
ofpentosans and peptides, which improves 
baking properties of the kur. 
Secretion of microbial metabolites, which are of 
organoleptic and nutritional importance (ethanol; 
volatile acids: formic, acetic, and propionic; 
lactic acid; acetoin; diacetyl; B vitamins). 
Inhibition of the growth o f  spoilage micro- 
organisms as a result of a decrease in pH and the 
presence of large amounts of the organic acids. 

As a result of these processes, mature sourdough 
is achieved. It is especially important in the case of 
rye ku r  since proper acidification is necessary 
when more than 20% rye k u r  is used in a dough 
(Spicher 1983, 1995). 

In general, a higher percentage of rye k u r  in the 
formula requires less of the dough to be acidified. 
Rye breads require acidification of 3 5 4 5 %  of the 
rye kur,  mixed rye breads of 40-60% of the kur,  
and mixed wheat breads of 60-100% of the rye k u r  
(Spicher 1983). 

During rye dough preparation there is no gluten 
formation. The main reason for this is the high con- 

tent of mucilaginous compounds (pentosans built 
from xylose and arabinose) as compared with wheat 
flour (Spicher 1995, Kariluoto et al. 2004). These 
mucilaginous compounds have a high capacity for 
swelling, resulting in the absorption of high amounts 
of water, making it difficult or even impossible for 
gliadin and glutenin to bind and form a gluten com- 
plex. Protein in rye dough swells, undergoes pepti- 
zation, and together with pentosans, creates a vis- 
cous, homogenous solution of colloidal character. 
Rye dough does not have the elastic properties of 
wheat k u r  dough and is rather plastic. The degree 
of protein dispersion in rye dough depends on many 
factors, but acidification of the dough is the most 
important. However, excessive acidification is not 
advisable because of its negative effect on the rheo- 
logical properties of the dough (Spicher 1983). 

During fermentation the production of chemical 
compounds creating the unique fivor of sourdough 
bread is as important as leavening of the dough. 
Relatively large amounts of acetic acid, lactic acid, 
and ethanol in the dough infience aroma, whereas 
the other metabolites that are produced in consid- 
erably lower quantities serve as fivor precursors, 
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although some are removed during baking. Al- 
though the largest amount of aroma compounds ap- 
pear during baking, fermentation still plays a key 
role in the development of the unique bread fivor. 
Artificially acidified breads do not have the same 
organoleptic qualities as sourdough (Damiani et al. 
1996, Thiele et al. 2002). Thus, the typical fivor of 
the crumb and the unique quality of the crust are a 
result of the sourdough fermentation process (Frasse 
et al. 1993, Hansen and Hansen 1996). 

Sourdough is a complex system and depends on 
many factors. Apart from the quality and quantity of 
microkra, the process is infienced by temperature, 
stirring, and length of fermentation. In addition, the 
recipe, type of kur,  additives used, and dough yield 
are also very important. Some of these factors i n k -  
ence sourdough parameters directly, whereas others 
have an indirect infience through modification of 
the activity and metabolites of the microorganisms. 
Thus, it is possible, to some extent, to control the fer- 
mentation process in order to obtain the desired 
effect (Lonner 1988). 

Dough yield can strongly modify the develop- 
ment of lactic acid bacteria and yeast. LAB grows 
much faster in dense dough, whereas soft dough 
promotes the development of yeast (Gobbetti et al. 
1995d). Sourdough acidity correlates with the num- 
ber of lactic acid bacteria, and thus with an increase 
in dough yield, the total acidity of sourdough de- 
creases (Spicher and Stephan 1993). 

Artisan bakeries with a long tradition and skilled 
personnel, can maintain the quality of sourdough by 
traditional methods. Conventionally, to develop the 
initial sour bakers use a small part of a fully fer- 
mented sour as an inoculum for the new batch 
(Linko et al. 1997, Kariluoto et al. 2004). 

However, the sourdough fermentation process is 
very sensitive to any break in the production process. 
Even a weekend break may cause problems with 
obtaining mature sourdough with the proper techno- 
logical parameters. Numerous solutions have been 
developed to cope with this problem (Lonner 1988), 
namely: 

Monheimerprocess: 1-2% of salt is added to the 
sourdough prepared in a one-stage mode to 
decrease the activity of sourdough microkra; 
such a sourdough is ready to use after a 
minimum of 2 4  hours of fermentation. 
Ankerbrot-Reimelt system: a two-stage process is 
used with the first stage performed at a lowered 

temperature (10-15 "C) in a closed system, 
which allows stabilization of microkra by CO, 
with ethanol remaining in the sourdough. 
Isernhagerprocess: 40-50 hours of fermentation 
of sourdough prepared with a special sour starter; 
the mature sourdough is stable enough to be used 
during an entire week but requires handling with 
fermentation vessels of high volume. 
Prolonged fermentation: 30-40 hours of 
fermentation during a weekend break and 
adjustment of the bread formula (lowering of 
the sourdough amounts) at the first baking. 

Despite these modifications, there is still a need 
for developing efficient methods of sourdough fer- 
mentation. The use of chemical substances or im- 
provers is not always beneficial from the point of 
view of the consumer. The application of dried sour- 
doughs as fermentation starters can considerably 
simplify dough processing, but their activity is not 
always satisfying (Meuser et al. 1995, Spicher 
1995). Implementation of defined bakery starter cul- 
tures seems to be very promising (Linko et al. 1997). 

MICROFLORA OF SOURDOUGH 
The traditional production of sourdough is based on 
spontaneous fermentation due to the development of 
microkra naturally present in the raw material. At 
the very beginning of the fermentation process, bac- 
teria from the family Enterobacteriaceae are domi- 
nant. They produce mainly hydrogen (H,) and carbon 
dioxide (CO,) and small amounts of organic acids: 
lactic, acetic, formic, and succinic acids. After this 
stage, in which the preliminary acidification takes 
place, the number of gram-negative bacteria de- 
creases, and gram-positive lactic acid bacteria and 
yeast start to dominate (Lonner 1988, Gobbetti 
1998). 

The composition of sourdough microkra is highly 
dependent on the fermentation technology. Sponge 
dough processes that are started with baker's yeast 
are classified as type 0 dough and generally contain 
substantial numbers of lactobacilli originating from 
baker's yeast (Ganzle and De Vuyst 2004). Tradi- 
tional sourdoughs are characterized by the continu- 
ous propagation at ambient temperature. These are 
classified as type I dough and usually contain Lac- 
tobacillus sanfranciscensis. Industrial processes that 
are characterized by higher fermentation tempera- 
tures and longer fermentation times are classified as 
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type I1 dough and contain thermophilic, acid-tolerant 
lactobacilli, such as Lb. pontis and Lb. frumenti. 
Dried sourdoughs or starter cultures are classified as 
type I11 dough (De Vuyst et al. 2002, Ganzle and De 
Vuyst 2004). 

LACTIC ACID BACTERIA 
Lactic acid bacteria isolated from traditional sour- 
dough belong mainly to four genera: Lactobacillus, 
Pediococcus, Leuconostoc, and Weissella. In most 
cases lactobacilli are the dominating bacteria (Lon- 
ner et al. 1986, Okada et al. 1992, Gobbetti et al. 
1994d). They are gram-positive, nonmotile rods. 
They are anaerobes or microaerophils and are acid 
tolerant. These bacteria have complex nutritional re- 
quirements for amino acids, peptides, vitamins, min- 
erals, fatty acids, and carbohydrates. Their proteo- 
lytic activity and the metabolic profile depends on 
growth temperature (Gobbetti et al. 1996a, 1995d). 
The optimal temperature for growth is 30-35°C 
(Spicher 1983, Meuser et al. 1990). 

The common feature of lactic acid bacteria is the 
production of lactic acid from various fermentable 

carbohydrates. Lactic acid in sourdough appears in 
two forms: dissociated and undissociated. Dissoci- 
ated lactic acid lowers the pH of the dough and 
i n  fiences the hydrating capacity of colloids and the 
activity of basic enzymes: proteases and amylases 
crucial for liberating substrates for microbial growth 
and fivor development. Undissociated lactic acid 
i n  fiences the microkra and inhibits the growth of 
spoilage organisms (Idler and Annemuller 2000, 
Champomier-Verges et al. 2002). 

Apart from lactic acid, a wide range of other com- 
pounds creates a specific fivor, structure, and color 
of sourdough bread during fermentation. In this 
group, the most important are acetic acid, ethanol, 
diacetyl, and acetic aldehyde. In smaller quantities, 
other volatiles are produced, namely propionic acid 
and formic acid (volatile fatty acids) and the alco- 
hols butanol and propanol. 

A simplified scheme of major pathways of glucose 
fermentation in LAB is presented in Figure 20.1. 

On the basis of the dominant carbohydrate meta- 
bolic pathway, lactic acid bacteria can be divided 
into two groups (Martinez-Anaya et al. 1994, Liu 
2003) : (1) homofermentative, which produce mainly 

Glucose 

Fructose-I , 6-P Glucose-6-P 

2Triose-3-P 6-P-Gluconate 

1 
2Puryvate Xyl u lose-3-P co2 

Triose-3-P Acety-P 

Puryvate Acetic aldehyde Acetic acid 

2Lactate Lactate Ethanol 

Homofermentation Heterofermentation 

Figure 20.1. A simplified scheme of major pathways of glucose fermentation in LAB. 
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lactic acid; and (2) heterofermentative, which pro- 
duce, apart from lactic acid, considerable amounts 
of ethanol, acetic acid, and carbon dioxide. 

Homofermentative lactic acid bacteria dominate 
in spontaneously fermenting sourdoughs (Wlodar- 
czyk 1986b). The most often occurring bacteria 
from this group are Lactobacillus plantarum, fer- 
menting a wide range of carbohydrates (Spicher 
1983, Martinez-Anaya et al. 1990, Gobbetti 1998, 
Pepe et al. 2004) ; Lactobacillus delbrueckii (Spicher 
1983, Gobbetti et al. 1996a); Lactobacillus 
amylovorus (Muller et al. 200 1); Lactobacillus aci- 
dophilus; and Lactobacillus casei (Lonner et al. 
1986, Spicher and Stephan 1993, Faid et al. 1994, 
Gobbetti et al. 1995c). 

Homofermentative LAB strongly i n  fience crumb 
porosity and elasticity but have limited infience on 
the sensory qualities of sourdough bread (Sugihara 
1985, Spicher et al. 1980). 

Heterofermentative lactic acid bacteria play the 
main role in creating bread fivor due to the charac- 
ter of their metabolites (Damiani et al. 1996). They 
are represented by Lactobacillus brevis, Lactoba- 
cillus fermentum, and Lactobacillus sanfrancis- 
censis (Salovaara and Katunpaa 1984, Wlodarczyk 
1985, Gobbetti et al. 1995b, Gobbetti 1998). Some 
authors (Kline and Sugihara 1971, Galli et al. 1988, 
Gobbetti and Corsetti 1996b) recognize Lactoba- 
cillus sanfranciscensis (also referred to as Lb. brevis 
ssp. lindneri or Lb. sanfrancisco) as a key strain in 
sourdough fermentation because of its ability to uti- 
lize maltose (by the maltose phosphorylase path- 
way), high proteolytic activity, and ability to synthe- 
sise bacteriocins. These make Lb. sanfranciscensis 
well adapted to sourdough ecosystems and favor 
coexistence with other microorganisms, especially 
yeast. 

New species of microoganisms continue to be dis- 
covered. The biodiversity of microorganisms found 
in sourdough is r e k t e d  by the wide variety of 
baked goods obtained with sourdough fermentation 
throughout the world (Ganzle and De Vuyst 2004). 

YEAST 
The most often reported yeast species in sourdough, 
regardless of the ku r  type and fermentation condi- 
tions, are Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Barber et al. 
1983, Salovaara and Savolainen 1984, Wlodarczyk 
1986a, Gobbetti et al. 1994d), Saccharomyces exi- 

guus (also referred to as Candida holmii or Toru- 
lopsis holmii) (Gobbetti et al. 1994d, Ottogalli et al. 
1996), and Candida milleri (Ganzle et al. 1998, 
Meroth et al. 2003, Vernocchi et al. 2004). Less 
often, Candida krusei, Torulaspora delbrueckii (syn. 
Saccharomyces delbrueckii) , and Pichia saitoi are 
mentioned (Lonner 1988, Spicher and Stephan 
1993). 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, characteristic mainly 
for rye sourdoughs, is a top fermenting yeast with 
an optimum growth temperature of 26-32°C. It 
is an aerobe or facultative anaerobe. It utilizes glu- 
cose, maltose, galactose, sucrose, and partly raffi- 
nose (Spicher and Stephan 1993, Gobbetti 1998). 

Saccharomyces exiguus (Candida holmii), a malt- 
ose-negative yeast, is typical for wheat sourdough: 
San Francisco bread and Panettone (Gobbetti and 
Corsetti 1996b). 

In the course of fermentation, yeast plays several 
important roles. First, it produces carbon dioxide, 
which expands the dough, resulting in the proper 
porosity of the crumb and the proper volume of 
bread. Besides, yeast produces a lot of side products 
such as aldehydes, aliphatic and isoaliphatic alco- 
hols, acids, keto acids, and esters, which alone or in 
combination with other compounds can create spe- 
cific and unique fivors of bread (Hansen and Han- 
sen 1994, Makoto et al. 1990). 

The specificity of yeast growth and the quantity 
and quality of its metabolites are infienced not only 
by abiotic factors (Ng, 1976, Lund et al. 1989) but 
also by the presence of other microorganisms in the 
dough and interactions among them (Wlodarczyk 
1985, Wood and Hodge 1985, Martinez-Anaya et al. 
1990, Collar et al. 1991). 

COEXISTENCE OF 
MICROORGANISMS 
IN SOURDOUGH 
Harmonious coexistence of lactic acid bacteria and 
yeast in sourdough determines the proper course of 
fermentation. These two groups of microorganisms 
coexist in a natural ecosystem of sourdough, using 
carbohydrates, amino acids, and vitamins necessary 
for their growth (Corsetti et al. 1996). 

The accessibility of carbohydrates is determined 
by the amount of these compounds originating di- 
rectly from kur  used for dough preparation and 
those liberated in the hydrolysis process, which de- 
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pends on the microorganisms and the activity of 
amylolytic enzymes in kur. When yeast is the only 
microorganism in the dough, there is a rapid con- 
sumption of all soluble carbohydrates in the first 
hours of fermentation. With monocultures of LAB 
in the dough, an equilibrium exists between the 
amounts of secreted and metabolized carbohydrates. 
During the simultaneous presence of lactic acid bac- 
teria and yeast in a fermented medium, a decrease in 
carbohydrate content depends on yeast metabolism 
(Gobbetti et al. 1994a). However, yeast invertase 
liberates glucose and fructose, intensifying LAB 
growth (Gobbetti et al. 1994c). The unique feature 
of Lactobacillus sanfranciscensis is its ability to uti- 
lize maltose, the factor that eliminates the need to 
compete with yeast for the same carbon sources 
(Gobbetti and Corsetti 1996b). In starving condi- 
tions, LAB use metabolic pathways that allow the 
bacteria to survive. LAB have the ability to ferment 
carbon sources inaccessible under typical fermenta- 
tion conditions (Gobbetti and Corsetti 1996a). 

Only one-third of the proteolytic activity in sour- 
dough comes from k u r  enzymes: lactic acid bacte- 
ria play the key role in proteolytic processes. Sour- 
doughs without LAB starter or fermented with yeast 
exhibit only slight changes in amino acids concen- 
tration, whereas the presence of LAB causes an 
increase in free amino acids content, stimulating 
yeast growth (Gobbetti et al. 1996b). Yeast competes 
with lactic acid bacteria for nitrogen sources to a 
limited extent. Yeast produces the necessary amino 
acids, which are secreted into the dough and stimu- 
late LAB growth (Gobbetti et al. 1994b). 

The additional function of yeast for lactic acid 
bacteria is ribofivin synthesis (Wlodarczyk 1985). 

The role of lactic acid bacteria in a symbiotic sys- 
tem with yeast is based on a rapid drop in pH, which 
activates yeast metabolism (Gobbetti et al. 1995a). 

Bacteriocins, produced by LAB biologically ac- 
tive peptides or proteins infiencing the growth of 
other bacteria more or less specifically, play an 
important role in stabilizing sourdough microorgan- 
isms. Those antimicrobial compounds inhibit the 
growth of bacteria competing for the same natural 
environment. These substances prevent the growth 
of spoilage microorganisms without affecting yeast 
growth (Corsetti et al. 1996). 

The initial number of both groups of microorgan- 
isms in sourdough is of crucial importance (Kennes 
et al. 1991). The ratio between LAB and yeast that 

allows harmonious coexistence is 100: 1 (Wlodar- 
czyk 1985). 

Each group of microorganisms in sourdough 
plays a role in the sourdough fermentation process, 
and the sum of their activities allows the develop- 
ment of a mature sourdough and, consequently, 
bread of the proper quality. 

Homofermentative lactic acid bacteria are respon- 
sible for the proper elasticity and porosity of the 
crumb. Heterofermentative LAB mainly infience 
the composition of aroma compounds and the dough 
expanding process. However, the volume of bread is 
most dependent on the proper development of yeast 
(Gobbetti et al. 1995a). 

Obtaining sourdough bread with the desired sen- 
sory quality, rich characteristic aroma, unique taste, 
and attractive appearance, depends on the proper 
relationship among sourdough microkra (Gobbetti 
et al. 1994a, 1996b). Very often the use of starter 
culture is a prerequisite for the proper course of fer- 
mentation. Such a starter guarantees the desired pro- 
portions among given groups of microorganisms 
(Hammes 1990). 

BAKERY STARTER CULTURES 
In fermented food, both the quality of the microkra 
and metabolic activity depend on the composition of 
the raw material, water activity, redox potential, pH, 
temperature, and the presence of antagonistic micro- 
organisms and bacteriophages. Thus, the type of raw 
material and the applied technology determine the 
final product of fermentation. In traditional fermen- 
tation processes, microorganisms undergo changes 
after which only a few strains acquire dominance 
and control of the process. Succession is relatively 
repeatable, but may be i n  fienced by bacteriophages, 
inhibitors, or lack of the desirable microorganisms 
in the raw material (Hammes and Tichaczek 1994, 
Foschino et al. 1995). 

The qualitative composition of k u r  microkra 
depends on many factors, with climate, harvest, and 
milling conditions and storage being the most im- 
portant. Rye ku r  may contain bacteria in quantities 
from 100 to lo7 CFU (colony forming units) in 1 g, 
with LAB constituting from 10 to 500 CFU/g. Yeast 
number may vary from 10 to 1000 CFU/g and mold 
from 100 to 50 000 CFU/g (Lonner 1988). 

Possible variations in the development of micro- 
flora in spontaneously fermenting sourdoughs do not 
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guarantee the desired quality in the final product. 
Thus, spontaneous fermentation is often optimized 
through backslopping, that is, inoculation of the raw 
material with a small quantity of sourdough from a 
previously performed successful fermentation (Le- 
roy and De Vuyst 2004). This procedure of adding a 
portion of mature full sour at the beginning of fresh 
sourdough preparation is, however, the unconscious 
form of using selected strains of lactic acid bacteria 
and yeast. Although backslopping is still in use, the 
large-scale production requires more reliable meth- 
ods to control the sourdough fermentation process 
and reduce the risk of fermentation failure, for 
example, bakery starter cultures (Diekmann and 
Seiffert 1992). 

Bakery starter cultures are defined as selected lac- 
tic acid bacteria in the form of a pure culture or a 
mixed culture, with or without yeast (Bode and 
Seibel 1982). To some extent, backslopping was the 
first form of bakery starter culture (Spicher 1995, 
Leroy and De Vuyst 2004). However, modern starter 
cultures consist of carefully selected strains with 
well-defined metabolic characteristics, which allow 
the design of mature sourdough and, consequently, 
development of sourdough bread of the desired 
quality. 

Typical starter culture consists of 107-1011 CFU/g 
lactic acid bacteria and 105-4106 CFU/g yeast 
(Yondem et al. 1992, Hochstrasser et al. 1993). 

Strains used in starter culture composition may 
be isolated from successfully fermented products 
or may be constructed via genetic modification 
(Hammes and Tichaczek 1994, Cossignani et al. 
1996, Oberman and Libudzisz 1998, Henriksen et 
al. 1999). The latter, however, do not meet with con- 
sumer acceptance (Reilly 1994, Leroy and De Vuyst 
2004). Thus, so far the industrial application of care- 
fully selected natural food isolates seems most 
promising. 

Representative strains and the most active strains 
are gained from spontaneously fermenting sour- 
doughs of the highest quality (Damiani et al. 1996). 
The prevailing occurrence of the given strains and 
their ability to create mixed cultures are decisive 
when composing starter cultures (Wlodarczyk 1985, 
Lonner 1988, Gobbetti et al. 1994d). High quality 
analysis of marker gene sequences allows the rapid 
taxonomic identification of microbial isolates. In 
addition, molecular methods enable identification 
on the strain level (Ganzle and De Vuyst 2004). 

The knowledge of growth parameters, physiolog- 
ical activity, substrate requirements, and the quality 
and quantity of metabolites produced by a given 
strain allows the development of mixed starters con- 
sisting of several strains. However, it is difficult to 
predict the behavior of a given strain in a mixed 
starter, as it is infienced by interactions among 
strains (Kennes et al. 1991). 

Nowadays different forms of bakery starter cul- 
tures of mixed cultures of several strains of LAB 
associated with yeast are evaluated (Lonner 1988, 
Cossignani et al. 1996). 

The use of such a starter guarantees (Cossignani 
etal. 1996): 

Initiation of the fermentation process, 
Obtaining the desired baking parameters of the 
dough due to the biochemical changes in 
fermented kur,  
Stability of the fermentation process, 
Shortening and simplifying sourdough 
production, 
Obtaining the unique and very attractive taste 
and fivor of the bread, 
Bread of high nutritional value, 
Reduction or elimination of artificial improvers 
and preservatives, 
Repeatability of bread quality, and 
Prolonged shelf life of sourdough bread. 

Although the amount of acid produced during fer- 
mentation depends on many factors, such as k u r  
composition, dough yield, time and temperature of 
fermentation, and the additives used, the proper 
choice of LAB strains is decisive (De Vuyst et al. 
2002). Thus, in developing a starter culture, the acid- 
ifying activity of LAB strains is one of the most 
important features (Meuser et al. 1990, Gobbetti et 
al. 1995b). Of equal importance is the ratio between 
lactic acid and acetic acid. The former mainly infi- 
ences crumb structure, whereas the later is a key 
component of bread fivor (Gobbetti et al. 1995a,c). 
However, an excessive production of acetic acid is 
unfavorable as it causes intensive acidity of bread 
that is unacceptable to the consumer. 

It is worth mentioning that the use of carefully 
selected starter cultures enables fermentation of 
flours, which normally do not undergo spontaneous 
fermentation. This refers to gluten-free kurs used 
for the production of special kinds of dietetic breads 
designed for people suffering from celiac disease. 
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The use of the proper starter culture facilitates lactic 
fermentation even in pure starch mixtures, which 
mimics the technology used for conventional bread 
with all of the sensory and health benefits of sour- 
dough bread (Wlodarczyk et al. 1993a,b; Di Cagno 
2004a). 

A starter culture must fulfill several requirements 
to find an industrial application (Lonner 1988). 
These are as follows: 

High activity of the strains, 
Retention of high viability of the microorganisms 
during storage, 
Genetic stability of the strains, and 
Easy handling. 

Nowadays freeze-dried forms of starter cultures 
have replaced frozen starters (Champagne et al. 
1991, Martinez-Anaya et al. 1993, Cossignani et al. 
1996). The advantage of freeze-dried starters over 
frozen ones comes from their higher stability and 
ease of storage, distribution, and application. 

In freeze-drying, cells coming from the stationary 
growth phase are subjected to the drying process. 
This allows a high initial number of cells and suffi- 
cient viability of the preserved microorganisms 
(Gehrke et al. 1992, Champagne et al. 1991). Ad- 
ditionally, some protective agents are used to en- 
hance the viability of the dried microkra. Good 
results are achieved for carbohydrates, kur,  and 
specifically, in the case of LAB, use of CaCO, as 
a cryoprotectant (Tsvetkov and Brankova 1983, 
Champagne et al. 1991, Wlodarczyk et al. 1993b). 

The relatively high activity of freeze-dried 
starters results from the treatment of microkra dur- 
ing the preservation process. The shock of freezing 
and the consequent drying eliminates cells of lower 
activity and simultaneously raises the adaptive 
capacity of the whole population (Lonner and Preve- 
Akesson 1988, Cossignani et al. 1996). 

Freeze-dried starters are very stable even at room 
temperature. Vacuum packaging maintains activity 
for months (Gehrke et al. 1992, Tsvetkov and 
Brankova 1983, Champagne et al. 1991). 

The above factors explain the growing popularity 
of bakery starter cultures. These starter cultures 
guarantee repeatability of sourdough fermentation 
and a final product of very high quality. Starter cul- 
tures also simplify and shorten fermentation to one 
stage with no negative effects on bread quality. 
Furthermore, the use of various bakery starter cul- 

tures produces a wide assortment of sourdough 
breads with designed organoleptic characteristics. 

FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS 
Traditional sourdough fermentation is troublesome 
and economically ineffective. However, negligence 
in the completion of the process results in serious 
bread failures, namely, leathery crust, atypical fi- 
vor, crumbling, or dull taste. 

Modifications of sourdough fermentation in which 
the dough is enriched with lactic acid, peptides, 
amino acids, vitamins, and volatiles is not only im- 
portant from the nutritional point of view, but also 
strongly infiences the organoleptic qualities of 
bread fivor and crumb structure, as well shelf life 
(Wlodarczyk 1985, Lonner et al. 1986, Gobbetti et 
al. 1995d). 

Although both taste and aroma are finally created 
in an oven, these qualities are determined by the 
sourdough fermentation process. At this stage of 
bread production, products of lactic acid bacteria 
and yeast emerge, and they determine the unique 
sourdough fivor (Hansen and Hansen 1994, 1996; 
Gobbetti 1998; Seitz et al. 1998). 

Fermentation determines bread fivor in several 
ways (Ganzle and De Vuyst 2004): 

Microbial conversion of ku r  components to 
aroma and aroma precursor compounds and 
removal of aroma compounds in kur. 
Enzymatic conversion of precursors in k u r  into 
aromatic compounds. 
Thermal conversion of some precursor 
compounds to “fivor” during baking. 

Two basic acids produced by LAB, namely, lactic 
acid and acetic acid, are responsible for the sensory 
qualities of sourdough bread. The acids are impor- 
tant for bread fivor, and acetic acid is considered an 
important enhancer of flavor compounds. The proper 
ratio between these acids is necessary for the proper 
acidity, rich aroma and consequently consumer 
acceptance. The participation of volatiles in total 
acidity of bread should not exceed 30%. Excessive 
volatile acidity is perceived as astringent and un- 
pleasant. However, low volatile acidity weakens 
bread aroma (Wlodarczyk 1985, Spicher and 
Stephan 1993). Insight into carbohydrate metabo- 
lism has resulted in efficient strategies to control the 
level of acetic and lactic acids in sourdoughs. 
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During sourdough fermentation, high levels of 
ornithine, leucine, isoleucine, valine, and methio- 
nine accumulate as a result of cereal and microbial 
protease activities and peptide and amino acid me- 
tabolism of lactobacilli. These amino acids are fur- 
ther converted into aromatic volatiles during fer- 
mentation and baking (Ganzle and De Vuyst 2004). 

Besides the organoleptic role of acids produced 
during sourdough fermentation, the acids play an 
important role in the shelf life or keeping qualities. 
Two processes prolong the shelf life of sourdough 
bread: slowdown in staling and resistance to micro- 
bial spoilage (Corsetti et al. 2000, Lavermicocca et 
al. 2000). 

During storage numerous changes of a physical 
and microbiological character occur that diminish 
the quality of bread. Migration of water from the 
crumb towards the crust and evaporation of water 
and volatile aromatic compounds, as well as amy- 
lopectin retrogradation, are responsible for bread 
staling. Lactic acid stimulates the swelling process 
of starch, pentosans, and peptides, which improves 
crumb features. 

Microbial metabolic activity such as the synthesis 
of polysaccharides from sucrose is a simple, eco- 
nomic, and natural way to improve bread quality. 
Exopolysaccharides produced in situ by sourdough 
lactobacilli affect rheological dough properties as 
well as loaf volume and crumb texture and enhance 
the keeping qualities of bread (Tieking et al. 2003). 
Therefore, sourdough LAB strains have the poten- 
tial to diminish or replace the use of certain chemi- 
cal additives used to improve the textural properties 
of the dough and bread. 

During bread storage, the development of spoil- 
age microkra may cause serious bread defects and 
toxin formation as well. To prevent or at least inhib- 
it these processes, preservatives and emulsifiers, 
sterile packaging, thermal preservation, vacuum 
packaging, or packaging in a controlled atmosphere 
are employed. An alternative solution to extending 
bread shelf life is implementation of sourdough, 
which among other advantages, prevents the devel- 
opment of undesirable bacteria, yeast, and mold 
(Lonner 1988, Corsetti et al. 1998a). 

An increased resistance against spoilage microor- 
ganisms results from a decrease in pH engendered 
by the presence of lactic and acetic acids. These two 
acids act synergistically to prevent the growth of 
spoilage microkra. Also, other weak acids like ben- 

zoic, butyric, caproic, formic, propionic, and sorbic 
acids may exert a similar effect (Lonner 1988, 
Corsetti et al. 1998b). This effect can be enhanced 
by antibacterial and antifungal compounds, namely 
bacteriocins, reutericyclin, phenyl-lactic acid, cyclic 
dipeptides, and hydroxylated fatty acids, produced 
by LAB and antagonistically affecting a wide range 
of microorganisms (Corsetti et al. 1996, Lavermi- 
cocca et al. 2000, Messens and De Vuyst 2002, 
Ganzle and De Vuyst 2004). 

HEALTH BENEFITS 
Studies of the nutritive value of food products re- 
sulted in a growing interest in relationships between 
food technology and human physiology. 

Food fermentation is the best natural method of 
food processing and preservation. Food fermented 
with LAB is a regular element of our diet due to its 
rich fivor, safety, and high nutritive value (Hammes 
and Tichaczek 1994). 

Health benefits of sourdough bread may be re- 
viewed in many aspects. Bread attractiveness deter- 
mines the decision to purchase but also initiates 
numerous physiological processes to promote diges- 
tion. Sourdough bread digestibility is enhanced by 
enzymatic processes that take place during fermen- 
tation and increase the content of easily available 
carbohydrates and proteins. 

However, after consumption of sourdough bread, 
satiety is achieved faster, which can be explained by 
a lower rate of stomach emptying and slower starch 
digestion. This effect is related to the presence of 
lactic acid during baking, which alters starch-gluten 
interactions. It strongly affects postprandial blood 
glucose and insulin responses, lowering glycemic 
index (GI) of sourdough bread (Ostman et al. 
2002a,b). Thus sourdough bread meets recommen- 
dations for consumption of low GI food (FAOWHO 
1998), suggesting a protective role against the devel- 
opment of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus 
and cardiovascular disease (Bjorck et al. 2000). The 
therapeutic effect of such foods is extremely impor- 
tant, especially in the case of patients with already 
diagnosed diabetes (Salmeron et al. 1997, Jarvi et al. 

Health benefits of LAB development in sour- 
dough are based mainly on lactic acid production, 
which results in a decrease in pH below the point at 
which undesirable bacteria can grow. In the human 

1999). 
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digestive tract this factor controls the quality of 
intestinal microkra, ensuring the proper course of 
digestion and excretion (Fleming et al. 1985). Con- 
sumption of lactic acid-containing products is ad- 
vised in intestinal tract malfunctions such as chronic 
gastritis, hyperacidity, chronic colitis, or diarrhea of 
unknown etiology. Lactic acid is permitted in liver, 
kidney, or pancreas malfunctions (Wood 1992, 
Hammes and Tichaczek 1994). 

The levels of optical isomeric forms of lactic acid 
produced depend on the nature of the culture. Thus 
the careful selection of LAB strains determines 
which optical form of lactic acid is produced. This 
aspect is essential from the point of view of human 
physiology. In humans both L(+) and D(-) isomers 
are absorbed from the intestinal tract. Whereas L(+) 
lactic acid is completely and rapidly metabolized in 
glycogen synthesis, D (-) lactic acid is metabolized 
at a slower rate, and the unmetabolized acid is 
excreted in the urine (Lonner 1988, Bustos et al. 
2004). Thus LAB strains producing a prevalence of 
L(+) lactic acid are favored. 

The use of starter cultures creates the possibility 
of producing gluten-free sourdough bread (Wlodar- 
czyk et al. 1999, Di Cagno et al. 2004a). The proper 
acidification of the intestinal contents, by lactic acid, 
strongly infiences the microkra of the gut. In con- 
ventional diets, sourdough bread is a rich source of 
this metabolite (Gianotti et al. 1997). Sourdough 
fermentation enriches gluten-free products with this 
precious compound and simultaneously strongly 
modifies the sensory qualities of gluten-free bread, 
which is of high physiological importance, as men- 
tioned above (Ganzle and De Vuyst 2004). 

It is worth stressing that sourdough technology 
allows production of 100% rye and whole-meal 
breads, which are considered to possess increased 
nutritive value, mainly due to the elevated level of 
dietary fiber (Kariluoto et al. 2004). Regular con- 
sumption of such breads reduces the risk of a variety 
of chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease, 
diabetes, and some forms of cancer and prevents 
premature death (Linko et al. 1997, Lang and Jebb 
2003). 

Furthermore, sourdough fermentation of conven- 
tional k u r  can strongly infience immunoreactivity. 
Proteolytic activity of lactobacilli can efficiently 
reduce the content of allergens and consequently 
weaken or even eliminate a response in sensitive 
individuals (Di Cagno et al. 2004a,b). This reduc- 

tion in allergen content is extremely important as 
recent studies indicate a growing incidence of gluten 
intolerance (Fasano and Catassi 2001, Di Cagno et 
al. 2004b). 

Apart from lactic acid, other by-products such 
as acetic, formic, and propionic acids, ethanol, and 
CO, inhibit the growth of spoilage microkra, pre- 
venting the growth of pathogens and putrid micro- 
organisms. This effect is intensified by oxygen 
removal, which prevents the growth of acid-tolerant 
molds (Lonner 1988, Leroy and De Vuyst 2004). 
Also, lactic acid bacteria substances of bacteriocin 
character effectively inhibit the development of path- 
ogens such as Listeria monocytogenes or Bacillus 
subtilis that cause defects in bread during storage 
and are potentially dangerous to human health (Wood 
1992, Corsetti et al. 1996, Gobbetti and Corsetti 
1996b, Cleveland et al. 2001). This strong antimi- 
crobial effect of sourdough eliminates the use of 
artificial preservatives, not always negligible for 
consumer health (Caplice and Fitzgerald 1999). 

Anaerobic conditions and a low pH preserve bio- 
active labile compounds, such as vitamins, plant 
sterols, or p-glucan, present in the raw material. 
Some strains even raise the content of B vitamins in 
the fermented product. The nutritive value of rye 
flour fermented with lactic acid bacteria is elevated 
due to an increase in ribofivin and niacin content, 
as well as exogenic amino acids, namely lysin, tryp- 
tophane, and methionine (Lay and Fields 1981, 
Hammes and Tichaczek 1994). 

In addition, fermentation eliminates some antinu- 
trients, which negatively affect the nutritional value 
of foods of plant origin. Phytic acid and its deriva- 
tives, natural constituents of most cereals, decrease 
the bioavailability of multivalent cations due to the 
formation of complexes insoluble in the gastroin- 
testinal tract. Phytate degradation in sourdough, 
resulting from LAB and yeast development, effec- 
tively prevents deficiencies of zinc, calcium, iron, 
and other essential minerals (Marklinder et al. 1996, 
Lopez et al. 2001, Sindhu and Khetarpaul 2001). 

The use of bakery starter cultures enables nutrient 
enrichment of bread. Lactic acid bacteria and yeast 
convert minerals from the culture medium into 
bioavailable organic forms. Selenium supplementa- 
tion may serve as a good example of elevating the 
content of an element deficient in the diet via sour- 
dough bread enrichment (Diowksz et al. 1999, 
2000). 
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Also, lactic acid bacteria are able to degrade 
mycotoxins present in kur. Common in northern 
climates, mold contamination of cereals and im- 
proper storage promote the development of danger- 
ous mold metabolites. Lactic acid bacteria from 
Lactobacillus spp. have a potential to detoxify k u r  
contaminated with both carcinogenic afitoxin B1 
and nephropathic ochratoxin A (Piotrowska and 
Zakowska 2000). 

There are also data indicating sourdough effec- 
tiveness in lowering serum triglyceride and choles- 
terol levels as well as improving the ratio between 
HDL and LDL fractions. This effect may result from 
exopolysaccharide production occurring during 
sourdough fermentation (Tieking et al. 2003). 

In addition, acetic acid in sourdough bread can 
enhance the salty taste, which reduces the amounts 
of salt used for bread production. This factor is of 
great importance, especially in the case of kidney 
problems and hypertension. 

PROSPECTS 
Sourdough bread technology is experiencing a ren- 
aissance nowadays. Modern sourdough technology 
combines all advantages of traditional and artisanal 
production with scientific achievements, resulting in 
a bread of unique character. The advantages of this 
traditional way of bread production have been dis- 
covered again and are highly appreciated by con- 
sumers. Some of these features infience the percep- 
tions of taste and smell. Some relate to health and 
nutritional benefits, and still others, such as the ex- 
tended shelf life of sourdough bread, are purely 
practical. Difficulties of a technological character 
have been eliminated thanks to the application of 
bakery starter cultures. This useful tool meets the 
requirements of modern industrial production and 
still maintains a product with a long tradition. It is a 
very important argument to attract customers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Breadmaking is probably one of the oldest technolo- 
gies known to mankind. Findings suggest that people 
of Babylon, Egypt, Greece, and Rome used bread 
as part of their diet many decades before Christ. Hu- 
man nutrition is based on cereal products, among 
which bread is the most representative and impor- 
tant. The quality of fresh bread is often related to its 
crust (thickness, crispiness, color, and taste) and to 
the structure of the crumb (fivor, soft texture, size 
of the cells). 

However, fresh bread is a product with a short 
shelf life, and a number of chemical and physical 
alterations, known as staling, occur during its stor- 
age. As a result of these changes, bread quality dete- 
riorates gradually as it loses its freshness and crispi- 
ness, while crumb firmness and rigidity increase. 
The pleasant aroma vanishes, and a stale taste can be 
felt. These preservation problems, in combination 
with increasing market demands, led to the evolu- 
tion of frozen dough technologies. 

Bakery industry had deeply changed because of 
developing technologies. The most important change 
was the incorporation of the low temperature. These 
advances let to the commercialization of semipro- 
cessed (not ready to eat) baked goods, which in turn, 
permitted the creation of industries or the entry of 

the big companies into the food market. The more 
important developing technologies are (1) refriger- 
ated dough or retarded dough, (2) frozen dough (in 
bulk, molded nonfermented or prefermented), (3) 
partially baked (frozen and refrigerated), and (4) 
frozen fully baked products for long storage. 

Partial-baking (“parbaked”) breadmaking tech- 
nologies started in the United States in the 1950s 
and were adopted in Europe in the 1970s, but they 
were not commercially developed until 1985. The 
great rise in market sales was in the late 199Os, and 
growth continues in this industry sector. The list of 
items included in these processing categories has 
grown significantly since their introduction, and 
they include breads and rolls, croissants, muffins, 
cakes, cookies, sweet goods, and pastries. The list 
also includes savory products such as frozen- 
prepared pizzas, laminated dough, croissant sand- 
wiches, and others. The bakery technologies that 
permit the time lag between frozen dough and batter 
preparation and bake-off have provided advantages 
to manufacturers and distributors as well as at the 
point of sale. “Industrial bread and pastry” repre- 
sents approximately 40% of the European produc- 
tion. In this category, frozen products, which repre- 
sent approximately 7%, are pushing innovation with 
a 7% yearly increase in their consumption. At the 
same time, the overall cereal demand rises only by 
1% a year. On the other hand, around 25% of frozen 
bread and pastry produced in Europe is retailed out 
of Europe (Benedito de Barber 2004). 

In the industrial setting, bread kneading is per- 
formed in the same way as for fresh bread, the dough 
is left to rest, and pieces are formed and frozen 
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before commercial distribution. In the stores, pieces 
are fermented and baked on demand. 

From an economical point of view, the drawback 
of frozen bakery products is that they must be trans- 
ported and kept at -18°C until the end of the pro- 
cess. The frozen dough is a complex system, more 
sensitive to ingredient changes and to processing 
conditions than the production system for traditional 
dough. Long-term storage results in a decrease in 
product quality. 

Another strategy used to reduce losses due to the 
hardening of bakery products is the use of partially 
baked products. After kneading and fermentation, 
these products are partially baked, without reaching 
tanning, and are frozen or refrigerated before distri- 
bution to the stores. The prebaking time varies be- 
tween 30 and 85% of the total baking time used in 
traditional bread production. Baking must be com- 
pleted at the point of sale. 

In this elaboration method, pieces of prebaked 
dough do not need to be fermented before final bak- 
ing, which is a major drawback of frozen dough; 
therefore, they are not affected by processes that 
deteriorate yeast and gluten structure. 

The use of cooling during the production cycle of 
bakery goods allows the keeping of a constant pro- 
duction independent of seasonal demand, reducing 
losses due to hardening and the need for nocturnal 
work. 

Considerable effort has been made to establish 
quality parameters affecting frozen dough. It is 
known that the overall quality of bread dough deteri- 
orates gradually during frozen storage. Stability loss 
is indicated by an increase in proof time, a decrease 
in loaf volume, poor bread characteristics, and loss 
of shelf life v o l t  and D’Appolonia 1984, Dubois 
and Blockolsky 1986, Neyreneuf and van der Plaat 
1991, Inoue and Bushuk 1992, Rasanen et al. 1997, 
Ribotta et al. 2001). 

Two factors determining a loss of baking quality 
have been identified: (1) a decrease in gassing power 
of yeast due to a decline in its viability and activity, 
and (2) the gradual loss of dough strength. This 
work reports some findings on factors affecting fro- 
zen dough quality. 

YEAST 
Both yeast cell viability and fermentative activity 
are affected by dough freezing. The volume of car- 

bon dioxide produced has been utilized as a measure 
of yeast activity, since it is primarily produced by 
yeast. Several works have reported the negative ef- 
fects of dough freezing and frozen storage on 
gassing power v o l t  and D’Appolonia 1984, Autio 
and Sinda 1992, Inoue et al. 1994, ElLHady et al. 
1996) and on the viability of yeast cells (Baguena et 
al. 1991, Autio and Mattila-Sandholm 1992, Ribotta 
et al. 2003). Freeze damage is promoted by frequent 
fluctuations in the storage temperature, especially at 
storage temperatures close to the freezing point of 
water. This has been shown by the effect on yeast 
activity and dough and bread properties of increas- 
ing the number of freeze-thaw cycles (Hsu et al. 
1979b, Inoue and Bushuk 1991, Berglund et al. 
1991, ElLHady et al. 1996). It should be kept in mind 
that a significant amount of water is not frozen even 
at a dough temperature of - 15°C (Briimmer 1995). 

Yeast damage induced by freezing can be ex- 
plained by the events that occur during cell freezing. 
The manner in which the cells equilibrate their con- 
tent during freezing depends on the rate of cooling. 
If cells are cooled slowly, water can leave the cell 
due to the vapor pressure differential with external 
ice, but if they are cooled rapidly, water does not 
leave the cell, resulting in the formation of intracel- 
lular ice. Cell dehydration concentrates internal so- 
lutes, which in turn can damage cell membranes. In 
addition, intracellular ice formation and expansion 
during dough warming could exert sufficient force 
to rupture the membranes (Mazur 1965, 1970; Bank 
and Mazur 1973). Consequently, an optimum freez- 
ing rate is supposed to exist that is slow enough to 
prevent intracellular ice formation but rapid enough 
to minimize the cell exposure to high solute concen- 
trations. Different studies showed that a slow freez- 
ing rate is preferable for preserving yeast activity 
(Lorenz 1974, Neyreneuf and Delpuech 1993, 
Casey and Foy 1995, ElLHady et al. 1996, Havet et 
al. 2000). 

While major damage to dough properties seems 
to be the freezing of the yeast cells, storage condi- 
tions also affect dough properties. Hsu et al. (1979b) 
showed that frozen doughs were less stable if their 
storage temperature was lower than their freezing 
temperature. 

Yeast stability in frozen dough was inversely re- 
lated to the time of active fermentation by yeast 
before freezing (Hino et al. 1987). This phenome- 
non can be explained by a higher susceptibility to 
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cell damage as consequence of cell activity and the 
osmotic pressure in dough system. Cells in active 
fermentation have a thinner plasma membrane than 
dormant cells, and they become more susceptible to 
cell damage (Stauffer 1993). Besides, fermentation 
products, such as ethanol and other volatile com- 
pounds, had a negative effect on the fermentative 
activity of living cells (Hsu et al. 1979a). 

To compensate the loss of yeast activity, a greater 
amount of yeast is used in the preparation of frozen 
dough. The common practice is to add between 50 
and 100% more than the standard level according to 
the frozen storage time (Neyreneuf and van der Plaat 
1991, Lorenz and Kulp 1995). However, overaddi- 
tion of yeast could cause a yeasty taste in the final 
product. 

Processing conditions to limit yeast activity be- 
fore freezing will improve yeast performance in 
frozen dough. Different works have described the 
improving effect of the no-time dough method, 
delay of yeast addition, and dough temperatures 
lower than 24°C (Neyreneuf and van der Plaat 1991, 
Nemeth et al. 1996, Zounis et al. 2002). 

In attempts to improve the poor baking perform- 
ance of baker’s yeast strains, different studies have 
been carried out to obtain strains with improved 
resistance to freezing. Accumulation of the disac- 
charide trehalose in yeast is widely believed to be a 
critical determinant of dough tolerance to freezing 
dehydration and heat shock, because its concentra- 
tion increases under certain adverse environmental 
conditions. A strong correlation between trehalose 
content and stress tolerance has been demonstrated 
(Hino et al. 1990, Van Dijck et al. 1995, Shima et al. 
1999). Hino et al. (1987) isolated freeze-tolerant 
yeast with improved activity after 6 weeks of frozen 
storage in fully prefermented dough. Other studies 
have been performed to obtain new freeze-tolerant 
yeast by conventional mutation procedures and DNA 
recombinant techniques. Shima et al. (1999), Van 
Dijck et al. (2000), and Teunissen et al. (2002) iso- 
lated baker’s yeast mutants that exhibited a better 
maintenance of gassing power during frozen stor- 
age. 

GAS RETENTION PROPERTIES 
Dough properties are governed by gluten structure 
and by interactions between component proteins, 
particularly between macropolymers of glutenins 

linked by disulfide bonds (Lindsay and Skerritt 
1999). It is known that high molecular weight 
(HMW) glutenins determine gluten elasticity, but 
the mechanisms underlying this effect are unknown 
(Belton 1999). 

Because of their large size, the structure of glu- 
tenin polymers is not completely clarified, and even 
their precise size is unknown (Wrigley 1996). Dis- 
ruption of aggregates results in the liberation of 
oligomers and dimers of defined composition, sug- 
gesting that macropolymers be composed of oligo- 
meric units of specific composition (Lindsay and 
Skerritt 1999). Several models have been proposed 
to describe the polymeric structure of glutenins. 

Kasarda et al. (1976) proposed a model in which 
glutenins have only intrachain disulfide bonds, which 
force proteins to acquire specific conformations that 
facilitate the interaction of glutenin molecules 
through noncovalent bonds, causing aggregation. If 
these specific conformations are not maintained, 
aggregation through secondary forces cannot pro- 
ceed. Ewart (1979) proposed an alternative model 
based on a linear aggregate of glutenin subunits con- 
taining mainly intrachain disulfide bonds and only 
two interchain bonds. This model was later revised 
to explain the action of reducing agents on the 
dough, and the existence of a disulfide bond be- 
tween linear chains was suggested. 

In 1979, Khan and Bushuk proposed another 
model in which the gluten matrix is formed by glu- 
tenins aggregated through intra- and interchain 
disulfide bonds and through noncovalent interac- 
tions (hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interac- 
tions). Graveland et al. (1985) proposed a branched 
model for polymers forming gluten. In this model, 
the subunits of type x and type y HMW glutenins 
are linked head-to-tail through disulfide bonds, 
forming the backbone of the polymer. In addition, 
clusters of low molecular weight (LMW) glutenins 
are linked through disulfide bonds to the HMW sub- 
units of the linear chain, forming the branching 
points. 

Gao et al. (1992) suggested that oligomeric units, 
stabilized by disulfide bonds that are sensitive to 
reducing agents and mechanical damage, form glu- 
tenin macropolymers. Lindsay and Skerritt (1999) 
proposed a model that included three organization 
levels. The first is constituted by a structure forming 
the backbone of the polymer and containing only 
glutenin subunits (mainly HMW glutenins) capable 
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of forming at least two disulfide bonds. The second 
level includes glutenin subunits capable of forming 
at least two interchain disulfide bonds, specially 
LMW and HMW glutenins. These proteins would 
be linked to the type y HMW glutenin subunits (they 
have three additional cysteine residues as compared 
with type x, one of which can form intermolecular 
bonds) that form the backbone of the polymer, giv- 
ing rise to the branching points. The final organiza- 
tional level is constituted by LMW glutenins (which 
have an odd number of cysteine residues) at the end 
of the branching chains. 

Together with the structure of polymers, the inter- 
actions between chains of glutenin polymers within 
the gluten matrix and between these chains and the 
gliadin monomers are critical for dough behavior. 
Little is known about these interactions at the mo- 
lecular level (Lindsay and Skerritt 1999). 

The existence of cross-linking mechanisms in the 
dough could explain the resistance to stretching. The 
presence of disulfide bonds is clearly established 
and can explain the plasticity, but not the elasticity, 
of doughs. After stretching, the dough disrupts these 
bonds, and there are no mechanisms to restore the 
original dimensions of the material. New bonds can 
be formed after stretching, but will result from the 
random movement and the alignment of disulfide- 
containing molecules (Belton 1999). 

Two theories have been proposed in the last few 
years to explain the elastic nature of gluten. Mac- 
Ritchie and Lafiandra (1997) proposed that poly- 
mers inside gluten form entanglement points. In this 
model, small areas of the polymers interact and form 
entanglement surfaces, separated by long regions 
that do not interact. 

The stretching properties of the dough can be des- 
cribed in two steps. In the initial step the entangled 
chains formed by glutenin subunits are stretched due 
to disruption of secondary interactions within poly- 
mers chains. Once stretched, an additional stretch- 
ing produces the disentanglement around entangle- 
ment points. This model explains the different 
stretching properties of doughs on the basis of the 
stretching capacity of polymeric chains and the dis- 
entanglement of entanglement points. 

Later, Belton (1999) proposed a model that can 
better explain the elasticity of gluten. This model as- 
sumes that isolated proteins can be represented as a 
long chain formed by a sequence of repetitive motifs 
that adopt a rodlike conformation. This section has a 
high density of groups capable of forming hydrogen 

bonds. The terminal domains of polypeptidic chains 
have a structure similar to that of globular proteins 
and contain the majority of the cysteine residues. 
According to Belton, gluten would be formed by a 
“loop and train” structure, regions in which polymer- 
solvent interactions take place, and regions of poly- 
mer-polymer interactions, respectively. 

In this model, gluten proteins are stabilized by 
parallel noncovalent interactions. Polymer stretching 
produces “loop” deformation, followed by “train” 
deformation, and noncovalent interactions are dis- 
rupted. However, the loop and train equilibrium can 
be restored, which relaxes the polymer structure. 
The restoring force will consist of an entropic com- 
ponent associated with the conformational entropy 
of loops and with the enthalpy of hydrogen bond 
formation in the “trains.” The entropy loss resulting 
from the formation of these bonds will be partially 
compensated by the entropy increase of free water 
originally linked by hydrogen bonds. 

Nonproteinaceous associations that can affect the 
rheology and stability of gluten are ill defined. These 
include noncovalent protein-lipid complexes, cova- 
lent bonds with flour hemicelluloses and possibly 
with other oligosaccharides, and secondary inter- 
actions with the surface of starch granules (Chung et 
al. 1979, MacMaster and Bushuk 1983). 

The main structural component of frozen doughs 
is provided by kur. The structure of gluten and the 
integrity of dough are subjected to physical stress 
during freezing and thawing. In consequence, frozen 
doughs made with high quality kurs, that is, strong 
flours with a high content of good quality proteins, 
produce better results (Neyreneuf and van der Plaat 
1991, Inoue and Bushuk 1992). 

In frozen dough manufacturing, yeast survival and 
gas retention problems are major problems (Hino et 
al. 1987). Poor gas retention during proofing of 
doughs could result from damage of the three- 
dimensional gluten protein network. The authors 
used a small-deformation oscillatory technique and 
prolonged frozen storage to study the rheological 
changes in dough. These tests measure rheological 
properties, such as elastic andviscous modules, by the 
application of sinusoidal oscillating strain with time 
and measurement of the resulting response. Figure 
21.1 shows the complex modulus of dough under 
frozen conditions for 8 months. The complex modu- 
lus decreases gradually due to freezing and frozen 
storage, indicating a reduction in dough firmness and 
elasticity. Additional evidence of dough weakening 
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Figure 21.1. Effect of dough freezing and frozen stor- 
age on the complex modulus measured over a range of 
frequencies (data from Ribotta 2002). 

during frozen storage was provided, and it was attrib- 
uted to a loss of polymer cross-linking in frozen and 
thawed dough (Autio and Sinda 1992, Kenny et al. 
1999, Lu and Grant 1999, Ribotta et al. 2004). 

Dough weakening during frozen storage and suc- 
cessive freeze-thaw cycles has been attributed to the 
reduction of gluten by substances, such as glu- 
tathione, released from yeast during freezing (Kline 
and Sugihara 1968, Hsu et al. 1979a) and to the 
damage caused by ice crystal formation and recrys- 
tallization during dough freezing and frozen storage 
(Varriano-Marston et al. 1980, Wolt and D’Appo- 
lonia 1984, Autio and Sinda 1992). 

The authors’ investigations showed that freezing 
and frozen storage of compressed yeast leads to the 
death of yeast cells and to the release of substances 
that showed reducing capacity. These substances 
caused a gradual reduction and a concomitant in- 
crease in the solubility of some gluten proteins in in 
vitro studies, and they had a deleterious effect on 
loaf volume (Ribotta et al. 2003). 

Berglund et al. (1991) examined dough by low 
temperature scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
and they reported that the formation of ice crystals 
in nonfermented dough stored for 24 weeks led to a 
disruption of the gluten matrix, rendering a network 
separated from the starch granules. In a similar way, 
the authors utilized SEM to visualize the ultrastruc- 
ture of nonfrozen and frozen dough without yeast 
(Ribotta et al. 2004). After 60 days storage at 
-18”C, gluten matrix was found to be quite dam- 
aged. The gluten strands appeared more porous, less 
uniform, and thinner. Besides, frozen dough tended 
to break into small pieces, probably due to the dis- 
ruption of the gluten strands (Figure 2 1.2). 

Ice formation and recrystallization during freez- 
ing and frozen storage lead to water redistribution. 
In both water- k u r  mixtures (Rasanen et al. 1997) 
and dough, (Seguchi et al. 2003) the amount of li- 
quid phase obtained by ultracentrifugation increases 
after frozen storage. The increment in the amount of 
“free” water is a consequence of the growth of ice 
crystals and water redistribution (Rasanen et al. 
1998). The increase of liquid phase during storage 
was less when the water content of the dough was 
decreased, suggesting that reduced water content 
can minimize the growth of ice crystals. Lu and 
Grant (1999) showed that the amount of water that 
may crystallize in frozen doughs increased with in- 
creased frozen storage for all the cultivars tested. 

Starch properties measured by differential scan- 
ning calorimetry (DSC), including gelatinization 
temperatures and enthalpies in frozen dough and the 
rate and amount of amylopectin retrogradation in 
bread produced from frozen dough, were modified 
by freezing and frozen storage (Ribotta et al. 2003). 
The authors of this study suggested that dislocation 
of water and ice recrystallization could induce 
changes in the structure and arrangement of amylose 
and amylopectin. 

Part of the water is frozen out in the form of ice 
crystals during freezing and by crystal growth dur- 
ing frozen storage. Esselink et al. (2003) showed by 
infrared spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic reso- 
nance (NMR) that gluten dehydrates during frozen 
storage and during thawing of the frozen dough. Ice 

Figure 21.2. Scanning electron microscopy of frozen 
dough. G = gluten matrix; S = starch. 
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crystals melt, but the water does not return to its 
original state in the matrix, producing weaker and 
less frequent interactions with the hydration sites of 
gluten-starch. Gluten dehydration has an additional 
negative effect on baking performance. 

Several studies (Hosomi et al. 1992, Inoue et al. 
1995, ElLHady et al. 1999, Sahlstrlrm et al. 1999, 
Kenny et al. 2001) have suggested that modifica- 
tions in the formulation of bakery products can help 
correct the defects detected during dough freezing. 
Complex formulations are more tolerant than simple 
formulations to the effects of freezing. High levels 
of sugar and lipids increase the stability of free 
water in the products, since they minimize ice 
recrystallization and reduce the quantity of water 
drained from the yeast during freezing (Casey and 
Foy 1995). 

FROZEN DOUGH-ADDITIVES 
Additives are used in bakery to facilitate processing, 
to compensate for variations in raw materials, to 
guarantee constant quality, and to preserve freshness 
and food properties. In the scientific literature, dif- 
ferent additives and ingredients have been used to 
modify dough behavior during freezing. An ade- 
quate protein content in the bread k u r  and bread 
improver were shown to be important for optimizing 
the gas retention properties of frozen dough. Various 
studies have suggested suitable additives to correct, 
at least partially, problems related to freezing, fro- 
zen storage, and thawing of unbaked dough. Frozen 
dough is more sensitive to ingredient composition 
and processing conditions for those traditional bread- 
making systems, so it is important to achieve an 
optimum dough formulation. 

Doughs made with good quality k u r  can better 
tolerate freeze damage. The addition of vital wheat 
gluten (1.5-2%, flour basis) to relatively weak dough 
increased dough strength and improved the dough’s 
ability to retain its form during thawing, fermenta- 
tion, and baking. Vital wheat gluten addition also 
enhanced gas retention properties, which in turn de- 
creased fermentation times and improved loaf vol- 
ume and crumb grain (Wang and Ponte 1995, 
Ribotta et al. 2001). 

Lu and Grant (1999) studied the effect of different 
flour fractions on frozen dough properties. They 
showed that the fractions from strong gluten k u r  
(glutenin, gliadin, starch, and water soluble) had a 

positive impact on bread quality and that glutenin, in 
particular, played a predominant role in frozen 
dough baking performance. 

Since oxidizing agents enhance gluten formation, 
they are used to adjust dough strength, elasticity, and 
tolerance, and they allow achievement of better loaf 
volume. Chemical oxidants frequently added to flour 
are dough improvers, including potassium bromate 
(however, its use has been restricted or forbidden in 
many countries because it is toxic and potentially 
carcinogenic), ascorbic acid (AA) , and azodicarbon- 
amide (ADA). These additives perform their oxida- 
tive action at different rates; while potassium bro- 
mate is a slow-acting oxidant, AA and ADA show 
intermediate and fast action rates, respectively (De 
Stefanis 1995). The addition of these oxidants or 
their mixtures has an enhancing effect on dough re- 
sistance and final baking score in frozen dough sys- 
tems (Inoue and Bushuk 1991, Nemeth et al. 1996, 
ElLHady et al. 1999). 

Emulsifiers play an important role in baked goods, 
and they are increasingly used in bakery products 
since they improve dough handling and loaf volume 
and help to extend bread shelf life. Emulsifiers have 
different functions in bread. Lecithin behaves as a 
wetting agent, while anionic oil-in-water emulsifiers 
such as DATEM (mono- and diacylglycerols ester- 
ified to mono- and diacetyltartaric acid) and SSL (so- 
dium stearoyl lactylate), also called dough strength- 
eners, improve mixing tolerance, gas retention, and 
resistance of the dough to collapse. Regarding SSL, 
this substance improves loaf volume and endows it 
with resilient texture, fine grain, and good slicing 
properties (Inoue et al. 1995, Metler and Seibell995, 
Tamstorf et al. 1986). In frozen dough systems, SSL 
and DATEM addition increased the resistance to 
extension and had a positive effect on proof time, 
loaf volume, and crumb firmness (Kenny et al. 1999, 
ElLHady et al. 1999, Sahlstrlrm et al. 1999, Ribotta 
et al. 2001, Ribotta et al. 2004). The action of emul- 
sifiers seems to be related to their capacity to bind to 
the protein hydrophobic surface, promoting aggre- 
gation of gluten proteins in dough. A strong protein 
network results in better texture and increased vol- 
ume of bread (Kame1 and Ponte 1993). Hydrophilic 
emulsifiers may also form lamellar liquid-crystalline 
phases in water, which associate with gliadin. These 
structures may contribute to dough elasticity, allow- 
ing gas cell to expand and thus contributing to an in- 
creased volume in baked food (Tamstorf et al. 1986). 
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The use of enzymes as dough conditioners has 
been considered as an alternative to chemical condi- 
tioners. A number of enzymes such as amylases, pro- 
teases, glucose oxidases, hemicellulases, and trans- 
glutaminases have been used recently as dough and 
bread improvers. 

Transglutaminase has been reported to increase 
gluten strength via formation of nondisulfide cova- 
lent cross-links between glutaminyl residues and F -  

amino groups of lysine residues. It has been shown 
that k u r  water absorption, dough stability, and elas- 
ticity as well as bread volume and crumb texture are 
positively infienced by transglutaminase addition 
(Tanaka et al. 1997, Gerrard et al. 1998). In frozen 
dough systems, bread and laminated dough, trans- 
glutaminase increased dough strength and improved 
final volume even with longer frozen storage times 
(Gerrard et al. 2000, Otani and Ng 2002). 

Oxidoreductases such as glucose oxidase, dehy- 
drogenases and hexose oxidase, which catalyze oxi- 
doreduction reactions, have attracted considerable 
interest in the recent literature as improvers for 
wheat k u r  doughs. They are thought to introduce 
protein cross-links (Vemulapalli et al. 1998, Miller 
and Hoseney 1999, Rosell et al. 2003, Gujral and 
Rosell 2004, Rasiah et al. 2005). Baking tests in 
frozen dough showed that the oxidative strength- 
ening of the gluten network created by oxidore- 
ductases increased the strength and stability of the 
dough and the volume of the baked product and 
improved crumb structure (Xu and Wagner 1987, 
Povlsen et al. 2002). 

As discussed before, water available for freezing 
forms ice crystals that injure yeast cells and could 
cause protein depolymerization and dough structure 
disruption (Mazur 1961, Berglund et al. 1991, 
Ribotta et al. 2001). The addition of hydrocolloids to 
frozen dough systems was suggested as a possible 
means of reducing the damage caused by ice forma- 
tion and crystal growth. General properties of hy- 
drocolloids include significant solubility in water, 
great capacity to absorb water and to increase vis- 
cosity, and in some cases, the ability to form gels. 
Some specific functions of hydrocolloids include 
improvement and stabilization of dough texture, 
inhibition of sugar and ice crystallization, stabiliza- 
tion of emulsions and foams, improvement of icings, 
and encapsulation of fivors. 

Much research was conducted in the author’s lab- 
oratory to test the effect of guar gum on frozen 

dough systems. Guar gum addition improved non- 
frozen dough consistency and had a positive effect 
on loaf volume and the rate of crumb firmness, but it 
could not counteract the negative effect of frozen 
storage on the dynamic rheological parameters and 
the microstructure of dough (Ribotta et al. 2004). 

An extensive study on the effect of hydrophilic 
gums on dough properties and bread characteristics 
was performed (Sharadanant and Khan 2003a,b). In 
this study, the tested gums improved dough and 
bread performance but did not completely counter- 
act the negative effects of frozen storage. Tested 
gums were carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) , arabic 
gum, K-carrageenan, and locust bean gum. Locust 
bean gum, arabic gum, and CMC improved dough 
characteristics by decreasing freezable water and 
proof time compared with the control. These results 
suggested an improvement in frozen dough systems 
as consequence of reduced ice crystal formation 
and/or growth. The study showed that locust bean 
gum, arabic gum, and CMC improve the characteris- 
tics of bread prepared from frozen dough. 
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INTRODUCTION 
For centuries, cake making changed very little. The 
16th century spice cake, the 18th century nun’s cake, 
and even the rich pound cake of the colonial days 
required long hours of labor. Old “receipts” read, 
“take a half a peck of fine wheat-kur . . . three 
pounds of refined sugar. . . dry them by the fire . . . 
take four pounds of butter, beat it with a cool hand, 
then beat thirty-five eggs,” and so on. Later recipes 
called for smaller amounts, but the method of mix- 
ing was essentially the same (Anon. 1998). 

There are a variety of cake products with a broad 
range of formulations. Ingredients such as k u r  have 
improved through processing; therefore, cakes con- 
tain higher levels of shortening, sugar, eggs, and 
milk. The modern cake is characterized by a sweet 
taste, short and tender texture, and pleasant fhvors 
and aromas (Pyler 1988a). 

The two basic categories of cakes-foam and 
shortened-are distinctly different in their prepara- 
tion and problems. The shortened-style cake (pound 
cake, yellow cake, chocolate cake, etc.) has a crumb 
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structure derived from a fat-liquid emulsion that is 
created during batter processing. Foam-style cakes 
(angel food, sponge, chiffon) depend on the foaming 
and aerating properties of eggs for their structure 
and volume. 

The quality of a cake is dependent on several fac- 
tors. The selection of ingredients and the knowledge 
of their function is the first step towards a quality 
product. However, there is much more to making an 
acceptable product. The cake recipe is a balanced 
formula, and measurements must be precise. The 
final step is adherence to optimal mixing and baking 
procedures. This chapter will deal with aspects of 
cake production as a function of ingredients, mixing 
methods, and baking requirements, focusing on their 
effect on cake quality. 

INGREDIENTS: FUNCTIONAL 
ROLE 
The ingredients in a cake formula are present in pro- 
portions designed to yield a good quality product. 
Each ingredient contributes to a particular aspect of 
cake quality: tenderness, structure, moisture, or fi- 
vor. Some ingredients will serve a dual purpose, as 
will be illustrated below. No matter what ingredient 
is selected for the cake, the quality of the finished 
product is the primary end. Any deviation from the 
proper ingredient, its amount, or the proper mixing 
method will affect the cake. 

SHORTENING AND FAT SUBSTITUTES 

Shortening 

Shortening is the primary tenderizing agent in cake. 
Shortening also imparts moistness. A layer cake made 
with oil as the shortening gives the impression of a 
moister crumb than a cake from the same formula 
made with an emulsified plastic shortening (Stauffer 
1998). Keeping quality and, depending upon the 
type of shortening, fivor round out the attributes. 
Pound cakes prepared with butter possess a fivor 
that cannot be equaled by those prepared with a 
plain shortening. 

Soybean oil and cottonseed oil are the principal 
raw materials for hydrogenated vegetable oil short- 
enings in the United States (Matz 1992a). Hydroge- 
nation is a process whereby hydrogen ions are added 
to the double bonds of the polyunsaturated fatty 

acids, and turning the fat saturated and solid. It has 
been established that hydrogenation causes trans 
fatty acids, and research has been undertaken to 
develop other methods for the fat manufacturer. One 
method suggested is interesterification, whereby the 
plastic fat is created by simply transferring a saturat- 
ed fatty acid onto the fatty glycerol to create the 
p’crystal arrangement of the fatty acids that is nec- 
essary for a plastic fat (Wainwright 1999). 

The hydrogenation process creates a plastic fat 
that is important to the creation of a cake batter that 
traps air bubbles and produces a fine-grained and a 
high volume cake. During mixing, fat and sugar are 
combined and mixed (creamed). During this step, 
the air is dispersed in the solid phase. In the pres- 
ence of an emulsifier, such as monoglyceride, these 
bubbles are divided into numerous small air cells by 
the action of the beater. The shortening must be not 
only solid, so that the bubbles do not escape, but 
also plastic, so that it can fold around each air pock- 
et (p’ crystal structure of fatty acids in the fat). 

The emulsifier incorporated into the fat is also im- 
portant in promoting air dispersion. Batter includes 
a liquid, and since fat is insoluble in a liquid the 
emulsifier helps to maintain a homogeneous mix- 
ture. An emulsified shortening containing monogly- 
ceride at 4.5% would be typical for cake shortening 
(Stauffer 1998). Other emulsifiers such as Polysor- 
bate 60, sorbitan monostearate, and plastic mono- 
and diglycerides give good results. 

When a one-stage process (all ingredients are 
added at once) is used in mixing, the air is entrapped 
in the water phase rather than in the shortening. To 
form the air-in-water foam an a-tending emulsifier 
in the shortening is required. The most common 
emulsifiers used at the 7-10% level in the plastic fat 
are propylene glycol monoesters (PGME) and acet- 
ylated monoglyceride [AcMG] (Stauffer 1998). 

Cakes made with oil as the shortening are more 
tender than those made with a plastic shortening. 
The cake gives an impression of moistness when eat- 
en, even after storage for a week or more (Stauffer 
1998). In commercial cake production, unfortu- 
nately, oil cakes are often too tender to withstand the 
necessary handling along the production line. How- 
ever, tenderness is highly desirable from the con- 
sumer’s standpoint, so packaged cake mixes for 
home use are usually made with oil for the shorten- 
ing. Again, a-emulsifiers are used to stabilize the 
foam created by proteins contributed by eggs and 
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flour. Propylene glycerol monostearate (PGMS) and 
stearic acid (80:20) help to form a strong film 
(Stauffer 1998). 

Cakes typically contain 1 5 2 5 %  fat on a batter 
weight basis. Therefore, high-ratio shortenings (con- 
taining mono- and diglycerides) are recommended. 
This type of shortening significantly enhances the 
structure of the cake batter, thus permitting the sugar- 
t o -ku r  ratio to be increased and, consequently, 
improving cake quality (Wainwright 1999). 

Fat Substitutes 

Interest in healthy eating has risen, and the search to 
lower calories in cake has been ongoing. The reduc- 
tion of fat in cake has been researched, but reducing 
the amount of fat reduces not only calories, but also 
cake quality. There have been various fat substitutes 
that have been investigated to meet the demand for a 
reduced-fat cake. These fat substitutes can be cate- 
gorized as protein-based, carbohydrate-based, or fat- 
based. 

A popular protein-based fat substitute developed 
is called Simplesse; it is tiny drops of an aqueous 
solution encapsulated in microscopic vesicles of egg 
white or milk protein. The material has a viscous, 
lubricating texture and appears to function very well 
in certain limited applications as an ingredient in no- 
fat ice cream. It would probably be of little or no use 
in a cookie dough or batter (Stauffer 1996). During 
heating, these proteins lose their spherical shape and 
thus their ability to act as a lubricant. 

Carbohydrate materials have been suggested as 
fat mimetics. Some that have been used are polydex- 
trose, maltodextrins, tapioca dextrins, potato starch, 
microcrystalline cellulose, and gums such as algi- 
nates, xanthan gum, carrageenan, and locust bean 
gum. Maltodextrin solution can be concentrated to 
mimic shortening. This maltodextrin solution can be 
used along with microcrystalline cellulose as a par- 
tial replacement for the fat in a shortened-style cake 
(Conforti and Archilla 2001). N-fite also has been 
developed; it is a blend of emulsifiers, modified food 
starches, and guar gum in a nonfat milk base. N-fite 
is used as a partial fat replacer in cakes, muffins, and 
cookies. It yields a layer cake, for example, with 
good volume, grain, and mouthfeel characteristics 
(Stauffer 1996). 

Fat-derived substitute (sometimes called engi- 
neered fats) include sucrose polyesters, polyglycerol 

esters, triglyceride esters of alpha-substitute car- 
boxylic acids, and alkyl glycoside polyesters. Prob- 
ably the most work has been done with sucrose 
esters. Olestra is the trade name for sucrose com- 
bined with six, seven, or eight long-chain fatty acids. 
This substance is claimed to be not absorbed in the 
human intestine, so it is devoid of calories when 
used as a component of the diet. Sucrose polyesters 
are differentiated from other fat substitutes by their 
reasonable stability at high temperatures. Other pos- 
sibilities have been listed by Nelson (1990). 

Another approach is to make triglycerides that 
have the functional properties of ordinary fats but 
are metabolized somewhat differently, giving a lower 
caloric yield per gram. Salatrim is a monostearin 
esterified with short-chain acids (acetic, propionic 
or butyric). Salatrim (which has several different 
forms, depending on the ratios of the short-chain 
fatty acids used to make it) has plastic properties 
roughly equivalent to those of all-purpose shorten- 
ing or a filler fat. It has been used to substitute for 
these fats in products (Stauffer 1996). 

Because the “ideal” fat substitute does not exist, a 
systems approach to reduced-fat or low-fat food for- 
mulations has been proposed. Simply put, a systems 
approach uses a combination of different ingredients 
that may or may not belong to any of the classes of 
fat replacers and requires a basic knowledge of in- 
gredient technology to formulate desired products. 
The system may contain emulsifiers, fat substitutes 
or mimetics, fibers, water control ingredients, and/or 
flavor and bulking agents. Water or moisture control 
poses one of the greatest challenges in formulating 
reduced-fat snack or baked goods. In these systems 
water is used to replace fat, to increase bulk, or for 
functionality (Akoh 2002). 

FLOUR 

Flour is the final product of milling a mixture of 
wheats, or single wheats, cleaned, conditioned, and 
mixed to form grist, which will yield kurs suitable 
for the various requirements of the baker. The quality 
of the ku r  is dependent on the quality of the wheat, 
the method of milling, the length of the extraction, 
and the level of chemical treatment (chlorination). 

Flour provides structure, texture, and fivor to 
baked products. Starch is one of the components in 
flour that strengthen the baked item through gel- 
atinization (changes that starch undergoes when 
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subjected to moist heat), and one of the factors that 
contribute to crumb. Crumb is partially created dur- 
ing baking and is dependent on the number and size 
of the air cells produced, the degree of starch gela- 
tinization, and the amount of protein coagulation 
(Jacobson 1997). 

When mixed with water, protein from the k u r  
forms an elastic network known as gluten. The two 
proteins are gliadin and glutenin. Glutenin is respon- 
sible for the elasticity of the dough while gliadin is 
responsible for dough extensibility. Therefore, glu- 
ten is both elastic and plastic. The ability of gluten 
to expand is due to the inner pressure of gases such 
as air, steam, or carbon dioxide combined with glu- 
tenin’s elasticity and gliadin’s fiidity (Sontag- 
Strohm et al. 1996). 

Milling or grinding is the process in which the 
grain kernel is first freed of its bran and germ and 
then has its endosperm ground into a fine powder 
known as kur. Any grain can be milled, but wheat 
flour dominates the market (Brown 2000a). Milling 
today consists of five basic steps: breaking, purify- 
ing, reducing, sifting, and classifying. In breaking, 
special machinery equipped with break rollers re- 
moves the bran and germ layers from the grain’s 
endosperm. Each succeeding pair of steel break 
rollers is set closer together to remove more of the 
bran and germ. The result is known as break kur. 
Break k u r  still has some of the bran attached to the 
endosperm layer. To further remove this, the ku r  is 
moved through containers where blowing air cur- 
rents remove any remaining bran. The endosperm, 
thus freed, or purified, from the whole grain and 
now free of bran, is known as middlings. At the re- 
ducing stage, 10-1 5 smooth-surfaced reduction 
rollers grind the middlings into kur. To prevent the 
starch granules from being damaged, the spaces be- 
tween the rollers are progressively reduced. 

The k u r  is then sifted in streams, and this sifting 
determines how the ku r  is classified. Flour streams 
range from fine or first break to coarse or clear, and 
the types of k u r  obtained range from patent k u r  to 
straight kur. Patent ku r  is divided into long, medi- 
um, or short patents depending on how much of the 
total endosperm was milled. Short patents come 
from the center of the endosperm, are high in starch, 
and are best for making pastry kur. Long patents 
contain more protein from outer areas of the endo- 
sperm and are preferred for the production of bread 
flour. Clear kur,  which is left over from patent 

flour, is further subdivided into fancy clear, first 
clear, and second clear. The coarser clear kurs are 
primarily used for all-purpose kur. The quality and 
grade of the final ku r  is determined by which 
streams were combined in its production. The pro- 
tein content varies according to the origin of the 
stream and the type of grain used (Petrofsky and 
Hoseney 1995). 

Wheats differ in their protein content. Soft wheats 
have the least protein and highest starch content, 
making them ideal for the tender, fine crumb cakes 
and pastries. Hard wheats, with their high protein 
content, are preferred for yeast bread (Hoseney and 
Rogers 1990). For cakes, the ku r  of choice is cake 
flour. It is pure white and has a very fine, silky soft 
texture. Its low protein content of 8% and small par- 
ticle size compared with all-purpose ku r  results in 
less gluten formation, which gives the cake a fine 
grain, a delicate structure, and a velvety texture. 
Cake ku r  is also treated with chlorine gas (this is 
not allowed in the United Kingdom), which lowers 
the pH from about 6.0 to 5.0, bleaches the plant pig- 
ments, and improves baking quality (Fustier and 
Gelinas 1998). Chlorination increases the water ab- 
sorbency of the starch and thus contributes to a 
firmer, smaller crumb and a stable product. This is 
especially important with the high amount of sugar 
in the cake formula; since sugar is a good competitor 
for water, chlorination aids the starch in this capac- 
ity (Conforti and Johnson 1992). 

All-purpose k u r  can be used to make cakes, but 
the cakes may have a slightly coarser texture and 
lower volume (Yamazaki and Donelson 1972). The 
protein content of the all-purpose k u r  averages 
about 11%, while bread kurs that need strong glu- 
ten development contain 12- 14% protein. Blending 
hard and soft wheat ku r s  yields k u r  that can be 
used for all purposes-breads, cakes, or pastry. De- 
spite what appears to be a uniform product, the actu- 
al protein content of all-purpose k u r  may differ 
from region to region and brand to brand. Regional 
differences have infienced manufacturers to place 
more protein in k u r  sold in the northern United 
States, where yeast breads are more popular, than 
in  k u r  sold in the South, where biscuits requiring 
a softer k u r  are more routinely consumed. All- 
purpose k u r  may or may not be bleached. 

Self-rising k u r  is usually all-purpose kur,  but 
cake k u r  could also be self-rising. The leavening 
agent and salt are added to the kur. The leavening 
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agent is a baking powder (baking soda combined 
with a salt, monocalcium phosphate). One cup of 
self-rising k u r  contains about 1% teaspoons baking 
powder and 1/2 teaspoon salt. 

SUGAR AND SUGAR ALTERNATIVES 

Sugar 

Aside from contributing sweetness, sugar also i n k -  
ences the volume, moistness, tenderness, color, ap- 
pearance, and calorie (kcal) content of baked prod- 
ucts. There are two principal sources of commercial 
sucrose-sugar cane and sugar beets. Cane must be 
brought to the mill and crushed as soon as possible 
to reduce exposure to microorganisms that would 
quickly begin to metabolize the sugar. To obtain 
sugar from sugar cane, 12- to 18-month-old cane is 
crushed between rolls. The mixture is heated to co- 
agulate proteins, including the hydrolyzing enzyme 
invertase. The mixture is filtered and concentrated 
under reduced pressure at a carefully controlled 
temperature to 50% solids. When crystals of about 
300 p m  diameter develop, they are removed by cen- 
trifugation and given a brief wash. The mother liq- 
uid is further concentrated to obtain another crop of 
crystals. Such concentration and crystallization is 
conducted until impurities build up to the point 
where the remaining sucrose will not crystallize. 
This raw sugar is brown and is shipped to refining 
mills for purification. There it is dissolved and 
mixed with lime and phosphate to further precipi- 
tate and kcculate impurities. The mixture is clari- 
fied and deodorized by centrifugation and by filtra- 
tion through diatomaceous earth and charcoal. Final 
crystallization under reduced pressure yields pure 
white table sugar (Whistler and Be Miller 1997b). 

The operation of making the crystals different 
sizes is done in the vacuum pan. If large crystals are 
wanted, then large and heavy charges of syrups are 
placed in the pans at long intervals so that the crys- 
tals can grow during boiling. On the other hand, if 
fine crystals are wanted the charges of the syrup are 
light and frequent. Thus, in the refining of sugar, 
three or four grades are obtained. The top grades are 
at least 99% pure sucrose. The second grades are 
slightly inferior. The third and fourth grades contain 
a few impurities, have generally a yellow or dark 
color, and are sent to the market as partially refined 
sugars, known as third or fourth pieces. After sugar 

is refined, it is impossible to tell whether it has been 
derived from sugar cane or sugar beets (Bennion and 
Bamford 1973a). 

Brown sugar is used often in cakes. Commercial 
brown sugar is made by simple crystallization from 
lime-treated but incompletely purified cane juice or, 
more often, by treating white sugar crystals with 
molasses to give them a brown coating of the desired 
thickness. Grades range from light yellow to dark 
brown. They are high in ash and moisture and are 
slightly sticky, resulting in their being called “soft 
sugar” in the industry. Beet sugar molasses is not 
suitable for brown sugar production (Whistler and 
Be Miller 1997b). 

Sugar serves multifunctional roles in cake mak- 
ing. One important function is that it increases the 
volume of cakes by the incorporation of air into 
the fat during creaming. During baking sugar raises 
the temperature at which gelatinization and coagula- 
tion occur, which gives the gluten more time to 
stretch, thereby further increasing the volume of the 
baked product and contributing to a finer, more even 
texture (Bean and Yamazaki 1978). The hydroscopic 
or water-retaining nature of the sugar increases the 
moistness of the baked cakes. This is very evident 
when brown sugar is used in the formula. Brown 
sugar can be used in some low-fat products because 
of its hydroscopic nature, which can increase the 
moistness in the cake. Sugar competes with starch 
for the available water necessary for the hydration of 
proteins and starch and eventually gluten develop- 
ment. Finally, sugar helps to brown the crust through 
caramelization and Maillard browning. Carameliza- 
tion is a process in which sucrose alone is involved 
in a series of chemical reactions brought on by 
the baking temperatures (Camire et al. 1990). Mail- 
lard browning involves two components, proteins 
and carbohydrates. Flour, containing both proteins 
and carbohydrates, and sugar, also a carbohydrate, 
contribute to a chemical reaction that produces a 
brown crust (Whistler and Be Miller 1997a). 

Sugar Alternatives 

Alternatives to sugar are available and sometimes 
serve as substitutes for sugar in baked products. 
There are two types: nutritive sweeteners and non- 
nutritive sweeteners. Other than sucrose, nutritive 
sweeteners include fructose, glucose (dextrose), 
syrups (corn syrups, high fructose corn syrups 
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[HFCS], maple syrup), honey, molasses, sugar alco- 
hols (D-glucitol, mannitol, hydrogenated syrups), 
maltodextrins, neosugar, and aspartame. Aspartame, 
a dipeptide ester is characterized as a nutritive 
sweetener by the U.S. Food and Drug Admin- 
istration (FDA) because, on an equal weight basis, it 
has approximately the same caloric content as a car- 
bohydrate. However, since about 200 g of sucrose 
can be replaced by 1 g of aspartame because of the 
greater sweetness potency of aspartame, it effective- 
ly functions as a nonnutritive sweetener. 

Choice of a suitable polyol for use in bakery prod- 
ucts to achieve a finished sweet product has been 
studied. Sorbitol, mannitol, maltitol, and hydro- 
genated hydrolysates are most commonly used, 
singly or in various combinations (Ikawa 1998, 
Desbonnets 1998, Lin et al. 2003). 

Only four alternative sweeteners are currently ap- 
proved by the FDA for use in the United States: sac- 
charin, aspartame, acesulfame-K, and sucralose. 
Two relatively new sweeteners are alitame, which is 
pending FDA approval as of this writing, and neo- 
tame, which has recently been approved. In addi- 
tion, cyclamates, which had been approved but were 
later banned in the United States as a potential car- 
cinogen, are trying for a comeback. 

One drawback of alternative sweeteners is that 
they do not provide the important functional charac- 
ter of sugar: bulking, binding, texturing, and fer- 
menting. However, certain compounds can be added 
to foods to compensate for bulking. These com- 
pounds include cellulose, maltodextrin (also for its 
binding property), the sugar alcohols, and polydex- 
trose. Polydextrose provides a texture similar to 
sugar, but the amount required may have an adverse 
effect on texture in high-ratio cakes (cakes with a 
higher amount of sugar and liquid to kur) (Pateras 
and Rosenthal 1992). 

LEAVENING AGENTS 

The verb leaven means to “lighten,” to “rise,” such 
that, during baking the product rises in volume and 
is not heavy but light in texture. Therefore, volume 
and texture are formed in the cake. 

Leavening agents are characterized as air, steam, 
and CO, (carbon dioxide). Carbon dioxide is derived 
from either a biological source or chemical source. 
Yeast would be considered a biological source and is 
used in breadmaking. Since this discussion is not 

considering yeast products, the contribution of yeast 
will not be considered here. Chemical sources of 
CO, in a cake batter are baking powder and baking 
soda. These ingredients are essential for a risen 
product and will be described below. 

The initial leavening agent incorporated into the 
cake batter is air. Simple manipulation of the ingre- 
dients and batter incorporates air. Air is incorporated 
by the simple action of sifting together the k u r  and 
other dry ingredients (salt, baking powder, and/or 
baking soda). In many angel food cake recipes, the 
sifting of ku r  and sugar at least four times is rec- 
ommended to ensure proper air incorporation. An- 
other method that incorporates air is “creaming” of 
fat and sugar. The fat (plastic fat) helps in the incor- 
poration and trapping of air and in distribution of air 
cells into small units in the batter. During heating, 
the air is released and the product rises. Beating egg 
whites, especially important for foam-style cakes, is 
another example of incorporating air into the batter. 
Egg whites warmed to room temperature are able to 
hold onto the air that is beaten into them. Whole 
eggs are beaten into a foam for some cakes (genoise, 
for example). Usually the eggs are warmed over a 
water bath and beaten at the same time in order to 
trap air during beating. Whether it is a whole egg or 
egg white, the foam must be baked immediately 
because if it stands for any length of time air is lost 
and so is the volume of the cake. Careful folding 
of the ingredients is a manipulation technique that 
must be meticulously observed. Overmanipulation 
of the foam causes loss of air and a heavy, low vol- 
ume cake. 

The liquid in the recipe forms steam. Whether the 
liquid is water or milk, when it is heated steam is pro- 
duced and the cake rises. Liquid has other functions 
in the recipe (see the next section). Egg whites are 
made up of water (-88%). A foam-style cake, par- 
ticularly angel food cake, relies on the steam pro- 
duced by the egg whites. Therefore, a true foam-style 
cake is leavened predominately by air and steam. 

Chemical leavening involves baking powder and 
baking soda (sodium bicarbonate). When either of 
these compounds comes in contact with a liquid and 
heat, a chemical reaction occurs that produces CO, 
and the product rises. When raised to the proper 
height, the product texture is porous, and a light but 
not heavy product is produced. 

Baking soda (sodium bicarbonate) chemically 
yields CO, when it reacts with an acid in the recipe. 
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Examples of an acid would be buttermilk, sour milk, 
cocoa, yogurt, sour cream, applesauce, honey, 
brown sugar (contains organic acids), or fruit juice. 
Up to 1/4 teaspoon baking soda per cup of k u r  is 
recommended. The acid reacts with the baking soda 
and the following reaction results: 

(1) 

(2) 

NaHC0, + HX + NaX + HzC03 

HzC03 + HzO + COZ? 

The acid (HX) reacts with the sodium bicarbonate 
(NaHCO,) in the presence of water and heat, and 
an intermediary product is formed: carbonic acid 
(HzC03). Carbonic acid then yields water and car- 
bon dioxide, and the product rises. 

If sodium bicarbonate is used without any acid 
then the following reaction will occur: 

2NaHC0, + NaZCO3 + 2Hz0 + COz 

Carbon dioxide is still formed, and the cake will 
still rise, but sodium carbonate (NazC03) is formed. 
Depending on the amount of baking soda that was 
used initially, the sodium carbonate formed will 
affect the fivor and color of the product. Usually a 
soapy fivor and a yellow color will be the outcome. 

When baking powder is used, it is not necessary to 
use an acid because the acid is already built into the 
mixture. The inert filler in baking powder absorbs 
any excess moisture in the air, which would other- 
wise cake the powder and/or reduce its potency. 

The two types of baking powder are fast or single- 
acting powder, and slow or double-acting baking 
powder. A kur  mixture made with fadsingle- 
acting baking powder should be handled quickly 
and efficiently and placed in the oven as soon as pos- 
sible, because it starts to produce carbon dioxide as 
soon as water is added. Any delay allows the carbon 
dioxide to escape and decreases the ability of the 
mixture to rise. Approximately 1% to 2 teaspoons of 
single acting baking powder are required for every 
cup of kur. 

Many commercial bakers use double-acting baking 
powder (sodium aluminum sulfate [SAS] -phosphate 
powder), which reacts twice: first in the mixing bowl 
and then in the oven (heating). Approximately 1 to 
1% teaspoons baking powder are required for every 
cup of kur. 

The reactions that follow illustrate how double- 
acting baking powder will react: 

Step 1 

8NaHC0, + 3CaH4(P04)2 + 4NazHP04 + Ca3(P04)2 + 8Hz0 + 8C02 
baking monocalcium disodium tricalcium water carbon 
soda phosphate phosphate phosphate dioxide 

The initial reaction occurs at room temperature 
when the baking powder is moistened, due to the 
presence of phosphate (PO4), usually monocalcium 
phosphate [CaH4(P04)]. A light, bubbly, viscous 
batter is produced. The acid is converted into a vari- 
ety of phosphate salts, some of which may react with 

each other. The rate of release of carbon dioxide for 
this initial reaction is very fast (60% within the first 2 
minutes of mixing) (Freeland-Graves and Peckham 
1995). If there is a delay when the cake is to be 
baked, it is best to cover the batter with plastic wrap 
and refrigerate it. This will slow the above reaction. 

Step 2 

2NaSO4.AlZ(SO4), + 6Hz0 + NazS04 + 2Al(OH), + HzS04 (a) 
heat sodium aluminum 

sulfate hydroxide 

6NaHC0, + 3HzS04 + 3NazS04 + 6Hz0 + 6C02 (b) 

The second reaction, which occurs when the bat- that has not been neutralized by the monocalcium 
ter is heated, has two stages. The first stage (a) oc- phosphate [CaH4(P04)2]. Carbon dioxide is pro- 
curs when sodium aluminum sulfate [NaS04 . duced in this reaction and the cake rises. The usual 
AlZ(SOJ31 is solubilized in hot water and produces amount of double-acting baking powder used is 1% 
sulfuric acid (HzSO4). In the second reaction (b) the teaspoons (8 mL) to 1 cup (240 ml) ku r  (Freeland- 
sulfuric acid reacts with the baking soda (NaHCO,) Graves and Peckham 1995). 
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LIQUID 

Whether the liquid in the recipe is water, milk, or 
buttermilk, it performs several functions in the 
recipe. Liquid hydrates the starch in the k u r  and 
when heated causes gelatinization of starch. Liquid 
dissolves the ingredients, especially sugar, during 
mixing and baking of the cake batter. It is also es- 
sential for the release of carbon dioxide from either 
baking powder or baking soda. Liquid also produces 
steam and therefore, along with carbon dioxide, aids 
in leavening. Usually milk is a popular liquid for 
use in cake batter. In addition to contributing water, 
milk adds fivor and nutrients (complete protein, B- 
vitamins, and calcium) and contains certain com- 
pounds that help produce a velvety texture, a creamy 
white crumb, and a browner crust. The lactose in the 
milk participates in the Maillard reaction (see Sugar 
section, above), resulting in a brown crust. 

EGGS 

The function of eggs when used in a cake batter may 
be defined as the following (Bennion and Bamford 
1973b): (1) moistening, due to the large amount of 
moisture (water) present; (2) aerating, due to the 
ability to form a foam when whisked, which entan- 
gles large quantities of air; (3) enriching, due to the 
presence in the yolk of a fairly high proportion of 
fat; (4) emulsifying, due to the presence of lecithin 
in the yolk; and (5) structural, due to the presence of 
the proteins in both the yolk and the white that coag- 
ulate upon heating. In addition, eggs increase the 
food value of the product and impart a better color 
and appearance to the finished product. 

Egg Whites 

The egg white, or albumen, consists chiegi of a 
complex mixture of proteins, such as albumin, glob- 
ulins, and others, and about 0.5% of mineral salts. 
This liquid portion is enclosed in firm fibrous mate- 
rial, which forms membranous cells throughout the 
mass. The firmer or more jellylike the whites are, the 
fresher they are. Aging or staling of the white causes 
a breakdown in the protein, causing a watery white. 
When egg whites are whisked, they give rise to an 
assemblage of small air cells. This is because the 
membranous matter provides a structure on which 
the protein solution can form thin cells in which air 

is entrapped. Traces of egg yolk, oily substances, or 
flour will break the filmy cells as fast as they are 
formed when whites are whisked. The stability of 
the egg white foam is largely infienced by the pH 
of the whites. The lower the pH, the more stable the 
foam. Weak and watery whites are deficient in mem- 
branous matter and are difficult to whisk up. 

Sugar is added to the egg white foam to form a 
meringue. The addition of sugar stabilizes the foam. 
When beating egg whites, the whites go through 
four stages: foamy, soft peak, stiff peak, and dry. At 
the dry stage, the egg whites become dry and brittle, 
and at the same time, the cells become over- 
stretched. When this occurs it is difficult to fold in 
the ingredients, and the cake will not rise. Usually 
the cells are overstretched and will collapse. Some 
cakes, such as angel food, call for the addition of 
sugar to the egg white foam. When sugar is added a 
meringue is formed (this is known as the meringue 
method). Cream of tartar is added to the egg whites 
during the foamy stage when the whites are being 
whisked. Cream of tartar is an acid, and lowers the 
pH of the whites, thus stabilizing the whites. Sugar 
is added during the soft peak stage (peaks fall over 
when beaters are removed). Sugar is added gradual- 
ly and then beating continues until the peaks are stiff 
and shiny. Sugar stabilizes the meringue, and there 
is no danger of overbeating the whites. 

Egg Yolks 

The yolk of an egg is more valuable as a food than 
the white in that it contains minerals and vitamins. 
Yolks cannot be beaten as stiff as whites, owing to 
the presence of so much fatty matter. They can, how- 
ever, be whisked to quite a reasonable sponge, as is 
done when using the separated sponge method pop- 
ular with sponge cakes (see Mixing Methods for 
Foam-Style Cakes: Sponge Cake, below). 

SUMMARY 

Ingredients play an important role in creating an 
acceptable product. Whether alone or together, each 
ingredient contributes an important quality to the 
finished cake. Flour, liquid, sugar, leavening agent, 
eggs, and fat are present in a proportion that when 
properly mixed produce a quality product. 

The main attributes of a cake are structure, tex- 
ture, moistness, color (brown crust), high volume and 
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a sweetjavor: Flour is one of the main ingredients 
that contribute structure and texture to the cake. An- 
other major ingredient, sugar, contributes sweetness, 
but at the same time affects volume, adds moistness, 
and improves color. Fat is another ingredient that 
tenderizes, increases volume through the cream- 
ing process with sugar, and contributes fivor and 
structure. Eggs contribute structure, color, and aid 
in leavening (volume). Chemical leavening agents 
(baking powder and/or baking soda) increase vol- 
ume and contribute to crumb and texture. Finally, 
liquid hydrates the kur,  gelatinizes the starch for 
structure, serves as a solvent for the dry ingredients, 
and contributes to leavening (steam and COz). The 
majority of the ingredients share similar quality 
characteristics. That is why it is important to under- 
stand their function and use in the cake batter. The 
next section will examine various mixing techniques 
for forming a batter. 

MIXING METHODS 
OVERVIEW 

Accurate measuring of the ingredients will help to 
guarantee a quality product. In the home, the use 
of accurate measuring utensils and techniques will 
ensure an acceptable product. On a larger scale, 
weighing of the ingredients is a more accurate way 
to prevent any mishaps in the cake formula. 

There are two types of cakes: shortened cakes and 
foam-style cakes. Shortened-style cakes are the most 
commonly prepared cakes, especially for birthday 
and wedding celebrations. They are made tradition- 
ally by the conventional (creaming) method or the 
one-bowl method. Other methods can be used, and 
will be discussed below. Unshortened-style (or foam- 
style) cakes rely on foam formation for their struc- 
ture and leavening, making their preparation a chal- 
lenge to the baker. The preparation of angel food, 
sponge, genoise, and chiffon cakes will be discussed 
below. 

The presence and dispersion of the air bubbles is 
essential and can be regarded as the nucleus for the 
expansion of the cake. The complete dispersion of 
the ingredients is also a fundamental requirement 
for a good cake. Therefore, the purpose of batter 
mixing is (1) to disperse all the ingredients as effi- 
ciently as possible, and (2) to incorporate air into the 
mix. The incorporation of air takes place during (1) 

a period of rapid incorporation in the form of large 
bubbles, and (2) a stabilizing period when the bub- 
bles are reduced in size (Bennion and Bamford 
1973b). 

There are a variety of methods used in cake mak- 
ing. The common requirement for all these methods 
is the dispersion of ingredients and the incorporation 
and retention of air. 

MIXING METHODS FOR SHORTENING-STYLE 
CAKES 

Creaming Method (“Sugar Batter” Method) 

The creaming method initially combines the short- 
ening with the granulated sugar at slow to medium 
mixing speed until the components are thoroughly 
blended and the mixture has become aerated. This 
stage is followed by the incorporation of the eggs, 
while the creaming action is continued. Mixing is 
completed with the addition of milk and ku r  in 
alternate small portions (Pyler 1988b). 

Among the major advantages of the creaming 
method are the incorporation of large volumes of air 
in the form of minuscule cells in the fat phase of the 
batter; the coating by the fat of the ku r  and sugar, 
which delays their respective hydration and solubi- 
lization; and the near absence of ku r  gluten devel- 
opment. In the case of the modern kurs with their 
bleaching and low protein content, the last benefit 
no longer has its former significance. 

Mixing time is important. Overmixing will cause 
a loss of air and a heavy cake. Total mixing time for 
the creaming method will range from 15 to 20 min- 
utes: the initial creaming stage takes 8-10 minutes; 
the second stage with the incorporation of the egg, 
5-6 minutes; and the final stage of milk and fbur ad- 
dition, 5-6 minutes. If the milk is added too quickly 
it will cause curdling of the batter and inversion of 
the emulsion to a water-in-oil emulsion. 

Flour Batter Method 

In the k u r  batter method, the shortening and k u r  
are creamed to a fiffy mass in one bowl while the 
eggs and sugar are simultaneously whipped at medi- 
um speed to a semifirm foam in a second bowl. The 
sugar-egg foam is then combined with the kur- 
shortening mixture, after which the milk is added 
gradually in small amounts. 
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This method achieves a thorough dispersion of 
the shortening throughout the batter and produces an 
extremely fine grain and uniform texture. Higher 
levels of sugar and liquid are possible than with the 
creaming method. However, less air is incorporated, 
resulting in lower cake volume and pronounced de- 
velopment of gluten. In addition, two mixing bowls 
are required. 

Single-Stage Method 

In the single-stage method, all the major ingredients 
are introduced into the mixing bowl at one time and 
incorporated into a homogenous mass. Using a fit 
beater, the ingredients are blended together into a 
homogenous mixture at low speed for 1-3 minutes, 
followed by mixing at medium speed for 3-5 min- 
utes, and finally again at low speed for 2 minutes, 
for a total mixing time of 8-10 minutes. 

Emulsion Method 

This method is especially suited for large volume 
cake mixers. The sugar and shortening are creamed 
together for 2-3 minutes into a smooth mass. The 
milk is then added in several portions, with beating 
continued at medium speed for about 5 minutes until 
a light and fiffy mass is obtained that resembles a 
butter cream. This is followed by the addition of 
flour over 2 minutes, the subsequent addition of the 
eggs, and mixing for an additional 4-5 minutes. The 
total mixing period of this method thus extends over 
12-15 minutes. 

Continuous Batter Mixing 

See Industrial Preparation and Baking of Cakes: 
Mixing and Delivery of Batters, below. 

MIXING METHODS FOR FOAM-STYLE CAKES 

Foam-style cakes depend on eggs for their structure 
and volume. This is dependent on the egg’s ability to 
occlude air and to form stable foams. Typically, as 
the egg white is beaten or whipped, air is incorporat- 
ed, and the air cells become increasingly smaller as 
beating is continued. In addition, as beating contin- 
ues the foam loses its sheen and reaches its maxi- 
mum volume and stiffness. 

Angel food cakes, which will be discussed in the 
next section, deal solely with egg whites; while oth- 
er foam cakes (sponge, chiffon, genoise) utilize the 
whole egg, egg yolk and egg white separately. The 
yolk contains a high level of lipids that are present in 
an emulsified state. The additional presence of pro- 
tein and lecithin endows the yolk with unusual ex- 
tensibility that is conducive to foam formation. When 
whole eggs are beaten, air is occluded in the form of 
minute cells that are surrounded by films of yolk 
substance. The size of the bowl used for beating the 
whole egg is dependent on the amount of eggs. The 
bowl should not be too wide to allow the egg to be 
spread out too much. If this occurs incorporation of 
air will not be efficient. Also, as in the case of egg 
white, the rate of foam formation and foam stability 
are affected by the temperature of the eggs, which 
should be in the range of 7585°F  (24-27°C); the 
time and level of sugar addition, with the sugar addi- 
tion to egg ratio not exceeding 1.25:l; the yolk 
solids concentration; and the inherent quality of the 
eggs (Pyler 1988b). 

Angel Food Cake 

Angel food cake is a “true” foam-style cake. This 
means that the cake is leavened only by air and 
steam, with no chemical leavening. The air and steam 
are primarily derived from the egg whites, which 
with sugar constitute the main ingredients of the 
cake. Sugar is the tenderizing agent for the cake since 
the cake does not contain shortening. The major pro- 
portion of egg whites to sugar is 42:42, while flour is 
15%. Cake flour plays a secondary role. 

Care of the egg whites is important for a success- 
ful cake. The eggs should be separated when cold 
and allowed to warm to room temperature. There 
should be no trace of egg yolk (fat) in the white 
since the presence of fat will hinder the whites from 
beating. In addition, the bowl, beaters, and tube pan 
must be also grease free. 

In commercial practice, the general procedure in 
preparing angel food cake is to first whip the egg 
whites, to which salt and cream of tartar have been 
added. Cream of tartar is considered an acid and a 
whipping aid for the egg white foam. In addition, 
cream of tartar helps to improve the color of the 
cake, produces a fine-grained cake, stabilizes the 
foam sufficiently so it will not collapse in the oven 
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before the temperature of coagulation is reached, 
and prevents the drastic shrinkage of the foam dur- 
ing the last stage of baking and during subsequent 
cooling (Bennion and Scheule 2004). 

Once the egg white foam starts to form soft peaks, 
50-60% of the sugar (of fine crystallinity to promote 
rapid solution) is added in a slow stream while 
whipping is continued, until the meringue retains a 
stiff peak. The fivor materials are then added, fol- 
lowed by the remainder of the sugar and the cake 
flour that have been sifted together. Careful addition 
of the k u r h g a r  mixture is imperative. The lowest 
speed on the mixer is used, or the mixture is “folded 
in” by hand. In the process of “folding in,” a rubber 
spatula is used to cut down vertically through the 
two mixtures, across the bottom of the bowl and up 
the nearest side. The bowl is rotated a quarter turn 
with each series of strokes. The down-across-up-and 
-over-motion gently turns the mixtures over on top 
of each other, combining them in the process. 

The browning of the crust is not as dark as with 
other cakes. The Maillard browning reaction is not 
as intense due to the acidic pH of the batter caused 
by the cream of tartar. The color of the crust is char- 
acterized as “macaroon” in color. 

Angel food cakes are usually baked at a high tem- 
perature (375400°F [191-204”C]). Also, the ma- 
jority of angel food cakes are baked in tube-style 
cake pans that provide a more efficient heat distribu- 
tion within the batter, as well as an additional inter- 
nal temperature that promotes cake volume expan- 
sion. 

Sponge Cake 

The making of sponge cake batters may be carried 
out in a variety of ways. In some instances, bakers 
prefer to separate the whites and yolks of the eggs 
and beat them separately with the portion of the sug- 
ar to the desired specific gravity before recombining 
them; the aim of this approach is to attain the maxi- 
mum batter volume. Another procedure, however, is 
to beat the whole eggs, which have been tempered to 
a temperature of about 80°F (27°C) with a wire 
whip or blade beater at medium speed (NOTE: The 
size of the bowl is important. Example: if three 
whole eggs are used, then use a 1-quart bowl for 
beating so that the eggs are confined to a smaller 
area and will incorporate more air). Sugar is added 

at the onset of mixing or in a slow stream during 
beating. After the egg foam has achieved the proper 
volume, ku r  and liquid are folded in as lightly as 
possible to avoid breakdown of the foam. If shorten- 
ing or butter is to be added, it is first melted and then 
folded in at the end to minimize the loss of volume. 
This procedure is desirable when preparing a small 
recipe. 

In the egg-separated method, the egg yolks are 
beaten. The sugar, salt, fivoring, and water are 
added, and the whole mass is beaten until very stiff. 
The k u r  is folded lightly into the mixture, after 
which the stiffly beaten egg whites (stiff, but shiny 
and not dry looking) are folded in (Briant and 
Williams 1956). 

Chiffon Cake 

Chiffon cake is a cross between a foam-style cake 
and a shortened cake. It has beaten egg whites to 
help with the leavening along with chemical leaven- 
ing. It also contains liquid oil in the formula. 

The egg whites are beaten in a separate bowl until 
stiff but not dry. In another bowl the cake kur,  salt, 
baking powder, and sugar are sifted together; the 
water, oil, egg yolks, and fivoring are added; and all 
the ingredients are beaten together. This mixture is 
folded into the egg white foam. 

Chiffon cakes are baked in an ungreased tube pan 
and are tested done when the cake springs back 
when touched with a finger. These cakes are cooled 
upside down just like angel food and sponge cake. 

Genoise Cake 

This rich, light cake is made with cake kur,  sugar, 
eggs, butter, and fivoring. It is similar in texture to a 
moist sponge cake. Since the genoise cake contains 
clarified butter, it can be considered a relative to the 
chiffon cake. Clarified butter is known as drawn 
butter. This butter has been slowly melted, thereby 
evaporating most of the water and separating most 
of the milk solids (which sink to the bottom of the 
pan) from the golden liquid on the surface. After any 
foam is skimmed off the top, the clear (clarified) 
butter is poured or skimmed off the milky residue 
and used in cooking. 

Preparation of the genoise batter is similar to the 
whole egg sponge method. Traditionally, the eggs 
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are placed in a bowl and tempered over simmering 
water until a temperature of 80°F (27°C) is reached. 
Then the eggs are whisked or beaten with a mixer 
until light and fiffy (triples in size). Sugar is beaten 
in gradually along with the fivoring. Cake ku r  is 
sifted prior to addition to the batter and then folded 
gradually into the mixture. Approximately, 1/2 cup of 
the batter is added to the clarified butter and mixed 
lightly but thoroughly, and then this mixture is fold- 
ed into the batter. In an alternate method, the clari- 
fied butter alone is folded into the batter. Either way, 
this step must be done swiftly but gently, because 
the fat could defite the batter and air would be lost, 
resulting in a heavy product. The genoise is an 
extremely versatile cake that is used for many ele- 
gant desserts: petite fours, cake rolls, baked Alaska. 

BAKING 
CAKE PANS 

Cake pans are available in a variety of shapes and 
forms, ranging from flat sheet pans to cupcake molds 
to form pans of various configurations. Pans for 
larger product sizes are generally fabricated as indi- 
vidual units, whereas pans for snack cake items are 
normally strapped into sets or consist of frames con- 
taining rows of individual cups or molds. 

The weight, or gauge, of the pan’s metal also af- 
fects quality: the heavier the pan the better. Crumb 
formation is partially dependent on the degree of 
heating that occurs when the cake batter is first 
placed in the oven, and rapid heat absorption plays a 
role in this. On the other hand, shiny surfaces r e k t  
heat, which causes the cake to take longer to bake 
and results in a coarser grain and lower volume 
(Brown 2000b). 

The pans are prepared prior to mixing the batter. 
For a shortened-style cake, the bottom is greased, 
but the sides generally are not. The ungreased sides 
provide traction, allowing the rising mixture to 
reach full volume. When greasing the bottom of the 
pan, waxed or parchment paper may also be placed 
in the bottom before greasing to allow for easier 
cake removal. 

For angel food cake and sponge cake baked in a 
tube pan, the pan is left ungreased to allow the cake 
to rise. If the pan is greased the batter will not be 
able to grip the sides of the pan; the batter will 

“slip,” the cake will not rise at all, and the final prod- 
uct will collapse and be heavy. 

TESTING FOR DONENESS 

Once a shortened cake is done baking, it should be 
removed from the oven, or it will dry out. There are 
many methods to determine if the cake is done. 
When cakes are nearing doneness, they start to 
“wrinkle” at the pan edges. They should be removed 
before a gap is formed between the pan and the cake. 
Also, when testing for doneness in the shortened- 
style cake, a tester inserted into the cake comes out 
clean. Another method or testing for doneness is to 
press the top of the cake lightly with the finger. If it 
springs back, it is done. This method is also used for 
foam-style cakes. 

Once the shortened-style cake is baked, it is re- 
moved from the oven and allowed to cool in the pan 
for 10 minutes. The cake is very fragile at this time, 
and due to the steam produced solidification is nec- 
essary. Allow 10 minutes for the cake to cool and 
then remove it from the pan and place it on a cooling 
rack. The rack allows even air circulation and pre- 
vents condensation and sogginess. 

When the foam-style cake has completed baking, 
it is removed from the oven and cooled upside 
down. This “free standing” prevents the cake from 
collapsing on itself, and as it cools, the structure 
becomes firmer. 

HIGH ALTITUDE ADJUSTMENTS 

Cake ingredients must be modified at altitudes high- 
er than 3000 feet. The lower atmospheric pressure 
at higher elevations reduces the need for baking 
powder or baking soda. Also, at higher altitudes, 
water evaporates more quickly, and the concentra- 
tion of sugar increases. Structural strength can be 
improved by: 

Adding 1 to 2 tablespoons of cake kur,  
Increasing the amount of liquid, or 
Reducing baking powder and/or baking soda and 
sugar quantities. 

Increasing the baking temperature 10-15°F (6- 
8°C) increases the rate at which the cake sets by 
speeding the coagulation of the protein and the gela- 
tinization of the starch. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING PROBLEMS 
FOR PROPER EVALUATION OF 
THE FINISHED BAKED PRODUCT 
A well-prepared butter cake is moist and fine 
grained, with an even crumb, a tender texture, opti- 
mum volume, and a lightly browned delicate crust 
(Purdy 1989). The same holds true for the foam- 
style cake. 

The basic rules for any type of cake are to follow 
the method as outlined in the procedure. There 
should be careful preparation of all ingredients prior 
to mixing, especially with regard to temperature and 
to fruit, if being used. Prepare the cake pan if neces- 
sary, depending on the cake type. Careful handling 
of the batter during scaling and depositing should be 
observed. Scrapings from the bowl should, if possi- 
ble, be kept for the next batter, but if it is necessary 
to use them, they must be mixed into the batter. 
Otherwise, if placed on top they show up in the 
crumb of the cake as dark streaks. Bake cakes in 
the preheated oven as soon as the batter is placed 
in the pan. If the batter is allowed to stand a long 
time prior to baking, air will be lost from the batter. 
This is especially important for the foam-style cake, 
in which air and steam are the principal leavening 
agents. The shortened-style cake contains a chemi- 
cal leavening agent, and if there should be a delay 
prior to baking, cover the batter and refrigerate. This 
will slow down the reaction and decrease loss of 
CO,, which is needed for volume. 

INDUSTRIAL PREPARATION 
AND BAKING OF CAKES 
The general rule is that the cake should be baked in 
as hot an oven as possible consistent with the nature 
of the ingredients and the size and shape of the prod- 
uct. A lean mix containing few enriching agents 
should be baked at a much higher temperature than a 
mix very rich in fats, sugars, fruits, and syrups. A 
batter mix of the genoise type spread on a baking 
sheet will bake much quicker than the same mix in a 
cake frame (pan) that is probably three times as 
thick, and therefore, the baking temperature should 
be higher. 

As the temperature rises during baking the batter 
thins, and some coalescence of the bubbles, with 
some loss of gas, occurs. The rate of coalescence 

depends on the bubble size and, more important, the 
variation in bubble size. Fine bubbles of even size 
impart stability to the mix and produce a fine- 
textured cake. Variations in bubble size and the pres- 
ence of large bubbles results in an unstable mix, pro- 
ducing cakes of coarse and uneven texture. The 
process of coalescence is finally arrested by a thick- 
ening of the batter due to the swelling of the starch 
and the coagulation of the egg and %bur proteins. 

Too hot an oven will cause high crust color, small 
volume, peaked tops, close or irregular crumb, and 
probably all the faults due to underbaking. Too cold 
an oven will cause poor crust color, large volume, 
and often, weak crumb that will be very dry when 
eaten. Good moist eating cake is produced when the 
temperature and time of baking are correct. All this 
may seem obvious, but apart from important eco- 
nomic factors such as excessive moisture loss and 
higher baking costs, cakes and pastries are often 
spoiled by being baked at too low a temperature for 
too long a time. 

HEAT TRANSFER IN THE OVEN 

Whether a gas or electric oven is used in baking a 
cake, heat is produced. This heat energy is trans- 
ferred to the food through conduction, convection, 
or radiation. Except for some special circumstances, 
all of the transfers methods listed above are em- 
ployed when using a conventional oven. 

The conventional oven relies on hot air for heat- 
ing food, primarily by convection, but conduction 
and radiation can occur. Baked goods rely on freely 
moving currents for the transfer of heat, so it is 
important to ensure that baking pans are placed on 
racks in such a way to allow for the efficient %w of 
air currents. The position of the rack in the conven- 
tional oven is important for promoting an even 
cooking and browning of the cake. For layer cake 
pans the rack should be in the middle or the lower 
third of the oven, while for a tube pan the rack 
should be in the lowest position so that the top of the 
pan is centered in the middle of the oven for even 
browning. 

In the convection oven, a fan circulates hot air. 
Therefore, baking is accomplished more quickly. 
Usually, the position of the rack is not an issue since 
there is an even distribution of the heat during bak- 
ing and no hot or cold spot should exist, depending 
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on the quality and make of the oven. Since the con- 
vection oven is a more efficient way to cook food, 
the temperature is lowered by 25°F (-4°C) from 
what the recipe suggests. Also, cooking time is less 
(as much as 25% less) than it would be in the con- 
ventional oven, even with the 25°F reduction (Mid- 
dleton 2000). 

MIXING AND DELIVERY OF BATTER 

Less energy is needed in the efficient mixing of 
cake batters. The type of mixer used must enfold air 
in the batter and subdivide the air into small 
bubbles. 

Generally, the same type of mixer can be used for 
both the shortened and foam-style cakes. The only 
factor that would be different would be the agitation 
that would be needed for the incorporation of the 
ingredients, and this is accomplished by using spe- 
cialized agitators and different speeds. Both batch 
and continuous mixers can be used for nearly all 
types of cake batters. 

Batch Mixers 

Vertical dough mixers, a class identified by the per- 
pendicular orientation of the mixer shaft, are used 
widely in the food industry. A feature common to 
most vertical mixers is the use of removable bowls. 
Their other characteristics may be quite diverse- 
there may be one or more beater shafts, the beater 
shafts may move in a planetary action or remain sta- 
tionary, and the design of the agitators may be var- 
ied over a wide range. The types of vertical mixers 
of chief interest are (1) the planetary mixers that are 
capable of preparing most batters and some doughs 
and are often used for adjuncts such as icings, and 
(2) the spindle mixers commonly found in cookie 
and cracker factories (Matz 1992b). 

Vertical planetary mixers with removable bowls 
are used universally for the batch mixing of all types 
of cake batters. The agitator action is described as 
“planetary” because the beater has two types of 
movement: it revolves on its vertical axis at a rela- 
tively high speed while the axis is being moved 
around the inside of the bowl at a relatively slow 
speed. The latter, or planetary action, is in the oppo- 
site direction of the agitator rotation. The combina- 
tion of motions is very effective in stirring all the 
ingredients and reducing dead spots. 

The bowl for the mixer may be obtained in sizes 
of 20, 40, 80, 120, 140, 160, and 340 quarts. Even 
smaller sizes are available for home kitchens, bak- 
eries, laboratories, and so on. Using the usual two- 
stage addition for layer cake batters, a 340-quart 
mixer can complete four 400- to 550-pound batches 
in an hour. The amount per batch depends largely on 
the specific volume reached. Whipped-type cakes 
prepared with wire whips (sponge, chiffon, angel 
food) require smaller batches (Matz 1992b). 

A convenient feature of most planetary mixers is 
the easy removal and replacement of the agitator 
element. A large selection of agitators is available, 
making this machine the most versatile of all mixers 
in terms of mixing action. The most commonly used 
mixer elements are probably the dough hook, the 
wire whip, and the batter beater. The wire whip is an 
assembly of wires, wide at the top and coming to a 
rounded point at the bottom, designed to provide 
maximum air incorporation and bubble dividing 
action. Batter beaters used for shortening-type cakes 
are of either the two-wing or the less common four- 
wing design. The outer edges of the wings are 
shaped to match the curvatures of the bowl side wall 
and may have a white rubber insert along their edges 
for wiping the inside of the bowl. 

Wilkenson (1987) points out that there are some 
types of cakes best made by batch mixing, in spite 
of the advances in continuous mixing technology. 
Some problems that he lists for planetary mixers in- 
clude: (1) the scaling of ingredients is not consis- 
tently accurate, (2) mixing speeds cannot be con- 
trolled accurately, (3) the design of the mixing bowl 
leaves some ingredients not mixed thoroughly, and 
(4) sanitation and cleanup are constant problems. 

Continuous Mixers 

Semicontinuous mixing of cake batters was intro- 
duced in the United States in the mid-1940s. One of 
the first commercial continuous cake mixing sys- 
tems was designed around a rotator scraped-surface 
mixer based on an ice cream freezer machine. An- 
other early system used a modified Oakes marsh- 
mallow mixer. In both plants, the mixer operated 
continuously but was fed with a premix prepared 
batchwise in a standard batter mixer. About 1950, a 
truly continuous cake mixing plant based on the 
Oakes mixer was designed and installed. Since then, 
other manufacturers have introduced similar mixers. 
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The Votator mixer consists of one or more hori- 
zontal stainless steel cylinders containing axially 
mounted beater bars that can be set to scrape the 
inner wall of the cylinder. An outer cylinder is 
placed concentrically with the mixer tube so that a 
heat transfer k id  can be circulated through the 
annular space to heat or cool the batter as it is being 
mixed. Mixing action is intense, and the machine 
has the advantage of being operable under relatively 
high pressures. 

The Oakes mixer has a stainless steel mixing 
chamber consisting of front and back stator halves, 
round in shape, and a circular rotor mounted be- 
tween them. Concentric teeth on both inwardly fac- 
ing stator surfaces mesh with teeth on the rotor. 
Premix batter is pumped in at the center of the back 
stator and is repeatedly sheared as it is forced out 
around the rotor and from back to the center of the 
front stator, where it exits. Rotor speed is continu- 
ously variable over a wide range. Only about 3 
quarts of batter are present in the chamber of the 
largest mixer at any one time, so that dwell time is 
very short and power requirements are low. 

Air or other gases may be injected into the mixer 
with the other ingredients and distributed uniformly 
throughout the mass as very small bubbles. The sta- 
tors are jacketed, allowing coolants to be circulated. 
Machines with capacities up to 6000 lb/h have been 
offered. 

The AMF mixer is similar in external appearance 
to the Oakes, but the mixer head is considerably dif- 
ferent. Instead of splitting axially for dismantling, 
the stator separates radially. The rotor has several 
rows of teeth on its periphery; these mesh with rows 
of teeth on the inside of the stator wall. Rotor speed 
is continuously variable. These mixers are equipped 
with a batter metering pump, an air meter, and 
speed controls (Matz 1992b). 

The Goodway mixedfoamer has a slightly conical 
mixing chamber, pyramidal teeth, thermal jackets, 
and a working pressure of 150 psi. The Fedco mixer 
has a cylindrical chamber several inches long with 
hundreds of square-tipped teeth; it encloses a cylin- 
drical rotor having many teeth on its periphery. Flow 
of product is straight through the annular space. The 
intense shear applied to the batter in the mixing 
heads of this design is sufficient to emulsify air and 
shortening in a complete formula blend. Conven- 
tional batch mixers often require that the water be 
kept back until the shortening has been creamed 

with some of the dry ingredients. Their principal 
advantage, however, lies in the continuous mixer’s 
unique ability to produce highly aerated batters such 
as angel cake batter from a rough premix. Air or 
inert gas is metered into the mixer head at a calculat- 
ed rate (Matz 1992b). 

Continuous batter mixers can be incorporated into 
completely continuous systems if production sched- 
ules warrant, as in plants making only a few vari- 
eties, and these in long unbroken runs. In such 
plants, liquid ingredients and plasticized shortening 
are premixed in vertical tanks equipped with high- 
speed propeller agitators. The resultant emulsion is 
metered into an open vortex-type premixer to which 
flour is fed by a gravimetric feeder. The premixer 
forms a slurry that is metered into the continuous 
mixer along with a stream of air. 

Cake batter is much easier than bread dough to 
transfer through pumps, pipes, valves, and meters so 
that the engineering for continuous production is 
easier for a cake plant than for a bread bakery. The 
economics of cake manufacture is such that expen- 
diture of a large amount of money for continuous 
mixing equipment may not be warranted, however, 
particularly for small to medium size plants han- 
dling a large number of different formulas (Matz 
1992b). 

Particulate ingredients such as nut pieces, choco- 
late chips, and raisins cause severe difficulties in 
continuous mix systems. The usual solution is to by- 
pass the continuous mixer and feed particles into the 
tube leading to the depositor at a rate consistent with 
formula requirements. 

DEPOSITING THE BATTER 

Cakes and other products made out of k id  batters 
assume the contours of the containers in which they 
are baked, so the forming or shaping machinery may 
be regarded as the pans themselves, and the pipes, 
pumps, and metering devices that deliver batter to 
the pans. Finishing equipment that enrobes, deposits, 
injects, spreads, or otherwise adds fillings, toppings, 
and so on, has very important effects on the appear- 
ance, cost, and nutrition of the final products. 

Batter depositors may be either manifold or volu- 
metric hopper types. Accuracy is a prime considera- 
tion. Ability to handle batters containing pieces such 
as raisins, nuts, and chocolate chips without reduc- 
ing their size is important. The depositor should not 
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markedly change the specific gravity established at 
the mixer. Whether deposited on the oven band or in 
open pans, the top surface of these cakes will be fit 
or slightly domed. 

When using a fancy pan (Easter egg, bunny, etc.) 
the chief difficulty encountered is getting the batter 
to fill the cracks and crevices so that the finer details 
of the pattern can be seen. Sometimes the viscosity 
of the batter is adjusted to allow k w  into all parts of 
the pan. Vibrating the pan strongly during and after 
depositing the batter is of considerable help, but it 
may also bring all the gas bubbles to the surface, 
with unfortunate effects on the appearance of the 
cake. 

Lining fancy pans with Te k n  or some other non- 
stick coating improves detail and reduces the possi- 
bility that some critical part of the design will 
remain in the pan when the cake is removed. 

BAKING-OVENS 

Band Ovens 

The characteristic feature of the band ovens is the 
continuous steel belt that forms the baking surface 
and which turns around two large metal drums, one 
at each end of the oven. There are many advantages 
to this. The baking chamber can be made very long 
(300 feet is a fairly common length), leading to fast 
transit times and high production rates. The band 
can be extended beyond the oven entrance suffi- 
ciently to accommodate certain forming operations 
or it can be extended past the exit to allow a modest 
amount of cooling and some additional drying so 
that the product does not have to be removed from 
the belt until it is set, thus providing support for the 
piece during the whole period of its maximum 
fragility. There is no need for elaborate transfer 
mechanisms. The baking chamber itself can be re- 
stricted in volume to almost the minimum theoreti- 
cal space required to hold the product and the hearth 
so that heat control is simplified and heat loss is 
reduced. 

Baking cakes as a continuous ribbon on an oven 
band has become common in large installations. 
Individual cakes are formed by cutting pieces from 
the baked strip and combining them in several ways. 
In manufacturing cakes, batter is prepared in a con- 
tinuous mixer and pumped to a manifold, or batter 
distributor, positioned above the band oven. The 

manifold spreads the batter to a uniform depth, 
although more than one strip may be placed on the 
band if baked edges are preferred over cut edges, as 
they may be when preparing Swiss rolls (Freihofer 
1985). 

In addition to restricting the shape of the finished 
products, baking cakes on a band also establishes 
limits on formulation. It is important that the batter 
not spread significantly during baking. Sponge cake 
batters of high specific gravity are preferred. The 
finished cakes are often lower in moisture than is 
considered satisfactory for conventional cakes. 

Tunnel Ovens 

Tunnel ovens are the most commonly used oven 
type in the cake baking industry because they meet 
the baker’s major concerns: minimization of energy 
consumption and an increase in mass production 
(Baik et al. 2000). Compared with the batch oven, a 
predominant characteristic of tunnel-type ovens is 
that the whole baking chamber is divided into sev- 
eral zones along the oven length. In each zone, the 
temperature of the upper and lower baking chambers 
can be independently controlled, so the application 
of a temperature sequence is possible. This gives the 
baker more &xibility in adjusting conditions to the 
optimum values for a given product. However, bak- 
ing phenomena in tunnel ovens are more difficult to 
predict than those in batch-type ovens, which usual- 
ly operate at a constant temperature. The baking 
chambers of tunnel-type multizone ovens exhibit 
wavy temperature profiles along their length (Baik 
et al. 2000). 

Impingement technology has been used in many 
areas, including manufacture of metal, glass, plastic, 
and tiles but one of the most successful applications 
has been in the baking industry. Impingement ovens 
became well known in the food service industry in 
the 1970s, and their use in baking expanded in the 
1990s. Impingement (which directs hot air jets at 
baking items) improves oven efficiency and acceler- 
ates baking, thus achieving the desired changes with 
more rapid convective heat transfer. The advantages 
of impingement ovens include reductions in baking 
times and lower baking temperatures, the main pro- 
cess factors contributing to end-product moisture 
content and shelf life. The baking time reduction 
also depends on product composition and thickness. 
Impingement technology has been used for wide, 
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flat products (e.g., pizza, tortillas, pie crusts, and 
sheeted dough) and for small finger-size products 
(Dogan and Walker 1999). 

How would cookies, cakes, and breads be pro- 
duced in such an oven? Li and Walker (1996) con- 
ducted research on baking cakes in three types of air 
impingement ovens (two were commercial convey- 
or types: the other was a wind shear jet sweep vari- 
able speed laboratory model), a hybrid (microwave/ 
air impingement) oven, and a reel oven. Li and 
Walker (1996) found that when cakes were baked in 
the air impingement ovens, baking time was re- 
duced by almost half but produced cakes very simi- 
lar to those produced in the control (natural convec- 
tion reel-type) oven. Incorporating an impingement 
oven with a microwave into the study enabled a fur- 
ther reduction of baking time to one-fourth. Baking 
efficiency and rate have been improved with the 
development of combination microwave/impinge- 
ment ovens, in which products can be baked more 
evenly and browned (Walker and Li 1993). Cakes 
baked with microwaves had similar color, but 15% 
less volume and firmer texture than the control 
cakes. 

Reel Ovens 

The baking chamber of a reel oven (also called a 
revolving tray oven) is somewhat of a cubic com- 
partment with varied widths, depths, and heights. 
This insulated enclosure has a door in front almost 
the width of the oven, but usually less than a foot 
high. Inside the chamber is a Ferris wheel-type 
mechanism that moves four to eight shelves in a cir- 
cle centered on the sides of the oven, so that each 
shelf is brought past the door during every rotation. 
An indicator on the front of the oven identifies the 
shelf that is passing the door at any given time, so 
that the operator can stop rotation and add pans to, 
or remove them from, specific shelves. Ovens spe- 
cialized in size and other construction features for 
cookies, rolls, pies, and other products are available. 

Reel ovens can be heated by gas, electricity, or 
oil. With gas or electricity, the heating elements are 
placed on the %or of the oven. Gas ovens usually 
have a baffle placed above the burner to change 
part of the &me’s energy to radiant heat. To apply 
steam, perforated steam sprayers that are effective in 
the entire chamber or in a partitioned zone can be 
installed. 

There are side-to-side and top-to-bottom varia- 
tions in temperature. The vertical differences are 
canceled out for all practical purposes by the reel’s 
rotation, but the horizontal differences are not, and 
bakers often find there is a significant variation in 
the baking response of doughs placed on the left 
side from those placed on the right side of the shelf. 
Some fictuations of temperature occur when the 
door is opened. In spite of these negative features, 
the reel oven has been found to be satisfactory for 
baking many types of products. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Crackers are dry, thin, crisp bakery products that 
may be leavened or unleavened and are made in var- 
ious shapes. A cracker makes a cracking or snapping 
noise. In the United States, the term cracker is 
equivalent to the crackers and semisweet graham 
crackers seen in the United Kingdom (Wade 1988). 
Therefore, products that are discussed in this chapter 
under the generic designation of crackers range from 
those with a close similarity to some semisweet 
machine-cut cookies (in the United States) to fer- 
mented, crisp, nonsweet, laminated items. The semi- 
sweet machine-cut cookies are nearly all chemically 
leavened, including the categories of semisweet gra- 
ham crackers and highly flavored savory crackers. 
Among the fermented products, the soda cracker or 
saltine cracker in the United States and the cream 
cracker in the United Kingdom are the most repre- 
sentative. Water crackers and matzos can also be 
included in the cracker category as they are very 

Y 
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This chapter will cover, in general, 
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A brief description of ingredients for cracker 
production and their roles, 
Changes in dough before and during baking as 
well as during cooling, packaging, and storage, 
Packaging of crackers, 
Quality evaluation of dough and crackers, 
Troubleshooting in cracker production, and 
Sanitation requirements in the production of 
crackers. 

Readers are advised to consult the references list- 
ed at the end of this chapter and other chapters in 
this book for details. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
OF CRACKER PRODUCTION 
Cracker production starts generally by first weigh- 
ing or metering out the ingredients. Some of the 
ingredients may need rehydration or dissolving prior 
to mixing by spindle mixers, high-speed mixers, or 
continuous mixers (e.g., graham crackers, which do 
not require extensive fermentation). After fermenta- 
tion or mixing, the dough is worked on by sheeting, 
rolling, laminating, gauging, relaxing (rippling), cut- 
ting, and seasoning or salting (optional) before 
entering the baking oven. Baking ovens can be direct 
fired (gas, electric, or oil), convection (forced), or hy- 
brids using both direct firing and convection. After 
baking, the crackers may be subject to postbak- 
ing treatments (dielectric, microwave, or infrared) to 
complete the heating and reduction of moisture con- 
tent of the finished product. Postbaking conditioning 
or cooling of the crackers (ambient, forced cooling, 
or cooling tunnels) is conducted. The crackers are 
then screened through metal detection and stacked 
before being packaged in boxes, cans, or rolls, or in- 
dividually wrapped. Crackers can also be pump 
packed in large quantities in bags or boxes. After 
weighing, packaging, palletizing, and pallet wrap- 
ping, the crackers are put into storage or distribution 
centers (Faridi 1994a,b). Figures 23.1-23.12 show a 
sequence of production activities in a cracker manu- 
facturing plant. 

Figure 23.13 compares the production scheme of 
sponge-dough and all-in-one processes for produc- 
tion of laminated crackers. 

Tables 23.1-23.5 show the production schemes 
of saltines, cream crackers, savory crackers, matzos 
and water crackers, and graham crackers based 
on published information (Almond 1988; Hoseney 

Figure 23.1. Kneading of the dough. [Courtesy of 
Takara Seika Co., Yokohoma, Japan.] 

Figure 23.2. Kneaded dough left in tray for fermenta- 
tion.[ Courtesy of Takara Seika Co., Yokohama, Japan.] 

P 

Figure 23.3. Dough is rolled into a sheet. [Courtesy of 
Takara Seika Co., Yokahoma, Japan.] 



Figure 23.4. Dough sheet is laminated before further 
processing. [Courtesy of Takara Seika Co., Yokohama, 
Japan.] 

Figure 23.7. Baked cracker sheet out of the oven; note 
the blisters on the surface of crackers. [Courtesy of 
Takara Seika Co., Yokohama, Japan.] 

Figure 23.5. Close-up of molding and docking equip- 
ment. [Courtesy of Takara Seika Co., Yokohama, 
Japan.] 

Figure 23.8. Baked cracker sheet roll-broken into 
loose crackers. [Courtesy of Takara Seika Co., 
Yokohama, Japan.] 

Figure 23.6. Laminated dough sheet molded and 
docked before baking. [Courtesy of Takara Seika Co., 
Yokohama, Japan.] 

Figure 23.9. Close-up of loose crackers. [Courtesy of 
Takara Seika Co., Yokohama, Japan.] 
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Figure 23.10. Aligning loose crackers into horizontal 
stacks of crackers. [Courtesy of Takara Seika Co., 
Yokohama, Japan.] 

Figure 23.1 1. Aligned crackers fed into transporting 
trays. [Courtesy of Takara Seika Co., Yokohama, Japan.] 

Figure 23.12. Trays of aligned crackers loaded into 
carts for further packaging. [Courtesy of Takara Seika 
Co., Yokohama, Japan.] 

Table 23.1. Production of Saltine 

Sponge Formation 
Mix sponge ingredients. 
Ferment for about 16 hours with a pH drop from 

6.0 to 4.1: 
Fermentation includes action of added yeast and 

bacteria from the k u r  or fermentation trough 
or from buffer (old sponge). 

proteolytic enzyme in the k u r  in modifying 
dough texture. 

bacteria. 

A pH of 4.1 is believed to be optimum for the 

The drop in pH is due to the action of 

Dough Formation 

dough kur:  Dough ingredients should contain 
enough sodium bicarbonate to bring the dough 
pH to above 7.0. For the correct taste and texture, 
the baked saltine should have a pH of about 7.2. 

carried out by the action of yeast.) 

Mix sponge with the other ingredients and the 

Ferment for about 6 hours. (This fermentation is 

Allow dough to relax. 
Layer dough into eight layers of about 0.3 cm each: 

Dough is passed through rollers to reduce thick- 
ness from 2.5 cm to about 0.3 cm by a number of 
steps and with a 90” “turn” involved. 

Cut layered dough with a rotary cutter. 
Dock cut and layered dough with docker pins hav- 

ing a blunt end of about 0.15 cm in diameter to 
pin the dough layers together. 

Salt docked dough on the top surface (about 2.5% 
of dough weight for regular saltines and 0.5% or 
less for low-salt formulations). 

Bake salted dough for about 2.5 minutes at 230°C. 
Cool baked crackers slowly to avoid checking (tiny 

cracks that can lead to breakage upon shipping). 
Mechanically break sheets of crackers into individ- 

ual crackers (optional). 
Pack crackers before storage or shipping. 

Source: Adapted from Hoseney 1994. 

1994; Manley 2000, 2001; Matz 1968, 1972, 1992; 
Pyler 1988; Wade 1988). 

INGREDIENTS FOR CRACKER 
PRODUCTION 
The basic ingredients in cracker production are 
wheat flour, fat (or shortening), salt, leavening agents 
(yeast, chemical leaveners, or combination) and 
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Sponge dough process 
Mix part of flour, part of water, 

yeast, and yeast food to a 
dough (not fermented) 

All-in-one process 
Add all ingredients 

1 
Mix to optimum development 

Fermentation 

Punch 

Dough mix with addition of 
other ingredients and mix to 

optimum development I 
Divide 

1 
Rolling, sheeting and laminating 

1 
Cutting and docking 

Spraying of salt or savory flavor (optional) 

1 
Baking 

1 
Oil spray (optional) 

1 
Post-baking cooling and conditioning 

1 
Breaking (optional) and packaging 

Figure 23.13. General production flow chart for crackers. 
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Table 23.2. Production of Cream Cracker 

Sponge Dough Method 
Mix kur,  yeast and water to form very soft dough. 
Ferment dough at about 26°C for 12-16 hours. 
Add kur,  fat, water, salt, malt and other optional ingredients to the ripe sponge. 
Mix dough ingredients with ripe dough to a tight consistency at 25-29°C. 
Ferment for another 1-4 hours. 
Remix dough (optional). 

All-in-one Dough 
Mix all ingredients. (Yeast and salt can be dispersed separately before mixing.) 
Mix all ingredients to a suitable but fairly tight consistency at 30°C. 
Ferment for 4-16 hours. (Fermented dough volume should be twice that of all the ingredients.) 

Dough Piece Forming (Dough Rake Method, Rarely Used Now) 
Press out a sheet of dough manually. 
Flour the dough and pass back and forth through the rake till a sheet of 9 mm thickness is formed. 
Fold sheets into three to interleave the cracker dust, and the whole is turned 90" before further passed 

Continue to reduce and repeat passes through the brake until a dough length about four times its width is 

Fold sheet into four (ends to the middle, then in half again), giving a total now of 12 laminations. 
Turn dough 90" again and reduce down to about 11 mm thick before cutting into sheets, and docked. 

through the rake to reduce overall thickness. 

obtained. 

Automatic Lamination 
Feed dough into cream cracker sheeter with gauge roll. There are at least four kinds of laminators: 

1. Single sheeter vertical laminators: one sheeter with two gauge rolls, six or eight laminations; 
2. Twin sheeter horizontal laminators: Twin sheeters with three gauge rolls, eight laminations; 
3. Twin sheeter vertical laminators: Twin sheeters with three gauge rolls, eight laminations; 
4. Single sheet cut sheet laminators: Single sheeter with two gauge rolls, six laminations. 

ation prior to cutting the final gauge roll at about 1.3 mm. Usually no addition of dust k u r  is required in 
these final stages, but an air blast prior to cutting may help to prevent adhesion to the cutter. 

Final gauging and cutting: Usually cut dough to about 2 mm thickness, with final gauge rolling and relax- 

Docking of Sheets before Baking 
See Table 23.1. 

Baking of Cream Cracker 
Achieve baking in 3-5.5 minutes at 250-310°C at the beginning and 210-250°C at the end. Three minutes 

is about the fastest that normal cream crackers can be baked. More normally the baking time is 4.5-5 
minutes. 

Cooling and Packaging 
See Table 23.1. 

Source: Adapted from Ellis 1988 and Manley 2000. 

water. Other minor ingredients include sweetener(s), 
emulsifier(s), malt k u r  or enzyme(s), acidulant(s) 
for chemical leavening, whey, egg, fivorings, and 
dough conditioners. Each manufacturer has its own 

proprietary formulation for hidher products. Table 
23.6 is a survey of listed ingredients for some com- 
mon crackers available in Honolulu. Table 23.7 
shows the specific ingredients published for some 
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Table 23.3. Production of Savory Crackers 

Dough Preparation 
Doughs that are fermented with yeast or modified 

with proteinase-Handle in a similar way to 
methods described for cream crackers or soda 
crackers. 

Doughs without enzyme modification-Handle in a 
similar way to methods described for semi-sweet 
doughs (e.g., Graham crackers, see below). 

Fat Spray after Baking 
To improve the mouth appeal of the crackers and 

their appearance. Well-refined oil/fat with low 
fatty acid content is more appropriate. 

form of fine spay to either both top and bottom 
cracker surfaces or just to the top. 

Spray is achieved by high-pressure nozzles, high- 
speed spinning parts that atomize the droplets of 
fat (atomizer), or by an electrostatic spraying 
method. 

Fat is sprayed on warm crackers immediately after 
the oven exit. Weight of oil sprayed on may be 
up to 20% of the product weight. 

Decoration of Savory Crackers (Optional) 
With poppy seeds, sesame seeds, or celery, or gar- 

nished with salt (optional). These materials are 
applied after cutting of dough and before baking. 

Packaging 
Column-packed crackers must be handled gently 

to prevent damage, and care is needed in baking 
to ensure that the product is fit and not domed 
or dished. 

Fat is applied warm and completely melted in a 

Table 23.4. Production of Matzos and Water 
Crackers 

Matzos 
Mix k u r  and water (100:38) and gently roll 

together in a mixer to form a crumbly dough. 
Press mixture together with sheeter to form a sheet. 
Reduce sheets. 
Laminate for two to six layers. 
Gauge, dock, and cut. 
Bake for a short time in a very hot oven (e.g., 

1 minute at 400°C). 

Water Crackers 
Procedure 1 (Similar to Matzos) 
Recipe includes kur,  fat, salt and water in the ratio 

100:6.5: 1:29. 
Dough is undeveloped and crumbly or in balls after 

mixing. 
There may be a conditional period before sheeting 

when some form of proteolytic activity mellows 
the gluten to make it a little more extensible. 

A tough sheet, formed after lamination, is cut and 
baked in a very hot oven. 

Procedure 2 (Similar to Cream Cracker) 
Recipe including low levels of sugar, syrup, or malt 

Fermented similar to cream cracker, but usually for 

Baked 4-5 minutes in only moderately hot ovens, 
very similar to cream crackers. 

extract. 

only 3-4 hours. 

Source: Adapted from Manley 2000. 

Table 23.5. Procedure for Graham Cracker Production 

Source: Adapted from Manley 2000. 

Form sweetener syrup: Heat all sweeteners in nearly all the water at 74-77°C. 
Add kur,  shortening, whey, and lecithin to syrup. 
Mix for 5 minutes in a spindle mixer. 
Add remaining ingredients (ammonium bicarbonate predissolved in remaining water withheld). 
Mix for 25-60 minutes with finishing dough temperature about 48°C. 
Sheet dough. 
Fold several times and reduce on machines to form thin dough. 
Cut or stamp thin dough. 
Bake at 182-218°C for 8-12 minutes. 
Cool. 
Pack and store products. 

Source:Adapted from Matz 1968 and Pyler 1988. 
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common crackers (Almond 1988; Hoseney 1994; 
Manley 2000; Matz 1968, 1972, 1992; Pyler 1988; 
Wade 1988). Additional formulations are also avail- 
able (Manley 2001). It is clear that there is a wide 
variation in the use of ingredients for the production 
of various crackers, producing a wide variety of 
products for consumers. 

ROLE OF PRINCIPAL 
INGREDIENTS IN CRACKER 
PRODUCTION 
Information for this section comes from Ellis 
(1988), Manley (2000), Matz (1968, 1972, 1992), 
Pyler (1988), and Wade (1988). 

WHEAT FLOUR 

Flour is produced from wheat kernels by the milling 
process. It consists principally of a mixture of 
endosperm fragments together with free starch gran- 
ules (some of these are damaged during milling) and 
some fragments of the protein matrix. Cracker kurs 
usually have a moisture content of about 14%, a pro- 
tein content (N X 5.7) of 7-9%, and a starch content 
of about 70-75%. Soft wheat ku r  is used most 
often in cracker manufacturing. Flour used in crack- 
ers can also be made from a blend of hard and soft 
wheats. The resulting flours may have a protein level 
of 11% and an ash level in excess of 0.50%. The 
resulting cracker has a slightly harder bite and may 
be slightly darker in color. Besides the k u r  itself, 
enriching nutrients (vitamins and minerals) are 
added to improve its nutritional values. Because of 
the proprietary nature of formulations, it is not un- 
common for cracker manufacturers to use k u r  from 
different sources with different proximate com- 
positions and combine them according to their own 
processing procedures and specifications. However, 
quality control is critical in producing products of 
consistent quality. In recent years, use of whole- 
wheat k u r  is increasing in cracker manufacturing 
with the aim of increasing the fiber content of the 
final products. The starch and gluten in wheat k u r  
after dough formation and baking form the back- 
bone of crackers. 

FAT 

Almost all crackers discussed in this chapter contain 
an appropriate amount of fat, except matzos. The fat 

component may be one or more plant oils (soybean, 
canola, cottonseed, and others), partially hydroge- 
nated plant (vegetable) oils (shortening), lard, tropi- 
cal oil and fat, and/or butter depending upon the for- 
mulation of the cracker manufacturer (see Tables 
23.6 and 23.7). Refined pure lard was used decades 
ago because of its shortening properties in producing 
excellent fracturing properties. Because of the con- 
cern over cholesterol in lard, partially hydrogenated 
shortenings have largely replaced lard for use in 
crackers. However, the presence of trans fatty acids 
in shortenings has also raised safety concerns in 
recent years. There is a trend toward using less 
hydrogenated shortening containing limited trans 
fatty acids or only using shortening without any 
trans fatty acids. There has also been some health- 
related concern over the use of tropical oils and fats 
in foods because of the saturated fatty acids they 
contain and their competition with shortening made 
from partially hydrogenated soybean oil, but this is 
not currently an issue. The effect of fats on health is 
also of concern for some consumers, giving rise 
to the creation of fat-free crackers, using di- or 
monoglycerides with emulsifiers as substitutes. The 
amount of fat used in the published formulations of 
various crackers varies considerably, as seen in Table 
23.7 on cracker formulations (which do not include 
the proprietary information of manufacturers). 

The addition of fat to the dough has the effect of 
reducing the amount of water required to form 
dough of workable consistency, and of making the 
product more tender eating. Doughs containing up 
to about 20% fat (percentage of k u r  weight) usual- 
ly have a developed gluten structure and are extensi- 
ble under tension. They are used more commonly 
for semisweet biscuit manufacturing. At higher lev- 
els of fat, little or no gluten network is formed, and 
the doughs are “short,” that is, no longer extensible. 
However, this change in dough properties may be 
due as much to a change in dough mixing conditions 
as to the higher level of fat per se. Fat also con- 
tributes to the fiky texture of the cracker. 

Of the major ingredients in cracker manufactur- 
ing, fat is probably the one through which proces- 
sing in the cracker factory prior to use can have the 
most effect on the properties of doughs and finished 
products. Oils and fats consist of mixtures of esters 
of glycerols with long-chain fatty acids such as 
palmitic, stearic, oleic, or linoleic acids (acylglyc- 
erols). The proportion of solid fat present in a given 
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sample is not only dependent upon the sample tem- 
perature, but also upon the recent temperature history. 
The structure of fats is also time dependent, even at 
constant temperature. Most triglycerides below their 
melting points exhibit more than one crystal form. 
In a mixture of solid and liquid triglycerides, recrys- 
tallization from one form to another takes place at a 
constant temperature. For these reasons, it is essen- 
tial that the conditions used to plasticize fats and 
subsequently to store them before use should be rig- 
orously regulated. 

SWEETENERS 

The principal sugar used in cracker making may be 
of either cane or beet origin, and it is used in various 
crystal sizes from coarse granulated to pulverized or 
icing sugar. However, sucrose is seldom used as the 
sole sugar in cracker formulations. Relatively small 
amounts of reducing sugars, typically 10-20% by 
weight of the total sugars, are added to most recipes. 
These reducing sugars are usually added in the form 
of syrups containing 70-80% dry solids. The addi- 
tion of sugar to cracker doughs has the effect of 
reducing the amount of water required in the dough. 
The reducing sugars used in cracker formulations 
may serve as an energy source for the yeast and may 
also contribute to the fivor of the final product. This 
is especially true when honey, malt syrup, or mo- 
lasses is used. The sugars also react with amino 
acids during baking (Maillard reaction) to form 
Maillard-type reaction products that contribute to 
the color and fivor of the final product. 

LEAVENING AGENTS 

Yeast 

Yeast is a single cell fungus with about 1.5'' cells/g. 
There are many different types of yeast, but the one 
used for fermentation of dough is Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae. Under anaerobic conditions, with the 
exclusion of oxygen, this organism is capable of the 
production of carbon dioxide gas and alcohol from 
lower sugars. It is its gas production ability that is of 
most importance in the fermentation of dough. 

Yeast is available in a fresh compressed block 
with moisture content of about 70%, as fresh cream 
(liquid), and in frozen, active dry, instant, and dried 
granular forms. With any form of yeast, the instruc- 

tions provided by the supplier should be carefully 
followed in order to achieve maximum yeast activi- 
ty. One thing to be careful of is not to disperse the 
yeast in salt water because salt has a strong inhib- 
itory effect on yeast activity, even at 2%; further- 
more, at even moderate concentrations salt can 
kill the yeast cells. Strong sugar solutions also inhib- 
it the yeast, largely because of strong osmotic pres- 
sures that affect the living cells. Sugar concentration 
should not exceed 5%. 

Chemical Leavening Agents 

Sodium Bicarbonate Sodium bicarbonate (bak- 
ing soda or just soda) serves two functions in crack- 
er making. The first is that of adjustment of the pH 
of the dough and of the product. Because several of 
the ingredients (wheat kur,  itself, and some sugars, 
especially syrups) are weakly acidic, addition of 
sodium bicarbonate is the most common method of 
achieving a near neutral pH. The amount required is 
small, in the region of 0.3% on k u r  weight basis, 
rising to about 0.5% in some fermented doughs. The 
second function of sodium bicarbonate is to act as 
part of the leavening system. Sodium bicarbonate 
alone will break down upon heating to form sodium 
carbonate, water, and carbon dioxide. However, 
more carbon dioxide is released when sodium bicar- 
bonate reacts with an acidulant such as calcium 
phosphate or sodium acid pyrophosphate. 

Ammonium Bicarbonate 

Ammonium bicarbonate, like sodium bicarbonate, is 
a common leavening agent. Upon heating, it breaks 
down into volatile components: ammonia, carbon 
dioxide, and water. It can be safely used for aerating 
cracker dough because the low moisture level of the 
finished product ensures that no traces of ammonia 
remain to contaminate the fivor. However, the use 
of ammonia bicarbonate is much less common than 
the use sodium bicarbonate in cracker manufac- 
turing. 

ACIDULANTS 

Acidulants such as calcium phosphate and sodium 
pyrophosphate are used in some cracker formulas to 
facilitate the release of carbon dioxide from the 
bicarbonates. However, the use of acidulants in leav- 
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ening mixtures leaves residues that have some effect 
on the fivor of the finished products. 

WATER 

Water serves as a solvent for the ingredients in 
dough development and also contributes steam 
required to expand the dough during baking. Of the 
ingredients added to form a dough, water by far has 
the highest specific heat ( l .O) ,  and the effect of 
water temperature on the initial dough temperature 
can be significant. It is therefore useful to have con- 
trol of the water temperature. Particularly in the case 
of short and soft doughs, chilled water can help to 
hold down the dough temperature in hot weather. 

SALT 

Sodium chloride (common salt) is found in the 
majority of cracker formulas. It can have a small 
effect on the consistency of hard doughs but is 
added primarily as a fivoring agent. It is important 
that salt water not be used in the rehydration of yeast 
as salt inhibits yeast activity. 

EMULSIFIERS 

Emulsifiers are natural or synthetic substances that 
promote the formation and improve the stability of 
emulsions. In some cases, they can be used as wet- 
ting agents, changing the surface tension of water. 
Soy lecithin is the most common natural emulsifier. 
Mono- and diglycerides are made from lard and 
partially hydrogenated vegetable oils such as cotton- 
seed oil, resulting in a mixture of fatty acid moieties 
combined in a random fashion with glycerol. Special 
mixtures of partially purified fatty acids can also be 
used to give monoglycerides of specific composi- 
tion. Commercial blends of mono- and diglycerides 
contain 3 5 5 5 %  monoesters, with the balance being 
mostly diglycerides. A commonly used crumb soft- 
ener is a hydrate (water emulsion) containing 22- 
25% distilled monogylcerides. The physical status 
of the monoglycerides in these preparations causes it 
to disperse more readily in doughs, and it is there- 
fore a more effective emulsifier than pure monoglyc- 
erides when equal amounts of the active ingredients 
are compared. There are now available powdered 
water dispersible distilled monoglycerides contain- 
ing sufficient unsaturated fatty acids to permit rapid 

hydration of the emulsifier in dough. They do not 
have to be added in the form of hydrates. 

Another two emulsifiers are sodium or calcium 
stearoyl lactylate (SSL or CSL), sometimes listed as 
dough conditioners. They are used commonly in 
bakery products, especially when the k u r  compo- 
nent is reduced with high fiber components. 

MALT FLOUR 

Malt is prepared from a cereal grain, usually barley, 
by moistening the grain with water, allowing it to 
germinate (sprout) under controlled conditions, dry- 
ing it with warm circulating air, and removing the 
sprout. The natural processes accompanying sprout- 
ing create or release in active form relatively large 
quantities of enzymes and change the original com- 
ponents of the grain in many ways. Alpha- and 
P-amylases are of most interest to cracker manufac- 
turers. Malt ku r  is the ground, modified grain. 
Diastatic malt k u r  contains these active enzymes, 
whereas in “nondiastatic” malt k u r  these enzymes 
have been inactivated. The nondiastatic malt ku r  is 
used mainly to supply fivor and color to products. 
The reasons for the use of malt supplementation are 
principally to increase gas production, to improve 
the crust color, to increase the moisture of the 
crumb, and to impart additional fivor. 

ENZYMES 

Amylolytic Enzymes (Diastase) 

The amylolytic enzymes of importance to bakers are 
a-amylase (dextrinizing enzyme) and P-amylase 
(saccharifying enzyme). a-Amylase splits the starch 
molecules at random, producing dextrins of various 
molecular sizes, and also reduces the viscosity of the 
susceptible starch suspensions. P-amylase acts on 
starch, resulting in maltose production by the pro- 
gressive release of terminal sugar (maltose) residues 
from the starch molecules. However, this enzyme 
cannot attack the starch molecule inside the points at 
which it is branched, so a residue of P-limit dextrins 
of high molecular weight remains. When the two 
types of amylases act in conjunction, a much greater 
conversion of starch into fermentable sugars (mainly 
maltose and glucose) results than when either of 
them acts alone. This combined action is typical 
of malt containing both amylolytic enzymes. It is 
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common practice to include a small amount of 
diastatic malt k u r  or the enzymes themselves from 
fungal sources in the wheat k u r  for cracker formu- 
lations. Diastatic malt syrup is also used in some 
formulations. 

Proteases 

Proteases catalyze the hydrolysis of peptide bonds 
and thus cause splitting of protein molecules. The 
principal application of proteases in bakery products 
is to reduce the strength of gluten in extensible 
doughs-to make the dough softer, smoother, more 
extensible, and easier to mix. If there is too much 
proteolytic action, the doughs will become sticky, 
tear easily, fail to retain gas, and hang up in the cut- 
ting or forming equipment. Because proteases added 
to the dough continue to act on the gluten and other 
proteins until they are denatured by heat, the time 
factor is critical. Variations in processing time lead 
to variations in dough quality. Once the enzyme 
breaks a peptide bond, there is no way of reversing 
the action in dough. This is somewhat different from 
the softening action of reducing agents, which can 
sometimes be reversed by the addition of oxidizers. 
Obviously, proteases must be used with great cau- 
tion. Proteases available to bakery suppliers are ob- 
tained from fungal or bacterial cultures. Trypsin and 
chymotrypsin (from animal sources) and papain and 
ficin (from fruit sources) can also be used. However, 
it is not common to use proteases in cracker manu- 
facturing (Tables 23.6 and 23.7). 

WHEY 

Whey is a by-product of cheesemaking in which 
butterfat, casein, and some lactose and mineral 
components are separated from the milk in the form 
of curd. The remaining serum, or whey, retains 
practically all the water-soluble vitamins and min- 
erals of the milk, and most of its lactose and non- 
casein proteins. There are two types of whey: acid 
whey and sweet whey. Acid whey has more miner- 
als and lactic acid and less lactose and protein than 
the sweet whey. The use of whey in cookies (includ- 
ing crackers) ranges from 2 to 10%. Use of whey in 
crackers is not common, and its purpose is probably 
to improve flavor and nutrition (Tables 23.6 and 
23.7). 

DOUGH CONDITIONERS 

Dough conditioners are used to modify the structure 
of gluten, reduce dough retraction, and improve 
dough development. Sodium bisulfite and metabi- 
sulfite are also considered machine aids, reducing 
the amount of shrinkage, or set back, after sheeting. 
This results in a more uniform dough sheet and 
yields a more uniform cracker thickness and color. 

Sodium Metabisulfite 

Sodium metabisulfite has a reducing effect on the 
flour by disaggregating the ku r  proteins and there- 
by shortening the dough’s mixing time. It can also 
modify the extensibility of gluten in cream cracker 
dough. The use of this ingredient is governed by the 
individual country’s regulations as it can decompose 
to form sulfur dioxide, a health hazard to asthmatics. 
The use of sodium metabisulfite is not common in 
cracker production (Tables 23.6 and 23.7). 

Sodium Bisulfite 

Sodium bisulfite is also listed in some food products 
as a preservative. Sodium bisulfite is a reducing 
agent, and its use in cream cracker formulation(s) is 
not common (Tables 23.6 and 23.7). The same pre- 
cautions that are observed with sodium metabisulfite 
should be taken in the use of this compound. 

EGG 

Egg is used in the formulation of some crackers as a 
flavoring agent. It is doubtful that the amount used 
has any significant effect on dough development. It 
is not a common ingredient (Table 23.6). 

FLAVORING 

Flavoring is used more often in savory crackers than 
in plain crackers. These ingredients vary consider- 
ably depending on the kinds of crackers produced. 
Cheddar cheese, blue cheese, and other savory in- 
gredients such as onion, garlic, pepper, and paprika 
(among others) are common. 

CHANGES IN DOUGH 
Material in this section comes from Blanshard et al. 
(1986), Faridi (1994a,b), Pyler (1988), and Matz 
(1992). 
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BEFORE BAKING 

Cracker production requires a fermentation process 
to develop the dough so that the gluten, starch, lipid, 
water, and yeast will form an extensible dough 
before rolling, sheeting, and laminating. This is ac- 
complished either by the two-step sponge-dough 
process or the one-step all-in-one process. When the 
wheat flour is hydrated, both the gluten and the 
starch pick up water. Due to the activities of the amy- 
lolytic enzymes (a- and p-amylases) and proteases 
in the wheat flour and malt flour, small amounts of 
maltose and glucose are produced, and they serve as 
energy sources for the yeast to grow and develop. 
Bacteria are also involved in the initial stage(s) of 
dough development as the pH is suitable for bacterial 
action. The yeast subsequently produce carbon diox- 
ide and ethanol. The carbon dioxide so produced is 
trapped in the dough and evenly distributed during 
the dough mixing or punching processes. 

When dough development is optimal, it is subject 
to rolling, sheeting, and laminating to form layers of 
dough, and the carbon dioxide is evenly distributed 
in these thin sheets of dough. Because fat is also in 
the formulation, it is also evenly distributed in the 
starch-protein-lipid-water matrix so that the layers 
are separated appropriately during rolling, sheeting, 
and laminating. With the docking process, the sheets 
are “docked” together and will not separate into 
loose fikes after baking. 

DURING BAKING 

When the dough enters the baking oven, the trapped 
carbon dioxide is heated, expands, and eventually 
escapes from the dough. This expansion will cause 
the dough to expand. Water in the dough will also 
vaporize gradually from the center of the dough 
toward outside. When the center of the dough reach- 
es a temperature of about lOO”C, most of the water 
in the dough will be vaporized. Because dough for 
crackers is very thin, not much of the water is re- 
tained. conversion of water to water vapor also con- 
tributes to the dough expansion. Since most of the 
cracker formulations also contain bicarbonate (s) as 
leavening agents, the bicarbonate (s) will also de- 
compose upon heating with production of carbon 
dioxide. Ammonia will also be produced when 
ammonium bicarbonate is used. The carbon dioxide 
and ammonia produced from these leavening agents 
also contribute to dough expansion. 

When the dough is heated up further, browning of 
the surface starts to occur. Maillard reaction is ex- 
pected to occur. Changes in color due to heating of 
the cracker components also contribute to the brown- 
ing. Saltines (soda crackers) have a very light color, 
indicating that the browning reaction of the surface 
is fairly limited. Cream crackers (e.g., Jacob’s cream 
crackers) have significant surface browning espe- 
cially at the tops of the blisters, showing a more ex- 
tensive baking process. The color of Ritz crackers 
shows a definite light brown color, indicating a more 
extensive baking process. These differences are also 
r e  k t e d  by the texture (fracturability) of these pro- 
ducts. The browning reaction also contributes to the 
flavor of the product. 

When most of the water in the dough is driven 
out, and the surface of the cracker starts to turn 
brown, it is time to consider terminating the baking 
process. The end point usually is decided by the 
moisture content and the color of the product. 
Higher moisture content can contribute to the weight 
of the final product, but it also contributes to the risk 
of a shorter shelf life with staling development. 
Color definitely contributes eye appeal for con- 
sumers, but if the browning is too extensive, there 
probably will be a burnt note in the final product. 

AFTER BAKING (COOLING) 

After exiting from the oven, the cracker is cooled 
either in the open air or in humidity-controlled 
rooms. At this point, the cracker is still hot. Browning 
is still proceeding, but at a much slower rate. Re- 
duction of moisture content in the finished product 
also continues. It is critical that the moisture content 
be controlled according to manufacturer’s specifica- 
tions. Humidity-controlled cooling chambers are 
used in some cracker plants, with or without addi- 
tional postbake heating (dielectric, near infrared, or 
microwave), to control the moisture content of the 
finished products. 

PACKAGING AND STORAGE 

Because crackers have very low moisture content 
(about 2-3%), they are susceptible to moisture ab- 
sorption. Crackers must be protected from moisture 
absorption during storage (after packaging in lami- 
nated, &xible, or carton packages or in tin cans). 
Otherwise, the crackers will become staled and less 
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fragile. In long-term storage, fat rancidity in crack- 
ers may occur. Fat rancidity is the result of the com- 
plex oxidative reaction of unsaturated fatty acid side 
chains of the triacylglycerols (triglycerides) . Use of 
antioxidants can overcome this problem. However, 
antioxidants are seldom included in formulations, as 
the product is expected to have a high turnover rate. 
They are not expected to stay on the shelves of retail 
stores or supermarkets long enough to develop these 
problems. 

Crackers exiting from the cooling system will be 
broken from sheets into smaller pieces, if necessary. 
Otherwise they will be stacked before further pack- 
ing. Crackers are packed either in boxes or cans, 
packed in rolls or wrapped individually. For bulk 
packing, they are either packed in bags or boxes 
(Faridi 1994a,b). The main criteria in packing of 
crackers are protection from breaking and from ab- 
sorption of moisture and undesirable odors. Crackers 
packed in paper cartons wrapped with cellophane are 
the least protected, with those packed in boxes and 
cans being more desirable but more costly. 

QUALITY EVALUATION AND 
CONTROL OF DOUGH AND 
CRACKERS 
In the production of crackers, the consistency of the 
dough is critical as it affects the outcome of the 
baked products. Proper control in the preparation of 
the dough can be checked by various means. In 
order to provide quality products to the consumer, 
the products should have consistent quality. The 
physical properties of crackers can be checked by 
various means. Both the dough and the cracker can 
be evaluated by sensory and objective methods. 
Some of these methods are listed in Table 23.8 
(Bourne 1993, Manley 2000, Matz 1992, Pyler 
1988, Setser 1993, Wade 1988). 

TROUBLESHOOTING 
Production of crackers requires careful planning and 
execution of the operation. Development of new for- 
mulations is also critical for increasing the interest 
of consumers. It is therefore not uncommon to have 
problems once in a while. Identification of the caus- 
es of and remedies for these problems is the key to 
producing quality products. Table 23.9 lists some of 
the problems manufacturers run into, their possible 
causes, and their remedies. 

Table 23.8. Quality Evaluation of Dough and 
Crackers 

Objective/Instrumental Evaluations of Crackers 
Snapping (force required to snap the cracker under 

Puncture (force required to puncture the sample 
standard conditions) 

using probes of 1.02 or 2.36 mm diameter for a 
standard distance) 

crackers) 

force required for fracturability, hardness, stringi- 
ness, and adhesive force) 

Saw-cut test (time required to saw-cut a standard 
distance of a small stack of crackers) 

Ultrasonic pulse echo technique (measurement of 
crispness of cracker) 

Moisture content (loss of weight of ground sample 
under standard drying condition) 

Color measurement (rektance meter) 

Volume (stack height or linear dimension of 10 

Texture profile analysis or TPA (pattern analysis of 

Objective/Instrumental Evaluations of Dough 
Power input to a suitable laboratory mixer (estima- 

tion of water requirement to make a dough) 
Pasting temperature 
Pasting viscosity (viscometer, farinograph, mixo- 

graph, extensigraph, alveograph or amylograph) 
Dough stiffness and dough elasticity or develop- 

ment (Instron universal testing with Kramer 
shear test cell) 

Sensory Evaluations of Crackers 
Hardness (force needed to bite through cracker) 
Fracturability (force with which the cracker shat- 

Denseness (geometrical compactness of the cross 

Moisture absorption (rate with which sample 

Adhesiveness (degree to which chewed material 

Tooth packing (amount of material left in and 

ters) 

section) 

absorbs saliva) 

adheres to mouth surface) 

around the molar teeth) 

Sensory Evaluations of Dough 
Increase in dough volume after standard fermenta 
tion 

Source: Adapted from Rasper 1993, Setser 1993, and 
Wade 1988. 
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Table 23.9. Troubleshooting in Cracker Productiona 
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Problem Causes Remedies 

Saltine cracker 
Bitter sponge 

Chipping and blister 

Crackers cup downward 

Crackers cup upward 

Tough (cupped) crackers 

Fermentation room temperature 
too high 

Overdusting 

Too much top heat in oven 
Insufficient bottom heat 

Too much bottom heat 
Insufficient top heat 

Flour too strong 

Weak protein structure Flour is overworked 

Cream cracker 
Blisters too pronounced 

Delayed fracturing of 
cracker structure 
(checking) 

Doming of baked 
cracker 

Dishing of baked cracker 

Poor lamination structure caused 

Oven too hot 
by insufficient filling dust 

Stresses built up in the cracker 
fabric during baking 

Too much top heat 

Too much bottom heat 

Reduce proportion of k u r  in sponge 
Add calcium sulfate 

Reduce amount of dusting k u r  

Balance top and bottom heating pat 
terns accordingly 

Balance top and bottom heating pat 
terns accordingly 

Increase diastatic malt or malt k u r  in 

Add inactive dry yeast (beneficial enzy- 

Ferment longer, but do not exceed 20 

Set sponge warmer, up to 80°F 

Add yeast food to increase yeast fer- 

formulation 

matic activity) 

hours 

(2 6.7 "C) 

mentation 

Reduce proportion of yeast foods and 

Reduce bleaching of ku r  
diastatic malt 

Provide filling dust appropriately 

Check and adjust oven temperature 

Baking at lower general moisture levels 
Keep the crackers warm and close 

together in a temperature- and 
humidity-controlled environment for 
a while after removal from the oven 

Increase baked time and proper control 
of top heat disposition at the front of 
the oven 

Increase baked time and proper control 
of bottom heat disposition at the 
front of the oven 

(Continues) 
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Table 23.9. Continued 

Problem Causes Remedies 

Graham cracker 
Bucking and cupping Flour too strong 

Flour too lean 
Dough too thick after reduction 

Dough under tension between 
reduction rollers and cutter 

Improper cooling 

Coarse texture 

Cracker too hard 

Cracker too soft 

Floury bottom 

Off fivor 

Clear k u r  
Lean formula 
Undermixing 
Insufficient ammonia 

Baking too slowly 

Flour too strong 
Too much sugar 
Baking too fast or too slow 

Excess invert sugar, molasses, 
honey or nonfat dried milk 

Underbaked 
Stored under warm, damp condi- 

tion 

Improper ingredient balance and 
mixing 

Sticky dough 

Old and musty k u r  
Poor molasses or honey quality 
Bitterness 
Boxboard fivor due to insuffi- 

cient cooling 

Overweight packages Insufficient oven spring 

Improper sugar: k u r  ratio 

Improper heat balance in oven 

Poor color Low-grade molasses 
Insufficient soda 
Underbaking 

Adjust protein content 
Adjust formula to overcome problem 
Adjust protein content in k u r  and 

Keep loose so gluten can relax properly 
dough holding time 

Maintain proper cooling time 

Proper granular size of k u r  
Adjust formula to overcome problem 
Maintain proper mixing time 
Maintain adequate amount of ammonia 

bicarbonate in formula 
Increase temperature to shorten baking 

time 

Adjust protein content in k u r  
Reduce sugar amount in formulation 
Maintain proper baking time 

Adjust amount of sweeteners and non- 

Increase baking time 
Proper packaging and storage of prod- 

fat dried milk in formulation 

ucts 

Check formula balance and mixing 

Raise dough temperature slightly 
activity 

Use freshly ground whole wheat 
Use quality molasses and honey 
Reduce amount of soda 
Give more cooling time after breaking 

Maintain proper fermentation time and 
temperature, and baking temperature 

Adjust sugar: k u r  ratio to specification 
Maintain proper oven temperature at 

second zone 

Use quality molasses 
Adjust amount of soda in formula 
Increase baking time 
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Rough tops Whole or graham k u r  ground 

Overmachining Proper machining of dough 

Check k u r  granular size 
too coarsely 

Very “thin,” shelly tops Too much dusting k u r  
Too much ammonia 

Oven temperature too high 

Reduce amount of dusting kur  
Maintain adequate amount of ammonia 

Reduce oven temperature 
bicarbonate 

”Adapted from Pyle 1988; Encyclopedia of Baking, www.bakingbusiness.com. 

and utensils, rawlpackaging materials and opera- 
tions, defective action levels (DALs), hazard analy- 
sis and record keeping, food security, and the bakery 

Every food establishment including the bakery itself. Table 23.10 lists some of these guidelines. For 
requires a sanitary environment for manufacturing more detail information, readers should refer to the 
their products. This includes not only the physical original documents such as Current Good Manu- 
establishment itself, but also the workers and the facturing Practices (CGMPs), the U.S. FDA’s Food 
management team. In the United States, guidelines Code, and the U.S. Baking Industry Sanitation 
on sanitary requirements are well established. These Standards. Similar guidelines are also available in 
include personnel, building and facilities, equipment other countries. 

SANITATION REQUIREMENTS IN 
THE PRODUCTION OF 
CRACKERS 

Table 23.1 0. Sanitation requirements for bakeries 

Personnel 
Practice adequate disease control measures. 
Wear suitable adequate clothing. 
Maintain adequate cleanliness. 
Wash hands thoroughly after each absence from the workstation and at any other time the hands may have 

Work in the processing area free from unsecured jewelry or other objects. 
Use proper gloves and maintain them in an intact, clean, and sanitary condition. 
Wear effective hair or beard restraints. 
Properly store employees’ belongings. 
Do not eat food, chew gum, drink beverages, or use tobacco. 
Take precautions to protect food from being contaminated by employees. 
Supervise by trained personnel with clearly assigned responsibilities. 

become soiled or contaminated. 

Building and Facilities 
Grounds are maintained in a condition that will protect against contamination or harboring of pests. 
Buildings and structures are suitable in size, construction, and design to facilitate maintenance and sanitary 

operations to include food contact surfaces and food packaging materials. 
Potential for contamination is reduced by effective separation of operations in which contamination is likely 

to occur. 
Buildings (to include kors, walls, and ceilings), fixtures (to include those that allow dripping and condensa- 

tion), utensils, and other physical facilities of the plant are maintained in a sanitary condition and in good 
repair. 

Adequate protection against glass breakage over exposed foods. 
Adequate lighting, ventilation, and screening shall be provided. 

(Continues) 
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Table 23.10. Continued 

Building and Facilities-Continued 
Substances used for cleaning, sanitizing, and pest control are safe, adequate, used in accordance with (IAW) 

Adequate measures are taken to exclude pests from processing area and to protect against contamination of 

Food contact surfaces adequately cleaned and sanitized as frequently as necessary and properly protected to 

Water supply is sufficient and from a sanitary source. Water potability is checked not less than annually by 

Plumbing is adequate in size and is adequately installed and maintained. 
Sewage and rubbish are adequately disposed of. 
Adequate toilet facilities are provided for employees and are sanitarily maintained, are in good repair, and do 

Adequate hand-washing facilities are provided at entrance or convenient locations. 

instructions, and properly marked and stored. 

foods by pests, pesticides, and/or rodenticides. 

preclude contamination of food, to include single service articles. 

samples selected from within the plant. 

not open into food processing areas. 

Equipment and Utensils 
All pieces of equipment and utensils are adequately cleanable. 
Food contact surfaces are corrosion resistant and of nontoxic materials. 
Food lubrication does not contaminate the product; only food grade lubricants are used in the food zone. 
Seams on food contact surfaces are smoothly bonded or maintained so as to minimize the growth of 

Surfaces of equipment, other than food contact surfaces, maintained in the food handling area are con- 

Adequate indicating thermometers, temperature measuring devices, temperature recording devices, and tem- 

Compressed air or other gases that are mechanically introduced into food or used to clean food contact sur- 

Properly installed thermometers or temperature recording devices are required for freezers and cold storage 

microorganisms. 

structed so they can be kept in a clean condition. 

perature controls are in place. 

faces are free of indirect food additives. 

areas that hold food capable of supporting microbial growth. 

Bakery 

equipment and the wall, ceiling, or %or, and the opening is finished to permit cleaning, or the equipment 
is sealed to the adjacent surface. 

level. Such chutes are provided with overlapping covers. 

catch all spillage or drips. Also, fixed pans used to collect liquid spillage or drips are readily accessible, 
have drains, and are pitched to ensure complete drainage away from the product zone. 

Liquid ingredient inlet pipes, valves, and fittings are of sanitary take-apart type, unless designed for in-place 
cleaning, and are pitched for self-draining, back to the point where the line is continuously filled. 

A concrete curb is built around all %or-mounted washing equipment to confine leakage. 
Vents on equipment for handling and storing dry ingredients are protected against entry of foreign materials 

and are provided with readily removable filters to exclude particles of 5 p m  or larger. 
Screw conveyor housings are hinged or removable so that the area around the helical flghts can be cleaned 

from the outside. 
Sufficient clearance is provided between the bottom of the screw housing and the %or to permit sufficient 

exposure of the screw for cleaning. The screw housings are dust tight and readily accessible. 
Straight run surfaces of pneumatic conveyors, values, and rotary feeders are smooth and readily accessible or 

removable, except that piping, tubing, valves, or feeders that are self-purging are exempt from the require- 
ments for accessibility. 

Where equipment passes through walls, ceilings, or kors, sufficient clearance is provided between the 

Product chutes at %or level are installed so that the rim is a minimum of 100 mm (4 inches) above %or 

Pans used to collect spillage or drips are readily accessible or readily removable and are large enough to 
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The air supply for blowers or compressors is filtered to exclude particles of 5 p m  or larger. 
Separate conveying air systems are provided before and after an atmosphere sifter in the system. 
A removable &xible connection is provided between the inlet to the hopper and the product delivery equip- 

ment. 
Discharge piping and unloading hoses are equipped with caps. Bearings are outside the product zone and are 

sealed for self-lubrication, and design and construction are such that lubricants cannot leak, drip, or be 
forced into the product zone. 

Flexible tubing is transparent or translucent. 
Pumps, valves, and pipe fittings, including those used to insert thermometers and pressure gauge bulbs, are 

of the sanitary take-apart type and are readily accessible or removable. 
Stationary mixer bowls drain completely. Close-coupled sanitary drain valves that are accessible or remov- 

able are provided. 
The system for lubricating dough-contact surfaces, as distinct from the means of mechanical lubrication, has 

a reservoir readily accessible or removable for cleaning. Distribution lines, valves, and pumps are remov- 
able for cleaning or are designed to permit clean-in-place (CIP). 

Proofing cloths are smooth (except they may be of absorbent material) but are readily removable for launder- 
ing. An extra set of proofing cloths is provided. 

Pumping, piping, valves, and fittings used to dispense or convey frying fats, batter, glazing, jellies, and fill- 
ings are of sanitary take-apart type at least equal to 3A Standards and are accessible for inspection and 
cleaning. 

The icing and/or glazing reservoir return is readily accessible and self-draining. 
Drip or catch pans are provided under all product transfer points, as well as under cleaning attachments, and 

Drip or catch pans are provided between overhead trolleys and product zone, on suspended monorail type 
are readily removable. 

cooler. 

Raw Materials and Operations 
Raw materials and other ingredients are purchased from approved sources and are protected from contami- 

nation and adulteration at all times. 
Manufacturing operations are conducted under conditions and controls necessary to minimize the potential 

growth of microorganisms or contamination of foods. 
Foods are maintained under conditions during warehousing and distribution that will protect the food items 

and their containers against physical, chemical, and microbial contamination as well as against deteriora- 
tion. 

Chemical, microbial, or extraneous-material testing procedures are used where necessary to identify sanita- 
tion failures or possible food contamination. Test results must meet the applicable requirements. 

Methods to exclude physical contaminants are established and monitored (metal detector, visual screening, 
sieves, or other means). 

Defective Action Levels 
Defective action levels (DALs) must be in compliance with current FDA limits. 

Hazard Analysis and Record Keeping 
Hazard analysis is performed, for all stages of production. 
A Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) plan is written and implemented for each kind of 

HACCP plan contains food safety hazards, critical control points, critical limits, monitoring procedures, 

Corrective action plan is followed and deviant product segregated. 
Corrective actions are fully documented. 
Records are reviewed, signed, and dated as required. 
Records are retained as required (per reference standard) and are available and subject to public disclosure 

product. 

corrective action plans, verification procedures, and record keeping system. 

limitations. 
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Table 23.10. Continued 

Hazard Analysis and Record Keeping-Continued 
Internal reviews are performed as required. 
Overall verification is performed by a trained individual annually, as a process change is made, or when the 

Sanitation control and monitoring are performed and documented with sufficient frequency to ensure com- 
HACCP plan is modified. 

pliance with Current Good Manufacturing Practices (CGMP) checklists. 

Food Security 
Appropriate measures are taken to screen employees. 
Reasonable precautions are taken to control physical access to premises. 
Reasonable precautions are taken to control physical access to different functional areas of the establish 

Raw materials and packaging materials are received in original, intact containers and protected from poten 

Manufacturing operations are conducted under conditions and controls necessary to minimize the potential 

End item(s) are maintained under controls during warehousing and distribution that will protect the food 

Protocols and training are in place to recognize and respond to food security violations. 

MILSTD-3006A (June 7,2002). 

ment. 

tial tampering (contamination, adulteration, etc.). 

for tampering. 

item(s) and its container(s) against potential tampering. 

Source: Adapted from Department of Defense Standard Practice, Sanitation Requirements for Food Establishments. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cereal-based products such as cookies, crackers, 
and biscuits are a predominant source of energy in 
the human diet and represent the largest category of 
snack item among the baked foods (Awasthi and 
Yadav 2000). Cookies, crackers, and biscuits can be 
manufactured by means of traditional processes 
(baking) or by extrusion cooking. In general, during 
conventional baking of k u r  products (generally, 
temperatures close to 200°C or higher for several 
minutes), more intense processing conditions are 
applied as compared with the extrusion process 
(Gonzalez-Galan et al. 1991, Manzaneque Ramos 
1994, Huang 1998). Extrusion cooking is a well- 
established industrial technology with a number of 
food applications since, in addition to the usual ben- 
efits of heat processing, extrusion has the possibility 
of changing the functional properties of food ingre- 
dients andor of texturizing them (Cheftel 1986). In 
the extruder, the mixture of ingredients is subjected 
to intense mechanical shear through the action of 
one or two rotating screws. The cooking can occur at 
high temperatures (up to 250"C), relatively short 

residence times (1-2 minutes), high pressures (up to 
25 MPa), intense shear forces (100 rpm), and low 
moisture conditions (below 30%). In addition to 
the cooking step, manufacture of cereal-based prod- 
ucts can involve drying and/or toasting operations 
(Cheftel 1986, Camire and Belbez 1996, Huang 
1998). 

During these technological treatments, due to the 
elevated temperatures and low moisture conditions 
used, different chemical reactions such as nonen- 
zymatic browning can take place. Nonenzymatic 
browning includes the Maillard reaction and cara- 
melization. The products resulting from both reac- 
tions depend on food composition, temperature, 
water activity, and pH and can occur simultaneously 
(Zanoni et al. 1995). 

The Maillard reaction, which occurs between re- 
ducing sugars such as glucose, fructose, lactose, or 
maltose and free amino groups of amino acids or 
proteins, usually the epsilon-amino group of lysine, 
is favored in foods with high protein and low carbo- 
hydrate contents at intermediate moisture content, at 
temperatures above 5 0 T ,  and at a pH in the range 
from 4 to 7. Caramelization depends on direct de- 
gradation of carbohydrates due to heat and requires 
more extreme conditions than the Maillard reaction. 
Thus, at temperatures higher than 120"C, pH lower 
than 3 or higher than 9, and very low moisture con- 
tent, caramelization is favored (Kroh 1994). 

In addition, other chemical reactions that can also 
occur during processing of these products may af- 
fect the extent of the nonenzymatic browning. Thus, 
starch and nonreducing sugars such as sucrose can 
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be hydrolyzed into reducing sugars that can be in- 
volved later in other reactions, for instance, in the 
Maillard reaction (Linko et al. 1981, Camire et al. 
1990). Noguchi et al. (1982) observed that in a bis- 
cuit mix, severely processed condition, 10% of the 
initial sucrose molecules were hydrolyzed into glu- 
cose and fructose, thus permitting the Maillard reac- 
tion. 

The chemical changes that take place during the 
technological processing used in the elaboration of 
cookies, crackers, and biscuits, contribute to some 
extent to their typical organoleptic characteristics. 
However, important losses of lysine, due to the for- 
mation of chemically stable and nutritionally un- 
available derivatives of protein-bound lysine, can 
be observed under Maillard reaction conditions 
(McAuley et al. 1987). 

The amount of lysine and its biological availabil- 
ity are meaningful criteria for the protein nutritive 
quality of cereals. Foods processed from cereal 
grains are low in essential amino acids such as 
lysine and methionine (Meredith and Caster 1984). 
As this deficiency can be intensified by losses from 
browning reactions during processing, a compro- 
mise in which the objectives of heat treatment are 
reached with a minimal decrease in the nutritional 
quality of the food must be found. For that purpose, 
indicators of heat-treated foods can be useful for the 
control of processes, allowing the possibility of opti- 
mizing conditions. Thus, many indicators are avail- 
able for evaluating the extent of nonenzymatic 
browning in cereal-based foods. Although not all the 
studies on cereal-based products reported in this 
review are carried out directly in cookies, crackers, 
or biscuits, they have been considered since both the 
manufacture and composition could be similar, and 
consequently the same chemical reactions can be in- 
volved. 

AVAILABLE LYSINE 
The determination of available lysine has been used 
to evaluate the effect of heating on the protein qual- 
ity of the following cereal-based products: pasta 
(NepalLSing and Chauhan 1989, Acquistucci and 
Quattrucci 1993), breads (Tsen et al. 1983, Ramirez- 
J imhez  et al. 2001), breakfast cereals (McAuley et 
al. 1987, Horvatic and Guterman 1997), infant cere- 
als (Fernandez-Artigas et al. 1999a), cookies forti- 
fied with oilseed kurs (Martinkus et al. 1977), and 
biscuits (Singh et al. 2000). 

Since extrusion cooking is a well-established 
technology for the industrial elaboration of cereal- 
based foods, several authors have studied the effect 
of the initial composition and the different operating 
conditions on lysine loss in extruded materials. 
Noguchi et al. (1982) found that the loss of reactive 
lysine is significant (up to 40% of the initial value) 
in samples of protein-enriched biscuits when the 
extrusion cooking is carried out at a high tempera- 
ture range (190-210°C) with relatively low water 
content (13%). When the water content is increased 
to 18%, the lysine loss is much less pronounced or 
even negligible. 

Noguchi et al. (1982) also studied the effect of the 
decrease of pH on lysine loss in biscuits obtained by 
extrusion and observed that this parameter increases 
with low pH since strong acidification markedly in- 
creases starch or sucrose hydrolysis and consequent- 
ly the formation of reducing carbohydrates. The for- 
mation of reducing sugars by starch hydrolysis was 
proposed to be the main cause of lysine loss in 
extruded wheat kurs (Bjorck et al. 1984). 

Bjorck et al. (1983) measured the effect of extru- 
sion cooking on available lysine in extruded bis- 
cuits. They found that the decrease in lysine was 
about 11% and that lysine retention was infienced 
negatively by increasing process temperature and 
positively by increasing moisture content of the mix 
of ingredients. 

In general, extrusion cooking of cereal-based 
foods appears to cause lysine losses that do not ex- 
ceed those for other methods of food processing. In 
order to keep lysine losses within low levels (10- 
15%), it is necessary to avoid operating conditions 
above 180°C at water contents below 15% (even if a 
subsequent drying step is then necessary) (Cheftel 
1986). Phillips (1988) suggested that the Maillard 
reaction is more likely to occur in expanded snack 
foods in which nutritional quality is not a major fac- 
tor than in other extruded foods with higher moisture 
contents if the processing conditions are controlled. 

Another important consideration is to avoid the 
presence of reducing sugars during extrusion. Ly- 
sine loss and browning are more intense when re- 
ducing carbohydrates such as glucose, fructose, or 
lactose (added as skim milk) are added to the food 
mix at the 2-5% level or higher (Cheftel et al. 1981). 
Singh et al. (2000) and Awasthi and Yadav (2000) 
also found higher lysine loss and browning in tradi- 
tionally elaborated biscuits when whey or skim milk 
was added to the initial mixture. 
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An investigation of the changes in available lysine 
content during industrial production of dietetic bis- 
cuits was performed by Horvatic and Eres (2002). 
Dough preparation did not significantly affect the 
available lysine content. However, after baking, a 
significant loss (27-47%) of available lysine was 
observed in the studied biscuits. The loss of avail- 
able lysine was found to be significantly correlated 
with technological parameters, mainly baking tem- 
peratwehime conditions. 

The infience of storage on the lysine loss in pro- 
tein-enriched biscuits was studied by Noguchi et al. 
(1982). Lysine loss was observed to increase when 
samples were stored at room temperature for long 
periods of time. Hozova et al. (1997) estimated, by 
measurement of lysine, the nutritional quality of am- 
aranth biscuits and crackers stored during 4 months 
under laboratory conditions (20°C and 62% RH). 
Although a slight decrease in the level of lysine was 
detected, this was not significant. However, these 
authors suggested that lysine degradation can con- 
tinue with prolonged storage, and it is necessary to 
consider this fact in relation to consumers and the 
extension of the time of storage. 

FUROSINE 
The determination of furosine (~-N-2-furoylmethyl- 
lysine), generated from the acid hydrolysis of 
Amadori compounds formed during the early stages 

of the Maillard reaction (Erbersdobler and Hupe 
1991), has been used for the assessment of lysine 
loss in cereals such as malt (Molnar-Per1 et al. 
1986), pasta (Resmini and Pellegrino 1991, Garcia- 
Banos et al. 2004), baby cereals (Guerra-Hernandez 
and Corzo 1996, Guerra-Hernandez et al. 1999), 
bread (Ramirez- Jimknez et al. 200 1, Cardenas-Ruiz 
2004), and baby biscuits (Carratu et al. 1993). Other 
2-furoylmethyl derivatives such as that correspon- 
ding to GABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid), have 
been, among others, suggested as indicators of the 
extent of the initial steps of the Maillard reaction in 
vegetable products (Del Castillo et al. 2000; Sanz et 
al. 2000, 2001). 

In commercial cookies, crackers, and breakfast 
cereals, the initial steps of the Maillard reaction 
have been also evaluated by furosine determination 
(Rada-Mendoza et al. 2004). Furosine was detected 
in all analyzed samples, showing a wide variation. 
Figure 24.1 illustrates, as an example, the HPLC 
(high performance liquid chromatography) chro- 
matogram of the 2-furoylmethyl-amino acids of an 
acid hydrolysate of a cracker sample. Since consid- 
erable amounts of furosine have been detected in 
dried milk (Corzo et al. 1994), part of the furosine 
found in cereal products containing dried milk 
might already be present in dried milk ingredients. 
Besides furosine, Rada-Mendoza et al. (2004) found 
the 2-furoylmethyl derivative corresponding to 
GABA in samples of crackers and breakfast cereals, 
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Figure 24.1. HPLC chromatogram of the 2-furoylmethyl-GABA (1) and furosine in an acid hydrolysate of a cracker 
sample (from Rada-Mendoza et al. 2004). 
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but it was absent in most cookie samples. The pres- 
ence of this compound in breakfast cereals and 
crackers may be attributed to the considerable 
amount of free GABA present in the rice and corn 
used in their manufacture. The presence of a sub- 
stantial amount of free GABA in cornfikes has 
been previously reported (Marchenko et al. 1973). 
The variable amounts of dried milk used in the man- 
ufacture of cereal-based products and the different 
levels of free GABA in unprocessed cereals appears 
to be a major drawback for the use of furosine and 
2-furoylmethylLGABA as suitable indicators for dif- 
ferentiating between commercial cereal-based prod- 
ucts. In the cereal industry, however, where exact in- 
gredient composition is known, measurements of the 
2-furoylmethylLGABA and furosine formed might 
be used as indicators to monitor processing condi- 
tions during the manufacture of cereal products. 

HYDROXYMETHYLFURFURAL 
Hydroxymethylfurfural is formed by the degrada- 
tion of hexoses and is also an intermediate product 
in the Maillard reaction (Hodge 1953, Kroh 1994). 
Hydroxymethylfurfural is a classic indicator of 
browning in several foods such as milk (van Boekel 
and Zia-ur-Rehman 1987, Morales et al. 1997), 
juices (Lee and Nagy 1988), and honey Oeuring and 
Kuppers 1980, Sanz et al. 2003). 

In the case of cereal-based foods, hydroxymethyl- 
furfural has been also used as chemical indicator. 
Thus, this compound has been detected in dried pas- 
ta (Acquistucci and Bassotti 1992, Resmini et al. 
1993), baby cereals (Guerra-Hernandez et al. 1992, 
Fernandez-Artigas et al. 1999b), bread (Ramirez- 
J imhez  et al. 2000, Cardenas-Ruiz et al. 2004), and 
breakfast cereals (Garcia-Villanova et al. 1993, 
Birlouez-Aragon et al. 2001). 

In a study on the effect of various sugars on the 
quality of baked cookies, furfural (in cookies elabo- 
rated with pentoses) and hydroxymethylfurfural (in 
cookies elaborated with hexoses) were detected 
(Nishibori and Kawakishi 1992). Hydroxymethyl- 
furfural has been also found in model systems of 
cookies baked at 150°C for 10 minutes (Nishibori 
and Kawakishi 1995, Nishibori et al. 1998). 

COLOR 
Color is an important characteristic of cereal-based 
foods and, together with texture and aroma, con- 

tributes to consumer preference. Color is another 
indication of the extent of Maillard reaction and 
caramelization. The kinetic parameters of these re- 
actions are extremely complex for cereal products. 
As a consequence, the coloring reaction is always 
studied globally, without taking into account indi- 
vidual reaction mechanisms (Chevallier et al. 2002). 
Color depends both on the physicochemical charac- 
teristics of the raw dough (water content, pH, reduc- 
ing sugars, and amino acid content) and on the oper- 
ating conditions during processing (Zanoni et al. 
1995). 

Formation of browning pigments (melanoidins) 
occurs at the advanced stages of browning reactions, 
and although this is undesirable in milk, fruit juices, 
and tomatoes, among other foods (De Man 1980), 
it is desirable during the manufacture of cookies, 
crackers, and biscuits. Color development has been 
studied in cereal-based products such as baby cereals 
(Fernandez-Artigas et al. 1999b), bread (Ramirez- 
J imhez  et al. 2001), cookies (Kane et al. 2003), 
gluten-free biscuits (Schober et al. 2003), and wheat 
grain (Miller et al. 2000, Horrobin et al. 2003). 

The formation of melanoidins and other products 
of the Maillard reaction darken a food, but a darker 
color is not always attributed to the presence of 
these compounds, since the initial composition of 
the mixture can also affect color. In a study on the 
protein nutritional value of extrusion-cooked wheat 
flours, Bjorck et al. (1984) determined the color of 
the extruded material and found a correlation be- 
tween the rek tance  values and the total lysine con- 
tent of extruded wheat. The r ek tance  of the raw 
flour was very different, and comparison could not 
be made for the effect of extrusion. 

Hunter “L” values determined in wheat kurs, 
commercial fiked toasted, extruded toasted, and 
extruded puffed breakfast cereals were found to cor- 
relate positively with available lysine (McAuley et 
al. 1987). 

The effect of time on color development and oth- 
er parameters (volume, structure, weight, crispiness) 
during the industrial baking of cookies was studied 
by Piazza and Masi (1997). The development of 
crispiness increased with time and was found to be 
related to the other physical processes that occur 
during baking. 

Bernussi et al. (1998) studied the effects of mi- 
crowave baking on the moisture gradient and overall 
quality of cookies, and they observed that the color 
did not differ significantly from that of the control 
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samples (cookies baked using the traditional pro- 
cess). 

Broyart et al. (1998) conducted a study on the 
kinetics of color formation during the baking of 
crackers in a static electrically heated oven. These 
authors observed that the darkening step starts when 
the product temperature reaches a critical value in 
the range of 105-115°C. Using the product tempera- 
ture and moisture content variations during baking, 
a kinetic model was developed to predict the light- 
ness variation of the cracker surface. The evolution 
of lightness appeared to follow a first-order kinetic 
i n  fienced by these two parameters (temperature 
and moisture content). 

Color development has also been included with 
other parameters (temperature, water loss, etc.) in a 
mathematical model that simulated the functioning 
of a continuous industrial-scale biscuit oven (Broy- 
art and Trystram 2003). 

Gallagher et al. (2003) observed that color devel- 
opment in the production of a functional low-fat, 
low-sugar biscuit depends upon the quantities of 
sugar and protein present. 

In a study on the effects of oven humidity on 
foods (bread, cakes, and cookies) baked in gas con- 
vection ovens, Xue et al. (2004) observed that in- 
creased oven humidity results in products with 
lighter color and reduced firmness. 

As mentioned above, the formation of Maillard 
reaction products and intense color are responsible 
for the organoleptic properties of this type of prod- 
uct. Moreover, it is also important to consider that 
the brown pigments formed could present some bio- 
logical activities. Thus, Bressa et al. (1996) ob- 
served a considerable antioxidant capacity in cook- 
ies during the first 20-30 minutes of cooking (when 
browning takes place). Borrelli et al. (2003) studied 
the formation of colored compounds in bread and 
biscuits, and they examined the antioxidant activity 
and the potential cytotoxic effects of the formed 
products. 

FLUORESCENCE 
During the advanced stages of the nonenzymatic 
browning, compounds with fluorescence are also 
produced. Recently, some analytical methods based 
on fluorescence measurements have been used to 
evaluate the extent of this reaction. For instance, the 
FAST ( fiorescence of advanced Maillard prod- 
ucts and soluble tryptophan) method proposed by 

Birlouez-Aragon et al. (1998) is based on the deter- 
mination of maximal fluorescence emission when 
exciting at 330-350 nm, which corresponds to mo- 
lecular structures formed between reducing sugars 
and the lysine residues of proteins. This fluorescence 
is dependent on heat treatment and is related to pro- 
tein nutritional loss. Thus, this method, first validated 
on milk samples, has been used in other foods modi- 
fied by the Maillard reaction such as breakfast cere- 
als. Birlouez-Aragon et al. (2001) studied the cor- 
relation between the FAST index, lysine loss, and 
hydroxymethylfurfural formation during the manu- 
facture of breakfast cereals by extrusion and in com- 
mercial samples. The FAST index was in good agree- 
ment with hydroxymethylfurfural formation. These 
authors also found that the relationship between the 
FAST index and lysine loss indicates that for severe 
treatments inducing lysine blockage (higher than 
30%), lysine loss is less rapid than the increase in the 
FAST index. Thus, the fluorimetric FAST method 
appears to be an interesting alternative for evaluating 
the nutritional damage in a great variety of cereal- 
based products submitted to heat treatment. 

AC RY LAM1 DE 
Recent studies have reported the presence of acryl- 
amide (2-propenamide), “a probably carcinogenic to 
humans” compound (IARC 1994), in a number of 
fried and oven-cooked foods (Riediker and Stadler 
2003). One of the possible mechanisms involved in 
the acrylamide formation is the reaction between 
asparagine and reducing sugars such as glucose or 
fructose via the Maillard reaction (Mottram et al. 
2002, WeiDhaar and Gutsche 2002). Since aspar- 
agine is a major amino acid in cereals, the possible 
formation of acrylamide in cereal-based foods 
should be considered. 

Variable amounts of acrylamide have been found 
in cereal-based foods such as bread, cookies, crack- 
ers, biscuits, and breakfast cereals (Yoshida et al. 
2002, Ono et al. 2003, Riediker and Stadler 2003, 
Svensson et al. 2003, Delatour et al. 2004, Wenzl et 
al. 2004, Taeymans et al. 2004). 

MALTULOSE 
Besides Maillard reactions, isomerization of reduc- 
ing carbohydrates may take place during processing 
of cookies, crackers, and biscuits. Maltulose (Figure 
24.2), an epimerization product of maltose, has been 
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Figure 24.3. Gas chromatographic profile of the oxime-trimethylsilyl derivatives of fructose (1,2), glucose (3,4), 
sucrose ( 6 ) ,  lactulose (8), lactose (9,10), maltulose (11,12) and maltose (13,14) of a cookie sample. Peaks 5 and 7 
were the internal standards: myo-inositol and trehalose, respectively (from Rada-Mendoza et al. 2004). 
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found in the crust of bread (Westerlund et al. 1989). 
Maltulose formation is also observed during the 
heating of maltodextrin solutions at high tempera- 
tures (180°C) (Kroh et al. 1996). Garcia-Banos et al. 
(2000, 2002) detected maltulose in commercial 
enteral products and proposed the ma1tose:maltulose 
ratio as a heat treatment and storage indicator for 
enteral formulas. 

In cookies, crackers, and breakfast cereals, Rada- 
Mendoza et al. (2004) detected maltulose (from 
traces to 842 mg/100 g) in all commercial samples 
analyzed. Figure 24.3 shows the gas chromatogra- 
phic profile of the oxime-trimethylsilyl derivatives 
of mono- and disaccharide fractions of a cookie sam- 
ple. Similar patterns were obtained for crackers and 
breakfast cereals. The formation of maltulose de- 
pends mainly on initial maltose content, pH, and heat 
treatment intensity. Since cookies, crackers, and 
breakfast cereal samples may contain variable 
amounts of maltose, the usefulness of maltulose as 
an indicator of heat treatment might be questionable. 
Previous studies on the formation of maltulose dur- 
ing the heating of enteral formulas (Garcia-Banos et 
al. 2002) pointed out that values of the maltose: mal- 
tulose ratio were similar in samples with different 
maltose contents that were submitted to the same 
heat treatment. Therefore, the ma1tose:maltulose ratio 
is an adequate parameter for comparing samples 
with different initial maltose contents. Because mal- 
tose isomerization increases with pH, only in sam- 
ples with a similar pH can the differences in the 
ma1tose:maltulose ratio be due to different heat pro- 
cessing conditions. These results, shown by Rada- 
Mendoza et al. (2004), seem to indicate that the 
ma1tose:maltulose ratio can be used to differentiate 
among commercial cereal-based products and may 
serve as an indicator of the heat load during product 
manufacture. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The list of speciality bakery products, especially 
bread, in the world is endless, and it would be 
impossible to describe all of them. Suffice to say 
that if there are five bakers in a town, there will be 
five different kinds of bread. This is because the 
secret of breadmaking does not lie in the recipe but 
in the way the product is actually made. The discus- 
sion here is limited to a number of products (and 
their production methods) that are distinct and well 

known throughout the world, with some emphasis 
on Belgium. For ease of reference, the countries are 
listed alphabetically. However, when studying this 
chapter, note the following premises: 

The information is limited to the description 
and basic baking procedures of the specialty 
bread products and is not designed to explain 
the chemistry, physics, biology, food science 
and food technology, or other scientific and 
technical details. 
The presentation assumes that the readers have 
some basic experience in baking and are familiar 
with such terms as degassing, proofing, 
grounding, scaling, and so on. 

It is generally accepted and noted in countries 
where artisan bakers still prevail domestically and 
commercially, the quality of the bread will be no- 
ticeably higher than that in countries where indus- 
trial bakers monopolize the market. This is not meant 
to be negative towards the industrial breadmakers, 
but the business-driving forces are unique and dif- 
ferent for each group of bakers. The artisan bakers 
consider themselves as craftsmen who offer choice 
and quality. The industrial bakers aim at efficiency 
and cost effectiveness. From this perspective, travel- 
ing through Europe can be a most rewarding experi- 
ence. In countries where the artisan baker is popular 
and preferred, for example, Belgium, France, Italy, 
and Switzerland, you will find a vast choice of qual- 
ity delicacies (sometimes at unreasonably high 
prices), while in countries such as the Netherlands 
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and the United Kingdom, you will find products of 
mediocre quality at relatively low prices. The same 
holds true for the United States. 

Bakeries vary widely in terms of scale and prod- 
uct range. Typically they cover three main cate- 
gories of products: bread and rolls; pastries such 
as pies and Danish; and speciality products such as 
cake, doughnuts, and so on. The k w  diagram (Fig. 
25.1) of production of most bakery products is es- 
sentially the same. The process for pastries, cakes, 

and other speciality products varies slightly. The 
diagram gives a brief overview of inputs in the pro- 
cess, the processing steps, and the major waste 
streams. For whatever product in whichever country 
is discussed, the k w  diagram holds true. 

ARMENIA 
At Easter, the Armenian baker will make choereg. 
To make it he will use the following recipe: k u r  

Major input 0 Process step 0 

water, 
gas 

yeast, sugar 
water, flour 

Yeast "brew" 
makeup 

makeup 

grain, flour, yeast 
sugar, minor 
ingredients 

heat steam 

E l  Boiler 

heat 

I Crate wash I water, 
chemicals 

fuel 

mixing 

Proofing I 
Baking I 
Cooling E l  

Packaging 1 
Delivery 1 trucks 

Major water 0 streams 

CIP water 
in-line brew 

vacuum seal water 
spills, mistakes 

wastewater 

Steam, condensate, 
oil. wastewater 

Mistakes (batch and 
cooking errors) 

Bread waste, packaging 
crate wash water 

Air emissions 

Figure 25.1. Flow chart of the production process of bakery products. 
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(loo%), water (40%), eggs (25%), butter (15%), 
sugar (7.5%),yeast (5%),salt (2.5%), mahleb(2.5%), 
and sesame seeds (1.5%). 

Mahleb is made from the stones of dark sour 
cherries. The stones are ground, and the resulting 
flour has a typical pleasant fivor. In the Middle East 
this product is fairly common and is available in any 
shop that sells herbs and spices. There is also a typi- 
cal Greek product, tsoureki, in which mahleb is 
used. Brie@, the production method is as follows. 

Use lukewarm water and add the yeast and one 
coffee spoon of sugar. Stir until dissolved. Melt the 
butter without burning it. Then let it cool until it is 
still just liquid. Add the butter to the ku r  as well as 
the yeast suspension, the rest of the sugar, the salt, 
the mahleb, and the eggs. Knead to develop an elas- 
tic dough, adding more water or k u r  if needed. 

Allow the dough to rise for 3 hours and mix again 
to obtain a degassed homogeneous product. Divide 
dough into equal portions of about 550 g each, shape 
them into strings, and plait the strings. Put the dough 
on a baking tray and leave to prove for 90 minutes. 
Brush with egg yolk and sprinkle sesame seeds on 
top. Bake the bread in a moderate oven at 170- 
180°C for about 40 minutes until golden brown. 

BELGIUM 
In Belgium one can find a large number of real deli- 
cacies such as boterpistolets from Antwerp (bread 
rolls with butter), rogge verdomme (sweet rye bread 
with raisins), and boterkoeken, which are also some- 
times called “expos” by the Belgian baker. They 
were invented by a Belgian baker at the occasion of 
the World Exposition of 1958. They are made from 
Danish pastry and have a particular shape. But one 
of the nicest products you can find in Belgium is 
suikerbrood (sugar loaf). 

To make it, one can use the following recipe: k u r  
(loo%), water or milk (60%), parelsuiker no. 4 
(50%), butter (lo%), yeast (6%), and salt (2%). 
Parelsuiker is a pearl-shaped form of sugar, and the 
number 4 indicates its size (5.6-8 mm in diameter, 
about the size of a hailstone). This kind of sugar is a 
real Belgian speciality as well: it is just hard enough 
to melt in the dough during baking, so one gets the 
effect of soft moist sugar patches in the crumb. 
These particular characteristics of the sugar make 
the bread exceptional. The same type of sugar is also 

used in the typical waffles made in the region of 
Lihge (gaufres liegeois). Due to the large amount of 
sugar in the dough, one needs to use a lot of yeast. 
Another point to remember during production is that 
the bread has to be baked at a low temperature. 
Because of its large sugar content, it colors (browns) 
quickly and may become too dark. 

In order to make a good sugar loaf, it is necessary 
to make a well-developed dough of about 24°C. Let 
it rest for about 20 minutes and add the sugar, gently 
folding the sugar into the dough. Divide immediate- 
ly into portions of about 4 2 5  g each in order to make 
loaves of 350 g. Scaling has to be done manually 
because the sugar, which is hard before baking, will 
break the safety pins in automatic dividers. 

After the dough has been scaled and rounded, it is 
placed on aluminium trays. Normally the bread will 
be oval shaped to permit a somewhat fitter product, 
which requires less baking time than a round bread 
of the same weight. After proofing (40-45 minutes) 
the dough is baked in a moderate oven for about 2 5  
minutes. In the northern province of the Nether- 
lands, Friesland, a similar product is made, but it 
usually contains some extra ingredients such as cin- 
namon and a dash of lemon peel. 

For gaufres liegeois, which are made from the 
same recipe, the dough will be divided into pieces of 
55 g each, and after proofing they will be baked, 
using a waffle iron, of course. “Belgian waffles” are 
quite well known in the United States. What most 
Americans don’t realize is that there are many types 
of waffles in Belgium, and all of them are real deli- 
cacies. 

Belgium has another product that can only be 
found in Belgium. Although its name is pain 2 la 
Grecque (literally means “bread made the Greek 
way”), it has nothing to do with Greece. This prod- 
uct is mentioned here because it is one of those that 
seem to have disappeared from the Belgium bakery. 
It is painstaking to make, but once baked it is a fan- 
tastic product. 

Pain a la Grecque is made from wheat k u r  
(loo%), milk (60%), yeast (lo%), brown sugar 
(7.5%), eggs (5%), salt (1.5%), and cinnamon 
(0.7%). Half of the k u r  is mixed with all the milk, 
the eggs, and the yeast. The mixture is allowed to 
ferment for about 1 hour in a cool environment, but 
not in the refrigerator. Then, the remaining ingredi- 
ents are added and mixed until an elastic smooth 
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dough results. The dough is allowed to rest for about 
15 minutes and then degassed. Divide into pieces of 
about 100 g and shape them into rectangles about 6- 
7 cm wide and 12-15 cm long. Flatten them and 
sprinkle with coarse sugar. Put the dough pieces on a 
well-buttered baking tray and allow fermenting for 
about 45 minutes. Degas the dough pieces again and 
give another proof of about 30 minutes. Bake the 
dough for about 20 minutes at 180°C. After baking, 
turn the baked product around and remove the rims. 
The product should be chewy and not dry. 

Finally there is a product called mastellen. It is 
one of the few products in Belgium that contains 
cinnamon. In contrast to the Dutch consumer, Bel- 
gians are not too fond of cinnamon. Mastellen is a 
typical product of the Waasland region, which is 
located somewhere between Ghent and Antwerp. 

To 1 kg of kur,  add 1/2 L of milk, 75 g of yeast, 5 
g of cinnamon, 300 g of butter, 20 g of salt, and 50 g 
of sugar. Add the butter, the sugar, and the cinnamon 
at the end of mixing when the dough is nearly fully 
developed. Leave the dough 30 minutes to proof and 
then divide in pieces of 55 g. Shape the pieces into 
round balls and leave to rest for about 15 minutes. 
Make rings out of the dough pieces similar to bagels 
or doughnuts. This is done in one of two ways. In 
some villages the baker really makes a ring or a hole 
in the middle of the dough piece while in others a 
kind of dimple is made in the middle of the product. 
So, the practice of making a ring-shaped product is 
not confined to the American bakery. This form of 
bakery shape has existed in Belgium since the 
Middle Ages. People used to take the mastellen to 
the church so the priest could bless them. They were 
supposed to be a good remedy against rabies. After 
proofing they are brushed with egg and baked for 
about 10-12 minutes in a hot oven (200°C). 

BRAZIL 
The most famous speciality of Brazil is without 
doubt pa^o di queijo or cheese bread. One wonders 
whether this product can be called bread because it 
is made from cassava kur. Nevertheless because 
the product is such a delicacy and is made by all 
bakers in Brazil it must be included in the list of the 
world’s specialities. 

There is also no yeast in the formula, and the 
increase in volume is due to the development of 
steam within the product during baking. This is sim- 

ilar to the process and the volume increase when 
baking choux paste. The product has a short shelf 
life and is normally eaten immediately after baking. 
In Brazil the baker uses queijo de Minas (cheese 
from Minas), which is rare in other parts of the 
world. However, the product can be made with a 
mixture of Parmesan and Cheddar cheeses. 

Pâ o di queijo originates in the province of Minas 
Gerais and is served in nearly every restaurant with 
every type of meal. As a matter of fact the original 
product did not even contain cheese. In the 17th cen- 
tury, the slaves of the rich landlords made a kind of 
cooked “starch balls” from cassava k u r  and used 
this as their staple food. It was about 200 years later 
before people started adding milk and cheese. 

There are also two types of cassava ku r  (called 
polvilho in Portuguese), one sweet and the other 
sour. Both start from the ku r  of the cassava (or yuc- 
ca) root mixed with water. The sour type is obtained 
by the fermentation of the water solution by lactic 
acid bacteria. Afterwards the slurry is dried and the 
result is sour polvilho (Bertolini et al. 2001). 

The recipe for pa^o di queijo is the following: 
polvilho (loo%), eggs (50%), skimmed milk (25%), 
grated Cheddar (25%), sunkwer  oil (22%), Par- 
mesan cheese (6%), salt (1.2%). The first step in the 
preparation is to boil the milk with the oil, then 
slowly and gradually add the cassava k u r  in order 
to obtain a homogeneous mix. Cool to lukewarm. 
Add the eggs and mix to get a pliable, elastic dough. 
Finally, add salt and cheeses. 

Divide the dough into pieces of about 25 g, shape 
into round balls, and brush with some oil. Bake the 
dough at 180°C for about 10 minutes until the prod- 
uct becomes pale yellow. The breads should not 
become too dark or crusty. This is a slightly colored 
pale product, not crusty but soft. The Cheddar will 
also impart a yellowish color. 

CHINA 
Lao bingis fit bread made from weak wheat k u r  
(8.5% proteins, 10% maximum). So this product is 
actually made from cake k u r  rather than bread 
flour. Lao bingcontains only three ingredients: k u r  
(loo%), water (lo%), and salt (2%). The dough is 
prepared with water < 30°C. 

After mixing the dough is covered with a moist 
cloth and allowed to rest for about 30 minutes. After 
resting, it is divided into small pieces of about 30- 
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40 g each, which after another short rest of about 15 
minutes, will be laminated and shaped to 13-17 cm 
wide by 23-26 cm long. After laminating, the dough 
pieces are amply brushed with peanut oil and round- 
ed again. After another 15 minutes of rest period, the 
dough pieces are again laminated in the shape of 
pancakes and baked in a pan. During baking the 
bread is turned over frequently in order to bake it 
evenly on both sides. 

FINLAND 
The people from Finland have the same relation 
with rye bread as Popeye has with spinach. “Crisp- 
bread” is a part of the daily menu in Finland. Every- 
one in Finland is convinced that rye bread “keeps a 
man healthy, wealthy, and wise.” As with most rye 
bread the use of sourdough is a must. 

Traditionally a Finnish sourdough is made from 
rye ku r  and viili. Hili is a fermented milk product. 
Fermented milk plays an important role in the daily 
diet in Scandinavia. A lot of people produce sour 
milk products in their homes. As a result of the cold 
climate fermentation is normally done with mesofile 
starter cultures, especially with lactic acid-producing 
lactococci. Hili is a thick, slimy, sour milk product 
made from whole milk. Microbiological analysis 
shows that many different kinds of lactic acid bacte- 
ria are present in viili. Lactococcus lactis ssp. cre- 
moris and Lactococcus lactis ssp. lactis are respon- 
sible for the consistency of the product while the 
flavor is imparted by Lactococcus lactis ssp. lactis 
var. diacetylactis, Leuconostoc mesenteroides ssp. 
cremoris, and Leuconostoc mesenteroides ssp. dex- 
tranicum. Another property of viili is that it also 
contains a mold called Geotrichum candidum, which 
causes the formation of a small amount of alcohol. 
This mold lowers pH and produces carbon dioxide 
in addition to alcohol. 

Another characteristic of sourdough production in 
Scandinavia (and Russia) is boiling of the flour-water 
slurry as a first step in the process. This will kill the 
background flora and, at the same time, gelatinize the 
starch in the flour, making the starch more readily 
available for the lactic acid bacteria. This technique 
has become increasingly widespread in Europe. In 
Germany, the process is called Kochstuck, and the 
final fermented sourdough is called Aromastuck. In 
some cases the water is replaced by beer that has 
been left open to remove all carbon dioxide. 

A well-known bread in Finland is ruisleipa. The 
first step in its production is the preparation of the 
sourdough as follows. Boil a mixture of 125 g rye 
flour and 125 g water for about 3 minutes. Allow to 
cool to room temperature and add 50 g of viili. 
Leave to ferment for 2 4  hours at -8-12°C (not in 
the refrigerator!). Boil 125 g of beer and 125 g of 
rye kur. Cool and add the mixture to the sour- 
dough. Leave for another 2 4  hours in a cool place. 
Cover with a plastic sheet. 

On the third day make the bread with the follow- 
ing recipe: wheat k u r  (loo%), sourdough (loo%), 
rye ku r  (65%), water (55%), butter (5%), yeast 
(2.5%), and salt (1.8%). After mixing, divide the 
dough in equal portions of about 400 g. Let it rest 
for 30 minutes and shape the dough in disks of about 
3 cm thick and 20-25 cm diameter. Make a hole in 
the middle of the disk. Proof for 2 hours and bake at 
200°C for about 30-35 minutes. 

Another speciality of Finland is called pulla. It is 
a soft sweet roll made from wheat kur. Ingredients 
such as cinnamon, cottage cheese, lemon peel, or 
dried apples can be added to the basic recipe. The 
composition of the basic dough is the following: 
wheat k u r  (loo%), milk (50%), butter (25%), eggs 
(lo%), sugar (5%), raisins (5%), yeast (5%), salt 
(2%), and cardamom (0.5%). Beat the eggs together 
with the sugar. Add milk, salt, yeast, and cardamom. 
Mix. Then add about three-fourths of the ku r  and 
mix until homogeneous. Add the rest of the ku r  and 
mix to a smooth elastic dough. Finally, add the but- 
ter and mix until the dough breaks loose easily from 
the sides of the mixing bowl. Cover and allow the 
dough to double in volume. Mix again and add the 
raisins. Divide the dough in pieces of 1 kg and shape 
the dough into a ring. Leave to ferment for 90 min- 
utes. Brush with egg yolk and bake at a moderate 
temperature. After baking, brush with sugar syrup 
and decorate with almonds. 

FRANCE 
France is the country of the baguette. Of course, 
when one travels from Lille in the north to Nice in 
the south, one finds many types of baguettes. Though 
the French talk about a baguette or aparisienne, or le 
pain briare, there is quite a lot of difference between 
the baguettes in the different regions in France. 

To make a traditional baguette the baker normally 
uses malt. Pain briare is made of wheat kur,  gluten, 
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rye kur,  salt, sourdough, malt, and ascorbic acid. 
The dough is prepared with lots of water (up to 80% 
of k u r  weight) and a little yeast (maximum 1% of 
the kur). The dough will get a bowl rest of about 1 
hour. The dough will be scaled into pieces of 320 g, 
and they will get a first proof of another hour. 
Finally, the dough pieces will be molded into the 
typical long shape and get 1 hour of final proof. 

There is a big difference between a baguette and a 
pain briare. The latter has a hard dark crust and a 
glassy brownish irregular crumb structure. A ba- 
guette, on the other hand, has a white crumb with a 
regular structure, a few bigger cells, and a thin shiny 
golden crust. 

Each baker in France still knows the method to 
make tasty bread and will use sourdough or “pool- 
ish” in order to get the typical taste. The small baker 
in France will also distinguish himself or herself 
with a quality of products that is recognizable. In 
France the expression pain maison (bread of the 
house) is protected. “Don’t buy your daily bread just 
anywhere, buy from the artisan baker” is the well- 
known slogan. 

In France people also eat other types of bread of 
course. A well-known one is la bode (literally 
meaning the “the ball” or “the bulb”). It has a long 
shelf life and is made with sourdough. For each kilo- 
gram of kur,  400 g of sourdough is used, 3 g of 
yeast, and about 0.650 L of water. A long fermenta- 
tion process is involved: k o r  rest of 1 hour, an in- 
termediate proof of 1 hour, and a final proof of 2 
hours. In France, sourdough bread may not contain 
more then 3 g yeadkg  kur. 

Baguettes are traditionally made with little yeast. 
The dough will get enough time to mature and to 
rise. However, even the French baker increasingly 
uses the so-called “bread improvers.” In combina- 
tion with these chemicals, the baker uses more yeast 
and ascorbic acid in order to “tune up” the bread. As 
a result the baguette has lost its original “goodness.” 
Fortunately there has been a counter movement and 
pain tradition is now a protected trademark in 
France. Only when the baker makes the bread ac- 
cording to a strict set of rules (such as the use of 
sourdough, little yeast, and no ascorbic acid), can it 
be called pain tradition. It also has to be baked on 
the k o r  of the oven. A bread baked on a baking tray 
in a rack oven can be easily identified because it will 
have the typical pattern of small holes from the bak- 
ing tray. 

GERMANY 

Germany is well known for its rye bread. This does- 
n’t mean that there are no other countries where rye 
bread is as popular as wheat bread. Rye bread is 
very popular not only in the Scandinavian countries, 
but also in Poland and Russia. The steps to make rye 
bread are essentially the same as those for making 
wheat bread. However there are major differences in 
the production method. 

Sourdough is a mandatory basic ingredient in 
making rye bread. The reason lies in the fact that rye 
does not contain gluten, which is responsible for the 
water-binding and gas-retaining features of wheat 
dough. In a rye bread, these functions have to be 
performed by pentosans, which are abundant in rye. 
Under low pH, the ability of pentosans to dissolve in 
and absorb water is greatly enhanced. 

The dough is acidified through the use of sour- 
dough. Due to a low pH, enzyme activity is inhibit- 
ed, enhancing the water-binding capacity of starch. 
As a result, the volume and the crumb structure of 
the rye bread are improved. The acidification also 
helps to extend the shelf life of the product. A low 
pH inhibits the growth of spoilage microorganisms. 
Also, the nutritional value is enhanced by the acidi- 
fication, as the minerals present in the bread will be 
more readily assimilated in the human body. Finally, 
sourdough also contributes to the fivor of the bread 
(Siebel and Weipert 2001). 

More water is used when making rye sourdough 
than in making wheat sourdough. Mixing is also less 
intensive than that for wheat dough as there is no 
gluten network to be formed and developed. The 
water absorption by the pentosans occurs quickly 
and easily. Hence the use of intensive mixers is not 
necessary to make good dough for rye bread. 

Mixing times are infienced by several factors, 
with the most important ones presented in Table 
25.1. 

It is obvious that all rules of good manufacturing 
practice also apply to rye bread, for example, the 
importance of correct scaling and rigid control of 
humidity and temperature. Further, it is also impor- 
tant that the sourdough be fully matured. 

When indirect mixing is applied (adding or pro- 
duction of sourdough in various stages), a bowl rest 
after mixing is not required. If rye bread is made 
using direct mixing, a bowl rest of 20-50 minutes is 
necessary. However, the length of the bowl rest 
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Table 25.1. Factors That Influence Mixing Time 

Short Mixing Time Long Mixing Time 

High-speed mixer 
The higher the percentage of rye kur  
Weak kur  
Low bran content 
Particle size of kur:  fine k u r  
High dough temperature 
Low water content of dough 
Indirect mixing (autolysis) 

Slow traditional mixer 
The higher the percentage of wheat k u r  
Strong k u r  
High bran content 
Particle size of ku r :  coarse ku r  
Low dough temperature 
High water content of dough 
Direct mixing 

depends on the percentage of wheat k u r  used in the 
dough. 

After mixing and k o r  rest, the dough is divided. 
Again, it is important that all individual pieces have 
about the same weight and shape in order to ensure a 
smooth and regular baking process. There is also a 
legal consideration. In countries where the weight of 
a loaf of bread is legally determined, scaling has to 
be checked regularly as the specific weight of the 
dough will change during operations. 

After scaling, the dough pieces are allowed to 
relax for 10-20 minutes and will then be molded 
into their final shape, which can be round, oval, or 
sausagelike, to make tin bread. The equipment used 
to divide and mold rye bread is totally different from 
the equipment used for wheat kur. During these 
operations relatively large amounts of dusting k u r  
are required because rye doughs are stickier then 
wheat doughs. 

After molding the breads are put in baskets or 
baking tins and are allowed to rise. If a short final 
fermentation period is desired, the proof tempera- 
tures will range from 35 to 40°C instead of the more 
common 2530°C. With the short fermentation 
time, relative humidity should not be too high, and a 
range of 60-65% is adequate. With longer fermenta- 
tion time it is better to choose a relative humidity of 
80% or slightly higher. 

It is common to choose a slow fermentation pro- 
cess. Aside from the lower temperature, the dough 
will be a little more consistent, and less yeast will be 
used. The fermentation process of rye bread should 
be carefully monitored. Rye doughs are less tolerant 
than wheat doughs, and errors that occur during fer- 
mentation will easily and immediately have a nega- 
tive effect on the quality of the final product (Meuser 
and Brummer 1994). 

With regard to the baking process, it can be said 
that the same principles are in play as with the wheat 
dough. In other words, baking times depend on the 
shape of the bread (time necessary to reach 100°C in 
the center of the bread), and not on the weight of the 
bread or on the baking temperature. There is water 
migration towards the center of the loaf, and all phe- 
nomena take place simultaneously in different spots 
in the crumb, depending on the temperature of that 
spot; therefore, crust characteristics are determined 
by baking temperature. Baking time is longer for a 
rye bread then for a wheat bread due to the rate of 
heat transfer within the crumb. Generally speaking, 
Table 25.2 can be consulted as a rough guide for 
baking times for rye bread. In this table “rye + 
wheat” means that the percentage of rye in the 
dough is higher then the percentage of wheat, while 
“wheat + rye” indicates a reverse situation. 

GREECE 
A very well known speciality from Greece is tsoure- 
ki. It is a rich recipe-type Danish pastry (but not 
laminated) with lots of eggs, butter, and milk. It is 
mainly consumed around Easter, and a real tradi- 
tional tsoureki will be decorated with boiled eggs, 
painted red. The product, however, is available all 
year round, without the egg, as a morning roll (of 
about 50 g). 

The composition of the dough is the following: 
flour (loo%), milk (33.3%), eggs (22.2%), butter 
(11.1%), sugar (lo%), yeast (5%), salt (2.2%), 
mahleb (1%) , and cinnamon (1%). 

Separately mix the kur,  the salt, the mahleb, and 
the cinnamon. Make a slurry of the yeast, using 
some of the milk. Mix sugar and butter and then add 
the eggs until smooth. Add both mixes to the k u r  
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Table 25.2. Baking Times for Rye Bread 

Weight Type Temperature Baking Time 

500 g Rye + wheat 210-260°C 35-40 min. 
500 g Wheat + rye 180-230°C 30-35 min. 
1000 g Rye 220-270°C 55-65 min. 
1500 g Rye 220-270°C 65-90 min. 

mix and knead to a homogeneous elastic dough. 
Brush the surface of the dough with sunkwer oil 
and cover with a damp cloth. Leave to ferment for 1 
hour. Degas and leave to ferment for another hour. 
Divide the dough into pieces of about 500 g, mold in 
the shape of a sausage, and make a plait with three 
dough strings, thus making breads of 1.5 kg. Leave 
to prove for an hour and brush the surface of the 
dough with a mixture of egg and water to which a 
little honey has been added. Decorate with fiked 
almonds and bake for 35-40 minutes at 190°C. 

HUNGARY 
Vazsonyi is a typical speciality from Hungary. 
Originally it was made on the farms in small vil- 
lages, but nowadays it can be found in most bakeries 
in Hungary. Typical ingredients are wheat kur,  rye 
flour, and mashed potatoes. To make this delicious 
product one can use the following recipe: wheat 
flour (loo%), water (65%), rye k u r  ( l l%) ,  mashed 
potatoes (3%), salt (2%), and yeast (1.5%). 

This product is made with a sponge-and-dough 
method. A sponge is made using all of the rye kur,  
three-quarters of the water, one-third of the kur,  
and one-third of the yeast. The sponge is allowed to 
ferment for 5-7 hours at room temperature. After- 
wards, the rest of the ingredients are added and mix- 
ed until a smooth dough results. After mixing, the 
dough is immediately divided into pieces of 520 g. 

After rounding and proofing of the dough pieces 
the bread is baked for about 25-30 minutes at 200- 
220°C. This will produce a product that stays fresh 
for quite some time, and the staling process will be 
slow. This is due to the presence of the mashed pota- 
toes, which contain mainly starch. Potato starch, 
however, doesn’t have the same staling pattern as 
wheat starch, and therefore the product will stay 
moist and soft longer. 

The addition of mashed potatoes is a technique 
that was widespread in Europe after World War 11, 

when there was a shortage of wheat kur. Today the 
mashed potatoes can be replaced by potato fikes, 
which are readily available in the supermarket. 

INDIA 
Chapati is a typical fit bread that can be found 
everywhere in India. The recipe is simple. The prod- 
uct is easy to make and can be prepared quickly. It 
has to be consumed very quickly because it stales 
very quickly. 

To make chapati you need whole-meal k u r  
(loo%), water (60%), and salt (2%). Sift the k u r  
and set some of the bran aside. Add half of the water 
and the salt. Mix and gradually add the rest of the 
water until an elastic dough is formed. The dough 
should be slightly moist. Divide the dough into 
small pieces and roll them into the rest of the bran 
and some kur. Leave to rest for a couple of minutes 
and make disks of about 170 mm diameter. Heat a 
frying pan without butter or oil and bake the chapati 
for about half a minute either side. Turn the chapati 
over and bake again for 30 seconds. Repeat this until 
the chapatiis well baked (Faridi 1988). 

Naan is another very well known product from 
India. To make it you will need the following ingre- 
dients: k u r  (loo%), yogurt (26.5%), milk (22%), 
eggs ( l l%) ,  sesame oil ( l l%) ,  sugar (6.6%), yeast 
(5.5%), salt (1.5%), and sesame seeds (1.5%). 

Add to 50 ml of lukewarm milk, 5 g of sugar and 
all of the yeast. Mix to a homogeneous yeast suspen- 
sion. Take care not to warm the milk too much. 

Heat the yogurt to about 60°C. This is necessary 
to inactivate the lactic acid bacteria present in the 
yogurt. Add the rest of the sugar, the milk, the eggs, 
the oil, and the salt and mix. Add the k u r  and the 
yeast slurry. Mix to make an elastic homogeneous 
dough. Leave 2 hours to rise and mix again. Divide 
into equal portions of about 100 g and shape them 
into disks of about 200 mm diameter. Brush with 
sesame oil or melted butter. Decorate with sesame 
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seeds or with other kinds of seeds such as onion 
seeds. Bake in a preheated oven at 230°C until gold- 
en brown. 

Pappadam is a bread made from lentil k u r  and is 
as thin as a pancake. It looks a bit like a tortilla but 
it is not soft, it is baked dry like a cracker. Some- 
times it contains all kinds of spices and herbs, but 
in the south of India it is produced without spices. In 
the northern parts of India, red peppers or garlic are 
added. Sometimes the dough is baked in a pan, and 
sometimes it is grilled. 

IRELAND 
Barm brack is normally made with yeast, but there 
are also recipes that call for baking powder. It is a 
typical Irish bread normally sold at All Saints. There 
is also a similar product in Scotland. The uniqueness 
of this product is the raisins and the orange peel, 
which are allowed to soak overnight in tea. 

To make this delicious product you will need the 
following ingredients: wheat k u r  (loo%), milk 
(55%), raisins (33%), currants (33%), orange peel 
(7.5%), butter (5%), sugar (5%), yeast (3%), salt 
(2%), eggs (l%), ginger (0.5%), andnutmeg (0.1%). 

Add the yeast to the milk and make a suspension. 
Mix the kur,  salt, sugar, ginger, and nutmeg. Add 
the yeast suspension, then the butter and eggs. 
Knead until smooth and elastic. At the end of mixing 
add the raisins, currants, and orange peel. Divide in 
pieces of about 500 g and shape into a cylinder. Put 
in a buttered bread tin. Leave the dough to proof for 
1 hour and bake for about 45 minutes at 200°C. 

ITALY 
A very well known speciality of Italy is the focaccia. 
However, there is such a vast choice that it is impos- 
sible to describe all types. Each region, yes, nearly 
each village in Italy has its own focaccia. Sometimes 
the Italians will call a focaccia, a pizza bianca or 
“white pizza,” indicating that the product is similar 
to a pizza but without tomato sauce. In most cases 
it is much thicker then the traditional pizza from 
Napoli. A real pizza is only a couple of millimeters 
thick, or whatever fast food chains make of it. A 
focaccia, on the other hand, can be 3-4 cm thick. As 
result you will find it more often cut in two halves, 
which are then decorated with all kinds of nice 
things such as olives, Parma ham, mozzarella cheese, 
garlic, and so on. 

Then there is the ciabatta. This is bread made 
with a slack dough containing about 6 5 7 0 %  of 
water to k u r  and 3-5% of olive oil. After mixing, 
the dough is allowed to ferment in the mixer for 90- 
120 minutes. Afterwards it will have to be treated 
very delicately in order to maintain the gas bubbles 
in the dough. The baker will gently laminate the 
dough and cut rectangular pieces of about 250-300 
g and about 10 by 20 cm. These dough pieces are 
allowed to ferment for another 90-120 minutes in a 
dry proof box (not more then 60% relative humid- 
ity. . . Italian bakers don’t mind that the dough 
crusts a little). After about three-quarters of the 
proof time the baker will pull the dough until the 
piece is about 30 cm and turn it over so the dry side 
lies underneath. This handling is called stirare in 
Italian and literally means “to iron.” It is due to this 
treatment that the product gets its typical ciabatta 
shape. Although ciabatta means “slipper,” the prod- 
uct actually looks more like a dog bone with an 
irregular cracked crust. 

Together with the irregular open crumb structure 
showing big shiny holes, a thick crust is typical for a 
good ciabatta. A ciabatta is by definition always 
baked on the oven kor,  and the author is convinced 
that the crust is one of the reasons why this product 
became a worldwide success in no time. Since more 
products are baked in a ventilated hot air oven, the 
crusts of many products, whether baguettes or crois- 
sants, resemble each other. Ciabatta made us redis- 
cover the goodness of bread baked on the oven kor. 

JAPAN 
A typical and traditional homemade Japanese prod- 
uct is saka-manju. Nowadays it is made on an indus- 
trial scale with a number of different fillings such as 
red bean paste, meat, and so on. A peculiarity of this 
product is that it is not baked in a traditional oven: 
after fermentation, the product will be steamed, as 
rice is steamed in Japan. Steam baking is common in 
Japan. 

The composition of the product is usually as fol- 
lows: k u r  (loo%), water or milk (50-55%), yeast 
(2-3%), sugar (5-lo%), lard (3-5%), and salt 
(0.5%). 

The yeast is dissolved in lukewarm milk together 
with the sugar. The mixture is added to the kur,  and 
mixing is started. During kneading the salt and the 
melted lard are added in order to get a stiff dough. It 
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is obvious that the melted lard should not be hot but 
just liquefied. 

The dough gets a bowl rest until it has doubled in 
size and then it is mixed again. At that moment the 
dough will be molded in a “sausage” shape and cut 
into slices about 2-3 cm thick. The slices are fit- 
tened. The filling is dosed on the dough disc and will 
then be closed so the filling sits in the middle of the 
dough. The product will get a short proof time 
(about 10-15 minutes) and will then be steamed. 

Sometimes sake is used in lieu of yeast. Sake is a 
beverage made from fermented rice. Steaming is 
quite an interesting technique, and there are many 
different types of steamed breads in Japan. They all 
have the following common characteristics: large 
volume (2.5-3 times as big as the nonsteamed prod- 
uct) ; shiny white crust (because of the steaming, no 
Maillard reaction can take place); and elastic, resil- 
ient crumb that does not stick to the teeth on masti- 
cation. 

MEXICO 
Anyone who says Mexico thinks of tortillas. 
Tortillas look like thin pancakes made from bread 
dough. They are normally filled with meat and beans 
and then folded or rolled. It is therefore very impor- 
tant that the tortillas be soft and pliable. Tearing 
while they are being rolled is considered to be a 
product fault. 

Originally the product was only made in the north 
of Mexico. Today it is readily available in the south 
of the United States and throughout Central Amer- 
ica. Tortillas are made at home and are supposed to 
be consumed within one day. Today, with the use of 
emulsifiers, they can be kept for 3-5 days, especial- 
ly when they are kept in the refrigerator. It is impor- 
tant to store them in a cool place in order to avoid 
spoilage by mold growth. 

Tortillas are made with ku r  with high protein 
content. Apart from kur  (loo%), the dough con- 
tains water (40%), margarine (12%), and salt (2%), 
a simple recipe, without yeast. After mixing, the 
dough is divided into pieces of about 20-30 g that 
are allowed to rest for about 15 minutes. Afterwards 
they are laminated into round fit pancakes of about 
12-15 cm diameter. The thickness varies between 2 
and 5 mm. Baking is done on a hot plate (not in a 
traditional oven) at about 200°C. After 15-20 sec- 
onds, depending on the thickness, the product is 

turned over. The other side is allowed to bake for 
another 10-15 seconds. 

In Guatemala, a totally different recipe is used: 
flour (loo%), water (44%), sugar (25%), eggs 
(4.5%), oil (4.5%), and salt (2.5%). For the rest, 
these tortillas are made in the same way as above. 

NEW ZEALAND 
Rewena is Maori bread made with sourdough. The 
sourdough is made from potatoes. Actually, the use 
of mashed potatoes in bread is nothing out of the 
ordinary. Also in Belgium, just after World War 11, 
when wheat was scarce, bakers used to add potatoes 
to the dough. The Maori sourdough is composed of 
three medium-sized potatoes, 250 g of kur,  235 g 
of the water in which the potatoes were boiled, and 
15 g of sugar. 

Allow the potatoes to cook well. Separate the 
water and the potatoes and allow both to cool to 
room temperature. Mash the potatoes and add the 
flour and sugar. Finally, add the water. Cover and 
allow to acidify at room temperature for 48 hours. 

Add to the sourdough 750 g of kur,  about 400 g 
of water, 30 g of yeast, and 20 g of salt. Mix until 
smooth and homogeneous. Add some more water if 
necessary. Leave to ferment for 30 minutes and 
divide the dough into pieces of 250 g. Shape into a 
disk. Brush with sunkwer oil and leave to proof for 
1 hour. Bake at 160°C for 30-35 minutes. 

PAKISTAN 
Puri is quite similar to chapati from India. The 
following recipe can be used to make puri: flour 
(loo%), yogurt (22.2%), sesame oil (11%), sugar 
(6.6%), salt (1.5%), and pepper (0.4%). 

Mix all ingredients until a smooth and elastic 
dough results. Leave the dough to rest for about 10 
minutes and divide it into pieces of 40 g. Shape the 
individual pieces into pancakes. Heat oil in a baking 
pan and bake the puri about 1 minute on either side. 
Serve hot. 

POLAND 
Babka is a typical product from Poland of which 
many different kinds can be found. Certain types are 
made at special occasions such as Easter or Christ- 
mas. The following recipe is for the Easter babka. 
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To make a babka you will need k u r  (loo%), 
milk (37%), butter (37%), egg yolk (20%), raisins 
(15%), sugar (15%), yeast (5%), orange peel (3%), 
and salt (2%). 

Mix all ingredients, except the raisins and the 
orange peel, until you get a smooth, elastic dough. 
Add some extra milk if necessary. Cover the dough 
with a damp cloth and leave to rise until double in 
volume. Add the raisins and the orange peel and mix 
until they are homogeneously distributed throughout 
the dough. Divide into round pieces of 550 g. Put the 
dough pieces in a well-greased round baking tray. 
Leave the dough to rise for 1 hour and bake at 190°C 
for 35 minutes. Cool the babka and decorate with 
sugar icing. 

SWEDEN 
Limpa is a dark rye bread that is normally served 
with smorgasbord. It is quite sweet because of use of 
the brown sugar and molasses. But in combination 
with the salty, savory smorgasbord, it is a real treat 
for your taste buds. 

Limpa is made with the following recipe: k u r  
(loo%), water (85%), rye ku r  (65%), broken wheat 
kernels (15%), molasses syrup (lo%), butter (lo%), 
buttermilk (6%), yeast (3%), mixed peel (1.5%), 
aniseed (0.5%), and fix seeds (0.5%). 

Mix the wheat kernels with the aniseed, fix 
seeds, salt, mixed peel, and molasses syrup. Boil the 
water and add it to the mixture. Leave to cool, stir- 
ring occasionally. Add the butter followed by the 
buttermilk, rye kur,  and wheat kur,  and add the 
yeast last. Mix until smooth but stiff. Divide in 
pieces of 525 g and shape into ovals. Leave to proof 
for 2 hours, degas, and shape again into an oval 
piece of dough. Leave to rise for another hour and 
bake for 35 minutes in an oven at 180°C. 

TURKEY 
In Turkey bread is called “the food of friendship.” 
Bread is treated with respect, and it is regarded as a 
sin to throw bread away. However, if bread is too old 
and has to be thrown away, Turkish people, before 
doing so, will kiss it and touch it with their fore- 
heads. Only then will it be thrown away. However, 
Turkish housewives are masters at using old bread, 
which may be added in little cubes to a typical soup, 
k6y orbasi. Or, the bread may be moistened with 

water and oil and then roasted. Or, the bread may be 
mixed with vinegar and garlic to make sarmisakli 
sos, which is normally eaten with fried fish. 

In Turkey there is many varieties of bread, most 
of which are fit. Don’t forget that the origins of 
bread are expected to be found somewhere in the 
flatlands of central Asia. The most traditional bread 
in Turkey is yufka, a paper-thin bread made from 
unleavened dough (Faridi 1988). Even today you 
will find anywhere in Anatolia women who make 
this type of product using an oklava. These breads, 
like most thin breads, are not baked in an oven but 
on a hot plate. As a matter of fact a similar situation 
exists in Greece: phyllo dough. This is puff pastry 
that, after lamination, will be stretched so far that it 
becomes thin enough to read a newspaper through 
the dough. 

The best-known bread of Turkey is the pide. It is a 
flat bread of which there are many variations such as 
Karadeniz pidesi, helva pide (which originated in 
Bursa), and Ramazan pide, just to name a few. Pide 
is a big, fit (2-3 cm thick), soft bread that is used to 
dip into all kind of sauces, olive oil, or yogurt. It 
must have a fine regular crumb and a thin crusty 
crust. It is normally baked in a hot oven for a short 
time. Before baking it can also be decorated with all 
kinds of things such as sun-dried tomatoes or olives. 
In that way it becomes similar to a pizza. As a mat- 
ter of fact, Turkish pizzas are delicious. 

To make pide you will need the following ingredi- 
ents: wheat flour (loo%), water (35%), melted butter 
(lo%), yogurt (5%), sugar (3.5%), and yeast (3.5%). 
The dough is mixed well until an elastic product 
results. The dough will get a k o r  rest until it is dou- 
ble in volume. After degassing, the dough is divided 
into pieces of about 350 g. After a short resting peri- 
od of about 15 minutes, the dough pieces are shaped 
into disks, which are allowed to ferment for another 
15 minutes. The dough is baked for about 10 min- 
utes, depending on the thickness of the disks. A cou- 
ple of minutes before the end of the baking time, the 
bread is removed from the oven and quickly brushed 
with melted butter and decorated with sesame seeds. 
The bread is then allowed to bake for another 2-4 
minutes. 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Many people have expressed dissatisfaction with the 
bread in England. Luckily, it always gets toasted. 
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The United Kingdom is a clear example of what 
happens to the quality of bread when commercial 
bakers replace small artisan bakers. Big bread facto- 
ries are more concerned with competition than with 
the quality of bread. This is compounded by the ten- 
dency of retail chains to always be looking for a 
cheaper product. This results in a situation in which 
products of poor quality are sold at a ridiculously 
low price. 

This phenomenon can be observed in countries 
such as the United Kingdom, the United States, and 
the Netherlands, where the small baker has almost 
completely disappeared. In other countries, such as 
Switzerland, Belgium, and Italy, where the small 
baker is still holding a strong position, the industrial 
baker is forced to use the artisan baker as a bench- 
mark. Thus, even an industrial baker produces excel- 
lent bread, with efficiency and adequate hygiene. 

England, however, has two products, which in 
the strict sense, are not really bread but are worth 
mentioning. These are scones and muffins. For the 
younger generations in America, muffins (and piz- 
zas) are of American origin. Muffins are as English 
as the Queen, and the term English mu@n should 
settle all disputes. 

Let us first have a look at scones. It is interesting to 
note that the word scone derives from a Dutch word 
scone or skone, that is, “nice.” So scones literally 
mean “nice little bread.” The reason for the name 
was not that the product was beautiful to look at: in 
the Middle Ages, it was called “nice” because all 
kinds of ingredients such as honey, raisin, and nuts 
were added. Scones are made with baking powder. 

If you want to try to make pumpkin scones your- 
self, you can use the following recipe: ku r  (loo%), 
pumpkin puree (loo%), sugar (50%), eggs (25%), 
butter (7.5%), salt (2.5%), and baking powder. The 
quantity of baking powder depends on the type you 
use. 

The first step in making scones is to mix all dry 
ingredients. Cut the butter in small cubes and mix 
them into the mixture. Gradually add the liquids 
(eggs) and the pumpkin puree. If needed, a little 
milk can be added to make a smooth but dry dough. 
Laminate the dough into a sheet of about 25 mm 
thickness and cut round pieces of about 50 mm 
diameter out of the sheet. Bake the scones for about 
15-20 minutes at 220°C. 

Muffins are simply cakes that are very fiffy and 
light. There are numerous varieties. The most popu- 
lar one seem to be the blueberry muffin, but apple 
and spice and double chocolate are of course also 
real delicacies. A recipe for almond muffins uses 
flour (loo%), milk (33%), sugar (33%), sunkwer 
oil (23%), broken almonds (20%), eggs (16%), salt 
(1.5%), cinnamon (0.5%), and nutmeg (0.3%). 
Again, the quantity of baking powder used depends 
on the type of baking powder. 

Mix all raw materials and beat in order to obtain a 
smooth batter. Divide into paper cups and bake for 
10-15 minutes at 200°C. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Increased consumer income, improved consumer 
understanding of the role of nutrition, and enhanced 
consumer expectations are leading to a shift in per- 
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ception about the role of individuals’ diets in their 
daily life-style. 

Johnson (2001) uses the term indulgent nutrition 
to describe the concept of using currently accepted 
foods along with newer foods that not only are a 
delight to the palate, but also deliver significant 
health benefits, as a current trend that needs to be 
tapped into by food manufacturers. Rowe et al. 
(2003) report that “over the last 40 years, public 
health efforts have shifted away from the traditional 
focus on reducing infectious diseases and have now 
become more directed toward addressing chronic 
diseases such as heart disease, cancer, stroke, and 
more recently, overweight and obesity.” 

Bakery products are now produced to cater to a 
wide range of consumer needs. Ranhotra (2000) 
tracks 30 years of nutritional research by the 
American Institute of Baking (AIB), and concludes 
that the focus and priorities of nutritional research 
have changed. The initial efforts directed towards 
investigating enrichment and fortification of grain- 
based foods have moved towards examining the 
nutritional value of specialty grains, progressing in 
the 1980s towards researching fiber, reduced fat, 
reduced calorie ingredients and the health benefits 
of various ingredients. 

In this chapter, bakery products that cater for the 
special dietary needs of consumers are introduced. 
The following dietary market opportunities will be 
discussed: 

Food intolerances (specifically gluten and lactose 
intolerance and allergy to eggs), 
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Bakery products that contribute to a healthier 
life-style (low-fat, low-sugar, and high fiber 
products), 
Bakery products required for specialized diet 
requirements (diabetic consumers), 
Bakery products for special religious diet 
requirements (Kosher and Halal), 
Bakery products suitable for lifestyle choices 
(sports nutrition, vegetarianism, and veganism), 
and 
Bakery products suitable for various stages of 
human development (children, women, and 
seniors). 

In each of the above, a brief introduction will be 
used to provide information relevant to each section, 
and a sample bakery recipe will be provided and 
modified to suit the relevant dietary requirement. 
The recipes presented will be kept simple and will 
rely on conventional methods of bakery production. 
In the recipes, the ingredients will be presented as 
percentages based on k u r  weight (baker’s percent), 
and exceptions to this rule will be indicated. The 
examples used show how bakery recipes may be 
modified to allow for each relevant dietary require- 
ment presented, and help the reader understand how 
basic principles of recipe balance can be used to 
modify recipes. In some sections, only minor modi- 
fications in the recipes are required; in these cases, 
only the “model” recipes are provided. 

Each section then includes a discussion on the 
challenges that each dietary requirement will pres- 
ent to the baker or bakery technologist. 

FOOD INTOLERANCES 
A food allergy is caused by an immune response to a 
food substance and is characterized by almost im- 
mediate allergic reactions when the food is eaten. A 
food intolerance, on the other hand, does not involve 
the immune system, and symptoms occur over a 
period of time and remain as long as the food the in- 
dividual is intolerant to remains in their diet (Ward- 
law 1993). 

The main food intolerances/allergies that affect 
the bakery industry are intolerance to gluten or lac- 
tose or an allergy to eggs. Allergies to other food 
products, notably peanuts and sulphites, also affect 
the baking industry, but a clear-cut choice to avoid 
using these ingredients in bakery products is possi- 

ble, whereas the three ingredients in this section, 
wheat and other gluten bearing cereals, dairy prod- 
ucts, and eggs, are basic ingredients used in almost 
all bakery products. 

GLUTEN INTOLERANCE 

Gluten intolerance or celiac disease is a lifelong ill- 
ness that is caused by sensitivity to gluten, which is 
found in wheat, rye, oats, and barley. In the United 
States, at least 1 in every 250 persons would be in- 
tolerant to gluten in their diets (Louis 2003). 

Since most bakery products are wheat based, bak- 
ing for gluten intolerance becomes a challenge to 
commercial baking operations. No contamination 
by cereals that carry gluten must occur during the 
production of gluten-free products. Besides wheat, 
rye, oats, and barley, the rye/wheat cross, triticale 
and the older forms of wheat like spelt, einkorn, and 
kamut should also be avoided. 

Wheat k u r  may also be present in some ingredi- 
ents used in the production of certain bakery prod- 
ucts. The key ones to take note of are baking powder, 
icing sugar, commercial salad dressings including 
mayonnaise, condiments like curry powder, pre- 
pared mustards, tomato sauce, soy products made 
from fermented wheat, and dairy products such as 
processed cheese, commercial ice creams, and fi- 
vored yogurt (Hagman 2000). 

Care must be taken not only at the recipe formula- 
tion stage but at all steps of the production of gluten- 
free products so that the product does not become 
contaminated by wheat or other gluten-bearing 
flour. One should ensure that all equipment used is 
free of gluten-bearing kur,  which in commercial 
baking, will require the setting up of a separate pro- 
duction area for gluten-free products. 

The gluten forming function of wheat ku r  is an 
important attribute to dough formation and develop- 
ment in breadmaking and in the final structure in 
other baked products including cakes, cookies, and 
pastries. Therefore, gluten-free baking is presented 
with the challenge of replicating the functionality of 
gluten in the absence of wheat k u r  use. 

In some baked products, a high level of the pro- 
teins contributing to the overall structure is provided 
by other ingredients such as eggs. In this case, the 
substitution for all of the wheat ku r  with a starch, 
usually very fine rice k u r  or potato starch, will pro- 
duce an acceptable baked product. Examples of such 
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baked products include sponges made using the con- 
ventional method produced by whisking eggs and 
sugar together and then folding in the dry ingredi- 
ents and chou paste. The “cooking off” of the k u r  
at the beginning of the chou paste-making process 
removes many of the functional aspects of the k u r  
proteins. In conventional cake and sponge making, 
ground nuts like walnuts, almonds, pecans, hazelnuts, 
Brazil nuts, peanuts, chestnuts, cashews, and coco- 
nuts may also be used to replace ku r  (Mauksch 
1997). 

A mixture of starches derived from rice, potatoes, 
and tapioca maybe used to replace wheat ku r  in the 
baking of gluten-free bread and cake products 
(Hagman 2000). The proportions of cornstarch, cas- 
sava starch, and rice ku r  need to be optimized so 
that the gluten-free bread produced meets specific 
volume, crumb grain, and bread score requirements 
(Sanchez et al. 2002). The nutritive protein contribu- 
tion from wheat k u r  is replaced by the addition 
of milk powder or egg whites. Crumbliness in the 
product is prevented by the use of gums. Xanthan 
gum is the preferred choice as guar gum has a laxa- 
tive effect on some individuals. 

Louis (2003) recommends the use of sorghum, 
teff, and bean kurs made from garbanzo (chick- 
peas) and fava (broad) beans (called garfava kur) 
as replacements for wheat ku r  in baked products. 
Sorghum is especially ideal for making breads, 
cookies, and crackers as it is nutritionally similar to 
flour, is light in color, and has a bland fivor. Teff is 
a cereal grown in Ethiopia and is traditionally used 
in the production of a fermented batter bread called 
injera. Teff is more suitable for use as a thickening 
agent in soups, stews, gravies, and puddings and is 
therefore more useful in cooking than in baking. 
Garfava k u r  is suitable for use in making bread, 
cakes, or cookies and contributes good nutritional 
value to these products. 

Breads made using only starches will not require 
extensive fermentation times. However, a short rest 
is required to allow the yeast to create sufficient aer- 
ation. In some recipes, however, chemical aerating 
agents are used to provide the aeration, and the yeast 
is added mainly for its contribution to the fivor and 
aroma of the bread. 

Gluten-free bread is produced by replacing the 
flour with a mixture of fine rice kur,  potato starch, 
and tapioca kur. Xanthan gum is added to provide 
the product with structure and prevent crumbliness. 

The proportion of water has been adjusted to allow 
for the different water absorption and adsorption 
rates of the starches and gum used. In the gluten-free 
breadmaking process the 1-hour bulk fermentation 
time is not required; only the final proof is needed to 
bring the product up to the volume required. The 
recipe given (Table 26.1) produces a product with 
the fivor, aroma, and texture of bread but that does 
not necessarily possess the mouthfeel expected of 
bread. Toasting slices of the gluten-free bread im- 
proves the mouthfeel. Variations to the recipe (Table 
26.1) by the addition of savory fivorings such as 
herbs, sun-dried tomatoes, and olives and by baking 
the product in a round cake pan not only improve the 
overall fivor but also provide a product with a bet- 
ter aesthetic appearance. 

LACTOSE INTOLERANCE 

Lactose is the double sugar found in milk and is 
therefore found in all dairy products. Lactose intoler- 
ance is not as common as gluten intolerance and is 
less of a challenge to baking because milk and milk 
powder have a smaller role to play in baked products. 

Milk can be easily replaced by using soy milk. 
Soy milk is suitable for all baked products that 
require the addition of milk, including its use as a 
replacement for milk in milk custard-based fillings. 
In order to replicate the richness of a quiche filling, 
which often requires the addition of a proportion of 
cream in addition to milk, the cream may be 
replaced by 80% of soy milk and 10% to 15% of 
vegetable oil. Rice milk (made by blending cooked 
rice and water together) and the milk from nuts like 
almonds and coconut are also suitable for use as 
substitutes for milk. 

Whipped dairy cream may be replaced by veg- 
etable-based “cream” filling. However, cheeses are 
more difficult to replicate with soy products. Soft or 
silken soybean curd can be successfully used to 
replace cream, ricotta, or mascarpone cheese in 
cheese cakes, both baked and cold, and in desserts 
like tiramisu. Firm soybean curd can be diced and 
used to replace feta cheese and can be used in filling 
quiches, savory pies, and pizza or calzone. There are 
also varieties of firm soybean curd that are fivored 
with various marinates. These may be sliced or 
diced and used as a substitute for cheese in savory 
muffins or quiche and in fillings for bread rolls, 
bagels, or wraps. 
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Table 26.1. Standard Bread Recipe with Conversion into a Gluten-Free Bread Recipe 

Standard Bread Recipe” Gluten-Free Breadb 

Ingredients 
Strong Flour 100% 

Salt 2% 

Milk Powder 1% 
Fat 2% 

Water 62-64% 

Sugar 1% 

Yeast (compressed) 2% 

field 
1 kg (2 lb) of ku r  will give two loaves weighing 

780 g (1 lb. 11 oz.) after baking. 

Specfications 
Method: Mix all the ingredients together until well 

developed dough is formed. 
Dough temperature: 26°C (79°F) 
Bulk fermentation time: 1 hr. 
Knock back: at 40 min. 
Scale, round, mold, tin, or tray up and then final 

proof for 45 minutes. Bake at 230°C (446°F) for 
25 min. 

Rice Flour 
Potato Starch 
Tapioca Flour 
Salt 
Sugar 
Milk powder 
Xanthan gum 
Oil 
Yeast (compressed) 
Water 

67% 
22% 
11% 
1.5% 
2% 
5% 

0.5% 
2% 

1.5% 
110% 

1 kg (2 lb.) of starch will give two loaves weighing 
800 g (1 lb. 12 oz.) after baking. 

Method: Combine all the ingredients 
together into a smooth batter. 

Batter temperature: 30°C (86°F) 
Deposit into greased tins and final proof 

60 min. (allow the batter to double in 
volume). Bake at 210°C (410°F) for 40 min. 

”One-hour bulk fermentation, as used in Australia. New Zealand, and the United Kingdom. 
bAs adapted from Hagman 2000. 

Soybean curd does not usually have a strong fi- 
vor, but some people detect a slight “beany” fivor, 
especially in soybean curd that is not as fresh as it 
should be. Careful use of fivorings from the zest 
and/or juice of lemons, limes, or other citrus fruits 
or spices in sweet products, and herbs and spices in 
savory products, will help mask the beany fivor. 
The vegetable proteins in soy also tend to respond to 
heat more readily than those in cheese, so care 
should be taken in baking off soybean curd/tofu 
based “cheese cakes.” 

Overbaking of soy-based products will lead to 
pronounced syneresis. Syneresis occurs when pro- 
teins in eggs or soy are overheated, causing the pro- 
teins to shrink and release moisture, which makes 
the custard look as if it has curdled. 

A recipe for standard cheese cake with conver- 
sions for dairy-free “cheese cake” is shown in Table 
26.2. If silken tofu only is used, a softer textured 

product (that will be more prone to syneresis) will 
be produced. Arrowroot is added to help stabilize 
the curds and to prevent syneresis in the finished 
product, so if silken tofu is used entirely, more 
arrowroot (up to 5%) can be added. Other starches 
like potato starch or tapioca starch may also be used. 
The juice and zest of other citrus fruits may be used 
instead of lemons. If spices are preferred as fivor- 
ing (cinnamon or nutmeg are good choices), the 
lemon juice and water may be replaced with other 
fruit juices; apple juice is more neutral, but other 
juices like grape or pineapple are also suitable. 

Honey or maple syrup may also replace castor 
sugar, but as they are liquid sweeteners, the water 
level will need to be lowered to allow for the extra 
moisture. 

The overall presentation of the product is also 
improved by placing fruit filling onto the base of the 
parbaked crust before the tofu cheesecake is de- 
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Table 26.2. Standard Baked Cheesecake Recipe with Conversion into Dairy-Free 
“Cheesecake” 

Baked Cheesecake” 
Baked Dairy-Free Cheese Cake 

or Tofu Cheese Cakeb 

Ingredients 
Cream Cheese 

Castor sugar 

Vanilla Essence 
Lemon zest 

Eggs 

100% Silken /soft tofu 

23% Castor sugar 
26% Vanilla essence 
0.8% Lemon zest 
0.8% Lemon juice 

Firm tofu 

Arrowroot 

5 0% 
5 0% 
20% 
0.5% 
1% 

3.5% 
2% 

field 
1.5 kg (3 lb) of cream cheese makes a cake 20 cm 

(8 in.) in diameter and 6 cm (2 1/2 in.) high. 
1 kg (2 lb.) of tofu will make a cake 20 cm (8 in.) in 

diameter and 5 cm (2 in.) high. 

Specfications 
Method: Combine all the above ingredients, in a 

cake mixer, into a smooth batter. Deposit into 
well greased and kured tins. Bake at 200°C 
(390°F) au bain marie (in a water bath) for 60 
min. and followed by 160°C (320°F) for 20 min. 
Cool thoroughly and refrigerate overnight before 
detinning each cheesecake on to a prebaked 
sweet pastry disc. 

”Based on cream cheese weight. 
bBased on weight of tofu. 

posited into the base and baked. Decoratively 
arranging fresh or tinned fruit on the top of the 
baked and cooled tofu cheesecake will also produce 
a more impressive appearance. 

EGG ALLERGY 

Egg-free baking is possible with a large range of 
bakery products. Most breads, pastries, and bis- 
cuitdcookies can be made egg free by replacing the 
moisture content that is contributed by eggs with 
milk or other liquids. However, cake and sponge 
making are heavily reliant on the functional charac- 
teristics of eggs as a mechanical aerating medium. 

Commercial egg replacers may be used. They are 
made up of potato starch, tapioca kur,  a chemical 
leavener, and carbohydrate gum. Egg replacers are 
only useful as a binding and moistening agent. 

Soy k u r  with a protein dispersibility index of 
70% can be used to replace the egg component in 

Method: Combine all the ingredients to a smooth 
puree in a blender or food processor. Pour into 
a tin that has been prelined with a par baked 
crumb base (ensure that the crumb base is made 
with dairy-free cake, biscuit or bread crumbs 
bound together with oil). Bake at 180°C (356°F) 
for 1 hr in a water bath. Cool thoroughly before 
serving. 

the production of sugar cookies, chocolate cake, 
muffins, and pancakes (Gilbertson and Porter 2001). 
The addition of lecithin into the product improves 
overall volume, texture, and eating quality. 

The gummy exudates from ground fixseed are 
another source of egg replacer. Flaxseed is first 
ground up in an herb or coffee mill. The ground 
powder (with an equal amount of water added) is 
then mixed in a food processor to extract the gummy 
exudates. In quantity, 25g (1 ounce) of fixseed plus 
25 ml (1 k id  ounce) of water equals one egg, and 
the exudates from the fixseed are then used to re- 
place eggs in cakes, biscuits, and custards (Step- 
aniak 1998). Flaxseed has a very short shelf life and 
is prone to rancidity. Therefore, the exudates from 
flaxseed have to be prepared from fresh seeds. 

All of the egg content in the chocolate cake recipe 
(Table 26.3) can be replaced by soy ku r  and water. 
Oil replaces the butter, lowering the amount of satu- 
rated fat in the recipe. Baking soda is used in both 
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Table 26.3. Standard Chocolate Cake Recipe with Conversion into Egg less Chocolate Cake 

Standard Chocolate Cake Eggless Chocolate Cake 

Ingredients 
Flour 
Cocoa powder 
Baking powder 
Baking soda 
Castor sugar 
Butter 

Milk 
Eggs 

100% 
2 0% 
6% 
2% 

80% 
80% 
80% 
15% 

field 
500 g (1 lb. 1 oz.) of k u r  will make a cake 20 cm 

(8 in.) in diameter and 5cm (2 in.) high. 

Specfications 
Method: Sugar batter method. 
Cream the butter and sugar until light in texture and 

color. Gradually beat in the warmed eggs. Fold in 
the dry ingredients (kur, cocoa powder, baking 
powder, and baking soda), which have been sift- 
ed together. Combine together until just smooth 
and then mix in the milk. Deposit into greased or 
papered tins. Bake at 180°C (356°F) for 25 min. 

Flour 
Cocoa powder 
Baking powder 
Baking soda 
Soy kur  
Castor sugar 
Oil 
Lemon juice 
Water 
Vanilla essence 

100% 
22% 
6.2% 
1.5% 

22% 
100% 
85% 
15% 

180% 
2.5% 

500 g (1 lb. 1 oz.) of k u r  will make a cake 20 cm 
(8 in.) in diameter and 5 cm (2 in.) high or two 
cake layers 20 cm (8 in.) in diameter and 2 112 
cm (1 in.) high. 

Method: All-in method. 
Place sugar, oil, lemon juice, water, and vanilla 

essence into a mixing bowl. Sift the dry ingredi- 
ents (kur, cocoa, baking powder, baking soda 
and soy kur) together and add to the wet ingre- 
dients. Combine on slow speed in a cake mixer. 
Mix on medium speed for 2 min. Deposit into 
greased tins. Bake at 180°C (356°F) for 25 min. 

of the recipes to produce a darker crumb color. 
Bleached cake k u r  (high-ratio kur) may be used 
instead of white baker’s kur. The moisture content 
can then be increased by lo%, with increased mix- 
ing time. 

Since no eggs are used in the eggless chocolate 
cake, the product is delicate to handle. Although not 
a problem when the cake is sold with just a simple 
icing sugar dusting on the top, the addition of 0.2% 
xanthan gum will help to provide greater strength if 
the cake has to be iced and packed for sale. 

BAKERY PRODUCTS THAT 
CONTRIBUTE TO A HEALTHIER 
LIFE-STYLE 
Obesity is increasing in many developed countries. 
In Australia, 16% of men and 17% of women are 
reported to be obese (Australian Institute of Health 

and Welfare 2003). In New Zealand, 15% of men 
and 19% of women are obese (Ministry of Health, 
New Zealand 1997). In the United Kingdom, nearly 
half the men and a third of the women are consid- 
ered overweight (Department of Health, United 
Kingdom 2003). In the United States, it is reported 
that “obesity is the fastest growing cause of disease 
and death in the country, with two out of three 
Americans overweight or obese-a 50% increase 
over the last decade” (Ling 2003). 

Traditionally, consumers who are trying to lose 
weight have perceived bakery products as products 
to avoid. Therefore, there has been an increase in 
baked products that are marketed as low fat, low 
sugar, and/or high fiber. 

However, there is a large range of bakery products 
that are already low fat, low sugar, and/or high fiber. 
These include whole-meal or whole-grain breads, 
most artisadhearth-type breads (brown, white, or 
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rye), sponge cakes (chiffon and devil’s food cakes), 
and biscuits like biscotti and macaroons. 

Fat replacers and alternative sweeteners can be 
used in the development of low-fat, low-sugar prod- 
ucts. However, in this section, conventional ingredi- 
ents will be used to reduce fat and sugar levels and 
increase fiber levels in bakery products (Table 26.4). 

Whole-meal ku r  is used in the healthier muffin 
(Table 26.4) to increase the fiber content of the prod- 
uct. Lower levels of eggs, oil, and sugar are used, 
with an increase in milk content to replace the mois- 
tening and softening functions of these ingredients. 
To further reduce the fat content in the muffins, use 
reduced fat milk, skimmed milk, or soy milk instead 
of full fat milk. In many “gourmet” muffin varieties, 
the additional ingredients (dark or white chocolate 
pieces, dried fruit in sweet muffins, and cheese or 
hamlbacon in savory muffins) tend to add high 
amounts of fat and/or sugar to the product. Varieties 
that make use of more healthy combinations of addi- 
tional ingredients will appeal to customers seeking 
out healthier alternatives. Some healthier examples 
include cranberries and carob instead of apricots and 

chocolate chips, and broccoli and marinated tofu in- 
stead of bacon and cheese. 

BAKERY PRODUCTS FOR 
SPECIALIZED DIET 
REQUIREMENTS (DIABETES) 
Diabetes occurs when there is “too much sugar in 
the blood” and is caused by the body’s inability to 
produce insulin or the body becoming insensitive to 
insulin. Insulin is produced by the pancreas, and its 
function is to help the body cells absorb glucose 
from the blood and to regulate the amount of glu- 
cose that is available in a person’s bloodstream at 
any one time. There are two types of diabetes: 
insulin-dependent diabetes (type 1) and non-insulin- 
dependent diabetes (type 2). Type 1 diabetics re- 
quire insulin injections and a healthy diet to stay 
well. Eighty-five percent of diabetics are type 2 dia- 
betics, and their diabetes can be controlled by a 
healthy diet and exercise, as losing weight is the 
most important part of type 2 diabetes treatment 
(Roberts et al. 1995). 

Table 26.4. Conventional Blueberry Muffin with Conversion into Low-Fat Healthy Muffin 

Conventional Blueberry Muffin Low-Fat Healthy Muffin 

Ingredients 
White baker’s fiur 100% Whole-meal ku r  100% 
Baking powder 6% Baking powder 3.2% 
White castor sugar 50% Soft brown sugar 35% 
Eggs 25% Eggs 20% 
Oil 33% Oil 20% 
Milk 50% Milk 72% 
Vanilla essence 0.4% Vanilla essence 0.4% 
Blueberries 40% Blueberries 40% 

field 
250 g (8 1/2 oz.) ku r  will make 12 standard sized 250 g (8 1/2 oz.) k u r  will make 12 standard sized 

muffins muffins 

Specfications 
Method: Place the eggs, oil, milk and vanilla Method: As for conventional muffins. 

essence in a mixing bowl. Add the sugar and 
combine for 2 min. Add the sifted dry ingredients 
( k u r  and baking powder) and mix until just 
combined. Gently fold in the blueberries. Deposit 
into muffin papered lined muffin tins. Bake at 
210°C (410°F) for 20 min. 
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Baking for diabetes sufferers requires that the 
products be kept low in fat, and some changes are 
made to sugar use in baked products. The functions 
of sugar in baking include the following: 

Acting as a sweetening agent. Synthetic 
sweeteners are used as alternative sweeteners 
in baked products that do not contain sugar. 
Products that are suited to the use of alternative 
sweeteners include cake and pie fillings, cake 
and sponge products, and a range of dessert 
products (mousses, ice creams). Different 
countries will allow the use of a different range 
of alternative sweeteners, so it is important to 
check on the legality of the use of various 
alternative sweeteners specifically in baked 
products. Alternative sweeteners that are 
permitted in food under the U.S. Food and 
Drugs Act (FDA) are acesulfame K, aspartame, 
and sucralose (Nelson 2000). Under the 
Australian and New Zealand Food Standards 
(200 1), acesulphane K (acesulfame K) and 
alitame are allowed for use in ku r  products 
and in biscuits, cakes, and pastries. Use of 
sugar alcohols like sorbitol, maltitol, 
hydrogenated starch hydrolysates, xylitol, 
lactilol, mannitol, and isomalt is generally 
allowed in most countries (Nelson 2000). Some 
alternative sweeteners (aspartame is the main 
example) cannot withstand baking temperatures 
and will not then contribute to sweetness in the 
final product. An exception would be sucralose, 
which is derived from cane sugar. Sucralose is 
more sugarlike in taste and stability and is 
suitable for use in baked products, baking 
mixes, and various frostings, fillings, and 
icings (Chapello 1998). 
Providing yeast food in bread products. The 
sugar that is used in breadmaking to help provide 
yeast with a source of food may be omitted in 
yeast products or replaced with a diastatic malt 
product. 
Acting as a so fieningkenderizing ingredient. 
Sugar helps make cakes and breads softer and 
more tender to eat. An increase in moisture via 
the use of apple puree, crushed pineapple, or 
canned or fresh fruit pulp (apples, peaches, 
apricots, etc.) will help tenderize cakes, muffins, 
or fruit loaves. Replacing any liquid in the 
product with fruit juice will also help. 

Contributing crispiness in biscuits/cookies. Small 
amounts of sugar will still be needed to assist in 
keeping cookies crisp. The sugar alcohols 
sorbitol, maltinol, and xylitol are hygroscopic 
and are not recommended in products that 
require a degree of crispiness (Nelson 2000). 
Aiding in mechanical aeration when sugar is 
beaten with shortening/butter or eggs. 
Conventional cake making methods will need to 
be modified slightly to offset the small amount of 
aeration lost because sugar is not present to help 
draw air into the batter during mechanical 
aeration. 
Helping to prevent mold (especially in cake 
products). The high levels of sugar in high-ratio 
cakes help to prevent mold growth on these 
products. A lower level of sugar will therefore 
need to be offset with a lower pH. This may be 
achieved by using low pH products like lemon 
juice or buttermilk in the recipe in place of milk 
or water and by using small amounts of cream of 
tartar or similar products. 
Providing crust color in products. Most 
alternative sweeteners will not undergo Maillard 
browning, and none will caramelize. The 
addition of milk powder or whey powder will 
help enhance crust color in all baked products. 
In many cases, only small amounts of the 
alternative sweetener are used, so fivors and 
colors may need to be added to contribute to the 
desired crust fivors and browning effects 
(Nelson 2000). 

Table 26.5 presents a conventional banana bread 
recipe with conversions for diabetic banana bread. 
As with all products that utilize the acidity in ripe 
bananas to react with the alkali in the baking soda 
to provide for chemical aeration, one must ensure 
that the bananas are very ripe. The sweetness in 
the ripened bananas should be sufficient to provide 
enough sweetness to the diabetic banana bread rec- 
ipe. 

If more sweetness is required, a small amount of 
alternative sweetener may be added to the product, 
or 10% honey, maple syrup, or golden syrup may be 
used. 

The sugar level from the bananas is offset by the 
higher fiber content contributed by the use of whole- 
meal k u r  and rolled oats in the diabetic banana 
bread. 
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Table 26.5. Conventional Banana Bread with Conversion into Diabetic Banana Bread 

Banana Bread (Conventional) Diabetic Banana Bread 

Ingredients 
Baker’s k u r  

Baking soda 
Bananas 
Castor sugar 

Milk 
Corn oil 

Eggs 

100% 

4% 
100% 
100% 
50% 
27.7% 
27.7% 

field 
450 g (1 lb.) of ku r  will make one large loaf in a 

tin (28 cm [ 11 in.] X 11 cm [4 1/2 in.] X 80 cm 
[3 in.] or two loaves in tins (21 cm [8 in.] X 10 
cm [4 in.] X 6 cm [2 1/2 in.]) 

Specfications 
Method: Combine bananas and sugar in a cake mix 

er until smooth. Gradually add the eggs, then the 
milk and oil. Sift the k u r  and baking soda and 
blend into the batter. Deposit into paper-lined 
tins and bake at 200°C (392°F) for 1 1/2 hrs. 

Baker’s k u r  
Whole-meal ku r  
Rolled oats 
Baking soda 
Baking powder 
Bananas 
Lemon juice 
Corn oil 

45% 
45% 
10% 
2.2% 
2.2% 

100% 
30% 
20% 

450 g (1 lb.) of k u r  will make one large loaf in a 
tin (28 cm [ 11 in.] X 11 cm [4 1/2 in.] X 80 cm 
[3 in.]) or two loaves in tins (21 cm [8 in.] X 10 
cm [4 in.] X 6 cm [2 1/2 in.]) 

Method: Combine bananas, lemon juice, and oil to 
a smooth paste. Blend in the sifted kur,  whole- 
meal kur,  baking powder, and baking soda. 
Deposit into paper-lined tins. Bake at 180°C 
(356°F) for 40 min. 

BAKERY PRODUCTS FOR 
SPECIAL RELIGIOUS DIET 
REQUIREMENTS 
Many religions encourage their adherents to follow 
prescribed rules with regard to the foods that are 
allowed to be eaten. Strict followers of Buddhism 
and Seventh Day Adventists are often also vegetari- 
ans, and many are vegans. Hindus will not eat any 
food that contains traces of meat from cows. In this 
section, baking products for orthodox Jews (kosher 
baking) and strict adherents to the Muslim faith 
(halal baking) are discussed, as these two religions 
have a large number of followers, and their religious 
prescriptions for food are often seen to be more 
complex by non- Jewdnon-Muslims. 

KOSHER BAKING 

Kosher means “the selection and preparation of 
foods have been carried out in accordance with tra- 
ditional Jewish ritual and dietary laws” (Kaye and 
Rance 1986). Foods that are acceptable include 

“meat from animals with cloven hooves that chew 
cud,” but “camel, horse, hare, pig, and donkey are 
prohibited” mash 1988). The hindquarters of the 
animals that are allowed to be eaten are also prohib- 
ited. All birds are allowed except for those that are 
carnivorous. All the allowed animals must be ritual- 
ly slaughtered and prepared. Fish with removable 
scales and fins are allowed, but shellfish is prohibit- 
ed. Gelatin is also not allowed. 

Meat (p.reve) and dairy products must be kept 
apart at all times, so dishes, utensils, and washing- 
up areas must be allocated separately for meat and 
dairy products. 

Milk or recipes containing milk or other dairy 
products may be eaten before meat at a meal, al- 
though the mouth should be “cleaned” by eating 
bread, for example, in between (Kaye and Rance 
1986). However, dessert containing milk or milk 
products cannot be eaten after meat until at least a 3- 
hour interval has elapsed. The previous section in 
this chapter on lactose intolerance can be used to 
provide information on substitutes for milk in baked 
products and desserts. 
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HALAL-BAKING FOR MUSLIMS 

One of the Shri’ah (divine laws) in Islam revolves 
around strict food laws. The holy book of Islam, the 
Qur’an, forbids “the consumption of pork, blood, 
carrion, or food which has been sacrificed to idols” 
(Van der Krogt 1990). In practice, Muslims will not 
eat products that have any traces of pig, reptiles, car- 
nivorous animals, or animals that are not slaugh- 
tered using the correct procedure. Alcohol is also 
forbidden. Foods that are suitable for consumption 
by Muslims are termed halal. Halal is defined as 
“released from prohibition” and implies “that which 
is lawful” (Bowker 1998). 

Table 26.6 presents a recipe for traditional fruit 
mousse with conversions for koshedhalal fruit 

mousse. The setting agent agar is used to replace 
gelatin. Agar is available as a powder or as dried 
transparent strips. It must be brought to the boil with 
water before it will set. Agar sets at room tempera- 
ture and tends to set firmer than gelatin. The cream 
and eggs in the traditional mousse are replaced with 
soft (silken) tofu. The modified mousse is a versatile 
recipe that lends itself to many possible variations. 
Any soft fruit in season is suitable for use. Agar 
is also stable against proteolytic enzymes, so tradi- 
tional fruits that cannot be used raw in gelatin-set 
desserts (kiwifruit, pineapples) may be used with 
agar. However, watch that the acidity in the fruit 
puree used in making the mousse is not too high 
(raspberries and blackberries, especially), as the tofu 
will tend to separate under high acidity conditions. 

Table 26.6. Traditional Fruit Mousse with Conversion into Kosher / Muslim Fruit Mousse 

Traditional Fruit Moussea Kosher/Muslim Fruit Mousseb 

Ingredients 
Fruit Puree 
(berry fruits or stone fruits) 
Sugar 
Gelatin 
Water 
Fresh cream (whipped) 
Egg whites 
Sugar 
Water 

70% 

20% 

10% 
100% 

2 4% 
20% 
8% 

2.4% 

field 
250 ml (8 fl oz.) of cream will produce sufficient 

mousse to fill one gateau / torte 20 cm (8 in.) 
diameter to a thickness of 3 cm (1 1/2 in.) 

Specfica tions 
Method: Prepare an Italian (boiled) meringue by 

boiling the 20% of sugar with the 8% of water to 
the soft ball stage (118W240”F) and pouring the 
syrup into egg whites whisked to a soft peak. 
Soak the gelatin in the 10% water, and when it 
has swelled up well, dissolve the soaked gelatin 
in fruit puree that has been brought to the boil 
but taken off the heat. Combine the Italian 
meringue into the fruit puree and then fold in the 
lightly whipped fresh cream. Use the mousse as 
required. 

Whole fruits 130% 
(berry fruits or stone fruits) 

Agar powder 1.6% 
Silken tofu (soft soybean curd) 100% 

Vanilla essence 2% 

Apple juice 45% 

Honey 35% 

300 g (10 oz.) of tofu will produce sufficient 
mousse to fill one gateadtorte 20 cm (8 in.) 
diameter to a thickness of 3 cm (1 1/2 in.) 

Method: Combine the agar and apple juice together 
and bring to the boil. Place the silken tofu, hon- 
ey, fruit, and vanilla essence into a blendedfood 
processor and combine well. Add the agar and 
apple juice and mix in thoroughly. Use the 
mousse as required. 

”May be used as a filling for gateauxor torten or served as individual desserts. Recipe based on percentage of fresh 

bMay be used as a filling for gateaux or torten or served as individual desserts. Recipe based on percentage of tofu. 
cream. 
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BAKERY PRODUCTS SUITABLE 
FOR LIFESTYLE CHOICES 
In this section, bakery products that fit into the 
lifestyle choices of certain sectors of the community 
and can be easily adapted are profiled. Sports nutri- 
tion and baking for vegetarians and vegans are con- 
sidered in this section. 

SPORTS NUTRITION 

Sports nutrition is a specialized area concerned 
with enhancing the sports performance of athletes 
through the proper selection of foods. Diet is an es- 
pecially important aspect of being a competitive 
sports person. Specific diets are created by nutrition- 
ists for specific sports (Burke 1995). Without the 
correct fuel in their bodies, sports people might as 
well not start their events. 

Sports people tend to view food as fuel for their 
bodies as they indulge in the sporting endeavor of 
their choice. When you look at food solely from 
the energy provision viewpoint, the terms high gly- 
cemicindexand lowglycemicindexwill be encount- 
ered. 

In summary, 

High glycemic index foods are required at the 
end of a bout of energetic exercise to replace 
sugars used up by the muscles during the activity. 
High glycemic index foods are absorbed into the 
bloodstream quickly and are made up of foods 
like white bread, rice, potatoes, and sugars (like 
honey and glucose). 
Low glycemic index foods can be used by the 
body to store up energy for peak and enduring 
performance by athletes. Low glycemic index 
foods are high in starches, take more time to 
be absorbed by the digestive system, and are 
suitable for storage as glycogen in the muscles 
(foods with a low glycemic index include pasta, 
porridge, and whole-meal and whole-grain 
breads). 

In theory, this means that sports people tend to 
have to “carbo-load” on low glycemic index foods 
while they are in training and leading up to their 
sports event (Colgan 1993). High glycemic index 
foods may be taken during the event to help provide 
extra short bursts of energy and after the event to 
replenish depleted energy supplies. 

High Carbo Calzone. This calzone may be made 
into small individual pasty-sized items or into a 25- 
30cm (10-12 inch) round “mega” calzone. 

Use 100 g (3 1/2 ounces) of pizza or bread dough 
for the individual calzones and 500 g (1 pound) 
dough for the mega calzone. Pin out the dough 
into a circle, place about 100-150 g (3 1/2 to 5 
ounces) of filling for the individual calzones and 
500-600 g (1 pound to 20 ounces) of filling for 
the mega calzone. Shape the calzone like a pasty 
(crimp the edges). The large calzone may be 
made by using two circles of dough to enclose 
the filling and then sealing the dough together by 
crimping up the edges. 
The filling is made by cooking a pasta such as 
macaroni, small spirals, or seashells until it is 
just soft (a1 dente). Toss the pasta in pesto (basil, 
pine nuts, and Parmesan cheese), tapenade 
(olives), or a tomato-based pasta sauce. Season 
well with herbs, sea salt, and pepper. Add small 
amounts of low-fat protein like ham, pastrami, 
smoked chicken, or seafood (such as tinned tuna 
or salmon). To add color, texture, and fivor, use 
a small amount of vegetables such as red, green, 
or yellow peppers, or red or green courgettes. 
Add some cheese, preferably mozzarella, but 
cheddar is acceptable. Use lots of pasta as this is 
an ideal low glycemic index food, and it makes 
the product more cost effective to produce. It is 
important to keep the filling ingredients low in 
fat as athletes prefer a high protein, high 
carbohydrate, but low-fat diet. 
Egg wash the calzone well before proofing it and 
then baking it in a 210°C (410°F) oven with solid 
bottom heat. Refrigerate the product once it is 
baked. Calzones also freeze well and are best 
reheated from the frozen state by placing them, 
directly from the freezer, into a preheated oven 
set at 200°C (392°F). 
The filling used in the calzone can be varied by 
changing the type or shape of pasta, the pasta 
sauce, or the additions. Strive for low-fat, 
protein-based products, and use vegetables that 
are high in carotenoids and other antioxidants. 

VEGETARIANISM AND VEGANISM 

Vegetarians will not eat any food that is of animal 
origin. Lacto-vegetarians will eat dairy products and 
lacto-ovo vegetarians will eat dairy products and 
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eggs. Vegans will not eat any product that has had 
any contact with animals or materials of animal ori- 
gin. Very strict vegans will not eat foods that contain 
processed cane sugar (as cane sugar refining in- 
volves filtering the sugar syrup through carbonized 
bone meal), vegetable oils (which are also refined 
through products that have an animal origin), or 
honey. Beet sugar (which is refined using a different 
method than that used for cane sugar) and cold- 
pressed vegetable oils are suitable for use in vegan 
products. Other ingredients of animal origin that are 
anathema to vegans include emulsifiers such as 
calcium stearate, mono-, di-, and triglycerides, leci- 
thins, sodium stearoyl, polysorbates and glycerols, 
flavor enhancers containing monosodium glutamate, 

gelatin and isinglass, and enzymes derived from ani- 
mals (including pepsin and rennet). Vitamin supple- 
ments (A and D in particular) that may be derived 
from egg yolks or fish oils are also to be avoided 
(Stepaniak 1998). 

Many vegetarians will depend on bakery foods 
for their food choices, as many bakery products can 
be made without the use of ingredients that have ani- 
mal origins. A wide range of bakery products can be 
made using vegetable oils (or shortenings based on 
hydrogenated vegetable oil) instead of animal-based 
fats, and the food intolerances section in this chapter 
provides alternatives to dairy products and eggs in 
baking. So, baking for vegetarians is much more 
straightforward than baking for vegans. Vegan bak- 

Table 26.7. Carrot Cake (Conventional) with Conversion to Vegan Carrot Cake 

Carrot Cake Vegan Carrot Cake 

Ingredients 
Baker’s k u r  

Baking powder 
Salt 
Baking soda 
Corn oil 
Eggs 

100% 

2.2% 
1.3% 
1.3% 

50% 
80% 

Castor sugar 150% 
Grated carrots 135% 
Walnuts (chopped) 80% 

field 
Yield 450g (1 lb.) of k u r  will make one 20cm 

(8 in.) diameter cake that is 6 cm (2 1/2 
in.) high. 

Specfications 
Method: Combine the corn oil, eggs, and sugar 

together and mix until smooth. Stir in the sifted 
dry ingredients (kur, baking powder, salt, and 
baking soda) and then fold in the carrots and 
walnuts. Deposit into greased or paper-lined tins. 
Bake at 180°C (356°F) for 40 min. 

White baker’s k u r  
Whole-meal k u r  
Cinnamon 
Cloves 
Baking powder 
Salt 
Cold pressed virgin olive oil 
Beet sugar 
Soy milk 
Lemon juice 
Vanilla essence 
Grated carrots 
Walnut halves 

50% 
50% 
0.8% 
0.2% 
3% 
0.8% 

44.4% 
47.2% 
52.7% 

4.2% 
1.4% 

45.8% 
16.6% 

Yield 450 g (1 lb.) of k u r  will make one 20cm 
(8 in.) diameter cake that is 6 cm (2 1/2 
in .) high. 

Method: Combine the olive oil, soy milk, lemon 
juice, and vanilla essence together. Add the beet 
sugar and mix until the sugar is dissolved. Add 
the sifted dry ingredients (kur, whole-meal 
flour, baking powder, cinnamon, cloves, and salt. 
Add the carrots and walnuts. Deposit into 
greased or paper-lined tins. Bake at 180°C 
v I I  

(356°F) for 40 min. 
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ing requires bakers to be philosophically and ethi- 
cally committed to the challenge of baking without 
cane sugar, dairy products, eggs, or refined oils. 

Table 26.7 shows a recipe for carrot cake with 
conversions for vegan carrot cake. Rice milk, coc- 
onut milk, or other nut milks may be used in place of 
soy milk. This recipe may also be varied by substi- 
tuting other firm vegetables for the carrots. Cour- 
gettes, beetroot, pumpkins, parsnips, and taro may 
all be used. Vary the spices and nuts to suit each veg- 
etable that is used. As examples, parsnip may be 
teamed with nutmeg and Brazil nuts, and pumpkins 
with ginger and hazelnuts. 

BAKERY PRODUCTS SUITABLE 
FOR VARIOUS STAGES OF 
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
In this last section, the stages of human development 
are taken into account when bakery products are 
devised. The special nutritional requirements for 
younger children (between ages of 4 and 8); women, 
in particular adolescent women, pregnant women, 
and menopausal women; and seniors (consumers 
over the age of 60) are discussed. 

BAKING FOR YOUNG CHILDREN 

Younger children who are provided with a wide 
choice of healthy foods will tend to continue a 
healthy eating life-style. Many bakery foods are 
made to be bright and colorful for younger children. 
This also brings with it a responsibility for bakers to 
keep the level of colorings used low and to use col- 
orings that are proven to be safe. 

Greaves (2002) provides details of the food colors 
that are allowed for use in the United States and 
advocates the use of natural colorants derived from 
beetroot, grape juice, and saffron. He also warns of 
the need to select the correct coloring to be used, as 
some natural colors are prone to a lack of stability, 
giving rise to shade changes in batters of different 
pH, fading of the color after baking, and phase sepa- 
ration of the coloring itself from the medium it is 
mixed into. 

As in adults, obesity in children is the “major 
nutrition-related disorder” (Tuttle and Truswell 
2002). Therefore, lowering the fat and sugar content 
and raising the fiber content of baked products will 
help produce a healthier product. The chocolate chip 

cookie recipe shown in Table 26.8 is an example of 
how this can be achieved. 

In the healthier version, the chocolate chips pro- 
vide the main fivor in the product. Oil and syrup are 
used to provide shortening and softening to the bis- 
cuit with the use of whole-meal ku r  for higher fiber 
and added crunchiness. It is important to use a high 
grade, almost fivorless oil, as the fivor of the oil 
will carry through into the cookies. Also, ensure that 
the cookies are shaped to the correct thickness and 
sufficiently baked to achieve a crisp product. 

BAKING FOR WOMEN 

Adolescence is the period of life between the onset 
of puberty and full maturity, and in young women 
there are extra nutritive requirements, including those 
for higher levels of calcium, iron, and folate, for 
coping with increased growth and the onset of men- 
arche. Lifestyle changes brought about by growing 
independence and intense concern with appearance 
and weight and a need for peer acceptance also 
define eating behaviors (Story and Alton 1996). 

The most nutritionally demanding period in a wo- 
man’s life is during her pregnancy. Sufficient nutri- 
tion must be provided not only to the mother but 
also for the developing fetus. A higher than required 
amount of calcium and iron is required not only dur- 
ing pregnancy but after the birth of the baby (Love- 
lady 1996). 

Recent research has highlighted the special die- 
tary needs of postmenopausal women. A diet rich in 
phytoestrogens, which is found in soy products and 
flaxseeds, helps alleviate the symptoms of meno- 
pause and plays a role in the prevention of breast 
cancer and the development of melanomas. (It may 
also help prevent prostate cancer in men) (Payne 
2000). Calcium, along with adequate vitamin D and 
load-bearing exercise are also required to prevent 
the onset of osteoporosis in postmenopausal women 
(Chernoff 1996). 

Multigrain Rolls 

Formulation. Flour (loo%), fixseed (lo%), milk 
powder (2%), sugar (l%), yeast (2%), soy grits 
(lo%), salt (1.5%), soy k u r  (l%), soybean oil 
(2%), water (63-65%). 
field. 1 kg (2 pounds) of k u r  will give 2 4  bread 
rolls scaled at 60 g (2 ounces) each. 
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Table 26.8. Chocolate Chip Cookies with Conversion to Healthier Version 

Chocolate Chip Cookies 
(Conventional) 

Chocolate Chip Cookies 
(Healthier Version) 

Ingredients 
Baker’s k u r  

Baking soda 
Salt 
Butter 
Brown sugar 
Granulated sugar 

Hot water 
Vanilla essence 
Chocolate chips 

Eggs 

100% 

1.5% 
1.5% 

60% 
42% 
42% 
2 4% 

7.1% 
2.3% 

60% 

field 
450 g (1 lb.) of ku r  will make 32 cookies of 5 cm 

(2 in.) diameter. 

Specfica tions 
Method: Cream butter and brown and granulated 

sugars together. Gradually add the eggs, hot 
water, and vanilla essence and cream until light. 
Add the chocolate chips and fold in the sifted 
flour, baking soda, and salt. Shape into a cylinder 
approximately 5 cm (2 in.) in diameter. Wrap in 
plastic wrap and chill. Slice into 0.5 cm (1/4 in.) 
slices and place on a lightly greased tray. Bake at 
180°C (356°F) for 15 min. 

White baker’s k u r  
Whole-meal k u r  
Baking soda 
Corn oil or canola oil 
Maple syrup or golden syrup 
Water 
Vanilla essence 
Chocolate or carob chips 

30% 
70% 

2% 
60% 
35% 
25% 

2% 
60% 

450 g (1 lb.) of k u r  will make 32 cookies of 5 cm 
(2 in.) diameter. 

Method: Stir the corn oil, syrup, vanilla essence, 
and water together. Add to the sifted dry ingredi- 
ents (kur, whole-meal kur,  and baking soda) 
and mix until the dough just combines. Add the 
chocolate chips and bring the dough together 
until well combined but do not over mix. Drop 
the mixture onto lightly greased trays and fitten 
into a round shape. Bake at 180°C (356°F) for 15 
min. 

Method. Soak the fixseeds and 10% of the water 
for 2 hours. Combine all ingredients and mix to 
produce a well-developed dough. 
Dough temperature. 26°C (78°C). 
Fermentation andprooJing. Bulk fermentation 
time-1 hour. Knock back-40 minutes. Scale 
into rolls [60-80 g (2-3 ounces) each], round, 
mold, and then final proof for 45 minutes. 
l3ahYng. Bake at 230°C (446°F) for 15 minutes. 
Consumption. Fill the rolls with lean meat, 
sprouts (alfalfa, snow peas, or soy), a relish that 
enhances the meat being used, and sliced 
tomatoes, grated cheese, and lettuce. 

BAKING FOR SENIORS 

The world’s population aged 65 and older is grow- 
ing by an unprecedented 800,000 people a month 

(Kinsella and Velkoff 200 1). Worldwide, the number 
of people who will be 60 years and over will exceed 
one billion within the next 20 years (Popper and 
Kroll 2003). 

Seniors have special and unique dietary require- 
ments. These include a higher need for calcium 
(especially in estrogen-deprived postmenopausal 
women) (Chernoff 1996), greater need for vitamins 
D, B,, and BIZ,  but a lower need for vitamin A. Some 
seniors are also at risk of being deficient especially 
in zinc, magnesium, and folate. The groups most 
likely to be at risk with poor dietary intake in old age 
include low socioeconomic status individuals and 
older men living alone. Other negative infiences 
include physical disability, difficulties with access to 
shopping, depression, and chewing problems associ- 
ated with the loss of teeth and poorly fitted dentures 
(Horwath 2002). 
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Bakery products could play a role in providing 
healthy food for seniors as most baked products are 
produced ready to eat, without the need for further 
preparation. To meet the specific dietary demands of 
seniors, products that are high in fiber, high in calci- 
um and vitamin B, and are easy to chew are re- 
quired. 

Salmon and Kumara (Sweet Potato) Whole-Meal 
Quiche 

Make a whole-meal short pastry and line a fin 
ring or quiche tin with it. Make large, deep dish 
quiches and some individual ones as well. 
Fill the quiche with egg custard, tinned salmon 
flakes, roasted kumara cubes, cubes of firm tofu, 
and a small amount of shredded silver beet 
(Swiss chard) and top with herbs and dollops of 
low-fat cream cheese. 
Bake at 190°C (374°F) for 30-45 minutes 
(depending on the size of the quiche). 

This recipe builds on the concepts introduced 
above. It is high in fiber, high in calcium, high in 
protein and minerals, and low in fat. Kumara is the 
Maori name for a sweet potato that is grown in New 
Zealand. It is high in carotenoids and fiber (Lister 
2003). Roasted kumara will have a caramelized sur- 
face, and this provides additional fivor to the prod- 
uct it is used in. Silver beet or Swiss chard is also 
high in carotenoids, iron, and fiber (Lister 2003). 
Spinach provides similar benefits, but silver beet 
better resists sustained heating and keeps its green 
color better within a quiche product. 

CONCLUSION 
Consumer expectations for the variety and selection 
of foods available for purchase have risen as per 
capita income has increased in both developed and 
developing countries. Customers are prepared to pay 
more for organic foods and foods that not only pro- 
vide nutrition but also contribute to improved well- 
being. Products that are high in fiber and low in fat 
and sugar, and also contribute to specific nutritional 
requirements need not be boring or a chore to eat. 
Healthy baked products should not only provide 
health benefits but also taste good and eat well. 

Baking products that provide for the good health 
of customers is an easily attainable goal for bakers. 

This chapter provides ideas and guidelines that will 
assist bakers in producing a range of products that 
will be suitable for specialized dietary market seg- 
ments. 
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CELIAC DISEASE 
Celiac disease (also known as nontropical sprue, 
gluten-sensitive enteropathy, celiac sprue, idiopathic 
steatorrhea, primary malabsorption, Gee-Herter dis- 
ease, gluten-induced enteropathy, and adult celiac 
disease) is a condition where a person’s body reacts 
to the protein fraction gluten (Cooke and Asquith 
1974). The commonly encountered reactions to 
gluten by sufferers of celiac disease are outlined in 
Table 27.1 (Feighery 1999). 

EPIDEMIOLOGY 

Research has shown that celiac disease has the high- 
est incidence among the Caucasians of western and 
southern Europe. Celiac disease is also common in 
Australia, North America, and Latin America as a 
direct result of the movement of celiacs from Europe 
(Stevens 1980). While celiac disease is more preva- 
lent in the previously mentioned societies, it should 
be noted that the condition also occurs in other cul- 
tures (Barry et al. 1974). Recent epidemiological 
studies suggest that there will be a significant in- 
crease in the incidence of celiac disease, mainly due 
to improved diagnostic procedures. Table 27.2 high- 
lights the modern serologic tests (Fasano and 
Catassi 2001). These authors point out that accord- 
ing to the new screening data (Table 27.2), the 
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Table 27.1. Symptoms (and Related Signs) of Celiac Disease 

Infancy (0-2 years) 
Diarrhea (miserable, pale) 
Abdominal distension (enlarged abdomen) 
Failure to thrive (low weight, lack of fat, hair thinning) 
Anorexia, vomiting 
Psychomotor impairment (muscle wasting) 

Childhood 
Diarrhea or constipation 
Anemia 
Loss of appetite (short stature, osteoporosis) 

Adulthood 
Diarrhea or constipation 
Anemia 
Aphthous ulcers, sore tongue and mouth (mouth ulcers, glossitis, stomatitis) 
Dyspepsia, abdominal pain, bloating (weight loss) 
Fatigue, infertility, neuropsychiatric symptoms (anxiety, depression) 
Bone pain (osteoporosis) 
Weakness (myopathy, neuropathy) 

Source: FeigheIy 1999. 

prevalence of celiac disease seems to be more 
homogeneous throughout Europe than previously 
thought, and that it is as frequent in the United 
States as in Europe. They point out that by focusing 
on specific (classical) symptoms, studies may have 
missed what is currently defined as the submerged 
part of the celiac iceberg. 

THE ICEBERG MODEL 

The iceberg is a common model used to explain the 
epidemiology of celiac disease (Visakorpi 1996). An 
iceberg model is shown in Figure 27.1. According to 
Stern (1992), the tip of the iceberg is formed by 
patients with overt disease who have just been di- 
agnosed, by biopsy demonstrating a fit mucosa. 
Patients who have been recently diagnosed and who 
are now on a gluten-free diet and show a normal 
mucosa form the lower part of the tip. Below the 
waterline there is a big group of “silent” cases, 
which have not been identified and have a fit small 
intestine mucosa. They may remain undiagnosed 
because the condition has no symptoms (Feighery 
1999). Just at the bottom there is a small group of 
patients with latent celiac disease showing a normal 
mucosa while still ingesting gluten. 

DISEASE MECHANISMS 

The entire surface of the small intestine is covered in 
a layer of epithelial cells that are cyclically renewed 
every 4 days. As the cells mature, they increase their 
enzyme activity and transport capabilities. Many of 
the enzymes that complete the digestion of food 
molecules are associated with the microvilli, includ- 
ing proteases and disaccharidases (e.g., lactase). 
After eating wheat, the celiac patient undergoes an 
immunologic response, localized in the small intes- 
tine, that destroys mature absorptive epithelial cells 
on the surface of the small intestine. Destruction of 
the cells decreases the height of the villi. Increased 
cell division, due to cell destruction, results in the 
proliferation of immature epithelial cells. The mu- 
cosa assumes a fit appearance with the disappear- 
ance of the villi and a thickening of the surface, 
resulting in decreased absorptive surface area, di- 
minished enzyme activity, and diminished transport 
activity. This contributes to malabsorption of nutri- 
ents and affects all systems of the body. The im- 
munologic response to gluten may also occur sec- 
ondarily in other bodily tissues, an example being 
dermatitis herpetiformis (Pruessner 1998). In a 
study by De Ritis et al. (1988), it was shown that the 
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Table 27.2. Prevalence of Celiac Disease Based on Clinical 
Diagnosis or Screening Data 

Prevalence on Prevalence on 
Geographic Clinical Diagnosis Screening Data 

Denmark 1:10,000 1:500 
Finland 1:lOOO 1:130 
Germany 1:2300 1:500 
Italy 1:lOOO 1:184 
Netherlands 1:4500 1:198 
Norway 1:675 1:250 
Sweden 1:330 1:190 
United Kingdom 1:300 1:112 
United States 1:10,000 1:111 
Worldwide Average 1:3345 1:266 

Source: Fasano and Catassi 2001. 

gliadin portion of wheat protein, specifically, and 
prolamines (alcohol-soluble proteins) in rye, barley, 
and oats are the toxic fraction. 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

According to Murray (1999) celiac disease is the 
end result of three processes that culminate in intes- 
tinal mucosal damage: genetic predisposition, envi- 

Pahenis mth 
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/ 

Figure 27.1. Iceberg model depicting prevalence of 
celiac disease. [Adapted from Feighery 1999.1 

ronmental factors, and immunologically based in- 
flammation. 

TREATMENT AND DIETARY REQUIREMENTS 

The removal of gluten from the diet results in an 
improvement of the clinical symptoms and the mu- 
cosal lesions (Hansson 1999). The only way that 
celiac disease can be treated is the total lifelong 
avoidance of gluten ingestion (Fasano and Catassi 
2001, Mowat 2003). Patients with celiac disease are 
unable to consume some of the most common prod- 
ucts on the market today, namely breads, baked 
goods, and other food products made with wheat 
flour (Lovis 2003). Hidden ingredients, for example, 
by-products or processed foods that contain wheat 
and gluten derivates such as thickeners and fillers 
must also be avoided. These include hamburgers, 
salad dressings, cream sauces, dried soup mixes or 
canned soups, and processed cheese. Medication 
such as pills or tablets may include gluten-related 
protein-as binders-and must also be excluded. 
Other cereals such as rye, barley, malt, triticale, oats, 
kamut, einkorn, dinkel, and spelt are prohibited. 
According to Murray (1999), many persons with 
celiac disease may in fact be lactose intolerant, due 
to the lack of lactase production, and hence must 
avoid cow’s milk. A report by the Kerry Group 
(2004) suggests that in the United Kingdom alone, it 
is estimated that 1 in 80 of the population will be 
diagnosed with celiac disease over the next few 
years. The retail market for gluten-free foods is 
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growing at a faster rate than gluten-free prescription 
sales and is leading the growth within the retail mar- 
ket for “free from” foods. Hence, it is vital that high 
quality gluten-free products be produced to satisfy 
the growing demand. 

CODEX ALIMENTARIUS 

The Codex Standard for gluten-free foods was 
adopted by the Codex Alimentarius Commission of 
the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Food 
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) in 1976. In 
1981 and 2000, draft revised standards stated that 
so-called gluten-free foods are described as: (a) con- 
sisting of, or made only from ingredients that do not 
contain any prolamins from wheat or all Triticum 
species such as spelt, kamut, or durum wheat, rye, 
barley, oats, or their crossbred varieties, with a glu- 
ten level not exceeding 20 ppm; or (b) consisting of 
ingredients from wheat, rye, barley, oats, spelt, or 
their crossbred varieties that have been rendered 
gluten free, with a gluten level not exceeding 200 
ppm; or (c) any mixture of two ingredients as in (a) 
and (b) with a gluten level not exceeding 200 ppm. 

In this context the WHO/FAO standard gluten 
was defined as a protein fraction from wheat, rye, 
barley, oats, or their crossbred varieties (e.g., Trit- 
icale) and derivatives thereof, to which some per- 
sons are intolerant and which is insoluble in water 
and 0.5M NaC1. Prolamins are defined as the frac- 
tion from gluten that can be extracted by 40-70% 
aqueous ethanol. The prolamin from wheat is gli- 
adin, from rye is secalin, from barley is hordein, and 
from oats is avenin. The prolamin content of gluten 
is generally taken as 50%. In the United States and 
Canada, the wheat-free diet is devoid of any gluten 
and is based on naturally occurring gluten-free 
ingredients such as rice. However, in the United 
Kingdom, products labeled as being gluten free may 
still contain wheat starch. 

GLUTEN IN RELATION 
TO CELIAC DISEASE 
Gluten can be defined as the cohesive mass remain- 
ing when wheat dough is washed to remove starch 
granules (Hansson 1999). Gluten is the protein frac- 
tion of wheat, rye, and barley that confers the prop- 
erties of stickiness and thus allows the baking of 
bread (Schuppan 2000). Gluten is a very important 

component in relation to the overall quality and 
structure of wheat bread. The gluten complex is 
composed of two main groups of proteins: gliadin (a 
prolamin) and glutenin (a glutelin). The gluten pro- 
teins are the storage proteins of wheat (Hoseney 
1994), and these two proteins can be readily separat- 
ed. Hoseney (1994) found that the gliadins are a 
large group of proteins with little or no resistance to 
extension, and they appear to be responsible for the 
dough’s cohesiveness. As reviewed by Schuppan 
(2000), the wheat prolamins have been subdivided 
into and a-, p-, y-, and w-gliadins; they have molec- 
ular weights between 20,000 and 75,000 daltons 
(Da) and contain similar or repetitive glutamine- and 
proline-rich peptide sequences such as Pro-Ser-Gin- 
Gin and Gin-Gin-Gin-Pro that appear to be respon- 
sible for the observed “toxicity” of gluten in celiac 
disease. 

According to Hosensy (1994), glutenin proteins 
are heterogeneous and are apparently responsible 
for the dough’s resistance to extension. These vis- 
coelastic properties of the gluten matrix that enclos- 
es the starch granules and fiber fragments play an 
important role. The structure of gluten is complex, 
and it is stabilized by intermolecular disulphide, 
hydrogen, and hydrophobic bonds. The gluten pro- 
teins present in the wheat ku r  are embedded in the 
flour particles along with the other k u r  compo- 
nents, mainly starch granules, as indicated in Figure 
27.2. This micrograph shows large starch granules 
(dark grey areas) embedded in a continuous protein 
network (white areas). Gluten also contributes to the 
texture and crumb structure of the final baked prod- 
uct (Faubion and Hoseney 1990, Stear 1990). 

DEVELOPMENT OF GLUTEN- 
FREE CEREAL PRODUCTS USING 
NOVEL INGREDIENTS 
The replacement of gluten in bread is one of the 
biggest challenges when developing gluten-free ce- 
real products. A marketing review by Arendt et al. 
(2002), found that many of the gluten-free products 
were of inferior quality and very often showed off- 
flavors. The structure of the products was mostly 
crumbly and very dry. According to Gujral et al. 
(2003a), gluten-free breads are usually characterized 
by inferior quality characteristics as compared with 
wheat breads. Problems related to volume and crumb 
texture are associated with gluten-free breads (even 
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Figure 27.2. Scanning electron micrographs of wheat bread (A) and gluten-free bread (B). Magnification x 430. 

when rice flour is used, which seems to be the best raw 
material for this type of bread) (Gujral et al. 2003a). 
Several studies have been conducted by 0' Brien 
et al. (2002a,b), Gallagher et al. (2002), Schober et 
al. (2003), and Moore et al. (2004a,b, 2005) whereby 
novel ingredients such as dairy powders, sorghum, 
rice, starches, pseudocereals, and so on, in combi- 
nation with hydrocolloids, replaced gluten. 

Gluten-free products, for instance, must not con- 
tain wheat, rye, barley, oats, or the protein-contain- 
ing constituents of these (Paulus 1986). However, 
there is much debate on whether or not oats may be 
used in the production of gluten-free products. A 
review by Thompson (2003) reports that most adults 
with celiac disease can consume moderate amounts 
of uncontaminated oats without causing damage to 
the intestinal mucosa. Studies have been carried out 
by Janatuinen et al. (1995), Srinivasan et al. (1996), 
and Hardman et al. (1997) from which they conclud- 
ed that oat cereals are neither toxic nor immunogenic 
in celiac disease. According to Hardman et al. 
(1997), oats belong to a different tribe, Aveneae, than 
that of wheat, rye, and barley. Oat prolamin (avenin) 
has a lower proline content than prolamins in wheat, 
rye, and barley (gliadin, secalin, and hordein, re- 
spectively). The sequence glutamine-glutamine- 
glutamine-proline-phenylalanineproline is found in 
prolamins of wheat, rye, and barley, but so far has not 
been found in oats. However, even if oats do not con- 
tain harmful amino acid sequences, they nonetheless 
may become contaminated with wheat, rye, or bar- 

ley before reaching the consumer. Although oats 
may be beneficial to persons with celiac disease, 
they are not regarded safe because it is not known 
what level of prolamin is required to cause intestinal 
damage. Even though the Gluten Intolerance Group 
of the Celiac Disease Foundation (2000), the Celiac 
Sprue Association (2001), and the American Dietet- 
ic Association (Inman-Felton 1999, American Di- 
etetic Association and Dieticians of Canada 2000) 
all advise against the use of oats, the Finnish Celiac 
Society considers them safe for consumption by 
adults (The Finnish Celiac Society 2001), as does 
the Celiac Society in the United Kingdom (in mod- 
erate amounts) (The Celiac Society 2001). 

STARCH-BASED INGREDIENTS 

Wheat Starch 

Starch is the most abundant carbohydrate compo- 
nent in wheat and wheat k u r  as well as many foods. 
In cereal-based products, starch gelatinization and 
rheological behavior, as well as subsequent reorgan- 
ization, control the texture and stability of the final 
product. The extent to and manner in which starch 
granules swell and undergo phase transitions is 
i n  fienced by formulation changes, and particularly 
by the amount of water (Chiotelli and Le Meste 
2003). Wheat starch is in discrete granules within 
the cells of the endosperm. Modern milling practices 
are designed to remove the germ and bran, produc- 
ing k u r  that essentially contains the endosperm and 
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thus is rich in starch (Lineback and Rasper 1988). 
Wheat starch has been utilized as a replacement for 
wheat k u r  in gluten-free products. The separation 
of wheat starch from wheat k u r  is a crucial process. 
Since wheat starch is still widely used in gluten-free 
products (with the exception of the United States), it 
is important that it contains less than 200 ppm glu- 
ten (Codex Alimentarius Standard 2000). Wheat 
starch extraction dates back to 1835, when the pro- 
cedure for isolating wheat starch was referred to as 
the Martin or doughball process. This procedure 
consists of five steps: (1) mixing wheat k u r  and 
water, in approximately a 2:l ratio, into a dough, (2) 
washing the starch from the dough, (3) recovering 
the starch and gluten, (4) refining the starch, and (5) 
drying the starch and gluten fractions. After the 
dough is formed, it is allowed to stand for a period 
of time to hydrate the gluten. The starch is then 
washed from the gluten, which is left in a single 
mass. Starch can be recovered by screening and 
centrifugation (Lineback and Rasper 1988). Many 
years later, a variation of this method, known as the 
batter process, was developed. According to Ander- 
son (1974) and Knight and Olson (1984), this in- 
volved the formation of a kur-water batter (a 
smooth pastelike dough) by mixing equal amounts 
of ku r  and water. The batter is then left to stand for 
30 minutes and afterwards mixed vigorously with 
water to wash the starch from the gluten, which is 
recovered as fine curds. The starch is recovered by 
screening and centrifugation and further refined 
before drying. Another approach to extracting wheat 
starch from whole wheat is through the use of wet 
milling, which is similar to production of corn- 
starch. Initially the wheat is steeped in sulphurous 
acid; hence, the gluten obtained is not important. 
According to Knight and Olson (1984), prime starch 
yields of 53-59% (based on uncleaned wheat) are 
obtained by the wet-milling procedure. 

Wheat starch consists of a number of minor non- 
carbohydrate constituents such as lipids, protein, 
and phosphorus (Lineback and Rasper 1988) as well 
as two major carbohydrate components, amylose 
and amylopectin. Kulp et al. (1974) used a basic for- 
mula to produce bread from pure wheat starch with 
additives and found that loaves of best quality were 
produced with the addition of xanthan gum. How- 
ever, many individuals sensitive to the gliadin frac- 
tion of gluten cannot tolerate even the very small 
amount of this protein remaining in isolated wheat 
starch. Reports have highlighted that the long-term 

effects of regular ingestion of small amounts of 
gliadin (e.g., from wheat starch) were harmful to 
patients with celiac disease (Skerritt and Hill 1992, 
Chartrand et al. 1997, Lohiniemi et al. 2000). A 
study by Ciclitira et al. (1985) assessed the effects of 
consuming 2.4 mg of gliadin daily from a wheat 
starch-containing product on the intestinal mucosa 
using biopsy specimen in 10 adults for a period of 6 
weeks. The authors concluded that the effects of 
small amounts of gliadin consumption vary among 
individuals and that those who experience symp- 
toms when consuming wheat starch-based gluten- 
free foods should use products that are naturally 
gluten free. 

Rice 

Rice (Oryza sativa) is one of the leading food crops 
in Southeast Asia including India, and the produc- 
tion of rice in this part of the world is much higher 
than that of wheat (Sivaramakrishnan et al. 2004). 
Rice k u r  has been found to be one of the most suit- 
able cereal grain kurs for preparing foods for celiac 
patients. The suitability of rice ku r  is attributed to 
its low levels of prolamins (the peptides released 
from the breakdown of the wheat prolamins act as 
toxins for individuals suffering from celiac disease) 
(Gujral and Rose11 2004). For baking applications, 
starch granule properties assume a major role in dic- 
tating the suitability of rice kur,  especially if it is 
present in a large enough quantity (usually over 10% 
substitution) to infience the texture of a product 
(Bean and Nishita 1985). Rotsch (1954) demonstrat- 
ed that substances that swell in water could replace 
gluten in the dough. Optimal rice bread formulations 
have been developed using carboxymethylcellu- 
lose (CMC) and hydroxypropyl methylcellulose 
(HPMC), which met wheat bread reference stan- 
dards for specific volume, crumb and crust color, 
firmness, and moisture (Collar et al. 1999, Gallagher 
et al. 2002). Both Nishita et al. (1976) and Collar et 
al. (1998) found that HPMC enhanced gas retention 
in bread made with rice kur. 

Rice kurs can be used in baking applications in 
many different forms. They can be either white rice 
flours, where the bran is removed, or whole-grain 
brown rice kur,  where the hull is intact. The type of 
rice k u r  used for the production of gluten-free 
bread is vital, as the properties of the rice have an 
impact on the quality of gluten-free breads. A study 
by Moore et al. (2004a) suggested that the produc- 
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tion of high quality gluten-free bread could be ob- 
tained from a blend of gluten-free rice kurs (brown 
rice kur) and starches (potato, corn) in combination 
with the correct hydrocolloid. Furthermore, Nishita 
et al. (1976) produced a yeast-leavened bread using 
100% rice k u r  in combination with water, sugar, 
oil, yeast, salt, and HPMC. These authors concluded 
that certain cellulose derivatives were the only use- 
ful gum-type additives for making rice bread. Since 
rice possesses unique nutritional, hypoallergenic, 
and bland taste properties and is colorless, its use in 
baby foods and puddings and in the development of 
foods for gluten intolerant patients, especially, has 
been increasing (Gujral and Rose11 2004). 

Potato Starch 

Potato starch has desirable characteristics, which 
differ significantly from those of starch from other 
plant sources (Madsen and Christensen 1996). Po- 
tato starch has a bland fivor and forms a high vis- 
cosity paste that is susceptible to shear. The potato 
granules are large and are extremely susceptible to 
breakage. The high molecular weight (HMW) amy- 
lase and phosphate groups esterified to amylopectin 
contribute to the high transparency, swelling power, 
water-binding capacity, and freeze-thaw stability of 
potato starches (Craig et al. 1989). The paste charac- 
teristics and other physicochemical properties of 
starches vary with genotype and cultural practices 
(Barichello and Yada 1991). In particular, Hopkins 
and Gormley (2000) reported that the rheological 
properties of pastes and gels made from starch iso- 
lated from different Irish potato cultivars differed 
significantly. The main advantage of the utilization 
of potato starch in gluten-free bread systems is that 
it contains no gluten. Thus, potato starch is consid- 
ered a safe component for gluten-free foods. 

Corn 

Corn (Zea mays L.) originated in the western hemi- 
sphere. Locations that have been suggested as possi- 
ble centers of origin of corn are Central America 
(including southern Mexico) and the highlands of 
Peru (Metz 1991). A comparison of available data 
for wheat, corn, and rice puts corn as the second 
most important cereal grain, after wheat and before 
rice, in terms of yield per hectare (FA0 1992). Corn 
flour is composed of the endosperm, which general- 
ly contains between 75 and 87% starch and 6-8% 

protein (Shukla and Cheryan 2001). Zeins, the stor- 
age proteins of corn, represent 60% of the proteins 
and are located in protein bodies (Lending and 
Larkins 1989). Corn grain protein can be separated 
into six solubility fractions (Landry and Moureaux 
1970), namely albumin, globulin, zein, GI-glutelin, 
G2-glutelin, and G3-glutelin. According to Paiva 
et al. (1991), the alcohol-soluble protein (zein) ac- 
counts for about 50% of the total endosperm protein, 
which is characterized by high contents of gluta- 
mine, leucine, and proline and is practically devoid 
of lysine and tryptophan. The overall lysine and 
tryptophan contents of normal maize are only 1.8 
and 0.35%, respectively. 

Cornstarch and zein blends have principally been 
studied to obtain nonedible water-resistant films 
with mechanical properties and storage stability im- 
provements (Lim and Jane 1993, 1994). Since corn 
is considered a gluten-free cereal, it can be used 
in the production of gluten-free bread. Acs et al. 
(1996a,b) used binding agents (xanthan, guar gum, 
locust bean gum, and tragant) as a substitute for 
gluten in a gluten-free bread formulation based on 
cornstarch. These authors found that the binding 
agents resulted in an increase in loaf volume and a 
loosening of the crumb structure. 

Pseudocereals 

Pseudocereals include buckwheat, amaranth, and 
quinoa. These cereals are very different than ordi- 
nary cereals. Buckwheat is an important crop in 
some regions of the world. It is grown in many 
countries including Russia, the People’s Republic of 
China, the United States, Canada, France, Germany, 
Italy, and Poland (Li and Zhang 2001). There are 
two cultivated species of buckwheat for human con- 
sumption, that is, common buckwheat (Fagopyrum 
esculentum Moench) and Tartary buckwheat (F  
tataricum Gaertner) (Ikeda 2002). Fagopyrum escu- 
lentum is the most economically important species, 
representing approximately 90% of the world pro- 
duction of buckwheat (Mazza 1993); this represents 
approximately 0.1% of total world cereal produc- 
tion. China accounted for approximately half of the 
world buckwheat production in 2003, while France 
was recorded to be the largest European producer 
(FA0 2003). 

Buckwheat Buckwheat belongs to the Polygo- 
naceae family and is taxonomically distant from the 
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Gramineae family, which contain the cereals rice, 
wheat, and maize. However, buckwheat seed has 
chemical and utilization characteristics similar to 
those of cereal grains, and thus is usually classified 
as a cereal. It is often alternatively classified as a 
pseudocereal (Ikeda 2002). Buckwheat achenes con- 
tain mostly carbohydrate, especially starch (55.8%) 
(Bonafaccia et al. 2002). Buckwheat starch granules 
are irregular in shape and are packed tightly, and 
they range in size from 2 to 6 p m  (Aufhammer 
2000). Buckwheat starch contains 24% amylase and 
76% amylopectin, which is the usual ratio found in 
cereal starches (Aufhammer 2000). Like cereals, 
buckwheat endosperm has a nonstarchy aleurone 
layer and a starchy endosperm (Aufhammer 2000, 
Qian and Kuhn 1999). Although there are similari- 
ties, differences exist between buckwheat and cereal 
grains. Buckwheat is a dicotyledonous plant (Kreft 
and Kreft 2000), while cereals are monocotyledons 
(Anderson 2003). This leads to a different allocation 
of reserve compounds in the kernels. Buckwheat 
contains 11-15% protein, which is similar to the 
protein content in cereal grains. However, in cereals, 
10-20% of the protein lies in the embryo, while 80- 
90% is found in the endosperm. In buckwheat 55% 
of the protein is located in the embryo, 35% in the 
endosperm, and the remainder is found in the hull 
(Aufhammer 2000). Buckwheat can be grown in a 
nutrient-poor soil and requires only a short period 
from seeding to harvesting (Ikeda 2002). 

Buckwheat is rich in nutrients, and the limiting 
amino acids in buckwheat seed are Thr and Met, 
which means that it can be used as a protein supple- 
ment with other crops. The unique protein structure 
and amino acid composition also implies that buck- 
wheat proteins might be a very valuable functional 
food resource and may benefit people in treating 
some chronic diseases such as diabetes and hyper- 
tension as well as other cardiovascular diseases (Li 
and Zhang 2001). Buckwheat has been suggested by 
Carroll and Hamilton (1975) for treatment of celiac 
disease because it is free from gluten. It does not 
contain glutenlike proteins, which are toxic to peo- 
ple who suffer from celiac disease (Kreft and Kreft 
2000, Francischi et al. 1994), and therefore may be 
used in the production of gluten-free bread. Moore 
et al. (2004a) produced a high quality dairy-based, 
gluten-free bread that contained buckwheat. The 
authors reported that bran particles from brown rice 
flour or buckwheat contain high concentrations of 

fiber and swell extensively. The water absorption for 
the dairy-based bread formulation increased upon 
the addition of buckwheat, at the expense of volume. 
However, these authors concluded that this particu- 
lar bread was firmer in texture and had a lower stal- 
ing rate than the starch-based commercial gluten- 
free bread. Also, the addition of buckwheat to 
gluten-free bread enhanced the nutritional properties 
of the bread. Furthermore, buckwheat may also be 
used in the production of gluten-free beers, especial- 
ly as a popular adjunct (Maccagnan et al. 2004). 
Wijngaard et al. (2004) carried out a study that 
looked at the impact of germination temperature on 
the quality of buckwheat malt using both hulled and 
unhulled buckwheat. Their objective was to produce 
gluten-free beer using buckwheat as a replacement 
for barley. The authors concluded that buckwheat 
malt has great potential as a brewing ingredient. 
However, since this work is relatively new, further 
studies to optimize the malting and mashing condi- 
tion for beer production must be completed. 

Amaranth Amaranth is another pseudocereal that 
may be utilized in the production of gluten-free 
products. The amaranth plant family includes more 
than 60 species that grow in many areas of the world, 
including Central and South America, Africa, India, 
and China (Saunders and Becker 1984). Starch is the 
most abundant carbohydrate component of the ama- 
ranth grain. Lorenz (1981) found that the water- 
binding capacity of amaranth starch from A. hypo- 
chondriacus was higher than that of wheat starch, 
the swelling power of the amaranth starch was lower 
than that of wheat starch, and the solubility values 
of the amaranth starch were higher. Lorenz (1981) 
suggested that the small size of the amaranth starch 
granules was possibly the reason for these observed 
differences. Several studies have investigated the use 
of amaranth in gluten-free food products. Gambus et 
al. (2002) replaced cornstarch with amaranthus flour 
to enhance the protein and fiber contents of gluten- 
free breads. At a 10% replacement level, protein and 
fiber levels increased by 32 and 152%, respectively, 
while the sensory quality was unaffected. Tosi et al. 
(1996) described the use of amaranth in gluten-free 
products and formulated a gluten-free mix using 
whole-meal amaranth flour. 

Quinoa Quinoa is also regarded as a gluten-free 
cereal. Taylor and Parker (2002) discussed the appli- 
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cation of quinoa as a novel ingredient in the produc- 
tion of enriched gluten-free bakery goods. Both 
quinoa and amaranth are pseudocereals that have 
high nutritional value and only recently are being 
utilized as novel/functional ingredients. 

Sorghum 

Sorghum (sorghum bicolor L. Moench) is an impor- 
tant cereal grain, with 54.5 million metric tons (Mt) 
harvested from 42.6 million hectares (ha) in 2002 
(FA0 2003). Sorghum belongs to the grass family 
Graminae and the tribe Andropoggoneae, and it is 
extremely important in the semiarid zones, where 
frequently little else can be grown. It is thus an 
important staple in Africa (Nigeria, Sudan, Burkina 
Faso, Ethiopia), Asia (India, China), and the drier 
parts of Central and South America (Dendy 1995). It 
is estimated that approximately 40% of the world- 
wide sorghum production is used for human food 
consumption (Rooney and Waniska 2000). Like oth- 
er cereal grains, the primary component of sorghum 
is carbohydrate in the form of starch (Rooney and 
Waniska 2000). Sorghum has a similar chemical 
composition to maize. However, sorghum is often 
reported to have a slightly lower protein and starch 
digestibility than maize. This is especially true in 
cooked sorghum and has been attributed to in- 
creased cross-linking of the proteins during cooking 
(Hamaker and Bugusu 2003, Bean et al. 2004). The 
average protein content of sorghum is 11-12% 
(Hoseney et al. 1981). The sorghum prolamin frac- 
tion can be divided into three subfractions: a-, p-, 
and y-kaffirins. These fractions are similar to the 
zein subfractions of corn (Shull et al. 1991). With 
regard to amino acids, sorghum is unusually high in 
glutamic acid, leucine, alanine, praline, and aspartic 
acid (Hoseney et al. 1981). 

Sorghum is often recommended as a safe food for 
celiac patients because it is more closely related to 
maize than to wheat, rye, and barley (Kasarda 
2001). Sorghum might therefore provide a good 
basis for gluten-free bread. However, the majority of 
studies dealing with leavened loaf breads containing 
sorghum have focused on composite breads from 
wheat and sorghum, in which a maximum of only 
30% low-tannin sorghum is regarded as acceptable 
(Munck 1995). Although such breads have been 
found acceptable to consumers (Carson et al. 2000), 
they are inappropriate for celiac patients. They also 

do not solve the problem of the dependence of many 
developing countries on the expensive import of 
wheat for the production of leavened white bread 
(Satin 1988, Dendy 1995, Munck 1995). 

Breads made from sorghum without added wheat 
require a different technology. The sorghum doughs 
are more fluid than wheat doughs and closer in vis- 
cosity to cake batters (Cauvain 1998) due to the lack 
of a gluten network. These batter-type doughs have 
handling properties that are more similar to those of 
cake batters than to those of typical wheat doughs. 
Furthermore, gas retention is more difficult, and the 
uses of gums, stabilizers, and pregelatinized starch 
have been suggested to provide gas occlusion and 
stabilizing mechanisms (Satin 1998, Cauvain 1998). 
Only a limited number of studies have addressed 
such wheat-free sorghum breads, and most have used 
relatively complex recipes incorporating xanthan 
gum (Satin 1988), CMC and skimmed milk powder 
(Cauvain 1998), egg (Keregero and Mtebe 1994, 
Cauvain 1998), or rye pentosans (Casier et al. 1997). 

The quality of gluten-free bread of 10 sorghum 
flours was evaluated and compared by Schober et al. 
(2004). These authors found significant differences 
in crumb grain among the hybrids, with mean cell 
area ranging from 1.3 to 3.3 mm', and total number 
of cells ranging from 13.5 to 27.8/cm2. Texture pro- 
file analysis (TPA) hardness values of the crumb also 
varied significantly. Breads differed little in volume, 
height, bake loss, or water activity. Furthermore, 
response surface methodology (RSM) was applied, 
using two sorghum hybrids of opposite quality to 
investigate the effect of added ingredients on bread 
quality. Addition of xanthan gum (0.3-1.2% flour 
weight basis), skim milk powder (1.2-4.8% flour 
weight basis), and varying water levels (100-115% 
flour weight basis) were tested using a central com- 
posite design. The authors concluded that increasing 
the water level increased loaf specific volume, while 
increasing xanthan gum levels decreased the vol- 
ume. As skim milk powder levels increased, loaf 
height decreased. Quality differences between the 
hybrids were maintained throughout the RSM. This 
study showed that certain sorghum hybrids have 
higher intrinsic breadmaking quality than others. 

HYDROCOLLOIDS (GUMS) 

Polysaccharides are a class of biopolymers com- 
posed of simple sugar monomers. Hydrocolloids, or 
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gums, are hydrophilic long-chain, HMW molecules, 
usually with colloidal properties, which in water- 
based systems, produce gels that are highly viscous 
suspensions or solutions with low dry-substance 
content (Hock 2004). Those used in industry are 
isolates from terrestrial and marine plants or are 
principally the exogenous metabolites of some bac- 
teria (Nishinari and Takahashi 2003). They are 
derived from seeds, fruits, plant extracts, seaweed, 
and microorganisms, being of a polysaccharide or 
protein nature (Norton and Foster 2002). They are 
generally polysaccharides, but gelatin (a protein) 
is also included because its functionality is very 
similar to that of the polysaccharide-based gums 
(Hock 2004). Hydrocolloids (gums) serve two 
basic functions in food systems: they stabilize the 
product, and they affect the texture of the product. 
Therefore, they are widely used in the food industry 
for these functional properties. Effects of their addi- 
tion include improvement of food texture, retarda- 
tion of starch retrogradation, increase of moisture 
retention, and extension of overall product quality 
over time (Armero and Collar 1996a,b; Davidou et 
al. 1996). 

Hydrocolloids affect dough rheological perfor- 
mance, since they mimic the viscoelastic properties 
of gluten in bread doughs (Smith 1971, Toufeili et 
al. 1994, Collar et al. 1998) and also affect the 
swelling, gelatinization, pasting properties, and stal- 
ing of starch. According to Toufeili et al. (1994) and 
Guarda et al. (2004), the utilization of polymeric 
substances such as xanthan gum or hydroxypropyl 
methylcellulose (HPMC) are required for the pro- 
duction of gluten-free breads. The lack of a gluten 
network determines the properties of the gluten-free 
dough, which is more k id  than wheat doughs and 
closer in viscosity to cake batters (Cauvain 1998, 
Moore et al. 2004a); thus, it must also be handled 
like cake batters rather than like doughs. Most 
gluten-free breads are formulated using gluten-free 
starches, and according to Ylimaki et al. (1998) and 
Moore et al. (2004a), these breads require a gluten 
replacement to provide structure and gas retaining 
properties in the dough. Schwarzlaff et al. (1996) 
used combinations of guar gum and locust bean gum 
to partially replace k u r  in bread. They found that 
the introduction of guar gum resulted in crumb 
structure with a more even cell size distribution, 
while locust bean gum inclusion increased the 
height of the bread loaves; both gums retarded bread 

staling. Optimum levels for locust bean gum and 
guar gum were 2-4%. From the literature, it is seen 
that the most commonly used hydrocolloids in 
gluten-free bread formulations are pectin, guar gum, 
xanthan gum, and locust bean gum (Smith 1971, 
Igoe 1982, Bartnik et al. 1986, Okubo et al. 1994). 
Kang et al. (1997) carried out studies that looked at 
the effect of a number of hydrocolloids on a rice 
bread formulation. The inclusion of gum types such 
as HPMC, locust bean gum, guar gum, carrageenan, 
xanthan gum, and agar gave successful formation of 
rice bread, but HPMC produced optimum volume 
expansion (Kang et al. 1997). 

Konjac Gum 

Konjac glucomannan is derived from the tuber of 
Amorphophallus konjac (Nishinari and Takahashi 
2003). Konjac gum contains a HMW glucomannon 
consisting of mannose and glucose in a molar ratio 
of approximately 3:2, respectively, with beta-l,4- 
linkages (Tye 1991). Konjac swells in cold water but 
requires heating to 90°C (194°F) to reach full hydra- 
tion. Once hydrated, konjac behaves like other neu- 
tral hydrocolloids in that salts do not significantly 
affect its properties. Konjac shows pseudoplastic, or 
shear thinning, behavior in solution (Hock 2004). 
It is also reported that konjac k u r  interacts with 
most starches to increase the viscosity of the sys- 
tems. Konjac also has the ability to form cohesive, 
tough films that remain stable in hot and cold sys- 
tems (Tye 1991). Konjac is therefore considered a 
useful hydrocolloid in the production of gluten-free 
bread. Moore et al. (2004a) produced good quality 
gluten-free bread using a mixture of konjac and xan- 
than gum in a dairy-based gluten-free formulation. 
Furthermore, research by Tye (1991) showed that 
konjac k u r  and xanthan gum interact to form a gel 
with unique viscoelastic properties. 

Xanthan Gum 

Xanthan gum is a HMW natural exopolysaccharide 
produced by the bacterium Xanthomaonas cam- 
pestris (Su et al. 2003). Xanthan gum has a back- 
bone chain identical to that of cellulose (Hock 
2004). Xanthan gum forms a single- or a double- 
stranded helix (Sato et al. 1984, Rodd et al. 2000) 
and is classified as a “cold set” gel. Xanthan gum is 
like most hydrocolloids in that it is pseudoplastic 
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(exhibits instantaneous shear thinning behavior). It 
is a unique hydrocolloid, as it holds a constant vis- 
cosity over a wide range of temperatures, while 
most gums thin as their solutions are heated. Xan- 
than is stable at pH 1-9, which includes all food sys- 
tems (Hoe&r 2004). It is widely used in the food 
industry. Xanthan gum has been used as a thickener 
or mixed with other gel-forming polysaccharides. 
Studies by Christiansson et al. (1974) and Chris- 
tiansson (1976), report that in order to obtain a good 
crumb structure in the absence of gluten in a starch- 
based system, xanthan, a hydrophilic polysaccharide 
of microbiological origin, was required. In the pre- 
paration of gluten-free bread, xanthan has been 
found to confer a crumb structure similar to that of 
bread made from normal wheat kur. Van Vliet et al. 
(1992) and Kokelaar (1994) suggested that xanthan 
may act by improving the strain-hardening proper- 
ties of the “dough.” These authors suggest that a 
material shows strain hardening if the resistance to 
deformation is higher for relatively more extended 
test pieces. 

Hydroxypropyl Methylcellulose (HPMC) 

Hypromellose, also known as hydroxypropyl methyl- 
cellulose (HPMC), is a polymer that is widely used 
in industry. HPMC is a chemically modified deriva- 
tive of cellulose. HPMC is a hydrophobically modi- 
fied nonionic cellulose derivative, which undergoes 
thermoreversible sol-gel transition in aqueous solu- 
tions (Kita et al. 1999, Hussain et al. 2002). Cel- 
lulose is the most abundant organic polymer in the 
world and is therefore readily available and inexpen- 
sive. The ease with which it can be converted to 
derivatives makes it an attractive raw material. The 
solution properties and gelation kinetics of cellulose 
and its derivatives have significant industrial poten- 
tial (Nishinari and Takahashi 2003). HPMC is an 
effective hydrocolloid for gluten replacement in 
gluten-free bread systems. One of the properties of 
HPMC is that on exposure to water or biological fi- 
id, the dry polymer becomes hydrated, swells, and 
forms a gel barrier layer (Kavanagh and Corrigan 
2004). 

PROTEIN SOURCES IN GLUTEN-FREE BREADS 

The replacement of gluten with other protein sources 
such as soy and dairy proteins is another approach 

used in the production of gluten-free products. Sev- 
eral studies in which the inclusion of dairy proteins 
in gluten-free systems plays an important role have 
been reported. Dairy proteins, for instance, have 
functional properties similar to gluten. They are 
capable of forming networks, and they have good 
swelling properties. 

Dairy Proteins 

Milk and dairy-based ingredients are used as com- 
ponents of many food products. Milk proteins play a 
range of roles that make dairy products and products 
containing dairy components valuable. These in- 
clude nutrition, physical functionality, and break- 
down under controlled conditions to produce nutri- 
tional, functional, or fivor-related products, and 
sometimes biological activity (Sawyer et al. 2002). 
There are two major milk proteins in milk, the 
caseins and whey proteins. They are widely used for 
emulsification and have different emulsification 
characteristics, depending on their physicochemical 
properties, which affect the behavior of proteins in 
food systems during preparation, processing, stor- 
age, and consumption. Furthermore, they contribute 
to the quality and organoleptic attributes of food 
systems (Parks and Carpenter 1987, Dickinson and 
Lopez 2001, Muguruma et al. 2003). 

Casein is the major protein in most milk that has 
been examined in significant detail (about 200 spe- 
cies) (Sawyer et al. 2002). Caseins in milk exist as 
large micelles with an average radius of 100 nm 
(Nishinari et al. 2000). Caseins are fibular in nature. 
The single feature of casein structure that differenti- 
ates it from other milk proteins is its open and &xi- 
ble, environment-dependent conformation, which 
has been termed rheomorphic (Holt and Sawyer 
1993). Approximately 20% of the milk proteins are 
whey proteins. Whey proteins are globular in struc- 
ture. The major components are P-lactoglobulin and 
a-lactalbumin, which comprise about 10% and 4%, 
respectively, of the whole milk protein. Most whey 
proteins have hydrophobic and compact folded pep- 
tide chains and are heat sensitive. The decisive fac- 
tors for the functional properties of whey proteins 
for thermal treatments are their abilities to immobi- 
lize water in protein structures and to absorb water. 
The amount of retained water can be increased by 
thermal denaturation, which leads to aggregation 
and to a porous structure in the whey proteins. As a 
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result, the water-holding capacity increases (Hin- 
richs et al. 2004). 

Dairy proteins are highly functional ingredients, 
and due to their versatility they can be readily used 
in many food products (Gallagher et al. 2004). They 
may be used in bakery products for both nutritional 
and functional benefits including fivor and texture 
enhancement and storage improvement (Cocup and 
Sanderson 1987, Mannie and Asp 1999, Kenny et al. 
2001, Gallagher et al. 2004). Dairy ingredients con- 
tribute a number of critical characteristics to a food 
product. These include the emulsifying and stabiliz- 
ing ability of caseinates, the gelling properties of 
whey protein concentrates and isolates, the water 
absorption capacity of high-heat nonfat dry milk, 
and the browning of lactose during heat processing 
(Chandan 1997). Dairy products may be used in 
gluten-free bread formulas to increase water absorp- 
tion and therefore enhance the handling properties 
of the batter (Gallagher et al. 2004). 

Gallagher et al. (2003) found that dairy powders 
used in gluten-free bread formulations resulted in 
the improved volume, appearance, and sensory as- 
pects of the loaves. Seven dairy powders were ap- 
plied to a gluten-free bread formulation by Gal- 
lagher et al. (2003). In general, the powders with a 
high-protein/low-lactose content (sodium caseinate, 
milk protein isolate) gave breads with an improved 
overall shape and volume and a firmer crumb tex- 
ture. These breads had an appealing dark crust and 
white crumb appearance and received good accept- 
ability scores in sensory tests. When optimal water 
was added to the gluten-free formulation, these 
breads exhibited increased volume and a much 
softer crust and crumb texture than the controls. 
Supplementing the gluten-free formulation with 
high-protein dairy powders doubled the protein con- 
tent of the breads. Supplementation of gluten-free 
breads with high-lactose powders is not suitable for 
persons with celiac disease who have significant 
damage to their intestinal villi. They may not be able 
to utilize the lactose due to the absence of the lactase 
enzyme, which is normally generated by the villi 
(Ortolani and Pastorello 1997). 

Surimi 

Gormley et al. (2003) focused on the supplementa- 
tion of a control gluten-free bread formulation based 
on rice ku r  and potato starch with fish surimi (as a 

structure enhancer and protein replacer) at a 10% (of 
starch weight) inclusion level. Surimi is a concen- 
trate of myofibrillar proteins obtained after mixing 
and water washing of fish &sh (Han-Ching and 
Leinot 1993). It contains approximately 78% water, 
20% protein, and lipids, sugars, and polyphosphates. 
Surimi is a highly functional ingredient with ex- 
cellent gel-forming properties (Whitehead 1992). 
Paired comparison taste panel tests for acceptability 
indicated no difference between the control and the 
surimi breads, with the exception of bread with blue 
whiting surimi. This was preferred to the control. 

Soybeans 

Soy kur  is widely used in the production of gluten- 
free products. Soybeans belong to the plant family 
Fabaceae, also known as “legumes” or “pulses.” 
Members of this plant family are characteristically 
rich in protein, but deficient in S-containing amino 
acids (Belitz and Grosch 1987). Ranhorta et al. 
(1975) discussed the application of soy protein to 
gluten-free bread. These authors formulated wheat 
starch-based gluten-free breads with 20, 30, and 
40% soy protein isolate (containing 88% protein). 
The breads had more protein and fat than wheat 
bread and showed satisfactory baking results. 

The proportions of cornstarch, cassava starch, and 
rice k u r  in the production of gluten-free breads 
were optimized by Sanchez et al. (2002). Addition 
of soy k u r  was also tested to improve the bread 
crumb characteristics. These authors found that the 
inclusion of 0.5% soy enhanced the crumb grain 
score and overall bread score. Large gas cells and a 
resultant high specific volume were also rectified by 
the addition of soy kur. In 2004, the same authors 
optimized the formulation employing a mathemati- 
cal design to study the effects of soybean ku r  and 
dry milk in an effort to optimize gluten-free loaf vol- 
ume, crumb grain score, and bread protein content. 
They concluded that protein content decreased, loaf 
specific volume increased, and the bread score in- 
creased. 

Egg Proteins 

Research by Jonagh et al. (1968) showed that pro- 
teins such as egg albumen and gliadin at low concen- 
trations were able to link starch granules together. 
These authors also stated that at high concentrations, 
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improved gas retention properties were found when 
egg albumin was used in gluten-free bread. Ac- 
cording to Moore et al. (2004a), egg proteins, part of 
the soy protein, or colloidal solutions such as 
caseins swell and form viscous solutions in a gluten- 
free bread system. Confocal laser scanning micro- 
scopy revealed filmlike continuous protein struc- 
tures similar to wheat gluten (Fig. 27.3). Kato et al. 
(1990) suggested that egg proteins form strong co- 

hesive viscoelastic films, which are essential for 
stable foaming. Moore et al. (2005) investigated the 
interaction between egg powder and the enzyme 
transglutaminase in a gluten-free bread system. 
These authors found that cross-linking occurred 
when one unit of transglutaminase per gram of pro- 
tein was added to the egg powder-based gluten-free 
breads. This cross-linking was due to covalent bonds 
being produced between lysine and glutamine 
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Figure 27.3. Wheat bread control and gluten-free breads (bread from commercial gluten-free flour, nondairy recipe, 
and dairy recipe): (A) outer appearance of the breads and microscopic structure as detected by confocal laser scan- 
ning microscopy (magnification bar corresponds to 50 pm); (B) loaf-specific volume (mL/g) values for wheat bread 
(W), commercial gluten-free bread mix (C), nondairy gluten-free (ND), and dairy gluten-free (D) breads; and (C) 
crumb hardness values for wheat bread (W), commercial gluten-free bread mix (C), nondairy gluten-free (ND), and 
dairy gluten-free (D) breads over a 5-day storage period. Values labeled with a common lower case letter within the 
same bread type are not significantly different (P < 0.01). Mean values for a given storage time labeled with a com- 
mon upper case letter are not significantly different (P < 0.01). 
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residues in the egg proteins by the enzyme. Con- 
sequently, without the addition of transglutaminase, 
film formation was observed (by confocal laser 
scanning microscopy) for the egg powder breads 
only. 

GLUTEN-FREE PRODUCTS 
BREAD 

The replacement of gluten in bread dough is one of 
the biggest challenges, when working with gluten- 
free cereal products. This is re&cted when evaluat- 
ing the products that are currently on the market, 
which are mostly of inferior quality. Wheat gluten 
has such a wide variety of tasks in breadmaking that 
a wide range of ingredients is needed to achieve a 
good quality product without it. The majority of the 
gluten-free kurs as well as the gluten-free products 
currently on the market are wheat starch-based and 
can therefore threaten the health of a celiac patient, 
due to the very small amount of gluten that might 
still be present. The approach Gallagher et al. (2002), 
Schober et al. (2004), and Moore et al. (2004a,b, 
2005) have taken in the development of gluten-free 
breads is to only work with starches. These are listed 
as gluten-free. The starches were then combined 
with gums and dairy ingredients to produce a gluten- 
free bread of similar quality to wheat bread. 

Moore et al. (2004a) produced two gluten-free 
breads, one containing dairy-based ingredients, the 
other containing no dairy ingredients. The nondairy 
gluten-free bread contained cornstarch, brown rice 
flour, soy, buckwheat kur,  and xanthan gum. The 
dairy gluten-free bread was based on brown rice 
flour, skim milk powder, whole eggs, potato starch 
and cornstarch, soy kur,  and xanthan and konjac 
gum. These breads were subsequently compared with 
wheat bread and gluten-free bread made from a 
commercial mix based on wheat starch. These 
breads are illustrated in Figure 27.3a. Baking tests 
were carried out, and the loaf volume, color, water 
activity, pore structure (digital image analysis), and 
crumb texture (texture profile analysis, 5-day stor- 
age) were determined. The rheological properties of 
the batters were examined using a newly developed 
method based on an extrusion cell. Confocal laser 
scanning microscopy was performed on the bat- 
terdwheat dough and the breads to obtain a better 

understanding of the internal structure of the differ- 
ent formulations (Fig. 27.3a). Results showed that 
starch-based breads may achieve a high volume 
(Fig. 27.3b), but at the expense of quick staling. In- 
creased water levels in combination with whole- 
meal cereals could not notably delay the staling. 
However, the addition of the right protein sources in 
sufficient amounts improved the keeping quality 
(Fig. 27.3~).  The formation of a continuous phase 
and a filmlike structure appears to be critical, since 
they can mask changes caused by starch retrograda- 
tion. 

BISCUITS 

Biscuits are very popular products all over the 
world; the many combinations of texture and taste 
have given biscuits and cookies a universal appeal. 
The three main ingredients are wheat kur,  fat, and 
sugar. In different combinations, they form the basis 
of a full range of biscuit products. In gluten-free bis- 
cuits the wheat kur,  which originates from soft 
winter wheat, needs to be replaced by other ingredi- 
ents. These ingredients need to replace not only the 
starch, which is normally delivered by the wheat 
flour, but also the protein fractions. The advantage in 
developing gluten-free biscuits is that gluten net- 
work formation is not necessary in most biscuit 
products. Schober et al. (2003) produced gluten-free 
biscuits from a range of different gluten-free kurs. 
These authors worked with short dough biscuits. 
The effect of a variety of starches sourced from 
corn, soy, millet, buckwheat, rice, and potatoes and 
combined with different types of fat (palm oil, 
cream powder, microencapsulated high-fat powder, 
and low-fat dairy powder) were investigated. The 
dough characteristics as well as the biscuits’ texture, 
color and moisture, dimensions, and sensory attri- 
butes were evaluated. It was found that combina- 
tions of rice, corn, potato, and soy (RCPS) with 
high-fat powders (HFPs) produced biscuit doughs 
that are sheetable, and biscuits of a quality compara- 
ble to that of the control, that is, wheat biscuits. 

PASTA/PIZZA 

Preparation of gluten-free pasta is difficult, as the 
gluten contributes to a strong protein network that 
prevents dissolution of the pasta during cooking. 
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The diversity of gluten-free raw materials that may 
be necessary for modifications to the traditional pro- 
duction process is complex (Marconi and Careca 
2001). Response surface methodology was per- 
formed by Huang et al. (2001) to produce gluten- 
free pasta. They based their optimization procedure 
on sensory properties and pasta stickiness, and 
found that gluten-free pasta with characteristics 
most similar to those of wheat-based pasta was 
obtained when higher levels of modified starches 
xanthan gum and locust bean gum were used. This 
gave samples with a good “hardness of first bite” 
and cohesiveness. Pea k u r  is higher in protein and 
lysine than both wheat k u r  and semolina. It is also 
gluten-free. The cooking quality of pasta products 
made by twin-screw extrusion of 100% pea k u r  
was evaluated by Wang et al. (1999). They found 
that the pea k u r  ingredient, coupled with the novel 
process, produced a product that exhibited improved 
texture and fivor after cooking, and less change 
after overcooking compared with the same product 
prepared using a conventional pasta extruder. 

For wheat-free pizza products, the quality of 
gluten-free pizza is poor and is closer to a cake prod- 
uct than a wheat pizza. The quality criteria for a 
good quality pizza would be that the dough must be 
sheetable, rise on proving, and hold the gas produced 
by the yeast; it must also have good textural and sen- 
sory attributes. By combining a variety of gluten- 
free flours and starches, protein sources (egg, soy), 
or hydrocolloids (guar gum) and a microencapsulat- 
ed high-fat powder, it was possible to fulfil all the 
requirements stated above (O’Brien et al. 2002b). 

Tests such as dough hardness, texture (pizza base 
hardness), color, and pizza volume confirmed that it 
is possible to produce a gluten-free pizza product 
with attributes similar to those of the wheat-based 
control (O’Brien et al. 2002a). The infience of the 
various ingredients on the dough rheology of the 
optimized recipe was tested using fundamental rhe- 
ology (oscillation tests in the linear viscoelastic 
region). These tests were performed at 16 frequen- 
cies ranging from 0.01 to 10 Hz. The parameters 
measured included phase angle, complex modulus, 
and elastic modulus. From these measurements it 
was clearly seen that the biggest increase in elastic 
modulus was achieved in the cornstarch system, 
when guar gum was combined with high-fat powder 
(O’Brien et al. 2002b). 

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE 
STRUCTURE OF GLUTEN-FREE 
PRODUCTS 
The main problems associated with gluten-free 
products are that they are crumbly, and have a rapid 
onset of staling (Arendt et al. 2002). In order to 
overcome these problems, a number of options are 
available to the food scientist. 

ENZYMES 

Enzymes are a form of protein and are essential in 
everyday life. Enzymes are naturally present in 
foods such as wheat and soy as long as they are not 
removed or inactivated. Amylases, proteases, hemi- 
cellulases, lipases, and oxidases infience the whole 
baking process (Hozova et al. 2002). The functional 
use of enzymes is widespread throughout the bak- 
ing industry. Their functions include decolorizing 
(bleaching) of dough (oxidoreductases), improve- 
ment of the volume and texture of dough, substitu- 
tion of bromides, and maintenance of shelf life 
(Sahlstrom and Brathen 1997, Grossman and De 
Barber 1997, Vemulappali and Hoseney 1998, Del- 
cros et al. 1998, Gkllinas et al. 1998, Corsetti et al. 
2000, Rose11 et al. 2001). To date, there are no pub- 
lished reports on the utilization of amylase or pro- 
tease enzymes and their impact on gluten-free foods. 
However, Gujral et al. (2003a,b) tested two starch 
hydrolyzing enzymes from the Bacillus species [a- 
amylase of intermediate thermostability and cy- 
clodextrin glycosyl transferase (CGTase)] . Their 
effectiveness in retarding rice bread staling was 
assessed. Gujral et al. (2003b) found that the pres- 
ence of CGTase, in particular, decreased amy- 
lopectin retrogradation and showed a significant 
antistaling effect. A favorable increase in loaf spe- 
cific volume following addition of this enzyme was 
also noted. The same authors also discussed their 
findings on the addition of HPMC and CGTase to 
rice bread. Dynamic rheological studies showed that 
the elastic and viscous moduli increased with in- 
creasing HPMC concentration, indicating that the 
dough became more solid and elastic-like. Incor- 
porating CGTase lowered the elastic modulus but 
did not affect the viscous modulus. 

Transglutaminase (TG: protein-glutamine y- 
glutamyltransferase, EC 2.3.2.13) is a promising 
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enzyme for the food industry. It may be applied as a 
protein modifier (Basman et al. 2002). TG is capable 
of catalyzing acyl transfer reactions, introducing 
covalent cross-links between proteins (Nonaka et al. 
1989) as well as peptides and various primary 
amines. Cross-linking occurs when the €-amino 
groups of lysine residues in proteins act as acyl re- 
ceptors, and c-(y-Glu)Lys bonds (isopeptide bonds) 
are formed both intra- and intermolecularly (Ando 
et al. 1989). In the absence of primary amines in the 
reaction system, water is used as an acyl acceptor, 
leading to a deamination of glutamine residues 
Notoki and Kumazawa 2000). Transglutaminase 
can also catalyze incorporation of primary amines 
into proteins (Folk and Chung 1973, Folk 1980). 
Thus, TG can modify proteins by amine incorpora- 
tion, cross-linking, and deamination. 

Transglutaminase is a highly functional enzyme 
and may be obtained from a range of different 
sources. These include animal tissue, fish, plant, and 
microorganisms (Kuraishi et al. 1996). According to 
Aeschlimann and Thomazy (1999), TG can be con- 
nected with several biological phenomena such as 
blood clotting and wound healing as well as with a 
number of pathologies, including neurodegenerative 
disease, cancer metastasis, and celiac disease. The 
TGs used in baking applications are aminotrans- 
ferases and are obtained from microbial cultures. 
Ando et al. (1989) screened for enzyme-producing 
strains and found one microorganism that exhibited 
high activity levels. This microorganism was classi- 
fied as a variant of Streptoverticillium mobarense 
and was termed microbial transglutaminase N o -  
toki and Kumazawa 2000). Transglutaminase has 

the ability to link proteins of different origin: casein 
and albumin from milk, animal protein from eggs 
and meat, soy protein, and wheat protein. Since TG 
improves the water-holding capacity of milk gels, 
the enzyme can be used in the production of dairy 
products such as ice cream or cheese with a low fat 
content or a reduced content of nonfat solids N o -  
toki and Kumazawa 2000). 

Moore et al. (2005) reported that microbial TG 
had an impact on the quality of gluten-free bread. 
The objective of their study was to evaluate the 
impact of TG at different levels (0, 0.1, 1, 10 units/g 
protein) using three protein sources (soy kur,  skim 
milk, and egg powder). The authors found that the 
loaf specific volume of the gluten-free breads used 
in the study was infienced by the protein used in 
the formulation and the level of enzyme addition. 
They concluded that the bread containing skim milk 
powder at 10 units/g TG had the most compact 
structure, which was re&cted in the texture analysis 
results (highest hardness values) and the digital 
image analysis data (highest level of cells per square 
centimeter). Furthermore, they observed network 
formation when TG was used at 1 unit/g protein for 
the egg powder gluten-free breads and at 10 units/g 
protein for the skim milk powder gluten-free breads 
(Fig. 27.4). However, further studies are required in 
this area, as to date little is reported on the use of TG 
in gluten-free bread systems. 

BREAD STALING AND PRESERVATION 

In a review by Herz (1965), staling was defined as “a 
term which indicates decreasing consumer ac- 

A B C D 

Figure 27.4. Confocal laser scanning micrographs of gluten-free breads, egg 0 units TG/g protein (control) (A), egg 
1 unit TG/g protein (B), SMP 0 units TG/g protein (control) (C), and SMP 10 units TG/g protein (D). The magnification 
bar corresponds to 50 pm for the objective x 63. (TG = transglutaminase, SMP = skim milk powder.) 
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ceptance of bakery products caused by changes in the 
crumb other than those resulting from the action of 
spoilage organisms”; it has been used also described 
changes in which the texture of the crumb becomes 
harder, tougher, more crumbly, and more opaque. 
According to D’Appolonia and Morad (1981), bread 
staling is an extremely complex phenomenon and is 
difficult to define. These authors suggested that stal- 
ing r e &cts all of the changes that occur in bread after 
baking. Changes occur in both the crumb and the 
crust of the bread. They include, for example, an in- 
crease in firmness; loss of flavor; decreases in water 
absorption capacity, amount of soluble starch, and 
enzyme susceptibility of the starch; and increases in 
starch crystallinity and opacity. Gluten-free breads 
tend to have a rapid onset of staling. This is mainly 
due to the high level of isolated starches in the bread. 
However, it has been reported that in wheat bread, 
firming is not entirely due to the starch fraction; it is 
also due to starch-gluten interactions, in which 
gluten is cross-linked by gelatinized starch (Martin et 
al. 1991, Martin and Hoseney 1991). These authors 
suggested that during bread aging, when bread loses 
its kinetic energy, the relatively weak hydrogen 
bonds become more numerous and stronger, which 
in turn causes crumb hardening. For most gluten-free 
breads, starch accounts for almost 100% of the flour 
base. A review by Arendt et al. (2002) pointed out 
that most commercial gluten-free breads are of poor 
quality due to the rapid onset of staling, dry crumbly 
texture, and potent off ~ fivors. 

Research by Moore et al. (2004a) showed that 
commercial breads based on a high-starch formula 
do in fact have a high staling rate due to the rapid 
onset of starch retrogradation in comparison with 
wheat breads and with breads made using dairy 
ingredients and a mixture of novel, high-fiber ingre- 
dients in a gluten-free system. Wheat bread has a 
lower rate of staling in comparison with gluten-free 
breads due to the formation of an extensible protein 
network produced by gluten; hence, the movement 
of free water is slowly retarded, resulting in a softer 
crumb and firmer crust. However, due to the absence 
of gluten in gluten-free breads more free water is 
available, causing an increase in crumb firmness and 
softer crust (Gallagher et al. 2003). 

Sourdough and Lactic Acid Bacteria (LAB) 

Sourdough fermentation has a well-established role 
in improving the fivor and structure of bread. How- 

ever, the significant potential of sourdough fermen- 
tation to improve the nutritional properties of rye, 
oat, and wheat products has gained much less atten- 
tion, although the interest is at present increasing. 
Sourdough fermentation can modify healthiness of 
cereals in a number of ways: it can improve texture 
and palatability of whole-grain, fiber-rich, or gluten- 
free products, stabilize or increase levels of various 
bioactive compounds, retard starch bioavailability 
(low glycemic index products) and improve mineral 
bioavailability. Many new interesting applications 
for sourdough, such as the use of prebiotic starter 
cultures or production of totally new types of bioac- 
tive compounds, still remain to be explored. There 
are no published reports on the impact of lactic acid 
bacteria on the quality of gluten-free breads. 

Gluten-free breads tend to show quick staling and 
a fit aroma. It has been reported for wheat bread 
that both of these disadvantages can be overcome by 
the application of sourdough (Moore et al. 2004b). 
Moore et al. (2004b) carried out a study in which 
they evaluated, over a 5-day storage period, the 
i n  fience of sourdoughs made from different strains 
of lactic acid bacteria on the quality of gluten- 
free bread. In this study, the sourdough-containing 
breads were compared with a nonacidified control 
and a chemically acidified control. The chemically 
acidified control was acidified with lactic acid at the 
same level as the acid produced by the bacterial cul- 
tures. The gluten-free recipe used was based on 
brown rice, soy, and buckwheat kurs and xanthan 
gum. The growth behavior of the selected lactic acid 
bacteria was similar to that reported in wheat bread 
(Clarke et al. 2002, 2004). 

There was no significant difference between the 
breads in bread volume and height, in the number of 
cells, or in the mean cell area derived from digital 
image analysis. Over storage time (5 days), breads 
tended to shrink, as indicated by a significant de- 
crease in height. At the same time, crumb hardness 
increased significantly for all the breads. No signifi- 
cant differences in hardness were found between 
fresh breads after 2 days of storage. However, after 5 
days of storage, the biologically acidified breads 
yielded significantly softer bread than either the 
chemically acidified control or the nonacidified con- 
trol. In triangle tests, gluten-free sourdough bread 
could be discriminated from the control breads and 
was clearly preferred. 

Empirical rheological tests (forward extrusion) 
were used to analyze the changes in batter viscosity 
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of the sourdough itself over time, as well as in the 
viscosity of the sourdough-containing bread batters. 
When bread batter was examined, the results 
revealed that the addition of sourdough led to an 
increase in batter viscosity, whereas during the sour- 
dough fermentation the viscosity decreased signifi- 
cantly. The same rheological changes have been 
reported in wheat dough (Wehrle and Arendt 1998). 
Changes in dough structure could be detected not 
only by small deformation viscoelastic measure- 
ments but also by confocal laser scanning micro- 
scopy (Fig. 27.5). The protein fraction of the gluten- 
free sourdough was degraded over time (Fig. 27.5); 
this process was, however, far less obvious in a 
gluten-free system than in the gluten isolated from 
wheat-based sourdough (Fig. 27.5). 

When the sourdoughs were incorporated at a 20% 
level into the gluten-free batter, no significant differ- 

ences were observed in the structure (Fig. 27.5), 
which is not the case in wheat dough containing 
20% sourdough (Fig. 27.5). Overall conclusions 
from the trial were that it is possible to produce 
sourdough from a gluten-free base, and the addition 
of such sourdough to gluten-free batters does lead to 
an improvement of the gluten-free bread. 

OPTIMIZATION OF GLUTEN-FREE BREADS 

Response surface methodology (RSM) is a statisti- 
cal tool, which is particularly appropriate for prod- 
uct development work. Successful application of 
RSM in the production of different types of wheat 
bread has been reported (Lee and Hoseney 1982, 
Malcolmson et al. 1993). Ylimaki et al. (1991) used 
RSM to produce and objectively measure gluten- 
free breads based on three types of rice %bur (vary 

A 

Oh 24h Oh 24h 

GI u ten-f ree sourdough Wheat sourdough 

B 

Co nt ro I 20% SD Control 20% SD 

Gluten-free batter with 20% sourdough Wheat dough wtih 20% sourdough 

Figure 27.5. Confocal laser scanning micrographs of (A) gluten-free sourdough and wheat sourdough at 0 hours 
and after 24 hours (magnification bar corresponds to 50 pm) and (B) gluten-free batter with 20% sourdough and 
wheat dough with 20% sourdough. [Adapted from Clarke et al. 2004.1 
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ing in grain size and grinding method). Amongst 
their results, they found that optimal loaves were 
formulated with medium grain, finely ground rice 
flour, low levels of HPMC, and low levels of CMC. 
These breads were the most similar to wheat k u r  
breads, based on crust and crumb color, Instron 
firmness, and loaf moisture. The same authors used 
the same three rice kurs in a second trial. Gluten- 
free yeast breads based on the rice kurs (80%) and 
potato starch (20%) were produced. Using sensory 
measurements from a trained panel, RSM was 
applied to find CMC, HPMC, and water combina- 
tions for the different rice kurs. It was found that 
gluten-free loaves made with medium grain rice 
flours were of a higher standard with respect to 
moistness, cohesiveness, fivor, color, and cell struc- 
ture than those made from long grain rice k u r  
(Ylimaki et al. 1991). 

Toufeili et al. (1994) applied RSM to analyze the 
effects of methylcellulose, gum Arabic, and egg 
albumen on the sensory properties of gluten-free fit 
breads baked from formulas based on pregelatinized 
cornstarch with corn kur. Methylcellulose and egg 
albumen were identified as the major determinants 
of product sensory quality. Lower levels of gum ara- 
bic resulted in loaves of inferior quality. When 3% 
gum arabic and 2-4% methylcellulose and egg albu- 
men were used, gluten-free breads comparable to 
wheat breads were produced. However, the breads 
staled more rapidly over a 2-day period than regular 
wheat bread. 

Fermented cassava starches were used by De- 
miate et al. (2000) in the production of gluten-free 
breads and biscuits in South America. By increasing 
the proofing time of gluten-free bread dough (based 
on potato/corn/rice starches, pectin, emulsifiers, and 
lactose-free margarine), Bauer et al. (1980) obtained 
high quality gluten-free yeast breads and ginger- 
breads. 
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MUFFINS 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

History of Muffins 

English muffins originating in London were made 
from yeast dough, in contrast to the quick-bread 
muffins served in early America. Muffins are 
described as a quick bread since “quick-acting” 
chemical leavening agents are used instead of yeast, 
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a “longer acting” biological leavening agent. Muf- 
fins have become increasingly popular as a hot bread 
served with meals or eaten as a snack. Freshly baked 
muffins are served in restaurants and bakeries, and 
consumers can buy packaged ready-to-eat muffins 
from grocery stores and vending machines. With the 
availability of dry mixes, frozen muffin batter, and 
predeposited frozen muffins available on the whole- 
sale market, it is possible for restaurants and small 
bakeries to serve a muffin of a consistently high 
quality. Muffin mixes that are lower in fat, carbohy- 
drates, and calories are available for home and insti- 
tutional use for individuals with cardiovascular dis- 
ease and diabetes. 

Health Concerns 

The economic burden of chronic disease is a world- 
wide problem. Chronic diseases contributed to 60% 
of the deaths worldwide in 2001 (WHO 2003a). The 
increasing rate of obesity and the aging of the popu- 
lation are expected to impact the burden of chronic 
disease. Those with obesity are at greater risk and 
have an earlier onset of the chronic diseases of dia- 
betes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and stroke. 
Aging increases the risk for all chronic diseases. 
Nearly one-quarter of the population in developed 
countries is made up of those above 60 years of age, 
with expectations for the numbers to increase to 
one-third of the population by 2025 (WHO 2002a). 

The problems of overweight and obesity are 
growing rapidly around the world and coexist with 
malnutrition in developing countries (WHO 2003a). 
Surveys of U.S. adults done in 1999-2000 showed 
that 64% of adults were overweight and 30% were 
obese (Flegal et al. 2002). The percentage of chil- 
dren and adolescents in the United States who are 
overweight has tripled in the past 30 years, with 
15% of 6- to 19-year-olds being overweight in 
1999-2000 (Ogden et al. 2002). 

Obesity rates have increased threefold or more in 
some parts of North America, Eastern Europe, the 
Middle East, the Pacific Islands, Australasia, and 
China since 1980 (WHO 2002b). The prevalence 
rates of overweight and obesity are growing rapidly 
in children and adults in such countries as Brazil and 
Mexico, where malnutrition and obesity coexist in 
the same households (Chopra 2002). Countries with 
the highest percentage (510%) of overweight pre- 
school children are from the Middle East (Qatar), 

North Africa (Algeria, Egypt, and Morocco), and 
Latin America and the Caribbean (Argentina, Chile, 
Bolivia, Peru, Uruguay, Costa Rica, and Jamaica) 
(de Onis and Blossner 2000). 

Globalization of food and the availability of 
energy-dense snack and “fast foods” have had a sig- 
nificant impact on dietary patterns and the incidence 
of chronic disease in both developing and developed 
countries (Hawkes 2002). For example, Coca-Cola 
and Pepsi soft drinks and McDonald’s, Pizza Hut, 
and Kentucky Fried Chicken fast foods are now 
available worldwide (Hawkes 2002). Changes in 
dietary patterns combined with a sedentary life-style 
have increased the rates of obesity and chronic dis- 
ease. Dietary factors related to chronic disease are 
excessive intakes of calories, fat (especially saturated 
fat), and sodium, and low intakes of fruits and veg- 
etables and whole-grain breads and cereals (WHO 
2004). 

National dietary guidelines recommend limiting 
intakes of total fat, saturated fat, trans fat, choles- 
terol, free sugars, and sodium, and they promote di- 
etary fiber from whole-grain breads and cereals, 
fruits, and vegetables (WHO 2003b). In 2002, con- 
sumers in the United States reported making food 
choices in an effort to avoid fat, sugar, calories, and 
sodium, and to increase fiber intake (NMI 2003). 
Consumers chose fat-free foods or foods low in fat 
74-80% of the time and selected low calorie foods 
and low sodium foods 76-67% of the time, respec- 
tively. High fiber foods were chosen 75% of the 
time, and 40% of consumers reported using organic 
foods (NMI 2003). 

The food industry has responded to concerns of 
consumers and public health officials by developing 
“healthy” food products, lower in saturated fat, trans 
fat, cholesterol, sodium, sugar, and calories. New 
ingredients have been developed by food scientists 
in the government and industry to use as fat and sug- 
ar replacers in preparing baked products that are 
lower in calories and saturated and trans fats (Tables 
28.1 and 28.2). 

The newest category of ingredients is concentrat- 
ed bioactive compounds with specific health benefits 
(Table 28.3) (Pszczola 2002a). These ingredients are 
added to formulations during food processing to 
enhance the health benefits of specific food products 
or to develop “functional foods.” Individual foods, 
such as apples, blueberries, oats, tomatoes, and soy- 
beans are being marketed as functional foods be- 
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Table 28.1. Ingredients Used as Fat Replacers in Baked Products 

Brand Name Composition Supplier 

Carbohydrate based 
Beta-TrimTM Beta-glucan and oat amylodextrin Rhodia USA, Cranbury, NJ 
Fruitrim@ Dried plum and apple puree Advanced Ingredients, Capitola, CA 
Just Like ShortenTM 
Lighter BakeTM Fruit juice, dextrins Sunsweet, Yuma City, CA 
Oatrim@ Oat maltodextrin Quaker Oats, Chicago, IL 
Paselli FP Potato maltodextrin AVEBE America, Inc., 

Z-Trim Multiple grain fibers U.S. Department of Agriculture 

EnovaTM Diglycerides Archer Daniels Midland 
KAO LLC, Decatur, IL 

Benefat@ Triglycerides modified by Danisco Culter, New Century, KS 
SalatrimKaprenin substituting short or medium Proctor and Gamble, Cincinnati, OH 

Olestra/Olean@ Sucrose polyester Proctor and Gamble, Cincinnati, OH 

Prune and apple puree PlumLife division of TreeTop, Selah, WA 

Princeton, NJ 

Low and noncaloric lipid based 

chain fatty acids 

cause of the health benefits of components of these 
foods. For example, diets that include oat fiber and 
soy protein lower serum cholesterol, and lycopene 
in tomatoes reduces the risk of prostate cancer. 
Apples and blueberries contain unique antioxidants 
shown to reduce the risk for cancer (Pszczola 2001). 
Examples of bioactive ingredients available to the 
baking industry are OatVantageTM (Nature Inc., 
Devon, Pennsylvania), a concentrated source of sol- 
uble fiber, and FenuPureTM (Schouter USA, Minn- 
eapolis, Minnesota), a concentrated source of anti- 
oxidants from fruits and vegetables. 

Food Labeling and Health Claims 

food label are the serving size and the amount per 
serving of calories, protein, fat, saturated fat, choles- 
terol, carbohydrates, fiber, sodium, calcium, vita- 
mins A and C, and iron. A 1993 amendment to the 
NLEA authorized food manufacturers to add health 
claims related to specific food components (Federal 
Register 2003) (Table 28.4). However, for many 
“functional foods” the scientific evidence to meet 
FDA criteria to make health claims is lacking 
(Wahlqvist and Wattanapenpaiboon 2002). A 2003 
amendment to NLEA requires that trans fatty acids 
be listed under saturated fat on the Food Facts label 
by January 1, 2006 (DHHS/FDA 2003). 

The Codex Alimentarius Commission of the Food 
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

The Nutrition Labeling and Education Act (NLEA), World- Health Organization (FAOWHO) Codex 
issued by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Guidelines on Nutrition Labeling adopted in 1985 
in the United States in 1990, to be effective in 1994, are similar to the NLEA implemented by the FDA 
required food labels to include nutrition content on in 1994 (Hawkes 2004). The Codex Alimentarius 
all packaged foods (FDAKFSAN 1994). Infor- Commission adopted the Codex Guidelines for 
mation required on the Nutrition Facts portion of the the use of Nutrition Claims on food labels in 1997 

Table 28.2. Ingredients Used as Sugar Replacements in Baked Products 

Sweetness Compared 
Sweetener Brand Name to Sucrose Supplier 

Acesulfame-K Sunett@ 200% sweeter Nutrinova, Somerset, NJ 
Sucralose Splenda@ 600% sweeter Splenda, Inc., Ft. Washington, PA 
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Table 28.4. Health Claims Approved for Food Labeling in the U.S. 

Food Component Health Claim 

Calcium Osteoporosis 
Dietary fat Cancer 
Dietary sugar alcohol Dental caries 
Dietary saturated fat and cholesterol Coronary heart disease 
Fiber-containing grain products, fruits, and vegetables Cancer 
Folate Neural tube defects 
Fruits and vegetables Cancer 
Fruits, vegetables, and grain products that contain fiber, 

Plant sterols/stanol esters 
Potassium 
Sodium Hypertension 
Soy protein Coronary heart disease 
Whole grain foods 

Coronary heart disease 

Coronary heart disease 
High blood pressure and stroke 

particularly soluble fiber 

Heart disease and certain cancers 

Source: FDAiCFSAN 1994; http://www.cfsan.fda.gov/-dms/~-6c.html. Accessed on January 4, 2005. 

(Hawkes 2004). Codex standards are voluntary, and 
each country within the United Nations is free to 
adopt food-labeling standards. The European Union, 
which includes 15 member states in Europe, also 
sets guidelines for nutrition labeling and nutrition 
claims, subject to the requirements of the individual 
member states. 

The Food Standards Agency of the United King- 
dom was established in 2000 as the regulatory 
agency to set policy for food labeling in Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland (FSA 2005). Food 
Standards Australia and New Zealand (FSANZ 
2005) specifies the requirements for food labeling in 
these countries (FSANZ 2005). Health Canada pub- 
lished new food labeling regulations January 1, 
2003, making nutrition labeling mandatory for most 
foods and allowing diet-related health claims on 
food labels for the first time (Health Canada 2005). 

Food Labeling Standards for Organically 
Grown Foods 

The Organic Foods Production Act of 1990 passed 
by the U.S. Congress required the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture to develop certification standards for 
organically produced agricultural products (AMS/ 
USDA 2003). Producers who meet the standards 
may specify the percentage of the product that is 
organic on the food label if 70% or more of the 
ingredients in the product are organically grown 

(AMS/USDA 2003). The Codex Alimentarius Com- 
mission has also published standards for labeling 
organically grown foods (FAOWHO 2001). Organic 
fruits and vegetables are produced without using 
conventional pesticides, petroleum-based fertilizers, 
or sewage sludge-based fertilizers. Animal products 
identified as organic come from animals that are giv- 
en organic feed but are not given antibiotics or 
growth hormones. Food products that have been 
developed through genetic modification cannot be 
labeled as organically grown foods (FAOWHO 
2001, AMS/USDA 2003). 

Ingredient Labeling for Possible Allergens 

The Codex Alimentarius Commission of FAOWHO 
and FDNCFSAN require that food labels list all in- 
gredients known to cause adverse responses in those 
with food allergies or sensitivities (Hawkes 2004, 
FDA/ORA 2001). The FDA requires listing of in- 
gredients from eight foods that account for -90% of 
all food allergies. These foods are peanuts, soy- 
beans, milk, eggs, fish (e.g., bass, %under, or cod), 
crustacean shellfish (e.g., crab, lobster, or shrimp), 
tree nuts (almonds, pecans, or walnuts), and wheat 
(FDA/ORA 2001). A proposed rule to define and 
permit food labels to use the term gluten-free is a 
part of the Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer 
Protection Act of 2004 (FDNCFSAN 2004a). 
Codex standards require listing ingredients from 
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these same eight foods plus all cereals that contain 
gluten (rye, barley, oats, and spelt), lactose, and 
sulphite in concentrations of 10 mg/kg or more 
(Hawkes 2004). Gluten, lactose, and sulphite are 
listed on food labels because these substances cause 
distress for some consumers, even though these sub- 
stances are not considered allergens. Individuals 
with celiac disease or gluten intolerance eliminate 
all sources of gluten from the diet. A small percent- 
age of individuals lack lactase, the enzyme needed 
to digest lactose, and avoid dairy products and all 
other foods with lactose additives. 

Food processing plants are required to follow 
Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) to avoid pos- 
sible cross contamination with trace amounts of 
allergens during processing. An example of possible 
cross contamination is using the same plant equip- 
ment to prepare nut-free muffins after the equipment 
has been used to prepare muffins with nuts (Taylor 
and He& 2001). An example of GMP is dedicating 
food processing plants to the production of allergen- 
free foods (Taylor and He& 2001). 

Small bakeries (defined by the number of em- 
ployees or annual gross sales) and restaurants are 
exempt from the FDA food labeling requirements. 
Food labeling to identify foods that have been genet- 
ically modified through bioengineering (GM) is vol- 
untary (FDAKFSAN 2001). However, because of 
consumer concerns about GM foods, managers of 
bakeries may choose to include a statement on the 
ingredient label such as, “We do not use ingredients 
produced by biotechnology” (FDAKFSAN 200 1). 
Consumers with food allergies have learned to read 
the lists of ingredients on food labels to identify any 
possible sources of allergens. Managers of small 
bakeries that use nuts or soy k u r  in their opera- 
tions, but are unable to follow GMP because of the 
added cost, may choose to alert consumers with a 
statement on the ingredient label such as, “This 
product was made on equipment that also makes 
products containing tree nuts.” Making a decision to 
sell bakery products made with organic ingredients 
requires assessing the market for these products, the 
availability of organic ingredients, and the expected 
income from the operation. 

PREPARATION-CAKE-TYPE MUFFINS 

Selection and Scaling of Ingredients 

Muffins made by large commercial bakeries are 
more cakelike, while those made in the home or 

small institutions tend to be more breadlike. The dif- 
ferences between cakelike and breadlike muffins are 
that cakelike muffins are higher in fat and sugar and 
use soft wheat kurs. A common problem encoun- 
tered in bread-type muffins is tunnel formation re- 
sulting from overdevelopment of gluten. However, 
this problem is avoided in cake-type muffins since 
sugar, fat, and soft wheat kurs interfere with gluten 
development and prevent tunnel formation. Bread- 
type muffins contain 12% of both fat and sugar com- 
pared with 18-40% fat and 50-70% sugar in cake- 
type muffins (Benson 1988). 

Formulas for a standard cake-type muffin and a 
bran muffin are shown in Table 28.5. Ingredient for- 
mulas used by commercial bakeries are based on 
the weight of ku r  at 100% (Gisslen 2000). The 
amounts of other ingredients are a percentage of 
flour weight (Baker’s percent). 

[z]x 100 =baker’s % (of the specific ingredient) 

where wi is the weight of the specific ingredient, and 
wmfis the total weight of the wheat kur. Therefore, 
if the weight of another ingredient is the same 
weight as the kur,  the baker’s percent for that in- 
gredient is also 100. The advantage of using baker’s 
percent is that batch sizes can be easily increased or 
decreased by multiplying the baker’s percent for 
each ingredient by the same factor. Weighing all in- 
gredients, including liquids, is faster and more accu- 
rate than using volumetric measurements, especially 
in large commercial bakeries. 

Flour Flour is the primary ingredient in baked 
products. Flour represents 30-40% of the total batter 
weight in most cake-type muffins (Benson 1988). 
Most muffin formulas contain either a blend of cake 
or pastry k u r  and a higher protein ku r  such as 
bread kur,  or all bread k u r  (Willyard 2000). The 
protein in k u r  is needed to provide structure in 
quick breads made with limited amounts of sugar. 
Flour contains starch and the proteins glutenin and 
gliadin, which hold other ingredients together to 
provide structure to the final baked product. Hy- 
dration and heat promote gelatinization of starch, 
a process that breaks hydrogen bonds, resulting in 
swelling of the starch granule, which gives the batter 
a more rigid structure (McWilliams 2001e). 

Substituting whole-wheat kur,  wheat germ, roll- 
ed oats, or bran for part of the ku r  is an excellent 

For example, 
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Table 28.5. Muffin Formulas Listed by Baker’s Percent and Weight 

Basic Cake Bran 
Muffin, Baker’s % Weight, g Muffin, Baker’s % Weight, g 

Ingredients 
Flour 100.00 1000 - - 

Bread ku r  - - 50.0 500 
Cake k u r  18.75 187 
Bran 31.25 312 
Sugar 60.00 600 31.25 312 
Baking powder 5.00 50 1.50 15 

Salt 1.25 12 1.50 15 
Milk powder 7.50 75 12.50 125 
Molasses - - 37.50 375 
Shortening 40.00 400 18.75 187 
Whole eggs (liquid) 30.00 300 12.50 125 

Water 60.00 600 100.00 1000 
Raisins - - 25.00 250 
Total 303.75 3037 361.70 3615 

- - 

- - 

- - Baking soda 2.20 22  

- - Honey 19.00 190 

Specfications 
Mixer: Hobart N-50 with 5-quart bowl and paddle agitator. 

Directions for basic cake muffin formula: 
Blend dry ingredients together by mixing for 1 min. at low speed. 
Add shortening and eggs and mix for 1 min. at low speed. 
Add water and mix for 1 min. at low speed. 
Scaling Weight: 2 1/2 oz. batter 
Yield: 3 dozen muffins 
Bake: at 205°C for 19-21 min. in a gas-fired reel oven. 

Directions for bran muffin formula: 
Blend dry ingredients and mix for 1 min. at low speed. 
Add shortening, eggs, honey, molasses and 50% (500 g) of the water and mix for 1 min. at medium low 

Add the remaining water and mix for 1 min. at low speed. 
Add raisins and mix at low speed for 3 min. or until raisins are dispersed. 
Yield: 3 dozen muffins 
Bake: at 193°C for 20-25 min. in a gas-fired reel oven. 

Sources: Benson 1988, Doerry 1995. 

speed. 

way to increase fiber. Other types of k u r  used in 
muffins include cornmeal, soy, oat, potato, and pea- 
nut. An acceptable product is possible when cowpea 
or peanut kurs are substituted for 25% or when 
whole-wheat flour or cornmeal is substituted for 
50% of all-purpose flour (Holt et al. 1992). Ac- 
ceptable muffins have been prepared when soy k u r  
was substituted for 10-20% (Sim and Tam 2001) or 

100% of all-purpose ku r  (Bordi et al. 2001). None 
of these kurs contain glutenin or gliadin except the 
whole-wheat kur,  and large pieces of bran in 
whole-wheat ku r  cut and weaken gluten strands. 
Thus, there is minimal gluten development when 
these kurs are used; however, the muffins tend to 
be crumbly and compact unless other modifications 
are made in the formula. 
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Sugar Amounts of sugar in muffins range from 50 
to 70%, based on k u r  at 100% (Benson 1988). 
Sugar contributes tenderness, crust color, and mois- 
ture retention in addition to a sweet taste. Sucrose 
promotes tenderness by inhibiting hydration of k u r  
proteins and starch gelatinization. Sugar is hygro- 
scopic (attracts water) and maintains freshness. 
Corn syrup, molasses, maple sugar, fruit juice con- 
centrates, and honey are used as sweeteners for fi- 
vor variety. Honey or molasses is often used as a 
sweetener in whole-wheat or bran muffins to cover 
the bitter fivor of the bran (Willyard 2000). The 
quantity of liquid will need to be decreased if these 
sweeteners are used instead of sucrose because of 
the high water content in these syrups. 

Chemical changes in sugars during baking con- 
tribute characteristic fivors and browning. Cara- 
melization of sugar is responsible for the brown 
crust of muffins. Caramelization involves dehydra- 
tion and polymerization (condensation) of sucrose 
(McWilliams 2001~).  Reducing sugars such as dex- 
trose, corn syrup, or high fructose corn syrup are 
often added to muffins at levels of 1-3% to increase 
crust color (Willyard 2000). Reducing sugars react 
with amino acids in kur,  milk, and eggs to form a 
complex that is responsible for the fivor and brown 
crust of muffins. 

The reaction between the aldehyde or ketone 
groups in reducing sugars and the amino acids in pro- 
tein is described as the Maillard reaction (McWil- 
liams 2001e). The Maillard reaction together with 
caramelization contributes to the characteristic fi- 
vor and color of the crust of a baked muffin. Crust 
temperatures reach 100°C and above, which lowers 
water activity. Both the high temperature and low 
water activity are necessary for the Maillard reaction 
to occur (McWilliams 200 If). 

Sugar replacers such as acesulfame-K and su- 
cralose (see Table 28.2) can be substituted for all or 
part of the sugar. Sugar replacers, however, do not 
contribute to tenderness, browning, or moisture re- 
tention; thus, other formula modifications are neces- 
sary for an acceptable product. For example, a small 
amount of molasses or cocoa may be added to sub- 
stitute for color from the caramelization of sucrose. 
The shelf life of muffins prepared without sugar 
would be very limited. 

Fat Muffins contain 18-40% fat, based on k u r  at 
100% (Benson 1988). Fat contributes to the eating 

qualities of tenderness, fivor, texture, and a charac- 
teristic mouthfeel. Fat keeps the crumb and crust 
soft and helps retain moisture, and thus contributes 
to keeping qualities or shelf life (McWilliams 
2001d). Fat enhances the fivor of baked products 
since fivor components dissolve in fat. Both short- 
ening and vegetable oils are used in muffins. 

To meet the demands of the consumer, muffin for- 
mulas are being modified to reduce total fat, saturat- 
ed fat, trans fat, and calories and to increase the 
amount of monounsaturated and polyunsaturated 
fat. Canola oil and fixseed meal are being added to 
muffins to increase the proportion of monounsatu- 
rated fat. Muffins made with reduced fat and polyun- 
saturated fatty acids (13% safflower oil) were com- 
parable in sensory and physical characteristics to 
the standard muffin made with shortening at 20% 
(Berglund and Hertsgaard 1986). Low-fat and fat- 
free muffins are available ready to eat and as frozen 
batters or dry mixes for bake-off. 

Various fat replacers have been classified by their 
macronutrient base (see Table 28.1). Carbohydrate- 
and lipid-based fat replacers can be used to prepare 
muffins acceptable to the consumer. Lipid-based fat 
replacers that have the same chemical and physical 
characteristics as triglycerides are described as fat 
substitutes (Akoh 1998). These products provide the 
same characteristics as fat but with fewer calories. 
Monoglycerides, diglycerides, and modified triglyc- 
erides are examples of fat substitutes that replicate 
the mouthfeel and sensory qualities of baked prod- 
ucts made with shortening. 

EnovaTM (Archer Daniels Midland KAO LLC, 
Decatur, Illinois) is an example of a diglyceride that 
is lower in calories than other oils and is being mar- 
keted as beneficial in weight management (Pszczola 
2003). Benefat@(Danisco Culter, New Century, 
Kansas) and Caprenin (Proctor and Gamble, Cin- 
cinnati, Ohio) are examples of triglycerides modi- 
fied by substituting shorter chain fatty acids (Akoh 
1998). Sucrose polyesters of six to eight fatty acids 
are marketed as Olean@ (Procter and Gamble, Cin- 
cinnati, Ohio), a fat substitute with the same physi- 
cal qualities as shortening but without the calories, 
since sucrose polyesters are not digested or ab- 
sorbed in the human intestinal tract. 

A commercial shortening product (NextraTM) 
(Source Food Technology, Durham, North Carolina) 
made from decholesterolized tallow and corn oil is 
being marketed to the baking industry as a trans-free 
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fat to replace shortening (Pszczola 2002b). Other 
methods used by the food industry to decrease the 
amount of trans fat are (1) blending hydrogenated 
fat high in stearic acid with unhydrogenated oils, 
and (2) interesterfying (rearranging) unhydrogenat- 
ed oils with saturated-fat-based oils (Hunter 2002). 

Carbohydrate-based fat replacers are described as 
fat mimetics; for example, cellulose, corn syrup, 
dextrins, fiber, gum, maltodextrins, polydextrose, 
starches, and fruit-based purees. Z-trim, developed 
by a U.S. Department of Agriculture Scientist, is a 
mixture of plant fibers (Inglett 1997). Fat mimetics 
replicate the mouthfeel and texture of fat in baked 
products and extend the shelf life by binding water 
and trapping air (American Dietetic Association 
2005). Acceptable low-fat cake muffins (5% fat) 
used 2% pregelatinized dull waxy starch and corn 
syrup (3.6%) to replace fat (Hippleheuser et al. 
1995). 

Fruit purees or pastes of one or more fruits-apples, 
dates, figs, grapes, plums, prunes, and raisins-are 
being promoted as fat replacers. Just Like ShortenTM 
is a mixture of dried prunes and apples. The fruit 
purees have humectant properties, promote tender- 
ness and moistness, increase shelf life, and can re- 
place some of the sugar andor fat in muffins and 
cakes. 

Formulas will need to be developed based on 
adjustments in ingredients when fat replacers are 
substituted for all or part of the fat in the formula. 
New formulas need to be prepared and the muffins 
evaluated using the muffin scorecard (Table 28.6), 
and the shelf life also needs to be evaluated. Several 
formula adjustments may be necessary before an 
acceptable muffin is developed. 

Leavening Agents The amount of baking powder 
used in muffins varies between 2 and 6%, based on 
flour at loo%, with lower amounts in muffins with 
ingredients that increase acid (Benson 1988). Gases 
released by a leavening agent infience volume and 
cell structure. During baking, heat increases gas vol- 
ume and pressure to expand cell size until proteins 
are coagulated (McWilliams 2001~).  Stretching of 
the cell walls during baking improves texture and 
promotes tenderness (McWilliams 200 lc). 

The quantity of leavening used in a baked product 
depends on the choice of leavening agent as well as 
other ingredients. Formulation of baking powders 
considers the amount of leavening acids needed to 

neutralize baking soda or sodium bicarbonate, an 
alkaline salt. Double-acting baking powder (most 
commonly used in muffins) contains both slow- and 
fast-acting acids (McWilliams 200 le). Fast-acting 
acids are readily soluble at room temperature, while 
slow-acting acids are less soluble and require heat 
over an extended period of time to release carbon 
dioxide. Formulations of slow- and fast-acting acid 
leavening agents control the reaction time and opti- 
mize volume (Borowski 2000). An example of a for- 
mulation to neutralize sodium bicarbonate is a mix- 
ture of slow- and fast-acting acids-monocalcium 
phosphate monohydrate (a fast-acting acid) com- 
bined with sodium aluminum sulfate (a slow-acting 
acid). Development of baking powder requires con- 
sideration of the unique neutralizing value (NV) and 
the rate of reaction (ROR) or the percent of carbon 
dioxide released during the reaction of sodium 
bicarbonate with a leavening acid during the first 8 
minutes of baking (Borowski 2000). 

Baking soda is used in addition to double-acting 
baking powder when muffins contain acidic ingredi- 
ents such as sour cream, yogurt, buttermilk, light 
sour cream, molasses, and some fruits and fruit 
juices (McWilliams 2001e). Baking soda in the 
amount of 2-3% in addition to baking powder is 
added to acidic batters (Benson 1988). 

Sodium carbonate is a product of an incomplete 
reaction in formulas with excess sodium bicarbonate. 
Excess sodium carbonate results in a muffin with a 
soapy, bitter fivor and a yellow color because of the 
effect of an alkaline medium on the anthoxanthin 
pigments of k u r  (McWilliams 2001f). Also, formu- 
las with too much baking powder or soda result in a 
muffin with a coarse texture and low volume be- 
cause of an overexpansion of gas, which causes the 
cell structure to weaken and collapse during baking. 
Inadequate amounts of baking powder will result in 
a compact muffin with low volume. Figures 28.1 
and 28.2 show different chemical reactions for fast- 
acting and slow-acting baking powders (McWil- 
liams 2001e). 

Whole Eggs Liquid egg contributions to muffin 
batter are 10-30%, based on k u r  at loo%, and 
dried egg powder contributions are 5 1 0 %  (Benson 
1988). Eggs provide fivor, color, and a source of 
liquid. Upon baking, the protein in egg white coagu- 
lates to provide structure. Adding egg whites to muf- 
fin batter provides structure to the finished product 
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Table 28.6. Scorecard for Muffins 

Evaluator: 
Product: 
Date: 

External Qualities 
la. Volume Score 

Specific Volume:.rrr2 X height + weight in grams (cm) 
1 =low volume, compact cells; 5=light with moderate cells; 

9=large volume, large cells and/or tunnels 
lb. Contour of the surface 

9=very pointed 
1 =absolutely fit; 3=somewhat rounded; 5 =pleasingly rounded; 7=somewhat pointed; 

lc. Crust color 
1 =much too pale; 3=somewhat pale; 5=pleasingly golden brown; 7=somewhat too brown; 

9 =much too brown 

Internal Qualities 
Id. Interior color 

1 =much too white; 3=somewhat white; 5=pleasingly creamy; 7=somewhat too yellow; 
9 =much too yellow 

le. Cell uniformity and size 
1 =much too small; 3=somewhat thick; 5=moderate; 7=somewhat too large; 9=numerous 

large tunnels 
If. Thickness of cell walls 

9 =much too thin 
1 =extremely thick; 3=somewhat thick; 5 =normal thickness; 7=somewhat too thin; 

lg. Texture 
1 =extremely crumbly; 3=somewhat crumbly; 5 =easily broken; 7=slightly crumbly; 

9 =tough, little tendency to crumble 
lh. Flavor 

1 =absolutely not sweet enough; 3=not nearly sweet enough; 5=pleasingly sweet; 
7=somewhat too sweet; 9=much too sweet 

li. Aftertaste 

lj. Aroma 

1 k. Mouthfeel 

1 =extremely distinct; 3=somewhat distinct; 5 =none 

1 =lack of aroma; 5=sweet and fresh aroma; 9=sharp, bitter or foreign aroma 

1 =gummy, cohesive; 3=somewhat gummy; 5=tender, light and moist; 7=somewhat 
dry and tough; 9 =tough and hard to chew 

Overall Acceptability 
1 =very unacceptable; 3=somewhat acceptable; 5=very acceptable 

Source: McWilliams 2001a. 

3CaH4(P04)2 + 8NaHC03 Ca3(Po4)2 + 4Na2HP04 + 8C02 + 8H20 

Monocalcium Sodium Tricalcium Disodium Carbon Water 
Phosphate bicarbonate phosphate phosphate dioxide 

Figure 28.1. Formation of bicarbonate of soda from a fast-acting acid salt. 
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Step 1. 

Na2(A1)2(S04)4 + 6H2O j 2AI(OH)3 + Na2SO4 + 3H2S04 

Sodium 
aluminum 
sulfate 

Step 2 

3H2SOj + 

Sulfuric 
Acid 

Water Aluminum Sodium Sulfuric 
Hydroxide sulfate Acid 

6 N a H C O 3 j  3Na2S04 + 6H2CO3 

$+ 6co2 + 6H20 

Sodium Sodium Carbonic 
bicarbonate Sulfate acid Carbon Water 

dioxide 

Figure 28.2. Formation of bicarbonate of soda and carbon dioxide from a slow-acting acid salt. 

and produces a muffin that is easily broken without 
excessive crumbling (Stauffer 2002). Substituting 
egg whites for whole eggs, however, will result in a 
dry, tough muffin unless the formula is adjusted to 
increase the amount of fat (Stauffer 2002). Fat in the 
yolk acts as an emulsifier and contributes to mouth- 
feel and keeping qualities. 

Nonfat Dry Milk Powder Milk powder contribu- 
tions to muffin batter are 5-12%, based on k u r  at 
100% (Benson 1988). Milk powder is added to dry 
ingredients, and water or fruitjuice is used for liquid 
in muffin formulas. Milk powder binds k u r  protein 
to provide strength, body, and resilience-qualities 
that are helpful in reducing damage during packing 
and shipping (Willyard 2000). In addition, milk 
powder adds fivor and retains moisture. The alde- 
hyde group from lactose in milk combines with the 
amino group from protein upon heating, contribut- 
ing to Maillard browning. 

Sodium Chloride The amount of salt in muffins is 
1.5-2%, based on k u r  at 100% (Benson 1988). The 
function of sodium chloride is to enhance the fivor 
of other ingredients. Sodium chloride may be omit- 
ted from the formula without compromising fivor, 
if other ingredients such as dried fruit or spices are 
added for fivor. 

Liquids Liquids perform several functions in 
baked products (Benson 1988). These include dis- 
solving dry ingredients, gelatinization of starch, and 
providing moistness in the final baked product. In- 
sufficient liquid results in incomplete gelatinization 
of the starch and a muffin with insufficient structure 
to support expansion of air volume. The muffins 
will have nonuniform cell structure, overly crumbly 
texture, low volume, and a dip or “M” fault in the 
top. 

Additional Ingredients Other ingredients are of- 
ten added to muffins to provide variety in fivor, tex- 
ture, and color and to increase specific nutrients or 
health components such as fiber, vitamins and min- 
erals, or antioxidants from fruit and vegetable ex- 
tracts. Part of the k u r  may be replaced with corn- 
meal, bran, or whole-wheat, oat, or other kurs to 
increase the fiber content. Adjustments in the 
amount of water in the formula are necessary when 
whole-wheat kur,  bran, or other concentrated 
sources of fiber are added because fiber absorbs a 
great deal of water (Willyard 2000). An example of 
a concentrated source of fiber is CaromaxTM 
(National Starch and Chemical, Bridgewater, New 
Jersey) (Pszczola 2001). Nutrifood@ (GNT USA, 
Tarrytown, New York), a liquid concentrate mar- 
keted as a blend of the antioxidants-carotenoids, 
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anthocyanins, and polyphenols-is an example of a 
bioactive ingredient (Pszczola 2002a). 

Other ingredients can be substituted for part of the 
liquid; for example, applesauce, bananas, shredded 
carrots, or zucchini. Variations in texture are achieved 
by adding fresh fruits such as apples or blueberries, or 
dried fruits such as dates, raisins, or apricots. Nuts 
and poppy seeds complement the flavor of sweet 
muffins while grated cheese, whole-kernel corn, 
green peppers, chopped ham, and bacon add interest 
to corn muffins. Added flavorings include cinnamon, 
nutmeg, allspice, cloves, and orange or lemon zest. 
Topping mixtures such as chopped nuts, cinnamon, 
and sugar are added to the batter after depositing. 

Processing 

Stage 1-Mixing There are two primary methods 
for mixing muffins-the cake method and the muf- 
fin method. The cake method involves creaming 
sugar and shortening together, followed by addition 
of liquid ingredients and the final addition of dry 
ingredients. The muffin method of mixing involves 
two to three steps. First, dry ingredients are mixed 
together; second, shortening or oil and other liquids 
are mixed together; and third, the liquids are added 
to the dry ingredients and mixed until the dry ingre- 
dients are moistened. Additional ingredients are 
added at the end of the mixing cycle or after deposit- 
ing the muffin batter. Institutional or commercial 
bakeries use a mixer on slow speed for 3-5 minutes. 
Inadequate mixing results in a muffin with a low 
volume, since some of the baking powder will be too 
dry to react completely. 

Stage 2-Depositing The traditional size of muf- 
fins is 2 ounces, although today muffins are mar- 
keted in a wide range of sizes from %ounce mini 
muffins to muffins 5 ounces or larger in size (Will- 
yard 2000). For institutions or bakeries, small batter 
depositors are available that will deposit four muf- 
fins at a time. Also available are large piston-type 
depositors that maintain accurate k w  of the batter 
(Benson 1988). 

Stage 3-Baking Many physical and chemical 
changes occur in the presence of heat to transform a 
liquid batter into a final baked muffin. Solubilization 
and activation of the leavening agent generate car- 
bon dioxide that expands to increase the volume of 

the muffin. Gelatinization of starch and coagulation 
of proteins provide permanent cell structure and 
crumb development. Caramelization of sugars and 
Maillard browning of proteins and reducing sugars 
promote browning of the crust. Reduced water activ- 
ity facilitates Maillard browning as well as crust 
hardening (McWilliams 2001f). 

The choice of oven, baking pans, and baking tem- 
perature infiences the final baked product (Benson 
1988). A good k w  of heat onto the bottom of the 
pan is necessary to produce a good product. Muffin 
tins are usually placed directly on the shelf or bak- 
ing surface. The appropriate oven temperature is 
related to scaling and the type of oven. Standard 2- 
ounce muffins are baked at 204°C or slightly higher 
in a deck oven. Deck ovens may be stacked and are 
often used in small retail bakeries since these are 
less expensive and easier to maintain than reel or 
rotary ovens. Reel ovens consist of an insulated 
cubic compartment 6 or 7 feet high. A Ferris wheel- 
type mechanism inside the chamber moves four to 
eight shelves in a circle, allowing each shelf to be 
brought to the door for adding or removing muffin 
tins from the shelves (Matz 1988). Retail bakers 
often prefer the reel oven since several hundred to 
several thousand pounds of batter can be baked each 
day. Rack ovens may be stationary, or the racks may 
be rotated during baking. 

Stage 4-Cooling Products should be cooled pri- 
or to wrapping. This allows the structure to “set” and 
reduces the formation of moisture condensation 
within the package. Condensed moisture creates an 
undesirable medium that promotes yeast, mold, and 
bacterial growth and spoilage. 

Stage 5-Packaging Muffins may be wrapped in- 
dividually, in the tray in which they are baked, or 
transferred into plastic form trays for merchandizing 
(Benson 1988). The shelf life of muffins is 3-5 days 
for wrapped muffins, and 4-7 days for those pack- 
aged in foil or plastic wrap. The storage life of muf- 
fins is significantly i n  fienced by exposure to oxygen 
and moisture (Rice 2002). Cake-type muffins have a 
longer shelf life than bread-type muffins because of 
their high sugar content and lower water activity 
(Willyard 2000). Added ingredients such as cheese, 
ham, and dried fruits, which are high in sodium 
or sugar content, reduce water activity and may in- 
crease shelf life. 
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FINISHED PRODUCT 

A muffin fresh out of the oven will vary in appear- 
ance based the formula (whether the formula is for a 
cake- or bread-type muffin), the size of the muffin 
(mini muffin or mega muffin), and the desired shape, 
from fit or mushroom-shaped tops to the traditional 
bell-shaped muffin (Willyard 2000). In general, a 
desirable muffin product has a symmetrical shape, a 
rounded top that is golden brown in color, cells that 
are uniform and moderate in size, and a sweet fivor 
and pleasant aroma; is tender and moist; is easily 
broken apart; and is easy to chew and has a pleasant 
aftertaste. 

MUFFIN EVALUATION 

During the process of developing or modifying muf- 
fin formulas, bakers can use Table 28.6, Scorecard 
for Muffins, to evaluate muffins. Large commercial 
bakeries may use sophisticated methods to evaluate 
bakery products, for example, gas chromatography 
to evaluate fivor components. 

Volume 

Compact muffins with small cells or large muffins 
with peaked tops and tunnels are undesirable in all 
types of muffins. Diameter is a more important crite- 
rion than volume for evaluating mushroom and fit- 
topped muffins. For bell-shaped muffins, volume 
can be evaluated objectively by measuring the 
height and width of the muffin and calculating the 
volume (nr' X height). To determine the height and 
width, measure the height of the muffin at the high- 
est point, then slice off the top of the muffin and 
measure the diameter of the muffin. The volume also 
can be directly measured by Rapeseed displacement 
using a special volume meter (National Mfg., Lin- 
coln, Nebraska). 

Contour of the Surface 

The muffin should be rounded and golden brown in 
color with a pebbled surface. 

Color of Crust 

Crust color should be a pleasing golden brown, not 
pale or burnt. 

Interior Color 

Crumb color should be a pleasant creamy color, not 
white and not too yellow. Crumb color will be dark- 
er with whole-grain k u r  or added ingredients such 
as nuts, dried fruits, or spices. 

Cell Uniformity and Size 

Cell structure can be evaluated by making a vertical 
cut in the muffin to form two equal halves and then 
making an ink print or photo copy (McWilliams 
2001b). A desirable muffin should have a uniform 
cell structure without tunnels. 

Thickness of Cell Walls 

Uniform thick-walled cells are desirable. Coarse- 
ness, thin cell walls, uneven cell size, and tunnels 
indicate poor grain. 

Texture 

Texture depends on the physical condition of the 
crumb and is infienced by the grain. A desirable 
muffin should be easily broken and slightly crumbly. 
Extreme crumbling, and toughness with lack of 
crumbling, are undesirable characteristics. 

Flavor 

An acceptable muffin should have a pleasingly 
sweet fivor. Flat, foreign, salty, soda, sour, or bitter 
tastes are undesirable. 

Aftertaste 

An acceptable muffin should have a pleasant, sweet 
aftertaste, not bitter or foreign. 

Aroma 

Aroma is recognized by the sense of smell. The aro- 
ma may be sweet, rich, musty, or fit. The ideal 
aroma should be pleasant, fresh, sweet, and natural. 
Sharp, bitter, or foreign aromas are undesirable. 

Mouthfeel 

Mouthfeel refers to the textural qualities perceived 
in the mouth. Characteristics can be described as 
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gritty, hard, tough, tender, light, or moist. A desir- 
able muffin is tender, light, and moist and requires 
minimal chewing. 

BAGELS 
HISTORY OF BAGELS 

Bagels originated in southern Germany in the 1600s 
to honor the successful campaign of the Polish King 
Jan Cobleskill and his Christian horsemen against 
the Turkish invasion of Vienna, Austria. Dough used 
to make hard rolls was formed into the shape of a 
stirrup by pulling the dough around to form a half 
circle. The word bagelwas derived from the Yiddish 
and German word for a round loaf of bread, bugel, 
and from the German word for stirrup, buegel 
(Meloan and Doerry 1988). Bagels were developed 
by Jewish bakers in Eastern Europe and were sold 
by street vendors in small towns in Poland. Because 
of the circular shape, bagels symbolized the eternal 
circle of life and served as a protection against evil 
spirits (Roden 1996). Bagels followed Jewish immi- 
gration in the early 1900s from Eastern to Western 
Europe, Canada, and the United States. Long known 
as a Jewish ethnic food available only in large met- 
ropolitan centers, bagels have been available since 
the 1970s in bakeries (including franchise bagel 
bakeries), restaurants, and grocery stores across the 
United States and Canada. Retail bakers can pur- 
chase bagels in several forms-ready to eat, baked 
and frozen, frozen dough that has been shaped, 
proofed and boiled in water, or frozen dough 
(Petrofsky 1986). The bagel is traditional breakfast 
bread served with cream cheese; however, bagel 
bakeries also serve bagel sandwiches. Bagels come 
in a variety of sizes, shapes, and fivors with added 
ingredients such as cheese, fruit, seeds, nut meats, 
and chocolate chips. In 2004, the number of bagels 
sold in U.S. grocery stores totaled 223,000,000, rep- 
resenting $507,000,000 in sales (Anon. 2004). 

New York style bagels use traditional formulas 
and preparation methods brought from Eastern 
Europe. The formula consists of five ingredients: 
high protein wheat kur,  fresh yeast, malt extract, 
water, and salt. Strips of dough are formed into 
bagels, allowed to proof, dropped into boiling water 
and placed on wooden slabs, and put into the oven 
for drying. The bagels are then turned onto the 
hearth of a stone oven to finish baking. The product 

is a bagel with a shiny, hard outer crust, deep amber 
in color, with a dense, chewy texture inside. Many 
commercial bakeries modify the formula with the 
addition of sugar and oil for a softer crumb and 
longer shelf life. Egg bagel formulas made with 
whole eggs (4-12%, on a ku r  weight basis) or 
yolks (153 .0%)  provide variety in crumb color and 
flavor. 

Bagel production in large commercial bakeries is 
often completely automated and does not require 
human labor. After mixing, the dough is put into the 
hopper of a dough divider that scales dough into uni- 
form portions that are delivered to a molder for 
shaping. Conveyors move shaped bagels into a 
proofing chamber and then into an automatic cook- 
er, dryer, and tunnel oven. Automatic slicers and 
packaging systems complete the process (Petrofsky 
1986). 

PREPARATION 

Selection and Scaling of Ingredients 

Flour Flour represents 56-63% of the total weight 
of the bagel formula. High protein (13.514%) k u r  
made from hard wheat is preferred (Pretrofsky 
1986). An alternative to using high glutedhigh pro- 
tein k u r  is to combine bread k u r  (11.2% protein) 
with vital wheat gluten (70% protein) to increase the 
protein content up to 14%. Bagels require high 
gluten ku r  for a product with the desirable high 
volume, toughness, and round bottom crust. The 
gluten proteins, gliadin and glutenin, provide struc- 
tural support in yeast-leavened bakery products. The 
high percentage of k u r  in the formula also con- 
tributes to the bagel’s fivor. 

Sweeteners The level of sweeteners in bagel for- 
mulas is low (0-4%, on a ku r  weight basis) (Pet- 
rofsky 1986). Granulated sugar, malt syrup, honey, 
molasses, dextrose, corn syrup, or high fructose corn 
syrup can be used in bagel formulas. Sweeteners are 
a source of carbohydrate for yeast fermentation and 
contribute to crust browning. Formulas with 3% or 
more sweeteners promote excessive yeast fermenta- 
tion and overexpansion of dough, which may col- 
lapse after boiling, resulting in a bagel with low vol- 
ume and an overly dark crust. Bagels made with less 
than 2% sweetener have pale crusts. New York style 
bagels lack sweeteners and depend on malt extract 
for crust browning. 
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Sodium Chloride Salt levels in bagel formulas 
range between 1.5 and 2.2%. The functions of salt 
are to toughen the gluten during mixing and proof- 
ing, and to control yeast fermentation after the 
bagels have been boiled. Bagels lack fivor when 
salt is omitted from the formula because of the lack 
of both salt and sugar, since all of the sugar is used 
for yeast fermentation in the absence of salt. In addi- 
tion, bagels made without salt have a tendency to 
overproof and then collapse after removal from the 
boiling water. Excessive salt results in bagels with a 
salty taste and a small compact form (due to the 
retarding effect of salt on fermentation) (Meloan and 
Doerry 1988). 

Fat Vegetable oil or shortening lubricates the ba- 
gel dough and contributes to crumb tenderness. The 
amount of fat in bagel formulas ranges from 0 to 5%. 
Bagels made from formulas with 3% fat have a high- 
er volume and are more tender than formulas without 
fat. Increasing the fat content to 4% results in bagels 
with surface blisters (Meloan and Doerry 1988). 

Yeast The functions of yeast are dough fermenta- 
tion and expansion during proofing, boiling, and 
baking. Compressed yeast is used at a level between 
0.5 and 2%. Active or instant dry yeast can be sub- 
stituted for compressed yeast but requires hydration 
prior to being added to the formula, since bagel 
dough has low water absorption. Bagels with 3% 
yeast overproof and collapse after boiling, resulting 
in a fit bagel (Meloan and Doerry 1988). 

Liquid The source of liquid in bagels is water at 
50-53% on a fiur weight basis. Water is necessary 
for moistening dry ingredients and gluten develop- 
ment. Stiff dough is desirable for holding shape dur- 
ing proofing, boiling, and baking. Formulas with 
more than 50% water form a soft dough and yield a 
bagel with low volume and surface blisters. 

Additional Ingredients Bagel variety is achieved 
by adding additional ingredients during processing. 
The most common added ingredients are fresh or 
dried fruit, nutmeats, minced garlic or onions, ses- 
ame seeds, poppy seeds, cornmeal, grated cheese, 
chocolate pieces, and spices. Spices are mixed with 
the dry ingredients before water is added, while 
seeds, cornmeal, and other toppings are sprinkled 
over the bagels just before baking. 

Processing 

Stage 1-Mixing The purpose of mixing is to 
moisten and disperse dry ingredients and develop 
gluten. Bagel dough is very stiff because of low 
water absorption, and mixing can overload mixing 
equipment. Dough quantity should be limited to 
60% of mixer capacity to avoid overstressing the 
mixer (Petrofsky 1986). 

The mixer is set at the first (lowest) speed to dis- 
perse ingredients (approximately 2-3 minutes) ; then 
the mixer is set at the second speed for 8-10 minutes 
for gluten development. An alternative is to mix at a 
low speed for about 16 minutes for the total process 
(Petrofsky 1986). Undermixing stiff bagel dough is 
more likely to be a problem than overmixing. Un- 
dermixing the dough results in poor quality bagels- 
small and asymmetrical in shape with a blotched 
crust and a very dense crumb that gives a gummy 
mouthfeel when eaten (Meloan and Doerry 1988). 

Maintaining the dough temperature at 24-27°C 
during mixing will produce a bagel of high quality. 
Bagels made at low dough temperatures (5 19°C) 
have a dense crumb and poor texture, while cracks 
appear in the crust of bagels made at high dough tem- 
peratures (2 33°C) (Meloan and Doerry 1988). 
Some mixers have cooling devices to regulate dough 
temperature, since heat is generated during mixing. 
Iced water is also used to regulate dough temperature. 

Stage 2-Scaling and Makeup Bagels range in 
size from small cocktail bagels to the very large 
“super bagel,” or “bull bagel.” However, most bagels 
are made from about 2.5-3 ounces (70-90 g) of 
dough. Bagels can be shaped either manually or with 
fully automatic bagel forming machines at a rate of 
up to 18,000 bagels per hour. Shaped bagels are 
placed on sheet pans either dusted with cornmeal or 
lined with silicone-treated paper sheets to prevent 
the dough from sticking to the pan. 

Shaped bagels are typically refrigerated for 12-18 
hours at 2-6°C to retard yeast fermentation and to 
allow dough fermentation by lactic acid bacteria. 
Retardation can be as long as 2 days or can be short- 
ened by increasing the amount of yeast or adding 
dough conditioners (Petrofsky 1986). A longer fer- 
mentation period allows for development of a desir- 
able fivor and aroma but can result in crust blisters 
that may be undesirable for some consumers (Me- 
loan and Doerry 1988). 
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Table 28.7. Bagel Formulas Listed by Baker’s Percent and Weight 

Basic Oregon Hazelnut 
Bagel Formula, Bagel Formula, 

Baker’s % Weight, g Baker’s % Weight, g 

Ingredients 
Bread Flour (1 1% protein) 95.2 2856 ~ ~ 

Vital wheat gluten 4.8 144 ~ ~ 

High gluten wheat k u r  ~ ~ 100 4540 
Sugar 3 90 ~ ~ 

Vegetable shortening 3 90 ~ ~ 

Compressed yeast 2 60 2.25 102 

Oregon hazelnuts (sliced thin) ~ ~ 25 1135 

Salt 2 60 2.0 80 

Vegetable oil 2.0 136 

Water 50 1500 48.0 2180 

Total 160.0 4800 183.25 8173 

~ ~ 

Specfications 
Mixer: Hobart A-200 with a dough arm and 20-quart bowl 

Directions for basic bagel formula: 
Add all ingredients to the mixing bowl and mix at first speed for 2 to 3 min. or until the dough comes 

Mix at second speed for 8 to 10 min. or until the gluten in the dough is developed. 
Scale dough into 2.35 oz. (70 g) pieces and roll into cylinders 6 in. long. 
Slightly moisten and join the cylinder ends to form a circle. 
Roll the dough to seal the ends together. 
Place the formed dough onto a sheet pan dusted with corn meal or lined with silicone paper. 
Retard the dough by storing for approximately 18 hr. at 4°C. 
Proof for 20 min. at 30°C. 
Place each piece of dough into water heated to 93°C and k a t  the bagel on the water surface for 1 min.. 

Remove bagels from the water with a wire sieve and place on a screen to dry for about 5 min. 
Bake bagels on oiled sheet pans or aluminum sheet pans lined with silicone treated paper. 
Scaling Weight: 2.35 oz. (70 g) batter 
Yield: 5 dozen bagels 
Bake: at 232°C for 17 min. 

together. 

turn the bagel over and cook for another minute. 

Directions for Oregon Hazelnut Bagel formula: 
Maintain temperature of ingredients during preparation and proofing between 25°C and 27°C. 
Add all ingredients to the mixing bowl and mix at first speed for 2 to 3 min. or until the dough comes 

Mix at second speed for 8 to 10 min. or until the gluten in the dough is developed. 
Proof for 10 min. 
Scale at 2 oz. (60 g) with an automated bagel forming machine and place on silicone lined sheet pans. 
Proof for 30 min. 
Bake in a low-pressure steam oven; turn the bagels after the first 5 min. of baking to produce a rounded 
surface on both sides of the bagel. 
Scaling Weight: 2 oz. (60 g) batter 
Yield: 12 dozen bagels 
Bake: at 198°C for 17 min. 

Source: Meloan and DoerIy 1988; Hazelnut Marketing Board, http://oregonhazelnut.org/formula.htm, August 2004. 

together. 
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Stage 3-Proofing Shaped bagels that have been 
refrigerated to retard fermentation are proofed to 
allow warming and expansion of the dough before 
boiling in water. When bagel dough is retarded, 
yeast fermentation is limited to the relatively short 
period during proofing, boiling, and transferring to 
the oven for baking. Bagels are proofed under con- 
trolled conditions at 30-33°C and 6 5 7 5 %  relative 
humidity for 20-30 minutes to prevent crust forma- 
tion during proofing (Meloan and Doerry 1988). 

Stage 4-Boiling Boiling or “kettling” the shaped 
dough after proofing is unique to bagel production. 
Boiling sets the protein structure to form a hard 
crust and gelatinizes the starch to produce a glossy 
crust. The addition of 2.5% sugar or malt to the boil- 
ing water promotes a shiny crust. Omitting the boil- 

Table 28.8. Scorecard for Bagels 

ing step in bagel production will cause the dough to 
expand excessively during baking, resulting in a col- 
lapsed or fit bagel. Some large industrial bakeries 
omit the boiling step, and instead the bagels are 
baked in an atmosphere of wet steam (Meloan and 
Doerry 1988). 

In small-scale production, raw bagels are dropped 
into a kettle of water at a temperature just below 
boiling until kating bagels cover the water surface. 
The bagels will first sink to the bottom of the kettle 
for about 30 seconds and then k a t  to the surface. 
The bagels should be cooked for about 30 seconds 
on one side, and then turned and cooked on the oth- 
er side for another 30 seconds. The bagels are then 
removed from the water and placed on a pan. A sieve 
or screen is an efficient tool for turning and transfer- 
ring bagels (Petrofsky 1986). 

Evaluator: 
Product: 
Date: 

External Qualities 
la. Volume Score 

Specific Volume: nr2  X height t weight in grams (cm) 
1 =low volume, shriveled appearance; 5=light with moderate cells; 9=large with collapsed top 

1 =absolutely fit bottom; 5=pleasingly rounded top and bottom; 9=somewhat rounded bottom 

1= irregular, mottled surface; 3=dull surface, 5=shiny, smooth surface, 7=surface blisters, 

lb. Contour of the surface 

lc. Crust surface 

9=surface cracks and/or tears 
Id. Crust color 

1=much too pale; 3=somewhat pale; 5=pleasingly golden brown, 7=somewhat too brown; 
9 =much too brown, burned appearance 

Internal Qualities 
le. Interior color 

If. Texture 
1 =much too white; 5 =pleasingly creamy; 9 =much too dark 

1 =extremely dense, compact cells; 5 =even cells throughout; 9=very large cells 
lg. Flavor 

lh. Aftertaste 
l=strong yeast fivor; 3=bland fivor; 5=pleasingly sweet; 9=overly salty fivor 

1 =extremely distinct; 3=somewhat distinct; 5 =none 

1 =lack of aroma; 5=sweet and fresh aroma; 9=sharp, bitter or foreign aroma 

1 =gummy, cohesive interior; 3=somewhat gummy interior; 5=tender, moist and easy to chew; 

li. Aroma 

lj. Mouthfeel 

7 =somewhat dry and tough; 9 =tough and hard to chew 

Overall Acceptability 
1 =very unacceptable; 3=somewhat acceptable; 5=very acceptable 

Source: Adapted from McWilliams 2001a. 
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Stage 5-Baking Traditionally, bagels were baked 
on redwood boards placed on the oven shelves; the 
bagels were turned over after 5 minutes of baking to 
produce a bagel with a round bottom. Transite or 
metal plates can be used instead of wood for baking 
bagels directly on the oven shelf. Bagels can also 
be baked on oiled or glazed sheet pans or sheet 
pans lined with parchment paper. Bagels baked on 
solid pans will have slightly fitter bottoms than 
bagels baked directly on oven shelves (Petrofsky 
1986). However, bagels baked directly on perforated 
screen pans will have a more symmetrical rounded 
bottom. 

Toppings such as caraway seed, poppy seed, ses- 
ame seed, minced onion or garlic, cornmeal, or grat- 
ed cheese are applied at this time. Bagels are baked 
at an oven temperature of 204°C for 20-25 minutes 
or at 232°C for 17 minutes, or until golden brown. A 
relatively high temperature is needed for baking 
bagels to develop a good crust color since in- 
gredients that promote browning are present in 
low amounts or completely lacking in bagel form- 
ulas; for example, sugar or other sweeteners, milk, 

Table 28.9. Bagel Troubleshooting 

eggs, whey, or soy protein (Meloan and Doerry 
1988). 

Stage 6-Packaging Bagels are allowed to cool 
at room temperature before packaging. Bagels are 
packed in paper bags if purchased while still warm 
to allow cooling without condensation. Completely 
cooled bagels are packed tightly in plastic bags for 
sale. Bagels have a short shelf life because of the 
low fat and sugar content and should be frozen if 
anticipated storage time is longer than 24 hours. 

BAGEL EVALUATION 

A desirable bagel has a round top and bottom with a 
definite hole in the center; a crust that is hard, shiny, 
and amber in color; and a tender crumb that is easy 
to chew. Factors that can contribute to a bagel of 
poor quality include the quality of ingredients, the 
formula, and the entire bagel process from mixing, 
retardation, boiling, and proofing to baking. Refer to 
Table 28.8, Scorecard for Bagels, and Table 28.9, 
Bagel Troubleshooting, for use in evaluating bagels. 

Problem Possible Cause Solution 

Dull crust 

Bagel is small and hard 

Bagel is very large and soft 

Bagels collapse or shrink 
during baking 

Bagels have surface 
tears 

Bagel surface has 
blisters 

Bagel has a f i t  
bottom 

Boiling water too cool 

Oven too cool 

Insufficient water in the dough 
Yeast level too low 
Retardation time not long 

enough before boiling 
Too much yeast 
Bagels are overproofed 
Undermixing of dough 
Bagels are overproofed 
Temperature during mixing 

or retardation too high 

Bagels are retarded too long 
Too low humidity during 

Dough is too soft 
proofing 

Flour too weak 

Increase water temperature to 

Increase oven temperature 

Adjust water level 
Adjust yeast level 
Adjust holding time 

93- 100°C 

to 204°C 

Adjust yeast level 
Adjust proof time before boiling 
Mix to ensure gluten development 
Adjust proof time before boiling 
Adjust temperature during mixing 

to 24-27°C and during retardation 
to 30-33°C 

Adjust proof time 
Adjust humidity to 6 5 7 5 %  

Mix dough sufficiently to 
develop gluten 

Use high gluten ku r  or adjust 
protein to 14% by adding 
Vital Wheat Gluten 

Source: Adapted from Petrofsky 1986. 
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GLOSSARY 
Allergeri-a substance that causes an abnormal immune 

response in individuals with an allergy to that sub- 
stance. The most common food allergens are peanuts, 
milk, eggs, wheat, soy, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish. 

AMS/USDA-Agricultural Marketing Service/U.S. 
Department of Agriculture. 

Anthoxanthin-a naturally occurring color pigment in 
plants and wheat a u r ;  the pigment turns yellow in 
the presence of an alkaline medium; for example, the 
crumb is yellow when excessive amounts of baking 
soda have been added to the muffin batter. 

Antioxidant-naturally occurring compounds, found in 
plant foods, that provide possible health benefits by 
quenching free radicals and thus preventing cancer, 
cardiovascular disease, and other chronic diseases. 
Color pigments in fruits and vegetables are impor- 
tant sources of antioxidants; for example, prantho- 
cyanidin in blueberries, lycopene in tomatoes, and 
lutein in spinach. 

Baker’s percent-term used by the baking industry to 
describe the amount of each ingredient by weight for 
a “recipe” or formula compared with the weight of 
flour at 100%; also described as a u r  weight basis. 

Caramelization-chemical changes in sucrose (dehy- 
dration and polymerization) in response to heat dur- 
ing baking; caramelization provides the characteris- 
tic color and fivor in baked products. 

Carbon dioxide-gas produced by chemical leavening 
agents that expands muffin batter during baking. 

Cell structure-an internal characteristic of baked prod- 
ucts; a desirable cell structure is uniform with mod- 
erately sized cells. Factors that infience cell struc- 
ture are the formula, mixing process, and baking 
temperature. 

Chemical leavening agent-agents made of a mixture 
of alkaline bicarbonates and a leavening acid phos- 
phate that is activated by water and baking tempera- 
tures to generate carbon dioxide, which expands the 
muffin batter during baking. 

Coagulation-changes in the structure of protein in 
flour, milk, and eggs during baking that binds the 
ingredients; denaturation of protein breaks weak 
chemical bonds and allows formation of stronger 
bonds among strands of protein, causing “clumping” 
and setting the structure of baked products. 

Crumb-an internal characteristic of baked products 
that describes the texture; related to tenderness or 
ease in breaking into pieces, from very crumbly to 
tough with little tendency to crumble. 

Deck oven-a type of oven used in industrial bakeries, 
small bakeries, or restaurants. A deck oven may con- 
sist of a single oven or multiple ovens stacked hori- 
zontally; each oven has individual temperature con- 
trols. 

DHHS/FDA-Department of Health and Human 
Services, Food and Drug Administration. 

Emulsifying agent-an ingredient having both polar 
and nonpolar groups, allowing for attraction of both 
polar (water) and nonpolar (oils) ingredients. Emul- 
sifying agents improve keeping qualities of muffins 
by dispersing water throughout the batter. 

FAO/WHO-Food and Agricultural Organization of 
the World Health Organization. 

Fat replacer-ingredients used to replace fat in baked 
products to meet consumer demand for “healthier” 
foods lower in calories and saturated fat. Fat replac- 
ers replicate the mouthfeel and keeping qualities of 
fat by attracting water. 

FDA-U.S. Food and Drug Administration. 
FDA/CFSAN-Food and Drug Administration/Center 

for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition. 
FDA/ORA-Food and Drug AdministratiordOffice of 

Regulatory Affairs. 
Formula-term used instead of “recipe” by the baking 

industry; the weight of each ingredient is determined 
based on the weight of Bur at 100%. 

FSA-Food Standard Agency of the United Kingdom. 
FSANZ-Food Standards Australia and New Zealand. 
Functional foods-food marketed to have specific health 

benefits; for example, a health benefit of including 
oats in the diet is lowering blood cholesterol. 

Gelatinization-changes in the starch granules of fbur 
(breaking of hydrogen bonds and swelling) in the 
presence of water and heat; starch gelatinization 
gives structure to quick breads. 

GMO (genetically modified organism)-refers to new 
plant varieties developed using genetic engineering 
or biotechnology, and ingredients made from GMO 
plants, for example, cornmeal made from genetically 
modified corn. 

Hard wheat-a type of wheat used for making fbur 
with high or intermediate amounts of protein (11- 
14%) and gluten strength suitable for the production 
of bagels, sourdough breads, and other yeast breads. 

Hydration-the addition of liquids to dry ingredients in 
the preparation of quick breads; hydration promotes 
starch gelatinization, which gives structure to the 
final baked product. 
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Hygroscopic-a quality of attracting water molecules; 
sugar in muffin batter attracts water and contributes to 
the moistness and keeping qualities of baked products. 

Lactose-the disaccharide made of glucose and galac- 
tose and found in milk. Both lactose and protein in 
milk contribute to Maillard browning in baked prod- 
ucts. 

Maillard browning-a change in color that occurs dur- 
ing the baking process as a result of the reaction be- 
tween an aldehyde or ketone group from sugar and 
the amino acids from protein sources in the batter 
such as milk, soy, and eggs. 

Malt extract-an ingredient used in water bagels to 
promote crust browning. The liquid extract is ob- 
tained from malt by mashing at progressively higher 
temperatures until all starch has been converted to 
maltose and dextrin. The extract is concentrated to 
form a thick syrup with a color ranging from light 
amber to deep brown. 

Mouthfeel-refers to the textural qualities of food per- 
ceived in the mouth. Characteristics can be described 
as gritty, hard, tough, tender, light, or moist. 

NLEA-Nutrition Labeling and Education Act. 
Nutraceuticals-naturally derived compounds from 

food, botanicals, and dietary supplements marketed 
to prevent disease or to treat specific medical condi- 
tions. For example, plant sterol esters are added to 
vegetable oil spreads; the health benefit of these 
spreads is lowering of serum cholesterol. 

Neutralizing value-the parts of sodium bicarbonate 
that will be neutralized by 100 parts of a leavening 
acid such as monocalcium phosphate. 

NV-neutralizing value. 
Organic-term used on food labels to identify agricul- 

tural products produced under specific guidelines as 
defined by regulatory agencies, such as the U.S. De- 
partment of Agriculture National Organic Program 
and the Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Pro- 
gramme Codex Alimentarius Commission on Organ- 
ically Produced Foods. Vegetables are grown with- 
out using conventional pesticides, petroleum-based 
fertilizers, or sewage sludge-based fertilizers. Ani- 
mal products identified as organic come from ani- 
mals that are grown without the use of antibiotics or 
growth hormones, are given organic feed, and have 
access to the outdoors. 

Rate of reaction-the percent of carbon dioxide re- 
leased during the reaction between sodium bicarbon- 
ate and a leavening acid phosphate under standard 
conditions of temperature and pressure. 

Reel oven-ovens with a Ferris wheel-type mecha- 
nism to move four to eight shelves in a circle, allow- 

ing baking pans to be moved to the front of the oven 
for removal. 

Scaling-a term used by the baking industry to des- 
cribe the weighing of ingredients, dough, or batter. 

Shelf life-the “keeping” qualities of baked products 
such as moistness and tenderness; sugar and fat 
extend the shelf life of breads. 

Sodium aluminum sulfate-a slow-acting acid, used in 
combination with a fast-acting acid such as mono- 
calcium phosphate in double-acting baking powder, 
that acts as a leavening agent in quick breads. 

Sodium bicarbonate-commonly called baking soda, a 
leavening agent used in combination with acid ingre- 
dients such as sour cream, yogurt, buttermilk, or fruit 
juice in muffin batter. Baking powder includes both 
an acid salt (monocalcium phosphate) and an alka- 
line salt (sodium bicarbonate). 

Sodium chloride-commonly called salt and added to 
baked products to enhance other fhvors. 

Sugar replacers-calorie-free or reduced calorie ingre- 
dients used in baked products to give sweetness with 
fewer calories than sugar; sugar replacers are used 
to meet the demands of consumers for “healthier” 
foods. 

Trans fat-the form of fat in partially hydrogenated 
vegetable oil or “shortening,” used in commercial 
bakery products. Diets high in trans fat raise LDL- 
cholesterol and increase the risk for cardiovascular 
disease. 

Transite-a high density, fiber-reinforced, cement sheet 
that can withstand very high temperatures up to 
315°C. Used as a baking surface in ovens for baking 
bagels. 

True formula percent (true percent)-term used by the 
baking industry to describe the amount of each 
ingredient by weight for a “recipe” or formula com- 
pared with the total weight of all ingredients. 

Vital wheat gluten-the insoluble gluten protein of 
wheat fbur that has been concentrated by removing 
starch and other soluble components and drying to 
produce a free-%wing powder that contains 75-80% 
protein and has a water absorption of 150-200%. 
Used as an ingredient in bakery products to strength- 
en and control expansion of dough to ensure a prod- 
uct of uniform shape. 

Water activity-the ratio of vapor pressure in food 
compared with the vapor pressure of water. Meats 
and fresh fruits and vegetables have high water activ- 
ity; the addition of salt or sugar to foods lowers 
water activity because both salt and sugar attract and 
hold water. 

WHO-World Health Organization. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Hard pretzels were introduced to the United States 
in the 1860s at Lititz, Pennsylvania, and have since 
become a very popular snack food. Pretzels are said 
to have had their origin when a 12th century monk 
rewarded children who recited their prayers proper- 
ly. The crossed center of the pretzel form, legend has 
it, represented the folded hands of prayer. Pretzels 
are acknowledged as a healthful snack and are gain- 
ing popularity around the world. Pennsylvania ranks 
first in the nation in the production of snacks, espe- 
cially pretzels. Over 23 pretzel manufacturing com- 
panies are located in Pennsylvania, and they sell 
pretzels in more than 11 countries. 

Since the 1980s, significant advances have been 
made in automating pretzel production. Consider- 
able improvements have been made to the equip- 
ment used in plants, including high-speed mixers, 
pretzel dough cutter systems, automated pretzel 
forming machines, and pretzel ovens. Several pa- 
tents have also been granted for new methods in 
hard pretzel manufacturing. 

Despite the popularity of pretzels as a snack and 
technical advancements in their production, very lit- 
tle research has been conducted on this product 
compared with the research done on other products 
including cookies, crackers, and other snack prod- 
ucts. Hard pretzel production was, and still is, based 
more on the experience of the operator than on 
science, despite the automation of the production 
process. Manufacturers still produce pretzels using 
a traditional formula (Table 29.1). Pretzels typi- 
cally come in a variety of shapes and sizes includ- 
ing rods, sticks, and other specialty and seasonal 
shapes. 

STRUCTURE AND FORMULATION 
STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION OF PRETZELS 

A good quality pretzel could be defined as one 
where there is a balance between gluten and starch 
functionality in the product. It has been shown that 
not all starch granules are completely gelatinized 
(Fig. 29.1) in a good quality pretzel (Seetharaman et 
al. 2004). The structural integrity of pretzels is com- 
promised if the gluten functionality or the starch 
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Table 29.1. Hard Pretzel Formulation 

Ingredients Quantity (kg) 

Flour 100.0 
Water 42.5 
Sugar 2.5 
Oil 2.5 
Yeast 0.28 

functionality dominates. For example, when lower 
levels of water are added to the dough, gluten devel- 
opment is limited and the starch appears to anneal 
and form a glassy matrix, resulting in pretzels that 
are brittle. In contrast, with higher levels of added 
water, gluten development is adequate, but the ex- 
tent of starch gelatinization is also higher, resulting 
in a harder, unacceptable pretzel with a retrograded 
starch matrix (Fig. 29.2). 

FORMULATION 

Pretzel production is simple and basic. Flour is the 
major, and the most important, ingredient governing 
the functional properties of pretzels. Pretzel formu- 
lations can include either a chemical or yeast as the 
leavening agent. The particular choice of the leaven- 
ing agent is dependent on each company and on the 
shape of the product. The addition of active yeast 

could contribute to the fivor, but care must be taken 
to control the proofing time. For specific products 
such as sourdough pretzels, a starter culture is added 
similar to that used in breadmaking, and the dough 
is proofed overnight. 

FLOUR QUALITY 

Flour is the major and most important ingredient 
governing the functional properties of pretzels. The 
flour used by the modern automated pretzel industry 
is still the same as that used when pretzels were 
made by the old-fashioned, hand-rolling method. 
Typically, the k u r  of choice for pretzel production 
is soft red winter wheat with a protein content of 
about 9%. The infience of k u r  quality on pretzel 
quality is as a function of its protein content, its pro- 
tein quality, and the levels of damaged starch and 
pentosan. Protein quality is a function of glutenin 
and gliadin functionality. In industry, typically spec- 
ified amounts of water and energy are applied to 
make dough. These parameters are specific to each 
company, based on the k u r  they use and the partic- 
ular product characteristics they aim to produce. The 
operators then use their judgment to add more water 
or adjust the mixing time. In a recent study conduct- 
ed in his laboratory, the author (and colleagues) 
determined that there was a high degree of variabili- 
ty observed in k u r  properties received at each com- 
pany (Seetharaman et al. 2002). The solvent absorp- 
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Figure 29.1. Polarized light microscopy (lox) of low water (left panel), control (center panel), and high water pret- 
zels (right panel). Ungelatinized starch granules are indicated by arrows. 
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Figure 29.2. Gluten development in pretzels. 

tion data related to glutenin quality showed the most 
variability, suggesting significant impact on the func- 
tionality of ku r  protein. Furthermore, control of the 
moisture content of kurs appears to be more impor- 
tant than control of protein content, as long as soft 
red wheat kurs are used. Critical evaluations of 
farinograph specification sheets from the k u r  mill 
should also be conducted to estimate the amount of 
added water and the optimal mixing time required to 
achieve good quality dough. 

Research has shown that pretzel hardness exhibits 
a positive correlation with ku r  protein content, 
dough water absorption level, dough development 
time, dough stability, and the solvent retention ca- 
pacity of kurs in different solvents . These observa- 
tions can be adapted and used as a quality assurance 
test within a production facility. 

PRETZEL PROCESSING 
The pretzel production process includes dough mix- 
ing, formingkhaping using an extruder at low pres- 
sure, cooking in a hot alkali solution, and baking. 
The baking process is divided into two steps: (1) 
first rapid baking at a high temperature and (2) a 
slower, lower temperature for drying to reduce 
moisture content to < 4%. The processing steps are 
described below to facilitate a better understanding 
of this ancient snack food under a modernized man- 
ufacturing environment. The process k w  chart is 
shown in Figure 29.3. 

DOUGH MIXING AND RESTING 

Dough mixing is a critical step in pretzel production. 
Pretzel doughs are typically drier, based on the water 
required by the k u r  for optimal gluten develop- 
ment. The pretzel industry uses many different types 
of mixers including batch mixers, high-speed mix- 
ers, and continuous mixers. The mixing time varies 
among companies based on the type of mixer, the 
flour properties, and operator judgment of the dough 
properties. Since pretzels are made using lower pro- 
tein kurs, they do not require longer mixing times. 
Furthermore, mixing time is critical since low pro- 
tein kurs have a lower mixing tolerance; that is, 
breakdown of gluten due to increased mixing time. 
The amount of water added and the mixing time are 
critical for optimal gluten functionality and dough 
functionality. 

Dough temperature can be critical during dough 
shaping to facilitate uniform pressure at the extruder 
head and to retain the shape and integrity of the 
shaped dough. Typically a dough temperature around 
32°C is preferred, and this can be achieved by 
adding water at 38°C during dough mixing. 

Of equal importance is the resting time due to 
yeast activity and its effect on dough properties. 
Resting time includes the time from when the dough 
comes out of the mixer until it enters the cooker. 
Higher yeast activity promotes more gas production, 
which tends to disrupt the gluten structure. The 
ambient conditions in the mixing room also ink-  
ence yeast activity. Warm and humid conditions in 



Ingredients 1 Water 
Flour Protein Content (8%) 

Amount of Water (42.5%, Flour basis) 

Mixing Time (4 min) 

1 Resting Time (20 min) 

Cooking 
1 1 1 1 1  

Caustic Concentration (1 .5%) 
Cooking Temperature (88%) 

Salting 

1 
Oven Zone 1 Zone 1 Temperature (304°C) 

Total Oven Baking Time (2.3 min) 

Oven Zone 2 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

Zone 2 Temperature (287°C) 

Drying Time (13.3min) Kiln Drying 

Drying Temperature (121 "C) 

1 
Figure 29.3. Process flowchart for pretzel production. 
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the room will promote greater yeast activity, thus 
requiring shorter resting time. 

DOUGH FORMING AND SHAPING 

Extrusion is one of the most common technologies 
used to shape pretzels, although some larger sized 
hard pretzels are still mechanically rolled and 
shaped. During the extrusion process, the dough is 
passed under low pressure through a die consisting 
of several holes based on the size and shape of the 
pretzel. The strands or noodles of dough are then 
knit together in the die before being cut by the 
knife and dropped on the conveyor belt. It is recog- 
nized that extrusion contributes to further mixing of 
dough. The gluten strands are sheared and reformed 
during the extrusion process. Higher extrusion pres- 
sures have been suggested as a possible cause of 
pretzel crystallization, that is, breakage, but it is 
more likely that extrusion pressure is a symptom of 
dough handling conditions prior to reaching the 
extruder, including lower levels of water added to 
flour prior to mixing or lower dough temperature. 
Extrusion can also cause quality concerns in pretzels 
if the dough is overmixed prior to reaching the ex- 
truder, thus resulting in further breakdown of gluten 
due to shearing in the extruder. Special attention 
should be focused on maintaining the extruder heads 
and the cutting knife. 

COOKING 

The use of sodium hydroxide as a processing aid is 
unique to pretzels when viewed in the context of all 
baked goods, and thus pretzels can be differentiated 
from crackers or breadsticks. Cooking in a hot alka- 
li solution prior to baking gives pretzels their unique 
texture and appearance (Groff 2001). The shaped 
pretzel dough typically passes through a solution 
of 1-1.5% sodium hydroxide at 93°C and remains 
immersed for about 10-15 seconds. The pretzels are 
either dipped or sprayed with lye solution. Cooking 
in alkali solution gelatinizes the surface starch that 
forms the hard exterior crust of the pretzel when it 
enters the oven. The gelatinized starch also under- 
goes Maillard reaction in the oven, giving pretzels a 
shiny brown color on the exterior surface with an 
alkaline pH and its opaque interior with an acidic 
pH. The gluten network is also broken under alka- 
line conditions due to protein hydrolysis. The typi- 
cal brown color of pretzels is due to the reaction of 

carbohydrate and protein hydrolysis products and 
also potentially the reaction between these hydro- 
lyzed products. Any changes in the temperature or 
strength of the cooking solution will alter the degree 
of starch gelatinization and, consequently, pretzel 
color and texture. It is necessary to maintain ade- 
quate depth of solution in the cooker so as to com- 
pletely immerse the formed dough into the solu- 
tion. Furthermore, the dipping temperature has to be 
above 70°C to allow for starch gelatinization, with- 
out which the shaped dough will stick to the convey- 
or belt. 

SALTING 

Following cooking, salt is typically sprinkled on to 
the wet dough surface. The particle size of the salt is 
important for visual appeal. This unit operation is 
also used to sprinkle sesame, mustard, or other top- 
pings on the pretzel surface. The roller settings that 
deliver these ingredients should be adjusted based 
on the particle size of the topping used. 

BAKING AND DRYING 

The pretzel baking process is divided between an 
oven and a kiln. The oven/kiln is typically construct- 
ed in modular sections that are coupled together to 
meet specific production efficiencies. The tempera- 
ture in the baking chamber and the kiln are set based 
on the particular type of product, size and shape of 
the product, and the volume produced. The pretzel 
moves through the baking chamber for 2-8 minutes, 
wherein product moisture is rapidly reduced to 8- 
10%. The product then enters the kiln, where it is 
further dried down to a final moisture content of 
< 4% over 6-45 minutes. 

The oven serves several important functions in- 
cluding setting product structure, developing prod- 
uct color, and removing moisture from the shaped 
dough. The temperature zones within the oven and 
the proportion of radiant versus convection heat in 
each zone should be carefully controlled. The heat 
delivered in the first zone governs the extent of 
moisture removed and is critical in the setting of the 
surface crust. The heat in the subsequent zones 
should be lower in order to further remove moisture 
without forming blisters in the product. The extent 
of starch gelatinization is minimal in a good qual- 
ity pretzel because of the rapid decrease in mois- 
ture content before the starch in the interior of the 
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product can gelatinize. The product has a relatively 
hard surface as it enters the kiln, and therefore the 
kiln temperature is significantly lower than that in 
the oven to prevent burning of the product or creat- 
ing cracks in the product. The final product moisture 
is critical since moisture content that is too low will 
make the product brittle, while moisture content that 
is too high will result in stale products over time. 

FINISHED PRODUCT CONVEYING 
AND PACKAGING 

Baked dry product is discharged onto conveyors 
leading to packaging machines. All transfer points 
must be gentle and smooth. Pretzels exiting the kiln 
quickly cool to less than 93°C and are less suscepti- 
ble to breakage since this is warmer than room tem- 
perature. However, as a pretzel cools to room temper- 
ature, it becomes more fragile and must be handled 
with greater care (Groff 2001). Finished products 
are normally transferred from the dryer exit to a 
packaging machine by an inclined belt conveyor by 
using an oscillating motion conveying system. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE CRITICAL CONTROL 
POINTS 

In each step of the process, parameters are set up 
based on experience and the wide variety of bake 
times and temperatures that are used in pretzel bak- 
ing (Groff 2001). There are specific steps along the 
production route that it is critical to monitor in order 
to minimize production losses and maintain consis- 
tent quality. 

Flour quality should be monitored, especially 
when changing suppliers. 
Use the water absorption data and the dough 
development data from the Farinogram provid- 
ed by the mill to determine the level of water to 
be added to the dough and determine the mix- 
ing time. 
Monitor the dough extrusion pressure. This 
information will be indicative of any changes 
in dough rheology. This can be used as a guide 
to check if the dough properties are consistent. 
Monitor alkali concentration and temperature. 
This is critical to achieve consistent product 
color, texture, and fivor. 

5. Baking and drying temperatures should be 
monitored. The thermostat in the oven should 
be calibrated periodically so that accurate tem- 
perature is recorded. 

A wide variety of baking times and temperatures 
are used in pretzel baking. Temperature control is 
critical for final product quality. Since different pret- 
zels have typical heat transfer profiles peculiar to 
their shape and formula, temperature adjustment is 
essential to meet the heat requirement during pro- 
cessing. The heating parameters can also be adjusted 
to deliver products with different textures and fivor 
profiles. 

Records should be maintained for quality control 
purposes. The final product moisture, usually con- 
trolled at 2-4%, is important for product quality and 
shelf life. Pretzels with too low a moisture tend to 
be very fragile during packing and transportation, 
while pretzels high in moisture content become stale 
during storage and thus will not be accepted by con- 
sumers. Pretzel color should also be monitored. 
Changes in pretzel color typically are a function of 
baking or drying time-temperature or are due to 
changes in alkali concentration. In a fully automated 
operation line, color monitoring and computer con- 
trol of the complete process are possible. 

PRETZEL BREAKAGE 

Besides general inconsistencies in quality or pro- 
duction efficiencies, pretzel crystallization is recog- 
nized as a particularly important problem typical 
for hard pretzel production. Crystallized pretzels are 
dense in texture and glassy in appearance. Pretzel 
crystallization can be predicted from the rheology 
conditions of dough following extrusion. Shaped 
dough exhibits visible color change, has a complete 
lack of elasticity and cohesiveness, and falls apart; 
and crystallization results in broken pretzels after 
baking (Groff 2001). Crystallized pretzel dough 
does not rise in the oven and develops a dense and 
translucent texture. Pretzels become extremely brit- 
tle and break into tiny pieces after cooling, with 
breakage rates exceeding 50%. Crystallization can 
be eliminated by following a stringent quality assur- 
ance program that includes monitoring of incoming 
flour quality and adjusting the level of water added 
to dough and the mixing time. Research has also 
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shown that the baking parameters can be adjusted to 
accommodate for variations in k u r  quality or other 
dough processing parameters (Yao et al. 2005). 

NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
The pretzel industry has been slower to capitalize on 
consumer trends or produce innovative new prod- 
ucts to increase profit margins. Pretzels, however, 
are ideal candidates for innovation. Novelties in the 
pretzel industry currently include new, and some- 
times seasonal, shapes; new fivors and toppings; 
and pretzels with fillings including cheese or peanut 
butter. Opportunities exist to enhance the nutritional 
value of pretzels though the addition of nutritional 
supplements. Further opportunities exist to create 
pretzels with unique textural experiences. Pretzels 
also have the potential be a low (controlled) glyce- 
mic index product with some modifications. Further 
testing needs to be conducted in this area. However, 
any approach to innovation should incorporate the 
knowledge from the above sections and understand- 
ing of the specific changes that will result from the 
innovation. 

SOFT PRETZELS 
INTRODUCTION 

Soft pretzels are breadlike products with production 
methods similar to those of bread. The main differ- 
ence is that shaped soft pretzel dough is typically 
dipped in a sodium bicarbonate solution. This gives 
the outer layer of the soft pretzels a shiny brown col- 
or with a slightly firmer texture. The soft pretzel mar- 
ket is dominated by retail outlets that bake and sell 
the products in stands. Soft pretzels are also produced 
in bulk, wherein the product is parbaked and frozen. 
The frozen product is warmed up at the retail outlet. 

PRODUCTION 

Like breads, soft pretzels require k u r  of a slightly 
higher protein content than that used for hard pret- 
zels. Typically, an 11-14% protein hard spring 
wheat k u r  is used for soft pretzel production. A 
typical soft pretzel formulation is listed in Table 
29.2. Several optional ingredients can be used in the 
production of soft pretzels. Yeast is the common 

leavening agent, although baking powder is also 
used in some soft pretzels. Cysteine or sodium bisul- 
fite is often added to break down the gluten and soft- 
en the dough, especially when the pretzel is shaped 
by hand. Dough conditioners can also be used to im- 
prove dough functionality and improve the texture 
of the product. Other ingredients including molasses 
or other sweeteners are also added to improve the 
color and fivor of the product. Following shaping, 
the dough is typically proofed for several hours to 
allow the yeast to raise the dough. The dough is then 
retarded under refrigeration conditions until baked. 
Prior to baking, the shaped dough is dipped in a 
sodium bicarbonate dip (1% concentration) at 90°C 
for about 10 seconds. Salt is then sprinkled onto 
the dough surface. Baking is typically conducted in 
revolving ovens or in continuous single-pass ovens 
at about 260°C for 5-7 minutes. The product should 
be cooled to room temperature prior to packaging. 
Large bakeries that produce parbaked frozen soft 
pretzels have an automated production line similar 
to that for hard pretzels. Following baking, the prod- 
uct is frozen rapidly to below -20°C. The frozen 
product is packed and shipped frozen to the point of 
sale, where it can be reheated prior to consumption. 

Soft pretzels typically have a shelf life of less than 
3 days and therefore are typically baked and sold at 
the point of sale. Limitations in product acceptabili- 
ty typically arise when the salted soft pretzels are 
stored in sealed bags. The salt melts due to the 
humidity in the bag and wrinkles the pretzel surface, 
decreasing its consumer acceptability. 

A variety of new variations and products have 
been developed in recent years. Soft pretzel rods, 
hot dog buns, sandwich buns, and some filled pret- 
zels have captured the market. All of these products 
are variations on the soft pretzel theme and are 
dipped or sprayed in an alkaline solution to give 
them the characteristic pretzel appearance. 

Table 29.2. Soft Pretzel Formulation 

Ingredients Quantity (kg) 

Flour 100.0 
Water 45.0 
Malt 2.0 
Shortening 0.75 
Yeast 1.5 
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OVERVIEW 
“White Art” (Arte Bianca) is the general term used 
in Italy to describe the activities that transform 
wheat ku r  into a leavened baked product. This con- 
cise definition embodies the fascinating aspects and 
complexity of this sector. The adjective “white” is 
immediately identified with kur,  an ingredient that 
plays a key role not only in the production of bread 
but also in that of all baked products. At the same 
time, the adjective arouses an impression of light- 
ness and softness, properties that are associated with 
most of the products in this category thanks to their 
porous structure. 

Creating baked products is a form of “art,” since 
the technological process cannot be considered sim- 
ply as a sequence of operations applied at set condi- 
tions. Wheat k u r  is the prime raw material for these 
foods, and each technological phase must be per- 
formed in such a way as to exploit each kind of k u r  
to the utmost according to its characteristics. This is 
applicable to a large number of Italian baked prod- 
ucts whose formulation includes the use not only of 
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wheat ku r  but also of other sources of starch. In the 
past, the choice was linked to the greater adaptabil- 
ity of some cereals and noncereals, with respect to 
common wheat, to the particular pedoclimatic and 
agronomic conditions of a number of areas of Italy. 

Such differentiated activities resulted in hundreds 
of types of bread (INSOR 2000, Bordo and Surrasca 
2002) and sweet baked products (Bordo and Sur- 
rasca 2003) that differ not only in size and shape, but 
above all in ingredients and consequently in compo- 
sition and structural and sensorial properties. Conse- 
quently, in Italy “white art” is still above all practiced 
in artisan bakeries, which produce highly diversified, 
high quality products, albeit in limited quantities. 

DEFINITION AND 
CLASSIFICATION OF ITALIAN 
BAKED PRODUCTS 
As mentioned above, Italian baked products repre- 
sent a family that is highly heterogeneous, both in 
composition and in texture. Consequently, Italian 
Legislation (1967) provides a full definition and des- 
cription of the ingredients and composition of only 
some baked products, including bread and the so- 
called “bread substitutes” such as breadsticks kris- 
sini), crackers, and crisp-breads. 

In spite of the complex nature of this sector, how- 
ever, it is possible to identify a common commodi- 
ties matrix in all Italian baked products. The basic 
ingredients, in fact, comprise k u r  (in most cases 
wheat kur), water, and a leavening agent. Further- 
more, although the production process conditions 
may differ, the process itself includes a number of 
fundamental operations such as mixing and knead- 
ing, leavening, and baking. These phases are indis- 
pensable for obtaining attractive and digestible food 
with a macroscopic organization formed by a friable 
crust and an internal porous structure. The micro- 
scopic structure shows gluten, a reticulated texture 
that contains swollen, gelatinized starch granules. 
The protein network is more or less regular and con- 
tinuous according to the characteristics of the kur,  
the presence of gluten-free kurs in the formulation 
(from both cereal and noncereal origins), or of other 
ingredients (sugar, fats, etc.) that can interfere with 
the formation of the structure. 

The classification of baked products can be based 
on a number of criteria. One of the simplest and 
most commonly used in this sector is shown in 

Figure 30.1. Products are distinguished on the basis 
of two different parameters, the percentage of sugar 
in the formulation and their texture properties (light- 
ness/softness vs. crispnesdfriability) (Lucisano and 
Pagani 1997). A quantity of sugar equal to 10% of 
the weight of the k u r  is easily recognized at sen- 
sory level: conventionally, this value represents the 
minimum threshold for a product to be classified as 
“sweet.” The lightness parameter relates to the spe- 
cific volume (i.e., the opposite of density), while 
softness relates more to the humidity of the final 
product. These two textural characteristics are the 
result of complex phenomena that occur throughout 
all the operations of the technological process, from 
mixing and kneading to baking and storage. A prod- 
uct is said to be “light” or “soft” if its specific vol- 
ume is greater than 2.5-3 mL/g and its humidity is 
greater than 15%. Lower values both for the specific 
volume and humidity give crispness characteristics 
to the final products. 

In applying this criterion to Italian baked prod- 
ucts, we can identify four categories of baked goods 
that can be distinguished according to the methods 
used for the leavening phase (Fig. 30.1). The names 
and the traditional production areas of the most 
interesting, well known, and appreciated products 
both in Italy and abroad are given in Figure 30.2, 
and a detailed description of their characteristics is 
provided below. 

Those baked products with a simple formulation 
that does not require the addition of sugar to the 
flour base are the different types of bread that are 
commonly termed savory baked products. With re- 
gard to the leavening methods used, we can distin- 
guish between biological fermentation and chemical 
or physical leavening. Products made with the sour- 
dough process, both sweet and savory, are of special 
significance in the Italian scene. The sourdough pro- 
cess was the only one used for thousands of years, 
until the discovery of baker’s yeast in the 19th cen- 
tury, and it is still widely used in traditional prod- 
ucts, as this is the method that guarantees a particu- 
lar well-defined fragrance. The application of this 
process can be seen in the products listed in Figure 
30.1 that are marked with the letter M, from Madre, 
the Italian expression that indicates the “mother 
dough” (also called seed sour or sourdough starter) 
on which this technology is based. 

The special characteristics of baked goods, as 
clearly identified by the adjective “baked,” are ob- 
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Figure 30.1. Classification of traditional Italian bakery products on the basis of specific volume and formulation (M = 

madre, i.e., mother dough, products obtained with sourdough). 

tained by baking in the oven, a strategic phase not 
only for the control of the quantity of water that 
remains in the finished product, which constitutes a 
critical parameter for its preservation, but also for its 
nutritional value, its structure, and its fivor. For a 
more detailed analysis of the most interesting Italian 
baked goods the products will be divided into two 
categories, savory (bread and similar products) and 
sweet. 

ITALIAN BREAD AND SIMILAR 
PRODUCTS 
PRODUCTION SECTOR 

The breadmaking sector in Italy is especially unique 
since it is characterized by a high fragmentation 
(Table 30.1): artisan bakeries still constitute more 

than 90% of the bread-producing structures and are 
present throughout the country (ISMEA 2002). 

Daily purchase of bread is still a widespread prac- 
tice in Italy, justified by the specific characteristics 
of the extremely diversified production. The artisan 
bakeries, together with the few industrial bakeries, 
produced 3,200,000 tons of bread in 2002 (this fig- 
ure is now quite stable after a significant decrease 
during the ~ O S ) ,  satisfying national demand and cor- 
responding to about 60 kg per capita per year 
(ISMEA 2002). 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME TRADITIONAL 
BREADS 

The hundreds of types of breads available in Italy 
have interesting common characteristics that make 
them immediately recognizable on the international 
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Figure 30.2. Traditional production areas of the most well known Italian bakery products. 

market. Some of these features, listed in the Table 
30.2, such as the presence of sponge and dough or 
sourdough processes, are associated with low pro- 
ductivity. This element, together with the limited 
shelf life of the product, partly justifies the wide- 
spread presence of artisan bakeries throughout Italy. 

As stated by Dobraszczyk et al. (2001) breadmak- 
ing can be considered as a series of aeration stages 

of a hydrated mass. Therefore, development in vol- 
ume, the ratio between volume and weight (specific 
volume), and the distribution of cell size represent 
the physical characteristics that are universally used 
for defining the quality of bread (Pyler 1988, 
Crowley et al. 2002). At the macroscopic level, these 
indices show how the crumb cell structure (percent- 
age of alveoli with respect to total volume, distribu- 

Table 30.1. The Italian Breadmaking Sector in Figures 

1992 2002 

No. of industrial bakeries - 100 -150 
No. of artisan bakeries 30,000 27,965 
No. of employees 150,000 250,000 
Annual production (tons) 3,700,000 3,200,000 
Distribution Widespread Widespread 
Per capita consumption (kg) 67.5 58.4 

Sources: Federazione Italiana Panificatori, personal communication; ISMEA 2002. 
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Table 30.2. Common and Peculiar Features of Breadmaking of Italian Typical 
Breads 

Production Step Features 

Formulation No sugar addition 
Breadmaking process Preference of sponge and dough or sourdough process 

No pan utilization for the dough leavening and baking 
Direct contact of the leavened dough with the oven surface 
Crust with high friability 
Uneven crumb grain 
No packaging material 
Shelf life 

Final product characteristics 

Rolls (50-200 g): max. 1 day 
Large loaves (500-2000 g): max. 1 week 

tion of coarse and fine alveoli, etc.) is formed and, 
together with humidity, represent the complex result 
of the interaction between the properties of the raw 
material and the conditions applied at each phase of 
the breadmaking process. A rapid and accurate pro- 
cedure for the evaluation of the crumb structure is 
represented by Image Analyses (Crowley et al. 2000, 
Riva and Liviero 2000). Table 30.3 provides a sum- 
mary of the variability found for each of the above 
indices for a number of the most representative types 
of traditional Italian breads. The following para- 
graphs describe the roles that the variables correlat- 
ed to the raw material and the breadmaking process 
can play in such a diversification. For many types of 
Italian bread the presence of large bubbles in the 
crumb is not considered a defect, in contrast with the 
common and widespread statement that an irregular 
cell distribution is undesirable (Cauvain et al. 1999). 

Raw Materials: Wheat Flour and Other 
Cereal Flours 

Common wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) k u r  is uni- 
versally considered the prime raw material for the 
production of bread thanks to the presence of gluten 
proteins, which assure the viscoelastic dough that is 
indispensable for transforming a compact mass into 
a porous structure (Bushuk 1985). Although it estab- 
lishes the ash content, which is correlated to the 
extraction rate of kur,  Italian law (1967) does not 
provide specific indications on the characteristics of 
the breadmaking qualities of the kur,  with the ex- 
ception of the minimum content of protein accord- 
ing to its category (Table 30.4). 

Suitability for use in breadmaking is best des- 
cribed by the behavior of the dough produced under 
standard conditions, and it is assessed using the 
most common instruments of descriptive rheology, 
such as the Brabender farinograph and the Chopin 
alveograph. To obtain a good yield and a high vol- 
ume of bread, the k u r  must have a high gluten con- 
tent, good water absorption capacity, long stability 
times during mixing and kneading (assessed by the 
farinograph test), high strength values (W alveo- 
graph > 220 J X and balanced viscoelastic 
characteristics (alveograph index P/L between 0.4 
and 0.6). These indications are provided in a volun- 
tary standard for wheat grading (Aldovrandi and 
Vitali 1995), now widespread in Italy throughout the 
wheat storage and milling sectors and in bakery 
companies (Table 30.5). 

The availability of common wheat, and conse- 
quently of kur,  in Italy is nevertheless distinctly 
lower than the quantity used, especially for those 
wheat varieties with high breadmaking qualities 
(improver wheat and superior breadmaking wheat). 
In fact for the last few years the Italian production of 
common wheat has been decreasing significantly, 
from 4.6 million tons in 1992 to 2.9-3 million tons 
in 2002, while imports of common wheat, indispen- 
sable for satisfying the needs of the bakeries, have 
well exceeded 5 million tons since the end of the 
1990s (ISMEA 2002). Although this situation is 
partly linked to European Union policies and to 
unfavorable pedoclimatic conditions, one should not 
forget the scant “vocation” for the cultivation of this 
cereal in Italy. Because of the specific configuration 
of Italy (a narrow peninsula approximately 1200 km 
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Table 30.4. Italian Legal Standards for Wheat Flours Used in Breadmaking 

Wheat 
Protein Ash 

Type Min. Max. (N X 5.70) Min. 

Common wheat 
(Triticum aestivum) 00 - 0.55 9.0 

0 - 0.65 11.0 
1 - 0.80 12.0 
2 - 0.95 12.0 

Whole meal 1.30 1.70 12.0 
Durum wheat 

(Triticum durum) Remilled semolina - 0.90 10.5 
Whole meal 1.40 1.80 11.5 
Flour 1.36 1.70 11.5 

Note: Maximum humidity, 14.50%. Data expressed as percentage of dry matter. 

long, 41% of the area of which is constituted by hills 
and 35% by mountains), the cultivation of common 
wheat is mainly limited to the plains of the central- 
northern regions, where it is in competition with 
corn, a cereal that assures a higher productivity. The 
pedoclimatic characteristics of the Alpine and 
Apennine regions, where intensive farming is not 
possible, have given rise to the development of other 
crops (cereals and noncereals) that are able to assure 
fairly good productivity and are therefore economi- 
cally profitable. This explains the significant diversi- 
fication of the raw materials used for breadmaking 
in Italy, a tradition that has found renewed interest 
with both consumers and the scientific community 
in recent years. In particular, the resistance of rye 
to the harsh winter temperatures of the Alps and 
its greater availability in this area justifies the large 
number of types of rye-based breads produced 

during the centuries throughout the entire Alpine 
area and still produced and consumed there today 
(INSOR 2000). Sourdough leavening is also pre- 
ferred, given the low breadmaking quality of rye, in 
accordance with the traditions of the central and 
northern European countries where this cereal is 
widely used for breadmaking (Salovaara and Autio 
2001, Stolz 2003). On the other hand, breads con- 
taining emmer wheat (Triticum spelta), barley, pota- 
to, and chestnut kurs are still common in central 
Italy (Bordo and Surrasca 2002), an area with a 
milder climate but with a soil that is not suitable for 
intensive farming. Agronomic conditions in south- 
ern Italy (Puglia in particular) and in the two main 
islands, Sicily and Sardinia, where durum wheat 
(Triticum durum Desf.) has been cultivated for thou- 
sands of years with excellent results in both quant- 
ity and quality, are completely different. The most 

Table 30.5. Quality Indices according to the Italian Voluntary Classification of Wheat 

Wheat Grade 
Protein Alveographic Indices F~~~~~~~~~~~~ Falling 

(Nx5.70), % dm W (jX10-4) P/L Stability, min. Number, s 

Improver wheat (very 2 14.5 2 300 5 1  2 15 2 250 
strong gluten) 

wheat 

wheat 

(weak gluten) 

Source: Aldovrandi and Vitali 1995. 

Superior breadmaking 13.5-14.5 220-300 5 0.6 10-15 2 220 

Ordinary breadmaking 11.5-13.5 160-200 5 0.6 5-10 2 220 

Wheat for cookies 5 10.5 5 115 5 0.5 Not required 2 240 
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frequent types of breads produced, consumed, and 
appreciated in these areas contain only remilled 
semolina of durum wheat (semolina with a fine par- 
ticle size-the Italian legal requirements for this raw 
material are shown in Table 30.4) and are made 
using the sourdough process, a technology that 
achieves better results with this particular raw mate- 
rial (INSOR 2000, Consorzio Gian Pietro Ballatore 
2001, Bordo and Surrasca 2002). 

The use in breadmaking of kurs other than com- 
mon wheat promotes dough systems with special 
rheological properties and technological perfor- 
mance. Raw materials such as rye, whose proteins 
have a lower capacity than wheat gluten for assem- 
bling into a viscoelastic network, provide mixtures 
with low farinographic stability (Fig. 30.3), a low 
expansion capacity when subjected to the alveo- 
graph test, and a high stickiness. The low breadmak- 
ing quality can be improved only with the addition 
of significant percentages (60-80%) of wheat k u r  
with superior gluten performance. 

Critical also is the breadmaking performance of 
wheat mixtures enriched with gluten-free kurs 
(composite kurs of both cereal and noncereal ori- 
gin) (Fig. 30.4). The “dilution” of gluten has a nega- 
tive infience on the formation of a regular network 
and consequently on the development of the volume 
of the product (Zhang et al. 1998, Dendy 2001, 
Mariotti 2004). 

The rheological properties of the dough obtained 
with durum wheat semolina are completely different 
(Fig. 30.5). They are distinguished by a high resis- 
tance to deformation and a consequent limited exten- 

sibility, characteristics typical to the proteins of this 
raw material (Pogna et al. 1996, Boyaciogly and 
D’Appolonia 1994) that allow only a modest de- 
velopment in mass volume during leavening. To be 
judged suitable for breadmaking, the semolina must 
have high protein content, good farinographic stabil- 
ity, and alveographic P/L index values below 1 
(Boggini et al. 1995, 1997). This is confirmed in the 
recent studies of the characteristics of the semolina 
used for the production of Pane di Altamura (see the 
process card), the most famous Italian durum wheat 
bread (Pasqualone et al. 2002, Raffo et al. 2003). 
The same works state that the quantity and quality of 
the protein component of the raw material are 
important not only for the properties of the dough, 
but also for their infience on the hydration phenom- 
ena during the breadmaking process and on the 
water loss rate from the crumb during bread storage, 
all phenomena that greatly infience the shelf life of 
bread. 

Formulation 

With regard to the formulation of the product, the 
quantity of water added to the flour has a significant 
effect on the rheological properties of the dough and 
consequently on the grain of the bread crumb. Low 
humidity doughs (about 3 5 4 0 %  water) are firm and 
stiff: during the leavening phases, their expansion is 
considerably limited, giving bread with a compact 
and dry crumb texture, like in pane di Pasta dura (see 
Table 30.3 and Fig. 30.9), a type of bread that is more 
resistant to mold due to its low moisture content. On 

C 

Figure 30.3. Farinograph curves for rye flour (A); wheat flour of high breadmaking quality (B); mixture of wheat and 
rye flours in the ratio 60:40 (C). 
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the other hand high humidity doughs (6570% water) 
cannot be molded into regular shapes, and the C 0 2  
developed during leavening tends to collect into large 
bubbles, forming irregular, flat loaves with uneven 
grain, called Ciabatta (see Table 30.3 and Fig. 30.9). 

Moreover, the simplicity of the Italian bread rec- 
ipe has to be highlighted. In most cases the recipe 
requires the addition of water and baker’s yeast to 
the ku r  and does not include significant quantities 
of sugar or other highly hydrophilic substances to 
maintain the softness of the crumb for long periods, 
as is a widespread practice in other countries (Kulp 
and Ponte 1981). Consequently, many types of 
breads, especially smaller rolls (less than 200 g) gen- 

erally have a limited shelf life of no longer than 24 
hours due to their relevant increase in consistency. 
The rapid aging of these products is no doubt ink-  
enced by the fact that in Italy 98-99% of bread is 
sold as a loose product without the use of packaging 
materials that have high barrier properties to mois- 
ture (ISMEA 2002). 

Fermentation Processes 

Straight-Dough and Sponge-and-Dough Bread- 
making Processes Given the simplicity of the rec- 
ipe common to most Italian breads, use of sponge- 
and-dough processes (preferred by both artisans and 

Figure 30.5. Alveograph curves for common wheat flour of good breadmaking quality (A) and durum wheat 
semolina (B). 
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industrial bakeries over the straight-dough process) 
is one of the methods that have been perfected over 
the centuries to slow down aging. The long leaven- 
ing times required for the sponge process provide, in 
the final product, a crumb grain texture with a high 
number of bubbles (Brown 1993), often with an 
irregular size distribution. This structure provides 
greater initial softness (as indicated by the lower con- 
sistency) and longer storage times in the final prod- 
uct than those obtained with the same raw materials 
using the straight-dough process (Fig. 30.6). This is 
in agreement with the results of Fessas and Schiraldi 
(1998) that showed the key role of the alveolar 
crumb structure in the sensory texture of bread. In 
fact, after 2 4  hours the crumb hardness of a straight- 
dough loaf is 50% higher than that of a sponge- 
and-dough loaf. 

Sourdough Process Even more interesting are the 
effects on bread characteristics (see Table 30.3 and 
Fig. 30.9) associated with the sourdough process. 
This procedure takes its name from the sharp acidifi- 
cation that occurs due to the microorganisms present 

in the dough. The microbial groups are linked in a 
noncompetitive and often mutualistic equilibrium, 
forming an ecosystem that is quite stable to external 
perturbation (Martinez-Anaya et al. 1990, Foschino 
et al. 1995, Gobbetti 1998, Stolz 2003). Generally, 
sourdough contains yeasts (about 106-107 cfu/g) of 
the Saccharomyces and Candida species, which are 
responsible for the alcoholic fermentation and, con- 
sequently, for the development of the volume of the 
dough. The yeasts are in association with the lactic 
acid bacteria (LAB) of the genera Lactobacillus, 
Pediococcus, and Leuconostoc in a yeast:lactobacilli 
ratio of 1:lOO (Ottogalli et al. 1996, Stolz 2003). 
LAB perform an intense acidifying activity, produc- 
ing lactic acid and acetic acid in quantities related to 
the species present in the sourdough (obligate hom- 
ofermentative, facultative heterofermentative, and 
obligate heterofermentative) (Foschino and Galli 
1997, Stolz 2003), and capable, in any case, of pro- 
ducing both a significant increase in the total titrat- 
able acidity and a decrease in the pH (Fig. 30.7). 

These changes infhence not only the sensorial 
properties of the dough and the finished product 

0 3 I D  I1 '10 7A 3 0  33 40 4J 10 

*orage time Q u m s )  

Figure 30.6. Physical characteristics of breads obtained from the same wheat flour by different breadmaking 
processes. 
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Figure 30.7. Evolution of pH and acidity values during 
the sourdough process for the production of Pane di 
Altamura. [Adapted from Foschino and Galli 1997.1 

(Spicher 1983, Schieberle 1996), but also their con- 
sistency (Crowley et al. 2002), thus providing an 
extended shelf life (physical and microbiological) 
for the bread obtained using this process (Rocken 
1996; Corsetti et al. 1998; Raffo et al. 2002, 2003). 
Equally important for assuring fragrance and pro- 
longing shelf life are the metabolites produced by the 
amylase [sugars and low molecular weight (LMW) 
maltooligosaccharides with a degree of polymeriza- 
tion from 3 to 91 and the protease (peptides, amino 
acids) activities performed by the LAB, as illustrat- 
ed in the review by Martinez-Anaya (1996) and in 
the work of Gobbetti et al. (1996). Moreover, the 
changes in the hydration state of the gluten proteins 
promoted by the souring could be also involved in 
extending crumb freshness for a longer time (Crow- 
ley et al. 2002). Nevertheless, the delay in bread 
staling promoted by biological acidification can dif- 
fer according to the lactic acid bacteria strains used 
and the level of acidity obtained (Corsetti et al. 
1998, 2000). 

The development and maintenance of the micro- 
bial species typical to sourdough are achieved using 
traditional discontinuous processes, which require 
subsequent refreshments of the primary dough (seed 
sour from a previous batch) to obtain the full sour- 
dough after a single or multistage process (Spicher 

1983, Ottogalli et al. 1996, Vogel et al. 1996). The 
production of Altamura bread according to its regu- 
lation (EEC 2003) requires these phases to be at 
least three in number. Generally, in the Italian tradi- 
tional breadmaking processes the seed sour repre- 
sents the 5 2 0 %  (by weight) of the final dough. 

The composition of the microkra of sourdough 
samples from different bread producers shows con- 
siderable variability. Although all producers apply a 
constant microorganism propagation process in their 
breadmaking, the sourdoughs differ from the point 
of view of both formulation and storage conditions. 
These factors are conducive to specific symbioses 
between microorganisms, with interesting repercus- 
sions on the sensorial properties of the finished pro- 
duct. Table 30.6 summarizes the microbial species 
(both LAB and yeasts) found in the seed sour of 
regional breads and discussed in a number of works 
by Italian authors (Galli et al. 1988; Gobbetti et al. 
1994, 1995a, 1995b; Foschino et al. 1995; Corsetti 
et al. 1998, 2001; Pulvirenti et al. 2001; Ricciardi et 
al. 2002). There are no substantial differences vis-a- 
vis the microbial species found in the mother dough 
of rye bread and wheat used in other countries, as 
highlighted in the review of Stolz (2003), the studies 
of Infantes and Tourneur (1991), and those of In- 
fantes and Schmidt (1992). As emphasized by Gob- 
betti and Corsetti (1997), in agreement with all 
researchers engaged on this subject, Lb. sanfrancis- 
censis can be considered the key bacterium in the 
sourdough process. In fact, it constitutes, with Lb. 
pontis, the major part of the microbial k r a  (till lo8- 
lo9 cfu/g), and it establishes interesting trophic rela- 
tionships with the sourdough yeasts (S. cerevisiae 
and S. exiguus) due to its effective maltose metabo- 
lism (Stolz et al. 1993). The overall metabolic activ- 
ities of these dominating bacteria assure rapid acidi- 
fication, a balanced production of lactic and acetic 
acid [as expressed by the fermentation quotient 
(FQ), that is, the 1actate:acetate molar ratio] and gas 
production. 

The difficulties involved and the mild handling 
that is required when using sourdough in order to 
maintain the correct balance between the microor- 
ganisms of the sourdough and, at the same time, the 
improved quality of the bread obtained with this 
method explain the considerable interest shown in 
the development of selected starters that could pro- 
vide a quality product using a more simple process 
(Foschino and Galli 1997). This approach, largely 
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Table 30.6. Characteristics of Lactic Acid Bacteria and Yeasts Isolated from Sourdough of 
Italian Typical Baked Products 

Optimal Temperature, Recovery 
Genus and Species Fermentation FQ" "C ("F) Rate 

Lactic Acid Bacteria 
Lactobacillus acidophilus 
Lactobacillus amylophilus 
Lactobacillus amylovorus 
Lactobacillus delbrueckii 
Lactobacillus farciminis 

Lactobacillus alimentarius 
Lactobacillus casei 
Lactobacillus curva tus 
Lactobacillus paracasei 
Lactobacillus plantarum 

Lactobacillus brevis 
Lactobacillus buchneri 
Lactobacillus fermentum 
Lactobacillus fructivorans 
Lactobacillus hilgardii 
Lactobacillus pontis 
Lactobacillus 

sanfranciscensis 

Enterococcus spp 
Pediococcus spp. 

Leuconostoc spp. 
Leuconostoc citreum 

Lactococcus lactis 

Debariomyces hansenii 
Hansenula anomala 
Hansenula subpelliculosa 

Yeast 

Pichia guilliermondii 
Pichia saitoi 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
Saccharomyces exiguus 
Torulaspora delbrueckii 
Candida holmii 
Candida krusei 
Candida milleri (humilis) 
Candida robusta 
Candida stellata 
Rhodotorula glutinis 

0 bligate 
homofermentative 

Facultative 
heterofermentative 

Obligate 
heterofermentative 

Homofermentative 
Homofermentative 

Heterofermentative 

Homofermentative 

Alcoholic 

> 20 

10-20 

1-5 

>20 
>20 

1-5 

10-20 

37-42 (98-108) 

30-35 (86-95) 

25-30 (77-86) 

37-42 (98-108) 
25-30 (77-86) 

20-25 (68-77) 

25-30 (77-86) 

25-30 (77-86) 
25-30 (77-86) 

25-30 (77-86) 

25-30 (77-86) 
20-25 (68-77) 
25-30 (77-86) 

20-25 (68-77) 

20-25 (68-77) 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

Medium 

LOW 

Medium 
LOW 

LOW 

High 

High 
Medium 

High 
High 
LOW 

Medium 
High 

Medium 
LOW 

Medium 
LOW 

LOW 

Medium 
LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

High 
High 
High 

Medium 
High 
High 

Medium 
Medium 

LOW 

LOW - 
Source: From Italian references cited in the Sourdough Process section. 
"FQ, Fermentation Quotient = lactateiacetate molar ratio. 
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used in rye sourdough (Stolz and Bocker 1996, Kulp 
2003), has recently been examined by Catzeddu et 
al. (2002) for the production of good quality Pane 
Carasau (the well-known Sardinian crisp bread- 
see the process card) : the authors proposed a micro- 
bial starter containing some LAB and yeasts isolated 
from different sourdoughs of this bread. 

Baking 

Another characteristic that most types of Italian 
bread have in common is the baking method (see 
Table 30.2). In contrast to the Anglo-Saxon tradi- 
tion, Italian bakeries do not use a pan for the dough 
rise from the first leavening phase, and this allows 
them to obtain an almost unlimited number of 
shapes and sizes. It also, however, conditions the 
methods that must be used prior to baking, from the 
selection of the ku r  to the final shaping. A good 
quality kur,  skill, and experience are required, 
since the leavened product can easily lose its shape 
if the mixing and kneading are not done correctly. In 
addition, the fact that a pan is not used and the bread 
is in direct contact with the oven surface facilitates 
the formation of a crust whose thickness (2-3 mm) 
is significant in loaves of 1 kg or more. The presence 
of a crust with a high friability (humidity in the crust 
is less than 58%) (Calve1 2001) is greatly appreci- 
ated by consumers but represents another element 
that negatively infiences the product’s shelf life. 
The high humidity gradient formed between the 
crust and the crumb when the bread is removed from 
the oven determines phenomena of water migration 
between the internal, more humid part and the exter- 
nal, drier part, which are critical to the storage of the 
bread (Kulp and Ponte 1981). However, during the 
centuries the imagination and skill of Italian bakers 
have given rise to ingenious solutions for prolonging 
shelf life that are still in use today. The methods 
used are basically two, and both involve the control 
of the product humidity (Fig. 30.8). 

The first technological method comprises the 
maintenance of high humidity values in the crumb. 
This ensures softness when chewing and can be eas- 
ily guaranteed by large loaves (> 500 g) and the use 
of sourdough. Acidification can also cause a differ- 
ent distribution of water between starch and pro- 
teins, which is useful for maintaining the softness of 
the product (Piazza and Masi 1995). One should not 
forget that acid dough usually contains a greater 

Figure 30.8. Technological approaches used in tradi- 
tional breadmaking processes to enhance shelf life of 
bread. 

quantity of the highly hydrophilic compounds, sug- 
ars and LMW dextrins (Martinez-Anaya 1996). 

The second method used to ensure a longer shelf 
life reduces the humidity of the product to a level low 
enough to prevent both microbial changes and the 
migration of water within the product. One of the 
most interesting examples is the Sardinian bread 
Pane Carasau, which had to guarantee its stability 
for several months, for the entire period that the 
shepherds spent far from home (INSOR 2000, 
Catzeddu et al. 2002). This stability was obtained by 
use of sourdough breadmaking processes, with long 
maturing and fermentation times that ensure the for- 
mation of an extremely fine rolled dough, and per- 
fection of a double-baking process, which signifi- 
cantly decreases the humidity of the product to 6-8% 
(see Table 30.3). Products with an equally long shelf 
life have been developed in a number of regions. A 
number of examples are well known all over the 
world; for example, Grissini (see the process card), 
the breadsticks from the area near Turin, and Taralli, 
typical products of the Puglia region (INSOR 2000). 
In this case, the final low humidity of the product is 
assured by the special geometric form, which pro- 
vides a surface that promotes high evaporation. 

Oven temperature is a determining process vari- 
able for the crumb grain structure of bread. A 
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striking example is Michetta (see the process card), a 
small roll (generally 50 g) typical of the Milan area 
and northern Italy. If the product is baked in ovens 
with a maximum temperature of 240-250°C (464- 
482°F) (with plenty of steam in the chamber for 
approximately half the baking time), the flash evapo- 
ration of the water is promoted, with formation of a 
large bubble in the center that confines the crumb to 
the external part of the product and assures the high- 
est specific volume among the traditional breads (see 
Table 30.3 and Fig. 30.9). By contrast, at lower tem- 
peratures (not exceeding 20O-22O0C, or 392-428°F) 
the division between the large and small alveoli in the 
baked bread can be compared to that which distin- 
guishes the dough at the end of the leavening phase. 

THE “TYPICALNESS” OF ITALIAN BREAD 

Overview 

In the last few years, European consumers, and in 
particular Italian consumers, have rediscovered and 
come to appreciate the characteristic foods of their 
countries as representative of culture and tradition. 
The wide diversification that exists at the agro- 
industrial production level in Europe has been rec- 
ognized and provided for in EEC Council Regu- 
lation No. 2081/92, which has defined two different 
types of geographical designation of origin for agri- 
cultural products and foodstuffs. 

The Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) de- 
nomination (Denominazione di Origine Protetta, 
DOP in Italian) is assigned to products that have a 
strong link with their region of origin. Two condi- 
tions must be satisfied to receive the PDO designa- 
tion: production of the raw materials and their pro- 
cessing through to the finished product must be 
effected within the region. Furthermore, evidence 
must be provided that the special quality character- 
istics of the product are exclusively or essentially 
dependent on the geographical environment (cli- 
mate, quality of the soil, human factors, etc.) of the 
place of origin. 

Even the Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) 
denomination (Indicazione Geografica Protetta, 
IGP in Italian) expresses a bond between the prod- 
uct and the region. Nevertheless, this dependence is 
not so strict since it is not required that all the phas- 
es of the transformation process be performed in a 
particular geographical area. A PGI product none- 

theless complies with the strict production regula- 
tions established for the production process, and 
compliance with these regulations is assured by the 
inspection body. 

On a par with the situation present for years in 
other market sectors such as the wine, cheese, and 
cured meat sectors, many breads produced in Italy 
are characterized by a strong specific regional iden- 
tity. Some of these products have already obtained 
the PDO denomination (Pane di Altamura) or the 
PGI denomination (Pane casereccio di Genzano and 
Coppia Ferrarese). Recognition of typical products 
for Pane Toscano and Cornetto di Matera has re- 
cently been initiated. It is important to emphasize 
that the rediscovery of these products by the con- 
sumer during these recent years and the consequent 
increase in demand have finally channeled research 
towards a detailed characterization of a number of 
types of bread, with regard to both the identification 
of the properties of the raw materials and the phe- 
nomena that occur during some of the phases of the 
technological process. 

Process Card of Typical Italian Breads 

Pane di Altamura This bread from the Puglia 
region is currently the only bread in Europe recog- 
nized with the Protected Designation of Origin 
(PDO) label (EEC 2003). It is obtained from re- 
milled semolina of four durum wheat varieties, 
Appulo, Arcangelo, Duilio, and Simeto, grown in 
the area of Altamura (not far from Bari). These raw 
materials can be used on their own or in combina- 
tion, making up at least 80% of the total semo- 
lina. The production specifications (see also www 
.panedialtamura.info) specify all the breadmaking 
steps, which are described in every detail. The offi- 
cial recipe consists of 20 parts full sourdough for 
100 parts remilled durum wheat semolina, 2 parts 
salt, and 60 parts water. The full sourdough is pre- 
pared by adding ingredients at least three times 
(refreshment steps). The final kneading takes 20 
minutes, and the mass is then covered with a thick 
cloth to maintain a constant temperature and left to 
rest for 90 minutes. The final shape is obtained via 
three distinct molding phases, each with rest phases 
(intermediate proof) of established times. The bak- 
ing operation must also be performed under con- 
trolled conditions in ovens heated with oak wood in 
order to obtain bread loaves with the characteristic 
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crust of at least 3 mm thick and the typical fivor, 
due both to the presence of durum wheat semolina 
and to sourdough process. 

The traditional shape of Pane di Altamura resem- 
bles a hat with a wide brim (Fig. 30.9A). It is also 
produced in the form of a large loaf, which can 
weigh up to 2 kg. Its main characteristic, in addition 
to the typical yellow color of the crumb due to the 
semolina pigments, is its long shelf life of at least 1 
week (Raffo et al. 2002, 2003), equal to the time 
farmers and shepherds spent with their herds before 
returning home. 

Pane casereccio di Genzano The production area 
of this typical bread is the town district of Genzano, 
30 km from Rome. It was the first Italian cereal 
product to obtain the PGI denomination from EEC 
in 1997 (EEC 1997). Pane casareccio di Genzano is 
made from wheat k u r  (type 0 or 00 according to the 
Italian law) using the sourdough process. The bread 
is shaped into either round loaves (Fig. 30.9B) or 
long broad baguettes filone). The production pro- 
cess fixes the raw material amounts (sourdough, 
water, and salt) in baker’s percent (kur = 100%). 
The traditional process includes three steps. The ini- 
tial operation is the preparation of the sourdough. 
After the first fermentation of about 1 hour, the 
bread is formed and left to leaven on hempen cloth 
inside special wood cases for another 40 minutes. 
Baking is carried out in wood-fired ovens (known as 
soccie) at 300-320°C (572-608°F) for 35-80 min- 
utes, according to the bread size (from 0.5-2.5 kg); 
in these conditions the crust (about 3 mm thick) is 
formed and the crumb keeps moist. The crumb tex- 
ture presents some large bubbles, typical of sour- 
dough bread (see Table 30.3). 

The origins of this product are related to the peas- 
ant culture of the production area: every household 
used to make its own bread (in fact casereccio 
means “made at home”). Pane casareccio di Gen- 
zano was already known and appreciated in the last 
century for its particular aroma and fragrance, which 
last up to 7 or 8 days. Since the 1940s the bread has 
become extremely popular in Rome, where it is 
brought from Genzano at night and sold fresh the 
next day by local grocers and bakeries. 

Pane di Lariano, made using sourdough and 
wheat k u r  with a higher extraction rate (ash content 
0.80-1.30%), is very similar to Genzano bread 
(Bordo and Surrasca 2002). 

Pane Toscano This is one of the most well known 
breads outside its production area. Pane Toscano ’s 
distinction consists in the lack of salt in the formula- 
tion, a tradition that dates back to the 12th century 
following the blockade of salt sales imposed by the 
Pisan authorities during the bitter battles between 
Pisa and Florence. The raw material is common 
wheat kur,  which is mixed with sourdough in a 
ratio of 70:30. After a long leavening time, which 
gives an irregular cellular structure to the crumb, the 
dough is formed into a large baguette, or more com- 
monly into a loaf, of a weight between 0.5 and 1.5 
kg (Fig. 30.9C). The strong links that tie this bread 
to the region and its history justify the increasing 
interest in obtaining the PDO mark from the Eu- 
ropean Union. 

Coppia Ferrarese Coppia Ferrarese obtained the 
European PGI mark in 2001 (EEC 2001). This bread 
has the particular shape shown in Figure 30.9D: two 
ribbons of dough knotted together in the center with 
the ends twisted to form four spokes, called crostini. 
Each loaf weighs up to 200-300 g. The standard 
specifies the several steps of breadmaking. The raw 
material is wheat kur. The sponge-and-dough pro- 
cess requires a first leavening of 3 hours. The final 
dough (which can contain olive oil) is divided into 
20 cm strips, which are folded into a spiral form by 
the skillful movement of the baker’s fingers and 
palm. The bread is baked at 210-230°C (410- 
446°F) for 20-25 minutes. The product is quite 
crispy and friable with little crumb and small bub- 
bles in the four spokes, but larger cells in the central 
part where the spokes join, as shown in the detail in 
Figure 30.9D. 

This folded bread is an integral part of the culture 
and history of Ferrara: as early as 1287, communal 
statutes compelled the city’s bakers to produce 
bread in the shape of scrolls (orletti), which evolved 
into the modern shape. These rules stated that the 
weight of the loaf had to remain unchanged after 
baking, and penalties were set for bakers who did 
not respect these guidelines. There are several cita- 
tions of earlier forms of Coppia in the accounts 
of the rich Renaissance banquets at the court of 
Ferrara (not far from Bologna). Today, there are 
about 330 family-run bakeries in the province of 
Ferrara, which produce about 500 tons of bread per 
year in the form of the Coppia Ferrarese (INSOR 
2000). 
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Figure 30.9. Shape and crumb grain of some typical Italian breads (PDO mark represented in the upper left corner): 
different loaf shapes of Pane di Altamura (traditional names given in the Puglia dialect) (A); Pane casereccio di 
Genzano (B); Pane Toscano (C);  Coppia Ferrarese (D); Michetta (E); Ciabatta (F); Pasta dura (G). See Table 30.3 for 
other physical characteristics. 
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Michetta This is the “Milanese” bread par excel- 
lence. It is obtained with wheat kur,  using a 
sponge-and-dough process. The sponge is allowed 
to rest for 18-20 hours. The dough is divided into 
regular pieces by using a specific cutting machine 
that gives the rolls their typical shapes with a special 
mold. The finished product has a friable crust and a 
crumb with alveoli of equal size or it can have a sin- 
gle large bubble in its interior (Michetta sofiata) if 
baked in high temperatures (Fig. 30.9E). 

Pane Carasau Pane Carasau is also very well 
known outside Sardinia, and it is also known as 
“carta da musica ” (music paper) due to the particu- 

lar sound it produces during chewing. Originally 
this bread was produced mainly in the internal areas 
of Sardinia. Today it is produced by bakeries all over 
the island (exceeding 20,000 tondyr) (Dettori et al. 

It is a round-shaped bread about 40 mm in diame- 
ter and 1-2 mm thick, with no crumb (Fig. 30.10A- 
D), made of “granulars,” a blend of semolina and 
other by-products obtained from durum wheat 
milling (Dettori et al. 2002). Its long shelf life is 
related to the double-baking process, which dramat- 
ically reduces the final humidity of the product to 
about 6%. This characteristic has made Pane 
Carasau the most important food for the shepherds 
who lived away from their families for up to 5-6 
months without being able to acquire fresh bread 
(Bordo and Surrasca 2002). It is traditionally ob- 
tained by a sourdough process, mixing 45 L water, 1 
kg natural yeast (called framentarzu), and 2 kg salt 
per 100 kg durum wheat granulars. The few existing 
studies on the properties of the semolina used for 
this process emphasize how important it is to use 
semolina with intermediate protein characteristics, 
especially with regard to the indices of elasticity 
expressed via the gluten index (Dettori et al. 2002). 

The dough has an initial fermentation (at 28- 
32”C, or 82-90°F, for 1 hour) and then is sheeted to 
obtain disks (Fig. 30.10A), which are put on cotton 
or fix cloths, piled up, covered, and made to rest for 
about 2 hours. They are then baked at very high tem- 
perature, 560-580°C (1040-1076°F) for a few sec- 
onds. Due to the fish evaporation of water, the 
round sheet swells immediately into a large bubble 
(Fig. 30.10B). It is immediately drawn out of the 
oven, cut along the edges, and the top divided from 
the bottom (Fig. 30.10C) to obtain two symmetrical 

2002). 

sheets. These disks are then baked and toasted for 
15-20 seconds at 400°C (752°F) (Fig. 30.10D). 

Grissini Grissini, or breadsticks, first appeared in 
Turin (the Piedmont region). This particular bread 
probably dates back to the middle of the 14th centu- 
ry and was certainly known by Napoleon. The origin 
of the word is Piedmontese and derives from grissa, 
a general term for the loaf. The transformation into 
its present form, a thin stick of about 1 cm in diame- 
ter and up to 80 cm in length, seems to be linked to 
the particular economic conditions existing in the re- 
gion during the 14th century, which required the sale 
of very light bread, a characteristic assured by the 
low humidity after baking at 250°C (482°F) for 10- 
15 minutes. 

The so-called grissino stirato is made with lard or 
olive oil. Baker’s yeast is used for the leavening, 
which requires 90-120 minutes. The dough is cut 
into strips (Fig. 30.10E), rolled between the fingers, 
pulled into shape (Fig. 30.10F) and then baked in a 
preheated oven to obtain the final product (Fig. 
30.1 OG) . 

SWEET BAKED PRODUCTS 
This category comprises baked products that were 
originally associated with festive occasions, since 
the formulation was enriched with prime quality in- 
gredients, in particular sugar, butter, and eggs. These 
ingredients guarantee specific and much appreciated 
sensorial properties (aroma, taste, and palatability) 
and at the same time provide new and specific rheo- 
logical properties to the dough. 

PRODUCTION SECTOR 

The sweet baked products sector includes a large 
number of artisan bakeries and pastry stores (unfor- 
tunately, not much data is available regarding their 
structure) and a fair number of industrial compan- 
ies with an annual production of approximately 
900,000 tons (Table 30.7) (AID1 2003, ISMEA 

The division by product type highlights the par- 
ticular situation of the soft products sector. This in- 
cludes the industrial production of Panettone, Pan- 
doro, and Colomba, the traditional “festivity cakes,” 
mainly consumed in the Christmas or Easter sea- 
sons and obtained by biological leavening processes 

2002). 
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Figure 30.10. Processing phases and final characteristics of typical Italian crisp breads. Pane Carasau: production 
of sheeted disks (A), formation of a bubble during the first cooking step (B), cutting of the bubble in two disks (C), 
final product after the second cooking step (toasting) (D). Grissini: dough shaping (E, F) and final product (G).  
[Figures A-D, courtesy of Centro Regionale Agrario Sperimentale, Cagliari]. 
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Table 30.7. The Sector of the Italian Sweet Baked Products in Figures 

1992 2002 

No. of industrial companies 250 220 
No. of artisanal companies 11,500 11,000 
No. of employees (industrial company) 30,000 28,000 
No. of employees (artisanal company) NA” 35,000 
Industrial annual production (ton) 830,000 903,800 
Leavened enriched bread (Festivity cakes) 102,300 138,600 

Christmas cakes (Panettone, Pandoro) 78,600 104,600 
Easter cakes (Colomba) 23,700 34,000 

Serving size products (Merendine) NA 211,600 
Export (lo6 e) NA 1,510 

Source: AIDI 2003, ISMEA 2002. 
”NA = not available. 

similar to those used by the artisans, and the so- 
called “serving-size products” (monodose or meren- 
dine in Italian). The formulation of the latter prod- 
ucts can differ widely (as discussed below), but all 
are characterized by the size, usually 35-50 g, ideal 
for a between-meal snack or breakfast. This market 
category represents approximately 20-25% of the 
total production of this sector. Sweet bakery prod- 
ucts companies originally introduced serving-size 
products in order to rationalize their production over 
the entire year. The category is now also of interest 
outside Italy (AIDI 2003). 

CLASSIFICATION OF ITALIAN SWEET BAKED 
PRODUCTS 

Diversification in the sweet baked products sector is 
still much greater than in the bread sector due to the 
significant variations in the ingredients other than 
flour and water that can be used. Each region has its 
own characteristic sweet products with formulations 
that include ingredients typical to that agronomic 
area (Bordo and Surrasca 2003). Sardinian products 
provide an interesting example. Because it is more 
readily available than common wheat kur,  remilled 
semolina from durum wheat is still used, together 
with honey and concentrated grape must (called 
sapa) as alternatives to sugar. This basic recipe can 
be fivored with grated lemon and orange rind and 
spices and formed as a small pocket for pistiddu; it 
also can be enriched with almonds to obtain the so- 
called papassino, or with candied fruits (mainly 
orange) and nuts to obtain pani ‘saba. Grape must is 

also frequently used in central southern Italy, where 
vine cultivation is widespread. 

On the other hand very similar recipes can be 
found in different areas of the country. A case in 
point is amaretti (see the process card), which have 
an almond base and are traditional products of many 
regions of northern, central, and southern Italy 
(Bordo and Surrasca 2003). 

A universal classification criterion used for sweet 
products is based on the richness of the sugar and fat 
formulation, measured according to their quantity 
based on 100 parts of kur. The distribution of a 
number of Italian traditional products according to 
this approach (Fig. 30.11) highlights the overlaps that 
can unexpectedly occur, such as those between the 
Panettone or Colomba and Pandoro (famous soft 
cakes-see the process cards) and a number of high 
friability products such as cookies and cakes ob- 
tained by short dough. 

Although the formulation of baked products is 
important for ensuring palatability and other impor- 
tant sensorial properties, it represents just one of the 
variables that are capable of infiencing the texture 
of these foods. In order to perfect the classification 
of sweet baked products one must consider the con- 
ditions used during each phase of the technological 
cycle and their infience on the formation of the 
bubble structure. In contrast to bread, with sweet 
baked products it is also possible to use nonbiologi- 
cal methods for the leavening (see Fig. 30.1). 

A key role in obtaining peculiar structural proper- 
ties is played by the water content of the dough. As 
shown in Table 30.8, in order to obtain a final soft 
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Figure 30.1 1. Baked products classification on the basis of sugar and fat content of the formulation (0 soft products, 
W crisp products). 

texture, it is indispensable to start with dough that 
has a water content of 25-35%, to which the pres- 
ence of liquid ingredients such as eggs also con- 
tribute. These conditions provide homogeneous 
hydration of all the hydrophilic components during 
mixing and gelatinization of the starch during bak- 
ing, a phenomenon that plays a significant role in the 
final product texture (Godon 1994). The leavening 
methods used to obtain a porous structure yield 
doughs with such diverse properties that they as- 
sume specific names in function of the technological 
process used: biological leavening, chemical leaven- 
ing, and physical leavening. In soft, tender sweet 
products obtained by biological leavening, the accu- 
mulation of COz produced by the yeasts occurs 
gradually over a long period of time (several hours). 
A regular, homogeneous gluten network must be 
developed, preferably via the sourdough process 
previously described for bread. The critical ingredi- 
ent in these processes is the type of ku r  used, 
which must be selected according to its rheological 
characteristics. Strong kurs from superior wheat 
varieties (see Table 30.5) are especially suitable 
(Pagani and Racinelli 1999, Calve1 2001) since they 
contain proteins that are able to withstand the physi- 

cal stresses of the process, such as repeated mixing 
and kneading (which must be performed in mild 
conditions), and the overpressure created by the 
leavening CO,. The long biological fermentation 
times give rise to a relevant porosity (Table 30.9) 
and frequently to the formation of a large number of 
alveoli of different sizes, as a consequence of the 
coalescence of the smaller bubbles, a phenomenon 
already described for sourdough bread (van Vliet 

On the other hand, a soft texture with a fine grain 
can be obtained by incorporating a high quantity of 
air into the mass during mixing using high-speed 
mixers (physical leavening), which raises the specif- 
ic volume of the mass to values similar to those 
obtained with biological fermentation (Fig. 30.12). 
The creation of a light texture is completed during 
the baking step by the development of COz derived 
from the reactions between the salts of the baking 
powder (chemical leavening agents). In this case the 
rising capacity of the batter (a specific term for 
dough with a very low consistency) is assured by the 
presence of emulsifying substances that stabilize the 
numerous air bubbles incorporated during the high- 
speed mixing phase and provide a fine cellular 

1999). 
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- 
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T 
A 

I 

Leavening Baking 

Panettone Pandoro Pan di Spagna 

Porosity (%) 32 37 28 
Small cells (%) 
(1 m m 2  < area < 4 mm2) 42 48-50 > 90 
Large cells (%) 
(area > 25 m m 2 )  30 1-2 absent 

Figure 30.12. Specificvolume and crumb characteristics of Panettone, Pandoro (both obtained with the sourdough pro- 
cess), and Pan diSpagna (sponge, i.e., physical and chemical leavening) at the end of the leavening and baking steps. 

structure (Pyler 1988). In these products (known as 
Pan diSpagna-sponge cake) the structuring compo- 
nent is not gluten (in fact “weak” flours are particular- 
ly appreciated), but egg proteins. This type of texture 
quickly breaks down without resistance when chew- 
ed. In different Italian geographic regions the basic 
recipe (sugar, eggs, flour) can also include raw mate- 
rials such as cocoa, almonds or ground hazelnuts, 
maize flour or other gluten-free cereals, and even 
grated apple or carrots. The recipe can also be made 
richer with the addition of coatings, icing, and/or fill- 
ings as reported in the latest publication by Bordo and 
Surrasca (2003). Some formulations have been 
applied on the industrial scale to obtain serving-size 
products, which are briegi described in this chapter. 

In order to obtain friable products (both cakes and 
cookies) typical to Italian tradition, it is important to 
form short dough (see Table 30.8), creaming the 
sugar and fats together and adding a small quantity 
of water (Fig. 30.13). The specific rheological prop- 
erties of these short doughs require a limited alveo- 
lar development obtained by a fast action of the 

chemical leavening agents during baking. Figure 
30.13 shows three types of cookies (krumiri, ofelle, 
and canestrelli) that are very famous in northern 
Italy. This type of dough is typical in the southern 
regions of Italy and is used as a “container” for deli- 
cious rich fillings of fruit, jam, or dairy-based (ricot- 
ta cheese) products (Bordo and Surrasca 2003). The 
most widely known examples are the Sicilian can- 
noli (the filling is composed of ricotta cheese and 
candied fruit) and cassatelle (with a filling of ricotta 
cheese, sugar, eggs, and cinnamon), the Sardinian 
pardulas (with a filling of ricotta cheese, sugar, 
eggs, semolina, orange rind, and saffron), and the 
Neopolitan pastiera. The pastiera filling is com- 
posed of wheat kernels that, after a long soaking of 
2-3 days and cooking in water, are added to milk, 
sugar, egg yolks, ricotta cheese, candied fruit, 
lemon rind, and cinnamon. 

Finally, typical Italian sweet baked products can 
also fall into another category (Table 30.8) that is 
difficult to classify on the basis of the criteria in 
Figure 30.1, which lists products of ancient origins 
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Figure 30.13. Flow sheet for the production of short 
dough cookies and filled pastry. 

developed in some regions according to the avail- 
ability of specific raw materials (some date back to 
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance). Although 
extremely diverse in consistency, the majority of 
these sweet products have in common the lack of 
wheat kur. For some of these specialties (e.g., 
Castagnaccio, see the process card), their tender 
texture is due not to their cellular texture but largely 
to the high water content of the food (> 50%). 
Water is held by constituents, in particular gelati- 
nized starch and other polysaccharides, that com- 
bine into a gel. The gel contains so-called “inert” 
substances, large-size ingredients (e.g., candied 
fruit, pine kernels, raisins) that cannot interact in a 
homogeneous mass. Similarly, cohesion of the mix- 
ture in other products (amaretti-see the process 
card) of this category occurs thanks not to the pres- 
ence of wheat ku r  proteins, but to thermocoagula- 
ble proteins such as egg proteins. Some of the most 

widely known Italian products listed in Table 30.8 
are described below. 

The Festivity Cakes 

The most well known Italian festivity cakes are 
Panettone, Colomba, and Pandoro (see the process 
cards), together with other similar regional cakes 
such as Pandolce from Liguria, Bisciola from Val- 
tellina (Lombardia), and Pani’e saba from Sardinia 
(Bordo and Surrasca 2003). These cakes all belong 
to the same commodities sector from the point of 
view of sales and similar purchasing motives and 
from the technological point of view, thanks to the 
great similarity of their production cycles, which 
require the use of natural sourdough. They can be 
defined as leavened enriched breads since they un- 
dergo a biological leavening, which is usually per- 
formed by particular Saccharomyces species present 
in the sourdough in symbiosis with lactic acid 
microkra (Galli and Ottogalli 1973, Galli et al. 
1988), giving light products characterized by a high 
specific volume, as in the case of bread (Table 30.9). 

As already stated for the types of breads obtained 
using sourdough, the natural microbial inoculum is 
perpetuated via a cycle, which according to the con- 
ditions of the process used, requires from 20 to 36 
hours of preparation, mainly for obtaining the full 
sourdough (Fig. 30.14). The seed sour (from a previ- 
ous dough) is left to ferment under controlled condi- 
tions, often tightly wrapped in a cloth. This method 
maintains high C 0 2  content in the mass, thus lower- 
ing the redox potential and enabling heterolactic fer- 
mentation to take place (Foschino and Galli 1997). 

The lactic k r a  of the mother dough contain the 
same species found in the seed sour used in bread- 
making (Galli and Ottogalli 1973, Galli et al. 1988, 
Ottogalli et al. 1996), where Lb. sanfranciscensis 
or Lb. brevis var. lindneri are usually present in a 
strict association with S. exiguus or Candida holmii 
(Foschino et al. 1995). As previously discussed for 
the sourdough bread, the microbial metabolic activi- 
ty causes a sharp decrease of the pH (that can reach 
values lower than 4) and a significant increase in 
acidity, creating a selective environment from the 
microbial point of view, rich in those metabolites 
responsible for the peculiar sensorial properties of 
the finished product (Ottogalli et al. 1996). 

In general there are three refreshment phases of the 
sourdough via the addition of water and flour, which 
gradually increase the leavening mass in order to 
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WATER 

Figure 30.1 4. Multistage process used for sourdough production for Italian sweet baked products (e.g., Pandoro, 
Panettone, and Colomba). In each step the more frequent ratios of the ingredients (flour, water) are indicated; the 
conditions of fermentation are also reported. The "mother dough" or "seed sour" can be taken either from the second 
refreshment or the full sourdough steps. 

obtain the full sour and to maintain the qua1ity:quanti- 
ty ratio of the microorganisms unaltered (Vogel et al. 
1996). The seed sour usually represents 5 1 5 %  of the 
ingredients that make up the full sourdough, less than 
in bread sourdough. Although there are no detailed 
studies on the subject, the ratios of ingredients ( kur,  
water, mother dough) given in Figure 30.14 are those 
most frequently used in industrial processes since 
they maintain a correct ratio between the lactic and 
acetic acid concentrations and between the LAB and 
the yeasts. The microbial starters, frequently used for 
the production of wheat or rye bread (Stolz and 
Bocker 1996, Kulp 2003), are not used either at the 
industrial level or by the artisan bakeries for making 
the leavened enriched breads since this method does 
not guarantee satisfactory sensorial characteristics in 
the finished product (Lucisano et al. 2003). 

The refreshments, comprised exclusively of flour 
and water, provide a dough with a well-developed, 

homogeneous, viscoelastic gluten network that ef- 
fectively contains the C 0 2  produced during the final 
leavening phase, when the final dough is placed in the 
mold (Fig. 30.15). The sugar and fats of the recipe, 
which give rise to a shortening effect when present in 
high percentage (Calve1 2001), are gradually added 
after the formation of a continuous gluten network 
has been ensured. At least three dough steps are 
required, with a rest between each for the leavening 
phase. The dough names r e k t  the ingredients 
added: the "white dough" contains sugar and fats, 
while the "yellow dough" also contains eggs. Cand- 
ied fruit and raisins, which significantly interfere with 
the viscoelastic properties of the mass, are not added 
until the last dough step, just before the dividing step. 

Although the production cycles of the Pandoro, 
Panettone, and Colomba can be considered quite 
similar, Figure 30.15 highlights important differ- 
ences in their formulation. Because of the high 
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production 

wheat flour, 

sugar 
WHITE DOUGH + water, butter, 

water, sugar, 7 
wheat flour, + WHITE DOUGH 
nonfat milk 

water, sugar, 
wheat flour, 

baker’s yeast 

wheat flour, 
sugar’ eggs’ 
water, butter, 
cocoa butter, 
emulsifier 

wheat flour, 

butter, sugar, 
eggs 

YELLOW DOUGH + water, salt, 

wheat flour, 

candied j?u its 
FINAL DOUGH - water, raisins, 

I 
I 

I 

Leavening: Leavening: 
1-2 h ,  6-8 h ,  
20-24°C 168-75°F 2527°C 177-81°F 

Leavening: Leavening: 
60 min, 3-4 h ,  
20-24°C 168-75°F 20-24°C 168-75°F 

I 
I 

eggs, salt, + YELLOW DOUGH 

Leavening: 
60-80 min, 

FINAL DOUGH 

DIVIDING 

Intermediate leavening: 
6-8 h ,  

28-30°C 18236°F 
Final leavening: 
6-8 h ,  

paper mold metal pan 28-30°C 182-86°F 
Final leavening: 

BAKING 6-8 h ,  
6 0  min,  30°C 186°F 

180-200°C / 356-392°F 
BAKING 

48-50 min, 
175-185°C / 347-365°F 

COOLING 

1 
PANDORO PANETTONE COLOMBA 

lOcm lOcm 
Figure 30.15. Flow sheet of Pandoro, Panettone, and Colomba (from full sourdough to finished product). The weight 
of the baked products is about 1000 g. 

quantity of fat in the Pandoro (about 22-27% of the yeast is not added to the Panettone and Colomba 
final dough composition), baker’s yeast is often (about 10-15% fat in the final dough), in which the 
added to the yellow dough to facilitate rising during only leavening agents are the yeasts from the seed 
the final long leavening period in the pan. Baker’s sour, which multiplied during the refreshment 
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phases. One of the most delicate phases for all prod- 
ucts is the final dough step, when the dough is divid- 
ed, shaped, and molded. This process must be made 
with stress-free machines in order to prevent exces- 
sive stretching and compression. Thanks to the rich 
formulation of sugars and fats and the packaging 
methods used (polypropylene bag and cardboard 
box), the shelf life of these products is approxi- 
mately 6 months. 

The Italian association, AIDI, that represents the 
most important producers of sweet baked products 
has issued detailed processing standards for Pa- 
nettone, Pandoro, and Colomba, the most important 
enriched leavened breads from the economic point of 
view. These standards (AIDI 2003) describe not only 
the compulsory ingredients of the recipe but also 
each process phase. 

The Serving-Size Products- “Merendine” 

Of the most consumed baked products in Italy, the 
so-called merendine deserve special attention (Fig. 
30.16). These may be considered an interesting and 
recent industrial transformation of a number of tra- 
ditional baked products produced at the artisan or 
domestic level. These foods, with the exception of 
the croissant and brioche in France, are common 

’* E 

Figure 30.16. Typical Italian serving size products 
(merendine): sourdough fermentation (A); puff pastry or 
Danish pastry (i.e., sourdough fermentation plus physi- 
cal leavening) (B); short pastry with chemical leavening 
(C, and C2); pie crust (D); sponge dough (physical and 
chemical leavening) (E). 
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only in Italy, and date back to the 1950s, when one 
of the most famous festivity cakes companies intro- 
duced a “miniature” version of the Panettone on the 
market. 

The common characteristic of these cakes is their 
weight, which does not normally exceed 50 g. They 
are packed in single portions, which helps maintain 
their sensorial characteristics for several months. 
These products are therefore an alternative to cook- 
ies and cakes, either for breakfast or as a snack, 
which in Italy and other Mediterranean countries, is 
considered a meal, albeit a light one (FOSAN 2003). 
These Italian bakery products have little in com- 
mon with the so-called sweet and savory snacks 
consumed in Anglo-Saxon and northern European 
countries where, due to the different eating habits, 
there has been a “destructurizing” of meals, which 
has led to eating frequently outside the home. The 
consumer target is represented above all by young 
people between the ages of 5 and 14 years, but these 
products are also appreciated by adolescents and 
adults. 

The range of merendine on offer in the market 
includes products obtained by applying either a bio- 
logical leavening process, almost always sourdough 
or puff pastry (physical leavening of a laminated 
sourdough), or a chemical or physicaUchemica1 
leavening process. The different methods of creation 
of the porous texture justify the diversity of the 
physical properties of these cakes (summarized in 
Table 30.9) and the fact that they can be classified as 
both soft products and crisp, friable products (see 
Fig. 30.1 and Table 30.8). Another significant aspect 
is the simplicity of the recipe, generally without 
creams or fillings, which can be found in a high per- 
centage of the snacks consumed in Anglo-Saxon 
countries (FOSAN 2003). 

In spite of this significant characteristic, there is a 
common belief in Italy that serving-size products 
are responsible for the increase in child obesity, 
which is also a worrying phenomenon in Italy. 
Recent research on this theme has shown a different 
picture from that illustrated in many information 
campaigns. The daily consumption of a merendina 
accounts for only 6-7% of the daily energy required 
by children of under 10 years of age, less than the 
conventional snack (ham sandwich, bread, butter 
and jam, etc.) (FOSAN 2003). Furthermore, meren- 
dine have a greater capacity for satisfying hunger 
than conventional snacks, triggering a mechanism 
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that can control and reduce the energy level of the 
next meal (Porrini et al. 2002). 

Process Card of Typical Italian Sweet Baked 
Products 

Panettone The Panettone, the traditional soft tex- 
ture Christmas cake of Milan (northern Italy), has its 
origins in the past. It is said that it was first present- 
ed in Renaissance times at a court banquet given 
by Federico il Moro. Without doubt it is the most 
widely known Italian baked product abroad. The 
Panettone has a cylindrical form (see Fig. 30.15) 
with a cracked upper crust cut in the characteristic 
shape of a cross (called scarpatura), a very light 
internal texture with an elongated cellular structure 
(see Fig. 30.12), and a typical sourdough aroma. In 
comparison with the various products of the Verona 
school (Pandoro), the sourdough of the Panettone 
normally has a lower fermentation quotient (molar 
ratio between the lactic acid and the acetic acid). 
The fermented bulk dough is divided into individual 
pieces of predetermined weight and placed in a pi- 
rottino (a baking pan made of a special type of pa- 
per) for final leavening (6-8 hours) (see Fig. 30.15). 

The production standards issued by the industrial 
companies (AIDI 2003) specify the compulsory and 
optional ingredients. The compulsory ingredients 
include eggs (either whole or yolks), at a minimum 
quantity of 4% yolks to the total mixture, and butter, 
which must total at least 16% (minimum percent- 
ages of the dry ingredients refer to the dough ready 
to be divided and the net of raisins and candied 
fruit). Characteristic of this cake are the so-called 
“inert” ingredients (raisins and candied fruit) that 
make up at least 20% of the dry ingredients in the 
dough ready to be divided. In recent years, follow- 
ing the changes of consumer eating habits, especial- 
ly of children, formulations that do not contain inert 
substances have been developed. 

Recently (September 2003), the artisan producers 
of Milan made an application to obtain the denomi- 
nation PGI (Protected Geographical Indication) 
from the European Union for the issue of the “typi- 
cal product mark.” The indications contained in 
this standard do not differ greatly from the proposals 
of the industrial companies, with the exception of 
emulsifying agents and preservatives (optional in- 
gredients in the industrial products and forbidden in 
artisan products). Consequently, the maximum shelf 

life of the artisan-made Panettone must not exceed 
30 days. 

Colomba The Colomba (Dove) is the typical 
Easter leavened baked product produced all over 
Italy, at both the industrial and artisan levels. It dates 
back to 500-600 AD in Lombardy, with origins in 
both history and legend. It is said that it was created 
as a sign of peace to the barbarian invaders of the 
city of Pavia. On a par with the better known 
Panettone and Pandoro, this cake is made using 
sourdough. The technological steps for obtaining 
the final product (some of which are illustrated in 
Fig. 30.17) are the same as for the production of 
Panettone except for the final makeup (see Figs. 
30.14 and 30.15). 

Colomba has an irregular shape like a dove, with 
a light texture and an elongated porous structure 
with icing of egg white, sugar, and hazelnuts and a 
decoration of sugar and almonds. On the basis of the 
indications given in the production standards issued 
by the AIDI industrial producers, the latter ingredi- 
ent must represent at least 2% of the finished prod- 
uct. The minimum quantity of the other compulsory 
ingredients is the same as for the Panettone, with the 
exception of the candied fruit, which must be made 
up exclusively of citrus fruit in a quantity of no less 
than 15%. 

Pandoro The Pandoro, the traditional Christmas 
cake ofVerona (a town not far fromvenice), probably 
got its name from its golden color, due to the high 
percentage of eggs and fat in its recipe. The first 
traces of its production date back to 1800. The Pan- 
doro evolved from the Venetian antique Renaissance 
cake (pan de oro, golden cake), so called because it 
was served in the houses of the nobility and covered 
with fine gold leaf. There are also tales of a more 
humble origin. The ancestor of the Pandoro would 
seem to be a cake in the form of a star but with a 
more compact consistency that is still popular and 
widespread (the Nadalin). 

The Pandoro has a very soft dough, which is ob- 
tained by natural fermentation. It has a conical trunk 
form shaped into an octagonal star (see Fig. 30.15). 
There is no external crust, and it is usually covered 
with vanilla flavored icing sugar. The inside is silky, 
with a fine, uniform grain texture, a characteristic 
obtained by the addition of baker’s yeast (up to 1%) 
during the final kneading phases. The flour is added in 
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Figure 30.17. Main steps of Colomba production. Seed sour wrapped in a cloth during fermentation (A); full sour- 
dough (B); "white dough formation using a spiral mixer (C); "white dough" fermentation (D); ingredients of "yellow 
dough" before mixing (E); final dough with candied fruit or raisins before dividing (F); dough pieces on curling belt 
(G);  intermediate leavening of dough pieces on canvas pockets (H); dough in the paper mold-max dough height 
about 3 cm (I); dough after final leavening-max dough height about 5-6 cm (J); icing and decoration with sugar and 
almonds (K); final product after baking-max product height about 12-1 3 cm (L). The processing conditions of each 
step are reported in Figures 30.13 and 30.14 [Courtesy of GranMilano SPA, Milano.] 

increasing percentages during the different dough 
steps, in contrast to the Panettone, where the amount 
of flour added decreases during each leavening phase. 
Finally, the preservation conditions of the mother 
dough and the microbial species produce a minor 
accumulation of acetic acid in the dough. The produc- 
tion standard (AID1 2003) states that the eggs added 

to the dough (in the form of pasteurized whole eggs or 
egg yolks) must total not less than 4% (of yolk) of the 
total mixture, while the amount of butter must total at 
least 20% (of the dry ingredients in the dough ready 
to be divided). Vanillin is one of the compulsory in- 
gredients of this cake. Fillings, toppings, frostings, or 
other decorations can be added, provided the finished 
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product contains at least 50% of the basic dough cal- 
culated on the weight of the finished product. 

Panforte The Panforte is a specialty of Siena (cen- 
tral Italy) made with candied fruit (mainly candied 
citron and orange peel), toasted almonds or hazel- 
nuts, sugar, honey, glucose syrup, and spices. The 
traditional period of this cake is the Christmas sea- 
son, although in Tuscany it can be bought through- 
out the year. 

It is a fit, dense, round cake on a starch wafer 
base, wrapped in a paper band and covered with a 
fine layer of icing sugar (Fig. 30.18A). The name 
Panforte “strong bread” is due to the strong, spicy 
flavor of the original recipe that dates back to the 
13th century. Spices were added to the original 
recipe of “Pan Melato” (honey bread) to increase the 
shelf life of the cake. The most widely sold Panforte 
today is Panforte Margherita, named in 1879 in 
honor of Queen Margherita, wife of the Italian king 
Umberto I ,  and based on a recipe that gave the cake 
a more delicate taste and a softer texture. 

The process comprises an initial phase of cooking 
the sugars, to which are added candied fruits, which 
are cooked in the syrup. Whole almonds, kur,  and 

spices are then added to the syrupy mass. The mix- 
ture is formed manually on a sheet of starch wafer 
and surrounded by a paper band. The cake is then 
baked in the oven at 210-220°C (410-430°F) for 
about 15 minutes, and when it cools it takes on the 
characteristic consistency. 

Castagnaccio (Chestnut Cake) Castagnaccio is a 
humble dish that originates from the peasant cook- 
ing tradition. It is made in Tuscany, especially in the 
autumn when chestnut k u r  is produced. The basic 
castagnaccio batter is made of chestnut kur,  water, 
olive oil, and salt, to which other ingredients such as 
pine kernels, raisins, chopped nuts, candied orange, 
and rosemary may be added, according to the pro- 
duction area. A liquid batter is prepared (water con- 
tent higher than 53-%%), poured into low, wide 
pans, and baked in the oven at 200-220°C (392- 
430°F) for 40-60 minutes. 

The Castagnaccio is ready when the surface is 
cracked and has an intense brown color. The finished 
product does not have a cellular structure and has a 
soft, compact texture (Fig. 30.18B). It has a very 
brief shelf life due to the high water content (higher 
than 45%) and a, values higher than 0.9. 

A B 

c 

Figure 30.18. Typical Italian cakes and cookies of the Other Products category in Table 30.8: Panforte (A), 
Castagnaccio (B), Amaretti (C), Pasta di mandorle-artisan product (D); Pasta di mandorle (Ricciare///)-industrial 
product (E). 
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Amaretti and Pasta di’ Mmdorle Amaretti are dry 
pastry biscuits (less than 3% water content) that date 
back to 1400-1500; they have a characteristic round 
shape, a cracked surface, and a bitter almond taste 
(Fig. 30.1%). According to the process standards of 
the AIDI companies, the basic, compulsory ingredi- 
ents in the recipe for amaretti are sugar, a minimum 
quantity of almonds and/or apricot kernels (based 
on the dry substance of the final dough), and egg 
whites. The addition of ku r  (wheat and/or rice 
and/or maize) is optional. When present, this raw 
material must not exceed 12%. The presence of 
leavening agents is not compulsory since the porous 
structure is obtained via the air contained in the 
whisked egg whites. After mixing the ingredients, 
the batter is poured into mold bands. 

Amaretti morbidi (soft amaretti) are also popular 
(also known as pasta di mandorle-almond paste) 
(Fig. 30.18D). The amaretti morbidi get their typical 
texture from their higher water content (8%) and 
from the higher quantity of almonds (at least 35%) 
set by the AIDI standard (referred to the dry sub- 
stance in the final batter). Flour cannot be used, but 
honey and glucose syrups can be added. 

From these basic recipes, amaretti and pasta di 
mandorle can be enriched with coverings and fill- 
ings as well as made into different shapes. In the dry 
product category, the so-called brutti e buoni (ugly 
and good) are especially popular. They have an ir- 
regular shape and contain chopped hazelnuts, while 
the soft product version is called ricciarelli (Bordo 
and Surrasca 2003). 
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Antioxidant activity, 437 
Apple sponge, 267 
Aqueous solutions, 221 

boiling point, 221 
buffer solutions, 223 
concentration, 222 
equilibrium molar concentration, 223 
freezing point, 22 1 
ice formation, 222 
of electrolytes, 222 
osmotic pressure, 222 
pH, 223 
vapor pressure, 22 1 

cross-links, 341-342, 351, 353 
ferulic acid, 341, 353, 355 
functionality in breadmaking, 34 1-342, 348-349 
hydrolysis, 348-350 
oxidative gelation, 341-342, 351, 353, 355 
physicochemical properties, 34 1-342 
solubilized AX, 341,349 
structure model, 341 
water-extractable AXs (HMWILMW), 341-342, 

water-unextractable AXs, 341-342, 349-350, 356 

Arabinoxylans (AXs), 341-342,348-349,353 

349-350 

Asparagine, 437 

B 
Babka, 452 
Backslopping, 372 
Bagel, 510-512 

New York style, 5 10 
troubleshooting, 5 14 
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Bakery products 
bioprocessing, 291 
bread, 288 
breakfast cereals, 289 
cell structure, 530 
chemical agents, 293 
crispness, See Friability 
crust, 539, 541, 543 
factors affecting, 289 
friability, 528, 531, 545, 547 
functional ingredients, 295 
native grain and kur ,  287 
other cereal products, 289 
porosity, 532, 546-548 
quality, 529, 545 
sensory attributes, 287 
shelflife, 534-535, 537,539, 541, 543, 553, 556 
softness, 528,535-536,539 
storage, 293 

Baker's percent, 502-503,512, 515 
Baking, 214, 404, 508, 514 

alternative sweeteners, 32 
high intensity sweeteners, 33 
sugar alcohols, 32 

chemical leavening, 15 
acids, 16 
baking powder, 18 

chocolate, 37 
cocoa, 37 
daiIy products, 33 

cheese, 36 
condensed milk, 35 
cream, 33 
dried milk products, 35 
evaporated milk, 35 
fermented milk, 33 
fresh liquid milk, 33 
whey, 35 

eggs, 36, 167 
fats and oils, 18 

butter, 22  
margarine, 23 
processing, 2 1 
shortening, 23 
vegetable oil, 24 

flavorings, 40 
fruits, 37 
nuts, 37 
nutritive sweeteners, 29 

brown sugar, 30 
Fondant, 30 
Fructose, 31 
honey, 31 
invert sugar, 30 

molasses, 30 
starch hydrolysates, 31 
sucrose, 304 

other grains, 8 
barley, 11 
corn, 10 
oat, 10 
Rice, 11 
Rye, 8 
soy, 12 

powder, 130, 398, See Chemical leavening 
SAS, double acting, 398 
single acting, 398 

salt, 40 
soda, 398 
spices, 40 
stages, 273 
wheat, 4, 5 
yeast, 14 

Barm brack, 451 
Bases, 223 

base dissociation constant Kb, 223 
conjugate base, 224 
strong bases, 223 
weak bases, 223 

depositing of, 407 
doneness of, 404 

Beta-amylase, 423 
Biological leavening, See Fermentation process 
Biopreservation, 375 
Biscuits, 484 

gluten-free, 484 
high fat powder, 484 
short dough, 484 

Boiled sponge, 266 
Boiling, 5 13 
Boterkoeken, 445 
Boterpistolets, 445 
Bread, 128-130,299-303,306-307,310-311,313 

Batter, 407 

crust color, 346, 348-349, 352 
crumb grain, 240, 242 
flavor, 339,346,348 
gourmet, 30 1 
hearth loaves, 234-235 
leavened, 30 1 
quality, 311, 337-338, 342-344,346, 350, 353, 356 
quick bread, 301-302 
retrogradation, 236, 239-240, 242 
staling, 339-340,342-343, 346-350 

antistaling amylase, 346-348 
crystallinity, 347 
endoxylanase, 349 
lipase, 350 
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maltodextrins, 347 
staling model, 339, 340, 347 
starch structure, 347 

crisp breads, 528,544 
Grissini, 528, 532, 539, 543-544 

substitutes, 528 

unleavened, 301 
volume, 236,238-239,242,342-343,346,349-352, 

whole-meal, 301-302 
yeast bread, 301-302 

baking, 301-302,306-314 
baking chamber, 308 
batch oven, 307 
burner, 307, 308 
continuous oven, 307 
energy efficiency, 308 
forced convection oven, 309 
heat transfer mode, 308-309 
heating system, 308 
impingement oven, 309 
microwave oven, 309 
power, 307,309 
safety, 308 

air blast cooler, 310 
vacuum cooler, 310 

dough makeup, 303,311,313 
dividing, 302-303, 313-314 
energy input, 302-303, 313 
mixing, 303,305-307,312-314 
molding, 303,305, 313 
over-mixing, 303 
panning, 303 
sheeting, 305 
sponge-and-dough process, 302-303 
straight-dough process, 302-303 
weighing, 303 

flavor, 301,306-307,309 
hydrocolloids, 306 
lactic acid bacteria, 306 
yeast, 301-303, 306-307 

packaging, 302,310,314 
antistaling agent, 31 1 
emulsifier, 302,311 
modified atmosphere (MAP), 3 10-3 1 1 
oxygen scavenger, 3 1 1 

proofing, 302,305-307,310,312-314 
relative humidity, 307, 310 
temperature, 303,306-310, 313-314 

354,356 

Breadmaking, 301-302,305,307,313-314 

cooling, 302-303,310,313-314 

fermentation, 301, 303, 306-307, 312, 314 

Breakage, 523-524 
Brittle, See Breakage 

Browning, 425,433, 436-437 
Buckwheat knr ,  129-130 
Buffer solutions, 223 
Bulk fermentation, 320 
Bulking agent 

Lacitol &actyTM in Holland), 152 

C 
Cake(s), 130-131, 402 

egg as functional ingredient, 167 
foam style, 400, 402 
high altitude adjustments, 404 
shortening style, 393 
testing for doneness, 404 
trouble shooting, 405 

Caramelization, 275, 397, 433, 436, 515 
Carbohydrate-based fat replacers, 195-196 
Carbohydrates, 2 15 
Carbon dioxide, 262 
Celiac disease, 104, 106, 128, 131, 372, 471-474 

clinical symptoms, 473 
diagnostic procedures, 471 
dietary treatment, 473 
disease mechanism, 472 
epidemiology, 471 
iceberg model, 472 
possible causes, 473 

Cell structure formation, 278 
Cellulase, 356 
Cereal-based products, 433-434, 436-437, 439 
Chapati (Chapatti), 129, 450 
Chemical and physical leavening, 528,546-549,553 
Chemical potential, 229 
Chorleywood bread process, 32 1 

e n e r u  input, 321 
partial vacuum, 32 1 
positive pressure, 32 1 
pressure vacuum, 322 
processing time, 322 

Choereg, 444 
Ciabatta, 45 1 

Clarified butter, 403 
Codex Alimentarious, 474, 499, 501 
Color, 436-437 
Conjugate acid and base, 224 
Cookie, 131 
Cooling, 508 
Cracker production, 41 1 

changes in dough, 424 
after baking (cooling), 425 
before baking, 425 
during baking, 425 
packaging and storage, 425 

coagulationigelation of, 167 
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Cracker production (continued) 
general description, 412 
ingredients, 414 

basic ingredients, 4 14 
roles, 42 1 

quality control, 426 
sanitary requirements, 429-432 
trouble shooting, 426, 429 

Cream crackers, 425 
production, 412 

Cream of tartar, 400 
Creaming method, 398, 401 
Critical pressure, 217 
Critical temperature, 2 17 
Cross-linked rice k u r ,  130 
Crumb softener, 423 
Crumb structure, 344, 346, 349-351,354 

color, 326, 329 
damage, 323,327-328 
firmnesshrming, 339,341-342,346-347,349-350, 

holes, 328 
open, 327 
structure, 327-328 

blisters, 324 
color, 326 

356 

Crust 

Cyclodextrin glycosyl transferase (CGTase), 129 

D 
Depositing, 508 

muffins, 508 
Dextrinizing enzyme, 423 
Diabetes 

baked products suitable for, 461 
banana bread, 463 

DietaIy fiber, 375 
Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), 127 
Dipole moment, 2 16 
Dough conditioner, 424 

sodium bisulfite, 242 
sodium metabisulfite, 424 
frozen, 38 1 

Dough, 248,261 
conditioners, 525 
cutting, 326 
damage, 323 
degassing, 255 
development time, 52 1 
development, 327 
dividing, 323 
extensibility, 239 
fat, 326 
final molder, 323 

Index 

first molding, 323 
gas production, 324 
gas retention, 234, 239-240, 324 
handlingiprocessibility, 338, 343, 348, 350-352, 356 
intermediate proof, 322-323, 327, 
machinability, 233,238,240 
makeup, 257 
mixing, 521,523 
no time dough, 249 
processing, 320 
relative humidity, 323 
rheological properties, 340, 342, 346, 348-349, 352, 

stability, 343, 349-350, 353-354, 356 
stickiness, 238, 239, 349, 351, 353, 355 
strength, 340, 350-351, 353-355 
temperature control, 253 
temperature, 322, 325, 327, 523 
texturizing, 256 

Doughnuts, 131 
Dried sourdough 368 
D-tagatose, 151 

354 

E 
Egg, 161,215,400,424 

composition of, 162 
function in a batter, 400 
functionality of, 165 
functionality in baking, 167 
protein, 482-484 

cross-linking, 483 
separated method, 403 
white, 398 

coagulationigelation of, 167 
composition and structure of, 163 
foaming properties of, 166 
formation of foam, 400 
functional properties of, 165 
handling of the foam, 398 

coagulationigelation of, 167 
composition and structure of, 164 
emulsifying properties of, 165 
functional properties of, 165 

yolk, 130, 400 

Electrolytes, 222 
Emulsifiers, 215, 225, 239-240,344,350, 355, 423 

as fat replacers, 196, 200 
calcium stearoyl lactylate, 423 
calcium stearoylL2-lactylate, 24 1 
cephalins, 226 
crumb softener, 239, 241 
diacetyl tartaric acid ester, 241 
diglycerides, 423 
dough conditioner, 239, 241 
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glyceryl monostearate, 241 
lecithin(s), 226, 240 
monoglyceride(s), 239-240, 423 
sodium stearoyl lactylate, 423 
surfactant, 240 

classification, 348-349 
endoxylanase inhibitors, 350 
functionality in breadmaking, 348-350, 
overdosing, 349 
substrate selectivity, 350 

Enzymes, 236,337-356, 485 
alpha-amylase, 236 
amylase, 337, 339, 344-348,356 
amylopectin retrogradation, 485 
antistaling, 485 
bacterial amylase, 237 
beta-amylase, 237 
cereal amylase, 333 
endoxylanase, 238,337,348-350,354-356 
functions, 485 
fungal amylase, 237, 328, 333 
glucose (hexose) oxidase, 337,351,354-355, 
improvers, 270 
inhibitors, 345 

Endoxylanase, 337,348-350, 354-356 

amylase inhibitors, 345 
endoxylanase inhibitors, 350 
protease inhibitors, 348 

lipase, 337,350-351,353,355-356 
lipoxidase, 238, 
lipoxygenase, 337, 343, 350-353 
malt, 237 
maltogenic amylase, 333 
oxidoreductase, 337,35 1-354, 356 
protease, 238, 346, 348 
pullulanase, 237-238 
SKB, 237 
transglutaminase, 354-355 

Equilibrium molar concentration, 223 
Exopolysaccharides 374 
Extrusion, 433-434, 436-437, 523 

pressure, 523-524 
process, 523 

F 
FAOAWHO, 499 
Farinograph, 521, 524 
FAST index, 437 
Fat analogs, 195,200 

barriers, 195 
based fat replacers, 195-196,200 
extenders, 195, 200 
functionality in bakery products, 201 
low calorie, 196, 200 

mimetics, 195, 199 
modified bakeIy foods, 202 

physical properties, 203 
sensory properties, 206 
textural properties, 204 

replacement in bakery foods, 201 
replacers, 193 
substitutes, 194-195, 200 

carbohydrate based, 195-196 
Fat replacers, 193,498-499,504-505,515 

cellulose, 196, 198 
fibers, 196, 198 
gums, 196, 198 
inulin, 196, 199 
maltodextrins and dextrins, 196-197 
pectin, 196, 199 
polydextrose, 196- 197 
starch and modified starches, 195-196 

classification, 195 
fat based, 196,200 

emulsifiers, 196, 200 
fat (lipid) analogsisubstitutes, 196, 200 
low calorie fats, 196, 200 

microparticulated protein, 196, 199 
modified protein, concentrates, 196, 199 

protein based, 196, 199 

safety, 207 
Fat substitutes, 395 

carbohydrate-based, 395 
fat-derived, 395 

Salatrim, 395 
protein-based, 395 

Fat, 266, 421 
cakes, 25 
cookies and crackers, 26 

coating fat, 28 
dough fat, 27 
filling fat, 27 
spray oil, 28 

laminated products, 24 
yeast products, 24 

Fatty acids (FAs), 343,350-351 
polyunsaturated FAs, 343,350-351, 353 

FDA, 499,5 15 
Fermentation, 176,225,261 (See also Yeast) 

definition, 176 
mother dough, See Sour dough 
sourdough, 528-530,532-533,536-54 1,543, 

547-555 
sponge-and-dough, 530,532,535, 541, 543 
starters, 537, 551 
straight-dough, 535-536 

Final proof, 270 
Flavor, 365, 367, 370, 373 
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Flavoring, 424 

Flour microkra, 371 
Flour, 268,395,502-503,531 

all-purpose, 396 

graham crackers, 41 1 

cake, 396 
effect of bleaching on, 396 
milling of, 396 

barley, 533 
chestnut, 533, 547, 556 
common wheat, 531-533,535 
durum wheat, 532-534,540-541,543,545 
italian standard, 533-534 
rheological properties, 534, 549 
rye, 532-534,537,539,551 
self-rising, 396 

angel food, 402 
chiffon, 403 
Genoese, 403 
sponge, 403 

Flow chart, breadmaking, 444 
Fluorescence, 437 
Focaccia, 451 
Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act of 

Food allergy, 456-457 

Foam style cakes, 400, 402 

2004,501 

eggs, 459 

peanuts, 456 
sulfites, 456 

egg free chocolate cake, 460 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
World Health Organization (FAOMHO), 499 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 499 
Food fermentation, 174-175 
Food intolerance, 456-457 

celiac disease, 456 
gluten intolerance, 456 

gluten free bread, 458 
lactose intolerance, 457 

dairy freeitofu baked cheesecake, 459 
Food labeling, 499, 501 
Food safety, 87-88,94, 96 

additive, 87-88, 92-93, 96, 233 
contaminant, 87-88,94 
mycotoxin, 87-88, 89, 94 
pesticide, 87-89, 94 

Food Standards Agency of the United Kingdom, 50 1, 

Food Standards Australia, New Zealand, 501, 515 
Formula, 505, 510, 515 
Formulation, 87,92 

5 15 

adulteration, 88, 92-93, 95 
aids, 92 
blend, 89, 92, 93 

e-number, 92-93, 96 
improver, 88, 90, 96 

Frozen dough, 381 
additives, 386 
gas retention properties, 383 
yeast, 382 

Fructose, 433-434,437-438 
Fruit sponge, 267 
Functional foods, 498-499, 5 15 
Furosine, 435-436 
2-Furoyl-methylLGABA, 435-436 

G 
GABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid), 435-436 
Gas cells, 342-343, 349-350, 

gas retention properties, 342-343 
stability, 343, 350 

Gauffres liegeois, 445 
Gelatinization, 5 15 
Genetically modified (GM), 502 
Genetics of gluten proteins, 99 
Glassy water, 2 17 (See Amorphous water) 
Glucose, 433-434,437-438 

oxidase, 129, 337, 351, 354-355 
Glutathione, 234-235, 348, 351, 354 
Gluten allergies, 103 
Gluten from genetically modified organisms (GMO), 

Gluten proteins, 234, 339-342, 348,350,353-354 
cross-links, 340-341, 351, 353-354 
disulphide bond, 234-236, 340-341, 351,353 
extensibility, 236 
extractability, 340 
gliadins, 339-340, 350, 354 
glutenins, 339-340, 350 

polymers, 340, 351, 355 
subunits (HMWILMW), 340,351,354 

hydration capacity, 236, 239 
interactions, 341, 347, 350 
network, 340,342-343,348,350,353,355 

devitalized (nonviscoelastic) gluten, 100 
functional properties, 10 1 

104 

Gluten, 97, 396, 474 

film formation, 101 
gluten index, 10 1 
lipid binding, 102 
thermosetting, 101-102 
water-holding capacity (WHC), 102 

gliadin, 396,474, 476 
glutenin, 396, 474 
quality, 99, 101 
replacers, 128 
rheological properties, 99, 101 
viscoelastic properties, 97-99, 101-1 02 
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vital wheat gluten (VWG), 97, 100, 102-103, 
235-236,512,514 

Gluten-free, 128-129, 131, 474, 484-485, 501 
biscuits, 484 
bread, 372, 375,458, 478, 484, 488 
enzymes, 485-486 
hydrocolloids (gums), 479 

hydroxypropyl methylcellulose, 48 1 
konjac, 480 
xanthan, 480 

lactic acid bacteria, 487 
pastaipizza, 484 
protein sources, 481 

egg proteins, 482-484 
dairy proteins, 481 
soybeans, 482 
surimi, 482 

pseudocereals, 477-479 
amaranth, 478-479, 
buckwheat, 477-478, 484, 
quinoa, 478-479 

sourdough, 487 
starch-based ingredients, 475 

corn, 477 
potato starch, 477 
rice, 476 
sorghum, 479 
wheat starch, 475 

Glycemic index, 374,525 
GMP, 502 
Good Manufacturing practice (GMP), 502 
Grading of wheat, 73-82 

Canada, 75-82 
standards, 73 
United States, 73-75 

Grains, 267 
GRAS (generally recognized as safe), 102 
Gum, 480 

konjac, 480 
xanthan, 480 

H 
Hard water, 224 

permanent hard waters, 224 
temporary hard waters, 224 
treatment, 224 

ion exchange, 225 
lime, 224 
osmosis, 225 

Health, 501 
Canada, 501 
claims, 501 

high fiber 
Healthier bakery products, 455, 460 

bueberry muffin, 461 

low-fat 
bueberry muffin, 461 
cocolate chip biscuit, 468 
dairy freeitofu baked cheesecake, 459 

diabetic banana bread, 463 
chocolate chip biscuit, 468 

low sugar 

Heat transfer, 274, 405 
conduction, 275,405 
convection, 274,405 
radiation, 274 

Henderson-Hesselbach Equation, 224 
High altitude adjustments, 404 

High intensity sweeteners, 148 
solution properties, 481 

acesulfame Potassium (Acesulfanie-KTM, 

alitame, 151 
aspartame (NutrasweetTM, EqualTM), 149-150 
cyclamate, 15 1 
neotame, 150 
saccharin (Sweet ‘N LowTM, Sugar TwinTM), 

148- 149 
sucralose (SpendaTM), 150 

applications to bakery products, 145 
composition, 145 
creamed honey, 145 
crystallized honey, 145 
Pfund scale, 145 
plasticized honey, 146 
spun honey, 145 

Hop sponge, 267 
Hot Tins tins, 328 
Human stages of development, 467 
Humidity, 220 

acesulfamTM), 150 

Honey, 145 

absolute humidity, 220 
dew point, 220 
relative humidity, 220 

Hydrated proton, 222 
Hydrocolloids, 128-129, 242 

agar, 128 
carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), 128,242 
carrageenan, 128, 
guar gum, 128-129,242 
hydroxypropylr~ietliylcellulose (HPMC) , 128- 129 
locus bean gum, 128-129 
xanthan gum, 128- 129 

bonding, 2 17 
peroxide, 351, 353-356 

Hydrolysis, 262 
Hydrophilic effect, 214, 225 
Hydrophobic effect, 214, 225 
Hydroxymethylfurfural, 436-437 

Hydrogen 
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I 
Ice, 217, 220 

crystallization, 220 
formation and supercooling, 220 
freeze drying, 218 
freezing point, 220 
from solution, 222 
homogeneous nucleation, 220 
melting points, 22 1 
nucleation, 220 
structure of, 2 18 
supercooling, 220 
vapor pressure, 218,220 

Immunoreactivity, 375 
Infrared spectroscopy, 2 16 
Intermediate proof, 270 
Intermolecular interaction, 2 17 
Ion exchange, 225 
Isomerization, 437,439 

Italian baked products, 528, 543, See also Italian 
bread and Italian sweet products, 

baking conditions, 532, 539-541, 543, 552 
classification, 528-529, 545-547 
PDO (Protected Designation of Origin), 

PGI (Protected Geographical Indication), 

physical characteristics, 530, 532, 536, 548 
production sector, 529,530, 543, 545 

Ciabatta, 532, 535, 542 
Coppia ferrarese, 532, 540-542 
Michetta, 532, 540, 542-543 
Pane Carasau, 532,539,543-544 
Pane casereccio di Genzano, 532, 541-542 
Pane di Altamura, 532, 534,537,540-542 
Pane di segale, 532 
Pane toscano, 532, 540-542 
Pasta dura, 532, 542 

Italian sweet products, 543 
Amaretti, 547-5 48,5 5 6-5 5 7 
Canestrelli, 5 48-5 49 
Cannoli, 547,549-550 
Castagnaccio, 5 47-5 5 0, 5 56 
Colomba, 529,547-548,550-555 
KruniiiY, 5 4 7-5 5 0 
Merendine, 5 2 9, 5 5 3 
Ofelle, 5 47-5 50 
Pandoro, 529,547-554 
Panettone, 529,547-554 
Panforte, 547-548, 556 
Pardulas, 547, 549-550 
Pasta dimandorle, 547, 556-557 
Pastiera, 547,549-550 

540-542 

540-541,554 

Italian bread, 529 

K 
Kiln, 521, 523, 

drying, 524 
Kochstuck, 447 
Kosher baking, 463 

fruit mousse, 464 
KOy, 453 

L 
Labelling, reduced fat products, 194 
Laccase, 353 
Lacitol (LactyTM in Holland), 152 
Lactic acid 367, 369, 372, 373, 374 

bacteria (LAB), 180, 186, 536-539, 550-5151 
Lactococcus lactis, 447 
Lactobacillus sanfranciscensis, 537-5 38, 5 5 0 

Lactose, 147-148, 433-434, 438 
lactase, 147 
lactose intolerance, 147 

all-in-one proceses, 412 
sponge-dough process, 412 

Laminated crackers, 412 

Lao bing, 446 
Leavening agents, 215, 398, 422, 505 

air, 398 
ammonium bicarbonate, 422 
baking powder, 215, 398 
baking soda, 215, 398 
egg whites, 398 
liquids, 398, 400 
sodium bicarbonate, 422 
yeast, 422 

Lifestyle choice diets, 465 
sports nutrition, 465 

high-carbo calzone, 465 
veganism, 465 

carrot cake, 466 
vegetarianism, 465 

Limpa, 453 
Lipase, 337,350-351,353,355-356 

functionality in breadmaking, 350-35 1 
phospholipase, 35 1 

Lipids, 215, 338, 343, 350 
functionality in breadmaking, 343, 350 
galactolipids, 343, 350 
nonpolar lipids, 343, 350 
polar lipids, 339, 343, 350 
starch lipids, 343 
triacylglycerols, 352 

classification, 351 
co-oxidation, 352-353 
functionality in breadmaking, 352-353 
hydroxyperoxides, 35 1-352 

Lipoxygenase, 337,343,350-353 
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Liquid sponge, 264 
Loaf volume, 325, 329, 332 
Lysine, 433-437 

M 
Mahleb, 445 
Maillard reaction, 275, 425, 433-437, 504, 507, 523 

browning, 227, 398, 
angel food cake, 403 
role of milk in, 400 

Malt Bur, 423 
diastatic, 423 
non-diastatic, 423 

Maltose, 433, 437-439 
Maltulose, 437-439 
Maple syrup, 147 
Mastel, 446 
Matzos, 4 11 

Measurement of bread quality, 329 
production, 412 

crumb color, 326, 329 
crumb quality, 329 
loaf volume, 329, 331 

Melanoidins, 436 
Melting point, 220 

supercooling, 220 
Meringue method, 400 
Methionine, 434 
Microwave 

baking, 228 
spectroscopy, 2 16 

Milk, 215 
powder, 268 

Mills, 90-92, 94, 127 
burr mills, 127 
hammer mills, 127 
roller mills, 127 
roller, 90-92, 94 
stone, 90-91, 94 

automation, 25 1 
batch, 406 
continuous, 406 
oakes, 407 
objectives, 246 
scaling, 245 
stages, 246 
time, 246, 449, 521 
types, 246 
votator, 407 

Mixing, 245-246,401,406,508,511 

Molasses, 144-145 
Monocalcium phosphate monohydrate, 505-507 
Mouthfeel, 506, 513, 516 

Muffins, 130-131,454,497,508 
bread-type, 502,508-509 
cake-type, 502,508-509 
english, 497 
quick-bread, 497 

Multi-purpose additive, 152 
Muslims, 464 

Mycotoxins 376 

N 
Naan, 450 
Natural sponge, 265 
Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIR), 126 
NLEA, 499,516 
Nonfat dry milk powder, 507 
Nonstarch polysaccharides, 338, 34 1-342 
No-time dough, 263,321-322 
Nutrition Labeling Education Act (NLEA), 499 

0 
Obesity, 460, 467-498 
Organic compounds, 2 15 
Organic Foods Production Act of 1990, 501 
Organic gluten, 104 
Osmotic pressure, 222 
Optimization of gluten-free breads, 488 
Oven problems, 279 

flash Heat, 280 
Oven, 281,405,408,508,521,523 

band, 408 
convection, 405 
conventional, 405 
conveyor, 282 
deck, 508, 515 
electronic, 283 
impingement, 409 
rack, 283 
reel, 281, 409, 508, 516 
spring, 275,346,349-350 
steam, 279 
temperature, 524 
traveling tray oven, 281 

Halal baking, 464 

double-Lap, 281 
single-Lap, 281 

tunnel, 282, 408 
zones, 523 

Optimization of gluten-free breads, 488 
Overweight, 498 
Oxidation, 340-341, 343, 350-355 
Oxidizing agent(s), 233, 340, 344, 351, 353, 355 

ascorbic acid, 234, 242, 251 
azodicarbonamide, 234 
potassium brornate, 234 
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Oxidizing agent(s) (continued) 
potassium iodate, 234 
principles, 250 

Oxidoreductase, 337, 351-354, 356 

P 
Packaging, 508, 514,524 
Pain 

a la Grecque, 445 
briare, 447 
tradition, 448 

Panettone, 370 
PZo di queijo, 446 
Pappadam, 45 1 
Parameter, 87, 89-94 

chemical, 87-90,94 
NIR, 90,92-94 
protein, 88, 90-93 
rheological, 87, 90-92 
starch, 90, 92-93 
water, 90, 92-93,95 
XYZ-graph, 90,92, 94 

Partially hydrogenated shortenings, 42 1 
Pastdpizza, 484-485 

gluten-free, 485 
Pasting behavionr, 126-127, 130 
Pentosans, 2 14 
Performance, 94-95 

agronomy, 95 
bakery, 94 
predicting, 95 
process, 95 

Peroxidase, 35 1, 353 
pH, 223 
Phyllo, 454 
Phytates, 375 
Pide, 454 
Plastic sponge, 264 
Polar molecules, 2 16 
Polydextrose (LittsseTM in Holland), 152 
Potato starch, 477 
Pregelatinized rice Bur, 128, 131 
Preparation of gluten, 100 

drying conditions, 100 
industrial-scale isolation, 100 

zalcohol washing process, 100 
batter process, 100 
hydrocyclone process, 100 
Martin process, 100 

laboratory-scale isolation, 100 
glutomatic washing system, 100 
hand washing method, 100 

Preservative, 270 
Pretzel, 5 19 

color, 523-524 

hard, 520, 523-524 
hardness, 521 
soft, 525 
sourdough, 525 
texture, 523-524 

feedback control, 313-314 
modeling, 314 

Process control for bread making, 303, 31 1-314 

computational fiid dynamics (CFD), 309, 314 
dynamic, 3 14 
off-line, 306 
on-line, 305, 311-314 
PID control, 313 
programmable logic controller, 303, 313 
SCADA system, 3 13 

Process monitoring system, 3 1 1 
image analysis, 3 12 
light microscopy, 3 12 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 312 
mechanical sensors, 313 
near infrared (NIR) , 3  12-3 14 
noninvasive method, 312 
ultrasound, 312 
vision technology, 31 1-312 
x-ray, 3 12 

Production of bakery products, 42 
soft wheat products, 46 

cake baking, 55 
cake formula balancing, 5 1 
chiffon method, 51, 53 
commercially made cookie, 48 
cookies, 46 
crackers, 46 
creaming method, 49 
handmade cookie, 49 
mixing methods, 46, 49 
pastries, 56, 
pies, 56 
puff pasty, 25 
sponge method, 50 
types of cakes, 50 

types of doughmaking processes, 44 
chorleywood bread process, 45 
sponge-and-dough method, 44 
steps in yeast dough production, 42 
straight dough method, 44 
sourdoughs, 45 

yeast products, 42 
lean dough, 42 
rich dough, 42 
rolled-in yeast dough, 42 
special dough, 42 

Prolamins, 128 
Proofing time, 521,525 
Proofing, 513-514 
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Protease, 346, 348, 424 
classification, 348 
functionality in breadmaking, 348 
protease inhibitors, 348 

albumins, 97 
amino acid composition, 98 
based fat replacers, 196, 199 
content, 520, 525 
crosslink, 228 
denaturation, 277 
essential amino acids, 98 
gliadins, 97 
globulins, 97 
glutenins, 97, 99 

Proteins, 97, 214, 227 

high molecular weight glutenin subunits 

low molecular weight glutenin subunits 
(HMWGS), 99 

(LMWGS), 99 
isoelectric point, 228 
microparticullated, 196, 199 
modified, 196,199 
molecular weight distribution, 99 
monomeric, 98 
peptide bond, 228 
polymeric, 99 
wheat protein, 228 

Pulla, 447 
Puri, 452 

Q 
Quality assurance, 524 
Quinoa, 478-479 

R 
Radicals, 351-353, 356 
Raisin juice concentrate, 148 
Raisin sponge, 267 
Rapid viscoanalyser (RVA), 126 
Recipes 

banana bread 
conventional, 463 
diabetic, 463 

gluten free, 458 
standard, 458 
multigrain rolls, 467 

high carbo, 465 

conventional, 466 
vegan, 466 

baked, 459 
dairy free, 459 

bread 

calzone 

carrot cake 

cheesecake 

standard baked, 459 
tofu based, 459 

chocolate cake 
eggless, 460 
standard, 460 

chocolate chip cookies 
conventional, 468, 
healthier version, 468 

kosher Muslin, 464 
traditional, 464 

gluten free bread, 458 
muffin 

fruit mousse 

blueberry conventional, 461 
low fat healthy, 461 

salmon and kumara, 469 
wholemeal, 469 

quiche 

Redox reaction, 35 1,353-354 
Reduced sugar and sugarless baking, 155 
Reducing agents, 235,348 

L-cysteine, 235, 249 
sorbic acid, 250 

Reducing sugars, 433-437 
Refiner's syrup, 145 
Religious dietaIy laws, 104, 106 
Religious requirements, 463 

Halal, 463 

kosher, 464 
recipe for fruit mousse, 464 

recipe for dairy freeitofu baked cheesecake, 459 
recipe for fruit mousse 464 

Replacement for wheat k u r ,  see Wheat k u r  replacement 
Retrogradation, 227 
Reverse osmosis, 222  
Rewena, 452 
Rice, 476 

bran, 125, 127 
brown rice Bur, 476 
brown rice, 125, 127, 129, 130-131 
composition, 124- 125 
consumption, 123-124 
fortification, 126 
milling, 125 
paddy rice, 124 
parboiled rice, 125, 128 
polished rice, 125, 127 
pregerminated rice, 130 
production, 123 
storage, 127 
waxy rice, 125-127, 131 
white rice kurs,  476 

Ritz crackers, 425 
Rogge verdomme, 445 
Ruisleipa, 447 
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Rye, 109 
arabinoxylans, 112-113 
bread, 449 
bioactive compounds, 113-1 14 

effect of processing, 113 
chemical composition, 11 1 
consumer products, 115 

bread products, 116-117 
consumption, 109-1 10 
flavor, 117-118 
health-effects, 114-115, 
nutritional value, 114-1 15 
microstructure, 11 1-1 12 
production, 109-1 10 
sourdough, 448 

S 
Saccharifying enzyme, 423 
Saka manju, 451 
Saline crackers, 41 1 
Salt, 269, 423,523,525 
Saltines, 425 

San Francisco bread, 365, 370 
Sarmisakli, 454 
Savory crackers, 4 11 

production, 412 
Scaling, 502, 516 
Scones, 454 
Semisweet graham crackers, 41 1 
Semisweet machine-cut cookies, 4 11 
Shelf-life, 374, 508, 510, 516 

antistaling additives, 60 
emulsifiers, 60-61 
enzymes, 60-61 

mechanism, 57,59 

production, 412 

staling, 60, 61 

Short dough, 421,545,547,549-550 
Shortening, 394 

hydrogenation, 394 
oil, 394 

Shortening-style cakes, 393, 401 
continuous batter mixing, 402 
creaming method, 401, 40 1 
emulsion method, 402 
flour-batter method, 40 1 
single-stage method, 402 
sugar batter method, 401 

Skim, 129-130 
Sodium aluminum sulfate, 505 
Sodium bicarbonate, 505-506, 516,525 
Sodium crackers, 425 
Sodium dodecylsulfate-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), 98 
Sodium hydroxide (See alkali) 

Solutions, 22 1 
Sorghum, 479 

sorghum molasses, 147 
sweet sorghum logo, 147 

Sourdough, 177, 186, 365 
definition 366, 
fermentation, 366-367, 373 

Ankerbrot-Reimelt system, 368 
Isernhager process, 368 
Monheimer process, 368 
prolonged fermentation, 368 
spontaneous fermentation, 368 

functional aspects, 373 
health benefits, 374 
history, 365 
lactic acid bacteria, 487 
microkra,  368 

lactic acid bacteria, 369 
yeast, 370 

process, 366 
rye sourdough, 366 
types, 368 
wheat sourdough, 366 

daiIy replacement, 457 
egg replacement, 459 
flour, 131 
protein, 130 

Soybeans, 482 
Sponge cake, 403 

use of eggs in, 400, 403 
Sponge-dough method, 263 
Sports nutrition, 465 

carbo-loading, 465 
recipe for Calzone, 465 

S O Y  

Staling, 486, See Baked products quality, Shelf life 
Starch degradation products, 345 

LMW (malto)dextrins, 345-347 
reducingifermentable sugars (maltose), 346, 348 
residual starch fraction, 347 

Starch sugars, 140-142, 144 
dextrose anhydrous, 142 
dextrose monohydrate, 142 
fructose crystals, 142 
maltodextrins, 141 

corn syrups, 141 
dextrose syrups, 142 
enriched fructose syrup (55% fructose), 144 
high conversion syrups, 141 
high fructose syrup (42% fructose), 144 
high maltose syrups, 141 

amylopectin, 226, 338-339, 347 
amylose leaching, 339, 346 

Starch syrups, 140-142, 144 

Starch, 125, 129,214,226,338-340,344-345,475 
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amylose, 226, 338-339, 347 
amylose-lipid (inclusion) complex, 339,343, 350, 

as fat replacer, 195-196 
cassava starch, 129-130 
corn starch, 129-131 
crystallinity, 338-339, 347 
damaged starch, 127,338,346 
degradation products, 345 

356 

LMW (malto)dextrins, 345-347 
reducingifermentable sugars (maltose), 346 
residual starch fraction, 347 

gelatinization, 276, 338-339, 346, 475, 502, 507-508, 

granules, 338-339, 343, 345-346 
interactions, 341, 342, 347 
network, 339, 347 
potato starch, 131, 
pregelatinized tapioca starch, 130-131 
proteins in, 226-227 
replacement for wheat %ur, 457 
retrogradation, 338-339, 342, 347, 356, 
rigidity, 339 

Starter cultures, 371 
definition, 372 

Straight-dough, 263 
Subcritical water, 220 
Sucrose, 433-434, 438 
Sugar, 269,397 

alternatives, 397-398 
brown sugar, 397 
carmelization, 504 
function of sugar in cakes, 397 
functions in baking, 462 
loaf, 445 
refining process, 397 
replacers, 498, 504, 516 
syrups, 143, 148 

Sulfhydryl oxidase, 353-354 
Supercooling, 222 
Supercritical water, 220 
Superheating, 222 
Supplementation 375 
Surfactant, 225 
Surimi, 482 
Sweeteners, 137, 422 

519,523 

artificial, 462 
extender, 15 1 
functional considerations, 155 
functionality in baked products, 153 
functions in baking, 462 
lack of bake stability, 462 
thalose, 151 
uses in baked products, 152-153 

Synthesis of gluten proteins, 99 

T 
Texture profile analysis, 329 
Thalose, 151 
Tortilla, 452 
Traditional sugars, 138 

baker's Drivert, 140 
baker's special, 139 
beet sugar, 139 
brown sugar, 139 
cane sugar, 138 
fondant sugar, 140 
icing sugar, 140 
invert sugar, 140 
liquor, 138 
massecnite, 138 
powderd sugar, 139 
sucrose, 138 
turbinado sugar, 140 
typical screen anaylsis, 138 
U.S. FDA definition, 138 

Trans-fatty acids, 42 1 
Transglutaminase, 129, 354-355 

overdosing, 354 
Triple point, 219,220 
Tritium, 212 
Tryptophan, 437 
Tsoureki, 449 

U 
US Clean Water Act, 2 13 
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 2 12 
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 2 12 
US Office of Water Quality, 2 13 

V 
Vapor pressure, 2 18, 220 

of ice, 218 
of water, 219 
humidity, 220 

Vazsonyi, 450 
Veganism, 465 
Vegetarianism, 465 

lacto, 465 
lacto-ovo, 465 

Villi, 447 
Viscosity, 339, 341-342, 346 

aqueous phase, 339,341-342 
dough, 340,346 

Vital wheat gluten 
bakery products, 102-103 
flour fortification, 102 
modified gluten proteins, 103 
nonbakery uses, 103 
recipes containing VWG, 103 
uses, 102 
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W 
Wafers, 13 1 
Water activity, 229 (See Humidity) 

chemical potential, 229 
isotherm, 230 
relative vapor pressure, 229 

Water crackers, 4 1 I 
production, 412 

Water molecules, 2 15 
dipole moment, 216 
polarity of molecule, 216 

abnormal propeIties, 2 17 
absorption, 338-339,342,348,353 
amorphous solid water, 2 17 
boiling point, 220, 
bottled water, 2 12 
bound water, 221, 230 
density, 2 19 
dielectric constant, 219, 222 
drinking waters, 2 12 
free water, 22  1, 230 
hard water, 224 
heat capacity, 2 19 
heavy water, 2 12 
holding, 342, 349 
ion product of Kw, 222 
natural waters, 2 12 
phase transition, 217, 220 
radioactive water, 212-213 
redistribution, 339, 341-342, 351 
self-ionization of, 222 
solid water, 217 (See Ice) 
surface tension, 2 19 
thermal conductivity, 2 19 
treatment, 222 
triple point, 219-220 
vapor pressure, 219 
viscosity, 219 
Walkerton water incident, 2 13 
water regulating agencies, 2 13 
water vapor, 2 16 

Water, 211-212,219-220,268,423,520-521 

Weak acids, 223 
Weak bases, 223 
Wetting agent, 225 
Wheat characteristics, 72-73, 82-85 

hard wheat, 72, 82-83, 85 
red wheat, 72, 83-84 
soft wheat, 72-73, 82, 84 
spring wheat, 72-73,83-84 
white wheat, 72, 84-85 
winter wheat, 72-73, 84 
yield, 72 

Wheat classes, 69, 73, 75-85 
Canada, 8 1,83 

Durum, 69,73,75, 76,81,83,85 
extra strong, 81, 83 
Hard Red Spring, 73, 75,76-79, 80-85 
Hard Red Winter, 73, 75,82, 83-85 
Hard White, 73, 75, 76, 85 
mixed, 75 
Prairie Spring, 81 
Soft Red Winter, 73,75, 82 
Soft White, 73, 75, 81-82, 85 
unclassed, 75 
United States, 75 

Wheat end-products, 70, 83-85 
Wheat k u r  classification, 69-86 

Canada, 75-81 
classification systems, 70-8 1 
disposition and consumption, 70 
quality, 81-85 
standards and grading, 73 
United States, 73-75 
uses, 83-85 
world exports, 72 
world imports, 72 
world wheat production, 70 

arabinoxylan, 338, 341-342 
lipids, 338, 343 
nonstarch polysaccharides, 338, 341-342 
protein, 338-340 
starch, 338-340, 344-345 

Wheat k u r  milling, 5 
Wheat k u r  replacement, 458 

bean kurs,  457 
nuts, 457 
sorghum, 457 
starches, 456, 457 
teff, 457 

Wheat k u r  constituents, 338, 353, 356 

Wheat quality, 343-344, 356 
Wheat starch, 475 

amylopectin, 476 
amylose, 476 
cellulose, 480 

Whey powder, 130 
Whey solids, 147-148 
Whey, 424 
World Health Organization (WHO), 2 14 

X 
Xanthan gum, 480 

Y 
Yeast, 173-191, 215,222, 225, 262, 269, 382, 520,523, 

525,536-539 
active dry, 180-182 

rehydration, 183 
aroma production, 182, 184-185, 187 
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color, 177, 179, 183 
compressed, 179-180 
definition, 173, 176 
dough, 183 

behaviour in, 183-187 
cell growth in, 186 
fermentation tolerance, 186-187 
rheology, 186-187 

enzyme activity, 179, 182, 184-185, 187 
food applications, 174-175 
foods, 185-187 
freezing, 182 
gas production, 179-180, 183, 185-187 
glutathione, 180, 183, 186 
historical development, 176-177 
inhibitors, 181, 185-186 
instant active dry, 181 
ions and yeast, 225 
levels in dough, 184, 187 
liquid (cream), 180 

manufacturing, 177- 182 
packaging, 180-18 1 
preincubation, 183-184 
protein content, 178-179 
quality control, 181, 183 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 5 3 7-5 3 8 
Saccharomyces exiguus, 537-538, 550 
species, 174-176 
storage, 179-181, 183 
strains, 181-182 
sugar utilization, 177 
sweet (sugared) dough, 181, 184-185 
temperature, 182 

gas production, 184 
growth, 182 

trehalose, 177, 180 
wild, 178, 180, 183 
yeast food, 225 
yield, 179 

Yufka, 454 
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